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RECORDS
OF

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDLL

Part 1.] 1885. [ February.

Annual Report of Geological Survey of India, and ob' tub Gioological

Museum, Calcutta, for the year 1884.

The Peninsula area ,—In Southern India Mr. Foote be^an tho season’s work
in continuation of the care exploration in the Karnnl

Billa ^uroam^^Caves
. District, but in tho middle of it ho was called upon to

undertake an exploration for coal along- an intended lino

of railway between Hyderabad and the Kistna. Fortunately we were able to secure

thcj services of Jiis sou, InCtitonant H. B. Footcj, R.A., w^hp had been for some
tinio helping his father as an amateur cave-hunter. An interesting preliminary

aocA>u^t of the result is publislied in the last number of the Records. It is on tho

whole encouraging; a large number of bones have been secured, some of animals

that do^not now inhabit this region, some human remains and articles of human
manufacture, the latter at tho considerable depth of 10 feet, but tiothing to show
that the caves had ever been iis(»d as dwellings or as a plaeo of sepulture. Ar-

rangements have been sanctioned for carrying on tho w^ork during the present

season, afti*r which a close examination of the whole collections should determine

whether the search is worth continuing.

The country between Hezvada and tho Singareni coal-field, and from the

latter to Hyderabad, where Mr. Foote was sent to look for

coi\l^'u*tl*derduu[^^
proved, as we expected, to be all of gneissic rocks.

Tho only reward for his labour was tho discovery of a
strong lodo of rich iron ore close to the Singareni coal-field. An account of the

traverse is published in the curi\mt number of the Records.

As stated ill last year’s repoit, Dr. King took np^work in the series of coal-

CiiuA'n isoAuu COAL- fields on the north-east confines of Chhattisgarh, especially

with a view to exploration for coal near Ihe lino of the
Dr, King, projected Nagpnr-Beiigal Railway. The results of liis

Frnitloaa search

coal iu H^deraWiul.
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survey are published in the Records (XVIT, part 3). It would be iippossible to

give any further opinion on the measures until some trial 'borings have been

made
;
they are now being sunk under Dr. King’s direction.

The promises made in last year’s report regarding the Rewah coal-fields have

The Rewah coal- successfully accomplished. The shafts put

piitLbs:r. down on the coal in the Umaria field- under Mr. Hughes’
Mr. Hughes, direction have fully satisfied his expectations, and ener-

getic steps are now being taken under Mr. Hughes’ management to establish an

extensive colliery there; and a branch railway from Katni on the Jabalpur line

is under construction. Mr. Hughes’ n^olo service (since 18fi2) has 'been spent

on the Gondwana rocks, and it is most pleasing and appropriate that so fijiiitful

a practical result should be in a very special manner due to his sagacity and per-

severance. During last season Mr. Hughes also managed, to complete the examina-

tion of the southern coal-fields of the Rewah Gondwana basin. The total area of

exposed coal measures ‘is no less than 1,800 square miles. The descriptive memoir

with maps is now in the press.

Mr. Jones joined Mr. Hughes in January. He has this season been deputed*

to survey the Pencil coal-field on the south side of the Satpura basin.

Sub-Assistant Hira Lai gave satisfactory aid to Mr. Hughes in his survey

operations. He has now been transfeired to Dr. King.

In the past season Mr. Bose took up new ground, in tho basin of the ugper

Lower Vindhyars, Mahanadi. He covered a large area, but I regret to say
OuiiATTisoARU

: the result is exceedingly unsatisfactory. For his work
Jfr, Bote. Nimav there was an excellent sketch survey by Mr. Blan-

ford to start with, and the rocks presented no strisctural (joniplications
;
Mr. Bose

has moreover such facility in expressing himself and in settingup a description Jbhat

there was little or no room for the detection of erroi%.fi;^[)ra a perusal of his report,

beyond such general defect of scientific insight as I have noticed in the Preface

to Mr. Fedden’s Kattywar report (Memoirs, XXT, part 2). In Chhattisgarh,

Mr. Bose had to break ground for himself ; and although this is by no means com-

plicated, his attempt even to understand the problem of the rocks is extremely

feeble ;
his map is no more than a lithological index

;
there is a total absence of cri-

tical observation. In discussing the question of the employment of natives on the

Geological Survey of India, I have had frequent occasions to point out that our

work is essentially scientific research and docs not admit of being done by rule, wHh
little or no understanding

;
and that if not within measurable range of modern

scientific standards it is worthless
; on the other h«^d I mentioned the fact that

as yet no single instance had occurred of a native showing him. clf capable of

original scientific work, tho conclusion being that the Geological Survey was about

the only branch of tlyj publm service in w'hich natives could not as yet reason-

ably find employment. I fear that Mr. Bose is no exception to this rule, al-

though be has had the advantage df the best teaching in tho scientific schools

of Engljind. It is quite a Darwinian puzzle. *' * \
Sab-Assistant Kishen Singh mapped a considerable aipa of Vindhyan rocks

south of Bundi in Rajputana, but it would be impossible to make out a present*

able description of the country from his notes.
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The extra-Peninsula area,—Mr. Oldham has sent in fall progress reports of

OuTEB IIiiciLATA •

’ scason’s work in the Himalayan region, embracing a

Mr, Oldham, Section from the plains to the base of the main range. In

the Sab-Himalayan zone the following interesting points

have been fixed : the re-discovery of one of Colonel Cautley’s most important loca-

lities for fossils, at the. entrance to the Kalawala Pass (Records, 188^, p. 78) ;
the

detection of an unconformity in the upper Siwalik strata east of the Ganges

(Records, 1884, p. 161), which later in the sitason he traced in the range west of

the Ganges
;
but chiefly there has to be noticed a judgment upon ihe ‘ main bound-

ary,’ that of tjie old rocks at the inner ^cdge of the tertiary zone. This has

been a very burning question, as may be seen by reference to Mr. Theobald’s

paper on the Siwaliks (Records, ‘XIV, p. 105) ;
but since the correction by Mr.

Oldham in 1881 of a cer^in “key section” near Nahan (Records; XIV, p. 173)

the particular view taken by me of the main boundary has lost its chief support,

and the view now offered cannot be forcibly contested. The point is discussed

with reference to the section in the Nun stream under Mussooree. In the

original description of that section in 1864 (Memoirs, III, 2, p. 128) it is left

Tery much an open question ‘whether all the rocks there are not Siwaliks, as

Mr. Theobald (Z.c.) subsequently asserted them to be, and as Mr. Oldham now
re-af!irms. As regards the main boundary, the ‘ key ’ aforesaid made it a very

plausible supposition thatthis feature was an original contact, albeit much disguised

by aubsequent compression and faulting, whereas Mr. Oldham, by showing inver-

sion of the inner rocks at the boundary, and other fair arguments, makes out the

boundary to be a faulted synclinal flexure
;
though it does not appear that he supposes

the original limit of the SivvaUk* rocks to have been far north of the actual

boundary, jJo that the change of view is not so great as it might seem. When the

featui'e was first discussed the choice seemed to lie between the view then taken

and sheer faulting (including under this term the revei*sed faulting along oblique

plains, of fracture in the axes of .folded flexures); Mr, Oldham also rejects the

reversed fault, in its plain form, on account of the absence of the crushing that

presumably must occur, and adopts “ the supposition of a faulted synclinal flexure

in which the disturbance of the original relations has taken place mainly by the

older rocks being pushed up over the newer, according to Professor Heim’s theory,

rather than by an actual shifting of the opposite faces of a fissure.” The dis-

tinction, in words, is not obvious ;
and it is very diflicult to imagine the process,

seeing that the rocks on cither side of the dividing plain retain their respective

structures
;
but somehow such contacts are brought about with little or none of the

grinding action that would seem inevitable. Another very interesting point is

the discovery of an outlier of Siwalik sandstone resting on crumpled slates in a low

hill north-east of Dehra. With the single exception of a case noticed by Mr.

Mallet in the Bhnt>4,n Dudrs (Memoirs, XI, p. 44) it is the only observation of a

base-rock within the true Sub-Himalayan zone*. The absence of any older tertiary

beds here is particularly*interesting, as almost necessarily implying their extensive

upheaval and removal before the Siwalik period. '*

Among the vastly mere complex rocks of the higher hills the changes intro-

duceebare more.extensive. The senes of formations described in Jaunsar (Records
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XVT, p. 103) is soracwliat altered and greatly amplified, and brought into

I'elation with those of the Simla region. The following is Mr.*Oldham’s summary
of conclusions :

—

1.—That the Simla and Jaunsdr sections are not related to each other, but

that except for some possible exposures of the Krol in Jauns^r the rocks

on either have no representative on the other.
, ,

2.,—That the Simla section does not represent a conformnble sequence, but

that between the infiu-KroI and the Blaini tliere arc interposed (else-

where) at least two fonuations, and two unconformable breaks,

3.

—That the Deoban and Krol limestones are not the same, but that the former

is much older than the latter,

4.

—That ihe Mandhali series is older than' the infra-Krol (but newer than the

Deoban).
^

5.

—That the Deoban limestone is newer than the Blaini.

C.—That the Blaini is newer than the lower-Chakrdta.

7.

—That the series which last year were provisionally and doubtfully grouped

togetluT as Lower and Dpper Chakratas must bo separated as belong-

ing to different formations.

8.

—That the Bawars are but a special form of the basement beds of the

infra-Krol.

9.

—That the Panjal conglomerate occurs in this region, and it is not the

representative of the Blaini.
^

It would be unreasonable to expect that all these announcements should 'oe

immutable
;
Mr. Oldham is certainly right in attempting free-hand tentative

groupings, and all are based upon local eviden6o o£ variable validity.

Those acquainted with it will be glad to see that the primitive series of the
Simla section is not much interfered with at homei The FrolHmestone, Krol
quartzite, and infra-Krol carbonaceous shalps still retiain the hight'st groups of
the lower Himalayan rock series ; and the tseveral groups (Bawar, Mandhatl,
and Deoban) separating them from their constant neighbour of the Blaini stream
are not said to occur here. The discovery of a second conglomerate will greatly
reduce the duties of the hitherto seemingly ubiquitous Blaini

; and a second strong

limestone band to take the place of the Krol in certain places, as in the Shdli
mountain north of Simla, is distinctly a relief. Mr. Oldham gives ample strati,

graphical observation to confirm Colonel McMahon’s petrological arguments that
the ‘ central gneiss ’ of the Chor and some other places is truly a granite ; still

I find a ‘ central gneiss ’ at the base of the new table of formations
; and this'

too is satisfactory ;
it would be almost pretematulul that such an immense file

of geological records should have no archman foundation. It is lamentable to have
to record that still not even the ghost of a fossil has been seen in these rocks.

I have given Mr. Oldh&m’s results somewhat at length, because they may not
be immediately published in original, the exigencies of our Indian service having
made it desirable to depute him for the current field season to the Andamans
with the Topographical Survey party, for which special arrangements have been
made, and such an opportunity might not occur again in our time. Mr.Oldham’s
experience in Manipur (Memoirs, Vol. XIX) at the starting point of this^-egion
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Colonel McH^dHon,

of disturbance, may give him some clue to the correlation of the rocks in tlioso

island outlier'’,

Mr. Middlemiss joined Mr. Oldham in January
;
he has this year been started

on independent work in Garhwal.

Colonel McMahon has now completed his elaborate microscopical studies

of a large series of Himalayan rocks, proving among
other interesting results the eruptive character of certain

psendo-gneissic rocks of the Dhiiladhdr, the, Chor, and other localities. Mr.

Oldham’s recent determination of the undoubtedly intrusive relations of this rock

in the Chor is a satisfactory conclusion oi this enquiry. Colonel McMahon’s

description (Vol. XVII, p. 104) of the extreme metamorphism, amounting to

proximate fusion, of the quartzites of the ridge at Delhi, is an interesting indica-

tion upon the history of the Arvali rocks.

In connection with Himalayan geology it is not out of place to notice a study

Himalayan Moun- mountain system of the Himalaya presented in

TAIN System : Colonel Godwin-Austen’s address as President of Geogra-

Lt-Col, Qodmn- phical Section of the 33riti8h Association Meeting of 1883,

^
Austen, supplemented by a map and sections with notes published

by the Royal Geographical Society (Proceedings, 1883, p. 610). If the views

given had been mere geographical delineations they would not have called for

attention, as being suitabh^rto the audiences addressed
;
but the essay is a lauda-

ble attempt to forestall time byt introducing to topographers rational concep-

tions of mountain structure, and thus geology is necessarily introduced. Unfor-

tunately, however, the autlior is not himself quite emancipated from the ideas he

would subvert. These may be imlieated as a mistaken conception of unity based

upon an unnatural assumption of continuity. Of this kind is the extension of

the extinct axes of the Himalayan range into connection with the gneissic

mass of Afghanistan. The Confusion is the same as it would bo to ignore the

sojjarate.members of a corapoimd organism^; there may be homology, but the

•forced continuity leaves out of count conspicuous and essential structural characters.

Again, to make the Pir Panjal and the Dhuladhar continuous with the Chor

mountain of the Simla region, is about the same as it would be to confound the tail

of a vertebrate animal witJi its limbs. These errors have been pointed out before

( Records, XV, p. 6).

In last year’s report I mentioned the completion of Mr. Griesbach’s rapid

The Ckntbal Hiha- survey of the Hundes region, and that his observations

• LAYA
; there had been connected with those of Stoliezka in Spiti.

Mr, Oriesbach, j explain the poatponement of any fuller

notice of the work owing to Mr. Gricsbach’s urgent deputation to accompany the

expedition to the Takht-i-Suleman. Subsequently to this, while making some

connecting observations on the North-West Frontier, he was taken seriously ill

at Koh^t, in consequence of which it was necessary that he should spend the

hot season in the hills, and while at Simla, he managed to get appointed to

accompany the Afghan Boundary Commission. Had I bfeen in India, I should

probably Ip^e succeeded in 'having sopae other officer deputed for this duty. No
doubt tLj best use that can be made of Mr. Griesbach is for the superficial kind
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Thb Takiit-i-Sule-
mXn.

of TTork that is alone possible in those expeditions, and his admirable skill in

drawing is a special qualification for such work, nevertheless the further post-

ponement of the account of his Himalayan observations, begun in 1879, should

have been avoided. His maps wore fully prepared before he left, and are now

being reproduced for publication ; a large number of illustrations are also ready,

but the descriptive text has not yet been sent in, and it cannot be ^fitly prepared

away from sources of reference.

The details of Mr. Griesbach’s observations in the Suleman hills have recently

been published (Volume XVII, part 4). They give fresh

illustration of• Mr. Blanford’s remarks regarding the great

variability of the cretaceous and eocene deposits of that

region. As regards the newer formations tw6 unexpected points are noteworthy.

The object of Jlr. Blanford’s last exploration on that frontier Kadbeen to connect

the tertiary series of Sind, which ho had so carefully,worked out, with the tertiary

series of the Sub-Himalayan region
;
and although an actual tie with previous

work to the north was not effected, it was thought, as stated in my last annual

report (Vol. XVII, page 7) that the main object had been attained, for in the

northern part of his ground, on the flanks of the Sulem^in, Mr. Blanfovd

found established a section that fairly represented that known to the north

—

the marine eocenes surmounted by the neogene XaiT and Siwalik groups, believed

to be fresh-water deposits, and all in apparent confon;;piable sequence, the two

marine groups, lower Nari and Gaj of Sind, having disappeared (Memoirs* XX,
page 159, et seq.). This conclusion is however apparently upset by Mr. Gi^es-

bach's observations in the intervening ground to the north : a sandstone full of

marine fossils is confidently identified (Z. c., page ^89) with Mr. Blanford’s upper
Nari sandstone, and the upper tertiaries are only represented by •the Siwalik

conglomerates resting in total unconformity on, the^ lower tertiary* marine beds.

It is very unsatisfactory that Mr. Griesbach docs noK himself notice these discre-

pancies, as is usual in such cases to give som^ sign, that he was aware of tkvir

importance
;
he had a proof copy of Mr. Blanford’s -report with him in the field. •

Some ores, especially a chromite, received from the Andamans, and the

accounts sent with them, made it desimble to have a pro-

fessional opinion upon the deposits. Mr, Mallet was deput-

ed for this purpose, and the result of his examination is

published in the Records (XVII, part 2). The block from which the specimen

of chromite had been taken could not be traced to any mass in situ

;

and as this

mineral in minute crystalline grains was found disseminated in the serpentinoi^s

rock of the neighbourhood, it may be presumed tb^t the large block was only a

local segregation. An opportunity occurred for Mr. Mallet to visit Barren Island

and Narcondam. His account of these interesting volcanic sites is now ready for

press. • •

Early in the season Mr. LaTouche accompanied the expedition into the Aka

AxA Hills and I^an- Hills, north of Tezpnr, in Assam. The dense vegetation

oBiN Coal-field. jtrevented any observation of the rocks except in the stream
Jfn LaTouehe. courses. Tho section was found to corre^ond with

that observed in the Daphla Hills to the eh&t by Colonel Godwin-Aife^n, and

The Andamans t

Mr, Mallet,
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as described Mr. Mallet in the Bhntdn Duirs to the west. Inside the ter-

tiary zone there is* a belt of carboniferous Damuda strata, bordering the

schistose rocks of the higher hills. Here, too, the coal is so crushed as to be unser-

viceable. There was some little delay in the preparation of a map
;

it will be

published shortly with Mr. LaTouche’s notes. Later in the season Mr. La-

Touche examined the Langrin coal-field on the south-west edge of the Garo

Hills. His report with a map is published in the Records (XVII, part 3). This

field offers an abundant supply of very fair coal easily accessible on the very

borders of the plain of Sylhet.

.

A very instructive (Jiscussion of geological homotaxis is given by Mr. W. T.

Thb ifbMOTAxis OF Blauford in his address as President to the Geological

liiDiAN rouMATioNs ; Soction of the British Association in its last meeting at
Mr, W, T, Blanford,

Montreal. It is mainly illustrated from Indian geology,

and is so important a contribution to this subject that it has been reprinted in

the current number of the Records. Numerous instances are given of the dis-

crepancies that occur in the correlations of rocks as based upon their terrestrial

fauna and flora, or upon a marine fauna, the latter giving much more comparable

results. Tlie former of course maintain all their special interest, but it is very

necessary to know upon which kind of evidence the correlation of any strata had

been based. Mr. Blanford«would somewhat modify the significance of the term

homotaxis as introduced by Professor Huxley in 1862, That was, to give

expression to the following statement For anything that geology or pnlasonto-

logy is able to show to the contrary, a Devonian fauna and flora in the British

Islands may have been contemporariegus with Silurian life in North America, and

with a Carboniferous fauna and flbra in Africa.”' These terms of course includ-

ed the marine fauna;, but while granting such conditions to be possible for a

terrestrial fauna or flora, Mr. Blanford considers that the marine fauna would

give a much nearer approximation to^jsynchrony. He says :
—“ It appears to me

thsit at the present day the difference between the land faunas of different parts

of the world is so vastly greater than that between marine faunas that if both

were fossilised, whilst there would be but little difficulty in recognising different

marine deposits as of like age from their organic remains, terrestrial and fresh-

water beds would in all probability be referred to widely differing epochs, and that

some would be more probably classed with those of a past period than with

others of the present time.”

The same subject of homotaxis is discussed by Mr. Oldham in the Journal of

M Oldham
Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1884 (Part II, p. 187).

He illustrates from our Indian palseontological researches

the highly discrepant results of correlations in time from fossil evidence, specially

the pala^obotanical, and the insuperable failure of any approach to determination

of synchrony among distant formations. This is introductory to an attempt

to establish synchronous relations of distant formations through the evidence of

peiiods of glaciation, the Aground chosen being the same, as containing well-

known deposits, the Talchirs of India, the Hawkilbury bods of Austi-alia,

' Quar. Jour., Geol. Soc., Vol. XVllI, p. xlvL
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and the Kafoo boulder bed of South Africa. Such a distribution,of presumably

synchronous glaciation, Mr. Oldham suggests, “ points towards the conclusion that

in early secondary times the crust of the earth did not occupy the same position

with respect to the axis of rotation as Jt does now.” The contention is well

supported by arguments needed to account for the distribution of the cognate

terrestrial fossil fauna and flora of the regions in question. Some years ago a

suggestion was made to use the last glacial period as a geological chronometer to

fix the age of the Indian post-tertiary deposits
;
and then too the proposal was

elicited by a flagrant abuse of the homotaxis method of correlation, losing sight

of the actual in the relative (supra, 'C'oL VII, p. 97, note).

Publications ,—Two Memoirs were published during the year—Mr. Bose’s on

the Lower IFarbada Valley between Nimawar and Kawant, and Mr. Feddon’s

on Kdthiaw&r, each with a map of the country described. They form parts

1 and 2 of Volume XXI. The work was contemjforaneously noticed in pr^^vious

annual reports, and some general remarks on both will be found in the preface to

the part 2, part 1 having been fully printed off before I returned from leave.

The Becords for the year contain numerous ai‘ticles of interest, several of

which have been referred to above.

In the PaloBontologia Indica, five parts of series X, the Indian Tertiary and

Post-Tertiary Vertebrata, by Mr. Lydekker, were published during the year.

They form a very worthy addition to this most valuable part of our publications.

For the general advancement of geological science, palaeontological researches are

certainly the most interesting and important, and at present they are inade-

quately provided for in the allotment of our resources. 1 1 would be impossible

for one palajontologist to overtake all the work on our undescribed collections of

fossils, even if one man could do justice to so wide a range of studies. I hope to

bo able to effect a temporary diversion of some funds to bring up an'ears of woi*k

in this branch of our business.

In continuation of his work on the fossils of the Salt-Range, Dr, Waagen lur-

nished last year two parts (Nos. 3 and 1) of the firachiopoda of the Productus-

Limestone. They exhibit the same exhaustive study as heretofore. To the

superficial criticism of some naturalists, Dr. Waagen might seem to lay himself

open on the score of minute specific distinctions, but he abundantly justifies his

method on biological and palasontological grounds. No doubt, as he says himself,

more abundant material may lead to the modification of his grouping, but there

is a strong presumptioh that the principle will hold good. However one might bo

satisfied for purely biological results tq exhibit the links of variation in a few de-

velopmental sequences of^species and genera, geological history will require tlie

process to be applied throughout. Dr. Waagen gives numerous instances in which ’

those slightly distinguishable forms are choi’acteristic of different stratigraphical

horizons. His final discussion of the fauna of the Productus-Limestone should

form an interesting chapter on tlie vexed question of homotaxis.

A large fasciculus of Series XTV, with eighteen adnlirably-cxo'cuted plates, was

issued early in the year,. For this series,’‘descriptive of the tertiary, and upper-

cretaceous ‘ fossils of Sind, taken up four years ago,,we are so far indebted to the

generous labours of Professor Mai'tin Duncauj latterly aided^by Mr. Percy SSlrdcn.
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It IS the beginning of what must one day become the most extensive part of the

PaToBontologiS, that foaling with the tertiary marine fauna, and the most interest-

ing as more fully bearing upon the living fauna of the Indian seas.

Museum,—As specified in the Records for May, several contributions of ores,

rocks, and other geological specimens were obtained from the International Exhi-

bition held in dalcutta early in this year. The principal presentatiouB were f^om

the Minister for Mines, New South Wales ; iho Minister for Mines, Victoria; and

the Tasmanian Commissioner. Some of these were in return for Indian geo-

logical specimens previously sent to Austmlian Museums by the Survey, and for

the rest a proper return was liiade on the occasion.

Library,—The additions to the library were 1,608 volumes or parts of volumes,

742 by purchase and 866 by donation or exchange. The printing of the Cata-

logue was just completed within the year, for which accomplishment I have

again to express obligation .to the conscientious industry of our librarian, Mr,

W, R. Bion, for thoroughly checking the entries and correcting the proofs.

Excepting books received after passing the sheets of the Catalogue for press, the

following figures represent a rough inventory of our library at this date : total

volumes, 13,205 ;
of which 9,236 come under the heading of Serials, including the

publications of Societies, as well as Magazines and official reports
;
of the re-

maining 3,969, 1,015 are marked in the Catalogue as pamphlets.

Personnel,—Dr. Feistmantel was absent throughout the year. Mr. Hacket

retuMied from furlough on the 18th of November and resumed his field work in

Rajputilna. Mr. Medlicott was absent on special leave for six months, during

which time Dr. King acted as Superintendent of the Survey. Mr. Mallet took

six months’ fiirlough from Mfyr tO October, during which time Mr. Fedden
ofilciated* as Cuiutor of the Museum.

•
*

• H. B. MEDLICOTT,

** Calcutta,

The 20th January 1885.

, •Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

List of Societies and other Institutions fro^n tvhich Publications have been received

in donatiem or e;rchange, for the Library of the Geological Survey of India,

during the year 1884.

Amsterdam.—Netherlands Colonial Department.

Basel.—Natural History Society.

Batavia.—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

„ Director of Instruction.

Berlin.—Gorman Geological Society. . »

„ Royal Prussian Academy of Science.

Bologna.—^Academy of Sciences, *

Bombay.—Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

^ Boston.—American Academy of Arts and ^ciences.

„ Society of Natural History,

Brisbane.—Royal Society of Queensland.
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Bristol.*

Brussels.-

Budaprst.-

Buenos

Buffalo.-

Calcutta.-

Cambrtdoe.-

Cambridge', Mass.-

Cassel.-

Christiania.-

COPENHAGEN.-

Dkhra Dun.-

Dresdbn.-

Edinburoh.-

Glasgow.-

Gottinoen.-

Halle.-

Hobart Town.-

Konigsburg.-

Lausanne.-

Livbrpool.-

Madison.—

•Bristol Museum.

Bristol Naturalists’ Society.

-Geological Society of Belgium.

Royal Geographical Society of Belgium.

Royal Malacological Society,

Royal Natural History Museum of Belgiu/n.

•Royal Geological Institute, Hungary.

National Academy of Sciences.

•Society of Natural Sciences.

Agricultural rfnd Horticultural Society.

Asiatic Society of Bengal. ,

Meteorological Department, Government of India.

Survey of India.
^

-Philosophical Society. •

-Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Society of Natural History,

•Editorial Committee, Norwegian North Atlantic Expedi-

tion.

Norwcgische Comm, der Europaischen Gi-admessung.

Royal University of Norway. ^

Royal Danish Academy.

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

"Isis Society,

-Royal ScottisK Society of Arts,

•Geological Society, •

Glasgow University.

Philosophical Society. •

-Royal Society.

-Leopoldino Academy.

Natural History Society.

-Royal Society of Tasmania.

-Physikalisch-dkonomische Gesellschaft.

Vaudois Society of Natural Science.

Geological Society.

Literary and Philosophical Society.

-Geological Society.

Iron and Steel Institute. ^

Journal of Science.

Linnean Society.

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Royal Geographical Society.

Royal Institute of Great Britain.

Royal Society. •

^ociety of Arts.

Zoological Society.

-Superintendent, Public Property. •
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^ADRAS.—-Meteorological Department.

Madrid.

—

Geographical Society,

Manghestbr.—

G

eological Society.

„ Literaiy and Philosophical Society.

Melbourne.

—

Department of Mines and Water Supply. Victoria.

„ • Geological Survey of Victoria.

„ Royal Society of Victoria.

Milan.-—Italian Society of Natural Science. •.

MoNTBBAL.T-Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada.

„ Royal Society*of Canada.

Moscow.—Imperial Society of Naturalists.

Munich.—Royal Bavarian Academy. •

'Nbwcastlb-on-Tyne.—N<irth of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers.

New Haven.—American Journal of Science.

Paris.—Geological Society of France.

„ Mining Department.

Penzance.—Royal Cfeological Society of Cornwall.

Perth.—Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Philadelphia.—Aaademy of Natural Sciences.

„ American Philosophical Society.

„ Franklin Institute.

Pisa.—Society of^Natural^Sciences, Tuscany.

Rome.—Camera dei Deputati.

,
*

„ R. Accademia dei Lincei.

„•
^

Royal Geological Commission of Italy.

Roorkbe.—Thonrtison* College of Civil Engineering.

Sacramento.—California State Mining Bureau.

St. Petersburg.—Geological Commission of the Russian Empire.

„ Imperial Academy of Sciences.

Salem, Mass.—American Association for the Advancement of Science.

„ Essex Institute.

San Francisco.—California Academy of Sciences.

Shanghai.—North China Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

Singapore.—Straits Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

Springfield.—Geological Survey of Illinois.

„ Illinois State Museum of Natural History.

Stockholm.—Geological Survey of Sweden. •

Strasburg.—Royal University Library.

Sydney,—Australian Museum. * *

Department of Mines, New Soutli Wales.

Royal Society of New South Wales.

Tokio.—Smsmological Society of Japan.

ORONTO.—Canadian Instifute.

Turin.—Roy^l Academy of Sciences.

Venice.—‘Royal ^stitute of Science.
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Vienna,—Imperial Academy of Sciences.

„ Imperial Geological Institute.

Washington.—Pbilosopliical Society.

„ Smithsonian Institute.

„ United States Geological Survey.

Wellington.—Colonian Museum.

„ Geological Survey of New Zealand.

New Zealand Institute.

Yokohama.—Asiatic Societjj’ of Japan.

„ German Natumlist^ Society.

Youk.—Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

Tlie Secretary of State for India.

The Governments of JJengal, Bombay, Madras, North-Western Provinces and

Oudh, and the Punjab.

Chief Commissioners of Assam, British Biirtna, and Ccnti*al Provinces.

The Commissioner of Northern India Salt Hevenue.

The Resident at Hyderabad.

The Comptroller of Indian Treasuries.

The Superintendent of Government Printing, India.

The Superintendent of the Government Centml Minseum, Madras.

Departments of Pinance and Commerce, Poreign, Home, and Revennp and

Agriculture.

Rotes on the Country between tlie Siiigareni Coal-field ami the Kistna River by

R. BftUCE Foote, P.G.S., Deputy Superintendent^ Geological Survey of India.

(With a map).

The immediate opening up of the Singareni coal-field having been under consi-

deration by the Government of India, I was deputed to examine the unsurveyed

countiy in the valley of the Munieru (Moonyair) river in the hope of finding

further outliers of the Barakar rocks, the Indian carboniferous scries, between

the Singareni coal-field and Bezwada, as the existence of other coal-fields might

greatly influence the selection of the line of country to be traversed by the railway

to connect the Singareni coal-field with Bezwada, the central point in the groat

canal system connecting the whole of the Godavari and Kistna deltas with

Madras, and the terminus of the new Bellary-K'^ttna State Railway.

The limits of the previously unsurvoyed tract which I examined in carrying out

this duty are, to tlie south the Kistna river; to the west

re^'vted
boundary of the EZadapa rooks, and further north the

left bank of the Munieru
;
to the cast a line coinciding with

the eastern edge of Atlas-sheet 75’; to the north a line running from the Munidru

eastward to the edge of sheet 75 a little to the soiithwax'd of Khammamett. To
the north of this line lie^ a considerable tract extending up to the Sil^reni coal-

field which had been partly examined by Mr. King and of which I completed

the survey.
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The geolqgical formationB met within the area thus defined belong to the

following four divisions :—I. The Qneissic rocks; 11. The

Kadapa or Transition rocks; III. Th.e Biver Alluvia;

IV. Suhaerial Formations and Soils.

Geological formations

mot with.

Disposition of

gnoissic rocks.

tbo

I.—The Qneissic Bocks, '
r

As will be seen from the map, the gneissic rocks of the Munidru (Moonyair)

valley are extensions of the great granitoid and schistose

bands seen south of the Kistna river and shown in the

little sketch m&p given in my jnemoir on the geological

structure of the eastern coast. ^

The gneiss rocks of the Kistna district show two great banda of granitoid

rock divided in the soui;hern part of the area by a much naiTower band of

schistose beds. In the north\3m part of the area, however, the schistose beds

extend considerably to the eastward whereby the eastern granitoid band is in-

terrupted and apparently overlaid by this eastward extension of the schists*

Whether this overlapping of the schistose beds over the 'granitoid really takes *

place or not, has not as yet been proved, but as it is believed on fair grounds to

take place in the southern, parts of these great bands in the Nellore distnct, it

may for the present be assumed also to take place in the Munifiru valley, and

the separate patches of granitoid gneiss lying to the northward of the continuous

band may pro. tem, be treated as inliers in the schistose area. The two grani-

toid bands and the intermediate s,9histose band have to the south of the Kistna

a general strike from south-west-byjsouth to north-east-by-north, which continues

till they.cross that river and thftn commences to trend to due north and then to

north-north-west. the neighbourhood of the Siiigareni coal-field the strike

becomes less constant for a dlstailce of 4 or 5 miles, but then trends north-fi^-east

and continues so till the edge of the overlying Kadapa and Gondwana rocks.

The eastern of tho two granitoic^ bands forms the mass of the very

picturesque Kondapalli (Condapilly) hills, as also the

broad plain stretching from the foot of the hills past

Juzzur (Joodjoor) westward nearly to the cast bank of the

Wyra river. To the northward the granitoid rocks extend under the alluvium

of the Gumplagudum stream (the principal tributary of tho Wyra) and run

north and north-west-by-north for another 9 or 10 miles, when it is cut off by tho

Qollapudi Inlier
extension (? overlapping) of tho schistose rocks

above referred to. orth of this spread of schistose rock,

at a distance of between 4 and 5 miles, lies th» first of tho inliers also

refeiTod to above. It is of elongated elliptical form (in plan), and extends

some 12 or 14 miles to tho north-west-by-north with a mitximum breadth of

5 miles in its southern half. The apices of tho ellipse are rather pointed.

By far the greater part of its area lies on t*ho western side of the Wyra river.

For convejjieiice of i*eference it may be called tho Gollapudi inlier from the

^ Qeologiintl Structure of tho Eastern Const frAn latitude 15* northward to

Mtis^ipatmu, U. liruce FoOte, F.G.S,A>c« Memoirs, (icoJo^icul Survey of ludiu, Vol. XYl,

lim.

The
baud.

east granitoid
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Chinta Kurbi Inlier.

principal village lying near its centre. The northern inlier whiclv lies 4 miles

north of the Gollapudi inlier is in' plan a very broad

oval about 4 miles long by 3 in maximum ividth,.

but its boundaries are much hidden by jungle. It may bo conveniently called

the Chintaki|,rti inlier from the village of Ghintakurti (Chintakoor A)f map) which

stands a good mile to west of the position given to it in sheet

Except close to the Kondapalli range of hills, this band of granite gneiss

* has been planed down by erosive forces to a very level

gi-auitoid'band.*

«Mtern
gu^face, relieved in but very few places by lo.w hills and

a few great piles tors and rounded masses. Of the

hills, the Juzzur (Trig. Station) hill and the Kondakedimay (Trig. Station) on

the eastern side of the southern inlier, and a low but bold rocky ridge on the

western side of the inlier, a little to the north-east of the village of Nangielay-

gondah, are all that need be noted.

A large low ellipsoidal “ whaleback ” exposure of the granite gneiss occurs

on the high ground north-east of Gollannapad (nearly in the centre of the
' southern inlier) and is, from its position and light colour, a veiy conspicuotts

object.

A rocky pile surmounted by an enormous tor forms a very striking object at

the north-east extremity of the great tank east of Maddire (Muddera).

The western granite gneiss band may be conveniently designated, the

The westt^rn or Nun- Nandigama (NundyganalO-Khammamett band from jkhe

digama Khuminamett two principal towns which stand upon it. It crosses the
grunitoid bund. Munidru (Moonyair) ^valley near Pennagranchiprol, 10

miles north-by-west of Nandigama (but that part of its course was not exam-

ined). Its southern part is bounded by the oWrlying quartzite beds at the

base of the Kadapa rocks of the Jaggayapefta (Batavole) basin, but further

north it shows a considerable westerly extension
;

it was only examined alor^

tho east side of the Muni^ru valley. •- Its eastern boundary for a distance of

more than 25 miles is formed by a narrow strip of Kadapa rocks which aro

faulted to tho eastward against the median band of schistose gneiss before

referred to.

The southern part of this band of granitoid gneiss forms a low rolling

plain, the surface of which is almost everywhere marked

at Khammamet?^
^ thick layer of cotton soil, but in the central and

northern parts the surface becomes much more broken

and the extensive spreads of regur have been^replaced by the gritty reddish

loam derived directly froih the decomposition of the rocks below. Protrusions

of rock over the surface are seen on every hand, and much of the country can

only be described as rugged. Besides the protrusions of the granite gneiss

there are many long-stretched low ridges of barren rock formed by trap dykes

which around the town of Khammamett form a perfect net-work that would

offer no small obstacle to the construction qf a railway. Northward^ of Kham-

mamett the surface of thef granite gneiss band becomes less ragged. some

extent this may only be apparent, for the couutty here is much less bare of ^od
than to the south. ,

^
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Althongh the surface of this granite gneiss band is much more broken and

* rugged in the northern Khammamett half than in the

»e?to^^und
southern half or than in any part of the Juzzur band, very

few of the eminences on it rise high enough to deserve

the name of hills. In the southern part there is but one hill, the Cuddabode

Trigonometricid Station, on the very edge of the Kadapa basin 9 miles north-west-

by-west of Nandigama. The Cuddabode is about 200 feet high, and shows a very

fine mass of great rocks around its summit. •

A low hill consisting of great tor-like masses piled one over the other occurs at

Mushti Kuntla (Mooshty Koontta) *on the high road (as shown on the map)

leading from Maddir6 (Muddeera) to Khammamett. Another low hill of very

typical rounded shape forms the Sitarampett Trigonometrical Station hill 4 miles

to the north.west-by-west.# Various low but very typical granite gneiss hills run

along the western side of the Muni^ru valley, but these did not come within

the range of my survey. The highest and most conspicuous hill in the granite

gneiss band is that on which Khammamett fort has been built. I estimate it at

about 300 feet high above the surrounding country over which it commands a *

very extensive panorama. A rather lower hill, showing some good tors on its

summit, lies about a mile north of the fort.

A small rocky ridgt consisting of a very uncommon variety of horn,

blende-micaceous rock is to be seen at the north-eastern comer of the great

taijk north of Jastipalli (Jausteepully) 14 miles north-east-by.north of Kham-

mamott. ,

As far as^my observation went* the predominant character of the granitoid

• ^
rocks isTiomblendic

;
micaceous varieties however do occur

° there, and in some cases both hornblende and

mica bccur together in the same mass. Epidote in the

form of pistacite, is a frequent constituent of the granitoid rocks, e.gr., in the

Juzzur Trigonometrical Station hill where it forms a very handsome rock of

dark greenish-black colour relieved by h’ght pinkish spots and streaks due to

the quartz and felspar. A very handsome salmon-coloured and black variety is

seen in some large tor-like masses which form a little inlier within the area of

the Kistna alluvium about a mile east of the Kanchakachcrla travellers' bangalow

on the Bezwada-Hyderabad high road.

, Much pistacitic granite gneiss occurs at Mushti Kuntla (Mooshty Koontta) 14

miles south-south-east of Khammamett, also in the bed of the Muni^ru at the

ford on the road to Warangal. This is a beautiful pale-green and pink variety,

which has in places been much polished by the river Current, and shows its capa-

bility for furnishing a splendid ornamental stone.

The general colour of the rock in the western band is greyish and its texture

mostly very coarse.
^

Included bouldor-like masses of older hornblendic rock are common in places.

Very fw quarries are to be found^ and as the great rounded weather-beaten

masses a||6 frequently impracticable to an ordinary geological hammer, much less

inforpation as to the composition qf the rocks could be collected en jpassant than

inraore^civilised regions whe^e quarries are numerous.
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IN’oteworthy varieties of the granitoid rocks in the two inliers are massive

hornbl(inde rocks often of highly trappoid aspect, but not r occurring as dykes

>

nor as far as could be seen as intrusive masses. These cover considerable areas

in the two inliers; indeed, they seem to constitute the mass of the Chintakurti

inlier. In the Gollapudi inlier they occur around Khauwapuram (on the Wyra)

and westwaM nearly as far as Gollapudi.
*

The median band of schistose rocks lies in its southern portion chiefly on

^ ^
the left (or eastern) bank of the Munieru. Northward

band.°

gneiss
junction of the Munieru with tho Wyra the schis-

tose band is ^onfiricd to the tract between tho two rivers.

Its western boundary is here hidden by the alluvium of the Munieru to opposite

Pennaganchiprol, where the granite gneiss of the western band comes in.

Beyond this to the north tho boundary between the schistose band and tho

western granitoid band is hidden by tho superposftion of a long narrow strip

of Kadapa rocks which runs northward for more than 25 miles. To tho north-

ward of this outlier of Kadapa rocks tho two bands of gneiss must be in ap-

position, but no section could be found showing their actual contact.
,

No eminence deserving of tho name of hill occurs on the surface of tho schis-

tose gneiss band in its southern part, and very few in

seWstose gueiss band.**'*
central part. In the latter^ attention may bo drawn

to the rocky hill 7 miles north-by-east of Maddir6 (Mud-

decra), which rises between 200 and 300 feet above tho plain
; to the low rocky hill

a mile cast of Pengol (edge of sheet 94) which will be described further on.

ALso to the low ridge on which stands *the Pedda Qopatty Trigonometrical Station

9 miles south-east-by-east of Khammamet);. The magnetic iron beds forming

this ridge will be described further on,
.

The schistose gneiss area immediately south of 'he Singaroni coal-field, which

is a northerly continuation of the schistose I'and before described, contains

numerous gneiss hills which may also be referred to, though they do not lie within

the limits of the unsurveyed tract mapped by me. The principal hill in this'

quarter is the Gobugurti (Goboogoorty) Trigonometrical Station, which rises

some 600 or 700 feet above the suiTounding plains and forms a nucleus whence

radiate some five or six lower jungle-covered ridges. To the east of tlie Gobugurti

group of hills is the Ballapett (Bullapett) Trigonometrical Station hill and

several other rocky or jungle-covered gneiss hills not shown in tho map. South-

west of the Gobugurti hill is a small detached hill marked in the map (sheet /5)

as “H. Tree,*’ while to tho north-west of^ the extreme spur of the Gobu-

gurti mass lies the Irlapudi Trigonometrical Station hill, k bold mass of horn-

blendic gneiss some 500 to 600 feet high.

The other hills to the west and north of Gobugurti hill belong to the transi-

tion or Kadapa rock system, and will be referred to when dealing with those rocks.*

The more general variety of gfieiss met with in this median band is a hom-
blendic variety which is frequently intercalated between

BcWstoBe^brad.
bands of micaceous gneiss of varying charact?*^ Some of

ihem are very highly micaceous and almost dSserving to

bo ranked as mica schists. Richly felspathid forms arc uncommon.
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Massive heds are occasionally met with, wj^ich are of such coarse texture and

BO obscurely bedded *as to approximate very closely to typical granite gneiss. As
a rule, however, the most massive beds in the schistose bands are veiy distinctly

bedded, no matter how coarse their texture may be.

The beds in«the southern parts oE the schistose band offer nothing; of special

interest, and exfiosured of the rock are not numerous, nor do they afford any

good sections, the face of the country being mostly much obscured by great

-preads of cotton soil. The most noteworthy outcrops

Ped^a^Gopatt^” some fairly rich beds of magnetic iron

which form a couple of low ridges, on the south-western

of which stands the Pedda Gopatti Trigonometrical Station (9 miles south-east

of Khammamett). Unlike the magnetic iron beds in Nelloro and Salem and

other parts of the south, the grains, flakes, and crystals of magnetite are imbed-

ded in schistose hornblendic instead of in granular quartzose laminae, with inter-

vening homblendic laminae of very schistose character.

The amount of magnetite included in the ferruginous laminaa is sufficiently

great to form a fairly rich ore, but I did not notice any indications of the oro

having been mined in those parts of the beds which 1 examined. The iron beds

stretch away a considerable distance to the southward, and it is not improbable

that they are connected with a bed of similar hornblendic magnetite schist which

is exposed for a few square yards on a small red knoll lying about half way

betvwjon Naugilaygondah and Prodatur-Agraharam (Agrarum). The northward

extensions of the Pedda Gopatti iron beds are lost sight of a very little distance

beyond the north end of the ridges. •

If the* infra-position of the granitoid gneiss to the schistose band be assumed

_ , . .
• to bo true, there is no difficulty in understanding its rela-

tose gneisfi extension to tion to the tract of schistose gneiss already reierred to,

the^ eastern grtiiiitoid which lies between, and to the east of, the Maddire

,
* (Muddeera) end of* the Juzzur granitoid band and its

northerly re-appearances, the Gollapudi and Ohintaknrti inliers. The schistose

spread in that case is simply a survival (if the term be allowable with regard to

inanimate objects like rocks) of part of the overlying schistose series which has

there escaped complete erosion, probably because it lies in a hollow. If the

hypothesis of the infra-position of the granitoid series should be disproved by

subsequent observations, then the relative positions of the two series of rocks can

only bo explained by supposing the metamorphic forces to have acted with far

greater intensity in certain tracts than in other adjoining ones. This variation in

intensity of the metamorphic forces may have been largeljr assisted by the original

differences in texture and mineral composition of the original sedimentary

deposits acted upon. It is quite conceivable, indeed very probable, that coarse

thick-bedded gritty sediments would assume a ni^ch more massive structure under

tho influences of metamoiy)hic agencies than fine-grained sandstones or shales

which woul^retain a schistose appeai^nco. The presence of small patches of

granitoid^ld^ieiss within the general af^a of the schistose wariety may very likely

be s^p}y explained by assumlDg them to have been local deposits of very coarse
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Noteworthy varieties of the granitoid rocks in the two inliers are massive

hornbkindo rocks often of highly trappoid aspect, but notroccurriug as dykes?

nor as far as could be seen as intrusive masses. These cover considerable areas

in the two inliers
;
indeed, they seem to constitute the mass of the Chintakurti

inlier. In the Gollapudi inlier they occur around Khauwapuram (on the Wyra)

and westward nearly as far as Gollapudi.
*

The median band of schistose rocks lies in its southern portion chiefly on

, ^
the left (or eastern) bank of the Munieru, Northward

band°
schistose gneiss

junction of the Munieru with the Wyra the schis-

tose band is Confined to the tract between the two rivers.

Its western boundary is here hidden by the alluvium of the Munieru to opposite

Pennaganchiprol, where the granite gneiss of the western band comes in.

Beyond this to the north the boundary between the schistose band and the

western granitoid band is hidden by the superposition of a long narrow strip

of Kadapa rooks which runs northward for more than 25 miles. To the north-

ward of this outlier of Kadapa rocks the two bands of gneiss must be in ap-

position, but no section could be found showing their actual contact. ,

No eminence deserving of the name of hill oedurs on the surface of the schis-

tose gneiss band in its southern part, and very few in

sowSSss bLd.**'®
1“ til® attention may be drawn

to the rocky hill 7 miles north-by-east of Maddiro (Mud-

deera), which idses between 200 and 300 feet above the plain ; to tlie low roclfy hill

a mile cast of Pengol (edge of sheet 94) which will be described furthef on.

Also to the low ridge on which stands 'the Pedda Gopatty Trigonometneal Station

9 miles south-east-by-east of Khammametl. The magnetic iron beds forming

this ridge will be described further on.
,

“

The schistose gneiss area immediately south of ^he Singareni coal-fleld, which

is a northerly continuation of the schistose hand before described, contains

numerous gneiss hills which may also bo referred to, though they do not lie within

the limits of the unsurveyed tract mapped by me. Tlie principal hill in this

quarter is the Gobugurti (Goboogoorty) Trigonometrical Station, which rises

some 600 or 700 feet above the surrounding plains and forms a nucleus whence

radiate some five or .six lower jungle-covered ridges. To the east of the Gobugurti

group of hills is the Ballapett (Bullapett) Trigonometrical Station hill and

several other rocky or jungle-covered gneiss hills not shown in the map. South-

west of the Gobugurti hill is a small detached hill marked in the map (sheet 76)

as “H. Tree,’* while to the north-west of. the extreme spur of the Gobu-

gurti mass lies the Irlapudi Trigonometrical Station hill, i bold mass of hom-
blendic gneiss some 500 to 600 feet high.

The other hilk to the west and north of Gobugurti hill belong to the transi-

tion or Kadapa rock system, and will be referred to when dealing with those rocks.*

The more general variety of gheiss met with in this median band is a horn-i

blendic variety which is frequently intercalated between

BclStoflo^^d
bands of micaceouS' gneiss of varying charactS^ Some of

^hcra are very highly micaceous and almost d&erving to
*

bo ranked as mica schists. Richly felspathid forms are uncommon.
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Massive beds are occasionally met with, wj^ich are of such coarse texture and

so obscurely bedded as to approximate veiy closely to typical granite gneiss. As
a rule, however, the most massive beds in the schistose bands are veiy distinctly

bedded, no matter how coarse their texture may be.

* The beds iu«the southern parts of the schistose band offer nothing; of special

interest, and ox^}osurcd of the rock are not numerous, nor do they afford any

good sections, the face of the country being mostly much obscured by great

preads of cotton soil. The most noteworthy outcrops

Pedda^G^patt^” wcre^somg fairly rich beds of magnetic iron

which form a couple of low ridges, on the south-western

of which stands the Pedda Gopatti Trigonometrical Station (9 miles south-east

of Khammamett). Unliko the magnetic iron beds in Nellore and Salem and

other parts of the south, the grains, flakes, and crystals of magnetite are imbed-

ded in schistose homblendic instead of in granular quartzose laminae, with inter-

vening homblendic laminas of very schistose character.

The amount of magnetite included in the ferruginous laminm is sufficiently

great to form a fairly rich ore, but I did not notice any indications of the ore

having been mined in those parts of the beds which I examined. The iron beds

stretch away a considerable distance to the southward, and it is not improbable

that tliey are connected wh!h a bed of similar homblendic magnetite schist which

is exposed for a few square yards on a small red knoll lying about half way

bctwen Naugilaygondah and Prodatur-Agraharam (Agrarum). The northward

extensions of the Pedda Gopatti iron beds are lost sight of a very little distance

beyond the north end of the ridges. •

If the* infra-position of the granitoid gneiss to the schistose band bo assumed

_ ,
• to be true, there is no difficulty in undersbinding its rela-

lose gneiss extension to ^^n to the tract of schistose gneiss already referred to,

tho^ eastern granitoid which lies between, and to the east of, the Maddire

.
’ (Mnddeera) end of* the Jnzzur granitoid band and its

northerly re-appearanccs, the Gollapudi and Chintakurti iiiliers. The schistose

spread in that case is simply a survival (if the term bo allowable with regard to

inanimate objects like rocks) of part of tho overlying schistose series which has

there escaped complete erosion, probably because it lies in a hollow. If the

hypothesis of the infra-position of the granitoid series should bo disproved by

subsequent observations, then tho relative positions of the two scries of rocks can

only be explained by supposing the metamorpbic forces to have acted with far

greater intensity in certain tracts than in other adjoining ones. This variation in

intiiiisity of the mctamorphic forces may have been largclj^ assisted by the original

differences in texture and mineral composition of the original sedimentary

deposits acted upon. It is quite conceivable, indeed very probable, that coarse

thick-bedded gritty sediments would assume a iiqich more massive structure under

the influences of metamo^hic agencies than fine-grained sandstones or shales

which woul(^rotain a schistose appea^ncc. The presence of small patches of

granitoid^fl^iss within the general ai^a of the schistose wariety may very likely

be s^ply explained by assuming them to have been local deposits of very coarse
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texture, which were excoptioTiall^c, afPocted by the metamorphic (fhauges under-

gone by the whole mass of rocks.

Tho rocks which occur in the eastern extension of the schistose band are

chiefly liornblcndic and micaceous gneisses, varying from
eastern

nearly massive to highly schistose varieties, None of any

special interest were noted.
*

The only schistose rocks which deserve separate notice are a few beds of

magnetic iron* of very small size (from 6 inches to feet thick) which occur on

the eastern boundary of tho area lyider ^consideration, between the villages of

Pcngol and Utnr, both situated in an outlying portion of the Nandigama
Taluq (Kistna distnet). They are but little exposed, though a good deal qf

debris derived from them is scattered over the surface.

Pengol hill beds.

Two or three small beds of similar character ahd size occur about 5 miles

to tho north. Tho ore is in all cases of fair quality, but the quantity is too small

to give the beds any importance. They did not appear to have been ever worked.

To tho schistose scries I reckon from their position some beds of granular

^ , ,
quartz rock of precisely tho same character as those

Grauulnr quartz rocks.
i? • .i i ii i -j ^ ±forming tho many remarkable bare ridges round the towns

of Madura and Tinnovelly. These beds form a low broad rise beginning imme-

diately north of the largo village of Pengol (see page i6) and extending for 2 or 3

miles north-north-east. The granular quartz rock is frequently exposed, bivt only

in low flat sheets in which the bedding is badly seen, while the extensive scrub

jungle covering much of tho rise helps .to make the lie of the beds still more obscure.

A more instructive display of very similar granular quartz rook occurs a little

1 h’ll bed
south-east just within the limit) of tile country

® ' shown in sheet 94 Here a low locky ridge rises out of

a plain covered with red soil, and shows tho bass <.'tt edge of a great hod run-

ning south-south-we.st to north-north-east,* witn^ a dip of 40*^ to 4t5® east. Tho
quartz is (where freshly broken) of pale pinkish-white to pale reddish-brown

colour and nearly diaphanous. It includes many minute and a few large brilliant

spangles of reddish-grey specular iron. Where weathered tho surface of tho

quartz rock is often covered in small patches with reddish-brown lateritic films.

A direct connection between these granular quartz beds and those to the north-

eastward of Pengol doubtless exists, but want of time did not allow of my
tracing it out. ^

Further north the eastern spread of the schistose band is to a very gi-oat

extent marked by great spreads of cotton soil,'? and the few outcrops, chiefly of

homblendic gneiss that i£re met with, are of no special interest.

After crossin" the road leading from Khammamett to Kullur the country

begins to get hilly and broken end tho spreads of cotton
Hocks north of Kham- disappear, but the rocks are hero much hidden by

mamett- Kullur road.
• i mi r i* • ijungle. The mass oi mils lorpiing and surrounding the

Gobugurti Trigonometrical Station consists of groat beds of hoiinblendic and

ttiicaceous gneiss in frequent alternation. ^^Iqyie north-
Cr^stalliiie iinestonc.

of the Irlapudy* Trigonometrical S^tion hiU l^largo
Cr^’stalliiie limestone.
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bed of grey (srystallino limestone intercalated among beds of bornblondic gneiss

which have a local strike from west-by-south to east-by-north with a high

southerly dip. The limestone cannot bo much loss than 50 feet thick. Further

north still, and about half a mile east of Kamapalli, is a medium-sized bed of

magnetic iron €t rather poor quality running north-north-east and dipping 60®

east.
•

No connection was traced, though it may very likely exist under the surface

soil between this bed and a very large and*impoi*tant bed

bed^^
Siiigarcni iron

jj^ggnetic irjn wjiich commences about miles io

the north and continues thence for fully 3 miles till it

runs under the overlying mass of the Kadapa rocks at a point only about half a

mile west of the edge of the southern boundary of the Singarcni c5al-{ield. As
this bed of magnetic iron'is^ traced northward from its southern extremity, it

increases in thickness by the appearance of other beds above and below it till at

last it forms the mass of a considerable hill some 150 feet high just under the

parallel of 17® 30' North. The iron-beds may bo traced along the valley north of

this hill for about half a mile when they rise again and form a considerable

ridge 250 to 300 feet in height by estimate. The ore in these beds is very rich in

quality and really appears to have been placed hero by nature, in order that an

iron industry might arise jfs soon as the coal measures close by are made to yield

up thvir carbonaceous treasures. As the lino of rail coming from Bezwada could

witlftlie greatest ease be carried close along the foot of these ridges, every faci-

lity exists for bringing the ore and tuel together at some bandy spot, while tho

groat limestone beds of Kadapi\j agfl, which occur at no great distance to the

east and west of tlie coal-field would furnish an inexhaustible supply of flux for

tho smelting works. *
, ^

The only intrusive rock occiyting in any notable quantity is dioritic trap,

dykes of^vbiclb are numerous in some parts, as the middle

^
Intrusive rocks. Municru®valley. All as far as my observation

went are dioritic and mostly of medium coarseness of texture. Many arc of con-

siderable size, 50 to 60 feet or more in thickness, and from their superior

hardness stand out well over the surrounding granite gneiss. Their surfaces

have weathered into a very “blocky ” condition, and fallen masses almost every,

where mask their contact with tho granite-gneiss. Some of the ridges rise as

mitch as 50 or 60 feet above the surrounding country. Tho most southerly of

all the trap intrusions noted is the most important and of such size that it can-

not be classed as a dyke proper. It lies about 5 miles north-west of tho junc-

tion of tho Kistna and Muni5rn, and immediately south of the village of Thora-

lapadu (Thoralapandoo). The intrusive rock is a diorite differing in no way

from that in the true dykes of the neighbourhood. The trap mass extends for

rather moro than 3 miles southward, and is not less than a milo across near the

middle. Unfortunately it*is overlapped all round by a very thick and continuous

sheet of regjfb which completely hides i4s boundary, and no contact with the gneiss

around traceable.
*

the trap intrusions nbticed art, judging by their [)etrological aspect, to bo
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reckoned as belonging to tho great series which was injcctqd into*to the gneissic

rocks prior to the deposition of the Kadapa or Transition rock system.

Granite veins are very rare and small both in size and length. The same

may bo said of true quartz veins, none of noteworthy size were met with.

. Of brecciated quartz reefs such as play such a prominent part in the Cudda-

pah and Anantapur districts, and elsewhere, only one example was seen. This is

a rocky ridge, about Jrd of a mile in length, about miles west-north-west of

Juzzur. It has a course from south-cast-by-south to north-west-by-north. The

peculiar brecciated or quasi-breociated character of the reef is well seen on the

pale greenish-white rocks which form the crest of the ridge in its northern part.

IT.

—

The Kad-apa or Transition Hocks,

Frequent reference has been made in the foregoing pages to the several outliers

of the Transition rocks which occur in tho Muni^ru valley and which by their

})Osition prove that the two great basins of rocks of that age which exist in the

lower valleys of tho Godavari and Kistna respectively were once united. Four, of

these outliers were mapped, and another is known to exist in the very jungly coun-

try south-west of tho Junjurlagutt Trigonometrical Station hill. This latter

outlier could not be mapped, as owing to tho rough and jungly character of the

C(juntry it would have required several days’ work, which could not be spared

because of the pressure of more important work. Starting from the south tho

outliers are:—
*

1. Ragavapur (Raugavapoor), Trig. Station Hill.

2. Pallagiri Hill. ’

^

3. Jennel Gudda Hill.

4. Sheriiavala ridge.

5. Mucherla (Moocherla) Tiig. SiMion Hill (unmapped.)

1. The Ragavapur Trigonometrical Station Hill is abai’e steep Hill which rises

some 500 feet above the valley of the Munidru and 574 feet
RHgavftpurhilloutlier.

sea-level. It consists of two or three great beds of

quartzite varying in texture from coarse grit to a fine jaspideous quartzite, which

is very slightly haematitic, and here and thei'e of reddish colour. The quartzite

beds are separated by micaceous or argillo-micaceous schists of silvery-grey,

greenish-grey, and red colours, the latter being of various shades. The beds have

been considerably contorted. At tho south end the quartzites show a low easterly

dip; at the little gorge in the ravine which scores the east sid^ of the hill, they

are slightly inverted or vertical
;
while at the Trigonometrical cairn near tho north

end they begin to curve round westward in a strongly marked curve which looks

as if its continuation would join the beds in the Pallagiri hill. No continuation is

however visible in tho valley between the two hills which is filled with the sandy

alluvium of the Munidru. The dip of the quartzite beds close to the Trigono-

metrical cairn, and just where the westward curve commences, is^om 40° to

45** east. It is quite ^ear from the position of these beds with refcA^o to the *

gneiss, which appears very near to the eastern foot o^ the hill, that the hii^apa
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Jenncl Qiidda hill.

rocks are tlie«rcinaiiis of a long anticlinal fold faulted down against the gneiss on

the east.

2.

The Pallaglri Outlier

.

The structure of Pallagiri hill is very similar to that of the Kagavapur hill,

p
• and it is very probable that it is formed of the^same series

’ ® ’ of beds, for in mineral character the Pallagiri beds agree

closely with the Ragavapur beds, especially in the character of. the quartzites,

W'hich vary locally from distinct coarse grit to very fine close-grained jaspidean

schists. The dip of the beds is aboift 55* cast, and there can be no doubt that

here also the boundary is faulted down against the gneiss.

The gritty character of the original sandstone is very clearly revealed in parts

by the action of weather, and may be made out oven in unweathered parts by

careful macroscopic inspectidn. The true water-worn rounded surfaces of the

individual grains aro quite clear.

3.

The^nnel Giulda Outlier.

Jennel Gudda, 6 miles north of Ragavapur hill, is a round-topped steep-sided

hill which throws out a couple of diverging spurs to tho

ea^ and north-east. In plan the mass of the hill represents

a st^ngely compressed horse-shoe, the sides of which form ridges which slope

doiyn slowly in the first half of their course and then steeply till they end in small

bluffs which seem to indicate the*^osltiop of the line of fault by which these

Kadapa beds j^re thrown down agaii^^t tho gneiss. The actual boundary is not

seen owing to t^ick soil. The ridges aro formed by rather thick beds of quartzite

separated into two' series by micaceous and argillaceous schists. The uppermost

beds on the hill siratigraphicall^ aro a very ferruginous argillite schist which

lies in the valley Ixjtween the bwo quartzito ridges. This is so bright a red in

colour in parts that it is dug.out to be used as reddle.

TJie noi*thern extremity of the outlier is hidden under thick cotton soil, hut

may be traced for some distance northward as a low and steadily decreasing ridge

forming tbo watershed locally between the Miiuieru and tlie Wyra.

4.

The Sliemavdla Outlier.

• The Shemavdla outlier is the long naiTow stn'p of Kadapa rocks which runs

for a distance of 25 miles nearly paiullel with the coui-se

of tho Munieru at a distance of from 3 to 6 miles. For
tho greater part of the distance it forms the waterabed*between tho Munieru and

the Wyra. I have called it the Shernavala outlier because it was close to tho

village of that name that I first came upon it, and that tUc voryVemarkable quart-

zite breccia Avhich there occurs at the base of t^e limestones enabled meat once to

recognise tho r.ocks as bejouging to the Kadapa system. Tho southern end of the

outlier lies 8 miles north-north-west Jennel Gudda hill, and is formed by two
small i^.lff hills showing strong outcrops of quartzite. Tho beds trend north-west

a mile, and nerth-west-by-north for another mile, they then run

nortli iq) to the Shernavala XrigODometrical Station. This southern part of the

Sberiiavdla ridge.
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ridge is very low and much obscured by cotton soil and low but tl»ck jungle, so
that tlie casteiTi boundary is very dilticult to make out. Near to ShernaviJa the
ridge rises again and stands from 40 to 60 feet above the granite gneiss tract to
the west, but to the east it slopes down almost imperceptibly to the schistose

gneiss band.

'The rocks seen at the Shornavala Trigonometrical Station ai\) highly cherty

blue limestones which are underlaid by a remarkably fine-

tioii.

**^*^^^
grained jaspideous quartzite breccia of rich reddish,

yellowish, and brown tints. The breccia seems to be

merely local deposit, and is wanting in hinny sections both north and south of

Shornavala station. Underlying the breccia is a micaceous schist which might
belong eithcr^to the Kadapa series or the gneiss, but 1 could not satisfy myself

which series to assign it to. •

North of the Shernavala ridge the outcrop sinks down a good deal but rises

again a couple of miles further on in the Lcitchmapur Trigo-
etc iiDapnr u

. noraotncal Station hill. The limestone beds which seem to

be continuous all along the west side of tho “bai^d shows in great force around the

Letchmapur hill. Tho limestone is grey in colour, cherty, and greatly contorted

and vfiTidyked. Tlie dark variety of limestone occurring hero shows a decided

blue colour when fi’eshly broken. Overlying tho limestf^ne are beds of micaceous

argillite with hero and there small beds of limestone. Small lenticular inclusions

of the same rock are numerous. The limestones are generally sub-crystalljne,

but sometimes really crystalline. The argillite beds which are of dark-

grccnish or bluish-gr^en giey colour roll, about a good deal,^ but have a

general dip to the east. Tho eastern boundai^ is not seen g.t Letchmapur,

owing to a groat accumulation of kankur mixed 'with debris of the jaspideous

breccia and limestone. \
*

North of Letchmapur tho surface of 'this sVip of Kadapa rocks is much
obscured by cotton soil. %

At Narrainaypolliam (site of an abandoned village) tho transition beds sliow

very slightly, being traceable only by slight oufc(!rops of quartzite.

At Kodamur highly cherty limestone with some ferruginous brecciated ch(‘rty

quartzite forms a naiTow rocky ridge 50 or 60 feet high
o amur sec ion.

above the surrounding country. To the north of tho

village the ridge rises considerably and joins the group of low hills which ^io

eastward of Khammamett, and here the outlier attains its gi-eatest width of about

2 miles. The hills consist 'vf rather shaly quartzites with
Section east ofKhnm-

mifQerous beds of limestone in the valleys between. The
TO ttlHCt/t*

• T !• 1

rocks in the western side of the band show some exten-

sive contortions, but on the eastern side they have the normal easterly dip towards

the faulted boundary. Considerable contortion of tho quartzite beds is also

visible still further to the north near Ragunadhapiiram. North of Ragiinadha-

puram the base of the Kadapa rocks is again formed of

Iwncstones, but in this case they are veiy little l^tercd and

almost lithographic in ^their vqry fine and close \^j^re-

They are fairly thick-bedded and mostly of giey cojour. They appeal* to be^or-

Spction east of Khnm'
inamctt.

R flgunailhapuram
limestones.
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laid by quartfdtes, but tiite did not allow ne to explore the thickly wooded hilla

lying between the limestone beds and the Chiniakurti Trigonometrical Station.

5. The Mucherla Outlier.

This ontlici;consists of quartzites forming the crest and south face of the ridge

which runs north-eastward from the Mucherla (Moochcrla) Trigonometrical Sttu

tion. The beds are cut off abruptly at their western extremity, and there is certainly

no connection between them and tlie quartzites on the Chintakurti hill miles to

the south-west-by-south, the whole intervening space being occupied by gneissio

rocks. The quartzites appear to extend further eastward across the valley

drained by the headwaters of the Wyra and to join the hills north and north-

east of Mudlapad which contain numerous bands of quartzite. ,A bed of sub-

crystalline limestone is exposed to the west of the small tank north-west of Mudlapad^

and traces of ferruginous quartzite breccia are very numerous in the talus along tho

south foot of the hills. The hills are thickly covered in most parts with low

tree jungle, and it is only when quite close to them that their petrological dis-

tinction from the neighbouring, ^fndiss hills becomes apparent. This is especi-

ally the case at their eastern extremity.

The filain immediately south of these hills consists of gneiss with various

beds of massive hornblencfe rock against which the quartzites are unquestionably

faul^d down. As before mentioned, want of time prevented my working out

the^ details of this interesting outlier of the Kadapa rocks. It is 1 believe sepa-

rated from tho main spread of the Sodavap basin of tho Kadapa i*ocks by a con-

siderable fault, running nearly north ^.nd south, a little to the west of Junjurlagutt

Station kill. ^
*

III. The River Alluvia,

But little can be said of tho^’iver ailluvia, that of the Kistna excepted, no

features of special interest ha^g b6on worked in connection with them.

The alluvium of the Munieru is gonefally very sandy, as might be expected

from a river draining so large an area occupied bA' highly

siliceous rocks, hi ear its mouth, however, the banks and

small islands in it consist mainly of dark silts formed of

washed up cotton soil.

The Wyra, which through tho greater part of its course drains a regur

* Of the \V ro
covered country, shows much dark silt in its banks,

^ ' Imt here and there, as for instance just below its junc-

tion with tho Gumplagudera stream, there are considerable shows of sandy

alluvium. The valleys of tho headwaters of the Wyra contain considerable

deposits of loam, often with much kankar, resting upon or intercalated with beds

of coai'se shingle.
*

Much attention was paid to the gravels in the dry beds of all tho rivers and

streams in order to ascertain whether any debris of the

carboniferous ^rocks might be contained in them which

might J^lp one to trace out tho localities whore outliers^ of the Gondwana rocks

mifljl^ccur, but no outlitws were discovered by this mode of search. It was very

remarkable how very few pehides of the various Gondwana sandstones and of tho

Gravels.'
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softer members of the Kadapa rocks were to bo found in the strqams after the

first few hundred yards below their original sites. All the softer masses of stone

seem to have been speedily reduced to sand by the violent action of the streams,

which only flow sufficiently to move the debris in their beds when swollen by

heavy rains^ but then become furious toiTents. No organic remains were noted

in any of the alluvia. «

The most important alluvial deposits within the area now under consideration

are those lying on the left bank of the Kistna along what

ofThe Kiatun”^
conveniently defined us the Amaravati (Umara-

wutty) reach of the river. Thpse deposits consist of

sandy shingle beds which have in many places been worked for diamonds. No
workings were in progress at the time of my visit, though large areas of the shingle

beds have not been turned over as yet. From enquiries T made from the people

at Mugalur and Partial (Purtyall), I believe that the diamond industry is crushed

by the heavy royalty levied and by other absurd restrictions imposed by certain

people ftt court in Hyderabad. There is certainly no geological reason why the

undisturbed gravels should not be as rich in dia^^pnds as the positions of the same

beds explored in past times. That the old workings were held to bo of consider-

able value is evident from the fact of their having been retained by the Nizam
when the Guntur eircars wore made over to the Fast I..idia Company.

The shingle consists mainly of quartzite which has been very highly wjitor

worn. The number of gneissic pebble.s occun-ing in the shingle is very small,

while agates and trap pebbles derived from the Deccan Trap are of great rarity
’

in the sections examined. ^

The gravels lie at considerable levels above the river, but it i^ almost impos-

sible to trace their upper boundaries because coveicd by great cotton soil spreads.

ITieinatitic iiicrusta'

tiuii in breccias.

JF. Suh-Aerial Formation ind Soils.

The sub-aerial formations mot with were very few and mostly of small extent

nnd interest. Ferruginous pisolitic gravel is scattered in small quantity over the

surface of the red soils where they are richly ferruginous and in the proximity of

magnetic iron beds and of the liiematitic granular quartz rocks, e.p., of Pengolhill

(see page 18) . The dark-brown to bluisli-black often botry-

oidal incrustations of tlio outer sqrface of parts of the jas-

pideous breccia in the Kadapa rocks, especially on the knoll

south of Shernavdla Trigonometrical Station, and at Kodamur miles south-

east of Khammamett) are due to weather aqiion on small reniform mosses of

dense limonite (brown hotmatite) enclosed in the rock. The same action, but on

a much larger scale, has taken place in some of the brecciatod quartzites in the

Mucbcrla outlier and in & breccia bed close to the boundary of the Kadapa rocks

where crossed by tlie road leading from Singareni town to the centre of the coal-

field near YclUndellapad, the cementing medium in these cases is red hsematite,

rich enough to have been used as an ore by^thc native smelters.

Small deposits of ca^fbonate of lime in the shape of vermicular or nodular

kankar are common enough, asjbhey are in all traciaxwhero

homblendic rocks abundant. Only emo locality was
Kuiikur depooUA.
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noted where Jho kankar deposit was sufficiently extensive to Detract attention.

This was to the west of liajawarmm (4J miles north-east of Maddire).

Only two classes of soil are represented in this region—the red and the black.

Of these tlio black occupy nofirly all the southern and

eastern central pai*ts of the country south of Khanima-

mett and the hills to the east of it, these parts being open and approximately

level. Wherever hills rise in the plain, or thei surface is rugged and broken, red

soil puts in an appearance. This is markedly the case along the* western side of

our area, where the granitoid locks have a rough and broken surface. Very few

patches of cotton soil occur hero.
’

No spreads of soda or white soil were observed.

Geological Sketch of the countpj between the Singareni Coal-field a7ul ITydcrabad,

by K. Bruok Foote, F.G-^., JJepuUj Superintendent^ Geological Survey of

India. (With a mail.)

The geological data horo^/jiven were gathered while carrying a broad tra-

verse from tlie Singarcni Coal-tield westward to Hyderabad, in order to ascertain

whetj^er any outliers of the Barakar or Indian carboniferous rocks occurred in

that^ tract, the presence of which might influence the choice of direction for the

new railway to be constructed between Hyderabad and Warangal.

The examination of the tract in .question unfortunately dispelled the hope

Existeiic<fof coiihraea- of finding any outliers of the coal-measure rocks west-
surc-s disproved. ward of the Singareni coal-field.

The whole largo tract included in this traverse was found to consist of bands

of granitoid gneiss of slightly v;arying cliaractcrs overlaid only by the local allu-

via of the various small rivers traversing* the coinitry or by unimportant sub-

aerial deposits of very recent character. Of intrusive rocks a considerablo

Timiibor of trap dykes were mapjied, but ii’any were not followed up through the

extensive scrub jungles for want of time.

The country is, as a rule, open and undulating, hut rocky hills both isolated

and in small groups are not unfrcajuoTit, and some of them

tr ict examiiied^
boldly out of the plain to a height of from 500 to 800

feet. Smaller hills are numerous, as are also great rocks

and tors as well as low broad “ whaleback eminences, which afford a good look-

out over the suri-oiinding country. But for these frequent eminences a far

greater time would have been rec^uisite to enable one to acquire anything like a

good idea of the country, as over great tracts the scrub jungle is just high and
thick enough to shut out tlie view even whqn traversed on horseback. The
jungle is not tliick enoug^j, however, to hide the character of the country when
overlooked from an elevation of a few sepre feet or so, and the numerous rock ex-

posures ^how un well, even when flat, or nearly so, because of their light

coloun^md genemlly more, or less glistening surface. The latter quality often

makes th<^ conspicuous at a dwtance of several miles.
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Hydrology.

The shape of the area covered by the traverse may be described roughly as

a scalene triangle whose shortest side corresponds with the

by^traverse.*^^**

covered
pf the Miinicru river for 6 miles northward from

Khamraamctt and then for nearly 40 miles with the course

of the Oarlah, its principal northern tributary, the longer sides stretching away

to Hyderabad with distances of 96 and 105 miles respectively.

The country east of the Garlah had been examined by Dr. King, who
had also made e traverse from Khammamett to Warangal via Biravol (Beeroal),

Murrypuddah, Nelli Kudru (Nelly Koondrdo), and Kothoor, thus extending the

known tract for a considerable distance northward of the triangular area of my
traverse.

All the drainage of the triangular area falls into the Kistna by the Munieiu,

the Paleru (I’allair), and Mussi (Moosy) and their res.

^ pectivo tributaries. The Mussi is the only one of these

rivers which has a pretty constant flow, but ever, it in the hot and dry months

often shows a perfectly dry bed for reaches of several miles in length. This is

doubtless due in very great measure to the absencs of anything like real forest.

Even in the most jungly tracts along and east of the upper courses of the

Munieru the thin jungle, which as Hyderabad is approached dwindles to mere

stunted scrub or disappears altogether, is utterly • inadequate to shelter the

surface against the vertical rays of the sun in the hot season. In its present

condition most of it may be described as an arid country cursed by large hocks

of goats. In no other part of South India have I seen so strong a tendency to

consume all the cattle manure as fuel,—a fact which attracted the notice of more

than one of my Madrassee servants.

It has been already pointed out that many hills, some in groups and some

Orography
quite isolated, rise from the surf ice of the granite gneiss

tract here dealt w'ith. The principal of those may be

enumerated, as they afford fixed points for reference in a country where many
of the villages do not now hold the same importance that they did when Atlas

sheetNo. 75 was originally constructed. They may be advantageously considered in

groups, as far as possible, some of them hardly belonging to any one group because

lying too far apart from any others.

The most important of these groups in the eastern part of the area under

consideration may bo called the Kandi Konda group from
Kandi Konda group.

name which lies a little south-east of tho

intersection of the meridian of 80** East by the parallel of 17° 80' North latitude.

To the north-west-by-north of Kandi Konda lies a considerable number of detach-

ed rocky hills rising out of the extensive but thin and low forest which here covers

the whole face of' the country. These hills all show, more or less, the typical

rounded outlines of granitoid masses or equally typical bold rocky masses crowned

in many places by great tors. In the northern part of the group Bali Konda and

the two hills immediately north and south of it are the most lofty ‘and striking.

Kandi Konda itself is a fine hill, riBing^800—900 feet or mor*e above the plain.

It is crowned by a small temple (the “ Pagoda Station ” of sheet 75),^^nd was

formerly fortified, as shown by three or four ruined^ gateways one has to trav^*ae in

Kandi Konda group.
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ascending andJby a series of cisterns, partly natural, partly artificial, a little below

the Burnmit. These contained a good supply of water even in April. The hill was

evidently of some importance formerly, as it has given its name to the taluq* in

which it stands. From the summit of the hill the beds of granite gneiss composing it

are seen to trend southward to the lower hills near Hydershaipetta on ^he Munieru.

In the' western* part of the group the principal hills are the Narasimhapetta

Pagoda hill, west of Kuppelvoy, and the Butchurazpully hill which lies 5 miles

south-south-west of Kandi Konda. The continuation of the grdup south of the

Munieru shows two very bold4hd picturesque hills the Honiguth (Trigonometrical

Station) and the Jallipalli (Jullypiilly) Drug hill, each of them showing an ap-

proximately conical mass towering 600—700 feet above the plain around. The
other hills which lie round Murrypuddah and Pindipol are much lower.

South of the £[andi Konda group, but hardly to be reckoned to it, is Jctty-

gonta Trigonometrical Station, a rather remarkable pile of
I agonca i

. tors. Nine miles west-south- west of this hill is the

Urlagondah Trigonometrcial Stjition, a fine bold hill rising some 500 feet or more

out of the plain over which it commandsa very extensive panorama remarkable for

tile great number of low flattish* exposures of rock which show through the red soil

here prevailing. The light cjijlpur of the rocks and their shining surfaces produce

an effect unlike anything iTiavc seen clsowhcro in granite gneiss districts.

.AJ)out 20 miles west-by-north of Urlagondah lies a small group of bold rocky

• hills which I will call the Arwapalli (Arwapully) group
An^apiilli group.

from the Arwapalli hill, a station of the Trigonometrical

Surveyors which is the most imjortfmt and highest mass in the group. It is a

tine bold Aass nearly conical in form, rising fully 800 feet above the plain, and is

the most conspicuous hill in thqjb‘part of the country. Kundaguth hill (Station),

the easternmost member of this group, is also a considerable hill and nearly as

high as Arwapalli. This grou,p incbi5es a number of smaller hills and masses

pot shown on the map. They- have all beeif denuded of the jungle which formerly

clothed their Hanks.

Twenty miles or a little more north of the Arwapalli group lie the southern

members of another small group which I will call the
Vizianagratu gioup.

Vizianagram group after a small but interesting hill

bearing that name. The beds of granite gneiss composing the hill have a

north-westerly strike and can bo very distinctly traced across the intervening

plain into the Zaffarghur hills, a distance of 4 or 5 miles. The south-western

part of the group is formed by the Kolonpalli hills, all typical specimens of

granite gneiss hills.

The next group of hills may be termed the Madapur group from the village

lying nearest its centre. The group includes six consider.
Mndapur group.

rather widely d/stached and a number of smaller

ones, several of'.which are«not shown in sheet 75. This group lies 12 miles south-

west of Vizianagram hill. The principal hills in the group are the Knl Konda
(Koolco:^a) at th?) northern extremity, the Madapur Trigonometrical Station hill,

I Kasha of Ihc tnluq is nht at Kantfi Konda village, but at Nelli Kudru (Nelljr Koondroo)^

20 miles iiorfli-wcst-by-wcst, •

Vizianagram group.
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Bhoiingir bills.

two lari^e hills north-east of Madapur, another large one to the west,,of the village,

aud lastly a very fine hold hill 700—800 feet high G miles to the south-east.

Totliewestof the Madapur group the country for a distance of over 20 miles,

though rising steadily westward, sliows many fewer hills, and those are with one

exception of much smaller size. They are too scatteix*d to be included in giwps,

and do not reejuire special notice.

The only one of importance is a lofty conical mass which rises on the north

,
side of the Mussi river at a distance of 3 miles from

8udi Koncla.
yillap of Vernal Konda (Vamul Conda). The

local name of this hill is Sudi Konda. It is the most perfectly conical granite-

gneiss hill of largo size that I am acquainted with, excepting possibly the

Suttu Pottai in South Tinnevelly. Sudi Konda, which is fully GOO feet high above

the plain if not considerably more, owes its shape chiefly to the concentric peel-

ing oft’ on a gigantic scale of thick layers of rock.

The numerous granite-gneiss hills south of the Mussi river did not come within

the limits of my traverse.

Ten miles west-north-west of Sudi Konda commences a set of granite-gneiss

hills that joins on to the Bhonagir group which cul-

minates in the very fine lyU on which Bhonagir Drug
is built. This is one of the finest examjfles of a to.'tific'd granite-gneiss hill in

South India and must in olden times have been a place of immemse strejogtb.

Of hills untouched by the hand of man the Raghir hill, 3 miles to the north-

east, is a very Ix'autiful example. The rocks here rise in bold peaked masses,

amongst which a few tine trees are still growing, the whole being the most pic-

turesque spot in tho countiy between Hyderabad and Bezwada.

The group of hills to tho north of the road fj’om Bhonagir to Hyderabad

Parvatgi’ i bills
though picturesque is mucli lower than the Bhonagir

hills. Tlie low hills close to the road are of no special

interest.

I'he character of tho work involved in making a search for coal-bearing rocks

over a vast area of country in a very limited space of time

debarled all close study of the older rocks. Such observa-

tions as were made in passing were necessarily rather

rough. Quarries are in many parts but few and far between, and the greatly

weathered surfaces of the undisturbed rooks do not afford sufficient information

to admit of close determination of the exact character of the rock. The detailed

description of the petrology of this region will have to be given after a much
ciuser examination of the crystalline rocks than it was in ray power to make. 1

can onlj' roughly indicate tho gi'cat features which could not escape notice.

The granite-gneisses* occur, as already pointed out, in great bands running in a

north-north-westerly direction across the line of traverse. Of these great bands

the most easterly belongs to the Nandigama-Khanimamett band.of coarse grey,

generally hornblendic granite-gneiss. This includes the tract of country occupied

by the Kandi Konda group of hills abovp described. Mi-

g,rLufugtLhledrock.'
cpidotic (pistMitic) varietip occur' .i jasion-

ally, but are not common.
^

It is not improbable^ however,

Cryslnllino rocks not

closcb cAuiiiiiicd.
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that the micaceous varieties are much more common than appears on cursory

inspection, for the mica crystals are more affected by weathering than the quartz,

fel.s})ar, and hornblende. The hornblende also is often unrecognizable on the

weathered surfaces
;

it is therefore very easy to pass from a bed of hornblendic

rock on to a rejilly micaceous bed without being immediately aware of the change.

As a matter of fact, it was generally unsfifo to assume the special character

without getting sight of a freshly broken unweathered surface, which was fre-

quently impossible as the great rounded masses were too deeply weatiiered to

reveal their internal structure to the questioning of an ordinary geological

hammer. ' • '

Westward of the coarse hornblendic band comes a less coarse variety in which

micaceous beds are rather more frequent, or at least more apparent. To this

band belong the Vizianagram, Arwapalli, and Madupur groups of hills.

West of this, again, collies a band of coarser and more porphyritic gTtanite

gneiss of coarse texture. A« seen in the quarries to the south-west of Miitkur

(Mootkoor), it is a greyish pmk rock, which when closely examined consists of

pinkish orthoclase, black miclt, and white quartz.

The bedding is only seen wJien large spreads of the rock arc exposed.

Further west liornblendic varieties again appear to predominate and the

granitoid character of tJi^K^’oek becomes more marked, the original bedded

structure of the rocks having been entirely, or almost entirely, obliterated by

excess!ve metamorphism.

Specially beautiful examples of granite-gneiss were met wdtli at sevci*al places,

e.7 ., at Aufapuram (Owtapoorum) near the southern

Viziauagram group of hills, where a lovely

pale pink and green variety of rock occurs, the felspar

being pale pink (flesb colour) in a matrix of pale green pistacite with a few

spangles of graphite. About 13 miles south of this beautiful epidotic roek is

a very tine black variety of close-grained hornblendic granite-gneiss forming the

*rocky hill on which stands tlic PunnaghoiTy Trigonometrical Station.

Ojio of the handsomest rocks tc be seen in the country is a dee]) rod and green

e])idote gneiss, which is exj)osed in the bed of a sti-eam between Gutkassai*a and

Auvunuaij[)ctt, 12 miles oast of Secunderabad.

Trap-dykes.

Tt would be a mistake to omit noticing the trap-dykes occurring in the granite-

gneiss area, for they occupy important positions in many parts, and in not a few

Cfuses attain to very large size. For the most part they consist of moderately

coarse diorite of black or greenish-black colour, rarely of a distinctly green tint;

the few of the most important may be enumerated ^

1.

—A group of large dykes, north of Maddallapatti and 3 miles west of

Khammamett.

2.

—A very jarge dyke at Pindipol (Pindypoal) at the south end of the

Kandi-Konda hill group. j

3^4.Two large dykes south of Kandi Konda.

4 —-4- very large dyke at liikirti, 20 miles north-west of Kandi Konda.
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—A very large dyke running for moi*e than 12 miles nor^ and south

through the centre of the Madapur hill group and forming several con-

siderable ridges.

6.

—A large and lofty dyke north and south at Gurjalla on the south bank of

the, Mussi river, possibly an extension of No. 5. »

7.

—A pair of great dykes which form the crest of the southed part of the

great Sudi Konda hill rising some 400—500 feet above the plain.

8

.

—A. large dyke forming the crests of the Kanchanpalli (Kunchunpully)

ridge, 8 miles north-west of the Sudi Kohdia dyke.

9.

—

A

very largo dyke running for 14 miles north-east-by-east, south-west-by-

west, passing close north of Bhonagir Drug hill and forming several

very conspicuous hill ridges along its course.

10.

—A large dyke crossing the plain cast of Gutkassara in a nearly north and

south direction. It forms several consideralble bare rocky ridges and is

lost to sight at the northern end in the Parvatgiri (Purvatgerry) hills,

while to the south it disjippears across the crest of Bachawaram hill on

the right bank of the Mussi.

In a few dykes the diorite is markedly porphyritic, and encloses largo crystals

of green felspar in a green :w.atrix. Examples of this are
Porphyritic trap. ^ Nagawaram, 2 miltfs south-west of the great

Inkirti dyke (No. 4) above mentioned, and at Surruwaillu, 5 miles south-east of

Kandi-Konda. «

Granite and Quartz veins,
• r

No granite or quartz veins of any size w6re seen in the course of the

traverse, but a great plexus of small and often anastomosing veins of common

coarse pinkish-grey granite was observed cutting dp the compact grey granite-

gneiss in a very remarkable way in a hill 4 miles north-east of Autapuram (Owta-

poorum). The granite veins are so nuiperous that fhey form very nearly half the

mass. They strongly suggest the idea that they have originated not by intru-

sion but by excessive metamorphism along the lines of jointing and other

fissures in the original rock.

Three good-sized and conspicuous runs or reefs of brecciated quartz rock form

the mass of a moderately high ridge which runs north-
Brecciate<l quartz rock,

^agtward from the left bank of the AlMru (Allair) river,

3 miles above its junction with the Bikaldru (Beekullair).

Suh-aerialformations and soils.

With the exception of a few unimportant deposits of kankar no sub-aerial

formations were noted.

The soils are almost invariably yaricties of Inl, or red, soil, and mostly very

poor and gritty. Hero and therp rich soils have been

formed by the deconp.position of the trap-dykes or of extra

homblendic varieties of tke granite-gneiss. •
^

Cotton soil is of very rare occurrence and only a few small spreads of il^ere

noted a few miles eastward of Bhonagir.
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Note on Coal and Limestone in the Doigning River, near Golagbat, Assam, by

Tom. D. La Touche, B.A., Qeologioal Survey of India,

It Has long been known that in the Nambar, a tributary of the Dhansiri crossed

by the Naga HiHs road 12 miles to the south of Golaghat, there are exposures of

coal and limestone,* and some time ago I was informed by Mr. Clift, Executive

Engineer, Assam Railway Surveys, that a native surveyor of his party had found

coal and limestone in the Doigrung, a stream flowing paiallel to the Nfimbar and

3 or 4 miles to the west of it. As bih' desoi'iption seemed to indicate that there

was a considerable quantity of the minerals there, I spent a few days on my way
to Upper Assam this season in visiting the locality.

The coal is exposed in the Doigrung about 7 miles above the point where the

forest path from the Dimapur^ road to Murphulani crosses the river (see Topo-

graphical Survey Sheet No. 85, 1 inch= 2 miles), and where a forest bungalow

has been recently built. The spot may be reached by following the path south-

wards from Murphulani, and turning south-east at the village of Burabassa (not

marked in the map, but close to the site of the deserted village Leti). The coal

is seen twice in the bed of the (stream, being probably repeated by a fault, with

an interval of about J mile between the exposures, and in each case is overlaid by

calcareous shales containirijl largo nodular masses of limestone, crowded with

fragments of shells. The seam is in each case about 3 feet thick, the greater por-

tion of it being under water and extending nearly across the river with a low dip

to we.st-north-wcst. The coal contains iiumerbus nests and specks of the fossil resin

characteristic of Hie cretaceous co^l of the Khasia and Garo Hills, and is presum-

ably of the ‘same f.ge. Gneiss occurs about \ mile further up stream, and the high

ridge to the west of the Doigrung is apparently all of the same rock. It is diffi-

cult to form an opinion as to the extent of^the coal, but this is probably a portion of

the same bed as that found in tlw Nambar. Even if it were continuous between

tliQse streams, the greater portion of it woifld be below the water level of the

valley, and seeing that far larger deposits are easily available in Upper Assam,

I do not consider this coal to be of practical importance at present. In the event,

however, of the Assam Railway being brought down the Dhansiri valley, this

coal may turn out to be of some use, if the quality should improve to the deep

;

the sample taken at the outcrop gives the following very poor result on assay :

—

Moisture 508
Volatile mutter ... ....... 31'06

Fixed carbon ]5‘10

Ash 48 76

. • 10000

The occurrence of limestone in this locality is a fact of far greater importance,

there being so great a scarcity of this rock in the*Naga Hills, the lime for which
is at present obtained at a ^reat expense (about Rs. 10 per maund) from Sylhet.

Mr. Medlicott in l&6!l^««^pressed his surprise that no use had been made of the

* MeiUicotk, Meinoin, Geologicul Surve,^{ luUU, Vol. IV, I't. 3, p. 26. Mallet, Ibid^ Tul.

XII, Pt. 2, p. 17, note.
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limestone on the Nambar, but from that day to this only one attempt, and that

a feeble one, has been made to bum the stone.

The Doigning limestone is found about 3 miles above the forest bungalow

above mentioned, where a bed, of which from 3 to G feet is visiblr3 above water, is

exposed on the left bank of the stream, dipping north-east at ^bout 50°. Mr.

Mitchell, Assistant Engineer, is at present engaged in cutting A path to the spot

and opening pits at a short distance from the river bank, in order to discover the

extent of the ted. The density of the jungle renders it impossible to sec how far

the bed extends without this being done, but I Think that enough stone can cer-

tainly be raised without much difficulty to supply the wants of, at any rate, the

Naga Hills. Jt will only be possible to obtain the stone during the cold weather,

as tho pits will be under w^ater during the rains. The limestone is similar to that

seen below the falls on the Nambar, and it is possible that it may be found on the

low ridge separating the Doigrung from tho Namibar, in wliich case quarries, not

liable to be flooded every year, might be opened in it. In fact, it is not impro-

bable that suflicient limestone may be obtained here to supply the wants of a large

part of Upper Assam. An assay of tho Doigrung limestone gave tho following

result :— ^

Carbonate of linie 72*97

„ „ magnesia ........ 7':^3

Oxide of iron, alumimi and magneKia ...... 9 00

Insoluble, 10*70
*

100 00

TIomotaxis, as illustrated from Indian Formations hy W. T. Blanfouo, F.B.S.,

Sec. G.S., FJt.G.S.‘

In commencing an address to the Geological Section of the Bi itish Associa-

tion on the first occasion on which that body hgarnet outside of tho British Islands,

I feel much difficulty. Amongst the eminent geologists who have filled the post

which you Iiave done me the honour of calling upon me to occupy for the present

year, there are several who would have been able, from their knowledge of both

European and American geology, to treat with authority of the many points of

interest elicited by comparison of geological phenomena on opposite sides of tho

Atlantic Ocean. My own experience has been chiefly derived from the distant

continent of Asia, and I have not that intimate acquaintance with the geology of

Europe, nor that knowledge of the progress 5f geological research in America,

which would justify my entering upon any comparison of the two continents. It

has, however, V)ccurrevi to me that amongst tho questions of wide importance

connected with the correlation of strata in distant parts of the world, there is one

to which some interesting contributions Iiave been made by the work of the

Geological Survey of India, and by the geologists of Australia and South Africa

;

and that a short time might be profitably devoted to L oonsideration of a few

' Ttis is ft reprint of Mr. Blanford’s address as President of the Geological Section of the

British Absociiiiiou, ut Montreal, 1684.
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remarkable exceptions to the rale that similarity of faunas and floras in fossi-

liferous formations throughout the surface of the world implies identity of geo-

logical age.

It has probably occurred to other geologists here present, as it has to myself,

to bo engaged, in examining a country the geology of which was absolutely un-

known, and to fdel the satisfaction that attends the first discoveiy of a character-

istic fossil form. A clue is at once afforded to the geology of the region
; one

horizon at least is believed to be determined, and from this horizon it is possible

to work upwards and downwards until othera are found.

It is, therefore, of special importance to those engaged in geological explora-

tion to satisfy themselves whether the conclusion is correct that identity, or close

specific similarity, amongst fossil forms, is a proof that the beds containing them

are of the same geological age. It has been pointed out by some of the most

careful thinkers, and especialfy by Forbes and Huxley, that a species requires

time to spread from one area to another
;
that, in numerous cases, a migratory

specific form must flourish in the region to which it has migrated, after it has

died out in its original birth-place
; and that the presence of the same species in

two deposits at distant localities^may rather tend to indicate that both were not

formed simultaneously. Huxley, as is well known, invented the term ‘ homotaxis
*

to express the relations between such beds, and to avoid the possibly misleading

expressions * geological synchronism,’ and ‘contemporaneous origin.’

IJospite such cautions, however, it still appears to be generally assumed by

palaoontologistn that similarity between farinas and floras is evidence of their

belonging to the; same geological perigd
; that the geological age of any formation,

whether marine, fresh-water, or subaerial, can be determined by a comparison of

its organic remains with those of other deposits, no matter how distant, of which

the position in the geological sequence is ascertained : in short, that homotaxis of

marine, fresh-water, and terrestrial forhis implies geological synchronism.

That, as a general rule, homotaxis affords evidence that beds exhibiting it

Belong approximately to the saHe geological period, appears supported by a

large amount of evidence. But there are some startling exceptions. I propose

to notice a few typical instances, several of them Indian, in which the system of

determining the age of various formations by the fauna or flora has led to con-

tradictory results, before attempting to show wherein the source of the error

appears to lie. Nothing would be gained and much time would bo lost by enter-

ing upon the details of all the cases known, even if I were able to give authentic

particulars, which is doubtful. It will be sufficient to cite some characteristic

examples, concerning the details of which satisfactory evidence is forthcoming,

Pikermi Beds,—There are but few fossiliferous deposits on the face of the earth

that have attracted more attention than the Pikermi beds of Greece. In one of

the most classical and famous sites of the world, a few miles east of Athens,

just where
* The mcKiiitainR look on Marathon,

And Muraihoii looks ou the seu,

some red, silty beds occur, abounding in vertebrate remains. Some of the bones

were described by Wagner and others, but for a complete account of the fauna we
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are indebted to Professor Albert Gaiidry, who lias bimself collected by bir tbe

greater portion of the remains hitherto procured. The followinr^ is a list of the

genera determined
;

it is unnecessary to give tJie specific names :

—

* MAMMALIA.

PRTMATKS.

—

Mesopilhecun, 1 sp.

Carnivora.

—

Simoct/ont l ; Muxiefu,!; Tromeph^titt^l; IcIUherinrif 3; Jlptfnarvfus, \\

StffKna, 1; Ifpobnictis^ 1 ; Feli* 4; Mavharodustl,

PROBOSCIDNA.— JftfA/of/on, 2 ; Dinniherinm^ \

.

UnoULATA.— Chnlicotheriuniy 1 ; Rhinoceros, 3; Acerothfrhim, 1 ;
Lepiodon, 1 ; Jiipparion,

1; Hvs, 1; Camelopardatis, 1; Heltadotherium, ]; Otnsius, 1; Palatoiravvs, 1;

Prolrapelaphiis, \\ Palaorpx,^ •, Ti agoeerns, ^ i
jUtlworeas, 1; Aniidorcas (?), 1

;

Oazella,\\ Antdope,^', Dteinothertum,2; Cerous,'!,

PoDENTlA .—Ulus (Aromt/s), 1 ; llgsltix, 1.

Edentata.

—

Ancgloiheritim, 1.

AVES.

Phasianvs, 1; Oalltis,!; Gen. gallinac. indef., 1 ; GrnStI; Qen. eiconidnr.indet ,\.

KEPTILTA.

Tesludo, 1 ; Varanus, 1. \

Of mammalia alone there are known from this deposit 33 genera, of which 22

are extinct, and 47 species. •

Now, this fauna is almost invariably in European works quoted as Miocene.

Of the species found no less than 14—Simocyon diaphortis, Ictllherinm robusturn,

/. hippariomim, Hyrvna eximla, Hy(vnibtis grmca^ Machcerodus cuUrtdens, Mastodon

tnriccnsiSf DinoUinnum gigantenm, Ithinocercss schleiermncheri, Hlpparion gracile^

Sits eryni'inthins, Helladotherimn duvernoyi, Traqocerus arnnlthers, and Gazella.

bri'Tficornls—are met with in other European deposits assigned to the Miocene

period. It is true that one of these deposits at least —that of Eppelsheim—has

been shown on stratigraphical grounds to be luuch more probably Pliocene

than Miocene, and the position of othef deposits has been determined by the kind

of argument which, as I shall show, has proved misleading in the case of Pikerini

itself. Nevertheless so general is the con.scnsus of opinion amongst palroontologists,

that the beds with Hipparion at Pikermi and elsewhere are quoted as especially

included in the Miocene system by the Fi*ench Committee of the International

Geological Congress. Amongst English writers the Miocene age of the Pikermi

beds appears generally admitted, as by Mr, Wallace,^ Prpfessor Boyd Dawkins,

^

Mr. E. T. Newton,^ and many others. Professor Gaudry himself is much more

cautious ;
he classes the fauna as intermediate be'iwoeii Pliocene and Miocene, and

only relegates it to Upper Miocene because that is the position assigned by otlier

palroontologists to beds, containing remains of Hlppamm. However, in his

subsequent works Professor Gaudry has classed the Pikermi fauna as Miocene.

Now, the lowest of the beds wiih the vei*tebrato fauna at Pikermi were by

Professor Gaudry himself found to be interstratified with a band of grey conglo-

* GeograitMeal DUtrihution of Animals *\. p. if^.

* q. ./. Q. S. 18S0, p. 389.
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merate contalliing fgur characteristic marine PHocece mollusca

—

Pectenbenedictus,

Lam.; 8po7idylu8 gmderopus, L. j
Ostrea lamellosa, Brocchi; and 0. undata, Lam,

It should bo remembered that the Pliocene fauna of the Mediterranean area is

the richest and most typical in Europe, and is as well known as any geological

fauna in the world. It should also be remembered that the Pliocene beds are well

developed in Greece at other localities besides Pikermi. Professor Gaudry espe-

cially points out that the vertebrate remains, supposed to be those of Miocene

animals, are deposited in a stratum overlying a manne bed of undoubted Pliocene

age, and he proposes the following hypo^he8i% to account for the presence of Miocene

fossils in a Pliocene stratum. The remains found at Pikermi are, he thinks, those

of animals that inliabited the extensive plains which in Miocene times extended

over a considerable proportion of the area now occupied by the Eastern Medi-

terranean and which united Greece to Asia
;
the plains were broken up by the

dislocations that took place at the close of the Miocene period, and the animals

escaped to the mountains, where they died for want of space and of food. Their

bones were subsequently washed down by the streams from the hills and buried

in the Pliocene deposits of Pikermi*

Professor Gaudry evidently has no very profound faith in this hypothesis, and

it is unnecessary to refute it at length. One fact is sufficient to show that it is

untenable. However sud^n may have been the cataclysm that is supposed to

have* broken up the Miocene plains of Attic«a, a very long period, measured in

yeariA must have elapsed before the Pliocene marine fauna could have established

itself. Now, the bones of mammals exposed on the surface decay rapidly
;
the

teeth break up, the bones become^ brittle. It is doubtful if bones that had been

exposed f6r only five or six years would bo washed down by a stream without

being broken into fragments
;
tjje teeth especially would split to pieces. The con-

dition of the Pikermi fossils proves, I think, that they must liave been buried very

soon after the animals died, that they were not exposed on the surface for any

length of time, and that they could not have been wasJied out of an earlier forma-

tion, and it appears to mo incredible that the Pikermi mammals were not

contemporary with the Pliocene mollusca that occur in the same beds. In short, I

cannot but conclude that the Pikermi mammals wore Pliocene and not Miocene.

This view is entirely in accordance with the opinions of Theodor Fuehs.^ Ho
has given a good account of the geology of various places in Greece, and amongst
others of Pikermi. He found, again, the conglomerate with Pliocene marine

mollusca interstratihed with the basal portion of the mammaliforous beds, and he

concludes * that not only is it clear that these mammaliferous beds are of Pliocono

age, but that a comparison of their geological position with that of the marine strata

of the Pireaus proves that the Pikermi beds occupy a very high.position in the

Pliocene, and are probably the highest portion of the system as developed in the

neighbourhood. .

Fuchs also shows that Jiho principal Pliocene mammaliferous beds are of later

date than the typicirf^.IJ^ocene (Subapeivmine) beds of Italy, and that some mam-
malia found associated with the latter comprise forms ideiptical with those of the

^ Denkitchr. K. Acad, Wist, It^ien, 1877, xxxvii. 2* Abth. p. L
^ Zr. 0., p. 30.
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Pikermi beds. In subsequent papers on the age of the beds gontaining Hipparion

the same writer shows reasons for classing these strata in Italy, Prance (Vaucluse),

and Germany as intermediate between Miocene and Pliocene. This leaves the

difficulty unsolved, for he had shown the Pikermi beds to be high in the Pliocene

system. They rest unconformably upon certain fresh-water limestones, clays, Ac.,

containing plants and mollusca, and classed by Gaudry as Miocene, but by Fuchs

as Pliocene. Thus by both writers the mammaliferous beds of Pikermi are refen*ed

to a considerably later geological horizon than those containing identical species

in other parts of Europe. ^ ,

It would require too much time to enter into the stillmore difficult question of

the various plant-bearing beds in different parts of Europe and in Greenland con-

taining a flora classed by Heer and others as Miocene. Gardner has given reasons

lor considering the Greenland beds Eocene
;

Fuchs, as just stated, is of opinion

that the Greek beds are Pliocene. One point should be noted, that the more

northern flora is considered older than the more southern, and it will be remarked

that the same observation applies to the supposed Upper Miocene fauna of France

and Germany and the Pikermi fauna of Greece.

Siwalih,—The next instance which I shall detf^cribe is another of the most im-

portant fossil mammalian faunas of the Old World, that found in the Upper
Tertiary beds that fringe the Himalayas on the south:* The name applied to this

fauna is taken from one of the localities in which it was first found, the Si^alik

(correctly, I believe, Shib-wila) hills, between the Deyi*a Dun and the plains porth

by east of Delhi. Bones of Siwalik mammalia are found, however, throughout a

considerable area of the Northern Punjab. •

The Siwalik fauna has been worked out, chiefly by Falconer a^jid Lydekker, the

last-named being still engaged in describing the' species. The following is a list

of the genera found in the true Siwalik beds^ :

—

MAMMALI4.

'^mv.kTns^Palaopithecus, 1 sp. ; Macacus, 2 ; Semnopithecus, 1 ; Cynocephalus, 3.

Causivora.—MuatehitXi JUetlioora^^} MeUivorodon^\\ Lutra^} Hyitnodtin, \ \ Ursus,

1 ; Hyanarctuk, 3; Canis, 2; Viverra, 3; Hytena^ 4; HyanictU, 1 ; Lepthyana, 1;

Mlwroptii, 1 ; JEluroyale, 1 ; FelU, 6; Machmrodua, 2.

Proboscidba

—

Elephas, 6 {Euelephas, 1 ; Loxodon^ 1 ; Steyodon, 4) ; Mastodon, 6.

\iiHQOLkTk,~-ChaUcotherium,\i Rhinoceros, •, Equus,\i Hipparion, 2 1 Hippopotamus,

1 ; Tetraoonodon, 1 ; Su^, 5 ; Hippohyus, 1 ; Sanitherium, 1 ; Uevycopotamus, 1

;

Cerms, 3 ; Dorcatherium, 2 ; Tragulus, 1 ; Moschus, 1 ; Propalmomeryx, 1 ; Camelopar^

dalis, 1 ; Helladotherium, 1 ; Hydaspitheri^m, 2 ; Sivatherium, 1 ; Alcelaphus, 1 i

Oaxella, 1 ; Antilope, 2 ; Vreas, (?), I ; Palaoryx, (?», I ; Portax I ;
Hemibos, 3 ; Lepto-

bos, 1 ; Bubalus, 2 ; Bison, 1 ; Bos, 3 ; Hucupra, 1 ; Capra, 2 ; Oois, 1 ; Camelus, 1.

VLQJ>e:XTlk.— ]tus (i^^esokia), 1 ; Rhysomys, 1; Hystrix, 1; Lepus, 1.

AVE^5.

Oraculus, 1 ; Pelecanus, 2 ; Leptoptila, 1 ; Qen, non det, cioonid,, 1 ; Mergus, 1 ; Utrnthio^

1 ; Dtomaus, 1 ; Qen, non det. siruth,, 1. %. '

' Lydekicer, J. A. S. *B, 1880. pt. 2, p. 34 ; Palmontologia Indica, ser. x. volt, i, ii, iii ;

Records, Oeoloyical Survey of Indta, 1883, p. 81. *I am indebted to Mr. I^ydekker for some un-

published additions, and for aid in com piling both the Siwalik aud Fikeriui lists.
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BEPTILIA.

Chooodilia— Crocodilus, 1 ; GhaHalis, 3.

liACBBTlLIA— Fiiranic*, 1.

Chbloxia—ColosiocMf/a, 1 ; TeHudo, 1 ; BelUct^ 2 ; JDamomOt 1 ; Smyt, 1 ; Cautfe^Ut 1

;

Banffshura, 1 ; Emyda^ 1 ; TMonyx^ 1.

PISCES.
Baffariua, 1.

Now, until within the last few years, this fauna was classed as Miocene by

European palaeontologists as unhesitaiipgly the Pikermi fauna still is, and in

the majority of European geological works, despite the unanimous opinion of all

the geologists who are acquainted with the sub-Himalayan beds, the Siwalik

fauna is still called Miocene. The geologists of the Indian Survey, however,

classed the fossiliferous Siwjliks as Pliocene, on both geological and biological

grounds. With regard to the latter, not only does the fauna comprise a large

number of existing genera of mammals, such as Macacus^ Semnopifkecusy Urstut,

ElepJias (Euelephas), Equus, Hippopotamus, Camelopardalis, Bos, Hystrix, Mus,

and especially Mellivora, Meles, Capra, Ovis, Camelus, and Bhizomys, but three

out of SIX or seven clearly determined species of reptiles, viz ,—Crocodilas palus^

iris, Oharialis gangeficus, and Pangshura tectum—are living forms now inhabit-

ing Northern India, whilsbfLll the known land and fresh-water mollusca, with

one possible exception, are recent species.

These data, however, although very important and very cogent, belong to a

class of facts that have led, I believe, in other cases to erroneous conclusions.

The geological evidence is far more satisfactory, and it is not liable to the same

objection.

'

The whole Siwalik fauna, given above, has boon obtained from the upper

beds of a great sequence or system. Beneath the fossiliferous strata at the base

of the North-West Himalaya there is an immense thickness, amounting in places

totmany thousands of feet, of sandstones, clays, and other beds, from none of which

recognisable fossils have been procured. The first beds of known age that are

met with below the mammaliferous Siwaliks are marine rocks belonging to the

Eocene system.

But as we pass from the Himalayas to the south-west, along the western

frontier of India in the Punjab, and onwards to the south in Sind, the same

Siwalik system can be tr3.ced almost without interruption, and in the last-named

country the lower unfossiliferous strata become intercalated with fossiliferous

beds. In Sind the upper Siwaliks no longer yield any vertebrate remains that

can be identified, but far below the horizon of the Siwalik fauna a few bones

have been found, and the following mammals have been identifiejl ^

Cabnivoba—

J

mpA/cyon paIteindicua,

Pbobosoidba—Mastodon lutidena, M. perimenaia, if. faleonari, M, pandtonia, M. anyua*

tidena, Vinoiherium tndifum, J) aindienae, D, vantapoiamim,

VvOTS'LhXk’^Rh^nofero^aioalentiia, oar. tntnrmediua, Acerotkerium pen'menae, A, hlanfordi,

Sui hffaadriofu^, Jlfotharium aindtenae, Anthraootkeriufn ailiatrenae. A, hyopotamoidea,

Ind^ ser. x; Ree,, Gaol. Smv. Ind., 1883, pp. 82, &c.
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Syopotamus palctind^ctis^ 11. giganieut, Bemivieryx blanfor^i, Sivwnergx tindienait

AgrioohoBrus tp, Dorcatfit^rium J). fniuua.

Edentata—Mania (/) tindienais.

Although about one-third of the species above named have been found also

in the uppfsr Siwalik beds of the Punjab, it is unnecessary to point out in detail

why the lower Siwalik fauna is clearly by far the older of the two. The absence

of such living genera as ElephaSy Bus, Equiis, Ac., and the presence of so many
typically Middle Tertiary forms, such as Dinotherium, Anthracotherium, and

Hyopotamus, shows a great cliangq. T^e mollusca tell the same tale. All the

forms known from the upper Siwaliks, with one exception, are recent species of

land and fresh-water shells now living in the area. Of seven fresh-water

mollusca * found associated with the lower Siwaliks, none appears to be identical

with any living species, and only two are allied^ one closely, the other more

remotely, to forms now met with in Burma 30^ of longitude further east.

Before proceeding with the argument it is as well to call attention to the very

important fact just mentioned. It has been asserted over and over again that

species of mammalia are peculiarly short-lived, far more so than those of mollusca.

In this case, so far as the evidence extends at'prcsent, one-third of the species

of mammalia survived the changes that took place, whereas not a single mollusk

is found both in the upper and lower Siwaliks. It*"should be remembered that

the recent molluscan river fauna of this part of India is very poor in species, and

that we probably know a considerable proportion of that existing in Siwalik

times. •

The geological age of the lower Siwalik beds of Sind is shown by their pass-

ing downwards into marine fossiliferous beds, known as the Gaj group, of Miocene

age, the following being the section of Tertiary strata exposed in the hills west of

the Indus

SiWAf.TK or

Makchab

Upper
Lower

Gaj .

-{E

Ft,

5,00Q unfosBiliferoiiB

3.000 to 5,OCO fossiliferous

1.000 to 1,500 fossiliferous

4.000 to 6,0C»0 iinfosxiliferous

100 to 1,500 foHsiliterous

600 to 3,000 fossiliferous

6,00C foBsiliferouB

Pliocene

Upper Miocene or

Lower Pliocene

Miocene
Lower Miocene
Oligocene

Eoceue

Clearly the lower Siwaliks of Sind cannot bo older than Upper Miocene

;

therefore the Upper Siwaliks, which are shown by both biological and geological

evidence to be of much later date, must be Pliqcene.

Oondwana system of India.—In the peninsula of India there is remarkable

deficiency of marjne formations. Except in the neighbourhood of the coast or of

the Indus valley there is, with one exception (some cretaceous rocks in the Ner-

budda valley), not a single marii^e deposit known south of the great Oangetic

plain. But in Bengal and Central India, over extensive tracts of country, a

great sequence of fresh-water beds, probably of fluviatile is found, to which

the name of Gondwana system has been applied. The uppermost beds of this

* Mem , Oeol. Surv. Ind.^ toL xx, pt. 2, p. 129.
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system, in Cu|pli to the westward, and near the month of the God^rari to the

eastward, are intersfratified with marine beds containing fossils of the highest

Jurassic (Portlandian and Tithonian) types.

The Qondwdna system is a true system in the sense that all the senes com-

prised are closely connected with each other by both biological and physical

characters, but ib»represonts in all probability a much longer period of geological

time than do any of the typical European sysli^ms. The highest members, as

already stated, are interstratified with marine beds containing uppermost Jurassic

fossils. The age of the lowest -members is less definitely determined, and has

been by different writers classed in various series from middle Carboniferous to

Middle Jurassic. The Gondwana beds from top to bottom are of unusual interest

on account of the extraordinary conflict of palaeontological evidence that they

present.

The subdivisions of the Oondwfina system are numerous, and in the upper

portions especially the series nnd stages are different in almost every tract where

the rocks are found. The following are the subdivisions of most importance on

account of their fauna and flora, or of their geological relations.

Upper Gondwdua

LcIVer Qondwdna •

Cutoh and .Tabalpur.

Kotn Malcri.

liajmahul.

Panchet.

Daninda •

( Knrharblri.

UAlchir.

RAin'gAiij and Kaintbi.

Burikar.

The upper GondwSnas, where best developed, attain a thickness of 11,000 feet

nnd the hnvfer of 13,000 feet.

The Talchir and Barakar Bid>^livisions are far more generally present than

any of the otliers,

Talchir.—The Talchir beds cpnsist of fine silty shjiles nnd fine soft sandstone.

Very few fossils have been found in them, and these few recur almost without
exception in the Karharbari stage. The Talchirs are principally remarkable for

the frequent occurrence of large boulders, chiefly of metamorphic rocks. These
bouldera are sometimes of great size, 6 feet or more across, 3 to 4 feet being a
common diameter; all are rounded, and they are generally embedded in fine silt.

Kar/iarbdrL—The Karharbari beds are found in but few localities. They
contain some coal-seams, and the following plants have been met with

'

ConifebjE.— Euryph^llum, 1 sp.; VoHzia, 1 ; Albertia, 1; Samaropais, 1.

Cyoaueaobjs.— Qlossozamitea, 1 ; NoeggeralhiopaiSy 1,

Filicbs.

—

Neuropteria, 1; Olossopteria, 4; Ganpamopteria, 4; Sagenopieria, 1.

EQUlBETAOBiE.—Sahizoneuraf 2 ; Vertebraria, 1.
•

The most abundant form is a Gangaviopteris. The VoHzia (F. hetercyphglla)

is a characteristic Lower Triassic (Bunter) form in Europe. The Neuropteris

and Alhertiii are also nearlj% related to the Lower Triassic forms. The species of
OangamopteriSf Qlosatpt^.Hsy Vertehraria^ cftid Noeggerathiopsis are allied to forms
found io Australian strata. •

^ Feistmnntcl : Tulcaott/hiogia Indioat ser. xii. vol. iit.
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Damtida.—The Damuda series consists of sandstones and shales with coal-

beds
;
the floras of the different subdivisions present but few differences, and the

following is the list of plants found ^

CoNlFBBJB.

—

Iihipidop»is» 1 sp., Voltsna, 1 ; Samaropaig, 1 ; Cgclopifpa, h
Ctoadeaobjb.

—

Pterophpflum, 2; Anomozamifea, 1 ; Noeggerathiopaia^

I^ILICEA,— SphenopterUt 1 j Dickaonia, 1 ; AlathopUria^ 4; Pecopieria^ 1 ;
MarianaptarU, 1

;

Macrotteniopieriat 2 ; Palaaoaittaria, 1 ; Angioptaridiwn, 2 ; Oloaaopteria, 19 ; Qanga*

mopiert8t 7 ; Belemnopteria, 1 ; Anihrophyopaia, 1 ; Dictyoptaridium,\l ; Saganopteria, 4;

Aciinopieria, 1.

'EdUmTACSJR.—Schizoneura. 1; PAyltothaea, 8; Trizggta, 1 ; Varteharia, 1.

The only remains of animals hitherto recorded are an Estheria and two

Labyrinthodonts, Branchyops laticeps and an undescribed form formerly referred

to ArchegosawruB. The only European genus allied to Branchyops is of oolitic

ago.

The most abundant of the above-named fossils are Olossopteris and Vertebra’-

ria. With the exception of Noeggerathiopsis all the cycads and conifers are of

excessive rarity. More than one-half of the species known are ferns with simple

undivided fronds and anastomosing venation.

For many years European paleontologists generally classed this flora as

Jurassic.^ This was the view accepted by De Zigno'^tod Schimper, and, though

with more hesitation, by Bunbury. The species of Phyllotheca^ Alethopterls (or

Pecopteris), and Olossopteris (allied to Sagenopteris) were considered to ^hibit

marked Jurassic affinities. It wa^ generally admitted that the Damuda flora

resembles that of the Australian coal-measures, (to which I shall refer presently)

more than it does that from any known European formation ; but the Australian

plants were also classed as Jurassic. There is no reason for supposing that the

more recent discoveries of Damuda plants would have modified this view
;
the

identification of such forms as true Sagenopteris and the cycads Pterophyllum

and Anomozamites would assuredly have been held to confirm the Jurassic age of

the beds. So far as European fossil plants ai'e concerned, the Damuda flora re-

sembles that of the middle or lower Jurassics more than any other.

One form, it is true, the Schizoneura^ is closely allied to S. paradoxa from the

Bunter or lower Trias of Europe. Other plants have RhsBtic affinities. But the

connections with the Triassic flora do not seem nearly equal to those shown with

Jurassic plants, and the reason that the Damuda flora has been classed as proba-

bly Triassic must be sought in the impossibility of considering it newer,® if the

next overlying stage is classed as Upper Tri8!4 or Bhmtic, and in the close affinity

with the underlying Karharb^ri beds, which contain several Lower Triassic

types.

Panchet,—^The uppermost series of the lower Gondw&nas consists chiefly of

sandstone, and fossils are rare. - The most interesting are remains of Eeptllia and

• Pal. 2nd,, ser. ii. xi. xii. vol. iii. ^

* De Ziflfno : Flora Foaailia Form, Oof, pp. 50, 53; Schimper; TraitS da PdUotUologia VSg4tak
i. p. 645 ; Bunbury ; Q. J, 1?, S. 1861, xvii. p. 350.

' * Feistmautel ; Pal, had., ser. xii. vol. iii pp. 6V, 129, &c.
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Amphibia^ following is a list of the fossil animals and plants corrected to

the present time :

—

ANIMALS.
REPTILIA.

T^l^S(MkmLlk,-^-•Anciitrodnn^ 1 sp.

DiOTNODONTfA.—Dio^nodon {Ptychognathm), 2.

AMPHIBU.

Labtbirthodovtia.— 2; GlyplogmthuSt 1; Paehggonia, I*

crustacAa.
Estheria, 1.

PLANTS.
CoMFBBA.

—

Samaropsts, 1.

Filiobs.

—

Pecopteris, 1; Cgchpteri$^\\ Thinnfeldia, 1; OlBandridium, 1; Oloitopteru, 3.

EQUlSBTAOBiB.— iScAtffontftcra, 1,

The Schtzoneura and the three species of Glossopteris are considered the same

as Damuda forms. But with them are found two European Rhsetic species,

Pecopteris concinna and Gydopteris padhyrachis. The Oleandridium is also closely

allied to a European IlhsBtic fo^m, and may bo identical. The flora may thus be

classed as typically Rhastic.

All the genera of Luby^inthodonts named are peculiar ; their nearest European

allie^ are chiefly Triassic. JJicijnodontm are only known with certainty from

Indig. and South Africa, but some forms believed to be nearly allied have been

described from the Ural mountains.^j. Those fossils were obtained from rocks

now referred to the Permian.* ^
JJpp&r Qoiidw^nas,—The differSnt series of tho lower Gondwanas arc found in

the same area resting one upoit the other, so that the sequence is determined

geologically. This is not the case with the upper Gondwana groups
; their most

fossiliferous representatives are found ill different parts of tho country, and the

relations to each other are mainly inferred fj'om palmobotanical data. Although,

tfierefore, it is probable that tho Rajmahals arc older than the Cutch and Jabal-

pur beds, and that the Kota-Maleri strata are of intermediate age, it is quite

possible that two or more of these series may have been contemporaneously

formed in regions with a different flora,

BdjmahdU—The comparatively rich flora of the lowest upper Gondwana series

is contained in beds interstratified with basaltic lava-flows of the fissure-eruption

type. The following are the genera * of plants found :

—

CONiFBB^.

—

Palis»ya,2 sp.; Cunninghamiteg, 1 ; ChiroUpig, 2; Aruucaritgg, 1 } Echino^

gtrohugf 1.

Ctcadeacbae,

—

Pieropkyllum, 9 ; Plilophyllum, 1 ; Otozamites, 3 ; Zamites, 1 ; Dietyoza-

mtfegf 1 s CycadiUgf 2 ; fFilliamsonia, 2 ; Cycadinocarpu», 1.
*

Filiobb.

—

Eremopteris, 2 ; DavalliMeSi 1 ; IHokgoniay 1 ; HymenophyUiteSy ] ; CylopterUy

1 ; Thinnfeldia, 1 ; Oleicheniay 1 ; Alethopterzs, 1 ; AgpUniteSy 1 ; PevopUrigy 1

;

Maarotmnioptgri% 4i •,
^nyiopteridium, 3; Danaopgigy 1 ; Rhizomopteris, 1.

EQOIBBTAOXAB.—

' Huxley ; Q. J. O, 8„ xxvi., p. 48. ^
* Twelvetrees; Q.J. 0.^., xxxviii. p.600.

* Pal, Jnd, 801* ii. ; FcUtiDBiitel ; Recordg, G. S. L, ix
, p. 39,
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The marked change from the lower Gondwfina floras is visible a glance ;
not

a single species is common to both, most of the 'genera are distinct, and the

difference is even greater when the commonest plants are compared. In the lower

Gondwfinas the prevalent forms are Equisetacece and ferns of the Qlossopteris type,

whilst in the B&jmah&l flora cycads are by far more abundant
,

than any other

plants. The whole assemblage, moreover, is more nearly allied than are any of

those in the lower Gondwdna beds to European Mesozoic floras.

Of the B&jmah&l plants ^ about fifteen are allied to Bheetic European forms,

three to Liassic or lower Jurassic (two of these having also Rhaetic affinities), and

six to Middle Jurassic (two having ^Rhsetic relations as well). The flora must

therefore as a whole on purely palaeontological gp*oands be classed as Rhaetic.

Kota^Maleri,—The deposits belonging to this series are found in the Godavari

valley at a considerable distance from the Rajmahal hills in Bengal, the locality

for the Rajmahal flora. Both Rajmahal and Kota-Maleri beds overlie rocks i>f

the Damuda series. It is not quite clear whether the Kota beds, which contain

fish, inserts, and crustaceans, and the Maleri beds, in which remains of fish,

reptiles, and plants are found, are interstratified, or whether the Kota beds overlie

those of Maleri. That the two are closely connected is generally admitted.

From the Maleri beds the following remains have been recorded .

—

ANIMALS. '-'ir

Biftiija.—

i

; Parasuchut^ X* u

VlBCM,^Ceratodui, 8, .
PLANTS.

Pabffyo, 2 ; CAirolepis, 1 ; Arauearites,*!,

- Ctcadeacrje.

—

Ptilophifllum, 1 ; Ctfcadites, 1*"*

PiLlCBS.

—

Angiopteridium^ 1. "

From the Kota fresh-water limestone 9 species of ganoid fish

—

viz, 5 of

Lepidotue, 3 6f Tetragonolepisy and 1 of JDapedlus—^have been described. An
Estheria, a Gandona, and some insects have also been found. The fish ^ are Liassic

forms.

The reptilia of the Maleri beds are, on the other hand, Triassic ^ and closely

allied to Keuper forms. Oeratodns is chiefly Triassic (Keuper and Rhmtic). The

plants show relations with both the Rajmahal and Jabalpur floras, and, as the

palmontological relations to beds in the same country are considered far higher in

importance than those to deposits in distance regions, the Kota-Maleri beds are

classed as intermediate between the Rajmahal and Jabalpur epochs.

Outch and Jabalpur.—Jabalpur beds are found in Central India to the south

of the Nerbudda valley, and form the higheJt true Gondwina beds. The Cutch

beds, as already mentioned, are found interstratified with marine deposits of

uppermost Juradsic age far to the westward, a little east of the mouths of the

river Indus. The similarity of the planbremains in the two series has caused

them to be classed together, buli it is not certain that they are really of contem-

poraneous origin.

* Feistoantel, Pal. Ind., ser. ii., pp. 143—187 ; Oeol.

* Pal. Ind.,seT. iv., ptr2.

* Q. J. Q. S. 1869, pp. 138, 162, &c. ; 1876, p. 427s Pal. Ind„ ser. iv., pt. 3 ; Jfafi. Qeol, ItuL

p. 161.
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The follomng iajt, list of the Jabalpur plants^ :—

r

COKIVBUJB.— 2 }
Arauearites, 1 ; EehiMttrobus, 2 ; SraohyphylUm, 1 ; TaxUet, 1

;

Oia^ko, 1 ; ^hatmcoptiu, 1 ; Czehanowtkia, 1.

CTOADiiAOBiB.

—

PterophyUum,! •, PtilophyUumt2i Poduzamitn^i Otozamittz, 4; William*

tonia, 1 i Cyeadiiet, 1.

Filiobb.—^XfftopteriZt 1 ; DiokaoniOf 1 ; AUthopUritt 3 j
McterotmniopUni, 1 ; QIoszq*

pteria, 1 ; Sayenoptens, 1.

Of these thirty species nine are regarded either as identical with forms found

in the Middle Jurassic (Lower Oolitic) of England or as cbsely allied.

The Cutch plants belong to the following* genera^ :

—

Gosifbbbe.

—

Palizzya, 8 ap. ; PaohyphyUumt I ; Schizoatrobuz, 1 ; ArauearileZt 1.

Cyoadbacbje.

—

PtUopbyllum, 3 ; Otozamitea, 3 ; Cycadilea, 1 ;
WilUamaonia, 1 ; CyoadoU*

pis, 1.

Pluozs.^Oleandridium, 1; Taniopieria, 1; Alelhopteria, 1; Pzcoplaria,!; Pachypteriz

2 : Aefinopleria, 1.
*

Of the twenty-two species enumerated, four are identified with specific forms

found in the Middle Jurassic of Yorkshire, and seven others are closely allied.

The Cutch and Jabalpur beds, in short, are intimately related with European fossil

floras.

One interesting fact should be mentioned. The Cutch flora occurs in the upper

part of the Umia beds, thetlbwer beds of which contain cephalopoda of Portlandian

and Tithouian forms. In a lower subdivision of the Cutch Jurassic rocks, the

Katrel group, shown by numerous Ammonites to be allied to Kimmeridge and

upper Oxford beds of Western Europe, four*Species of plants have been found, of

which three are met with in the ymia» bods, and the fourth, an English oolitic

form, in the Jabalpur series. This evidence seems in favour of the view that the

flora underwent change more slowly than the marine fauna.

It will be as well, before leaving the subject of the Oondwana groups, to show

in a tabular form the geological age assigned to the flora and fauna of each

separately, on the evidence afforded by comparison with the plants and animals

known from European fonuRtions.

Plants. Animals.

/Oatoh ....
Jabalpur .

'
.

Middle Juraaaic .

M iddle Jurassic .

Uppermost Jurassic

? Neocomian (marine).

Upper
Uondwina

Kota .... — Lower Jurassic (Liasiio).

1

[

Maleri ....
^Rdjmaliil....

Middle or Lower
Jurassic .

Rhsotic
Triassio.

Lower 11

Panchct .... Rhaitio n • • Triassic or Permian.

QondwAna
\
Domud^

• #
*

• Middle Jurassic . Middle Jurassic f

1

1 Karharb£ri, Talchir Lower Triassio
, ^

-

'
* Pal M., ler. xi., pt. 3. * Pal Ind., i^r. xi., pt 1.
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Flora of Tonquin,—Qnite recentlj M. Zeiller has described a Aries of plants

from some coal-bearing beds in Tonquin.' This flora is very extraordinary in

every respect. It consists of 22 species, and contains only two peculiar forms

ten, or nearly one-half, are European species found in the lower Lias or Rhaetic ;

whilst of the remaining ten, five are I>omudB,ioTm^--Noeggerdbhiopai8 hislopi,

Macrotatniopteris feddcni, Pahcovittaria Jcurzz, Qlossoptsris hr<ywniana, and PhyU
lotheca indica^ pne species being common to the Newcastle beds and Carboniferous

flora of Australia and two others closely allied to the forms there occurring.

The other five are said to be Rajmahdl forms, four Tcemopteris or Angiopteridium

and an Otozamites, M. Zeiller unhesitatingly classes the Tonquin beds as

llhaBtic. It is most singular that these coal-beds, although more distant from

Europe by 18° of longitude than either the Damuda or Bajmahal beds of India,

contain a larger proportion of European fossil species than any known Indian

plant-beds ;
whilst the association in the same strata of upper and lower Oond-

wana forms, if well ascertained, shows how hopeless is the attempt to classify

these deposits by plant evidence alone.

Australian Coal-Measures and Associated Beds .—In the notice of the lower

Gondwana floras of India it was observed that there was a great resemblance

between some of them and those found in certain beds of Australia. These latter

present even a more remarkable instance of homotaxial perversity than do the

Indian rocks. The Australian plant-bearing beds are found in Eastern and

Southern Australia, Queensland, and Tasmania. For a knowledge of the geology

of the country we are chiefly indebted to the writings of the late Mr. Clarke,®

whilst the flora has been worked out by*McCoy, Dana, Carru'chers, and .Feist-

mantel, the last having recently published a much more complete account than

w'as previously available.® p

The following are the fresh-water or subaerial beds of Australia, according

to the latest classification :

—

6. Clarence River beds. New South Waloe (Mesozoic carbonnceous of Qiirensland, Vic-

toria, and Tasmania).

6. Wiananiatta beds, N. S. Wales.

4. Hawkesbury beds, N. S. Wales (Bacchus Marsh saudstones, Victoria).

3. Newcastle beds, N. S. Wales.

2. Lower (Joal-Measures with marine layers iuterstratified, N. S. Wales.

1. Lower Carboniferous beds, N. S. Wales.

To a still lower horizon probably l>elong some beds in Queensland, containing

Lepidodendron nothum and Ci/clostigma. They are considered Devonian by Car-

ruthers, and there are some ancient plant-t>eds in Victoria that may bo of the

same period.

1. Lower Odrhoniferous Beds.—These underlie the beds with a Carboniferous

marine fauna. The localities given arc Smith’s Creek, near Stroud, Port Ste-

phens, and Arowa. The following plants are enumerated :

—

hYOOVOTHkenM.^ Cgclostigma^ 1 sp.; Lepidodendron, 2 or 3; Knorria, 1.
I ^ *

I

* Bull. Soo. OSol., ser.Jii., vol. zi., p. 456.

® Q. J. O. S. 1861, p. 354, and Bemarks on the Sedimentary Formations »/ Few South

JTalee, 1878, besides numerous other works.

* Falaoniographica.—Fal. u. mes. Flora im 6stl. Ausfralien, 1878-79,
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Filiows.— 4; Afehaopierit, 2 (1) ; QloMopieris, 1.

Equisetaoea.— 2; Spkenophpltum, 1.

This flora contains several species identical with those in the Lower Carbo-

niferous (Bemician) of Europe, corresponding to the mountain limestone. The
agreement both*in homotaxis and position is the more remarkable beG|,use of the

startling contrast in the next stage. The only peculiarity is the presence of a

Glossopteris, This comes from a different locaUcy—Arowa—from most of the

fossils, and the species is identical with one found in a much higheV series. Under
these circumstances it is impossible to feel^satisfied that the specimen was really

from this horizon. The evidence is not so dear as is desirable.

2. Lower OoaUMeaaures with Marine Beds .—The following plants are re-

corded ;

—

Ctoadeacra.

—

Noeggerathiopsif, 1 sp.

Filices.—Olos^opteHff 4.

Equisetaoe^

—

Annularia, 1; Phyllotheca, 1.

In the marine beds, which are interstratified, are found lower Carboniferous
(mountain limestone) marine fossils in abundance, such as OrtJioceras^ Spirifer^

Fenestella^ Conularia, <fcc. The plants belong to forms declared to be typically

Jurassic by palsBontologists. As the intersti-atification of the marine and plant-

bearing beds has been repeatedly questioned by paleontologists, it is necessary to

point out that the geological evidence brought forward by Mr. Clarke is of the
dealest and most convincing character, that this evidence has been confirmed by
all the geologists who are acquainted v^ith the country, and has only been doubted
by those who have never been nefr the place.

3. Newcastle Beds .—By ail j)reviou8 observers in the field these had been
united to the preceding and the flora declared to be the same. Dr. Feistmantel
has, however, pointed out important differences. Unfortunately, as he has been
unable to examine the beds, it. still remains uncertain whether the distinction,

which has been overlooked by all the field geologists, is quite so great as it

appears from the lists of fossils given. The following is the flora .

—

CoElFERAS.— Brachgphytlum. \ sp.

Ctoadbacbjs.—ZeugophyllitsSf 1 ; Noeggerathiopris, 3.

Fimces.

—

Sphenopteris. 4 ; Glossopterist 8 ; OangamopteriSf 2 ; Caulopteria (?), 1,

Equisbtaoejc.

—

Phyllotheca, 1 ; Ferteiraria, 1.

The only animal kno.wn from the beds is a heterocercal ganoid fish, Urosthenes
australis, a form with Upper Palaeozoic affinities.

It will be noticed that the difference from the flora of the underlying beds
associated with marine strata is chiefly specific, and by no means indicative of
great difference of age, though the only species considered as common to the two
by Dr. Feistmantel is Olossopteris hrowniana, found also in the Damuda series of
India, in Tonquin, and in South Africa. ^

The plant fossils of^the Newcastle beds and of the underlying series with
marine fossils are lijiosd which exhibit so remarkable a similarity to the flora of
the Indian lower Gondwdnas, and especially to the Damudas. The same genera
of plants, especially Olossopteris, PhylloAeca, Vertehraria prevail
in both, 'But the lower beds of Australia, to judge by the marine fauna, are of
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Lower Carboniferous age, and it is impossible to suppose tbi^ the Newcastle beds

are of very much later date. They are said to be conformable to the lower beds

with marine fossils, and even to pass into them, and they should probably, if the

lower beds are Lower Carboniferous, be olassed as Middle or Upper Carboniferous.

Thus if th^ evidence of marine faunas be accepted as decisive, the Damuda beds

of India are homotaxially related to Jurassic strata in Europe "^and to Carboni-

ferous in Australia.

But the Australian Newcastle flora has been quite as positively classed as

Jurassic by European palflBobotanist| as tjiat of the Damudas. It would be easy

to quote a long list of authorities—McCoy, De Zigno, Saporta, Schimper, Carru-

thers, and others—^in support of the Jurassic age of the Australian beds. For

years the testimony of Australian geologists was rejected, and doubts thrown

upon their observations. There is, so far as I know, no case in the whole history

of paleeontology in which the conflict of paleontological evidence has been su

remarkably displayed.

4. Hawkesbury Beds.—The fauna and flora are poor. Only two fish, Olithrolepis

granulatus and Myriolepis clarkei^ and one plant, Thinnfeldia odontopteroides, are

known, and of the three forms two recur in the Wianamatta beds.

An important character of the Hawkesbury beds, to which further reference

will be made presently, is the occurrence of transi^rted boulders,* apparently

brought thither by the action of ice.
,

Similar boulders have been observed in certain sandstones in Yictoria k^iown

as the Bacchus Marsh beds. From these beds two species of Qangamopteris have

been described by McCoy. Qangamopteris^ it should be recollected, is a genus

of ferns closely allied to Ghssopteris and abundant in .the Damuda and still more

so in the Karharb&ri beds of the lower Gondwanas in India.

5. Wianamatta Beds.—These are the highest portion of the whole system in

New South Wales. They contain the following i.»rganic remains ;

—

ANIMALS.

Pisces.

—

Pal€Boni80u9 antipodeus, Chthrolepia granulatus,

PLANTS.

Filices.—Thinnfeldia (Pecopteris) odontopteroides, Odontopteria microphgUa, Peitopteris

ienuijolia^ Taniopteris wianamatta,

Eqvisbtacba .—Phyllotheca hookeri.

The fish from the Wianamatta, Hawkesbury, and Newcastile beds, four in

number, were considered as a whole by Sir P. Egerton to be most nearly allied to

the Permian fauna of Europe.

The Wianamatta plants, like those in the lower beds, are classed as Jurassic.

6. Higher Mesozoic Beds.—^Thcse, which do not appear to have been traced into

connection with the Wianamatta and Hawkesbury beds,^ occur in widely separated

localities, from Queensland to Tasmania. * The correlation bf these widely scattered

deposits, and the assignment of them collectively to a position above that of the

^ Wilkinson, quoted by Feistmantel, Bee, Oeol, Sure, Jnd,^ 1880, p. 250..
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Wianamatta hgdst appear solely founded upon the fossil flora, and it would be

satisfactory to haye in addition some geological eyidence or some palasontological

data derived from marine fossils. The Queensland flora is said to occur in beds

overlying marine strata of Middle Jurassic age.

The following plants are recorded from these higher beds :— ,

•

CtOjLDBACBA.—Zamitea (Podozamitea), 3 sp.; Otozamifea, 1. «

"FlLlOEa,^ Sphenopteria, 1 ; Thinnfeldia, 1 ; Cpolopiertat 1 , Alethopteria, 1 ; Tofiiopieria, 1 ;

Soffenopteria. 1.

Equibbtacba.— Phyllothaca, 1.
‘

Tabulating, as in the case of the Indian Gondwdna system, the age of the

difPerent Australian sub-divisions as determined by their fossil plants and animals

on purely palaeontological grounds, we have the following result :

—

Plants. Animals.

6. Higher Mesozoic beds • Jurassic* Jurassic (marine).

5. Wianamatta beds. Jurassic Pennian.

4. Hawkesbury beds • • « • Jurassic . . . Permian.

3. Newcastle beds • Jurassic • Permian.

2. Lovirer Coal-Measures Jurassic . . Lower Carboniferous (marine).

1. Lower Carboniferous beds . Lower Carboniferous

•
*

South Africa ,—In connection with the later Palaeozoic and older Mesozoic

rocks of Australia and India it is of importance to mention briefly the correspond-

ing fresh-water or subaerial formations of Southern Africa, although in that

cqpntry there are not such marked discrepaficies in the palaeontological evidence,

perhaps because the relations of the beds with remains of animals to the plant-

bearing strata are less clearly known. It will be sufficient to notice some of the

most prominent peculiarities of these formations here, as 1 hope that a fuller

account will be given to the section by Professor Rupert Jones, who has made an

especial study of South African geology.

In the interior of Soujbh Africa, occupying an immense tract in the northern

parts of Gape Colony, the Orange Free State, Transvaal, and the deserts to the

westward of the last two, there is a great system of sandstones and shales with

some coal-beds, generally known as the * Karoo formation.’ The sequence of sub-

divisions is the following^ :— •

Stormberg beds, about 1,800 feet thick.

Ecaufort ,, „ 1,700 ,,

Kognap „ „ 1,500 „ „

The beds are but little ^sturbed in genCxi^l, and form great plateaux. They rest

partly on Pakaozoic rocks (Carboniferous or Devonian), partly on gneissic forma*

> Q. J. O, ISn xxiii, 180^, p. 142.
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tions. As in Australia, the umlerljring Palseozoic rocks contain a» flora allied to
the Carboniferous flora of Europe.

At the base of the Karoo formation are certain shales with coal, known as the
Ecca beds, and remarkable for containing a great boulder-bed, the Ecca or Dwjka
conglomerfkte,^ like those in the Talchir beds in India and the Hqiwkesburjr sand-

stone in Australia, the boulders, precisely as in the Tfilchir beds, being embedded in

fl;ne compact silt or sandstone, which in both countries has been mistaken for a
volcanic rock.' The Ecca beds are said to contain Olossopteris and some other

plants, but the accounts are as yet somewhat imperfect. The whole Karoo system,

according to the latest accounts, rests unconformably on the Ecca beds, whilst the

Ecca beds are conformable to the underlying PalsBOSoic strata.

Unfortunately, although a considerable number of animals and a few plants

have been described from the ‘ Karoo formation,’ it is but rarely that the precise

sub-division from which the remains were brought has been clearly known.

The known species of plants are very few in number
;
Olossopteris browr^iana,

and two other species of Olossopteris^^ Eubitlgea, a fern nearly akin to Oangamo-

pteris and Olossopteris^ and a Phyllotheca-\\ko stem are recorded, without any

certain horizon, but probably from the Beaufort beds. There is no doubt as to

the close similarity of these plants to those from the Damudas of India and the

Newcastle beds of Australia.
^

Prom the Stormberg beds there are reported Pecopleris or Thinnfeldia odonto-

pteroides, Oyclopteris cuneata^ and Tmniopieris daintreei? three of the * most

characteristic fossils of the uppermost plant-beds in Australia, and all foiind in

the Upper Jurassic Queensland beds.

The animals found in the Karoo beds ^ are* more numerous* by far than the

plants. The greater portion have been procured from the Beaufort beds. They

comprise numerous genera of dicynodont^ theriddont, and dinosaurian reptiles,

two or three genera of labyrinthodont amphibiarts, some tish allied to Paheoniscus

and Amhlyplerus, and one mammal, Tritylodon, Of the above the Tritylodon and

some reptilian and flsh remains are said to be from the Stormberg beds.

Tritylodon is most nearly related to a Khaetic European mammal. The relations

of the reptiles called Theriodontia by Sir R. Owen are not clearly defined, but

representatives of them and of the Dicynodontia as already noticed are said to be

found in the Permian of Russia. The Olossopteris and its associates may of course

be classed as Carboniferous or Jurassic, according to taste. Neither the fauna nor

flora show sufficiently close relations to those of any European beds for any safe

conclusions as to age, even if homotaxis and synchronism be considered identical.

On the other hand there are remarkable poults of agreement with the faunas and

floras of the Indian and Australian rocks.

Away from the typical Karoo area on the coast south of Natal there is found a

series of beds, partly marine, sometimes called the Uitenhage^ series. A few

V Sutherland, Q. J. O. 8., xxvl, p. 514. ^
* One classed by Tate as Dtetynpte^ris, Q, J. 0» S., xxiji, p. Ml.
* Dunn, * Report on Stormberg Coal-Field,* OeoL Mag,, 1S79, p. 552.

* Owen, ' Cat. Foss. Kept. S. Africa, Brit. Mas., 1876, Ac.

* Q, J, Q. 5., xxvii., p. 144. '
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oycada (Otozamiteb, J^odozamites^ Pterophyllum)^ a comfer» and ferns {PeoapUtiB or

Alethopteris, Sphenopteris^ Oyclopteris) are quoted from them, and three or four ot

the forms are closely allied or identical with species found in the Bdjmahdl beds

of India.

It was at finst supposed that the plant-bearing beds were lower in p^osition than

those containing* marine fossils, and the whole of the TJitenhage series was con-

sidered as of later age than the E^aroo beds. Tiie marine beds were considered

Middle Jurassic. Subsequently, however, Stow^ showed conclusively that a por-

tion of the marine beds, judging by thoir fossils, are of uppermost Jurassic or even

Neocomian age, and also that the relation of the plant-bearing beds to the marine

strata are far less simple than was supposed.* Indeed, to judge from Stow’s ac-

count, it is by no means clear that a portion of the wood-bed series or saliferous

series, to which the plant-beds belong, is not higher in position than the marine

Jurassic strata.

There is a very extraordinary similarity between the geology of the southern

part of Africa and that of tho peninsula of India. In both countries a thick fresh-

water formation, without any marin4 beds intercalated, occupies a large area of

the interior of the country, whilst on the coast some marine Jurassic and creta-

ceous rocks are found, the former in association with beds containing plants.

The coincidence is not ejan confined to sedimentaiy beds. As in India so in

Sout]^ Africa, the uppermost inland Mesozoic fresh-water beds are capped by vol-

caniu^ocks.

It has been assumed, but not apparex^ty on any clear evidence, that tho

marine coast-beds and the associated^ plant-beds are in Africa much newer than

the inland sandstone formation, *but it is not impossible that the relations may
really be the same as in India, add that the Stromberg beds of the inland forma-

tion may be. the equivalents of the Upper Jurassic or even the cretaceous marine

beds on the coast. The discovery of plants identical with those of the Jurassic

i[ probably Upper Jurassic) beds of Queensland in the Stormborg series may of

course be taken for what it is worth; it is of quito as much importanpe in

indicating tho age of the rocks as the occurrence of dicynodont reptilos in the

Permian of Russia and in the lower Gondwanas of India.

Altogether there is quite sufficient probability that tho upper Karoo or Storm-

berg beds are of later age than Triassic to justify the protest which I made last

year against a skull being described from these beds as that of a * Triassic* mam-
mal.* Tho practice, so common amongst paleontologists, of positively asserting

as a known fact the geological age of organisms from beds of which the geologi-

cal position is not clearly determined, is very much to be deprecated.

I have called attention to the occurrence of boulders in tho Tfilchir beds in

India, the Ecca beds of South Africa, and the Bacchus Marsfi sandstones and
Hawkesbuiy beds of Australia. The idea has occurred quito independently to

several diffei*ent observers that each of these remarkable formations affords

ovidenco of glacials actim ; and althougl^, in tho case of India especially, tho

' Q. J. G, 8, xivii., p, 479.
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geographical position of the bonidor-bed within tho tropics seemed for a long time

to render the notion of ice action too improbable to be accepted, further evidence

has BO far confirmed the view as to cause it to be generally received. Even before

the Australian boulder-deposits had been observed it was suggested that the

Talchir beds and Ecca conglomerate might be contemporaneous^^ and that the

evidence in favour of a Glacial epoch having left its traces in the Permian beds

of England” might possibly indicate that the Indian and South African boulder-

beds ore of the same geological epoch. Tho discovery of two similar deposits in

Australia adds to the probability thai^all pi<^y have resulted from the same cause

and may record contemporaneous phenomena. It would be very unwise to insist

too much on the coincidence.

It would be easy to call attention to further • examples of discrepancies in

palsDontological evidence, but I should weary you and nothing would be attained

by going through instance after instance of deposits in distant parts of the world,

the age of which has been solely determined by the examination of a few fossil

forms of land and fresh-water animals and plants. I have, therefore, only taken

a few with the details of which I have had occasion to become acquainted. In

some of the most important cases I have mentioned, such as those of the Pikermi

and Siwalik faunas, the Gutch (Umia beds) fiora an^d that in the lower coal-

measures of Australia, the conflict is between the evidence of the marin6 and

terrestrial organisms. Manifestly one or the other of these loads to erroneous

conclusions.

The general opinion of geologists is in favour of accepting' the evidence of

maiine organisms. The reason is not far to seek. So far as I aifi aware, no cose

is known where such an anomaly as that displayed4n the Gondw&nas of India has

been detected amongst marine formations of which the sequence was unquestioned*

In the GondwlLnas we have a Rlirotic flora overlying a Jurassic flora, and a Triassic

fauna above both. In Australia wo find a Jurassic flora associated with a Car-

boniferous marine fauna, and overlaid by a Permian fresh-water fauna. The only

similar case amongst marine strata is that of the well-known colonics of the late

M. Barrande in Bohemia, and in this instance the intercalation of strata contain-

ing later forms amongst beds with older types is disputed, whilst the difference in

age between the faunas represented is not to be compared to that between Triassic

and Jurassic.

There is, however, another and an even stronger reason for accepting the

evidence of marine instead of that afforded terrestrial and fresh-water animals

and plants. If wc compare the distribution of the two at the present day we
shall find a very stiiking difference, and it is possible that this difference may
afford a clue to the conditions that prevailed in past times.

Wanderers into what they fancy unexplored ti*acts in palaeontology are very

likely to find Professor Huxley’s footprints on the path they are following. I have

had occasion to turn to a paper of his on ^Myperoda^edon,^ thad; very curious reptile

> Q. /. G. S,, zzxi., p. 628.

2 Q, J. G. S., xi., p. 186.

,
’ Q. J. O, XXV., p. 150.
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already mentioned,'o| which the reihains occur both in Great Britain and in India^

and I find the following remarks, which appear so exactly to express a portion of

the Wew to which I wish to call yonr attention, that I trust I may be excused for

quoting them. Professor Huxley writes :

—

^ It does not^appear to me that there is any necessary relation between the

fauna of a given land and that of the seas of its shores. The land-faunm of Britain

and Japan are wonderfully similar; their marine faunae are in several ways
dilTerent. Identical marine shells are collected on the Mozambique coast and in

the easternmost islands of the Pacific
; whilst the faunee of the lands which lie

within the same range of longitude are extraordinarily different. What now
happens geographically to provinces in space is good evidence as to what, in

former times, may have happened to provinces in time; and an essentially

identical land-fauna may have^ been contemporary with several successive marino

faume.

‘ At present our knowledge of the terrestrial faun® of past epochs is so slight

that no practical difficulty arises from using, as we do, sea-reckoning for land-time*

But I think it highly probable that sooner or later the inhabitants of the land will

be found to have a history of their own.*

When these words wgre written more than fifteen years ago very few of the

geological details to which«l have called your attention were known, I need not

poini^ut how wonderful a commentary such details have afforded to Professor

Huxloy*s views.

I have no desire to quote authorif^. I >fear that in the facts I have been

laying before you my quotations of the most authoritative writers have been made

less for the purpose of showing reverence than of expressing scepticism. My
reason for calling attention to l^fessor Huxley’s views is different. I entirely

agree with .them; but there is, I think, something to be added to them. There

is, I believe, an additional distinction between land and marine faunas that

requires notice, and this distinction is one ©f very great importance and interest.

It appears to me that at the present day the difference between the land-faunas of

different parts of the world is so vastly greater than that between the marine

faunas that if both were found fossilised, whilst there would be but little difficulty

in recognising different manne deposits as of like age from their organic remains,

terrestrial and fresh-water beds would in all probability bo referred to widely

differing epochs, and that some would be more probably classed with those of a

past period than with others of tho present time.

I had proposed to enter at some length into this subject, and to attempt a

sketch of the present state of our knowledge concerning the distribution of terres-

trial and marino faunas and floras. But 1 found that it was ^impossible to do

justice to the question without making this address far longer than is desirable,

and I have already taken up more time than I opght to have done. I can there-

fore only treat the subject® veiy briefly.

As you are donlfliless^ware, the most important work upon the distribution of

terrestrial animalffyet published is that of Mr. Wallace. He^ divides tho earth's

•

^ Dr. Pj^L. Scluter was the original author of the sub'division adopted bjr Mr. Wallace.
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surface into six regions—Falsearctic, Ethiopian, Oriental, Australian, Neotropical,

and Nearctic. Some naturalists, with whom I am disposed to agree, consider

Madagascar and the adjacent islands a seventh region, and it is possible that one

or two other additions might be made.

.
These regions are essentially founded on the distribution of vertebrata,

especially mammals and birds, and the following table, taken from Wallace’s lists,

shows the percentage of peculiar families of vertebrata and peculiar genera of

mammalia in each region, mammalia being selected as being more characteristic

than birds and better known than rqptile^, amphibians, .or fishes ;

—

Rkoioits.
Tofal

familioa of
Vertebrates.

Pecnilar
Families.

Percentagre
of Peculiar
Families.

Total
(lenera of
Mammals.

Peculiar
Genera of

Mammal:'.

Percentage
of Peculiar
Genera.

Pnleoarctic 337 3 2-2 100 37 87

Ethiopian 175 23 131 142 90 63

Oriental 163 12 7*4 118 54 46

Australian . 142 30 21
1*

70 45 65

Neotropical 168 45 268 «^131 103 79

Nearctio 121 12 9-9 74 24 C2
«

The marine mammals and reptiles are too few in number to be compared with

the land-fauna, but whales, porpoises, seals*, sirenians, turtles and sea-snakes are

for the most part widely diffused. The best class of the vertebrata for compari-

son is that of the fishes, and some details taken by Wallace from Gunther’s
‘ British Museum Catalogue ’ are very important. The whole class is divided

into 116 families, of which 29 are exclusively confined to fresh water, whilst 80

are typically marine. Of these 80 no less than 50 are universally, or almost

universally, distributed, whilst many others have a very wide range. Four fami-

lies are confined to the Atlantic and 13 to the Pacific Ocean, whilst a few more

are exclusively southern or northern. About 63 are found in both the Atlantic

and Pacific.

Now, of the 29 fresh-water families, 15, or more than one-half, are confined

each to a single region, 9 are found each in two regions, 2 in three regions, and

the same number in four
;
one only ( Oyyrinidos) is found in five regions, whilst

not one is met with in all six. It is impossiMe to conceive a greater contrast :

50 marine families, or 62 '5 per cent., have a world-wide distribution, whilst not a

single fresh-water family has an equally extended range, and more than one-half

are confined each to a single region.

The regions adopted by Wallace, as already stated, are founded on the verte-

hrata

;

he considers, however, that the distribution of the invertebrates is similar.

So far as the terrestrial mollusca are coxftemed, I am inclined to dissent from this

view. But for one ciroumstance the mollusca would afford an' admirable test of

the theory that marine types—species, gehera, and families—are much more

widely spread than
^

terrestrial. 1 am assuied that this is the cake, but the
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difficulty of proving it arises from the fact that the classification of polmonate

terrestrial mollusca» as adopted by naturalists generally, is so artificial as to be

worthless. Genera like Helix, Bulimus, Achaiina, Pupa, Vitrina, as usually

adopted, are not real genera, but associations of species united by characters pf

no systematic importance, and the attempts that have hitherto been made at a

natural classifidktion have chiefiy been founded on the shells, the animals not

being sufficiently known for their affinities, in a very large number of cases, to

bo accurately determined. Of late years, however, more attention has been

devoted to the soft parts of land mollnsks, and in Dr. Paul Fischer's ‘ Manuel do

Conchyliologie ’ now being published, a classification of the Pulmonate Gastero-

poda is given, which, although still imperfect for want of additional information,

is a great improvement upon any previously available. In this work the first

13 families of the Pulmonata Oeophila comprise all the non-operculate land

mollusca, or snails and slugs, and these 13 families contain 82 genera thus

distributed :

—

Peculiar to one of Wallace’s land regions ...... 54

Found in more than one, but not* in both America and the Eastern

hemisphere .
. ^

• , . . . • • .12
Common to both hemispheres . 16

The last 16, however, in^udo Limax, Yitrina, Helix, Pupa, Vertigo, and some

other genera which certainly need further repartition. The operculated land-

shelfs belonging to a distinct sub-ordor, or order, and closely allied to the ordinary

proRobranchiat© gasteropoda, are better classified, the shells in tlieir case affording

good characters. They comprise four well-marked families (Helicinida, Cyclo»

stomida, OyclophoridiB, and DiplSmmntinidcB), besides others loss well marked or

but doubtfully terrestrial, f^ot One of the families named is generally distributed,

and the genera are for the mos\ part restricted to one or two regions. The portion

of Dr. Fischer’s manual relating to these mollusca is unpublished, and the latest

general account available is ’that of Pfqjffer, published in 1876.^ From this

monograph I take the following details of distribution. The number of genera

enumerated is 64 (including Proserpinidoe),

Peculiar to one of Wallace’s land regions ...... 48

Found in moro than one, hut not in both America and the Eastern

hemisphere .......... 8
Common to both hemispheres 8

It is the distribution'of the terrestrial operculate mollusca which induces me
to suspect that the distribution of land mollusca differs from that of land verte-

brates. One instance I may give. There is nowhere a better marked limit to

two vertebrate fauntts than that known as Wallace’s line separating the Austra-

lian and Oriental regions, and running through the Malay archipelago between

Java, Sumatra, and Borneo, on the one hand, and Papua with the neighbouring

groups on the other. There is in the two regions a very great difference in the

vertebrate genera,^and^*considemble replacement of families. The Oriental ver-

iebrata contain far Tnore genera and families common to Africa tjian to Australia.

Now, the operculate land-shells known from New Guinefi and Northern Australia

* Monosraphia Pnemonopomorum Vtventium Supp. iU,
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belong to such genera as Oyclxrphorus^ Oyclotus, Leptopoma,pPupineUa, Puptna^

Diphnymatina^ and Helicina, all found in the Oriental region, and mostly cbarac*

teristic of it, whilst the only peculiar types known are Leucoptychia, closely allied

to L^topoma, from New Guinea, and HeterocycliUy apparently related to the

Indian Oyathoponta, from New Caledonia. Farther east in Polynesia there are

some Tery remarkable and peculiar types of land-shells, such as ^Achatinella, but

these do not extend to Australia or PapUa. On the other hand, scarcely a single

Oriental genus extends to Africa, the terrestrial molluscan fauna of which con.

tinent differs far more from that of tl^e Oxjental region than the latter does from

that of tropical Australia.

The same is the case with plants. In an important work lately published

by Dr. 0. Drude, of Dresden, the tropics of the Old World are divided into three

distinct regions—(1) tropical Africa; (2) the East African Islands, Madag^iscar,

&o.
; (3) India, South-Eastern Asia, the Malay archipelago, Northern Australia,

and Polynesia.

A very large proportion of the families and even of the genera of marine

mollusca are almost of world-wide distribution, and even of the tropical and

sub-tropical genera the majority are found in all the warmer seas. I have no

recent details for the whole of the marine mollusca, but a very fair comp'^rison with

the data already given for land-shells may be obtained! from the first 25. families

of Prosobranchiate Gasteropoda, all that are hitherto published in Fiscjicr’s

manual. These 25 families include Oonidte^ OUmdm^ VolutidcSi Bnccinida^ hfnru

cid(Fj Oypreiday Stromhidaiy Oerithiidui^ PlanaxidtB and their allies, and contain

IIQ living marine genera, the known range of which is the following :

—

Found only in t^e Atlantic Ocean . . o

.

Found only in the Pacific or Indian Ocean, or both v

Found only in Arctic or Antarctic Seas, or in both

15

28

12
- 55

Found in the warmer parts of all oceans

Widely, and for the most part universtilly, distributed

. 34

. 27
— 61

That is, 62*6 per cent, are found in both hemispheres, whilst only 19*5 per cent, of

the inoperculate, and 12*5 per cent, of the operculate land mollusca, have a

similar distribution. This is, however, only an imperfect tost of the difference,

which is really much greater than those numbers named imply by themselves.

Some genera of fresh-water mollusca, as Vuioy Anodorty OyclaSy Lymnea^

Planorhisy Paludinuy and Bythinvty are veijr widely spread, but a much larger

number are restricted. Thus if Unio and Anodon are extensively distributed, all

allied fresh-water(genera, like MonocondyhBiiy MycetopuSy Iridinay Spathay Castalia,

^theriay and Mulleria inhabit one or two regions at the most. The same result

is not found from taking an equally important group of marine mollusca, such as

Venerida or Oardiadie,

Throughout the marine invertebrata, so far as I know, the same rule holds

good : a few generic types are restricted to particular seas ; the majority are

found in suitable habitats throughout a largo portion of the globe. The marine

provinces that have ^en hitherto distinguished, as may be seen by rdierring to
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those in Woodward’^ * Ifannal of the Mollaaca,’ or Forbes and Godwin Ansten’s

* Natural History of the European Seas,* or ‘ Fischer's ^Manuel de Conchjliologie,*

or Agassiz's ‘Revision of the Echini,’ are founded on specific distinctions, whilst

the terrestrial regions are based on generic differences, and often on the presence

or absence of even larger groups than genera.

Botany offer^ a still more remarkable example. I have just referred to

Dr. Oscar Drude’s work,' published within the last few months, on the distribu-

tion of plants. Dr. Dmde divides the surface of the globe into four gp^oups of

floral regions (Florenreichsgruppe), and thesj again into floral regions (Fhrm-
reioke), fifteen in number, which are again divided into sub-regions {Qehiete), The
first group of floral regions is the oceanic, comprising all the marine vegetation of

the world ;
and so uniform is this throughout that no separate regions can be estab-

lished, so that there is but one oceanic to contrast with fourteen terrestrial regions.

It is impossible to enter further into this subject now, and I can only allude to

the evidence in favour of the existence of land-i*cgions in past times. It is scarcely

necessary to remind you of the proofs already accumulated of differences between

the fauna of distant countries in Tertiary times. The Eocene, Miocene, and
Pliocene vertebrata of North America differ quite as much from those of ]^nrope

in the same periods as do the genera of the present day ; and there was as much
distinction between the lyammalia of the Himalayas and of Greece when the

Siwayk and Pikermi faunas were living as there is now. In Mesozoic times we
have ^similar evidence. The reptiles .of the American Jurassic deposits present

wide differences from those of the Eu'^pcan beds of that age, and the South
African reptilian typos of the Karoo beds are barely represented elsewhere. But
there is no reasoTi for supposing tliat the limits or relations of the zoological and
botanical regions in past times w^re the same as they now are. It is quite certain

indeed that .the distribution of land-areas, whether the groat oceanic tract has

remained unchanged in its general outlihes or not, has undergone enormous varia-

tions, and the migration of the terrestrial fauna and flora must have been depen-

dent upon the presence or absence of land communication between different

continental tracts
;
in other words, the terrestrial regions of past epochs, although

just as clearly marked as those of the present day, were very differently distributed.

The remarkable resemblance of the floras in the Karoo beds of South Africa, the

Damuda of India, and the coal-measures of Australia, and the wide difference of

all from any European fossil flox'a, is a good example of the former distribution of

life
; whilst it is scarcely necessary to observe that the present Neotropical and

Australian mammals resemble those of the same countries in the later Tertiary

times much more than they do the living mammalia of other regions, and that the

Australian mammal fauna is in all probability more nearly allied to the forms of

life inhabiting Europe in the Mesozoic era than to any Eui*opean types of later

date. If the existing mammals of Australia^had all become extinct, a deposit

containing their hopes would probably have been classed as Mesozoic.

The belief in the fsrmer universaUty of faunas and floras is very much con-
nected with the idea once generally prevalent, and still far from obsolete, that the
.temperature of the earth’s surface \^as formerly uniform,* and that at all events

» rettouann'a MittheiWngen, ErgMiizungsbeft, No 74, ' Dio FlorenroicUo dor Eidc.'
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until early or even middle Tertiary times the poles were as ^arm as the equator,

and both enjoyed a constant tropical climate. The want of glacial evidence from

past times in Spitsbergen and Greenland, where a temperature capable of support-

ing arboreal vegetation has certainly prevailed daring several geological periods,

is counterbalanced by the gradually accumulatiDg proofs of Lower Mesozoic or

Upper Palaeozoic glacial epochs in South Africa, Australia, and* strangest of all

in India. Even during those periods of the earth’s history when there is reason

to believe that the temperature in high latitudes was higher than it now is, evi-

dence of distinct zones of climate ^has ^been observed, and quite recently Dr.

Neiimayr,' of Vienna, has shown that the distribution of. Cretaceous and Jurassic

cephalopoda throughout the earth’s surface proves that daring those periods the

warmer and cooler zones of the world existed in the same manner as at present,

and that they afPected the distribution of marine life as they do now.

The idea that marine and terrestrial faunas and floras were similar throughout

the world's surface in past times is so ingrained in palaeontological science that it

will require many years yet before the fallacy of the assumption is generally

admitted. No circumstance has contributed more widely to the belief than the

supposed universal diffusion of the Carboniferous flora. The evidence that the

plants which prevailed in the coal-measures of Europe were replaced by totally

different forms in Australia, despite the closest similarii^y in the marine inhabitants

of the two areas at the period, will probably go far to give the death-bloW|i;o an

hypothesis that rests upon no solid ground of observation. In a vast nqmber

of instances it has been assumed thatrsimilarity between fossil terrestrial faunas

and floras proves identity of geological age, and, by arguing in a,vicious circle, the

occurrence of similar iypes assumed without suMcient proof to b^loncr to the same

geological period has been alleged as evidence of the existence of similar forms

in distant counf-ries at the same time.

In the preceding remarks it may perhaps have surprised some of my audilx)ry

that I have scarcely alluded to any Anqerican formations, and especially that I have

not mentioned so well-known and interesting a case of conflicting paloeontological

evidence as that of the Laramie group. My reason is simply that there are

probably many here who are personally acquainted with the geology of the

American Cretaceous and Tertiary beds, and who are far bet! er able to judge than

I am of the evidence as a whole. To all who are studying such questions in

America I think it will be more useful to give the details of similar geological

puzzles from the Eastern hemisphere than to attempt an imperfect analysis of

difficult problems in the great Western continent.

Perhaps it may be useful, considering the length to which this address has

extended, to recaj)italate the principal facts I have endeavoured to bring before

you. These are—

1. That the geological age assigned on homotaxial grounds to the Pikermi and

Siwalik mammalian faunas is inconsistent with the evidence afforded by the

associated marine deposits.
^

v <

fa

* ‘ Ueher klimatische ^nen wahrend der Juras^uiid Kreidezeit/ Denksehr. Math, Nat Cl,

Akad, WUs, fVien, vol. zlvii. 1883. ^
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2. The age similarly assigned on the same data to the different series of the

Gondw&na system of India is a mass of contractions ;
beds with a Triassic fauna

overlying others with Bhaabic or Jurassic floras.

3. The geological position assigfued on similar evidence to certain Australian

beds is equally*^ contradictory, a Jurassic flora being of the same age as

Carboniferous marine fauna.

4. The same is probably the case with the terrestrial and fresh-wa|er faunas and

floras of South Africa.

5. In instances of conflicting evidence^between terrestrial or fresh-water

faunas and floras on one side, and marine faunas on the other, the geological ago

indicated by the latter is probably correct, because the contradictions which prevail

between the evidence afforded by successive terrestrial and fresh-water beds are

unknown in marine deposits, .because the succession of terrestrial animals and

plants in time has been different from the succession of marine life, and because in

all past times the differences between the faunas and floras of distant lands have

probably been, as they now are, vastly greater than the differences between the

animals and plants inhabiting the different seas and oceans.

6. The geological age attributed to fossil terrestrial faunas and floras in distant

countries on account of the relations of such faunas and floras to those found in

European beds has proved •ft’oneous in so large a number of cases that no similar

deteruiinatlons should be accepted unless accompanied by evidence from marine

beds. V It is probable in many cases—perhaps in the majority-^where the age

of beds has been determined solely hj the* comparison of land or fresh-water

animals or plants with those foun^ in distant parts of the globe, that such deter-

minations are incorrect.

Afghan Field-notes by C. L. Griesbach, F!G.S., Geological Survey of India (on

duty with the Afghan Boundary Commission'),

The march of the Afghan Boundary Commission was first from Quetta to

Route
Nushki, after crossing the Lora south of the Pishin valley

;

from Nushki to Khwaja Ali on the Helmund (east of

Budbar) by long and weaiy marches. We followed the river down to Chahar
Burjak, where we crossed -it. From this point we went in a more or less north-

ward direction through Kalah-i-Fath past the Helmund Lakes to Lash-Juwain,

through the Anardara pass, and passing Sabzawar westwards, to Pahri and even-

tually to Kuhs4n on the Hari Bud, avoiding Herat altogether. Here General Sir

Peter Lumsden, K.C.B., joined our party under Colonel Bidgeway. *

On the 25th November, the General with a small party left us to go vid

Chasm-Sabz (not on the old maps) and Panjdeh these our winter quarters on
the Murghdb river. We followed next day by another route to Kushk, finally all

meeting at Bala Mni^ab. At Kushk, .It>btained permission to go off by myself
on a geological trip'; I returned to the Herat valley by the Band-i-Bdbd, went to

within a mile of Herat city, afterwanis returning over the Band-i-Zurmuat to
Kila Ndu aiid to Bdla Murghab.

H
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The znarcli from India to the valley of the Mnrghdb has taken ns from East-

River draina
Biluchistan, which belongs to the Indus drainage

into the Lora and Helmund basins (Seistan, &c.) and

thence over the great watershed south of Herat, into the Central Asian basin

of the Hari Rud and the MurghAb. The watershed which divides Southern

Afghanistan from Central Asia, is formed as far as we know by the range of

mountains called on our maps the Siah Koh, with its western continuation, the

Doshakh mountains.

There seems to exist a marked^diifQ^nce in the geological features of the

areas divided by this groat range, and I intend therefore to treat them separately

in these notes.

The time was too limited to admit of a regular geological survey of the coun-

try traversed, but I believe the notes collected with the experience gained in my
former work in Afghanistan has enabled me to come to fairly accurate conclusions

with regard to the geology of the country.

As will even be clear from a view of the old map of Afghanistan^ the country

lying between Nushki and the Helmund, with much of the

north of it, is.nothing but a desert now, though

water may be found in most localities by digging wells.

The features of the Whole area are similar to thoS% described between Kanda-

har and Quetta, consisting of more or less parallel ranges, which run between

east—west and north-east—south-west, separated by wide stretches of ^asht-

deposits, which reach an enormous thickness in the Lower Helmund valley.

The ranges which we crossed in succession south of the Helmund are merely

continuations of ranges which I have described already in my lieinoir oK South-

ern Afghanistan, and I may at once say that, wi^h the exception of one or two

points, I could not elucidate any new fact in relation to the rocks which compose

the hill ranges south of the Doshakh i-ange south-west of Herat
;
north of these

hills the character of the rocks entirely changes.

Between Quetta and Nushki, I crossed the “ Ghaziaband ” range at a point

Ghazinbaud range.
south-west of my old route of 1880, and near the village

of Kai'nak. I -wish I could have remained a few days in

that neighbourhood ;
there are several points of geology connected with the sec-

tion of this range which are not at all clear to me. The country is now, however,

quite accessible to any one, and will no doubt before long be carefully surveyed.

The range is skirted on its south-east slope by clays, of red and greenish white

colour, which re-appear in considerable thickness in the
Siwaliks of Biluchistan.

^ ^ represent the Gdj

beds of Sind, wjiich Mr. Blanford disputes, and 1 believe on good grounds. Since

then I have had an opportunity of seeing the Siwalik rocks of the Derajat,

Kohdt district and the Trans^ndus Salt-range. There, especially in the latter

area, a great thickness of red and greenish-white clayt^^ sandstones and conglome-

rates overlie the cretaceous beds, and aas considered by^WjUne to be represent-

atives of the Lower Sijvaliks. I was struck with the lithological likeness of these

Trans-Indus Siwalik l^ds with what I reidembered the Ghaziaband beds to be

J Gonernl Walker’s map, 1 inch » 32 mile, 1883. *

Siwaliks of Biluchistan.
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I havehad now a secgnd opportunity of visiting the latter, and the resemblance of

them to the Salt-range Siwaliks seems to me perfect. If my supposition is correct,

then these bods do not represent Upper but the Lower Siwalik beds. Fossils I

have none out of them.

The greenish'grey sandstone and shales which compose the pass leading from

Eamak to Panjpai, may be the same as the nummulitic

Kornnk^*
wndstonea of sandstone (Flysch ?), which I saw in 1880 ip. the Grhazia-

band pass ; but if so, their character changes slightly

towards the south-west. 1 believe the Famajebeds resemble rather the Khojak

group of rocks. •

Between Panjpai and Nushki one crosses the hill ranges which form the

south-western spurs of the Khojak Amran mountains, and,
Khojak beds, ^ j expected, the geological structure of the hills is the

same; the principal rocks are sandstones and hard splintery shales, all much
contorted, of exactly the same lithological character as the Khojak beds. Near

Kaisar, east of Nushki, T met traps and a granitic rock of similar characters to

those of the trap and granitic rocks of Gatai and Dobrai, north of the Khojak.

When I first crossed the latter pass in 1880, it seemed to me probable that the

hippuritic limestones, which compose the isolated hills on the north-west side of the

Khojak Amran range, dippdd below the Khojak sandstone
;
I therefoi'e believed

the latter to belong to the upper cretaceous series, equivalent perhaps to the

“ Vienna Sandstone” of the northeni Alps. Since then I have had an opportunity

of actually crossing the Sulemdn ran§e,^ and I found there a formation of sand,

stone and shales underlying the ujjpor cretaceous beds of the Takht-i-Suleman,

which appear to me to be of the same lithological character as the Khojak beds.

If they represent these beds, the^ the latter would probably belong to the lower

cretaceous series rather than the upper, and my interpretation of the broken sec-

tion of the Khojak would be ervoncous. * A careful study of the hills between

Paqjpai and Nushki will, no doubt, settle thie point.

The valleys between the rugged hill ranges of this part of Biluchistan

are partly filled by post-tertiary and recent deposits, mostly

gravels and clays, with a capping of a widely spread bed

of conglomerate and breccia, which I also found forming

extensive plains in Southern Afghanistan.

Aerial formations in the shape of blown sand cover large tracts in these wide

valleys, and practically all the level country between
Aerial foimations.

Nushki and the Helmund is covered with sand-hills. It is

characteristic of them that they generally form low hills of crescent shape, with the

horns and the scarp turned to leeward
;
the inclined plane formed })y the currents

of air are therefore generally dipping westwards and show a rippled surface^

resembling closely the accumulations of drift snow,on the high Himalayas.

As the sand-hills gradually advance, they uncover here and there the beds

below, which are geherallj^ a thin plasteiing of clays on the top of the conglo-

merate already noticed.*
^

Post'tertiai'ies of Bil

uebistan.

* Supra, Vol. fX VII, part 4.

* Memoirs, Geol. Surv. Ind., XVIII, p. 14.
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IffneouB rocktj of
Bilach desert.

the

The higher hills between Nushki and Galichah are ajl formed of igneons

rocks, most of them of a basic type. At a few points

isolated masses of a granitic rock appear, and near

Galichah (Malik Dokan) 1 met a calcareous contact rock
with reins of gypsum and a sei^entine with reins of chrysolite, which is quarried
by the natires for ornamental purposes. •

At Galichah one enters the Lut, a great desert which stretches down to the

Helmund rirer, and the greater part of which is covered with blown sand.

The geological features of the westeri;i part of the Helmund area are extremely

The HelmuDd basin
the higher ranges aye the western and south-

western continuations of ofFshoots from the Siah-Koh, and
are composed of upper cretaceous beds (hippuritic limestone) with associated

... traps and syenitic granite. The limestone is fossiliferoiis

IgneoiM^^ks. throughout : hippurites are found in great numbers in all

beds of this formation. Near the igneous rocks the lime-

stone is converted into a fine-grained white marble.

The contact rock between the hippuritic limestone and the trap is precisely

ContA t r k
same character as .the rock which contains the gold

near Kandahar, and is found in a similar position. It

is in situ north of Sher Buksh.

The range north of Kala-i-Kah and the greater mass of the hills grossed

between this point and Pahri are formed of hippuritic lime-
Syenitio granite.

stone with intrusions of trap. The valley of the Karez-i-

Dasht, north of the Anardara pass, is formed of syenitic granite, of later age

and intrusive in the trap. c

Red and white clays, very like the beds of the Gbaziaband pass, near Quetta,

fonp some of the lower ranges and plateaux between the

trap hills of Sher^Buksh and F-ihri. Near the latter place

the beds of this formation are raised up and dip north-west

Near Chah Gazek I found some remains of mammafian

bones in a bad state of preservation. Perhaps these beds

are of Siwalik age. They are certainly older than the

clays, sandstones, and conglomerates which overlie them, and which further south

form widespread areas in the lower Helmund basin.

The geological features of Afghan Seistan are extremely simple. Only later

tertiary and recent deposits are met with. The former are

and of fiuviatile and aerial origin, and overlie the coloured

clays with mammalian remmns of Chah Gazek.

The prevailing rocks are clays, soft sandstones, and gravels, locally with enor-

mous thicknesses of loess
**
beds. The latter are thick ilnstratified beds of fine

silt, with false-bedded sandy layers. Veins of gypsum are frequent, and cavities,

occasionally still retaining some lignitic rootlets and stems of plants, are found

throughout the deposit ; such cavities are also characteristic of«the ** loess ” deposits

of Europe, which are jow generally supposed to be of aerial origin.

These beds form high scarps along the Ij^nks of the Helmund, and lower down

along the eastern shores of the Hamdn, where thjey are well exposed. • In litholo-

TertiarieA of South

Afghanistan, near Pahri.

at a varying angle.

Mammalian bones.

Afghan Seistan.

Newer tertiaries

recent rocke«
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'gical charaoter they^resemble the Upper Manchhars of the Nari gorge, near 6ihi|

of which they are probably an equivalent.

Recent and post-tertiary deposits, soft sandstones and conglomerates, both
containing worn material from the neighbouring hill

MMut.*
*^*^^**^^**"

ranges, are found in considerable thickness in the Fa^
* Bud, the Kash Eudak, and capping the mammalian beds

of Seistan and Biluchistan. Locally the conglomerate is replaced by a hard
limestone breccia (near Galichah in Biluchistan), but the group ol rocks is every-

where seen to overlap and even to rest q^te unconformably on the underlying

mammal beds of Seistan. They resemble in general character the post-tertiaries

of Sind, of the Derajdt, and the Punjab. In general outlines the drainage which
produced these beds must have been identical with the drainage of the rivers of

the present day, though here and there the area may have ‘been much more
extended.

The range which runs more or less with the 34® North latitude, and which on
our maps bears the names of the Siah Koh and Doshakh

of CentrS^^iaT^^”^^ mountains, marks a complete change in the geological

structure of Central Asia. Whereas south of this range

no older rocks than of the cretaceous period are known to exist, the Doshakh
range itself consists of palaeozoic rocks, and between them and the Tir-band-i-

Turljistan range is a series of beds all dipping more or less north or north-east,

and comprising the entire upper palaeozoic and mesozoic series.

Up to the present I obtained thu following sections. In the Doshakh range,

.
from Pahri to Zindajdn (Herat valley)

;
over the Chillin-

Sectione obtaine
. pas8,*east of the Doshakh peaks, and from Zindaj&n

to Robat-i-pai ;
in the Paropanlisus, the Band ^-i-Kaitu, the Band-i-B&ba and

the Band-iiZurmust. Unfortunately these sections require connecting before I

can form a perfectly clear idea about the structure of these mountain ranges, but

I ^believe that I shall have another oppartunity of crossing the Herat valley

before leaving^ Afghanistan, to complete my work. I
List of formations. j i.i, r n • r i •

J *

round the following groups of rocks m the area between

the Doshakh range and the Tir-band-i-Turkistan ;

—

In descending order :

—

Recent and post-tertiary . Alluvium of Hari Rud and Murghab sandstone and conglo-

. merates.

Siwaliks, Upper . . . Sandstones, grits, clays of Ghorian and Tirpul (Hari
Bud).

„ Lower. . . Red and white clays of Chesm Sabz, Sakbra (Murghilb).

Cretaceous .... Tir-band-i-Turkestan beds.

Jurassic .... Eushk sandstones, Chakdn beds. •

Trias and Rhaetic • . Plant-beds of Band-i-Bdba, Zurmust and Naratu.

Permian ? . . . . Talcbir conglomerai^s, sandstones, and shales. Trap.

Carboniferous . . ^
. Prodoctus beds of Robat-i-pai.

In describing tie ro5cs I will begin l^ith the oldest formation, which was al<?^

the first noticed on entering the Central Asian region.

w ’ Band = pass.
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The Doshakh range appears to be formed of one or mo^e great antiolinals.

The south side of the range is composed of hippuritio
Carboniferous.

limestone, but unfortunately I had no opportunity of

finding out the relations of the cretaceous beds to the older rocks composing the

main range. From what I could learn by crossing the Chiliingak pass from

Pahri to Zindaj4n, and from a section made from the latter plate to Robat-i-pai

(near the centre of the Doshakh hills), it appears that a grey sandstone with

friable shales, somewhat resembling in its lithological character the Khojak beds,

is overlaid by hard dark-blue limestone with calcspar veins which contains

carboniferous fossils in great abundance. There are several species of Productij

amongst them Pr, semUreticiilatus^ Athyris roissyty Fenestellay and corals.

Theso limestones dip about 20’ north to north-east below the alluvial deposits

of the Hori Rud. Immediately north of Robat-i-pai, on tho north side of the

Hari Rud valley, all the older beds are hidden by extensive clay and sandstone

beds of late tertiary age.

A section through the Paropamisus vtd the Ardewan pass (north of Herat)

may probably reveal a continuous section, and this I hope to accomplish as soon

as the weather becomes more favourable.

The section over the Band-i-B&ba from Kushk to Herat is incomplete, as tho

.
route which I had to follow over the pass more often than

an -i- a section.
direction of the strike of beds and over

the debris and recent deposits on the south slope of the range. r

I found north-east of Herat the low spurs which reach to within 1,500 yards

of tho city, and on which tho Ziarat Khwaja Abdullah-i-
*^*^*^ ^^**^*

consist of a grey thinly

bedded gneiss with granitic veins, dip north-east. The
overlying beds I did not see, nor could I find again tho carboniferous. Productus

limestone in the Band-i-Bdba section. Tlie part of tiic Paropamisus intervening

between this point and the south sidp of the Band-i-Bdba pass near Palezkdr I

could not touch anywhere, but from the debris found on the great “ fans south

of it, I should say that carboniferous beds will be found north of Herat. The
Band-i-Bdba is greatly contorted, and the centre range itself is formed by a great

anticlinal, which is followed towards the east and south-east by a succession of

folds, which probably are continued to the Davenddr range.

At the south side of Baba pass near Palezkdr I found an extensive formation,

all the beds of which dip to the east and south-east,
^^alchira near Palez-

ggemingly quite unconfonnably to the gneiss of Ghazegah
and the main range ; I recognised it at orce and without

trouble as Talchir, the basal group of the Indian Oondwdna system. Boulder

beds, conglomerates, greenish sandstones, and shales predominate, accompanied

by red and yellow clays and interbedded trap. The latter is a feature which re-

minded me at once of the boulder-bed of the Karoo formation of South Africa.

Both the sandstone and the shales contai^ traces of plants, belonging to Verte-

braria apparently. *
.

Whether these plaTft-beds rest unconformably on the carboniferous lime-

stones, as the differing dip and strike wouli indicate, I am at presentunable to
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Sandstones of Bund-i-

Kuitu.

Band-i-Zurmust.

Cora] limestone.

ay, but hope to settle this point before very long. I could not go east of
Eurukh to the Davendar range, where probably the upper beds of the Qond<
‘w&uas would be met with.

In the B4ba pass the Talchirs seem to form the lowest beds of the anticlinal

U er lant of
overlaid by a groat thickness of sandstones^ liipe-

the Saba pMs. stones, and shales, which form the top of the pass and the
long sloping plateau of the north limb of the anticlinal as

far as Chakkn and Kushk. These beds I believe to represent the entire middle and
upper Gondw&na series. Plant-beds alternate with great thickness of grits and
sandstones, and a few partings of Ostrea beds (limestones) are found towards the
upper half of the group.

The sandstones and grits assume an enormous development towards the

^
western portion of the Paropamisus

; the Band-i-Kaitd is
Sandstones of Bund* i* ji. iT ,entirely composed of sandstones, gnts, and conglomerates

of the character of the Mahadeva sandstone.

The Band-i-Zurmust shows a similar geological structure with one difference.

Band-i-Zurmu8t.
Within the group of Talchirs, and towards the lower half

of it, appears a grey limestone, containing coral remains

Coral limestone.
^ Nautilus. Plant-beds overlie this limestone, and

tl^^north slope of the Zurmust with the Naratd hill seems
to b^ composed of plant-beds of middle Gondw&na character. The upper strata

of this series between Naratii and Chakan seem to have fewer plant-beds, whereas
the Ostrea limestones increase in thickness.®

This group of rocks presents all the appearance of having been deposited

Coast formtttiJn.
^ Bca-coast line; especially the upper

portioned it north of tho Zurmust must have been formed
along a low sea coast probably of varying outlines, and we thus have beds pre-
senting all the character of our GoAdw^nas with plants, the strata showing
false bedding, alternating in the higher horizons with marine shell lime-

stones.

The plant beds are followed by thick strata of an earthy-white limestone of

Shell lime tone of
texture, full of the casts of gnsteropods and bivalves,

Kila Nau. Junissic.
alternating with a white calcareous sandstone with numer-
ous bivalves. These beds form a belt north of the Paro-

pamisus, and are well seen between Kushk and Kila NaA, wherever the afflu-

ents of the Kushk and Murghab rivers form deep ravines in the plateaux.

I believe this white shell limestone series belongs to the upper Jurassic epoch
;

it is overlaid by the Tir-band-i-Turkistan limestones,

Cretaiccous lossils.^”
amongst which I certainly found beds with cretaceous

fossils, but the description of which I reserve for my next
note.

^
Bed and greenish-wh^te clays are in great force in the wide-stretching high

(Uain of Chesm^abz, north-east of Kuhsan, and are over-

SiwaUkr * Tirpul, in the Hari Rud valley, by sandstones,

silts, clays, y^nd gnts. I believe {hat this series represents
the Siwalsks. Similar beds, with great deposits of gypsum, and containing some

Shell limeistone

Kila Kau. Jumssic,

Tir •band-i-Turlcistan.

Cretaceous lossils.
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fossils, casts of shells of Unio, and the casts of Annelids, I met near Sakhra on

the Mnrghab.

Bala MubqhXb;

ith January 1885.

CORRIGENDUM.

The Phoaphatic rocki at Musuri (Mnssooree) (tupra, Vol. XVII, p. 198),

In the determination of tbe composition of the phosphatic minerals sent by the Rev. Mr.

Parsons from Mnssooree, as given in the last number of tho Records, two operators wereimplicated>

and owing to the absence on leave of Mr. Mallet and myself it was not known that one of them,

our new Museum Assistant, was very inexperienced in laboratory work. Mr. Mallet had taught

him how to make the ordinary assay of a limestone, but of general chemical analysis he knew
next to nothing. It thus befell that when beunder took to determine the lime in these stones^

not knowing the peculiar behaviour of this substance in the presence of phosphoric acid, he only

obtained the amount of lime that existed in excess of that present os phosphate, amounting to

8*42 per cent. ' 8ince Mr. Mallet’s return he has had a full determination made, giving 2C*5 of

lime, of which 18*5 was present as phosphate, representing 34*1 of this salt or 15*6 of phosphoric

acid, being about a third of the total quantity present. The stone thus remains still principally a

phosphate of alumina, but tho difference is sufficient to call for a correction of the previous state-

ment, as the phosphate of lime is the most important ingredient. The stones are described as

occurring in some abundance and at many different places in brown shales immediately overlying

limestone, so they may yet prove of economic value. "
^

Of even greater interest, considering the failure hitherto to find fossils in any of thO'Outer

Himalayan rocks, is the announcement by Mr. Parsons (under date of 21st November 1884),^ that

he has observed in tbe nodules what appear to, him to be minute organisms. Preparations are in

hand to investigate so iuteresiing a discovery.

H. B. MEDLICOTT.

ADDITIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Fbom Ibt Octobbb to SIst Decpmbeb 1884.

Fossils from Nila in the Salt Eange, Punjab, from the bed below tbe coal.

Presented by Db. H; Wabth.

A model of the Gor-do-Norr diamond after cutting. Weight 24( carats. Valued at £25,0fH)

in London and Paris. Presented by Messrs. P. Obr and Sons, Madras.

Specimens of quartz pebble, nsed as bearings and pivots in native Hour-mills at Debra Dun,

Punjab. Presented by Dr. H. Wabth,

Specimens of cut and polished ferruginous limestone, puddingstone, silicified palm, helio-

trope, syenite, jasper, granite, chalcedony, chert, onyx, and agate, purchased at Banda,

N. W. P. Presented by jhb Collector op Banda, N. W. P.

Specimens of gypsum, beryl, chalcedony, rock crystal, schorl, amethys'., and martite from

the Bombay Presidency. Presented by the Bombay Exhibition Committee.

Specimen of a polished marble paper-weight from Kathiawar.

Presented by the Monayada State, Kathiawar,

A specimen of polished marble, and two of polished igneous rock, paper-weights from

Kathiawar. Presented by H. H. the Nawab Sahab oi ^unagad, in Kathiawar.

Specimens of uncut heliotrope from Kathiawar,*

fRESENTED BY THE ThAKUB SaHAB OF MoRVi, IN KaTHIAWAB.

Specimens of tin oxide from Singapore, and a specimen each of stalactite, stalagmite, and

crystal 'quartz, from Selangor. Presented by Messes. Ev»n and Co.
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• ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Fbok 1st October fo SIst Dbcbmbeb 1884.

Titles of Books. Donors*

AcHEPOHL, Z.—DasNiederFLemisch-WestfalischoStemkohlengebirge. Lief. 10 and Snpple-

ment. 4** Essen, 1883.

Argyll, Duke qf.—The Unity of Nature. 2nd edliiun. 8® London, 1884.

Babbois, Charles.—Recherchos sur lea terrains ancicns des Asturies et dh la Galice. 4®

Lille, 1882.

Beecheb, Charles B.—Ceratiocaridio from the Chemung and Waverly Groups, at Warren,

Pennsylvahia. 8° Pam. Harrisburg, 1884. The Author.

Beust, Fritz.—Untersucbung iiber fossile Holzer aus Grooland. 4“ Pam. Basel, 1684.

Bbone’s Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Rcichs.

Band 2, Poriferj., Lief. 6.

Band 6, Abtli. 2, Lief. 1345.

Band 6, Abth. 3, Rcptilien, Lief. 42. 8° Leipzig, 1884.

Bbowee, Hugh, Junor .—The higher branch of Science, or Materialism refuted by facts. 8®

Melbourne, 1884. The Author*
Chamberlin, T. C.

—

Hillocks of angular gravel and disturbed stratification. 8° Pam.
' Now Haven, 1884. The Author.

Cross, Whitman
;
Chisolm Frederic F. ; Chauvenet, Begis

;
Diest, P. JL van.—The

Artesian wfiTs of Denver. 8® Pam. Denver, Colorado, 1884.

• The Authors.

Doll:‘\ Z.—Note sur le Batracien de Beniissarb. 8® Pam. Bruxelles, 1884.

Fenwick, and Baker, ThomcLS.—Subterraneous surveying ‘with and without the

magnetic needle. New edition. 8® London, 1881.

Foley, Kelson.—A pochet-book of coal and si)ced tables for engineers and steam-users.

12® London, 1884.
®

Haeckel, Ernst.—A visit to Ceylon. 8^ London, 1883.

Hardman, Edward T.—Report on the geolegy of tho Kimberley district. Western Aus-

tralia. Fisc. Perfli, 1884. Comm., Crown Lands.

IIa“ushofer, K.—Franz von Kobell. Eiiio Deiikschrift. 4® Pam. Muncheii, 1884.

Rcyal Bavarian Academy.

Hunt, Bolert.—British Mining : a treatiso on the history, discovery, practical development,

and future prospects of mctallileroiis mines in the United Kingdom. 8®

London, 1884.

Hyatt, -Fossil Cephalopoda in the Museum of Comparative Zoology. 8® Pam.

Cambridge^ Mass. 1883. The Author.

King, William, and Rownky, T. if,-—An old chapter of the geological record with a new

interpretation : or, rock mctamurpliiani (especially ihe methylosed kind)

and its resultant imitations of organisms. With an introduction giving

an annotated Instory of the controversy on the so-called Eozoon Cana-

deoBO," and an appendix. 8® London, 1881. •

Kupffer, Car/.—.Gedliichtnissredo auf Theodor L. W. von Bischoff. 4® Pam. Miinchen,

1884. • Royal Bavarian Academy.

Mineral statistics of tho TJnitpd Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland for 1882. Flso. Lon-

don! 18S4. Rbvenue and Agricultubal Department.

MoJSisovics, P. 'FI; and Neumayb, M.
—^Beitriige zur Paliiontologie Osterreich-Ungarns

und des Orients. Ban^ 2, heft 1-2, and Band heft 1-2. 4® Wien, 1882

• and 1884.
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Trifles of Books,
^

Donors,

J^fluSBAT, James A. H,^k new Sn^lish dictionary on historical principles, founded main-

ly on the materials collected by the Philological Society. Part 1. 4?

Oxford, 1884.

KoETiiiia, Fritz,—Die Entwickelung dor Trias in Niedcrschlesieo. 8” Pam. Berlin, 1880«

B* Thb AtriHOB.

„ Ueher Lituites litnns Montfort. 8^ Pam. Berlin, 1882.

The AuthoBb

„ Beitrag znr Systematischen Stellnng des Genns Porambonitea

Pander. 8* Pam. Berlin, 1883. The Attthob.

„ Die Cambrischen nnd Silnrischen Oeschiebe der Provinzen Ost-

nnd West-Preussen. 8** Berlin, 1883. Thb Authob.

„ Ueber das Alter der samlandischen Tertiarformation. 8^ Pam.

Berlin, 1883. The iuTHOB.

„ Ueber diatomecnfuhrende Schi6hten des west preussischen Dilu-

viums. 8* Pam. Berlin, 1883. The Authob.

„ Bcitriige zur Kenntniss der Cephalopoden ans Silurgeschieben

derProvinz Ost-Preussen. 8® Berlin, 1884. The Authob.

Fbldontologie Pran^aise. I'^seiie. Animaux Invdrtebr^s, Terrain Jurassique. Livr. 71. S*'

Paris, 1884.

Peacock, B, A ,—Saturated Steam, the motive power in volcanoes and earthquakes
;
great

importance of electricity. 2nd suppleme: t 8® London, 1884.

The Ajthob.

Phillips, J, Arthur,’^K treatise on ore deposits. 8® London, 1884.

Queestedt, Fr. Any.—Handbuch der, PetrefaJktenkunde. Auflage 3, Lief. 17-18. 8"

Tubingen, 1884.

QuEkstedt, Fr, Petrefaktenkunde Deutschlands. Band 7, Abth. 1, heft 6, With

4* plates. 8° Leipzig, 1884.

Beade, T, Experiments on the circulation of water in sandstone. 8^ Pam.

Liverpool, 1884. The Authob.

Beeetieb, E,—^tude gdologiquo sar le nouveau projet de tunnel coiidd traversant le

mossif du Simplon. S'* Pam. Lausanne, 1883. The Authob.

Boss, {Lieui.^CoL) W, A, -The Blow-pipe in Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology, contain-

ing all known methods of anhydrous analysis, many working exam-

ples, and instructions for making apparatus. 8^ London, 1884.

ScHMiDLiN, 8.—The glacier garden, near the lion monument at Lucerne 8^ Pam. Zurich,

1876. H. B. Medlicott, Esq.

Scott, JET. J,—South Australia. Beport to Calcutta Exhibition Committee. Else. Adelaide,

1884. H. J. Scott, Esq.

Summaries of the reports of the Inspectors of Mines to H. M.’s Secrctaiy of State, and

mineral statistics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

for 1883. Else. London, 1884.

Bevenue and Aobicultubal Defabtment.

Swift, James,—The microscope and accessory apparatus : notes on the construction, selec-

tion and use. 2nd edition. 8° London, 1883. The Authob.

SzAJNOCHA, Ladislaus,—Zur Kenntniss der Mittclcretaciscben Cophalopoden-Eauna der-

Inseln Elobi an der Westijuste Afrika’s. 4^ Pam.* Wien, 1884.

The Authob. •

Tagobe, Sourindro Mani-Mala, or a treatise on gems. 2 Fails. dP Calcutta,

1879 and 1881. * The Authob.
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The Norwegian North Atlantio Expedition, 1876-1878. Zoology. Aateroidea, by D. C.

Daiiielssen and Johan Eoren. 4" Christiania, 1884. The CouifiTTXE.

Thomson, C, Wyville, and Mubbat, «7o^n.—Report on the scientific results of the

^voyage of H. M.*s S. “Challenger” during the years 1873-76. Zoology,

7ol. 9, text and plates. 4° London, 1884.

Secbetaby of Statb fob India.

Watts, Keni'y .—Manual of Chemistry. Vol. 1, Physical and Inorganic* Chemistry. 8®

London, 1883.

Year-book of the scientific and learned SocietLs of Great Britain and Ireland
:
giving an

account of their origin, constitution, and working. With appendix, com-

prising a list of the leading scientific Bocieties throughout the world.

6th issue. 8® London, 1884.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, Ac.

American Journal of Science. 3rd series. Vol. XXVTII, Nos. 165—167. 8® New Haven,

1884. The Edttobs.

American Naturalist. Vol. IX, No. 9 ; Vols. XII to XVII ; and XVIIT, Nos. 8—10. 8®

Salem and Philadelphia, 1875 and 1878—1884.

Annalen der Physik und Chemio. Neue Folgo. Band XXIII, heft 1—3. 8® Leipzig, 1884.

Annales dcs Mines. 8*"* sdrio. Tomo V, livr. 2—^3, 8® Paris, 1884.

*
^ L*Admin8. des Mines.

Annales dcs Sciences Naturelles. 6"* sdrie. Botanique, Tome XVIII, Nos. 1—6 ;
Zoologie,

et Faldontologie, Band XVII, Nos. 1—2. 8® Paris, 1884.

Annals and Maga2tno of Natural Hist^oiy. 5*** series. Vol. XIV, Nos. 81—84. 8® London,

1884. •

Athenmum. Nos. 2968—^2980. • 4® London, 1884.

Beiblatter zu den Annalon der Physik und Chemie. Band VIII, Nos. 9—11. 8® Leipzig,

1884.

Bil)lioth6que Universolle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3"* pdriode. Vol.

XI I, Nos. 7—9. 8® Geneve, 1884.

Biblioth^que Universcllo et Revue Suisse. 3"" pdriode. Tome XXIII, No. 68 to XXIV,
No. 70. 8® Lausanne, 1884.

Botanisches Centralblatt. Band XIX, No. 9 to XX, No. 9. 8® Cassel, 1584.

Chemical Nows. Vol. L, Nos. 1294—1306. 4® London, 1884.

Colliery Guardian. Vol. XLV.III, Nos. 1236—1248, Fol. London, 1884.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LVII, Nos. 35—47. 4® Munchen, 1884.

Geological Magazine. New Series, Decade III, Vol. 1, Nos. 9—12. 8® London, 1884.

Geological Record for 1877 and 1878. 8® London, 1880 A 1882.

Iron. Vol. XXIV, Nos. 609—621. Fol. London, 1884.

Journal de Conchyliologie. 3®* sdrie. Tome XXIV, No. 2. 8® Paris, ISSi.

Journal of Science. 3d series. Vol. VI, Nos. 128—130. 8® London, 1884. The Editob.

Just, Zeopo/d, -Botanischer Jahresbericht Jahrg. IX,®Abth. II, heft 2. 8® Berlin, 1884.

London, Edinburgh, and Du^n Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 6*^ series.

Vol.‘ XVIII, Nos. 112—116.* 8® London, 1884.

Matdriauz pour 1* histotre primitive et naturelle de V Homme. 2“® ^drie. Vols. II—V, VII,

VIII, and X—XIII. 8® Toulouse and Paris, 1872—1883.

Mining Jouital, with supplement. Vol. LIV, Nos. 2558—2571. Fol. London, 1884.
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Naturie Novitates. Nos. 16—22. 8® Berlin, 1884.

Nature. Vol. XXX, No. 776 to Vol. XXXI, No. 788. 4® London. 1884.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Miueralogie. Geolo<?ie und Palffiontolojjie. Jahrg., 1884, Band II, heft

3. 8° Stuttgart, 1884.

Palaeonlographica. Band XXXI, Lief. 1-2. 4® Cassel, 1884.

Peterrnann's Geographischo Mitthcilungen. Band XXX. Noa. 9—11. 4® Gotha, 1884.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3rd series. Vol. II, No. 7. Else. Roorkee, 1884.

Thomason Colleqe of Civil Enginbkring.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. New series. Vol. XXIV, No. 96. 8® London,

1884.

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaften. Fulge 4. Band III, heft 4. 8® Halle, 1884.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c.

Assam.—Rex)ort on the administration of the province of Assam, for the years 1874-75 and

1875-76. 8® Shillong, 1877. Chief Commissioner of Assam.

Bengal.—Report on the administration of Bengal, for 1880-81 to 1882-83. 8° and Fisc.

Calcutta, 1881—1884. Government of Bengal.

„ Selections from the records of the Government of Bengal. No. 46. Fisc. Calcutta,

1873. Government of Bengal.

„ The Quarterly Bengal Army List for October 1st. 1884. New series. No. 90.

8® Calcutta, J884. Government Printing 6ffice.

Bombay.—Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency. Vol, VIII. 8® Bomba}', 1884.

Bombay Government.

„ Watson, Major J. IF.—Statistical account of Bhdvnagar. (From Bombay Gazet-

teer.) 8® Bombay, 1878 and 1880. • F. Fkddbn, Esq.

„ Watson, Afajor J. IF.—Stati.stical accbijnt of Nawanagar. (From Bombay
Gazetteer.) 8® Bombay, 1879. F. Fedden, Esq.

Central Provinces.—Report on the admini#»tration oi the Central Provinces for 1883-84.

Fisc. Nagpur, 1884. Chief (joMMissioNEB, Central Provinces.

India.—Annual statement of the trade and navigation of British India with foreign

countries, and of the coasting trade of the several presidencies and pro-

vinces, in the year ending Slst March 1884. Vol. I, No. 18, Foreign

trade ; and Vol. 11, No. 18, cofisting trade. 4® Calcutta, 1884.

Government Printing Office.

„ O'CoNOR, J*. J^.—Review of the accounts of the sea-borne foreign trade of British

India, for the year ending 31st March 1884. Fisc. Simla, 1884.

Department of Finance and Commerce.

„ Indian Meteorological Memoirs. Vol. II, part 3. 4® (hilcutta, 1884.

Meteorological Reporter to Government of India.

„ Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India in 1884, reduced

and corrected. April and May 1884. 4® Calcutta, 1884.

Meteorological Reporteb to Government of India.

„ Report on the administration of the Meteorological Department of the Government
of India in 1883-84. 4® Calcutta, 1884. \

MSTEOBOI^bGICAL REPORTER TO GOVERNMENT OF InDIA.

„ List of civil officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of

India in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign departments, as it stood on
the 1st July 1884. 8® Calcutta, 1884. Home Oepartment.
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India.—Report on tho administration of the Persian Gulf Political Residency and Muscat

Political Agency for 1883-84. Flso. Calcutta, 1884.

Fobbion Department.

Madbas.*—Administration report of the Government Central Museum, Madras, for 1883-84.

*.Flsc. Madras, 1884.

Superintendent, Govebnmbnt Central Museum, Madras.

„ Administration report of tho Meteorological Reporter to th^ Government of

Madras for 1883-84. 8° Madras, 1884.

Meteouolooical Refobteb to Government of Madras.

N.-AV. Provinces—Report on tho administration of the Northern India Salt Revenue

Department for 1883-84. Fisc. Agra, 1884.

Commissioner, Northern India Salt Revenue.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OP SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c.

Amsterdam.—Jaarhcck van het Mijnwezen in Nederlaudsch Oost Indie. Jahrg., XIII,

pt. 1. 8^ Amsterdam, 1884.

Revenue and Aoricultural Department,

Berlin.—Abhandlungen dcr KonigUchen Akademio dor Wissenschafton. 1872—1878.
4" Berlm?l873—1879.

Zoitschrift dor Deutscheii Geologischen Gcsellschaft. Band XXXVI, heft 2.

• 8° Berlin, 1884. , The Society.

Boloona.—Memovie della Accadomia dellc Scicnze dell’ Istituto di Bologna. 4th series

• Vol. IV. 4® Bologna, 1882. The Institute.

Brussels.—Bulk>tin de la Socidtc Royale Beige de Gdographie. 1884, Nos. 3—4.
8® Bruxelles, ISSA The Society.

Budapbst.—Paekass, Robert.—ifatalog der Bibliothok und Allg. Kartensammlung der

Kon. Ungar, Geologischen Anstalt. 8® Budapest, 1884.

The Institute.

• „ Foldtani Kdzldny. Kdtet XIV, fiizet 4—8. 8® Budapest, 1884.

The Institute.

„ Jahresberiebt der K. U. Geologischen Anstalt fill* 1883. 8® Budapest, 1884.

The Institute.

„ Mittbeilungen aus dem Jalirbuche der Kon. Ungarischen Geologischen Anstalt.

Band III, heft 1-4. 8® Budapest, 1874-1879. The Institute.

Buenos Aires.—Boletin de la Academia Nacioual deCiencias. Tomo VI, No. 1. 8® Buenos

Aires, 1884. The Academy.
Calcutta.—Catalogue of the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by Walter Arnold

Bion. 8° Calcutta, 1884, The Society.

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New series. Vol. LIU, part I,

No. 2, and part 2, No. 2. 8® Calcutta, 1884. ® The Society.

Proceedings of the Aiiiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. 7—9. 8° Calcutta, 1884.

• The Society.

Memoirs of t^ Geological Survey of India. Vol. XXI, part 1. 8® Calcutta, 1884.
’ « Geological Survey of India.

Falieontologia Indica. Series X, Vol. Ill, parts. 3—4, and XIII, Vol. I, part 4
(fasc. 4). 4® London and Calcutta, 1884.

*

Geological Survey op India.
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Calcutta.—Records of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XVII, part 4. 8** Calcutta, 1884.

Geological Suevet op India.

„ Survey of India Department. Notes for August to November 1884. Flso.

Debra-Dun, 1884 I^uevet op India.

Cambeidgb, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vv)l. XI, No. 10. 8®

Cambridge, 1884. Museum of Compaeativb Zoology.

„ c Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. IX, No. 3.

4* Cambridge, 1884. Museum of Compaeativb Zoology.

Copenhagen.—M^moires de I'Acaddmie Ro^^ale do Copenhague. 6“* s^rie. Vol. II,

Nos. 6, 9, and 10. 4® Copenhague, 1884. The Academy.

„ Oversigt over dot Kongelige Danske Vidcnskabemes Selskabs. No. 2. 8®

Kjobenhavn, 1884 The Academy.

Feanepuet-A'Main.—Abhandluugcn dcr Senckenbcrgischen Naturforsobenden Gesellscbaft.

Band XIII, heft 3—4. 4° Frankfnrt-a-Main, 1884.

Glasgow.—Glasgow University Calendar for 1884-85. 8® Glasgow, 1884.

The Univeesity.

„ Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow. Vol. XV. 8° Glasgow,

1884. The Society.

IIalle.—Abhandlungen der Naturforsobenden Gesellschafb zu Hallo. Band XVI, heft 2.

4® Halle, 1884. The Society.

„ Bericht iiber die Sitzungen der Natiirforschendls Gesellscbaft zu Halle, im

Jahre 1883. 8° Halle, 1884. The Society.

Li^gb.—

C

atalogue des ouvrages de gdologie, de mindralogie et de paldontologie ainri quo

des cartes g^ologiques qni so trouvent dans les principales bibliothbques

de Belgique, par G. Dewalque. 8® Li^ge, 1884.

The Society.

Liverpool.—Proceedings of the Liverpool Geological. Society. Vol. IV, pa^^^* S** Liver-

pool, 1884 The Society.

London.—Catalogue of the specimens illustrating the ost<^ology and dentition of vertebrated

animals, recent and extinct, contained in the museum of the Royal

College of Surgeons of 'England. Part 2. Class Mammalia, other than

Man, by William Henry Flower and John George Garson. 8® London

1884

„ Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol. XIV,

No. 1. 8® London, 1884.

„ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. 1, 1884. 8® London, 1884.

The Institute,

„ Journal of the Linnean Society of London. Vol. XVII, Zoology, Nos. 101—102

;

Vol. XX, Botany, Nos. 130—133. 8® London, 1883-1884.
'9 The Society.

„ List of Fellows of the Linnean Society of London, October 1883. 8® London,

d883. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London, from November 1882 to June

1883. 8® London,4883. The Society.

„ Transactions of the Linnean Society 2"** series. T;»l. IT, Zoology, parts 9—10,

and Vol. Ill, part 1, Vbl. II, Botany, parts 6—7. 4° London,

1883—1^84. .
• The Society.

„ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New series.

Vol. XVI, part 4. 8^ London, 1884. Society.
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LoNDON.-^List of Fellows of the Bojal Society of London for 1883. 4^ London, 1884.

Ths SOCIETT.

„ Philosophical Transactions of the Boyal Society of London. VoL 174, parts

4** London, 1883. ' The Societt.

„ Proceedings of the Eoyal Society of London. Vol. XXXYI, No. 231, ahd

Vol. XXXVII, No. 232. 8® London, 1884. The Society.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts. VoL XXXII, Nos. 1660—1Q72- 6® London,

1884. The Society.

„ List of Fellows, Ac., of 'the Zoological Society of London, corrected to June 1st

1884. 8®. London, 1884. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London for 1884. Parts 2 and 3. 8®

London, 1884. The Society.
• „ Mineralogical Magassine and Journal of the Mineralogical Society. VoL YI, No.

27. 8® London, 1884.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New series. Vol. VI, Nos. 8—10.

8® London, 1884. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. XL, part 3, No. 169. 8®

London, 1884. Geological Society of Londoh.

Madbid.—Boletin de la Sociedad Goografica de Madrid. Tome X, No. 4, and XVII, Nos.

1—3. 8® Madrid, 1881 and 1884. The Society.

Manchesteb.—Memoirs of thj Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. 3rd series.

Vols. VII Ind IX. 8® Manchester, 1882—1883. The Society.

•„ Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. Vols,

* XX—XXII. 8® Manchester, 1881—1883. The Society.

„ Transactions of the Manchester (Geological Society. Vol. XIII, part 11 ; Vol.

•XIV, parts 17—22 ; and Vol. XV, parts 1—2. 8® Manchester, 1876—1878.

„ TJ’ansactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XVIII, parts 1—2.

8® Manchester, 1834. The Society.

Melbourne.—Geological Survey of Victoria. Report of Progress by the Secretary of

Mines. No. Vll. 8° Mtdbourne, 1884.

^ Geological Survey of Victoria.

• „ Reports of the Mining Registrars for the quarter ending 30th September

1884. Fisc. Melbourne, 1884. Depautment op Mines, Victoria.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Socidtd Impdriale des Naturalistes de Moscou. Tome XXXIV,
Nos. 2 and 4. 8® Moscou, 1861.

Munchen.—Abhandlungen der Math.-Ph^^s. Classe der Kouiglich Bayerischen Akademie
der Wisseuschaften. Baud XV, Abth. 1. 4° MUnchen, 1884.

The Academy.

„ Almanach der Kouiglich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissensohaften fiir das

Jahr 1884. 8® Munchen, 1884. The Academy.

„ Sitzungsberiehte der Math.-Pbys. Classe der Koniglich Bayerischen Akademie
der Wisseuschaften. Band XIII, heft 3, and XIV, 1. 8® Miinohen,

1884. • The Academy,
Nbuchatel.—Bulletin de la Socidtd des Sciences Naturelles de Neuohatel. Tome II and

III. 8® Neuohatel. 1846—1853. •

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—̂ transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining and
Mechani&l Engineers. Vo)!. XXXIII, part 6. 8® Newcastle-upon-l^ne,

1884.
^

The Institute,

Pabis.—

B

ulletin de la Soci^t6 G^ologiqup de France. 3"^ sdrie.* Tome XI, No. 8, and XII,

• No. 7. 8® Paris, 1884. The Society.
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Pabis.—M^xnoires de la Soci^td Gdologiqne de France. 3"^^ sdrie. Tome III, No. 2.

Paris, 1884. The Sociktt.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franlclin Institute. 3rd series. Yol. LXXXVIII, Nos.

3

—

6. 8® Philadelphia, 1884. The Institute.

PiiS^A.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Natural!. Memorie. Yol. Y, fasc. 1. 8®

Pisa, 1881. The Society,

w Atti della Societa ^Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Process! Yerhali. Yol. I, pp.

9-24; Yol. II, pp. 241—288; Yol. Ill, pp. 93—162, 173—236, and

253-272 ; Yol. lY, pp. 71-t^ 24. 8® Pisa, 1878—1884. The Society.

St. Petebsbubo.—Memoircs de L*Academie Iinperiale des S(;iences de St. P^tersbour^.
7mo serie. Tome XXXI, Nos. 16-16, and Tome XXXII, Nos. 1—3.

4® St. Petersbour^, 1883—1884. The Academy.

Sydney.—Journal and Proceedings of the Ro^^al Societ}' of New South Wales. Yol. XYll.

8® Sydney, 1884. ‘ The Society

Tokio.—Transactions of the Scismological Society of Japan. Yol. YII, part 1. 8° Tokio,

1884. The Society.

Tobino.—Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino. Yol. XIX, Nos. 6—7. 8® Torino,

1884. The Academy.

Tobonto.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. Yol. II, No. 2. 8® Toronto, 1884.

The Institute.

Yienna.—Das K. K. Hof-Mineraliencabiiiet in Wien, die |^;schichte seiner saminluugen

uud die plane fur die neuautstellung derselben in dem K. K. nat^^rhis-

torischen hofmuscum, von F. von llochstetter. 8® Wien, 1884.
^

« The Authob.

,, Yerhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt. Nos. 13—15. 8® Wien,

1884. ‘ The Institute.

Washington.—Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections^ Yol. X. 8® Washington, 1873.

Wellington.—Colonial Museum and Geological Surrey of New Zealand. Reports of

geological explorations during 1883-81. 8° Wellington, 1884.

Geoloqical Suevey of New Zealand.

„ Meteorological Report, 1883; including returns for 1880 to 1882, and

averages for previous years. 8® Wellington, 1884.

Geological Subvey op New Zraland.

YoxOHAHA.—

M

itthcilungen der Dcutschen Gesellschaft fUr Natur-uiid Yolkerkiinde Osta-

siens. Heft 31. 4® Yokohama, 1884. The Society.

January 28th , 1885.

Oovemmentiof Indis Central Printintr Office.—No. 17 8. Q. S.-31.2-86.—720.
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OF

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF IMA.

Part a.] 1885. [May.

A fossiliferoua series in the Lower Himalaya, Oarhwaly hy 0. S. Middlemi&s, B A.,

Geological Survey of India,

This note is to put on record a find of fos<iiU made by me in March from rocks

of the Lower Himalaya ofJJritish Garhwal, all which have hitherto proved barren,

save f«p comminuted fragments of shells' in the Mandhalis known as the Tdl lime-

stone, > a series which I have in addition shown to be the westward extension of

tliese same fossiliforons rocks.

The find is n<fb largo, nor are the specimens all that could be desired in point

of preservation for frequently, owing to subsequent crystallisation and to oolitic

aggregation, many have been sppilt.

Corals, Belemnitos, Lamellibranchs, and Gasteropods, usually all of small size,

form the staple of the rock contents, but writing, as I am, from the field, I can

do jno more at present than indicate their probable jurassio age.

The places I found most suitable for collecting are the northern slopes of the

Dhalniya^ka-danda, at Gajwara* (Gnjbara of map), and five miles to the west-

north-west in a small ridge east of Umrela (Oomrela).

The petrological characters of the iossiliferous rock series are as follows :—In

. the main it is either a grit or a quartzite, with here and

tl\ere a tendency to become calcareous or conglomeratic.

Though some irregularities seem to show that the calcareous band is not constant

in vertical position, and that the conglomerate varies very much in coarseness in

difEerent localities, still a good general sequence can be made out. The lowest

rock, when seen, is of miHstone-grit type, a good sound rathq;r coarse-grained

stone that would make excellent building material. The quartz grains are quite

distinct, slightly angular, and of a milky-white^or smoky colour
;
they are set in

a pale-yellow earthy matri^ and on weathered surfaces stand out white against black

* Brought to notice in 18^4 (Memoirti, Q,B I , III, part 2, page 69).

3 E Ion 78** 42', N. lai. 29* 47' Sheet ^o. 7 of the 1 inch ainp<i of Kuntanu and British

Giiilwal.
" •
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in a waj unlike any other rocks in this neighbourhood. The conglomerate merely

differs from this by having the milk-white quartz pebbles of larger size, but still

retaining their slight angularity. At one place near Aldabou 1 found a variety

containing limestone pebbles in addition to those of quartz. Besides becoming

conglomeratic in parts, this same grit, in nearly every section I Imve seen, lias at

one horizon, generally near the base, a calcareous element, '\vliich,*entering into the

composition by small instalments in the more eastern parts of the area under

consideration, becomes more pronounced on the northern flanks of tlic Dhalniya-

ka-danda, the ridge at Gajwara, and generally in' the dii'ection of the Till lime-

stone, with which it ultimately coincides. The grcjiter or less quantity of

lime present has not, however, destroyed its markt'c I external appearance; in every

locality it shows up as an indigo-black rock, very ofleu forming a scarj) some 30 or

40 feet high. It is never pure limestone, but always shows the bleba and grains

of quartz
;
even where the limestone is most crystalline these can alwaj's be detect-

ed outside in relief, whilst the finer particles have become miclei for oolitic grains

which sohietimcs crowd the rock. This is the fossiliferous bed, and it has an aver-

age thickness of not more than 50 feet.

In an upward direction the coarse grit, bearing its limestone and conglomer-

ates, passes by insensible gradations into a compact massive qnarteite, white, or

faintly tinged with violet. This has a large, but unkngwn, thickness. To the east-

south-east at Ghaprait (sheet No. 8), and the higher hitis north, it is seen in force,

but beyond I have not yet had time to trace it.
^

Though in the future, when the fossils are identified, this rock may fonn a

Strnti}?i'« liy
horizon from which to reckon beds stratigraphically asso-

' '
’ dated with it, at present it is well rather to speak of it in

terms of the formations above and below it, and more especially as the overlying

one, a massive blue-grey limestone, has already a* very probable equivalent in the

Krol limestone.

But to commence with those beneath it. They are purple and green slates and

Beds below
angular volcanic ash or bi'eccia. From their invariable

nearly vertical bedding it was some time before I decided

which was the upper. At length a section in the Khoban river gave me the clue

;

there the ashes slack off their high northerly dip, and above them the purple and

green slates arch over to the south, and helped by a fault, cover them in entirely

for a short distance. This note does not profess to enter into details with regard

to these beds. It is enough at present to say that they must have very great

thickness, reckoned probably by miles
;
that the volcanic breccia is itself, certainly

in places, a mile thick without any impor^nt constituent change
;
that though

undoubtedly volcanic in origin, either direct or indirect, it possesses very few frag-

ments of igneofis rocks
;
nor is it associated with any outpourings of lava, nor

with igneous intrusions, of which I have seen none in this area. Of the purple

and green slates, it suffices here to say that they are very uniform until K41ogarhi

mountain is approached. The mass of that height is Chur gneiss
;

^ and from what-

ever cause, the slates on approaching it become altei'od in two modes—they level

’ iiitruiive rock.
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out dipping only slightly towards the mountain onfall aides, and they at the same
time become schistose, schists, and garnetiferous schists.

It is now necoflsarj hj say what is the relation between the fossiliferous beds

UeUtion of ilio fossiH-
tlio-^o underlying slates and ashes, and also to fix some

ferouB beds to (lioso be- definite localities. To this end the section up the
* M«ndAl ri \ or, and on the ridge west of it, in the neighbour-

hood of Dobi'iali, is absolutely eonelusive. That in the river bed from near

Dhamdbar to Jurnri evliibiis notbiug but the ashes striking about east and west,

the strata either vertical or inclined at angles of 80® and 70® either one way or the

other. N ot a yard of tlie di‘'taneo is unexposed. The lower parts of the ridge from

Dhargaon to near Cliaprait are tho same both on its east and west sides. Bat the

numerous summits into which tho ridge has weathered are all formed of an approx-

imately horizontal capping of the pebbly grit with a calcareous lower bed. At

this place, however, the lime* in the rock is not abundant, nor did I get fossils,

though they may nevertheless bo there, for my find was subsequent to mapping

this poi t, and I was not specially on the look-out for them.

If more evidence for the marked unconformity between those two series were

wanting, it is found in the further extension of the pebbly grit and calcareous

band along tho ridge. At a point almost due west of Dhdmdhar, where is a gap

over into the Haldgadi ri^r, they rest on the pifrple and green slates, which aro

airikir^ east and west wit& a nearly vertical dip similar to the ashes.

Hero too it is seen that they underlie tho massive blue-grey limestone which

Forma the top of Dhargaon. From Dhargaon a tolerably

ourb«l8touL“v^^^ well-defined i-idge runs west-uorth-west up to the Kote-

dwar glen cut through at intermediate places by the

Haldgadi and Palain rivers. Its formation is the same throughout as at Dhar-

gaon, with a slight exception : the north flanks have always tho pebbly grit, with

its calcareous band below and quartzites above in a continuous exposure dipping

at 30® or 40® south-south-west,’ whilst the ^summit and southern flanks have the

superposed massive limestone, which is cut off to tho south by the main bound-

ary fault letting in the later tertiary sand-rock. The exception is near the

Kotedwar glen north of Aldabou, where the limestone, having gradually lost

its hold on tho ridge summit and become confined to the southern slope, is at

last entirely cut ofE by the main boundary fault. Of course it must not be sup-

posed that there are no slight disturbances affecting these relations : at Gajwara

inversions of the fossilifeiV)UB beds complicate matters a little
; but on the whole

the steady strike and the absence of important structural faults render the

sequence perfectly intelligible, notwithstanding the violent contortions and the

heavy jungle which clothes the hills.

It is now necessary to return eastward of Dhargaon for ait exposure of im-

portance. Just as in a westward direction the limestone was gradually lost by
the strike of the beds and the strike of the iftain boundary fault meeting near

Aldabou, so eastward, on account of their divergence, the south edge of the

limestone becomes free at Jhirt, and is seen to lie not upon the pebbly grits but

upon the purple and graen slates. This evidence so far an it goes argues an un-

conformable position for the limestdno
;
but it might not bo so

;
the fossiliferous
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beds might, being conformable the limestone, have thinned out ;
and this would

indeed be plausible were it not for the great thickness which the quartzites attain

north of Chaprait and J^mri, making it almost incredible that they could have

thinned away to nothing in a distance of only 3 or 4 miles.

•We have now seen that the fossil-bearing series lies in certaiti places uncon-

formably above a set of slates and volcanic ashes, and unconformably beneath a

massive bluo-gr^y limestone of Ki*ol type.

But besides these local associations, there is another important one, viz,^ the

association with tfie nummulitic shales and limestone,
eocene

latter beds have been found.up to date as far east as

the Bodli-ka-sot, a tributary of the Palain river, where they

lie, much folded, on the purple slates, and at seveml intermediate place’s between

there and the Bands ridge. In consequence of the massive limestone series having
’ vanished at Aldabon, tho foimerly subjacent fossiliforous beds have, in a westerly

direction, their surfaces at liberty for still higher beds to occupy. Hence they

become in this direction covered partially or wholly by the nummulitic clay-

shales. Both series have indeed become in many places almost inextricably con-

fused ; for, starting probably with an uneven bottom for the tranquil deposits of

tho nummulitic sea, they have since been crushed together, causing the one to bo

displaced bodily, and tho otliei** to give by impei*ccptfj)lc folding and squeezing ;

whilst subsequent to all this, denudation has acted with a similar partiality, and

land-slips have completed the ruin. For this reason it will bo better to consider

the two together in what I have further to say about them.

In the Kotodwar glen due north-north-west of Aldabou the main boundary

fault of the usual reversed type cuts into the strata. North ^f it after somo

rrusli-rock and purple beds romo the quartzites And calcareous beds vertical, and

ninniiig as a minor ridge up to Umrcla, beyoiut which in a gap in the ridgo

south-south-east from Charokh they dip aC a rat ler low angle to the north-north-

cast, forming part of a synclinal curv^, which again brings them to the surface

with an opposite dip higher up on the ridge about 1 mile from Charekh summit.

Below in the stream west of tho ridgo their continuous outcrop can be seen.

Towards the Kotedwar glen the northeni outcrop of this trough of tho fossilifor-

ous beds becomes lost, re-appearing again in the Kotedwar stream as a thin bed

dipping south at the point where the Muhara and Kotedwar stimms join. In

this irregular broken-edged trough tJie nummulitic beds lie folded in a steep

synclinal. They are very well exposed in the main ‘stream, the Nummulitic

limestone striking west-north-west along the mile reach between the points where

the Umrola and .Muliara streams flow into itf It is however impossible to realise

this on the map, owing to this I'cach being erroneously drawn north-east and

south-west.

The next point where these bed^ ai'c seen is in the Sour glen, due west of

Gaira and up the slope of the ridge noi'th of Simalna. The trough has here lost

its regularity, the calcareous beds and quartzites dip 06 65^ south-south-west in

the Sour stream, climb the side-ridge towards Narai, and appearing here and
there on the msin ridge couth of this return down tho Simalna side-ridge. In tho

intervening side stream north of Simalna, anil os pockets and films here and there
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on the adjacent slopes, are placed the nummulitic clajs and clayey shales.' The
main boundary fault is immediately south of Simalna. On the main ridge due
north-north-west from Simalna a small peak displays a good section of the quart-

zites above and the calcareous beds below : dip north-north-west 40®.

In the bay*between this peak and Shalni there is a great film of nummulitic
beds which a surface land-slip distinctly I'evcaled dipping down hill steeply. On
getting out of this bay on to the Slidlni ridge .all the nummulitys were left be-

hind except some few beds around the village itself.

On visiting the ridge north-west of.Bands-talla, in order to join my work with

Coincidence of fossili-
* Oldham’s, I found, as I expected, that the Tdl lime,

feroiw bed with Maudhd- stone series, classified by him as Mandhdlis,^ are the
.lis of Bandtt lidgc.

identical calcareous and sometimes conglomeratic grits

and quartzites from which I have obtained recognisable fossils.

It is interesting.to note in passing that so entirely have the nummulitics in

this easterly direction retained their Sabathu character that the pisolitic iron-ore

of the bottom bed besides being present near Syair is vouched for in the Sour and
Kotedwar glens by loose fragments with grains somewhat larger tlian a pea.

I do not propose to do more hero than put these few facts on record. Though
the somewhat extraordinary positions of the eocene beds offer scope for theorising

and certainly must have yjuporhint bearings in elucidating the mode of building
of tlio Himalaya, I think it better to await further information in the same
direction.

Note on the prdbable age of th^ Mandhali series in the Lower Himalaya, h\j

R. D. Oldham, A.R.S.M., Geological Survcij of India.

That the discovery of recognisable fossils in Himalayan beds, recorded above
by my colleage Mr, C. S. Middlemiss, .will be of great value in establish-

ing the age of at least ono member of the Himalayan sequence, and in giving us

a horizon to work from, cannot be doubted. But as in the meanwliilo the

acceptance as final of my ascription of the Tdl beds to the Mandhdli series

might lead to misapprehension and confusion which would take long to pass away,
I should wish to put the following explanation on record.

My identification of the Tdl beds with the Mandhdli series i^ested entirely on
the discovery among the former of a bed of limestone conglomerate cemented by
a limestone matrix, very similar to the one of most impoi-tant members of the
series as exposed at Mandhali in Jaunsdr Bdwar.

But the really characteristic feature of the Mandhdli series is the occurrence
of beds composed of a fine-grained matrix through which fi*agments, generally
angular or subangular, of

,
rock ai'e scattered, the whole suggesting that the agency

of floating ice was concerned in its formation,
*

No bed of this typo wRs seen by me among the Tdl beds, nor does my colleague
mention the ocouri*ence of any such bed in the area examined by him

; and as the

^ 1 Supra, XV IT, p, 161. See also the paper following the present one.
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age he assigns to the T&l beds differs from that which on independent grounds

I am inclined to ascribe to the Mandhili series, it wiJl not be safe to accept the

two as equivalent.

As mentioned above, the general appearance of the characteristic member of

he Mandhfili series and of the very similar Blaiiii eonglomorat^ is that of an

indurated boulder clay. In the latter case the resemblance has been noticed by

other observers,.and during the last working season a pebble was extracted from

the Blaini conglomerate which showed very distinct striation similar to that

generally attributed to glacial action. Though this corroborative evidence has

not yet been obtained in the case of the Mandhali conglomerate, it very probably

is also of glacial origin.

I have elsewhere expressed an opinion that these old glacial bouldcT* clays are

of groat value in determining the homotaxy of the beds among which they occur,

and that they are at present the only means by which it can be determined with

anything like absolute accuracy. But whether or no this opinion will bear the

test of subsequent examination, there can be no doubt that between neighbouring

areas the method is perfectly valid, and we may take it as practically certain that

when the glacial boulder clays of Talchir ago wore being deposited in what is

now the peninsula of India, glacial conditions must have obtained over what are

now the Himalayas. u,

In the beds of the Himalayan sequence there arc three distinct horizons at

which similar beds ai’e found, (1) the Maiulluili, (2) the Blaini, and (3)^ the

Panjdl conglomeratic slates. Of these, the two last named are so low in the

series that their contemporaneity with the Talchii’s is practically out of the

question
;

there remains only the Mandhdli conglomeraio which we may there-

fore take as most probably the equivalent of the Talchir beds of India.

But the Talchirs are at the latest of triassic at the earliest of carboniferous

and probably of permian ago as judged by Euro(>ean standards ; and we must

for the present refrain from finally idqntifyng beds which are very probably of

the sfime nge with other beds containing such a characteristically mesozdic

fauna us is described by Mr. Middlemiss.

'^olt‘ on a second species of Siwalik Camel {Camelus antiquus, nobis (e» Falc. and

Caut. M, S.), by R. Ltdbkkeb, B.A., F.G.S., <kc.

In their original notice of Oamelus sivalensis^ Falconer and Cautley^ said

they had evidence of a second and smaller sp icies of the genus from the Siwaliks

which they proposed to call G. antiquus

;

but in the subsequently published plates

(Nos. LXXXVI to XO^ of the “ Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis ” all the remains are

figui'ed under the former name. A recent examination of the specimens in the

British Museum has convinced pin that the original view is in all probability

correct.

Oamelus sivalensis is a large species characterized by the rugose enamel of

the teeth, the flatness of the inner walls of the lower true molars, and the

' J^de * Fnlconer’B Pnlseoniological Memoirs,* Vol. J, p. 231.
,
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long, slender, horizontal ramus of the mandible. The second species, for which

I propose to revive the M. S. name of 0. antiquus^ is of smaller size, has a shorty

deep mandible, perfectly smooth enamel to the teeth, while the inner surface

of the lower true molars is concave, and in its upper half is divided into two

equal portions •by a median vertical Hdge, totally wanting in 0. sivalen^,^

and the existing* camels. The specimens in the British Museum which can be

referred to the new species are a maxilla, No. 15347 ;
a young cranium,

No. 40562 (“ F. A. S.,” pi. LXXXV’I, fig. 2) ;
part of a mandible. No. 16165

(“ F. A. S.,’* pi. LXXXVII, -fig. 5) : another fragment of the mandible. No.

40568; and the greater part of a right ramus. No. 39599, with the teeth

broken. At least one fragment of a mandible in the Indian Museum 'belongs to

the same species.

1 may also observe that both species of Siwalik camels are characterized by

having the vertical ridge at tBe antoro-external angle of the lower true molars

which occurs in AucJienia but is absent in the existing camels. Both fossil species

have the adult dentition numerically the same as in the existing ones ;
but at

least one of them is distinguished by having the full complement of milk-molai'S

in both jaws, viz., M. M. -J.
The cervical vertebrsB of the larger Siwalik camel are

in some respects intermediate between those of the living camels and Auchenia.

SomC' further notes on the Geology of Chamba. J?// Colonel C. A. McMahon
F.G.S. (With a plate and map.)
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PART I.

DESCRIPTION OF A PORTION OP THE CHAMBA ABBA PREVIOUSLY UNDBSCRIBBD.

In detailing some observations in the field made during the autumns of 1883

1884 I think the most convenient plan will be to note thorn in the order of the

places visited.

1 proceeded in a northerly^ direction from Dalhousie to Bhale (BaJai) and
Manjir (Monjere), and thence to Bhandal (Baundal). This section has already

been described in a previous paper, and only^a few additional observations will

now be made.

ji

1 In the * pHlffiontologia Indicii/ ser. X, Vo]. I, p. 61 (43), I gnvo those points as being

characteristic of the molars of C, sivaUnsist not Doing then able te notice the differouco from

typical Bpccimcns in those 1 had before mc^
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There is a superficial appearance of bedding in the outcrop of the “ outer

band " of gneissose granite, but I think it is only due to irregular jointing. The

joints that run in the direction of pseudo-foliation are not continuous, but die out

or run into each other.

Along the southern margin of the inner band of gneissose-granite the slates

in contact with it are indunited, and I noted a small vein of granite intrusive in

the slates near the swing bridge (“ jhula **) under Bhale.

On the northern margin of this outcrop of the gneissose granite, I observed

some mica schists next the granite, but ^ examination of thin slices under the

microscope has satisfied me that they belong to the margin of the granite itself.

1 can discover no essential difieionce, save in macroscopic aspect, between these

schists and the gneissose granite. There is nothing surprising in the fact that

the margin of the intruded sheet in contact with the slates should have assumed

a specially schistose aspect.

In a previous paper I described the narrow outcrop of the gneissose granite

below Bhale. I have now examined several slices made from specimens taken

from the sides, middle, and intermediate parts of the sheet, and the result is to

confirm me in my belief in its eruptive character. No points of difference exist

between it and the Dalhousie gi'anite, and it reminds me in particular of slico

No. 15, described at page 132 of my paper in Vol. XVI of the Records.
.
These

specimens exhibit beautiful illustrations of the sort of liuxion structure detailed

in my description of the Dalhousie specimens. The flowing lines of cryptd-Crys-

talline mica and of microlites do not at all suggest to my mind the appearance

presented by foliated metamorphic rocks.

The orthoclase is much cx'acked and crushed
;
and the muscovite, which is in

large crystals, is oriented in all directions, and appears to have been abundantly

crumpled and compressed.

The minerals contained in the rock are the same as those in the Dalhousie

specimens, though the microcline is sparse.

There are liquid cavities, with movable bubbles in the quartz, but they are

much more abundant in the garnets, which probably crystallized at an earlier

epoch, before the last phase of intrusion commenced. Inclusions have dopo.sited

mineral matter on cooling, and gas pores are associated with granular mineral

matter.
'

The slates between the inner and outer bands of gneissose granite, in this

section, are very micaceous, and at Bhale they are decided mica schists.

Between the northern boundaiy of the inner band of gneissose granite and

Manjir, the succession appears to be as follows—micaceous slates
;
mica schists

;

slates ;
micaceous slates

;
slates ;

micaceous slates
; slates.

I think in this section the Simla slates are folded up with older Silurian beds

in compressed isoclinal flexures. The decided mica schists ore probably beds

near the bottom of the series.

Just before the descent to the river Siul commences in the neighbourhood of

Balori, I observed river conglomerate fit an elevation of 3,320 feet above the

sea, being over 800 fe^t, by. my anerftd barometer, above the Siul. In the

neighbourhood of Bilaspur, the capital of a Native State, south-west of Simla,
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I found riper conglomerate ^ on an isolated hill, round which the 8atlej flows,

980 feet above that river, and in my ** Notes of a tour through Hangrang and

Spiti ” * I mentioned the occurrence of river boulders at the top of the Chandan

Nimo pass at an elevation of 12,340 feet above the sea, and about 2,400 feet

above the present bed of the Spiti river. The explanation I offered, in the

latter case, was that the Spiti river was formerly as high as the top of the

Chandan N4mo pass, but I now see that this explanation was incgrrect. Whilst

tlio Himalayan rivers wero slowly deepening their channels and excavating the

valleys through which they flow, the mountains themselves, there is reason to

believe, were slowly risipg at a late probably equal to that of sub-aerial erosion.

In the case of the river Siul, therefore, though it has undoubtedly cut its way
through 800 feet of solid rock, there is no necessity for assuming that the river

ever actually flowed at the elevation at which the boulder bed now rests.

I always thought that the elevation theory was necessary to explain the pre-

sent position of the Satloj boulder beds in the neighbourhood of Bilaspur, but T

now bee that it is applicable to boulder beds generally throughout the Himalayas.

The fact that the Himalayas have been slowly rising ® whilst tho rivers have

boon deepening their channels, oxjtlains, T think, why the Himalayan valleys

are generally so steep and V-shapod.

Tlio cause of the rising^f tho Himalayan area, which is probably still slowly

going on, is discussed at length in tho Rovd. O, Fisher's Physios of the Earth's

Cruht.^

Whether, however, the elevation if tho Himalayas in most recent geological

times is duo chiefly to tho flotation tendency assigned by Mr. Fisber, or to tan-

gential pressure acting on an area losing weight from sub-aerial erosion, is a

subject foreign to the scope of thfe paper. I am only concerned with the fact of

elevation.

Geological observations to support the view that the Himalayas have risen in

recent geological times, are not wanting ;
for^instanco, tho “ remains of jR}tinoC(>ros

and'other large mammals occur at an elevation of 15,000 feet in Tibet, and it is

not probable that these animals lived in so elevated a region ” (Manual of tho

Geology of India, p. 586).

From Bhandal 1 followed tho Siul river os far as Sangni, and then turned

lip the valley leading to the high ridge between the Talai and Patcrun ^ trigono-

metrical stations.

The valley is '’rst nkn’ow, and the scenery all the way up it is extremely

pretty Tho foot-path runs for some distance along tho banks of a roaring

torrent through woods of hazel and horse chestnut
; and then, mounting higher,

passes a]|^ng sloping pasture lands ; and Anally plunges into the dark shade of a

^ The top conglomciate contiiiiied Satlej stones only, such as white qnartz schist from Rnni*
par, gneissose granite, purple and nnl quiirtzite from the upper S<itloj or Spiti, and black basaltic-

looking trap.

* Recordii^ XII, p. 66.

* Fh3’8ic8 of the Earth’s Crust, p. 81 .

^ Not marked ou tlio map whiih uccoinpatiies this paper. Puteruii is the peak between Tala
and Dnnrat stations. •

B
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pine forest, in which the holly oak, stunted and weather beaten, seems to hare a

hard struggle for existence. Higher up, the foi'ests cease, and a dwarf rhodo-

dendron is the only tree that l^ears the cold of that high elevation, though many

flowers brighten the grassy slopes.

* Among them a wild poppy of delicate pui’ple blue merging into white is not

the least beautiful
;
whilst a yellow flower, greatly i*esombling ihfi English butter-

cup, reminds one of the home so far aw'ay. I have not observed the poppy at a

lower elevation than about 11,000 feet.

Wild rhuburb abounds at the head of fhis valley. An officer of Artillery, on

a shooting tour, whom I found encamped at Ghamkol,^ told me that he used tho

rhubarb almost daily for tarts and found it good and wholesome. My friend,

however, seemed somewhat bold in his gasti*onomical experiments, for I found

that he was in the habit of putting many species.of tree fungi under contribution

for the table. The natives of these parts told him that all the fungi that git>w

on oak are wholesome, but that those that grow on pine trees are to bo avoided.

He induced me to try a slice of a huge yellow oak fungus. It had a faint sus-

picion of mushroom flavour in it, and was not unpalatable. On opening my eyes

next morning I was thankful to find myself still in the land of the living.

After leaving Sangui the siluriau conglomerate continued up to where the

second affluent joins the main stream from the north-east. I saw numerous out-

crops m situ as well as blocks of it. The dip was nortli-east, nearly vertical, wdth

an occasional reverse dip. Subsequently the dip became more moderate.

As in other sections described, tho conglomerate is not uniformly conglomeri-

tic, but includes slaty bands. The conglomerate is succeeded^ by dark slates,

some of which have a dai'k streak, and doubtless belong to tho infra-Krol series.

Higher up the valley the dip became south-west and south-soutb-west, but

finally reverted to north-east. On my way I came upon bouldere of conglomerate,

and near my encampment, at a place called (Hiamkol, at tho head of the valley

(elevation 10,630 feet), and near the boundary of the trap, there are some thin

beds of pale blue limestone. Above those beds, and between them and the tl^ap,

I came on conglomerate in situ.

At the very head of the Sangni valley, a long spur will be observed, on tlio

map, running down from the water parting of the Bhadarwdr (Badrawar) and

Chamba territories, and dividing the head waters of tho valley into two streams

of about equal size. The trap comes in where this spur joins the main ridge, or

water parting
;

it dominates tho crest of the ridge for some distance and then

strikes down in a broad band and joins the outcrop described in a previous paper

between Tiloga and Dibur (Duire). *

All along the north-eastern boundary of the trap down to Dihur the Silurian

conglomerate is in contact with the trap. The Patcrun station ® peak (Sevation

12,260 feet by my barometer) i.s on the conglomerate. The trap just skirts tho

* Not marked on the map. It is just under the ert^st of the jidge dividing Bhadawdr from

Chamba close to the outcrop of the trap. e

* This is not marked on t]ie map that accompanies this paper. It is the peak south-west of

the Ounrat station al tho p<fint wliore the ridge strikes in a north-westerly direction to the Tnlat

station.
*
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edge of tbe ridge and keeps on the south-west side of its crest until tho spurs

running up from Bhandal meet the main ridge and culminate in a peak 11|755

feet higli, where the trap rises to the crest of the ridge and forms the rock along

its summit for some miles.

The trap along this ridge is very much jointed, the principal joints being

transverse to the strike
;
and it affords instructive illustrations of the power of

frost in combination with jointing to break up rocks. The ,very crest of the

nari^w ridge, which runs at a tolerably uniform elevation for some distance, is

formed of a mass of sharp angular blo'^ks of trap piled up one upon another, four,

or five, or more deep, in. the manner of a moraine, with deep holes gaping between

them. A sharp shock of an earthquake, on my return to my tents, supplied a

hint that seismic disturbances ought not, perhaps, to be altogether left out of

view in accounting for the piling up of large blocks of rocks ono upon another in

the manner described.

The route I followed took mo along the south-west boundary of the trap from

the head of the Sangni valley as far as the spur running down to Digi.

It is a fine country, but as ray tents w'ero often pitched at an elevation of

raorc than 10,000 feet above the sea, I found it cold at night, and two days after

I descended to a lower level, my late camping grounds were white with snow.

The ridge at the heac^^f the Sangni valley commands a fine view of a range

of sqpwy peaks rising to over 21,000 feet in height, whilst my camp was usually

pitched on grassy slopes, abounding in flowers, just above the limits of the dark

pine forests that clothe the mountain sides'lower down.

Bears, red and black, and Bara Singha {Gervus cashminamis) allied to the

red stag of Eu];ope, and Tabr (Remitragm jemlaicus) are pretty numerous, and I

often saw tboir recent foot-priutS, but not the animals themselves. During the

summer mouths these grassy slopes support large herds of buffalos and sheep

which arc driven down into the plains*of the Punjab when the cold season begins

to^ set in. Sportsmen have a poor chapee of a bag until these herds have

departed.

Along the south-west boundary of the trap the rock in contact with it appears

to be the Silurian conglomerate. No reliance is to be placed on blocks as they

might be derived fr(5m the outcrop on the other side of the trap, but I believe I

saw the conglomerate m situ in two instances. The dip is usually- north-east, but

occasionally changes to the west.

The trap along the outcrop, described in the preceding pages, here^and there

passes into a porphyritio variety. It is a hard, dense, compact rock, ranging

from a dark purple-groy to a dark greenish-grey colour. Numerous crystals of

felspar are porphyritically imbedded in the dark base. Further remarks regard-

ing the microscopic character of the trap will be found in Partll.

My return route to the Siul was along the spur which runs down from the

main ridge to Digi.

The slates dipped frdin north-east-bv-north to north-north-east, very high, and

with an occasional reverse dip. They were of Silurian typo and not visibly con-

glomeritic, but as the outcrops were mostly the up-turned edges of the strata,
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opportunities of judging of their conglomentic character were bad, for the pebbles

ai'e seen for the most pai't when the splitting surfaces of the rock are exposed.

About 600 or 700 feet above Digi I came upon a narrow calcareous band,

the beds being earthy to slaty.

I have now made throe traverses west of the outcrop of the carbo-triassic

series seen typically below Dihur, up the Sangni valley,^ down the Digi

spur, and from Himgiri to Digi
; and in none of them did I come across any

thing like the darbo-triassic limestones. The calcareous band above Digi, and

the thin bed of limestone near Ohamkol, probably belong to the Blaini or to

the infra-Krol horizon.

The carbo-triassic limestones extend vciy little to the west of Duta. Infa-

Krol slates and the black crush rock are seen at and near the bridge over the

Siul below Kotta. A thin band of these rocks may extend up the river as far

as Pal, and some of them are doubtless implicated ih the isoclinal folds between

the outcrop of the trap and Bhandal, but the cai*bo-triassic limestones west of

Duta have either been squeezed out in the plications in which the silurian series

have been involved, or the area of deposition terminated at Duta.

Another point brought out by the field observations detailed above, is that the

outcrop of the conglomerate on the south of the trap is as broad as that already

mapped on the north of it. South of Manjir some of the streams running down
from the north-west into the Siul contain blocks of cbnglomerate, showing that

this formation is wide enough, south of Dihur, to overtop the crest of the ridge

between Ain and Gutaun.

From Manjir I crossed the Siul and proceeded along the spur which cul-

minates in the Duaut trigonomotrial station, and then made for the head of

the valley under the Rundhar station.

Simla slates dominate along the crest of the ridge, but the conglomerates

come in about half way down the north-eaptem side of the ridge above the village

of Mahdeb ^ (qpt marked on the map). The bed of the stream contains numerous

boulders of typical conglomerate. The dip varied from south-south-west to a

little east of north-east along the ridge, but in the valley under Rundhar from

east-north-east to north-east-by-east.

The trap crops out under the village of Bholu (not marked on the map), and

is here about 100 yards wide. It is succeeded by the carbo-triassic series

which is here in great force and very typically developed. The rocks in

immediate contact with the . trap are very micaceous carbonaceous slates
; then

follow dark-blue unaltered limestones ; these are succeeded by very micaceous

ates ;
thin bedded unaltered limestones otbur next and then micaceous slates

ollowed by limestones.

These mica slates deserve, I think, some notice. Their micaceous character

is clearly not due to contact metamorphism,^ for those at a distance from the

trap, and intercalated between unaltered dark-blue carbonaceous limestones, are

* A local corrnption donbtloss of Miihddeo. ^

* The trap according to my view is nn ancient lava and older than the carbo-triassic series, so

that l)cdR of the latter caimot^possibly have been nietainorphosed by the trap.
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as micaceous as those in contact with the trap. These mhaceous slates—arnica

schists they might well be called—suggest, 1 think, the conomsion, that the meta-

morphism of the type which consists in the formation of hydro-micas—or micas

of the species usually developed in slaty roeks—^may be brought about by aqueous

or hydro-thermal agencies, accompanied by a very moderate amount of heat. Here

we have highly micaceous slates intercalated with dark carbonaceous limestones

that give no trace of having been subjected to heat.

The outcrop of the trap in this region runs with the southern boundary of

the carbo-triassic series. In the north-westerly direction the trap evidently

extends beyond Bailaum to near Sanaira, for the stream that flows under that

village into the Siul contains boulders of it. No outcrop of it is to be seen on

the Kalel road or between Manjir and Dihur.

In its south-easterly extension, the trap runs past Chanena (not marked on

the map) ;
and crossing the rldgo west of Hulh (Hul), makes for Kail and Dila.

It tops the ridge east of Hulh above the village of Dhar, and then striking

for Amraili 01*08808 the Sao valley about three-quarters of a mile north of Sao.

The outcrop is here about 200 to 250 yards wide.

The carbo-triassic series continues in contact with the trap across the Hulh

and Sao valleys. In ascending the latter valley the last of the series seen

appears to be a massive grey quartzite. The dip is north-east-by-north.

The carbo-triassic serTos is succeeded by a very fine-grained massive silici-

ous ro^k of grey colour that gradually passes into massive slates. Some of the

former weather brown and some greenish, and they have superficially a trappean

aspect
;
they are also extremely tough and hard to break.

I explored the Sao valley for some distance beyond Lolaya in the direction

of the glaciers at its head and tbim returned to Sao. The next day I proceeded

up one of the side valleys dn o^er to cross the high range that divides it from

the Chanju valley. The first march •took me to Sarrah (elevation 7,140 feet),

a village not marked on the map. Dip perpendicular. The next day’s march

wasJ rather a severe one, but fortunately I engaged ten extra coolies for my
things; had I not done so 1 should not have seen any of them by nightfall.

First we had a stiff ascent to the summit (11,525 feet above the sea), and then

a walk for some miles along the ridge. No suitable place for an encampment

presented itself, as the nearest water was about 700 or 800 feet below us, and

firewood was almost as distant. We pushed on down a precipitous descent for

some Oujar huts about* 3,000 feet below, which we reached about 5 in the

afternoon. The spot was indeed a lovely one—a grassy glade in a pine forest

with the peaks and glaciers of Kailu and Kalka well in view
;
but <alas the Gujars

with their herds had left the spot, the streams had dried up, and no drinking

water was to bo had within a radius of miles. There was ifothing for it but

to push on for the nearest village, Sundri (Sunder), 3 miles further down
the mountain, which I reached at dusk after*walking for 11 hours, climbing

4,385 andjdcscending 4,525 feet.

The first thing to be done was to send back men with torches for the coolies,

who finally arrived without serious accident, my crockery.only coming to grief by
the way. •
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The moi'ch, though long, was a delightful one. From tho crest of the ridge,

the Kailu (18,639 feet in elevation) and its twin peak Kalka with the glacier

between them, 8 miles distant as the crow flics, formed a beautiful subject

for a picture. A snow-storm was going on in the back ground
;
the warm sun

gilded tho rich red and brown autumnal tints of the foreground ;
whilst checkered

and over changing lights and shadows wero playing over'* tho forests and
the grassy slopes of the middle distance. The clouds tipped the peaks and

cast their deep shadows over most of the snowy masses around
;
whilst the sun,

bathing the glacier of Kailu in light, made it, by its contrast with tho gloomy

masses by its side, look like the portal of a heavenly world beyond.

At the village of Sundri there was not a square foot of available level ground,

all the terraces being under crops, and so I had to pitch my tents on the flat roof

of a house. The process of washing my face and hands in the morning was a

source of great delight to a group of village maidens, who in these mountain

villages seem wholly unacquainted with tho cleansing properties of soap and

water.

Between Sao and Sundri (Sunder) I saw nothing of the conglomerate ; on

crossing the stream under Chanju, however, I came on blocks of it, and encoun-

tered them in nine different places between that and Bagai^ These blocks wero

not in situ^ but they appeared to be fragments of the local rock with which tho

matrix of the conglomerate quite corresponded. The dip was at one time south

but afterwards reverted to the normal direction. Below Bagai, on the left or

south bank of the river, I found the conglomerate in situ twice.

From Kalel the conglomerate appeal^ to strike nearly duo past for Bagai and

to continue thence towards the Chara Pass, where I am told that it occurs by

Dr. Hutchinson of Chamba.

In the course of the plications in which the Chamba rocks have been involved,

Silurian rocks, Iflwer in the scale than the conglomerates, appear to have been

brought in between the latter and tjho carbo-triassic series, which in the Manjir-

Kalel section is in contact with the conglomerates on both sides.

The dip between Bagai and Jasaor is about south-south-west.

On the Kalel and Balore road, on both banks of the river that flows between

Daund and Balore, I came upon numerous blocks of the conglomerate (they are

very abundant in the bed of the stream)
;
and though, owing probably to the

abundance of vegetation, I did not find any actually in situ on the ascent to

Masrund,^ I doubt not that the conglomerates, which are visible in situ in

numerous places round Manjir, and whi^ wo have seen in the preceding pages,

are abundant along the head of the Bailaum valley, arc continuous between the

two places.
^

During the summer of 1884 official duties led me to Simla, and I was unable

to carry out a projected tour in Pangi; Dr. Hutchison, of the Chamba Mission,

however, Idndly undertook to make observations for me, and in particular to

mark the boundaries of the siluiian conglomerate. His notes are given far-

ther on.

A Imlling place cot marCced on tbc map.
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On my return from Simla I was able to make a short toar up the Kali Cho

(Kali Chu) valley, in November, and I now proceed to give the results. Our

party consisted of Dr. Hutehison, my wife, and myself. We proceeded eastwards

from Chamba up the Ravi to a point opposite Basu, when we turned northwards

and journeyed isid Guh up the Belij (Bailj) valley as far as Kanaiter. A very

stiff climb of 5,200 feet from our encamping ground in the bed of the stream,

under Bulote, took us to the top of the Kanruter pass, which we crossed at an

elevation of 10,125 feet.

The hill sides were white with snow an,d the tracks of bears, probably the red

bear, wein; rather numerous. Our route lay just under the Thala station, and

we crossed the second indge running down between Oure and Thala (Thale) at

a high elevation. We encamped at the Dul,^ a level plot of land that must* once

have been a mountain tarn, just above the junction of the stream flowing from tlie

Silpiri station and the highest stream running into it from the north-east.

The march was a somewhat trying one, and though we started [early our

coolies did not get in until long after nightfall. About dinner time the sad news

was broken to us that all our crockery had been left behind at the top of the

pass ;
that the coolie carrying the load had given himself up for lost, and had sat

down to cry
;
and, that as he was deaf and dumb, the eloquence of our servants

had been exerted on him in vain.

Parties with a lantern* and torches were sent back to aid those behind, and
finally*all our men an*ived witliout accident.

Tlie Dul we found to be interosti'jg trom a geological point of view : it is evi-

dently a dried up tarn, and the mode in which it was formed is not far to seek.

The bed of the dul is bounded on the south by what appears to bo an old

moraine. It rises abruptly from the bottom of the dul to the height of about
60 feet, and on the outer side,•descends at a high angle to a considerable depth
into the ravine below. This bund runs in a straight lino wt right angles to

the course of the stream, whidh has cut a narrow channel through it, at one
side of the little valley, at its junction witli the solid rocks. The bund is appa-
rently formed of angular blocks of rock

;
there is nothing in the conformation

of the hill sides around to suggest the possibility of a land slip, and a careful

inspection of the locality convinced Dr. Hutchison and myself that the bund
is an old teiininal moraine, and that the ancient tarn was formed by the shrink-

ing of a glacier that has long since disappeared. The elevation of the Dul,
measured by my aneroid,* is 7,825 feet above the sea.

Our onward route was via Guar and Tanda to Chalaur, and thence through
Manda and Bani along the right bank of the stream until wo came abreast of

Badra, when we crossed to the opposite side.

The last 3 or 4 miles of this march illustrates well the general character
of the roads traversed during the whole of this tour and the kind of walking
that the Himalayan geologists must bo prepared to encounter. Our route lay
along the precipitous sides of the mountain

;
the path was not more than 9

inches wide
; a fringe of grass along the"^ edge seemed to invite the foot but gave

> On the accoinpnnyhig map the Dul is just below the 0 of the elevation of the Thala station
12,208 feet).

^

^
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way the moment it was trodden on. A fall would inevitably be fatal, for there

was neither tree nor bush to save you, and the mountain side sloped down to the

river, some 1,500 feet below, at so high an angle, and -^as clothed with grass so

slippery, that nothing could have saved a man once in motion downwards.

.This was varied eveiy now and then by rock work along precipices whore you

needed to use your hands, as well as your feet, and to be clevoh in prospecting

your way.

The trying part of tho march, however, camo as a honne botiche at its end.

The torrent under Budra has cut a deep jiarrow 'gorge through tho mountain
;

descent to tho water’s edge was impossible, and the only way to cross the stream was

by a frail bridge stretched from rock to rock some 150 or 200 feet above tho

roaring torrent below. The bridge was formed of three poles about 30 yards in

length, and across them small roughly hewn planks were fastened with twigs

forming a roadway of about a yard in width. A ptank was dangling by one end

over the chasm below, leaving a gap in tho roadway, and suggesting painful

doubts regarding iiie stability of the rest of tho structure. Tho bridge had neither

railing nor hand ropes.

There wtis nothing to be done but to face the bridge, and so I mounted tho

pile of stones that kept tho poles at one end in^^heir places and started. I must

confess that when I neared the centre my heart failed mo, and I felt horridly

tempted to turn back, but a moment’s reflection convinced me that if I attempted

to do 80 I should probably topple over, and so I strode onwards with hastened

step and cleared tho bridge with greabthankful ness.

Now camo my wife’s turn. My guide doubted her being able to retain her

presence of mind, and wanted to bandage her eyes and carry her over on his back,

but she disdained to accept this mode of progression and walked over with steady

and unfaltering step.
*

I was not sufprised to find that one o£ the laden hillmen who arrived whilst

T was resting at the bridge was unable to face it, and a man with a better head

was obliged to cross over and relieve him of his load.

From Budra wo proceeded up tho stream as far as Luindi, a hamlet of threo

huts, the highest inhabited place in tho valley. Tho season was too late to

proceed any further, and there was no object in our doing so, for an inspection of

the boulders in tho bed of the stream, flowing down from tho Kali Gho, showed

that no new rocks come in between Luindi and tho crest of the pass.

Our return route was along the ,left bank of the stream vih Baragrao and

Tatahu to Kani, on the right bank of the Ravi, and thence to Aulansa (Hulans).

On a previous occasion^ I proceeded from Aulansa Chamba via Kote, but on

this occasion we struck down to a new road in progress of construction along tho

bed of the Ravi, is that gave good exposures of the rooks.

From Bakaun I went up the stream running to tho west of the Basu station

and marked the boundary of thb outcrop of gneissose granite there. In this

region it is a porphyritic and perfectly granitic rock. *

Having describ^ my route, the rooks seen by tho way can now be noted.

The conglomerates crop ^nt under Gah (north of Basu) and continue typically

I Records, Xiri* 38. •
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developed to the point noted on the map. They dip under limestonea that

remind mo somewhat of the Blaini rocks, and which, like them, effervesce slowly

with acids. The outcrop is about 100 yards thick, and it is followed by slates,

some of which are rather dark. Limestones succeed at the stream to the sputh of

Puger. Theseeffervesce freely with acids. From this point up to tho head of the

valley the rocks are Silurians, vt«., what appear to be Simla slates and fine-grained

silicious beds, many of the latter being superficially of trappoidal aspect similar

to those north of Sao.
*

In this section the lower Silurians are nowhere reached. The apparent thick*-

ness of these beds is very great, but the rocks are, I think, repeated by flexures.

On the homeward journey we carried these Silurians with us all the way to

Kani. Just below this village the carbo-triassics come in. On the descent to the

Ravi we noted five outcrops of them intercalated with slates
;
the first outcrop

being about 300 yards in thicjkness* The limestones here are very earthy, and for

the most part so shaly in appearance that the hammer and acid bottle had to be

in constant use. A casual traveller might easily overlook these outcrops altogether.

The limestones are succeeded by the conglomerate; the limestone in actual

contact with the latter weathers brown and effervesces slowly with acids, remind-

ing one in both respects of the Blaini magnesian limestone*

The outcrops of the conglomerate between Anlansa and Chitrali (Ghitrahi),

along the Koti road, havel^en described in a former paper. Descending to the

Ravi, T[ noted an outcrop of trap in the slates near tho border of the conglo-

merate. It is only about six yards wide, «but it appears to be interbedded with

the slates, and to be on the same horizon as the Sao trap.

The conglomerates exposed on the new road are, as usual, not continuously

conglomeritic, but they are seen typically developed on both margins and at least

one other intermediate place. •The total apparent thickness of the series is very
great, and one must either suppose that tho period during which the conglomerates
were laid down was of great deration, and that the conglomeritic period recurred
more than once, at long intervals, under conditions precisely similar to those of
the first deposition; and that tho rocks under denudation and the mode of
deposition were identically the same on each recurrence of the conglomeritic
period

; or wo must suppose that the thickness of the conglomeritic series is

apparent only, and that tho conglomerates are repeated by folding and flexures.

The latter supposition is the one I have adopted. The section along the river
presents much to support* this view. Dark slates, which are probably infra-Krol,
are, I think, folded up with the congloujierate, whilst a very peculiar rock is un-
doubtedly reproduced. This is a very white rock which at first sight seems to be
calcareous, but it refused to effervesce with acids.

Among the beds folded up with the conglomerates is a rock Vith dark bands
in it that presents some interestiDg and instructive examples of small local
faulting. «

Throughout tho area•embraced by my tour of November 1884, the dip of the
strata is uniformly north-easterly. Froih Eanaiter to Quar the dip is very high
and in one place* quite perpendicular. Opposite Budxjk the strata on the top*
of the mountain present to view a* flat wavy synclinal flexuie, whilst the beds
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below are in some places almost perpendicular, and in others crumpled into sharp

folds like the capital letter M. At first sight one might suppose that the strata

on the top of the mountain opposite Budra rested unconformably on the perpendi-

cular and contorted rocks below, but I feel sure that this appearance is only the

result of the great lateral pressure to which the rocks have beenisubjocted, and is

to be explained in the way suggested in my first paper (Record# X, pp. 208, 209).

The present contour of the mountains having been determined before the last

Himalayan disturbances took place, the strata in the direct line of the squeeze

naturally suffered more than the strata above thAt line.

The explanation which I have given in Part III of this paper of the section

through Hulh (Hul) applies, I think, to the stratigraphy of the Belij and Kdli Cho

valleys, the only difference being that the Silurians in their south-easterly exten-

sion have been involved in more flexures than those in the Suo section—^their

apparent thickening being due to this cause
;
and the Simla slates have been

in the Belij section Introduced next the carbo-triassic series, and are pi'obably

repeated further north.

The following notes on the geology of the Pangi valley south 'of Kilar have

been written for me by Dr. Hutchison, and contain the results of his observa-

tions this year :

—

As far fls the village of Haile,' the silnrians continue with.a low south-west nip, and beyond

this a north-OAst dip sets in. About 8 miles north of Uiiile, whore the second nallah from the north

joins the main ice stream, the micaceous sdhistose bods give place to the Bhiini conglomerate ^vith

white and grey quartz pebbles, which however did not seem to be very numerous. A little farther

north the rocks are coloured with iron oxide, but they seemed to be of the same chAracter us the

conglomerates. Proceeding towards the Cheiii (Chain) pass tbo conglomerate rocks still continu-

ed, and were In places well marked ; and the main ice stream contained imuiorcus boulders of a con-

glomeritic character. About 2 miles from the top of tffe pass these rocks began to bo mixed up

with rooks of a slaty appearance and non-couglomeritic ; and the top was composed of slates of

much the same appearance and character as thp coarse slates used for roofing. The dip from

Haile to the summit was north-east ut a low angle, getting higher and higher near the top ; and a

mile to the north of it the strata became quite perpendicular, and continued so till the Chandra

Bagba rivor was neared when a high south-west dip set in. About half-way below the top of the

pass, and the junction of the ice stream with the Chandra Bagha, there is a very well marked out-

crop of conglomerate about half a mile or so in thickness. The rocks between the top of the

pass and this outcrop did not seem conglomeritic, but 1 suppose they must be regarded as be-

longing to the conglomerate series. North of this point the rooks seemed Silurian—micaceous and

qnai tzose schists and slates.

From near Kilar to a point one mile south of the Mocha stream the rocks are Silurians with a

south-west dip. South of this there arc two very narrow bands of a pule blue sub-crystalline

limestone, each 9 or 10 feet thick. Succeeding these is a well-marked outcrop of conglomerates

which continue to a point opposite the village of Phinphar. /Throughout a considerable portion

of this distance the road is partly cut out of the solid rock and partly supported un crowbars fixed

horizontally into the face of the perpendicular cliff. The matrix of the conglomerate is micaceous

schist, and the contained boulders are chiefly of white quartz, some of them as much as 9
inchos in their long diameter. These rocks are succeeded by Silurians with a south-west dip getting

higher and higher till the strata become perpendicular to the south of the Cheni stream and

opposite the village of Kalaul ; and they continoe so as far as the village of Sugwas. Here a

band of limestone comes in, 140 feet in tbioknbs8,.of a dark colour, soft and friable. Next come

slaty rocks for half a mile or so, and then another band of limestone, sub-crystalline in texture,

Httile is on tlio lumh niae of the.Clieni^(ChMia) pa89 iior<h of Debt Kotl. ^
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•ihl also alwnt 140 feat thick. Tb|| is foilowcd by weli-marked conglomerates, fall of pebbles

which coutiouo nearly as far as tha^int where the river bends round to the south. The dip

opposite Sugwas is still vertical, but beirinning to incline to the north-east, and this inclination

becomes more marked as the southern border of the conglomerate is neared. Next come micaceous

and qnnrtzose rocks with a moderate north-east dip till after crossing the stream coming down

from the peak marked ** snowy peak black cone 17,145 feet and half way between that stream and

the one to the south of it the conglomerates come in again and continue till the stream from the

Drati pass is neared. The rocks abound in pebbles of white and grey quartz, and the rocks on the

other side of the river are seen to be also conglomeritic and weathering a very J)Iack colour near

the margin of the water. In the bed of the Drati stream the rocks are greenish in colour and

not conglomeritic ; they look like middle silarif^us. These continue with a moderate north-east

dip to within a short distance of the large stream which joins the Chandra Bagha from the south-
midway between Tindi and Silg^aon. Hero well-marked conglomerates come in again with pebbles

of white and grey quartzite and granitoid gneiss, the latter becoming more numerous near Silgraoii

encamping ground. They have a north-east dip and continue to within a mile of the point

marked ** bridge ” on the map. Immediately above the bridge and on the left bank of the river are

seen (from the opposite side) several large blocks of quartzite from 2 to 8 feet long and 8 or 9

inches thick embedded in the slates beyond the border of the conglomerate.

These silurian slates continue on into Lahoiil, the dip becoming perpendicular between

Silgraon and Margraou and inclining over to the south-west beyond Triloknath. In the sti'eam

to the south of that place, there are many large and typical boulders of conglomerate, but 1

nowhere saw the rock in'situ.

On my return journey 1 crossed the Drati Pass, but found no rock which appeared to mo
conglomeritiu till I came within a mile of Chanju. The Ohara Pass is I know composed of

conglomerate which seemed to mt, when I crossed it two years ago, to extend continuously from

half way^own the northern side of the pass to the village of Bagai (Bagbi) below Chanju.’*

I have marked tke outcrops of coaglomeyate noted by Dr. Hutchison on my
map in consultation with him, and these outcrops I have connected with those

observed by me on the north-east side of the Sach Pass, and on the western side

of the snowy chain.

Dr. Hutchison believes thaip the outcrop at Phinphar (the most northern

outcrop marked on the map, a little to the south of Kilar) is continuous with

that which crops out on the north-east aide of the Sach Pass. The latter out-

cropf ho believes, splits into two arms—onef curving round to Phinphar, and the

other joining hands with the outcrop at Sugwas. The latter supposition does

not scorn open to any doubt, as the conglomerate has been seen in situ by Dr.

Hutchison on both sides of the Cheni (Chaia) Pass, and its boundaries on both

sides of that pass have been carefully noted.

It is not improbable that the outcrop on the north-cast side of the Sach Pass

splits up in the manner suggested. The apparent thickness of the conglomerates

I have all along supposed to be owing to flexions
;
and to older, and probably at

times younger, slates having been caught up in their folds. The splitting up

then of the Sach conglomerate into two arms seems to be only a reproduction of

the conditions of the Hiilh (Hul) section, where a great thiokuess of silurian

slaty rocks have, in the manner explained in Part HI, been inserted between the

Sao and Bagai outcrop of the conglomerate. •

The Phinphar outcrop of the conglomerate apparently curves round to the

north-east, for Dr. Hutchison tells me thtit he found numerous boulders of this

rock as well as Irmestone near the village of Sana up the Hanan nala, which
runs into the Chandra Bhaga at Kil^r.

*
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Dr. Hutchison is also of opinion that the Sagi?|p and Snlgraon outcrops are

continuous (which was also the view taken by Mr. Ljdekker), and that the out-

crops observed by him (Dr. Hutchison) on both sides of the Chara Pass runs

into it.

.The Salgraon outcrop apparently curves round alid runs along the northern

side of the Kali Cho, for Dr. Hutchison observed numerous boufders of it in the

stream flowing down from the Gheroh snowy cone into the Chandra Bhdga at

Triloknith
;
whilst we saw none in the bed of the stream at Luindi on the south-

ern side of that mountain. •

The slates associated with the upper silurian conglomerate in the parts of

P4ngi embraced by Dr. Hutchison's paper arc probably middle Silurians consider-

ably altered by the proximity of granite.

It is interesting to note that, as in the Simla area, the conglomerates are rare-

ly far separated from limestones ; those immediately*in contact with them present-

ing points of resemblance to the Blaini rock.

I have not coloured the limestone outcrops noted by Dr. Hutchison on my map,

because the doubt remains whether they are of upper silurian age, or whether

they also embrace some of the carboniferous limestones. This doubt was also

felt by Mr. Lydekker with reference to the limestones observed by him in the

region embraced by Dr. Hutchison’s paper.

In the typical Simla area a thick band of infra-Krol (carboniferous^ slates

intervene between the Blaini (upper silurian) limestones and the carbo-tiriassie

(Krol) series
; but these carbonaceous slates seem to be sometimes absent in the

Chamba area.

In view of this difficulty, and in the absence of fossils, I have^thought it best

not to give the limestones of Pdngi, noted by Dr. Hutchison, a distinctive colour

on my map.

Conclusion,

The result of the tours detailed in* the preceding pages has been to confimr me
in the view expressed in my paper on the Geology of Dalhousie, that the trap of

the Dalhousie-Chamba area is of infra carboniferous age, and that in this region

it comes in between the carbo-triassic and the silurian series.

To the north-west of Dihur, where the carbo-triassic limestones have either

thinned out, or, more probably, have been squeezed out in the course of the pli-

cations in which the Chamba area has been involved, the trap is in contact with the

upper silurian conglomerate along both margins
; whilst at Dihur, and in the

Bailaum-Sao direction, it comes in between the ca^bo-triassic series and the con-

glomerate.

The trap dies out between Dihur and Bailaum, but it will be seen on referring

to the map that the disappearance of the trap coincides with a very sharp bend

in the strike of the strata. The trap when it disappears in the neighbourhood of

Dihur is in contact with the northern boundary of the co>rbo-tnassic series, whilst

when it re-appears it is in contact with the southern boundary of that series. On
the supposition that the trap intervenes between the upper silulian conglomerates

and the carbo-triassic series, this may be accounted for by the flexions in which
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these rocks have been involved. Moreover, the deposition of the lava streams o{

the infra-oarboniferons volcanoes may have been limited towards the west in tiie

Dihnr area, and towards the east in the Bailanm and Sao area. Furthermore, it

is evident that the plications in which the Ghamba rooks have been involved

resulted in faults, for the upper silurian conglomerates, which are in contact mth
the northern bosindaiy of the carbo-triassic series at Dhar and Ealel, have Imn
removed to a distance from that boundary in t*he Hulh and Sao sections, what

appear to be silurian rocks lower in the series than the Simla states coming in

between them.

The northern boundary of the carbo-triassic aeries in the Bailaum-Sao area,

therefore, being evidently a faulted one, the non-appearance of the trap along the

northern boundary of the carbo-trifissic limestones in that area need occasion no

surprise.

The fact that the trap didb out between Dihnr and the neighbourhood of Bai-

laum may be due either to faulting or to the fact that the Dihur and the Bailanm

flows were connected with different volcanic vents, and the lava flows did not

extend into the area between Dihur and Bailaum. This last explanation is, I

think, the true one, and it is the one which I have adopted in Part III of this

paper.

Mr. Lydekker at page 2il of his memoir on Kashmir remarks that It cannot

be taken as certain that all the conglomerates of the Easlimir valley correspond to

the Bfaini conglomerate, since in the Pir-Panjal range the conglomerates appear

to occur in the middle of the s}ate scries, and are never even when the traps are

absent in direct contact with the Zanskar i*ock.”

I do not venture to offer any opinion about the Pir-Panjfil rocks, but the re-

sult of my explorations detailed in this paper show that where plications and

faults are abundant, some sectims are apt to be misleading. A traveller journey-

ing northwards from Hulh through Ghanju would encounter a great thickness of

silurian rocks on either side* of the conglomerate; whilst another journeying

nouthwards along a parallel line through* Kalcl would find the conglomerate

in junction with the carbo-triassic series on both sides of the Qutci*op of the

latter.

I have examined under the microscope a slice of the fine-grained sandstone

which intervenes between the conglomerate at Ghanju and the corbo-tmssic

series at Hulh. It is a highly indurated rock composed of grains of quartz and

felspar with strips of muscovite in it here and there. The whole of the interstitial

mud has been convened into mica, apparently paragonite. Under the microscope

the sandstone has an ancient aspect, and its appearance confirms my impression

that it is a silurian rock that occurs lower down in the series than the Simla

slates. •

PART II.

THE MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF THE TRAPS DESGRIBEP IX PART 1.

I have already described in the preceding pages the way in whicli trap crops

out along two distinct lines, one to the north, and the o^her to the south, of the

carbo-triassic series. In the following pages I purpose giving the i^esults of the
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examination of thin slices of these traps under the microscope, and then to

compare the two outcrops with each other, and with that in the Dalhousie area.^

I shall begin first with the trap to the north of the carbo-triassic series.

Bidge above BliAadal—Altered Basalts,
^

No. 1,—A greenish-grey rock mottled with epidote. Sp. Q. ^86.

M.—The groundmass consists of triclinic felspar crystals radiating in all

directions. Au^te was originally abundant, but a considerable portion of it has

been converted into epidote in situ. The ^ugite is traversed by cracks stopped

with epidote and viridite.

The slice contains much magnetite, or ilmenite, and some hematite and

viridite.

The rock is an altered basalt approximating to a diabase. No glassy babe can

be made out and the slice contains no liquid cavities.*

No. 2.—A greenish grey compact rock rather mottled in its appearance. Sp
G. 2-94.

M.—Epidote abounds in this slice, but no augite can be identified with cer-

tainty. Viridite is abundant. The felspar is in rather largo crystals, many of

which are visibly triclinic.

The slice contains a small amygdaloidal cavity stopped with viridite, calcite,

quartz and a white zeolite. The quartz contains a 'few liquid cavities with

movable babbles.

I think this specimen belongs to the same class as the last, but it is a highly

altered rook.

Andesites.

No. 3.—A greenish-grey compact rock. Two amygdulos are visible in the

hand specimen, composed of a white zeolite and a little epidote. Sp. G. 2*80.

No. 4.—A greenish-grey compact rock, little red qiecks being visible in it,

here and there, due to the peroxidation of the iron. This sample is very like a

typical specimen of the Mnndi and Dalhousie traps. 8p. G. 2*82.

M.—Most of the felspar is visibly triclinic and it is grouped in the usual

stellate manner. Crystals of epidote are here and thei'e to bo seen, and there is a

considerable amount of viridite in irregular lake-like spaces. A green dichroic

mineral, which appeal’s to be hornblende, is present in minute prisms, fringing,

or more or less connected with viridite.

Extinction takes place at an angle from the axis of the piism which agrees

with the angle of extinction for hornblende.

There is a good deal of ilmenite, and possibly rar^etite, present in the slice,

besides some leucoxenc, haematito and ferrite. The red spots seen on the hand
specimens are due to the two latter secondary products.

Those specimens, which appear to belong to the andesite group, are particu-

larly interesting, as they seem to* mo to exhibit in its first stages those metamor-

phic changqi, which have, I think, converted some of the igneous rocks of the

Satlej area into hornblende schists.

‘ Desciibcd in Rcconh, XV, p 34.
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No liquid cavities are present in slices 3 and 4.

No. 5.—A greenish-grey compact rock. It fuses under the blowpipe to a

dark, almost black, magnetic bead. Sp. G. 2*79.

M.—This is a highly fclspathic variety
; it consists of congeries of felspar

crystals, many# of which are visibly triclinic, imbedded in a glassy base. A pale

almost colonrlcds viridifce is rather abundant. Very little epidote is present.

The slice contains a considerable amount of magnetite and a red product of its

alteration. This specimen is, 1 think, a transitional variety between the andesites

and fel sites.

• Felsitra,

Nos. C and 7.—Greenish-grey compact rocks. Sp, G, 2*96 and 2 80, Both

fuse under the blowpipe to a dark, almost black, magnetic bead,

M.-—No. 6 consists of epidote in a colourless glassy-looking base, which

remains dark when revolved between crossed nicols.

No. 7 has none of the microscopic characters of serpentine, and it unquestion-

ably is not that substance, but nevertheless under the microscope it looks more

like serpentine than anything with which I can compare it. In ordinary trans-

mitted light it appears to be composed of granular matter imbedded in a colour-

less, or nearly colourless, base. Between crossed nicols the granular matter is

seen to bo isotropic, and The field remains dark between crossed nicols, relieved by

stripes and irregular patches of the doubly i‘efractivo matter which polarise with

a yellow tint.
'

•

A little epidote and calcite are to be seen here and there ; whilst the slice

is dappled with patches of a substance, white in reflected, and opaque in trans-

mitted light. Neither specimen'contains any trace of a basaltic mineral.

No. 8.—The weathered surface has a slaty aspect, but when a lens is used, un-

weathered portions present a mottled fclspathic appearance. In colour the rock

is a pale greenish-grey, Sp. G. 2'81.

'M.—The groundmass consists of a glass of very pale yellow-ochre colour in

transmitted light. In this there are little patches and strings of colourless

granular matter, crystalline in aspect, which remain dark when revolved under

crossed nicols. Clear lacunie of the yellow glass are seen here and there : they

have invariably*a border of the granular matter, and patches of this product of

divitrification penetrato into and are dappled over the lacunas.

Under crossed nicols the pale yellow base breaks up into a black and white,

mottled crypto-crystalline mass, whilst hero and there portions polarise with a

yellow tint.

The arrangement of the whole, both with and without polansod light, is

highly suggestive of fluxion structure.
*

A few specks of red ferrite are visible in the slice.

No. 9.—^A compact rock of reddish bix)wn-colour mottled with green. Sp.

G. 2*80.

M.—The base is crypto-crystalline like the lost specimen. In this blebs of

quartz are sparsely distributed, and there is a considq^rable amount of epidote.

Some of the latter looks much like augHo in process of con]^ersion into epidote
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There are oraoka and veins in the slice filled with quartz, and some of these cracks

penetrate the epidote.

The quartz contains liquid cavities with movable bubbles, bat they are very

minute and require high powers to be visible.

.The magnetite has almost wholly been converted into an opaque red ferrite

and to this change in the oxidation of the iron the red colour of*the rock is due»

the yellowish-green patches being due to the presence of epidote.

Specimens 6 to 9 must, 1 think, be as classed as felsites.

Basalt Porphyry,

Six hand specimens and seven thin slices of the porphyritic variety of the

trap found on the ridge above Bhandal have been examined.

The porphyrite is an extremely tough rock andi breaks with great difficulty,

even when a heavy hammer is used. The matrix is perfectly compact, and it is

generally of a dark bluish-grey colour, though in some specimens it is greenish-

groy.

The specific gravity of the basalt porphyries ranges from 2*76 to 3*01, the

average specific gravity being 2*89.

Under the microscope, the groundmass, in most of the specimens, is seen to be

of basaltic structure, and consists of minute prisms, and crystallites of felspar,

set in a matrix of fine granular matter ; whilst in others this granular matter is

comparatively sparse, and the groundmass approximates, in character, more 'to an

andesite or trachyte, and consists of a net work of minute, but for the most part,

imperfectly formed crystals of felspar.

Fluxion structure is more or less observable in all the specimens. In some

the groundmass passes here and there into a micro-felsitic substance.

Magnetite is abundant in all the slices, being present in micro-grains of irregu-

lar shape. Ilmenite also is, or has probal)ly been, present, as the slice is dappled

with an opaque substance resembling leucoxene.

Augite in granules appear to be sparsely present in a few specimens.

The g^at majority of the porphyritic crystals, and a large number of the

micro-prisms of felspar, are visibly triclinic. The former are much corroded,

cracked and broken, whilst portions of the groundmass penetrate into their sub-

stance in the form of tongues. Some of those large plagioclfllse fragments are

much bent, the planes of twinning being bent with the prism
;
whilst one crystal

is broken into fragments which have been fioated to some little distance from each

other. These porphyritic crystals clearly belo|ig to the first epoch of consoli-

dation.

The slices cpntain rather large crystals of augite, but most of it is much
altered, being converted into a brownish-yellow substance, or into epidote.

One of the slices, the groundmass of which is of unusually small grain,

abounds in what appear to have been vesicular cavities. They are nearly all

flattened and drawn out into irregular-shaped lacunas. They are lined round the

edge with granular epidote and stopped with epidote, and a serpentinous-looking

substance, of the palest^ellow tint in transn^itted light.
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Some of the large felspars contain cavities filled with viridite and epidote,

which probably represent olivine or augite crystals : others contain small patches

of calcite and viridite, the evident products of decomposition.

A few cavities contain secondary quartz and a zeolite.

In one of the slices, the magnetite, which here and there is crystallized in a

regular manner, Exhibits a tendency to assume semi-circular foimis. One of these

figures resembles the wheel of a cart cut in half, there being a thick semi-circular

ring of uniform width with spokes radiating to it from a sort of nave.

1 have not detected any liquid caylties in the secondary quartz or in the

felspar.

This variety of the trap should, I think, be called a basalt porphyry.

Ridge above Tiloga. Volcanic tuffs.
m

17.

—A greenish-grey compact rock . Sp. G. 2 67

18.

—A grey compact rock . . . Sp. Q. 2*82

19.

—A dark greenish-gi'ey rock . . Sp. G. 2*93

20.

—A grey compact rock . . . Sp. G. 2'87

21.

—A greenish-grey compact rock . Sp. G. 2*70

In No. 17 the weathered surface presents a fine-gi*ained granular appear-

ance, which strongly suggtftsts the idea that the rock is a consolidated ash. In

No. 18*tho surface is so overgrown with lichen that nothing can be made out;

but in No. 19 the granular character is sqinewhat doubtfully discernible. In

Nos. 20 and 21, the weathered surface gives indications of a laminated arnange-

mont of the materials. Most of the specimens are more or less finely vesicular,

or have empty interspaces here and there between the grains.

M.—The majority of the slices are distinctly vesicular, a structure which is

very characteristic of an ash,^ but, with the exception of No. 20, none of the slices

give any indication of fragmentary structure under the microscope. In the last-

mentioned slice, much of it is seen between cfossed nicols to be fibrous in patches,

the fibres in one patcli running in a diiferoni direction to tliose of neighbouring

patches,—an nnungement which imparts a fragmentary appearance to the whole.

In No. 21 the remains of a crumpled lamination arc distinctly visible, the old

lamination being represented by irregular lines of viridite.

No augite, felspar, or other original mineral of the lava, except magnetite, is

visible in any of the slices ; but cpidote, green mica, and patches of calcite are

generally distributed throughout them.

A dull quartz finds a place more or less in all the slices
;

it is scattered about

in minute flecks, or in micro-grains, which exhibit a strong tendency to cluster to-

gether, and form, with granular viridite, spots dotted over some of the slices.

Magnetite also shows a tendency to form borders round those spots, and here it

is probably a secondary product.
,

Irregular veins traverse some of the slices, and they are stopped with quartz,

magnetite, and granular viridite. Some ^raygdaloidaUlookiiig cavities are filled

with calcite, and quartz, in micro grains.

.
* S«o Dr. Sorby in Q.TT. G. S., Vol. XX.'CVl, p. 55.
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Viridite forms a more or less prominent object in all the slices. There are no

porphyritic crystals
; the f^roundraass contains neither microlith nor crystallite and

presents no characteristic structure.

The Tiloga specimens ai'e all, I think, intensely altered volcanic tuffs.

Nos. 17 and 18 might conceivably be highly altered ve.sicular lavao, in which case

one would have to attribute the distinctly fine-grained granuljfr surface to the

effects of weathering on a very fine-grained vesicular mass, but this supposition

is not a probable one. No. 19 may possibly be a highly altered felsite. “ Finely

bedded ash, when highly altered, is undiatinguishablo in microscopic structure

from an undoubted felstone-lava ;*’
* but in this case the high specific gravity of

No. 19 is opposed to the view tliat it is an altered felsite. On the whole, taking

into consideration the granular weathered surface of No. 17, the distinctly lamin-

ated structure of No. 21, and the general features of these specimens, I nave with

some doubt and hesitation come to the conclusion tliat Nos. 17 to 21 are highly

altered volcanic tuffs.

Considering the age of these rocks it is not surprising that ash of so fine a

grain should have been so highly altered.

The Bailaum-Eulh (IIul) outcrop}. Altered volcanic ash.

The samples (1 to 21) alwve described are from tl^e outcrop of the trap to

the north of the carbo-triassic aeries running from near Dihur (Duire) in (^north-

westerly direction towards Badrawar. Tlie following specimens were takeu from

the outcrop which occurs to the south of the carbo-triassic series between Bailautn

and Hulh.

Nos. 22 and 23.—Greenish-grey compact rocks from Bl^plu, under the

Bundhar Trigonometrical Survey station. The outcrop here is only about 100

feet in thickness. The Sp. G. of No. 22 is 2*81 and of No. 23, 2*88, No. 22 is

somewhat fissile, and minute specks of nrjica are \ isiblo in it hero and there. On
the cut surface it has a streaky appearance. One of the surfaces of No. 23, which

is perfectly flat, is distinctly granular.

M.—The groundmass of No. 22 is crypto-crystalline
;
no definite crystals

of felspar are anywhere discernible, granules or fragments of what appears to bo

angite, are scattared abont in it
;
tho most prominent feature, however, is the pre-

sence of what I take to be hornblende in minute thin prisms, fibres, and irregular

masses intermingled with mica. The hornblende in transmitted light is of the palest

brown-green colour, and is not at all dichroic. Extinction takes place at from 3

to 20 degrees from the axis of the prisms. Tlie prisms and fibres, generally, but

not always, run in the same general direction, whilst the mica always does so.

The slice contains several empty vesicular cavities.

No. 23 is much the same sort of rock as the last
;
the hornblende, however,

is absent, and a mica ranging from a pale brown-green to a reddish-greenish-brown

takes its place. This mica is ubundant.

Crystals of felspar, most of which are visibly triclinic, are very abundant in

this slice
;
their external outlines are highly irregular, and never exhibit straight

lines.

» J. Clifton Ward, Q J. G. S.^Vol. XXXI, p. 105,
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The slice contains a few patches of hesmatite. There are some vesicular

cavities, some of which are stopped with calcite
;
calcite also occurs in minute

granules throughout the slice^

Some of the felspai's contain a few exti'emelj minute cavities with movable

bubbles. •

Both specimens are, 1 think, intensely altered ashes.

Hulh, Hornblende andesites.

The following specimens were taken below the village of Hulh, in the valley

of that name, from the j^ame horizon as Nos. 22 and 23, but some miles to the

. south-east of Bholu.

No. 24.—A fine-grained pale greenish-grey rock. With a pocket lens it is

seen to be sub-crystalline. Under the blowpipe it fuses to a very dark magnetic

bead. Sp. G. 2*88.

M.—This is quite a typical lava : it is composed of an intimate mixture of

triclinic felspar, in prisms radiating in all directions, and hornblende. The

latter is in prisms fringed at the ends with microlitea of the same mineral.

'J^lie hornblende is of the palest conceivable green tint and exhibits no dichroism
;

here and there, however, the prismatic cleavage planes intersect at the angle

characteristic of hornbleijde
;
extinction also agrees with that of this mineral.

No ^ugite can be identified, but epidoto, colourless in transmitted light, and

wliich does not exhibit dichroism, is rather abundant. A little secondary calcite

is also present. No magnetite or ilmenite Is to bo seen, but Iho slice is dappled

witli a granular opaque substance, whitf^ in reflected light, which seems allied to

leucoxene.

A glassy base of very pale ^^llowish-green colour is visible here and there.

The felspar contains nests of microlites which may possibly he apatite, but I

think they are more probably colourless hornblende like those fringing the ends

of the hornblende prisms. Their action oq polarised light is swamped in that

of the felspar.

The rock is evidently one that has suffered a large amount of alteration.

No. 25.—A greenish-grey compact rock much mottled with epidote and

containing zeoHtic amygdules here and there. Sp. G. 2 98.

No. 26.—A bluish-grey compact rook with specks of white zcolito showing

in it. Sp. O. 2*89.

No. 27.—A bluish-grby compact rock. Sp. G. 2*91.

M.—These are all highly altered rocks. The ground mass is felspathio,

passing, in No. 26, here and there into cjjiartz. It contains mottled masses and

fine acicular prisms of hornblende. The hornblende is of green colour and is

feebly dichroic in No. 25, but is colourless and non-dichroic in tlie other slices.

Epidote is a prominent feature in No, 25, and it is more or less abundant in

the other slices also. A mica of greenish-yelldw colour in transmitted light is

present in No. 26. Square and triangular sections of magnetite occur in No 25.

All these slices (Nos. 25 to 27) contain amygdules composed of zeolites,

quartz, calcite, epidote, and mica. The zeolites are full of liquid cavities with

movable bubbles.
•
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Conclusion,

Some of the specimens described in the preceding pages (Part II) very much
resemble, in macroscopic appearance, typical specimens of the Dalhousie and

Maendi altered basalts
;
but the result of the microscopic examination of the

whole is to show that, in the region north of Dalhousie, the traps ha7e changed

considerably ii^ type; they pi*esent more variety, too, than those south of

Dalhousie.

In the ridge north of Bhdndal basalt porphyribs become prominent and afford

an additional link between the volcanic rocks of Chaniba and those of Kashmir,

where similar porphyritic traps are not uncommon.

'

I have termed the porphyritic rocks above described basalt porphyry, because

in specific gravity they range as high as 3*01, and their average is 2*80 *, and

because the groundmass of moat of them is basaltic in structure. Jn some

specimens, however, the groundmass approximates in character to that of an

andesite or trachyte ;
but the felspars belong to the triclinic system, and the

rock, therefore, is clearly not allied to tho trachytes.

No olivine has been found in any of the specimens examined
;
but considering

the age of these rocks and the extent to which they have undergone alteration,

1 do not, for the purposes of classification, attach much importance to this fact.

Olivine is an unstable mineral and one of the first to succumb to aqueous or

hydro-thermal agencies
;
the rock contains secondary products that commonly

result from the decomposition of olivine ;
whilst tho high specific gravity of tho

rock indicates that it belongs to the basic class.

Of the unporphyritic and compact traps d(^||||||A in tho preceding pages,

the microscope shows that Nos. 1 and 2 are altered basalts approximating to

diabase. Those specimens probably represent dykes of volcanic matter, injected,

at some pressure, into rents in tho accumulated Is va, rather than surface flows.

The rest of the specimens of compact trap examined exhibit a considerable

change of typo as compared with the volcanic rocks south of Dalhousie. As a

whole they are more folspailiic in character, so much so that I have classed

Nos. 6 to 9 as felsites. Hornblende makes its appearance, and in some speci-

mens it forms, with triclinic felspar, the predominating mineral. 1 have classed

these as andesites and hornblende andesites. Some of these rocks, as for instance

No. 24, are quite typical lavas.

Another interesting feature brought out by tbo examination of the specimens

described in Part II of this paper is, that there seems reason, to regard those from

Tiloga, near the south-east termination of thr^northern outcrop, and those from

Bholu, near the north-west commencement of the southern outcrop, as altered

ashes.

This would seem to favour the view that tho outcrop to the north of the

oarho-triassic series belongs to an eruption distinct from that which supplied the

lava to the south of that series
;
ashes taking the place of lava along the skirts of

the pre-carbo-triassic volcanoes.

^ Lydekker's Kdshmir, pp. 221 aud 218.
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If the Tiloga and Bholu beds are, as I take them to be, altered tuffs, this

conclusion will help us to understand doubtful rooks in other localities and
confirm the inference already arrived at regarding some Kashmir traps.^ This

determination, moreover, supports the view advanced by Mr, Lydekker in his

Memoir on Kashmir,» tliat the volcanic rocks of the North-Western Himalayas

were derived frbm true volcanoes, and do not belong to the type of fissure

eruptions.”

The supposed absence of ash-beds, I apprehend, was one of the reasons which

prevented some early observers from , re(5j)gnizing the volcanic cliaractor of the

traps of the North-Western Himalayas snd Kashmir
;
but considering the age

of these beds, it is not surprising that fine-grained tuffs have been altered almost

out of recognition.

Another point in the microscopic examination 'of the specimens described in

the preceding pages, which has interested mo, is the connecting link which the

hornblende andesites, and the altered tuffs, seem to supply between the palmozoic

volcanic pioducts and the liornblende rocks, and hornblende schists, of the Satlej

valley.

In the andesite lavas and tuffs described in these pages, we see the augitic

element, so prominent in the lavas south of Dalhousie, and in those of Mandi,

disappearing, and hornblende taking its place. Quartz, probably, in this case, a

product of the decomposition of felspar, begins to appear
; the tuff No. 21 has

a finely laminated structure favourable to its conversion into a schist
;
and I think

wo see in some of these hornblende andesite«i, and in the tuffs, the beginnings of

inetamOrphic changes which were probably carried further in the Satlej area, the

seat of extreme metamorphic,action, and resulted in the conversion of similar

volcanic products into the hornblende rocks and hornblende schists found there,

T need say no more on this .subject here, as the microscopic structure of some

of the Satlej rocks will form the subject of a future paper. I need only

add that I do not intend to imply, by the^ above remarks, that all the horn-

blende bearing rocks of the Satlej valley are volcanic products. Some of tlio

Satlej valley rocks are doubtless diorites and cannot therefore be supposed

to have actually flowed out on the surface as lava, though they were probably

connected with volcanic action.

PART III.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE STBATIORAPHY AND PETROLOGY OF THE

DALHOUSIE AREA.

Owing to my approaching departure from India, this will probably be the last

paper on the geology of the Dalhousie region that 1 shall have an opportunity of

writing for the Records
;

it may be well, therefore, to state how far the views

expressed in my first communications have been modified by further experience

and observation in the field, and by the detailed study of thin slices of rocks

under the microscope.
'

> Memoirs, Geol Surv.. Vul. XXII. pp, 218, 221.
*

> Itid, p. 222.
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In my first paper I gave expression to the opinion that the limestone-l^dd

south of Dainknnd were of carboniferous age, and that they formed a normal

sequence from the altered basalts upwards. I now think that tliese beds, as

suggested by Mr. Lydekker in his interesting memoir on “ The Geology of the

Kashmir and Chamba Territories,** have been thrown into a oompressed fold.

The hypothesis of a compressed synclinal flexure accounts better than the

explanation previously adopted for the fact noted in my first paper, that notwith-

standing the typical development of black infra-Krol rocks along the eastern border

of the outcrop, some dark slaty rooks occqr at one point on its western boundary.
’

This hypothesis, moreover, has the advantage of bringing the stratigraphy of

the limestone series south of Dainkund into harmony with that of the limestone

outcrop north of that ridge. In both, the trap (see section B.) occurs along

the western margin of the limestones, and is absent on the easteni border. In

both cases the explanation now offered is the same
;
namely, that a compressed fold

in the rocks (the limestones being thrown into a synclinc) resulted in a fault, the

trap being cut off by the fault.

It is to be noted that the dark carbonaceous infra-Krol rocks visible in the

limestone outcrojJ south of Dainkund arc absent from the outcrop north of the

Hdvi, but this may probably be owing to the latter having been laid down in

deeper water further from the shore.

1 am unable to accept some other suggestions which Mr. Lydekker has made
in his memoir. Mr. Lydekker never visited the Chamba area, and his suggestions

were based principally on observations recorded in my papers published up to

that date, and I think it will suffice to state briefly in the following pages the

conclusions at which I have finally arrived.

When I wrote my first paper on the geology’ of Dalhousio I had not studied

thin slices of the Dainkund granite under the microscope, ‘ and J had to make
the best I could of the facts known up to .that date I had no wish to strain or go

beyond my facts. I had evidence of intrusion, on the one hand, and of distinct

foliation, on the other, and it was necessary that any explanation I had to offer

should harmonize these opposing facts. The explanation that satisfies my
mind most,” I wrote (Records, XV, p. 47^, “ is that the intense metamorphism

of the * central gneiss ! has been principally produced by granitic intrusion at a

great depth below the surface; and that the perfectly granitic portion is the

intrusive gp*anite itself. ” After discussing instances of volcanoes bursting through

gneissic beds, I added that I could “ see no reason why what took place near the

surface at Auvergne may not have taken place in other localities at a greater

depth below the surface and added further c?i, “ 1 can therefore readily imagine

that under the conditions described a blending together of the granite and the

gneiss would result, and that the latter would, for some distance from its contact

with the granite, partake of its mineral character.”

This view has been accepted and adopted by Mr. Lydekker in his memoir.

Now however that the microscope has thrown so much new light on the subject,
t

^ Owing to tbe preasnro of ofRciiil work I Bhonld have been obliged to postpone my first paper

for a very long time had i Waited to complete a microscopic study of all the Dulhousle rocks before

writing it.
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I Bm unable to confine myself to a view» iivhich, though it went as far as my factu

would carry me in 1881 , seems, in view of the new facta brought to light, to only

express half the truth.

The mici*oscope has shown that not only the gneissose granite of the Dhula^

dh&r, but the foliated beds in the Havi valley and the outer band at Dalhousie,

give evidence of having been, at one stage in iheir history, reduced to a plastic

condition by aqueo-igneous fusion, and exhibit fluxion stmeture, namely, evidence

of motion. Moreover, the numerous specimens taken from various distant points

in the localities indicated above*, howevtjr much they may differ from each’ other

in macroscopic aspect, present under the microscope absolutely no difference in

composition or structure.

There is thus a cogent argument for concluding that if portions of the crys-

talline rocks of the Dalhousie area arc of eruptive origin, the whole of them

are granites.

It would indeed be strange if metarnorphio schists and gneiss of archeean

ago so exactly l esemblcd compariiively modern eruptive gi*aniic that the micros-

cope could detect no difference whatever between them either in composition or

internal structure. This would he all the more remarkable, as the Dalhousie

rocks do not, by any means, belong to a common type of rock, but, on the con-

traiy, have special peculiarities of their own. When we see these special pecu-

liarities permeate all the granitoid rocks in the same locality, the most natural

inference to form regarding them is that they have had a common origin.

The Dainkund gneissose granite has been shown to have exercised a metamor-

phosing action on the rocks in contact with it ; veins of it intrude into the slates

and silicious rocks on both margins
;

* the gneissose granite contains veins

similar to those caused by shrinkage on cooling in granites of admittedly erup-

tive origin; whilst it also contains inclusions of slates and schists imbedded in

it, which are without reasonable doubt.true slates and schists, and not the pro-

ducts of segregation
;
and these inclusions are met with not only along the lino

of contact with the sedimentary beds, but at least half a mile away from them.

A granitic mass tliat presents the above features must, I think, be considered

an eruptive rock. The mere fact, taken alone, that portions of this mass display

a tendency, more or less pronounced, to assume a parallelism in the arrangement

of its crystals, is not, in itself, sufficient to support the theory that the foliated

portions ai*e of metamorphic origin, or to support the further assumption that

has been made, that these portions are of pre-cambrian age.

The presence of parallelism of structui'e in some trachytes was demonstrated

long ago by Naumann and Scropo, whilst the existence of gneissose granite, and
the eruptive character of such foliated rocks as Icptynite (granulifce), is now
admitted by many leading geologists, and gneiss-granite or gneisl^ose granite has

become a recognized geological term.

“ It was formerly considered,” writes Bernlitn'd von Cotta,® “ that all gneiss

was of metamorphic origin, hut it has of late years been established beyond a

1 1 have obveiTcd, but not heretofore noted, one on the Cbamba^ide of the Chudri Paee.

® Edition hy Lawrence; new Edition, p. 225.
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doubt that many kinds of gneiss are irruptive, and some geologists have gon^^l^
fat as to regard all gneiss as of igneous origin.”

If trachyte, a rock that has flowed out on the surface of the earth’s crust, has

in some instances been known to assume a ‘‘striped ” and foliated appearance^

how much more may wo not expect to find a parallelism of structure in acid rocks

forced through the walls of a fault in a viscid and partially cdolod state under
conditions of great pressure and strain ?

Naumann^ refers, among other instances, toatrachytic lava observed by Hoff-

mann in a crater in the Island of Pantellaria, “ which throughout has a foliated

texture i*eaembling gneiss, and occurs in beds that dip regularly outwards from

the centi*e of the island
; and he refers to the observations of Darwin to the effect

that “ a volcanic rock ” in the Island of Ascension has “ a perfect gneiss-like

texture and structure, the alternate layers of the component parts being extremely

fine, and extending parallel to the direction of the l^va stream.”

Another ^observation of Darwin alluded to by Naumann in his paper is so

apposite to the case of the Dalhousie cryshillincs that it is worth quoting.

“Darwin informs us,” writes Naumann, “ that in the Cordillera of Chili, great

beds of red granite occur, which must be viewed as an eruptive rock
; but that

it nevertheless exhibits, in parts, a decidedly parallel structure.”

If the existence of a gneissoso granite in the Dalhousie, Satlej and Chor areas

be admitted—and my microscopical investigations haVb led me to this conclusion

in respect of the crystalline granitoid rocks of those areas—I see no reasin why
very similar rocks in other parts of tho North-Western Himalayas heretofore culled

“central gneiss,” and “granitoid gneiss u should not be written down as gneissose

granite also, unless, and until, their original sedimentary origin and archman age

be proved.

For instance, the description by Mr. Wynne o'Z tbo Hazara gneiss (quoted by

Mr. Lydckker at p. 103 of his memoir) its cotnpletely crystalline porphyritic

and granitoid character; its behaviour in relation to the schists that border it;

its intrusion “ in dykes Jind veins ” iiito those schists along tho margin of contact,

so exactly resembles the Dainkund and Chor rocks that Mr. Wynne’s description

of the Hazara gneiss might be read as a graphic and perfect description of tho

Dainkund and Chor gneissose gi’anite.

The conclusion that much, if not all, of what has been called “ central gneiss”

and “ granitoid gneiss ” is really an eruptive rock, removes many difficulties from

tho way of the Himalayan geologist. “ Despite the wondere peHormed by flexure

of strata in mountain regions,” wrote Mr. Medlicott in bis annual report for

1883,^ “ the structural features presented by this rock in certain cases were im-

possible of satisfactory explanation on the supposition of its being really stratified

gneiss. The Chor mountain in the Simla region and the end of the Dhuladhdr

ridge at Dalhousie ai'e instances.”

Other examples of difticultiesc capable of removal may be culled from Mr,

Lydekker’s memoir on Kashmir. Lenticular or ellipsoidal masses of gneiss are
c

' On tbo probable eruptive origin of severid kinds of gneiss nnd gneiss-granite. Q. J. G. S.,

Vol. IV, 1848. 4

* Records, XVII, p. 3.
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desdiribed as occurring in the midst of the Silurian slates (pp. 231, 255) ; the

passage from the slates to tho gneiss appears to be generally gradual and imper-

ceptible (pp. 255, 258, and 260) ; but at p. 250 ^e are told that the lovver part

of the system ”
( tJW., the Panjdl, which Mr. Lydekkor at p. 47 correlates with

the Silurian and ^Cambrian (?) systems) “ next tho underlying gneiss, may appa-

rently consist either of mica schists, or of little altered slates, which would seem

to be difficult to distinguish from the higher Simla slates. FiivtUy it appears

that there is generally a gradual passage from the lower beds of the system into

foliated, and then into granitcud gnei.^s, but that there are instances where

the junction is somewhat sudden.” Or, in other words, thei’e is occasionally

a sudden passage from comparatively unaltered slates, undistinguishablo from

beds supposed to be of middle silurian age, to a perfectly ciystalline granitoid

rock. ^

Sometimes the gneiss appears to come in above the upper silurian or lower

carboniferous traps (p. 230) ;
and at other times next the upper silurian conglo-

merates (p. 290). Some of tho gneiss is considered to he of pre-carabrian ago

(pp, 235, 265) ;
some to be metamorphosed beds of middle silurian age (p. 251) ;

and some to be the altered equivalents of rocks higher than the Panjals (p. 265),

namely, of more recent age than tho silurian system.

Mr. Lydokker does qpt indicate any mode of distinguishing between the

eruptive granites and tho gi^anitoid metamorphic rocks on the one hand, or

between tlie pre-cambrian, silurian and younger gneisses on the other.

Some of our leading geologists, w ho have given special attention to archsean

rocks, w'ould, I think, lie indisposed to believe in the exivstence of thoroughly

crystalline granitoid metamorphic rocks of such diverse ages as those stated

above, in the same mountain region
;
and they would probably suggest tlie intro-

duction of a number of faults to account for the erratic appearance ot* a thoroughly

crystalline gi'anitoid gneiss sometimes at the bottom, sometimes in the middle,

sometimes at tho top of the siluiiau series, a^id sometimes iu younger beds
;
and

to account for the juxtaposition of comparatively unaltered slates and crystalline

rocks in the last stage of extreme metamorphism.

I do not understand that Mr. Lydekker has resorted to an elaborate system

of faulting to explain the facts noted above, but on the conttury that he believes

his metamorphic gneisses to belong to “more than one geh)gical period ” (p. 265).

For my own part, as I hold that there is sufficient evidence to justify the belief

that the crystalline granitoid rocks of Dalhousie, of the Satloj valley, and of tho

Chor mountain, are eruptive granites, I would account for tho cases noted above,

and similar ones, by applying to them the explanation which has solved even

greater difficulties in the Dalhousie and Chor areas.

If eruptions of gneissose granite on so grand a scale occurred along the

DhuladhAr, the Chor, and in tho Satlej valley region, it is only natiiml to expect

that similar eruptions occurred in other parts ofthe North-Western Himalayas
;

and this expectation becomes almost a certainty when we find a crystalline

granitoid rock undistinguishable from the gneissose granite of Dalhousie, and of

the Chor, presenting itself in different horizons amongst tibe silurian and younger

rocks. If, the gneisBose granite is Veally an eniptive rock, this is just what wo
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should expect to find
; indeed, if it never cropped out except along the same hori-

zon, there might bo some gi’ound for regarding it as a raetamorphic rock. But
when we find a crystalline granitoid rock preserving its identity of character over

very extensive areas, and yet cropping out along widely different horizons in rocks

“of more than one geological period,” it seems to me that the grounds for

claiming it as a metamorphic rock are slender indeed.

On the assumption that it is an eruptive rock the ditllculti s I have indicated

above disappear. We no longer wonder with Mr. Lydekker why no case of the

overlap of the “central gneiss” by the i^ilurian series has over been discovered

(p. 302) ; and wo at once understand why granitoid rocks are found along widely

different horizons, and why, in some cases, there is an apparent transition from
the sedimentary series to the crystalline rock, and why, at others, there is an

abrupt passage from the latter to comparatively unaltered slates. Whore the

gfieissose granite was erupted among lower silurian or cambrian (?) beds thnt

had already been subjected to more or loss regional metamorpliism, and on which

it would pi'oduce some contact metamoi'phism, an appearance of gradual transi-

tion would naturally be the result
;
where, on the other hand, the partially cooled

gnoissose granite was erupted along a fault and in contact with unaltered slates,

the contact action would not be sufficiently intense, or extend far enough, to create

an appeiirance of gmdual transition, and the result wpuld be, us at Dalhousie, a

sudden passage from slates to gnoissose granite.

I now pass ou to offer some remarks in explanation of the diagrammatic

sections attached to this paper (Plate).

Section 1 has been taken (see map attached to this paper) through Dainkund

and Tisa to the Sach pass.

The tertiary series does not come within the scope of this paper, and the

stratigraphy of tlie trap and the carbo-lriassic scries has already been discussed

in the preceding pages. I pass on to the 'silurinji series. Along the section under

consitloratien, the silurian beds, on both sides of Dainkund, are in normal se-

quence. On the north-east of Dainkund we have the upper silurian conglomerates

followed by typical Simla slates which pass into fine-grained silirious schistose

beds. On the south-west of Dainkund, we have slates followed by fine-grained

silicious schistose beds passing into mica schists. The siluiian beds wore thrown

by lateral pressure into folds, as indicated by the dotted lines, and squeezed to-

gether until a*fault was produced at Dainkund, and another further to the south-

west, and a uniform dip in one diretdion was given to the beds. The gneissoso

granite rose along the line of fracture at Dainkund, and the “ outer band ” also

forced its way through the more westerly fallt between the carbo-triassic and the

lower silurian beds. The upper silurian conglomerates, which to the north-east

of Dainkund were thrown into a compressed isocline, were to the south-west of

Dainkund squeezed out in the flexures in which tho silurian beds were involved.

To the north-east of the river Kavi, the upper silurian conglomerate has been

thrown into compressed isoclines, the carbo-triassic limestones being caught up

in a synclinal fold between tho two isoclinal outcrops of the conglomerate. A
synclinal flexure brings out the silurian beds after the conglomerates. The

Simla slates have disappeared in this section, their place next the conglomerates
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below Tikri ' being taken by micaceons scbistose rocks that crumble to a whitish

soapy powder, indicative doubtless of the presence of a hydro-mica. The slates

here may either have been more highly metamorphosed than those at Dalhousie,

or they may have been squeezed out by local flexure and faulting.

Continuiug from Tikri along section A in a north-easterly direction the soapy

schistose rooks are followed^ bj fine-grained quartz schists, mica schists, and slaty

mica schists occasionally passing locally into tricaceous slates, and tliese rocks

continue to near the top of the Sach pass.

A south-westerly dip is set up in .the outcrop of the conglomerates on the

northern side of the limestones, and it becomes pronounced at tlie stream under

Tikri
;
beyond this the dip rapidly flattens and becomes wavy until the top of the

Sach pass is neared, when a high south-east dip is resumed. This rapidly

becomes perpendicular, and ultimately, on the north-east side of the jmss, the

conglomerates dip under older ailurian beds.

Section II, through Dainkund, Hulli, and Chanju, differs in some important

particulars from section A. As described in Part I of this paper, a band of trap

crops out along the south-western border of the carbo-triassic limestones, and

the latter are followed by silurian beds. In both those respects, if we leave the

outer band of gnoissose granite out of consideration, the section north-east of the

Ujivi agrees with that south-west of Dainkund, and another fault must be brought

in to explain the contigiiity of the carbo-triassic limestones with silurian bods

somewliat low in the series, and the (1isa])poaranco of tlie iraj) and conglomerates.

A glance at section B will, I think, ifiiow tlmttho relations of the several series to

each other are not to be (‘X})lained without j)utting a fault on the north-east

border of the limestones. From the limestones down to the gneissose granite the

several series are in tioriiial s(jqncnee; the carbo-triassics are followed by infra-

earboniferous trap
;
then c<mje% tlie upper .silurian conglomerate wdiich, in its

turn, is succeeded by Sinila-slates aiol then silurmn 1)lm1s lower in the series.

A synclinal fold would bring up the trji.p and tlie conglomerates again to the'

north-east of the limestones, as in section A, but the flexure having resulted

ill a fault, the trap and the conglomerates have disap])eared.

This section is, I think, an instructive one, and will help to remove diflicnltics

in other localities.

In the Pir Panjal range the conglomerates occur in the middle of the slates

(Memoir, p 241), and Mr, Lydekker, in view of this fact, thought that “it cannot

be taken as cei'taiii that all the congloraemtes of the Kashmir valley correspond

to the Blaini conglomerate.” And again at p. 249 the author writes, “ they

seem further to indicate that the Blaini conglomerate of the Simla district may
either be strongly developed at the top of the series, or that it may occur less

strongly developed among the slates themselves.” And again «<t p. 248, “ It is

noteworthy that these rocks ” [the supra-Kuling series] “ are not immediately

underlain by the Blaini conglomerate, sliowing the inconstancy of the petrological

characters o^that member in these districts.”

This apparent inconstancy, however,•is, I apprehend, to be put down to the

countless plications in which the Himalayan rocks have been involved
;
a glance

, • Record., XVI,*39. ‘ Record., XIV, 307.
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at the map attached to this paper will show that the conglomerate, which south

of Himgiri (ITimgir) is in contact with the carbo-triassic (supra-Kuling) series,

is gradually removed to a distance of over 6 miles from it in the Chanju section

by the interposition of silnrian beds lower in the series.

The dip of the carbo-triassic limestones in the Hiilh section (section II) is

north-east-by north. The dip of the Silurians which succeed them is' vertical, but

somewhat curved when the dip can be traced for any distance down the mountain

side. A north-east dip afterwards sets in wliich becomes south-west along the

crest of the ridge. It wavers from north-east to s6uth-west more than once, and at

one place is high to south, but under Chanju it settles down to south-south-west,

A section drawn through Dihur (Diiire) and Himgiri (see map) would differ

somewhat from those already di'.scribed, for tho trap here crops out on the norih-

eastern border of ilie carbo-triassic series instead of as in the section through

Hulh, on the south-western border.

A study of the Hulh and Dihur trap (see Part II of this paper) has led me to

the conclusion that the djdng out of the trap between Dihur and Bailaum (sec-

tion A through Dainkund andTisa) is owing to the original limitation in the area

of deposition.

On a first inspection of the Bhandal-Dihur area I suggested (Records, XVI,

41) that the fact that “ the trap does not occur l^etween the carbo-triassic series

and the npper-silurian conglomerate, on both sides of the limestone outcrop, may
r think be explained by the hypothesis of a fault between the limestones and the

southern outcrop of the conglomerate and I expressed the ojnnion “ that we
have in this section a crushed synclinal fold, with a fault along its axis, the

compression of the folded strata having been great enough to produce a general

conformity of dip.”

1 think, now that I have reviewed the stratigraphy of neighbouring sections,

that there is no need to call in the aid of a fault to solve the problem presented to

ns, and that it may be satisfactorily explained without one. Section V (Plate)

represents a section drawn through Dihur in the direction of Himgiri, and IV
and III sections drawn parallel to V a little more to the north-west. The folding

of tho strata in sections HI, IV, and V is the same as that in section I. The
explanation in all is that offered in my paper quoted above

;
namely, that the local

stitita have been thrown into a crushed synclinal fold.” On both sides of the

limestones the conglomerates have been bent into isoclines, and the limestones are

caught up between them and bent into a crashed syncline.

In I the trap is absent, this section being beyond the area of deposition.

From the predominance of limestones, ai^fd the absence of tho carbonaceous ele-

ment here, it seems not improbable that the sea was comparatively deep in this

locality at thd end of the silurian period when the volcanoes were in an active

state.

.SectionV represents the tail<3nd of the volcanic deposition. The volcanic beds

are thick op the north-east side of the limestone outcrop, and they^hiu out to the

south-west.

In section IV we jye further within the area of volcanic eruption, but we are

getting nearer the bottom of the synclinal fold that is conceimed with the upper-
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Silurian conglomerates, and consequently the limestone outcrop (a crushed is^n.

dine) is getting comparatively shallow.

At III we have arrived at a further stage
;
the limestones have been squeezed

out of the section ;
tbo trap is doubled up upon itself, and is in contact with the

conglomerate on both sides.

In sections I*and II I have represented the siluriari beds between the outcrop

of the carbo-triassic beds north of the R^vi and Dainkund as forming a normal

sequence, whereas in Part I of this paper I have suggested that in the Siul river

section ' “ the Simla slates are -folded np with older Silurian beds in compressed

isoclinal flexures.” I may as well point out in passing that there is no confu-

sion or contradiction in these statements. A comparison of the diagrammatical

section I with section II will show that even along the same lino of strike local

details change rapidly within the distances of a few miles. Along section II the

Silurians in the valley of the*Ravi appear to have escaped complicated flexions,

whereas in the valley of the Sinl, in the same strike, they appear to me to give

evidence of having been involved in them.

Indeed the area near the junction of the Siul and the Ravi appears to have

been a region of special strain. Lower-silurian beds (decided mica schists) extend

from tlio stream between I'ipri and Seru (Sairu) to the outer baud of gneissose

granite
;
whilst in the Bhale (Balai) section (see antcy Part I) the slates between

the inner and outer bandS of gneissose gi'aiiite are very micaceous and at Bhale

are d53ided mica schists. In section 1 through Daiiikund the upper-silurian

conglomerates have disappeared
;
whilst in 4iho valley of the Ravi, opposite the

mouth of Siul, the middle-silurians (Simla slates) are missing as well as the con-

glomerates. T think the explanation is the same in both oases
;
namely, that the

upper-siliirians* in the section through Dainkund, and the upper and middle Silu-

rians, in the Siul-Ravi section, •have been squeezed out in the flexions in which

the strata have been involved. It i^ to bo noted that in the Siul-R4vi section,

whei'e both the upper and middle silurians are missing, the Dainkund gneissose

gremito has reached its minimum development, being reduced to a narrow band

of gneissose aspect, a fact which does not favour the hypothesis of the “ absorp-

tion ” of tlie missing beds by the rising granite, or of their having been meta-

niorpbised out of recognition by contact action.

I note in passing that though I have, for the sake of simplicity, in the dia-

grammatical sections I and II, represented the upper-siluriaus as unbroken beds

of conglomerate, I by no means overlook the possibility that they may contain

slates of a slightly higher or lower horr The plications in which all these

rocks have been involved have been vei^ great, whilst fossil evidence is nil. The
conglomoritic series is not uniformly conglomeritic, and therefore the probability

of other beds, slightly higher or lower than the conglomerates, having been folded

up with tliem, is very groat. Farther observations on this subject will be found

in part 1 of this paper. •

I desire to point out, in conclusion, that the inference must not be drawn from
any remark made in the preceding pages, that I deny the existence of true meta-

morphio gneiss in the North-Western Himalayas. In a recent paper I have

^
^ The Siul rum under BImIe (Balai) and Manjere.
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distinctly indicated my belief that some of the crystalline rocks in the North-

Western Himalayas are metainorphic gneisses,^ and the fact will be definitely

asserted in a paper on the section from Simla to Wangtu that will appear in a

future number of the Records
;
but I think it would be a grave error of judgment

were wo to allow the ])rcsence of metaraorphic rocks of this character in tho

Himalayan area, to blind our eyes to what appear to me to be the leading facts in

the past history of he Himalayas; namely, that volcanic eruptions on a largo scale

in upper-silurian and lower carboniferous times were followed by a gradual sub-

sidence of the Himalayan area which lasted through several geological ages. A
period of elevation which has not yet terminated, then j^et in, during which the

strata, that had accumulated during tho period of subsidence, were crumpled and

compressed to an enormous extent
;
the period of elevation being marked by a re-

kindling of the volcanic fires, the gneissoso granite of the North-Western TTima-

layns misnamed “ central gneiss ** constituting tho deep-seated portions oi com-

paratively modern eruptive rocks. In short, tho past geological history of tho

Himalayas is inseparably connected with volcanic activity.

Mcntoranduoi on the probability of obtaining water by moans of Artesian Wells

in the plains of Upper India, by R. D. Olj)HAM, A.R.S.M., Geological Survey

of

Tn the broad plains of Upper Tnd^a the need of an abundant supply ot pure

water must always he felt, and it is consequently not surprising that in the search

for it borings have boon sunk to greater depths and prosecuted with greater

ardour than any that have been sunk in the search for coal. Of the many ])apors

and reports bearing on this question, T do not propose to disenss more than tho

one published by Mr. Mcdlicott,^ where J;he ni^ssibility of making a successful

artesian well is discussed on the not unnatural assumption that there is a conti-

nuous zone of gravel and sand deposits, comparable to those of the bhdhar,

separating the clay deposits of the alluvium from the rock below.

2. In the case of alluvial deposits, such as those of the rivers of the Indian

peninsula, which have been formed as the land gradually sunk, a zone of coarse

deposit will be found lying immediately upon the rock
;
but with the Gangotic

alluvium the conditions are different, inasmuch as we have ample reasons for

believing that the Himalayas were raised pari passu with the depression of the

plains ;
and in this memorandum I propose to enquire how this would affect

the assumption made by Mr. Medlicott in ^ia memorandum already referred to.

3. Many different theories of mountain formation have been propounded ut

various times and by various authors, the latest of which is that of the Rev. 0.

Fisher, which demands that flanking every mountain range subject to denudation

there should be a corresponding, dopj'ession in which deposition is taking' place,

that tho depression should extend by encroaching on the land separated by it

* Kecordg, XVII. pp. 60 and 70.

^ With Uiia paper should be read tho one following.

* Records, XIV, p. 205.
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from tLe mountain range, and that at tlie same time the deposits formed on the

skirts of the mountain range should be gi'adually elevated and exposed to

d^nadation. To take the case of the Himalayas, the mqgptaiii range would at

first be small, and the corresponding depression also small; but, as the elevation

of the HimalaycfS proceeded and the Gangctic depression increased in depth and

width, the deposits formed along the foot of the hills would bo disturbed,

elevated, exposed to denudation, and form an integral portion of jLhe Himalayan
range

;
this encroachment of the hills on the plains would, however, be more than

balanced by the encroachment* of those on the land to tho south, so that as the

Himalayas increased in height, the Gangetic plains increased in width and the

alluvium of which they are composed in thickness. Mr. Fisher has not followed

up his theory beyond the growing stage of a mountain range
;
but, however inter-

esting it might be to be able to prophecy the decay and extinction of the Hima-
layas and tlio plains of Hindustan alike, it would have no practical bearing on

the question 1 am now considering, and I shall confine myself to enquiring whether

the known facts fit in with Mr. Fisher’s theoiy as far as he has carried it and,

secondly, how, if true, it will affect Mr. Medlicott’s fundamental assumption.

4. Jn the fii'st place, are there any indications tliat the alluvial deposits extend-

ed further north than they now do ? Most certainly there are
;
for there cun be

no reasonable doubt that the Siwalik beds were tho h/idhar deposits of their day,

and that the ground they now occupy must have formed the northern margin of

the Gangetic plain. But this does not sum up tho whole of tho matter
;
in every

section of the Siwalik that has beeii examiifed we find at tlie base beds in which

clays preponderate, and above those com«3 a great thickness of sandstone which

passes upwards into conglomerate.

5. At tho present day there ai^ everywhere along the foot of the hills great

banks of shingle formed by the streams whose velocity is checked as they issue

from the hills, below the shingle come great stretches of sand, and beyond these

again is tho clay of the alluvial deposits proper. But as the shingle banks ai’e

added to, they must encroach on the sand, and this again on the clay deposits, and
in course of time a section precisely similar to that to be seen in the Siwaliks will

be produced, from which we may conclude that then as now the coarser deposits

were being pushed forward from the north over the finer.

6. Nor does the strip of hilly country occupied by tlie Siwalik beds represent

the whole of the southward encroachment of tho B imalayas, for, close up against the

older rooks of the Himalayas, we find sandstones and clays, which could not have

been formed in that position, but must originally have been separated from the

hills by a strip of country on which the streams deposited their coarser debris.

From these facts wo see that even the boundary of the Himalayan slates does not

mark the original southern limit of the Himalayas, but that it *must be placed

somewhere, though not necessarily very far, to tho nortii. To judge by analogy,

it must have been on tho average at least twelve miles further north in Nahan,

and six in Middle Siwalik times, than the present main boundary of the slates

and the Siwalik.

7. In the light of these facts, the assumptions that thgre is a continuous zone

«if coarse c^epo^itSj continuous with the t*xi8ting hhdhary next to the rock floor of
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the Qangetic depression, and that the deposits will become coarser on the whole

as we sink into the alluvium at any point are not justified. At first, doubtless,

coarser deposits were #erlai(l by finer ones, and in the southern margin, where tha

land has sunk and the alluvium spread over it, this still takes place, but at the

northern margin,—and it is with this alone that we are concerped,—the coarse

deposits have for long past been pushed forward over the top of the finer, and all

direct connection with the coarse-grained bottom bed cut ofP by the elevation of

the strata wo now call Siwalik.

8. The only means wo have of testing tliose suppositions are the Ambala and

Calcutta borings. According to the hypothesis 1 have put forwanl, the beds

should become finer on the whole, as a greater depth was reached in the first case

but coarser in the second. With regard to the Calcutta boring,^ an inspection of

the record will show how markedly this is the case; in the Ambala boring the

finding pebbles low down might be held to disprove the hypothesis
;
but, as far as

I can make out, they were merely occasional small pebbles never forming shingle

properly so called
;
and the table (given below ®) of the thickness of sand and clay

passed through in each hundred feet shows clearly that the deposits did on the

whole increase in fineness with the depth reached
;
for, while in the first 400 feet

sand was in excess of clay, during tho next 300 the thickness of clay was greater

than that of sand, and tho proportion of clay throughout the section increased

steadily till in tho last 100 feet there was but 7 feet of sand in all.

9. Since, then, the sections met with in these borings are so strikingly in record

with what, according to hypothesis, they should bo as almost to amount to proof,

it is extremely probable that, as indicated in § 7, there is no zone of coarse per-

meable deposits continuous with those of the bhahar^ and that in consequence

there is but little prospect of obtaining water, except in small quantities, by means

of artesian wells in the plains of Upper India.

Farther considerations upon Artesian sources in the plains of Upper India, by

H. B, Medlicott, M.A., Geological Survey of India.

*In tho foregoing paper Mr. Oldham makes use of the artesian question as a

peg wliereon to exhibit a very neat combination of theory and observation to

elucidate tbe formation and resulting structure of the Sub-Himalayan deposits, in-

cluding those of tho great alluvial plains, in their relation to tlie growth of tho

mountains themselves. I am glad to have afforded the opportunity for so in-

teresting and instructive a discussion, and glad also for the occasion it gives me
in return of adding some farther considerations upon the same subject; it is

» Rec, Vol. XrV,p.22I.
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however very needful to point out that criticism, both in its positive and its

personal aspects, is quite too serious a responsibility to be treated as a lay-figure.

It is easy to show that the dummy set up^ to be so ezpertijvknocked down again,

never occupied the position assigned to it in the place whence it was taken. The

condition in question—a continuous zone of gravel and sand deposits comparable

to those of the hhdhar separating the clay deposits of the alluvium from the

rock below—^may in Mr. Oldham’s opinion be necessary to th(Asuccess of arte-

sian borings, and he is of course entitled to maintain it, but he was not warranted

in representing it as “ the fundamental assumption” of the paper he referred to.

That condition is indeed there quoted as theoretically most favourable, especially

as affording assignable limits of depth, but by illustration and example it is

abundantly shown that success does not depend upon the supposition of which

that condition would be the result.

2. The stud}’ of Mr. Fisher’s admirable work‘ had the same effect upon me

as upon Mr. Oldham, up to a certain point, to upset a supposition of primary sim-

plicity regarding the underground conditions of the great plains ; but as I had

never held or represented that supposition to be essential to the existence of arte-

sian sources, there was no occasion to proclaim b correction that might discourage

a project whiqjii I hold to be quite independent of that particular arrangement.

I did not however fail to i^present the whole case on the first opportunity, and

to indicjfite its bearings on the question of artesian sources, in a geological paper

writte;i two years ago for the Gazetteer of the Punjab, but which has not yet ap-

peared. The following paragraphs (3 to II) are reprinted verbatim from proofs

that were set up in 1883.

3. We have still to notice the depth or thickness of these deposits, as a point

of practical as well as of speculajivo interest. The surface deposits belong every-

where, as we have seen, to the human period. In a cutting near the head of the

eastern Jumna canal, Colonel Cautley dUg out a fossil town.* Everything below

is concealed. It would seem that near the ‘ outer’ margin, i.e., on the Himalayan

side, of the plains a veiy close limit to the age of any beds conformably under-

lying the recent alluvium should be assignable
;
for the topmost beds of the

Siwalik series, of latest pliocene age, if not pleistocene, are tilted up vertically

;

yet they are indistinguishable in composition and texture from the actual river de-

posits. Disturbance of such magnitude must, one would think, have extended to

some distance south of these outcrops, and thus have involved total unconformity

of the Siwaliks with any bods that are still undisturbed, within a considerable

distance. If this were so, it would follow that any beds conformably underlying

the surface deposits in the neighbourhood of .^he Himalayan margin must be long

post-Siwalik. But, as will presently be shown, the disturbance tq which the up-

heaval of the Siwaliks is duo probably extended to only a small distance fi'om that

margin.

4. Par from the mountains, anywhere within the pix)tecting influence of the

underlying hard rocks of the peninsuh^ it is evident from what has been said

that the plains deposits might be in unbroken sequence with the whole tertiary

^ Physics ol the earth’s crust, by the Rev. Osmond Fisher!^ Loudon, 1881.

* Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, III, p. 43, 1834.
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sjsteiD
;
anil on this ' inner ’ border of the plains even at the small depth to which

observation has access, beds having some small comparative antiquity occur in

close relation with the surface deposits. In the lower reaches of the Jumna^
between Agra and Allahabad, where the river has eroded its channel to a depth

of 100 feet below the level of the adjoining plains, bones of extinct forms having

some affinities with those procured &om the upper Siwalik strata have been found

in perfectly undj.sturbed clays.

6. “ Any suimise upon the underground features of the plains deposits can

only be derived from the view formed of autecedeht conditions as indicated by the

featui-es of adjoining areas. On the peninsular side there is good evidence to

show that, so far back as in immediately pretertiary time, the drainage floyved

from the south towards what is now the Gangetic basin : the whole northern

scarp of the Yindhyan plateau existed at that time jn approximately its present

position. The Deccan trap poured over that scarp on to the gneissic area of

lower Bundclkhand. How far it may have flowed over the low ground in that

direction it would be impossible to say ; on the plateau it does not seem to have

reached so far north as Gwalior. The total absence of any remnant of tertiary

rocks on this border of the peninsula suggests that it was then out of the reach

of deposition, rather than that all such deposits have been since r^oved
;
but it

would seem pretty certain that this drainage basin wa^ part of that in which the

eocene rocks of the Himalayan border were laid down. Only the lowf^r stage

of that series is marine
;
and the muddy character of those beds, contrasting

with the clear limestones of the same age in the western Punjab, suggests

estuarine conditions requiring a southern bank far to the north of the present

south boundary of the plains, and of course also a limiting land in the actual

Himalayan area. Already in nummulitic tiipe these marine bottom-beds

became mixed with and soon permanently replaced by others of distinctively

Sub-Himalayan characters, consisting t'*f fluviatile deposits with terrestrial

and fresh water fossils
;
and these conditions have lasted throughout the Si-

walik epoch to the present day, for, as has been said, the top Siwalik strata

seen at many places in the Panjab are absolutely indistinguishable from those

of the plains. These middle and upper tertiary fluviatile deposits were inde-

pendent of the sea level, and would have spread over the whole basin ac-

cording to its contour, and equally to the south in the valleys of the northern

slopes of the peninsular area now concealed beneath the plains. From the fore-

going observations it would appear that the Sub-Himalayan eocene marine basin

was probably a narrow one ; but that^ the supervening upper tertiary fluviatile

deposits may have stretched southwf^ds to an indefinite distance.

fl, “ To the foregoing consideration of the original conditions of the basin, there

must be added what can be said regarding the Himalayan disturbance as affect-

ing the floor, and therefore the whole condition, of the plains deposits. The ex-

treme unconformity already mentioned as occurring between the horizontal plains

deposit and the vertical Siwaliks along .the Himalayan border, does undoubtedly

establish an immense lapse of time (as reckoned in historical periods) between the

two. But the infei'ence as to how far this condition of unconformity extends

beneath the plains to the south of the actual boundary depends upop the view
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taken of the process of disturbance. It is dificult to resist the primd facie im-

pression, from the sight of an immense thickness of stratified rock turned up on

end that great violence must have attended such results, and hence that the

effects must have extended to far beyond the point where such intensity is ex-

hibited. It WAS upon such natural impressions that the cataclysmal theories of

the early geologists were founded. In the present case, the plausible supposition

from such a point of view would be, that an elevation of the Himalayan area, coin-

cident with the contortion of the Siwalik strata, had first resulted in a great valley

of erosion from the mountaina to the sea, forming a olean-swept basin for the de-

posits which now form the plains.

7. To give meaning to this seemingly useless discussion it may be well to

point out that it forms the only rational approach to the practical question often

asked—where in the plains and at what depth would there be a prospect of success

for an artesian boring ? If fhe supposition just noticed might be counted upon, a

very favourable answer could be given to this question. The base of the deposits

would then be everywhere within reach
;
that base would generally consist of

coarser materials, such as would form a capacious water-stratum ;
and it would be

in continuous connection with the present upper zone of gravel beds at the foot of

the hills, where copious absorption of water occurs.

8. ** Carefhl observation and reflection are, however, against that primd facie

supposition. It will be •shown that before the disturbance of the Siwalik rocks

(i.e., dhring the Siwalik period) the Himalayan rivers, great and small, flowed

just where they now do in the mou Attains ;«so that there is nothing to support the

8U[)position that any great elevation or violent movement of any kind accompanied

the disturbance of the Siwalik rocks ;
for they probably were tilted up so slowly

that the main nvers could pari fassa erode their gorges across the rising strata.

Another fact of corresponding Import is found in the form taken by the Siwalik

strata under disturbance. The duns, orlongitudinal valleys occurring so constant-

ly inside the Siwalik ranges, are generally formed of the topmost Siwalik strata

in a more or less horizontal condition, rising by a gradual increase of dip to form

the range outside the dun, while on the inner side they cither abut abruptly

against the rocks of the inner range, or else are bent up sharply to form that range^

Such a feature strongly suggests the probability that the final limit of the dis-

turbance may be no less abruptly marked
; so that beyond the extreme verge of

the vertical Siwalik strata, those same strata may have remained permanently in

their original gentle slope of deposition, and would thus be in conformable se-

quence with the most recent deposits of the plains within a very short distance of

the hills. It is independently intelligible that the slow compressing force to

which the bending of the strata and the consequent rise of the hills were due,

would expend itself to the utmost on each flexure before giving; rise to a new
one.

9. Such a process would of course involve great erosion of the Siwalik

strata in the immediate region of upheaval
;
and there is abundant evidence erf

tliis, not only in the river gorges and tife deep ravines of the minor streams, but

along the whole outer edge of the hills, whera, as a rule, the uppermost gravel

beds of th^ plains rest upon the edges of low Siwalik strata near the axis of the
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flexure, the whole of the outer and steeper side of which has been removed^
Under the supposed conditions of disturbance this denudation would not have
reached far

;
so that within a short distance there might be completely conform*

able sequence between the Siwalik deposits and those of the actual plains.

10. “ One important direct observation has been made upon the underground
constitution of the plains, in the boring for an artesian springy at Ambala to a
depth of 700 feet. No gravel bed or other water stratum was met with, and the

boring ended in stiff clay. If this section could be taken as representative, it

would be conclusive evidence against the opposition of these deposits lying in a
simple post-Siwalik basin of erosion ; for the bottom of such a basin must at

Ambala be within a much less depth than 700 feet, and the basal beds in such a
basin must as a rule be coarse, porous, and water bearing. It is easy to explain

a possible exception to this rule ; and Ambala is just in the position where such
an exception would be most likely to occur. It is a6out 20 miles from the foot of

the hills, and this is biBjond the distance to which gravel is now swept by the
small streams and the min-wash on the steeper slopes near the hills. It is only

within the range of the great rivers, in the deeper parts of the supposed basin of

erosion, that coarse deposits must occur somewhere in almost every section, es-

pecially at or near the base
;
and in rivcr-foi*mod deposits such as these, the range

of the git^at rivers embraces in time more or less the whole area. Ambala, about
midway between the Jumna and the Sutlej, and so neai* the hills, is just^in the

position most likely to escape that influence, as the whole growth of deposits might
be directly from the hills, or by overflow of finer sediment from the main rivers.

In this way there might be nothing (hero to mark the bottom of the basin or

surface of erosion in so small a section as that given by a boring ; and thus the

passage from the recent plains deposits into bt,ds of such similar composition as

are those of the upper Siwaliks would not bo noticed. It can however be affirm-

ed that the boring did not reach beds that bad undergone aiiy considerable dis-

turbance, for the frequency of alternation of beds in the lower part of the boring
was as great as in the upper part, whereas a very moderate tilting of the lower
beds would Lave given a perceptible apparent thickening of the several strata

jpassed through by a vertical boring.

11. “There is yet to be taken into account a consideration of great weight
in this discussion. It was long ago suggested by

^
Herschell, ' in seeking for a

prime mover of the forces by which crust movements are effected, that the fami-

liar process of denudation by the continual removal of matter^from steep elevated

tracts and the deposition of it in adjoining low ground, evidently disturbs the

equilibrium of sti*ain beneath those areas, causing a tendency to elevation in the

former and to depression in the latter. Recent researches up^n the nature of the

earth’s rigidity entirely confirm that inference ; and it is the obvious explanation

of the constantly observed fact of depression in deltas. Borings in the delta of

the Ganges at Calcutta have discovered land surfaces far below the present sea

level. Now these conditions occur in a very concentrated form along the fringe

of the Himalayan border. An enormoui^ amount of detritus is annually swept
down from the mountains, a relatively large proportion of it being from the

* In note I to Wablmje’s Ninth Bridfipewater Treatise, 2iid edition.
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softer rocks of the Snb-Himalayan hills
; and a relatirelj large proportion of that

detritus is deposited in the upper marginal region of the plains. It thus becomes

a matter of certainty that depression to an unknown extent has taken place in

this latter area. This view considerably modifies the inference to be drawn

regarding the tower beds in the Ambala boring as based on the supposition of

extensive elevation and erosion. The probability would now seem to be that the

boring did not reach beds of Siwalik age. It is evident that these later conclu-

sions regarding the underground relations of the plains’ deposits render more

difficult than ever any speculation as^to the position or depth of an artesian

source, although by no means shaking the probability that such, sources occur

there.*’

12. These last words show how little dependence was placed upon the hypo-

thetical condition of a continuous post-Siwalik surface of erosion covered by coarse

deposits beneath the alluviifm of the plains. Thus, from quite opposite sides,

though from the same suggestion of a slow rising of the mountain area and

depression of the adjoining region, Mr. Oldham and I have independenly shown the

non-existence of the condition which he has characterised as the fundamental

assumption for the success of artesian wells. Although in the paper under refer-

ence I gave ample proof that no such condition was necessary, I must plead

guilty to having myself exaggerated not only the chance of its occurrence, but

also its importance. Frohi figure 1 of the experimental results {I, c., plate fac*

ing pd^e 207), it is apparent that any approach to a complet3 fulfilment of that

condition would be fatal to success as afigrding equal capacity for percolation

throughout, and therefore no compulsjjofi to a rise, beyond what might be due

to variation of slope. The proclivity to exaggerate the importance of this con-

dition is the desire to make sur^-of porous deposits throughout, and their conti-

nuity from the source of supply
;
but it is plain that sufficient assurance on this

point may be established without the assumption in question.

13. In the first place there is much misapprehension as to the facts of porosity

and percolation. Although the statical poA^sity, the capacity for holding water

in the interspaces, is the same in granular bodies whether the grains be large or

small, the dynamical porosity, the facility of percolation, is much greater in the

latter case, because of the much less surface of contact involving friction. Thus in

the experiments described in the paper under reference, ths discharge from the

pipe (fig. 1) was 12 cubic inches per minute when filled with large shot (B. B.),

and only 5 when filled with sms*ll shot (No. 8), the discharge from the same

pipe when free being 322 cubic inches. A great mistake is however made in

applying this fact to rocks. Conglomerates and gravels are not| except very

rarely, made np only of large and small stones ;
there is always a matrix, gene-

rally of sand
;
so that in point of fact, gravel is less porous than sand, for every

pebble is so much potential porosity abstracted. Sand of some sort is there-

fore, in every case, the effective medium o£ percolation. The maximum or

normal porosity of a body composed of equal spherical grains, is about 40 per

cent.*
•

* The Qangfes sniid at Narora is stated by Colofel Brownlow^ A.E., to absorb 2*6 gallons of

water to tl^ cubic foot, t.e., 40 per cent.
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14. Next as to distribution : from Mr. Oldham’s rough statement of the case it

would bo understood (though of course he did not mean it) that only clay depo-

sists take place at a distance from the upper margin of the plains, but as a fact

it is certain that the great rivers bring down sand in abundance to the vezy

delta. In the total burden of solid matter discharged from the inountains, sand

is certainly the chief ingredient, and I do not see how it can be doubted that such

deposits were more or less freely continuous throughout the areas over which

these rivers spread. The occurrence that took place last year in sinking a well in

the Ganges for one of the piers of the railway bridge at Benares, when the

well was bui^t by a sudden influx of water from below a bed of clay rising

to a greater height than the river water outside the *well, proves that partial

artesian conditions exist at shallow depths, near to the lower margin of the

plains. It is in the areas of tranquil inundation between the great rivers that

deposit of clay prevails. The alternation of the twcTkindsof deposit is secured by

the necessary process of growth whereby depositing rivers must in time change

their course impartially over their basin of deposition. In taking the Ambdla

boring as a type of what may be expected in the plains, Mr. Oldham has ignored

how peculiarly its position excludes it from being taken in that sense as is ex-

plained above (§ 10). In sinking the piers of the Jumna bridge east of Amb^la

at the same distance from the hills, large boulders were found at 'tO feet below the

bed of the river. It is no doubt conceivable that eveli in the open plains some

spots may have successively escaped any adequate amount of sand deposits during

the repeated oscillation of the great covers ; but on this point also much mid&ppi'e<

hension exists as to what occurs in natifje. In an ofllcial discussion upon this queS'

tion, it was urged that the possible porous layers in these deposits would be re-

presented by long strips corresponding with thc.^ourses of the gre^t rivers, the idea

being taken from the rivers of Upper India as now exhibited. But this is mislead-

ing
;
for these rivers now for the most part run in valleye of erosion, and are not

adding to the adjoining plains. The state is very different under formative condi-

tions, when the river in flood runs at the general level of the country and distributes

its branches over a wide area, as is now the case with the Brahmaputra in Upper

Assam. I therefore maintain that there is a strong presumption that porous beds

do occur at various depths over a large proportion of the plains, and that they

are almost necessarily in connection with like deposits up to the base of the

hills.

15. Any one who has realized the process of growth of the plains deposits as

indicated above, can have no difficulty in meeting the objection suggested by Mr.

Oldham as to the state of things at the origin of ’the deposits, which is the

third condition of success. Even granting his main contention that as the

mountain border^ rises or the plains are depressed there is a gi*owing tendency to

widen the zone of coarser deposits by extension over fine deposits that had

previously been laid down, the whole argument is only valid against the aforesaid

fictitious "fundamental assumption.” Though the ultimate general tendenc;^

may be as stated, it is quite certain that ffOm the beginning the process was exceed-

ingly irregular
; that while the streams were pushing their coarser deposits in one

direction, the finer deposits in the oVher direction must have encroached upon the
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coarser deposits of a previous period,^ and so the resulting structure of the de.

posits in this region must be an entanglement of projecting wedges of coarser

deposits between sheets of non.porous beds, thus producing the conditions most

favourable for artesian sources as illustrated in the experiments given in my paper

(l.c. p. 207)—A large sectional area of water-holding deposits at the head of

supply, tailing ofE into beds of less capacity and between impervious beds. If

there were any need to do so for the present argument, 1 think that a strong

case might be made for an extension of the early post-Siwalik hhdhar much
beyond the range of the actual hhdbar. The upper edge was certainly consi-

derably nearer the plains originally than at present ;
for now it for the most part

occurs along the axis of flexure, in contact with middle Siwalik strata, having

overlapped the denuded edges of the Siwalik conglomerates ;
and it seems to me

highly probable that in the^ early stages of Siwalik elevation, when the now
buried conglomerates were under active denudation, the resulting hMbar may
have reached much beyond the present limits of this zone, beneath the finer de-

posits of the present plains. 1 do not think that the fact of such depression as

contemplated by Herschell or Mr. Fisher would practically have any direct effect

upon tlie conditions of water percolation as originally established in the process of

deposition.

16. When I first noticed in 1864 (Memoirs III, pp. 182-6) that there seemed

a fair for successful artesian borings in the Gangetic plains, although Sir

.Jolm^Herscheirs pregnant suggestion was in view (i.c. p. 198), I did nob then

consider the point which we have how sj^wn to have little practical bearing on

the question. My recommendation wa^^i^ed on the general aspect of the con-

ditions. In 18^7, a definite proj^t^W a boring at Ambala was referred to me
for opinion. 1 then referred to a number of successful artesian borings in

analogous positions, and quoted them as confirming my originial recommenda-

tion.* These examples were particularly instructive in showing how little did

success depend upon any regularity in the (^eposits
;
how, among the promiscuous

interlapping of fluviatile deposits, the continuity of water-bearing strata is somehow

and in variable degrees sustained. Thus, when it came to the point, my recom-

mendation rested chiefly on instances of success under like conditions, luthor

than upon theoretical grounds. On the occasion of successful artesian borings at

Pondicherry, I again took up the question and discussed it in a more systematic

manner in the paper under reference {mpra, XIV, pt. 3), giving numerous

examples. That at Venice may again be referred to with advantage in the present

connection. It is in a deltaic area, below a broad bhdbar zone which rests against

disturbed pliocene strata at the foot of the Alps, the features thus in every respect

corresponding to those in the case under consideration. The area, too, is one of

considerable depression
; the boring begins at about sea-level, an% several old land

' Close to Hardwar, within the mouth of the ^orge df the Ganges through the Siwaliks, a bed

of stiff clay is seen resting upon coarse bouhier gravel. Memoirs, Vol. Ill, pt. 2, p. 163. In the

Siwaliks themselves the outermost (highest) b^s seen are alternating chija and coarse conglomer-

ates dipping at 80** towards the plains. Ibid, p. 118.

* Thd papers arc published iu No. 178 of Solectiois from the Records of the Government of

India, Hoim Department, p. 47. /
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surfaces were passed through to a depth of 400 feet . No coarse deposits of any

kind were struck within the depth explored (422 feet), only clay and sand with the

occasional layers of peat that had once formed the land surface. The copious

water bed occurred in sand at a depth of 200 feet. The circumstances of the

Gangotic plains differ only in respect of magnitude. This is nd doubt in itself

presumably adverse, owing to the greater friction to be overcome in the percola-

tion of the water^stratum. On the other hand, these relative magnitudes are often

self-compensating, and it would, I think, be a mistake to decline experiment in

a matter of such importance for theoretical reasons* of uncertain applicability.

17. After careful reconsideration of the whole case in the light of the rather

imaginary difficulty raised by Mr. Oldham, I have to reaffirm my conviction that

there is reasonable prospect of success.

18. It is most unfortunate for the cause that the experiments that have so far

been made were fixed upon solely on grounds of local need, and not as in any degree

favourable sites for testing the conditions. It has been shown above that Ambdla

is in a position most likely to be out of reach of water-bearing deposits, compara-

tively near the hills and midway, at a considerable distance, between the great

rivers which are the vehicles for such deposits; and now a trial on a large

scale is being made at Agra, for which I am in some degree responsible.

1 could not say there was no chance of success, but I did not fail to say it was

about the last place I should choose for a trial boring. In discussing ^j^^uj^estion

with the engineer who was getting up the projects for the water-supply at ^gra,

my written opinion was as follows Agra is not perhaps the most propitious

position for a boring, and if I were sCk;*^ing a series of experimental borings, I

would not begin thei'e, because of its much proximity to tl^ south margin

of the basin, while^he water-supply to be expected would, I think, be from the

north. Although Agra is now at the lowest point of Die basin, the hollow of the

original depression was much more to the north, the < haiige being due to the

more abundant supply of detritus (1^ rain and rivers) from the north, and the

consequent encroachment and overlap of deposition from that side. Thus *the

boring at Agi*a will be in deposits having a different source of oiigin from those

through which the water-supply is expected ; and although the strata are contem-

poraneous and in the same basin, the continuity of porous or non-porous strata, and

hence the connecied percolation, may not be as free as if the boring were altogether

in beds of northern derivation.” Subsequently, in answer to a formal reference

from the Government of the North-Western Provinces on the subject, I wrote

(Ist December 1881)—“ It only remains for me to say that the grounds of possi-

bility and hope are sufficient to recommend anothe'if trial. In order of merit I

would choose Bareilly, Shajehanpore, Fyzabad, and Lucknow as propitious

positions. Regarding Agra, I have already given an opinion, quoted in Major

Jacob’s report on the water scheme for that place. Although holding that an

artesian spring would not be hopeless there, I was careful to point out that it was

by no means a propitious place for a new venture, on account of its great distance

from the northern sources and its actuat proximity to the southern edge of the

basin.*’ It is obvious that the friction difficulty will be at its maximum here, and

the free connection with file head of\underground water at its minimunh
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19th of February the boring had attained a depth of 481 foet, with the section

given in the following table. The thin bands of sand Nos. 30 and 32 are pro*

bably isolated in the clay. The experiment certainly cannot be considered as fairly

fcompleted at this depth.

Section of Artesian boring at Agra, 1884-85.

No. of

bed.
Thickness of

bed.
Depth.

1 16 16 Loam.
2 10 26 Sand, loamy, with small kankitr.

3 10 36 „ loamy.

4 8 44 % „ One.

6 19 63 Clay, loamy.

6 27 90 Sand, loamy (swcot water).

7 20 110 Kanknr and sutid.

8 29
• 139 Sand, white, and sandstone (waior brackish).

9 5 141 „ white with kuiikiir.

10 22 166 Clay loamy.

11 68 234 >$

12 66 280 „ loamy.

13 16 294 „ and kankar.

14 2' 6" 296' •0" Kaiikar.

15 fi" 298 Clay, loamy.

16 3' 6'' 301' 6"
1 „

17 •
1 302' 6" Kaiika *.

18 8' 6
" 311 Clay.

19 1 312 Kankar.

20 15 327 Cl y.

21 11 % 338
22 7 345 ,, red, and kankar (a little water).

23 15 360 liOfim.

24 1' 6" 361' 6" Kankar.

25 18' 6" 380 Clay mid kankar.

26 10 390 ,, loamy.

27^, 4 394
28 • 2 396 Kankar.
29 44 440 Clay.

SO 3' 9" 442' 9" SmiuI rniiniiig, full of water.

31 23' 9" 407' 6" Clay, loamy.

32 3 470' 6" Sand running, full of water; some large angul.ir gniins of

quartz and felspar.

83 10' 6" 481 Clay.

34 Sand (dry), with small ferruginous concretions.

Notes on the Geology of the Aka Hills, Assam, hy Tom D. LaTouche, B.A.,

Geological Survey of India, (With a map.) ,

In December of last year (1883) I obtained permission to accompany the ex-

pedition against the Akas, a tribe occupying the»Lower Himalayas to the north

of Tezpur in Assam, between the Bhutias and Daphlas. Although these hills

had not been surveyed before, yet the observations made by Colonel Oodwin-
Austen in the Daphla hills about 40 miles to tlie east, and published by him in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vbl. XLIV,* Pt, II, had shown a
• 7
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sequence of rocks similar to that found by Mr, Mallet in the Sikkim area to the

west (Mom, Geol. Surv., India., Vol. XI, Pt. I), and therefore it was probable

that, as the Aka hills are physically continuous with those on either side, the

same rocks would bo found ^in them, and this I found to be the case. Represen-

tatives of the rocks described by Mr. Mallet as occurring in the Jl^ecsta valley, viz,^

Tertiary, Damtida, and Daling, were found in situ, and judging from the number

of boulders of gneiss brouglit down by tlie rivers crossed during the expedition,

there is no doubt that this rock forms a gi'eat part of the country to the north

of the Daling scries.
*

The first hills mot witli to the north of Tezpiir forn>a long ridge on the south

bank of tho Borholi river, rising to 800 or 900 feet above the plains of Balipara.

This ridge is of pleistocene age and consists entirely of an unstratified dnftof

well rolled bouldc-Ts and pebbles derived from tho^hills to the north, gneiss and

granite being the predoniifiating rocks. Quartzites and hard sandstones from

tlie Damudas and Tertiaries are also common. To the north of the Borholi,

following the route taken by the expedition up the Diju stream, similar beds of

di’ift form low hills and terraces on either side of the stream for 7 or 8 miles.

TJiis grent accumulation of drift is probably the result of torrential action due to

the greater extemsion of the Himalayan glaciers in post-tertiary times.

About 8 miles from the Borholi, the Diju valley becomes naiTowcr, and beds

of tertiary rocks are seen in situ on the banks of the stream. TV^ 're light-

gr<'y saudstones, with beds of shtu< sometimes carbonaceous, much crushed and

locally contorted, dipping to north-east at 55®. Further into the gorge other

exposures are seen of micaceous tissile sandatone with shales dipping always at

high angles to the north-east and bccoiiWi^^Jvcrtical at camp^No. 1, about 12

miles from Dijumukh. In a largo boulder of* the sandstone in the bed of the

stream, I noticed a fossil tree trunk about 1 foot in diameter, coated by a

layer of lignito one inch thick, hut one found no ligniie in situ, nor did I see any

fossils.

At camp Xo. 1, the patli left the Diju and led over a ridge about *1,200 feet

nhr)vo the stream to camp No. 2 on the Maj Borholi. Owing to the dense jungle

I eonld find no sections of the rocks forming the ridge, but the fragments on the

jmth wore all of brown ferruginous sandstone.

In the 3i[aj Borholi valley the rocks exposed were entirely different from the

soft tertiary sandstones of the Diju, and consisted of hard grey quartzitic sand-

stones iiiterstratified with carbonaceous shales and seams of coal, the whole much
crushed and contorted. A good section was obtained in a small stream running

north into the Maj Borholi at camp No. 2. Here the rocks were dipping at high

angles to the soutli, and the following beds were exposed, in descending order :

—

Ft. Ins.

Light coloured qnnrtzilic Biindstoncs, much jointrd . about 20 0
i!ih:ilc8 with bands of snndstoiie 1 to thick . 46 0

Coul, fiiirly constant in thickness 1 6
]Uack shnles . . ... . . • 8 0
l)ark grey Bimd8t<fne ..... 2 0
Hard dark coloured itandy shale^v • • • "8 0
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Coal, tbickneas Tariable, much crushed

Li^ht grey coarse quartzite with strings of flaky coal

Dark coloured snndy shales

Coarse hard grey qiiartzitic sandstone

Light collpurod shnly sandstone ....
Black shales, centre portion very carbonaceous

Soft grey micaceous sandstone

Hard dark coloured micaceous sandstone and sandy shales

with a thin seam of flaky coal at the base....
Hard grey quarlzitic staiidstone ....

Ft. Ins.

over 1 0
60 0

6 0

about 8 0

6 0

. 4 0

14 0

.

*
25 0

?

Above this section slips have occurred in the sides of tlie gorge, and where the

rocks appear again they are so much contorted and crushed that it is impossible

to identify the different beds, or to form any correct estimate of the thickness of

the whole series. The Borjoli above tho camp runs along the strike of these

beds, and outcrops of carbonaceous shale and coal occur at intervals for about

2 miles up the river
;
outcrops also occur on the north bank. On the return route

from Jamiri to Balukpung, about 8 miles to the west, T wits unable to identify

this band of coal-bearing rocks with certainty owing to the dense jungle, but

near the camp between Jamiri and the Borholi, we crossed somo carbonaceous

shales on the same lino of strike which are probably a part of this series. These

coal-hearing rocks arc ideijtical in position and composition with the Damudas
describee! bv Mr. Mallet in the Sikkim area, and found by Colonel Grodvvin-

Auste^ to the east in the Daphla hills.

From camp No, 2 the path led over a jungle-covered ndge to the north,

rising to 4,000 feet above the Maj Borholi, and descended about 3,000 feet to tho

Tenga Pani. B'^cks of a micaccovi slaty schist were common on the path, and in

the Tenga Pani this rock was seen in situ, striking east and west, and nearly verti-

cal. Some of the hods were very fine-grained and fissile, and might do for roof-

ing slate, but their distance from the plains and the ruggodness of the country

between render them practically useless. T^ the ucHh of the Tenga Pani simi-

lar slaty schists form the ridge on which tho Aka villages Mahdis and Labrw
are situated, rising to 6,000 feet above sea level, and extend to tho west to and

beyond the village of Jamiri, where they arc silvery greenish mica schists, some-

times slightly talcose. These rocks ai’e probably the equivalents of the Baling

slates and schists of Sikkim, but I nowhere found any dolomitio bods or repre-

sentatives of the Baxa beds as described by Mr. Mallet. And a.s I found no sec-

tions showing the junction of the Damudas and Dalings, 1 cannot throw any

light upon the question as to which of these series is the older*

As to the practical importance of the coal scams in tho Damudas, very little

need be said. Even if the seams were thick enough to be worked, and not broken

lip and crushed as they are, their distance from the plains and the difficulties of

transport would prevent their being worked with profit, especially as there are

much larger coal-fields in Assam, and more easy•of access, which have never been

touched as yet. Even in the Teesta valley, where these Damuda beds contain

thicker seams of coal close to a line of railway, the attempts to work them have

so far resulted in failure, principally owing to the crushed condition in which the

coal occurs, and the consequent necessity for a costly process to consolidate it.
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Of other miiieralfproducts tlio country appcni'S to contain little or none. The

tertiary rocks contain a little lime which is here and there deposited as tufa by

streams on the face of cliffs, and doubtless there are layers of lignite, but neither

of those exist in]|snflicient quantity to bo of any use.

On tJie alleged tendency of the Arakan Mud Volcanoes to hurst into eruption most

frequently during the rains ; hy F. R. Mallkt, Drpttty Snyerinteudent, Oeologi^

cal Survey of India.
,

On the 10th December 1884 an eruption occurred from one of the Cheduba

Mud Volcanoes, concerning which wo have not as yet received any information

officially. It was, however, witnessed by Captain II. G. Creft, Commander of

tbo British India Steam Navigation Company’s v)^‘ssel Goconada, while passing

through Cheduba Straits, and, in a letter received from him on the subject. Captain

Creft describes the eruption as having been “of very short duration, not more

than eight minutes, Ibnt while it lastt‘d the /lames must Lave been quite 400 feet,

accompanied with large volumes of smoke.”

As mentioned in a previous volume,^ a notion is prevalent amongst the Ara-

kdn Islander'S that eruptions from the rand volcanoes occur more frequently dur-

ing the rains than at other times of the year. Were sjicli an idea confined to the

islands in question, it might possibly not be worth much invcstp<j^*^vpi, but a

very similar one is entertained with reference io the mud volcanoes of^,Java,

which are said to explode most violently in the wet season. The main object held

in view in recording the Arakan eruptions is tlio collection of sufficient materials

for putting the truth of such supposed pei^'jLicity to the tes^ To generalise

with safety, a far more extended record must be available than (jxists at present,

but, pending the growth of such, it may be of some interest /o place together

tlie materials which have been collected up to the sent time. Altogether the

dates of 13 eruptions arc accurately jenown.

Locality ok Vou’iAXO. Date of Krujil'on. Hcfcreiiee.

Near Kvnnk Pyu 26th Aug. 1833 . Vol. XI. p. 197.

Ditto . . . . . 3-i A.M., 23nl Miircli 1839 Ditto.

Ditto 11 P.M., 6tli Fob. 1843 Ditto.

Snbmnriiie, u little S. of FaNe Irtlnnd , , 7 or 8 A.M., 26th July 1843 Vol, XI, p. 198.

Subiniirine, S. f B. from W. llarongn TbIiiikI . 6 or 7 P.M,, 2nil Jm. 1845 Ditto.

Near Kyauk Pyn • • • • • p m., 25th Oct. 1846 Vol. XI, p, 199.

Near Peu-lay-ua, Bainri iBhiiid . .7 A.M., 19th March 1878 * Vol. XII, p. 70.

S. of Cheduba ? . 12tl'^j.rcb 1879 Vol. XIIT, p. 206.

Near centre of Cheduba 8 A.M., 27lb Feb. 1881 \ ol. XIV, p. 196,

South part of Clic^ub.i 7-55 A.M., Slst Dec. 1881 Vol. XV, p. 141.

Minbyiii Circle, Cheduba 23itl March 1883 Vol. XVI, p. 204.

Minbyin Circle, Cheduba (same Vol. aa that 8 A.v,, 28tb April 1884 Vol, XVII, p. 142.

of 31-12-81).

Cheduba ...... 10th Doe. 1884 Vol. XVIII, p. 124.

» Vol8. XI, p. 201, and XII, p, 70.

^ There is no reason ta suppose tlin\; eruptions wore loss frequent between 1846 and 1878 than

before and after tbo.se dates, the gap being doubtless due merely to the imperfection the record.
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In. the following table are given the number of eruptions that occurred in each

month, and the average monthly rainfall at Kyauk Pyu (deduced from the obser-

vations of 17 years) * :

—

Vriiniinna AvorngO Mootllljr
• Eruptions.

lUinfall.

In Janiifiry 1 •10

February 2 •OG

»» Marob 4
•

-30

April 1 •96

!• May 0 1012
June 0 41-72

>> July . 1 4662

August 1 39*39

tt September 0 21-23

*» October % 1 10-41

>• November . 0 4-19

11 December . 2 -34

'J’OTAT. . 13 175-44

From this it appears that, out of an annual rainfall of 175*44 inches, 173*08

inches fall in the seven inofiths betwcon the beginning of May and the end of Nov-

ember, fhiOi? only 1*70 fall in the five months between the 1st of December and

end of April. Of the 13 eruptions I'J occurred during the five dry months, while

only three took plaee during the seven wet ones. The observations, therefore,

as far as they go, tend to suggest a conclusion exactly the reverse of that held by

the inhabitants \)f the islands. If- is interesting to note in this connection that

(as remarked by M. Dubois doiMontpereux)^ out of six eruptions from the mud
volcanoes near the entrance to the sea of Azov, livo occurred lietwoen the begin-

ning of February and the 10th of May, or at just the time of year when the dates

given seem to inilicate that eruptions from*the Arakan volcanoes are most fre-

quent.

Although scarcely cafiable of being i’(3gardcd ns more than a curious coinci-

dence, one eainioi but notice the largo proportion of emptions which have occur-

red within an hour or two of sunrise or sunset. At night, and during the hottest

hours of the day, when people are tess out of doors, the chance of an eruption

escaping notice is pcrha]is somewhat greater than at other times.

Another point attracting the attention is that, while several of the earlier

eruptions took place near Kyauk Pyu, nearly all the later ones have hurst forth in

Cbcduba, suggesting thiit the main focus of activity may have shifted during the

last few decades. But the list is so imperfect, and so many eruptions may have

escaped record, that any generalisation must be regarded with tbo greatest cau-

tion. ,

* Report on the meteorology of India in 1882, p. 120.

» Vol. XI, p. 201. Geological Observer, p. 475.
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Analyses of Phosphatic Nodules and Bock from Mussooree ;
hy P. R. Mallet,

Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of Ind,ia.

In the last volume of the Records^ an account is given of the discovery, by

the Rev. J. Parsons and Dr. Warth, of phosphatic nodules and rock at Mussooree.

Their chemical examination was taken up by my colleague Mr. IjJ.* J. Jones, who
made qualitative analyses of both materials, and had commenced quantitative ones,

when a severe illness obliged him to suspend the work, which he was subsequently

unable to resume owing to liis leaving Calcutta for work in the field. As soon after

my return from furlough as other dutic.s permitted, therefore, I submitted (12 of)

the nodules and the rock to quantitative analysis, with the results given below.^ Mr.

Jones’ estimations of the pliosphoric acid (the only constituent he weighed) agree

with those now given within one or two per cent., a result as close as could be

expected from the analysis of two different samples. ^IIow far the discrepancy (in

as far as the relative proportions of alumina and lime are concerned) between the

composition inferred from Mr. Jones’ qualitative examination, and that given

below, should be ascribed to want of equality of composition in the different

samples operated upon, and how far to undue reliance being placed on mere

qualitative results, wdiich circumstances prevented being checked by quantitative

estimations, is perhaps open to question.

Nodules. • Rock,

Phosphoric anhydride . • . 34*70 = tricalcic phosphate 30*16 =* tri«HWfh'*phosphato

75*75. C6-84. •

Lime .... . 46*42 . 39*21

Magnesia .... . *30 . *55

Alumina - .

1
3-60

(
6*58

Oxide of iron 2-68 *

Soluble silica . -20
.

* .
*35

Insoluble siliceoTis matter
] 9-57 . . . . 1606

Barium sulphate .

Carbonaceous matter .
*98 .

*92

Ijoss on heating to lOOC® -
.

"*32
. *63

Carbonic acid, sulphuric anhydride, duo- 4'01 . 3*96

riiie, uiidct, and loss.

10000 100-00

The amount of carbonic acid and fluorine in the nodules is greater than in the

rock, only traces of fluorine occurring in tfie latter. This element was not esti-

mated separately, and only a portion is included amongst the last-mentioned con-

stituents. Thcj:o is a somewhat considerable quantity of biirium sulphate in the

rock, much more than in the nodules.

Both substances, and especially the nodules, are of high' standard as mate-

rials for the manufacture of artificial manure.

' Pftgc 198.

3 It is unfortunato that the estimation of lime, given at page 64, which was made at a time when

I was too fully occupied to undertake, or fully supervise the work, was published. The result,

owing to the metiiod employed, was not supposed to give more than a rouirh approximation, although,

of course, the great discrepancy between the amount then obtained and that given below must be

due to some error in analysiji. For this, 'liowever, the operator is in no way blameabl^ as he was

quite a beginner at such work. ^
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ADDITIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Fbom 1st Januabt to 31 st Mabch 1885.

Two fossil turtles, lower eocene ; one from 10 ft. below the coal at Nila, Salt Range, Punjab;

and the othet, from above coal outcrop at Hillanwala near Daudot, Punjab.

• Pbesbntbd by Db. H. Wabtb.

Four specimens of fossil plants from Giridih, Bengal.

Pbesbntbd by Mb! J. Wood-Mason.

Specimen of a mottled quartzite from the Kharahpur hills, Monghyr.

Pbesented by Mb. D. Mobies, Dubbhanga.

Two specimens of native gold in calcspnr, one with Malachite, said to be from one of the

Khctri mines, Kajputana.

Pbesented by Db. J.E. Stbatton, Political Agent, Jbypub.

Two specimens of grindstones oP Bardlcar sandstone, one measuring 3' 6" diameter and 6^

thick, and the other diameter and 2" thick, quarried at BaiAkar.

Pbesented by the Bengal Stone Co.Xd., Howbab[.

A specimen of blende from Kashmir.

Pbesented by Lieut.-Col. Sir Oliver St. John, K.C.S.I., R.E., Kashmib.

Specimens of mica, garnet, epidofe, egeran, &c., from the Tonk district.

Presented by Lieut.-Col. W, J. W. Mitiu, Political Agent in Habowtee and Tonk.

• ADDITIONS TO THIi: LIBRARY.

From 1st January to 31 st March 1885.

Titles of Books, Donors,

Andbe, George G,—A descriptive treatise on mining machinery, tools, and other appliances

used in mining. 5 Vols. 4® London, 1877—1878.

Bayley, Thomas,—The assay and analysis of Iron and Steel, Iron ores and Fuel. 8® London,

1881.

Baueuman, Hilary,—Text-hook of descriptive Mineralogy. 8° London, 1884.

Booth, M, L,—The Marble-workers* Manual. Designed for the use of marble- workers,

builders, and owners of houses. Translated from the French. 8® Philadel-

phia, 1876.

Bkonn's Klassen und Oi*duungcn dcs Thier-Reichs. Band VT, Abth. IV, Aves, Lief. 10; and

Band 1. Protozoa, Lief. '28. 8° Leipzig, 1885.

Buch, Leopold von ,—Gesammelte Schrifton. Band IV, heft. 1—-2, 8® Berlin, 1886.

Bucher, Charles JS,—Some abnormal and pathologic forms of fresh-water shells from the

vicinity of Albany, N. Y. 8® Pam. Albany, 1884. The Author.

Chakleton, Arthur G .—Tin : describing the chief methods of mining, dressing, and

smelting it abroad. With notes upon arsenic, bismutlf, and wolfram. 8®

London, 1884.

Cotta, Bernhard von,—Rocks classified and describedL: a treatise on lithology. An English

edition by Philip Henry Lawrence, with English, German, and French

synonyms, revised by the author. New edition. 8^ London, 1878.

Dacosta, Letois,'^A translation of the Deewan Pusund, being a treatise on Agriculture and

Revenue Accounts ; to which is appended a ehort essay on husbandry as

* applicable to the province of Behar. 4® Calcutta, 1824.
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Titles of Books » Donors,

J)ana, Edward Salisbury.—A text-book of Mineralogy. With an exicnJed treatise on

Crystallography and riiysical Mineralogy. lOtb edition. 8° New York,

1884.

J)AVID80N, Thomas,—Monograph of the British Fossil Brachiopoda, Vol. V.| pt., 3. (Pal.

8o(j.) 4° London, 1884. ,*

Dupont, Ji't/owarrf.—La chronologic gdologique. 8° Pam, Bruxelles, 1884. The Authob.

Gabdnbb, John Starkie,—Monograph of the British Eocene Flora. Vol. II, part 2. (Pal.

So(5.) 4° London, 1884.

Gbauam, David Allan.—A treatise on the coxfiparative commercial values of gas coals and

eanncls. 8® London, 1882.

Haoa, a,—Nederlandsch Nieuw Guinea en do Papoesche Eilanden. Historische Bijdrage

1600-1883. 8" Batavia, 1884. The Batavian Society.

Hue, M,—Travels in T.artary, Tliibet, and China, during the years 1844-5-6. TraiibLited

from the French by W. Hazlitt., 2 Vols. 8'^ London, no date.

Jones, T. Eupert, Kiukuy, James W,, and Bbady, George <9.—Monograph of the British

Fo.«sil Bivaivcd Entomostraca from the Caiboniferous formations. Part I,

No. 2 (Pal. Soc.) 4° London, 1884.

Kinahan, G. J7.— Notes on some of the Irish Crystalline Iron Ores. 8® Pam. Dublin, 1884.

The Authob.

„ Notes on the earthquake that took place in Essex on the morning of

April 22, 1881 8® Pam. Dublin, 1884. The Author.

Kirkpatkick, Colonel,—An account of the Kingdom of Nepaul, being the siiR^aiVce of ob-

servations made during a mission to that country in the year 17d3. 4^

London, 1811.

Kebl, Bruno.—The Assayer’s Manual. An abridged treatise on the docimastic examination

of ores, and furnace and other avtiticial products. Tr insisted from the

German by William T. Braniit, and edited by William H. Wahl.* 8°

Philadelphia, 1883.

Lydbekkb, hichard,—Catalogue of Vertebrate F’ossils frou* the Siwaliks of India in the

Science and Art Museum, Dublin. 4® Pain. Dublin, 1884,

The, Author.

„ Note on the^istrihution in time and space of the genera of Siwalik

Mammals and Birds. 8^ Pam. London, 1884.

The Author.

„ Note on a new species of Mcrycopotamus. 8^ Pam. London, 1884.

The Author.

„ Note on three genera of fossil Artiodactyla, with description of a

new species. 8° Pam. Jjondon, 1885. The Author.

Lyman, Benjamin Smith.—Topography of the Punjab CA Eegion. 8° Pam. Philadelphia,

1872. The Author.

Marvin, Charles!—The petroleum industry of Southern Russia, 4° London, 1884.

Noetlino, E.—Die Fauna der baltischeu Cenomau-Gcschiebe. 4“ Berlin, 1885.

The Author.

Paldontologie Fran^aise, 1'*. S^i-ie, Animauz invertebres. Terrain Jurassique, livr. 72-7^.

8* Parin, 1884.
‘

Qcbnstbdt, jy, Attff.—Handbuch der, Petrefaktenltunde. Axiflage III, Lief. 19-20. ST

Tubingen, }884.
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Titles of Hooks, Donors,

Rbclus, Nonvelle Qdograpbie UnivorAclIe Vol. X. L*Afrique septentrionalei Ire

partie, BasBin du Nil. 8* Paine, 1884.

Schwarz, C, von,—Report on the financial prospects of iim working in the Chanda dietriot,

• fisc. Pam. Calcutta, 1882.

„ Reports on iron working in the Raniganj 8ub*division of the

district of Burdwan in Bengal, fisc. Pam. Simla, 1882.

Sblwyn, Alfred C, and Dawson, George M,—Descriptive sketch of the physical geo-

graphy and geology of the Dominion of Canada. With geological map.
8® Pam. Montreal, 1881. Gkol. and Nat. Hist. Sdevby op Canada.

Sleeman, Sir William H.—A journey through the kingdom of Oude in 1849-1860
; by

direction of the Right Hon’ble the Earl of Dalhousie, Governor General.

With private correapondeiico relative to the annexation of Oude to British

India. 2 Vok. 8® London. 1858.

Smyth, R Brough,-^M\\\{^ for the guid>mc6 of surveyors and others in collecting specimens

pf rocks, Ac. 8° Para. Melbourne, 1871.

Spon, Ernest ^ F, A*.—Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Military, and Naval.

With technical terms in French, German, Italian, and Spanish, 3 Vols.,

Edited by Byrne and Spon. 8® London, 1874.

„ Supplemeiit to Spon *8 Dictionary of Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Mili-

tary, and Naval. Edited by Ernest Spon. 8® London, 1881.

Symbs, Michael,—An accouflt of au embassy to the Kingdom of Ava sent by the Governor
' General of India in the year 1795. 4° London, 1800.

Thomson, Sir C, W^ville, and MubR-iY, Report on the scientific results of the

voyage of II. M. S. “Challenger" during the year 1873-1876. Vol, X,

Zoology. 4® London, 1884. Seceetaby op State poe India.

Teton, George ^.—Structural and Systematic Conchology : an introduction to the study of

the Mollusca. Yols. 1—.3. 8® Philadelphia, 1882-1884.

WooDWAED, Henry,—Monograph of the British Carboniferous Trilobites. Part 2. (Pal Soc.)

^ 4® London, 1884. •

Weight, I’AowfiA'.— Monograph on the Lias Ammonites of the British Islands. Part 7.

• (Pal. Soc.) 4® London, 1884.

PERIODICALS. SERIALS, Ac.

American Journal of Science. 3rd Series. Vol. XXVIII, No. 169, to Vol. XXIX, No. 170.

8® New Haven, 1884-1885. The Editors.

American’Naturaliafc, Vol. XVIII, No, 11. 8® Philadelphia, 1884.

Annalen der Physik und Cbomie. Neue Folge. Band XXIII, Heft 4, and Band XXIV,
Nob. 1—2. 8® Leipzig., 1884-1886.

Annales des Mines. 8™® Sdrie. Vol. VI, livr. 4. 8® Puns, 1884. L’Adkins. des Minbs.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Botanique. 6"® Sdrie. Tome XIX, Nos. 1—6, and XX,
Nos. 1—3. 8® Paris, 1884.

Annales des Sciences Natarelles. Zoologie et Paldontologie. .6*“* Sdrie. Tome XVII, Nos. 3—4,
8® Paris, 1884.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. S*** Senea* Vol. XV, Nos. 86—86. 8® London,

^ 1886.

H
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litles of Boohs. Donutrs.

Archiv flir NaturgeMchichtc. Jahrg. XLVII I, Heft 6, and L, Heft 3—4. 8“ Berlin, 1882

and 1884.

Athenseum. Nob. 2981—2992. 4** London, 1884-1885.

Beibliitter zn den Annalen der Physik und Ohetriie. Band VllI, No. 12, and Band IX,

No, 1. 8° Leipzig, 1884-1885. *

Biblioth5quc Universelle. Archives des Scienees Physiques et Natiirellcs 3”**^ Fdriode.

fTome XII, Nos. 10—11. 8® Gendve, 1884.

Biblioth^que Universelle et Revue Suisse. 3”*® Fdriode. Tome XXIV, Nos. 71—72. 8®

Lausanne, 1884.
^

Botanischer Jahresbericht. Jabrg. X, Abth. I, Heft 1 8® Berlin, 1884*

Botaniscbes Central Hiatt. Band XX, Nos. 10—13, and XXI, Nos. 1—8. 8® Cassel, 1881-

1885.

Chemical News. Vol. L. No. 1307, to Vol LI, No. 1318. 4® London, 1881-1885.

Colliery Guardian. Vol. XLVIII, No. 1249, to Vol. XLIX, No. 1260, fol. London. 1884-

1885.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LVII, Nos. 48—62, and LVIII, Nos. 1—8. 4° Stuttgart, 1884-1885.

Geological Magazine. New Series, Decade 3, Vol. II, No.s. I—2. 8® London, 1885.

Iron. Vol. XXIV, Nos. 622, to Vol. XXV, No. 633. Fol. London, 1881-1S86.

Journal de Conchyliologic. 3'“® Sdrie. Tome XXIV, No. 3. 8® Paris, 1884.

Journal of Science. 3rd Sdriea, Vol. VI, Nos, 131—132. 8° London, 1884. The Editob.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine ai d Journal of Science. 5th

Series, Vol. XIX, Nos. 116—117. 8^ London, 1885. • v

Mining Journal, with Supplement. V«;i LIV, Nos. 2572, to Vol. LV, Nos. 2583|. Ful.

London, 1884—85.

Naturffi Novitates. No.s. 23—26 (1884,) and Nos. 1—3 (1885.) 8® Berlin, 1884—1885.

Nature. • Vol. XXXI, Nos. 789—8(X). 4® London, 1884 -1885.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic und Palseontologie. Jahrg. 18^, Band I, Heft 1.

8® Stuttgart, 1S85.

fiir Mineralogie, Geologic und Palseontologie. Boilage-Band 111, Heft

2. b® Stuttgart, 1884.

Fetermann’s Geographische MittheilungciK Band XXX, No. 12, and XXXI, Nos. 1—2.
4® Gotha, 1884—1885.

„ Mittheilungen. Supplement, No. 76. 4® Gotha, 1884.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3rd Series, Vol. 11, No. 8. Fisc, lioorkee, 1884.

Thomason College of Civil Engin ebbing.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. New Series. Vol. XXV, No. 97. 8® London,

1885.

Zeitschridb fiir Naturwissenschaften. Folge 4. Baud 111, Heft 5. Halle, 1884.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, Ac.

Assam.—

R

eport on the administration of the Province of Assam for 1883-84. Fisc. Shillong,

1885, Chief Commissioneb of Assam.

Bengal.—Quarterly Bengal Army List for January let, 1885, No. 91. Calcutta, 1886.

Qovbbnmbnt Pbinting Office.

„ Report on the administration of Bengal, 1883-84. Fisc. Calcutta, 1885.

Qovbbnmbnt of Bengal.
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Tiilea of Books. Donors.

Bombay.—Gaasetteer of the Bombay Presidency. Vols. XXI—^XlXIII. 8^ Bombay, 1885.

Bombay Goybbmmbst.

„ Report on the administration of the Bombay Presidency for the year 1883*84.

• Flso. Bombay, 1884. Bombay Govbbnmbnt.

„ Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government. New Series, No. 165.

Fisc. Bombay. 1885. Bombay Govebnhbbt.

British Bubma.—

R

eport on the administration of British Burma dunng 1883-84. Fisc.

Rangoon, 1884. ‘ Chibf Oommissioneb, British Burma.

India.—Annual statement of the trade and navigation of British India with Foreign

countries and the coasting trade of the several Presidencies and Provinces,

in the year ending 31 st March 1883, No. 17. 4° Calcutta, 1885. ^
Government of India.

„ Progress report of the forest administration in Ajmere-Merwara for 1883-84. By
A. E. Lowrie. Fisc. Simla. 1884. Home Drfabtmbnt.

„ Report on the administration of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts for 1883-84.

Flso. IJydcrabad, 1884. Resident, Hyderabad.

,. Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India in 1884^ reduced and

. corrected. June to October 1884. 4° Calcutta, 1885.

Meteorological Reporter to Government of India.

.. Report on the MysoB3 census of 1881. By Lewis Rice. Fisc. Bangalore, 1884.

* Revenue and Agricultural Department
•

iNDiA^^Selections from the Records of tho Qovernflient of India, Foreign Department, No-

199. Fisc. Calcutta, 1885. Foreign Department.
•

Madras.— Report on the administration of the Madras Presidency during 1883-84. Fisc.

oMadras, 1884. Madras Government.

Punjab.—District Gazetteers : Amhala; Amritsar; Bannu; Delhi; Dera Ghazi Khan ; Dera

Ismail Khan ;
Ferozepore; Gujranwala ; Gujrat ; Gui*daspur; Gurgfion;

Hazara; Hisar; Hoshiarpur; Jalandhar; Jhang; Jhelam; Kangra; Lahore;

Montgomery ; Multan ; MuzalTargarh ; Peshawar
;

Rawalpindi ; Rohtak

;

* Slmhpur ; Sialkot. 8° Lahore and Calcutta, 1883-84. Punjab Government.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, Ac., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, Ac.

Batavia.—Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunslen en Wetenschappen, Doel

XXII. Ad. 2—3. 8® Batavia, 1884. The Society.

„ Tijdschrift voor indische Taal-,Land-,eu Volken-kunde. Deel XXIX, Afl. 6—6*
8^ Batavia, 1884. The Society.

Belfast*—Report and Proceedings of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society,

for the Sessions 1883-84. S'* Belfast, 1884. The Socibiy-

Bbrlin.—Sitzungsberichte der Konig. Freussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin. Nos. 18—39. 8® Berlin, 11584. The Academy.

„ Zeitschrift der Deutschen geologiscj;ien Gesellscbaft. Baud XXXVl, heft 3. 8®

Berlin, 1884. Tbb Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. XVll,

A No. 44. 8® Bombay, 1884. The Society.
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Titles ofBooks, Donors,

Boston.—Proceeding's of the Americnn Academy of Arts and Sciences. Nevr series,

Vol. XI, pts. 1—2. 8® Boston, 1883-84. Tn® Aoadbmt.

Bbbslau.—Einundsechzigster Jahres-Bericht dcr Schlesischcn Gcscllschaft fiir vaterlan-

dische Cultur. 8^ Breslau, 1884. c The Society.

Bbussbls.—Bulletin do la Soci^td fioyale Beige de Gdographie. Ahnde VIII, No. 5.

8° Bruxelles, 1884. The Society.

Budapest,—'Naturhistorische Hefto, herausgegeben rom Ungaiischen National Museum*
Band VIII. 8° Budapest, 1884. . The Museum,

Buenos Aibes.—Boletin do la Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba (Republica

Argentina). Tomo, VI, Nos. 2—4. 8° Buenos Aires, 1884.

The Academy.

Calcutta.—Catalogue of the library of the Geological Survey of India. By Wm. Robei’t

Bion. 8^ Calcutta, 1884. XIeolooical Subyey of 1ndi;».

„ . Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXI, pt. 2. 8® Calcutta,

1884. Geological Subyey op India.

„ PaljBontologia Indica. Series X, Vol. Ill, part 6, upd Series XIV, Vol. I, part

3, fasc. 4. 4** London and Calcutta, 1884.

Geological Subyey of India.

„ Records oT the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XVIII, pt. 1. 8® Calcutta,

1886. G£ological Subyey of India.

„ Catalogue of the Presidency College Library. 8® Calcutta, 1882.

pBimiDENCY College.

• „ Catalogue of the Library of the University of Calcutta. 8® Calcutta, 1885.

The Univehsity.

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New Series, Vol. lIii, part. I Special

number, 8® Calcutta, 1884—1885. ' The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. 10—ll (1884) and No. 1

(1885). 8® Calcutta. 1884—1883. The Society.

„ Survey of India Department. Notes for December 1884, and Jany, to Feby.

1885. Fisc. Dehra-Dun, 1885. Subyey of India.

„ Transactions of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, Vols. I.

—

VI, and VITI. 8® Calcutta, 1837—1841.

Cambbidge, Mass.—Annual Report of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology

for 1883—84. 8® Cambridge, 1884. The Museum.

„ Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. VIII. No. 3,

Vol. X, No. 3, Vols. XIT and XIII. 4** Boston, 1883—1884.

^ The Museum.
/

Dresden.—Sitzungsberichte und Abhandliiugen der naturwissenschiiftlichen Gesellschaft

*- Isis in Dresden. Jahrg. 1881. Juli bis December. 8® Dresden, 1885.

The SociRBT.

Hamilton, Canada.—Journal and Proceedings of the Hamilton Association. Vol. I, part 1.

8® Hamilton. 1884. The Academy,

Habbisbubg.—Reports of the second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

Coal Mining (A. C.), 1883.

Chester County (04), i883.

Lehigh and Northampton Counties (Dj, I), 1883. *
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TitU$ of Books, Donors.

Habbisbubo.*—South Mountain Belt, Berks County (D,, II), 1883.

Susquehanna river region (G;), 1883.

Warren County oil regions (14), 1883.

Jtfaps: Adams Co.; Franklin Co.; Cumberland Co.; South Mountain

• (4 sheets).

lii^OE.—Aiinales de la Socidtd Qdologique de Belgique. Vol. XI. 8^ Lidge, 1883.

• Thb Society.

Lo^DoN.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain aud Ireland. Yol.

XIV, No. 2. 8® Londoif, 1884.

,, Journal of the Society of Arts. Yol. XXXIII, Nos. 1673—1683. 8” London,

1884—1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New Series. Vol. VI, Nos.

11—12. 8° Jiiondon, 1884. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Gi'eat Britain. Tol. X, part 3, No. 77.

S'* London, 1884. The Institute.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. XL, No. 160. With list of

' Fellows for 1884. 8^ London, 1884. The Society.

Mai>bid.— Boletin de la Sociedad Gcografica de Madrid. Tomo XVJI, Nos. 4—6. 8*

Madrid, 1884. The Society.

Manchkstkh.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XVIII, part 3.

8° ManchSster, 1884. The Society.

Montreal.—Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada. Comparative vocabularies of the In-

^ dian tribes of Britisii Columbia. By W. Fraser Tolmie and George

M. Dawson. 8® Montreal, 1884. The Subvey.

Neuchatel.—Bulletin de la Socidtd des Sciences Naturelles de Neuchatel. Tome XIV. 8°

• Neuchatel, 1884. The Society.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Transactiqiis of the north of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. Vol. XXXIV, pait 1. 8^ Newcastle-ou-Tyne,

1886. • The Institute.

Nkw Haven.—Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol* VI,

• part 1. 8° New Haven, 1884. The Academy.

Paris—Bulletin de la Socidtd Gdologique de France. 3®®, Sdrie Tome XII, No. 8. 8°

Paris, 1884. ‘ The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences. 2nd Scries. Vol IX, part

1. 4P Philadelphia, 1884. The Academy.

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences. Part II. 8® Philadel-

phia, 1884. The Academy.

,,
Prooeedings of the American Philosophical Society. Vol, XXT, No. 115,

8® Philadelphia, 1884. The Society.

„ Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series. Vol. LXXXVIII, No. 6.

and Vol. LXXXIX, Nos. 1—2. 8® Philadelphia,•1881—1885.
The Institute.

Fisa.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Natryrali : Proccssi Verbal!. Vol. IV, pages

125—145. 8® Pisa, 1884. The Society.

Report on the explorations in Great Tibet^ind Mongolia, made by A—k in 1879—1882, in

connection with the Trigonometrical Bianch of the Survey of India. Pre-

pared by J. B. N, Hennessey. Fisc. Dehiu Dun, 1884.

• SuBYBY OF India.
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Titles qf Boohs, • Donors^

Rio db* Janeibo.—

A

nnaes da Escola de Minas de Ouro Preto. No. 3. ^ Rio de Janeiro,

1884. Tbb School or Minbs.

St. Petebsbubo —

B
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TJie Andaman Islands form a small group extending in a nearly north and
south direction, between the parallels of 10® 30^ and 13” 30'

Gw^nphy and gene-
j|orth Latitude: they, or at least tho four or five northern

ral features. j

,
islands, form a range of low hills which, if wo look merely

to the height above sea lovcl,^ nowhere rise to more than 2,500 feet, but if we
regard the continuation of the land slope into the sea on either side, rise to the

very respectable elevation of over 9,000^ feet. They are described in the report of

the Andaman Committee, whore it is stated^that “ the highest land wherever seen

is on the eastern side,” and that ** tho watershed is therefore chiefly towards the

west, and consequently it is on that side of the island that the marshy locali-

ties will most probably be fonn<k*’ Tho first statement is true enough, but 1 very

much doubt the accuracy of the second. In the South Andaman the greater

part of the drainage flows into the creeks, which ultimately load off to tho eastern

shore, and on tho Middle and North Andaman, where the creeks are not to be

found, the bulk of the drainage seems to flow through gaps in tho eastern range.

2. Though tho various publications, papers, and notes referring to the Andaman
Islands would make a lengthy list, there are but few among

Hdfor””*
<^hBervors: which contain any references to the geology of the

Islands. 'J'he first of these, arranging them according to

their dates, is to be found in tho journals of Dr. J. W, Heifer,* who visited the

islands in 1840. His journal, which is all that remains, for ho was killed by the

Andamanese, contains but few refemneesa to geology. He visited one of the islands

1 Dr. Johann Wilhelm Heifer’s godriickto und ungedrncicte Sehriften ilber die Tennsseriin

Proviiizoii,den Mergui Arehipcl uud die Auduinaiieii-luMclu. Muiheil. k.k. Qeoyr. QeselUchafi, XU
i»p. Miti—3'JO (1850),
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of the Archipelago (probably Ouiram Island) and a small island which seems to

have been the Middle Button, sailed through Homfray’s Strait ^ and then round

the north of the island till he was killed on the east coast, either at Cadell Bay
or some spot in that neighbourhood. The only geological observations refer to

the Archipelago and the Middle Button, the rocks of which *116 classes as

** Quadersandstein.*’
•

The next reference I can find is contained in a pamphlet by a Mr. J. H.,

.
Qu*gltjy,® who visited Interview Island in a schooner called

the Sea Serpent, which had been chartered by a friend of

his to recover what was worth saving from the wreck of the barque Emily. His

account has been stigmatized by Dr. Monat as only w’orthy of a Munchhausen,
but, though abundantly adorned (?) with what meant for rhetorical flourishes

which, however, give place to a more moderate tone when speaking of what ho

actually saw, it is far more entertaining, and, as subsequent knowledge Las

shown, more trustwoithy on the whole than the dreary pages of the learned

doctor’s ponderous tome. Mr. Quiglqy’s “ geological observations ” are just

such as a man ignorant of geology might well have made, but such as he could

not possibly have invented
;

all that can be made of them is that the greater pai*t

of Interview Island consists of sedimentary formations, but that the extreme

west (sic in original, probably a misprint) is composed of igneous rocks described as

“granite and greenstone,” terms thatmay safely be translated diorite and serpentine.

The report* of the Committee iippointed in 1857 to select a site for aj>enal

settlement in the Andamans, contains hut one single obser-

vation bearing on geology
;
in paragraph 41 it is stated

that limestone “ of the finest quality ” is obtainable on a promon^ry a few miles

north of Long Island.

Prefaced to a I’eport on the vegetation of t£o Andamans by Dr. Kurz are

some notes on thei* geology or more properly petrography

of the South Andaman ; he also gives some important

observations as to the recent sinking of the islands, to which I shall refer later on.

In 1868, a short note by Dr. Stoliczka^ w'as read before tlie Geological Institute

of Vienna; being mercly^an extract from a private letter

it does not contain any detailed bbsorvations, but refers to

the general question of the coiTelation of the beds seen near Port Blair, to wLieh

he ascribes an eocene age.

Andaman Committee.

Kurz.

Stoliczko.

’ As this is, BO for as I know, tbo only instance t>f iheso straits having been navigated by any-

thing larger than a steam launch, it may be interesting to give th^’^rcasons on which 1 base this

supposition; they are as follows:—(1) Sailing north-w'csiwards ” from the Uutto.i bo passed

through a group of islands end found himself almost shut in by land; (2) lie mentions very rapid

currents in the straits; and (3) he describes the western outlet ns also surrounded by islands with a

very narrow passage out to the west. All these three fit in with Hemfrny’s Straits, while none of

them would be applicable to the Middle Straits (JE[e1fer, loc, cit., pp. 384—385).
^ Wanderings in the Islands of Interview (Andaman), Little and Groat Coco. Pmpki., Moul-

mcin, 1850.

’ Selections from the Records of the Qovornment of India, No. 25, pp. 4—28 (1859).

^ Die Andaiuniicn Inseln, Assam, u. s. w. (Aus cincm Briefe nn Ucirn Director v. Haeur, de

dato, Culcutto, 30th Marz) Verhand, k.k, geol, JRtichsanaialt, No. 9, p. 192 (1868). •
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St. John.

In the Transaetions of the Ethnological Sooietj for 1869 there is a note^ on

the Andaman Islands by Lieutenant S. A. St. John,, which

contains some petrographical statements ; he went on a

trip in the Diana to search for limestone, and mentions the occurrence on

the shore west of Long Island of what proved to be- “ the common igneous rock of

former acquaintance,’* which, from its ‘^ight colour,”" might have been taken

for limestone by one who had not landed to examine it. I cannot understand this

sentence
; can he have kit upon one^of the pale clays, locally indurated, of the

Archipelago series ?

The Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1870 contain another

paper * by Dr. Stoliezka on the Kgbkkenmbddings of the

Andamans which contains a passage referring to the possi-

bility of recent changes of Idvel in the islands.

The Journal of the same Society for that year contains two papers * by hlr. V.

Ball on the geology of the vicinity of Port Blair and of

Nancowry Harbour, in which he gives some geological

details and essays to correlate the rocks of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

Since this date I know of nothing further relating to tho geology of the

Andamans until the recent publication of two * notices by

Mr. B. Mallet in the Bccords of the Geological Survey

of India.

Passing now to my own observaJons, I can only distinguish with certainty

.
two sedimentary formations in the Andaman Islands,

t imentfiry onuatioos,
j propose to call the Port Blair and Archipelago

aeries rcspectivdiy.

The Port Blair series consists principally of firm grey sandstone and inter-

bedded slaty shales, not nnfrequcntly containing nests of

coaly matter, and, occasionally, beds of conglomerate and
pale grey limestone as subsidiary members? The sandstone is the chai'acteristio

rock of the series, it is generally if not always non.calcareous and is easily recog-

nized, where exposed betwe^ tidemarks, by its peculiar mode of weathering

:

owing to irregular distribution of*the cementing material, bosses of harder stone

are left standing up above the general level of the rock, and these bosses aro in*

variably irregularly honeycombed by the solvent action of the sea water.

{Stoliezka.

Ball.

Mallet.

Port Blair series.

* Notes on the Andaman Islands by Admiral Sir Edward Belcher (from notes by Lieutenant

S. A. St. John, H. M.*8 60th Begiment). 2Vaa«. Sthnol. Soe. (new series), V, pp. 40-Hli9

(1867).

* Note on the Kgdkicenmdddings of tho Andaman Islands, by Dr..F. Stoliezka. IVoc. As, Soe,

Bengal^ 1870, pp. 13—23. •

* Brief notes on the geology and on the Fauna in the neighbonrhoed of Nancowry Harbour,

Nicobar Islands, by V. Ball, B.A., Geological Surrey of Indio. Jotfni. As, Soc., Bengal, XXXIX,
pp. 25—27 (1870). Notes on the geology of the ^cinit/ of Port Blair, Andaman Islands, by
V. Ball, B.A., Geological Survey of India, ihid, pp. 231-243 (1870).

* On Native Lead from Moulmein and Chroftiite from the Andaman Islands, by F. R. Mallet,

Deputy Superinrtendent, Gcalogical Survey of India. Mpc. G. S. Vol. XVI, 203 (1883). On
some mineral resources of tho Andniuan Islands in tho neighbourhood of Port Blair, by F. It.

Mallet, Dopiitv Superintendent,. Geological Survey of India. Bee, O, S, Vol. XVII, pp. 79-'86

(1884),
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Volcanic rocks.

In sevoral places I found red and green jaspery beds very similar to what

occur in Manipur and Burma, but I 'was unable to deter-
Fossiblo older series. i ii i* n. . i umine whether any of these belonged to an older senes or

no. In part at least they seem to belong to the same series as the sandstones and

shales, in the midst of which they may be found cropping out, bu j; it is by no means

impossiblo that some of them belong to an older series, for, on the east coast of the

South Andaman^, close to tbo boundaries of the serpentine south of Shoal Bay,

1 found great banks of conglomerate containing pebbles of similar jaspery rock ;

it is of course possible that this conglomoAte is newer than the sandstone, but tbo

fact that, though found close to the serpentine it contains no pebbles of that rock,

indicates that it is probably of earlier date than the serpentine intrusions, and

consequently probably of the same ago as the Port Blair series.

On Entry Island and again in a small bay,« not marked on tho marine

Vole n'c ro ks
chart, immediately south of Port Meadows, I found beds

of volcanic origin. In the middle of the small bay just

mentioned a square rock composed of a breccia of pale-green felsite cemented

by a matrix of felsitic ash stands out of the water, and on Entry Island, among a

series of rocks indurated and contorted so as to baffle desenption, there are some

beds full of angular fragments, and apparently of volcanic origin. The ago of

these is difflcult to determine
;
they seem to pass northwards into beds among

which jaspery slate and limestone are to be found, and at the noi-thorn extremity

of the island there is some intru8h''e serpentine, but at the southern end of the

island near the top of the section, if I read it aright, I found in a bed of sandstone

an isolated boulder, about a foot long, of a serpentinous rock, evidently derived

from the serpentine intrusion. On the whole, it is probable that these are

of later date than tho Port Blair sandstones.

Before passing on to the next scries, I must mention one very peculiar rock

Chatham 1 1 id
which is exposed on Chatham I land, and which I have

not seen elsewhere. On the south shore of the island,

immediately east of the saw-mill, there is an exposure of sandstone^ through

which are scattered blocks of red and green slatey rock ; these, as is shown by their

angular outline and lamination, quite independctit of, and divergent from that of

the sandstone matrix, are evidently fragments of some pre-existing rock. It is diffl-

.

cult to explain their presence here ;
in the absence of any signs of volcanic action

in the immediate neighbourhood, one would naturally turn to glacial agency
;
yet

the apparently isolated nature of tho phenomenon is against this explanation,

while the fragments are too numerous, and scattered over too large a sui'face, for

them to be satisfactorily explained by any theory of dotation by driftwood.*

The newer series, which I have called the Archipelago series, as the whole of

the islands of the Archipelago are formed by it, consists
Archipelago series.

typically of soft limestones formed of coral and shell-sand,

soft calcareous sandstones and soft white clays, with occasionally a band of con-

glomerate the pebbles of which seem ^originally to have been coral, though no

Btructure is now discernible. These beds seem to cover a large area in tbo

1 Confer Theobald's description of some beds boloJigiiij; to the axial (triu»sic)^roap. Mew*
e. s. I.. Voi. X., p. lar (1873).

Chatham Isluiid.

Archipelago series.
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Sandstones of Clraggy

Island. *

And south

Meadows.
of Port

Andamans, but 1 shall not here enter into the discussion of their geographical

distribution.

On Craggy Island, I found a somewhat peculiar rook ;
it was a soft bedded

very calcareous sandstone ; the calcareous cement was ir-^

regularly distributed, forming spheroidal masses of harder

rock which stood out from the general surface of the cliff,

and this, combined with strings of small pebbles scattered through the beds, gave

the rock an appearance veiy much resembling that of many of the Siwalik sand-

stones. Some of the pebbles were of serpentine, so that the rock is almost

certainly of later date than the Port Blair series, yet it may be remarked that where

exposed between tide marks, the projecting bosses weather away in a manner

which feebly imitates the honeycombing of the very much more prominent knobs

to be seen at Port Blair. •

There is only one other place where I have seen a similar rock in the Anda-

mans, and that was on a rocky point a short way south of

Port Meadows. I did not here notice any serpentine peb-

bles, but the position of the rock would lead one to asso-

ciate it with the volcanic beds which, as I have mentioned above, are probably of

more recent age than the Port Blair series. It is not inapossible that the sand-

stones just referred to may belong to the Archipelago series.

The Cinque Islands consist principally of intrusive rock of the serpentino

series, hut there ai'e also some metamorphosed and indu-

Cinque Islands. rated sedimentary beds
;
of these some are siliceous, bnt

for the most part they are calcareous, the most remarkable

form being a green chloritic or serpontinous matrix with numerous granules of

crystalline calcite scattered thK)ugh it
;
the rounded outlines of these granules

seem to be duo to attrition, and the crystalline structure to subsequent meto-

morphism. These rocks did not seem to mo to belong to the Poi*t Blair, but

to the Archipelago, series, and at the first* blush it would seem as if they had
been meiamorphosed by the intrusion of the serpentine ; foi^tunately however at

one or two places, and more especially on the eastern face of the southern island

close to its northern end, there are exposures of a conglomeratic bed, in which the

pebbles are of serpentine, and the matrix is fine-grained and very serpentinous.

This conglomerate, both from its position and induration, belongs to the same
series as the other sedimentary rocks of the island, and proves that they are of

later date than the serpentine intrusion, and that in all probability their metamor-

phism is due to the contortion they have locally nndergone. The conglomerate

just mentioned is a curious bed, not of the type commonly known as conglomerate,

but exhibits that structure, usually considered due to the action of floating ice,

which is seen in the boulder bed of the Talchirs, or the Blaini conglomerate of the

Himalayas. The matrix is, or rather was originally, a fine mud or clay, and
through it the pebbles are scattered, not touebing each other, but each isolated

in the matrix
;
I have seen a similar bed of presumably the same age, though

showing no signs of alteration, in a very similar*position to the east of the Nijaong

village in the harbour of Nancowry, but here the fragments were angular, not, as

on the Cinque, rounded in outline.
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Intrasivo rocks.

Two distinct forina.-

tions.

As ref^rds the intrusive rocks of the AndaxuAns I have little to say
;
they are

similar to those of Manipur and Burma to the north and

of the Nieobars to the south, and, as far as I could judge

from the manner of their occurrence, of certainly later date than the Port Blair

series, the only section which seems to throw any doubt on this <;onclusion being,

that described above of the sandstones on Craggy Island. I have followed my
predecessors in calling these rocks serpentine, that being the most pi’ominent or

remarkable form which they take, but they^ not infrequently pass into ciystalline-

diorite or gabbro.

It may seem strange tliat, before passing on to> consider the correlation of

these series, it should be necessary to discuss whether-

they really belong to distinct formations, or are merely

local petrological variations (tf each other, but, as will

presently be seen, such is the case. As regards the Andamans,. I have no doubt

that they are really two distinct formations, for in degree of indui*ation and

mineralogical composition they are as contrasting as could well be, nor have I seen

any signs of ti*ausition from one type to the other (if wo except the sandstones of

Craggy Island) and in the Middle Andaman, where I saw the soft limestones of tho

Archipelago, and the hard gi’oy sandstones of tho Port Blair series within a few

miles of each other
;
they each maintained their especial characteristics unchanged.

While if my identification of the altered sedimentary rocks of tho Cinque Islands

with the Archipelago series is correct, they must be two distinct formationilj one

older, the other newer, than tho serpentine intrusions.

In investigating the homotaxia of these bods, wo may approach the ques-

tion from three points of view, and determine the age oi
Homotaxifl o t e 8. either by the internal evidence of fossils, by con-

necting them with tlie known rocks of the Arracan Yoma, or by connecting them,,

through the Nieobars, with beds of known age in Java.

As regards the first, wc have nothing beyond Dr. Stoliezka’s statement^ that

FoaftilB
observed ‘*at the north-cast end of Ross Island several

specimens of a Pecten, a small Cytherea-like shell, and

fragments of Oysters, which fossils prove that the deposits are marine, and tho

aspect of these fossils is undoubtedly a tertiary one.’* I regret to have to say that

though I searched the locality mentioned, I did not succeed in finding, either

there or elsewhere, any trace of a fossil other than a few fragments of lignite.

In attempting to ascertain the age of the Andaman rocks by tracing them

BelationB with tho southwards through the Nieobars, wo are at once landed

Nicobar beds. into a difficulty through a conflict of authorities.*

» Jotfm. As. Soc., Beng,. XXXIX, p. 231 (footnote), 1870.

*Die NicobariBcheiL Inseln. £ine gcographiBche Skizae, mit Bpecteller BerOcksiebtang dec

Goognoflic von Dr, Phil, JS. Rink, Eopenkagen, 1847. Translated and printed in Selections from

the Records of the Government of India, LXXVII, pp. 109-153.

Beitrage znr Geologie und ))bysiokBli6ohen Meographie dor Nicobar Inseln.—Geologisobeni

Beobachtnugen von Dr. Ferdinand von Hoebstetter. Ueise der oflterreichiBcben Fregatte Novara,

nm die Erde in den Jabren 1857, 1858, 1^9. Geologiecber Tbeil, II, pp. 85—112 (iVien. 1866).

Translated and printed {in part), Ree, 0, 8, L, IV, pp. 59—73 (1870). Reprinted Selections from

the BocordB of the Government of India, LXXVII, pp. 208-*229.
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Fop out information as to the rocks of the Nicobars, we have to rely almost

entirely on Ihe puhlislicd papers by Drs. Rink and Hochstettor. The former of

these describes the rocks of the Nicobarsas belonging to three distinct formations,

classed in oi^or of their ages as (1) the brown coal formation
\ (2) the

Plutonic rocks*; (3) the older alluvium. The brown coal foimation is confined to

Katchal and the southern islands, white the older alluvium*’ is only found on
the islands of Nancowry, Trinkat, Oamorta, and those to the nm’fch. Dr. F. von
Moschstetter, on the other hand, maiutains that the ** brown-coal formation” and
the “older alluvium” of Rink are bftt potrologically diffeicnt products of the

same period of deposition, and that they aro both of later date than the serpentine

intrusions. •

In his note on the geology of the neighbourhood of Nancowry harbour,* Mr.

V. Ball states it as his opinion, that the sandstones of Rink are the same as those

of Port Blair, but does not attempt to decide between the widely divergent

opinions of Rink and Hoclistetter.

In discussing this subjeet I may begin by stating it as my opinion, derived

" Older alluvium ” of
pemonal examination of both, that the “ Older allu-

Ilink represents Arclii- vium ” of Rink, and my Archipelago series, are most indu-
pelago series. 1>itably of tl^e same age. As Mr. Ball has pointed out.

Rink’s name is utterly iniippropriato if.the word alluvium is to have any fixed

value whatever in geology ;
the beds of which it is composed have been contorted

and disturbed, and occasionally may Ire seen tilted on end. They are undoubtedly

of later date than the serpentine intrusion, and agree very closely in petrographical

characters with those of the Andaman Archipelago, even to the occurrence of clays

containing polycistinoe in both regions and of iron sand on the Car*.Nicobar, while

iron sand was noticed by Dr. Hjlfer on the Middle Andaman, and is also found

on Havelock Island,*

As regards the sandstones, the matter is not so easily settled ; if Dr. Rink has

correctly determined.tho relative ages of the sandstones

the^eaudstones.*^^*'*^^*^
serpentine intrusions. Dr. Hochstetter must neces-

sarily be mistaken in supposing that they are merely

petrographically different members of the same seHes as the soft calcareous and
argillaceous beds of the so*called older alluvium. The only direct evidence which

Dr. Rink adduces as to tho relative ages of the sandstones and the serpentine

series is a section^ on the western side of Teressa Island, where he saw a small

patch of the sandstone, of tho same type as that of the southern islands, only

slightly hardened by the plutonic rocks which form veins in it. Here eveirthing

depends on the correctness of the correlation of this sandstone with that of the

southern islands, a correlation which is certainly supported by Mr. Ball’s identi.-

fication of tho latter with the sandstones of Port Blair. The latter observer g^vee

no reasons, beyond the presence of fragments of driftwood and impressions of

^ Brief notes on the Geology and on ike Fauna in the neighbourhood of Nancowry Hnrboar,

Nicobar Islands, by V. Ball, B.A., Geol. Surv. of Iicdia. Journ, As, Soc., Bensf,, XXX IX, pp. 25—37.
* In the first and lost case, and presumably in the second also, theao-called ''iron sand'* was

magnetic oxide of Iron ; for a reference to the Havdock Island sand, see £eo» 6^. 3. Vol. XVllI,

83(1884).
* Dio Nikobarischon loseln, p. 66. Selections from the Records of the Goveminent of India,

LXXVir, p. 130.
•
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plants resembling fucoids in both, for the identification, though it was presumably

based on personal observation. On the other hand, there are not wanting indica*

tions that both these observers may have been mistaken, for Dr. Rink’s descrip-

tion of the sandstones of the Little Nicobar, which he takes as the typical expo-

sure is certainly very unlike that of any beds I know in the Port Blair series
;
he

describes ' both sandstones and interbedded clays as calcareous, and particularly

mentions that thi3 former were soft, and that the calcareous matter is irregularly

distributed, forming spheroidal masses of harder rock which are left projecting

from the general surface of the cliff—in fact the description agrees in every parti-

cular, except the absence of pebbles, with the sandstones on Craggy Island,

in which 1 found pebbles of serpentine and which are consequently almost

certainly of later date than the Port Blair sandstones. The whole question is

shrouded in ditliculty and will not be answered satisfactorily without a systeuxa-

tic survey of the islands.

Passing southwards into Java and Sumatra, there are intrusive serpentine

and soft white clays identical with those of the Nicobars.

inan^nnd^Javaifbode"^*"
Hochstetter® desciibes the sedimentary series of Java

as consisting of (1) a lower coal-bearing group of quartzose

non-calcareous sandstones and slate clay with seams of workable coal, in which

marine fossils are veiy rare or absent
; (2) an upper grqup of soft calcareous sand-

stones, plastic clay slates, and argillaceous marls with trachytic tufas conglo-

merate and breccias, containing numerous marine fossils and fmgments pf drift

wood, but no workable coal. These rocks were originally classed by Hochstetter*

as eocene, on account of the supposed discovery of nummulites in them, but ac-

cording to Yon Richthofen, ^ the so-called nummulites are in reality orbitolites, and

a collection of fossils from the upper beds wae examined by Mr. Jenkins,^ who
pronounced them to be of miocene, or later age. The lower series may be dis-

tinct from the upper, and of eocene age J^r. Hochstetter supposes, and in that

case is very likely a representative of the Port Blair series.

In tracing the Andaman rocks northwards to Burma, we have little difficulty

in identifying the Port Blair series with the Negrais rocks

mw'iunjnicra Theobald .• Not only do they resemble each other in

the petrographical features and relative proportions of

* Die Nikobnrischen Inseln, p. 43. Selections from the Records of the Government of India,

LXXVll, p. 126.

* Geologische AnsfKlge aiif Java. Raise der dsterreischen Fregatte Novara am die Rrde in

den Jabren 1657, 1858. 1859, Qeologischer Theil Bund 11. Gcologische Beobachtungen von

Dr. Ferdinand von Hoebstetter, pp. 113—152 (Wien lh66). ^

3 Niicbricbten iil)er die Wirksamkeit der Ingeiiienre fiir des Bergweson in Neiderl&ndiscb-—

Indien. Von Dr. Ferdinand Hochstetter. Jahrhuch, JT. K, Qeol, MeiokBanttalt IX, pp. 277--

294 (1858).

^ Bcricht fiber eineii Ansflug in Java. Zeil$chrift der Deutechen Q$ol, OegelUehc^t XIV, pp.

827—856, 1862.

t}ber das Vorkommen von Nnmmulitenllpfination auf Japan nnd den Phillipinen. Ibid.

857-868.
* On some Tertiary Mollnsca from 'Mount Sola in tbe Island of Jays, by H. M. Jenkins, Esq.,

F. G. S., with a description of a new coral from the same locality, and a note on the Scindian fossil

comls by P. Martin Duncan, M. B., F. 0. 3. Quart. Juurn., Qeol. ^oe.f XX, pp. 73 (1864).

* Mem. Q. S J.. Vd. X, 110—123 (1873).
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their individual members, but the peculiar mode of weathering where exposed be-

tween tide marks, which I have remarked in the former, is matched by the sand-

stones of the Kograis group, which have been described as usually presenting, when
seen on the sea Jjeaoh, a—“ honeycombed or cancellated appeai^^nco, the result of a

peculiar mode of weathering.”^ Unfortunately the age of the Negrais *rocks can-

not be determined with accuracy, bat they are believed to underlie and be asso-

ciated with some beds of known nummulitic age, so that we may* class the Port

Blair rocks as eocene or slightly older.
^

Thus, whatever lino wo follow, we are brought up to the same conclusionv

_ , m2;., that the Port Blair series ia probably of early tertiary.
General conclusion. m i 1 . . j j.

•

or possibly late cretaceous age, and by tracing them south-

wards, we find that the rocks of the Archipelago series are probably of miocene

ago or even newer.

Since the publication of Kurz’s Report on the vegetation of the Andamans, it

h cs of 1 ve!
accepted fact that the Andaman Islands are,

^ * and have been, daring recent times, undergoing sub-

sidence. It was difficult to conceive how this could be the case, for the Arracan

coast to the north and the Nicobar Islands to the south, between which the Anda-

mans form the connecting link, are both fringed by raised beaches which show

that they have recently been elevated, but the observations recorded by Mr. Kurz

were so unanswerable that they were allowed to override
Evidcrce of depression.

argument^.rom analogy. Mr. Kurz’s conclusions wero

based principally on the fact that he found the stumps of trees, belonging to

species which only grow above high-water mark and beyond the reach of salt-

water, in the mangrove swamps and on the sea shore, while, as corroborative evi-

dence, ho adduces the facts that according to the report of the Andaman Committee

the sea had encroached some 40 or 50 feet since the first settlement on Chatham

Island, Port Cornwallis, and that Lieutenant Jameson of Chatham Island has

informed me that a similar^ encroachment of the sea is taking place at that

Island in Port Blair.” As regards the latter point, there is no evidence that

the ” encroachment ” of the sea at Fort Cornwallis was duo to subsidence, and

as far as can be judged by the lithograph in the report of the Andaman Com-

mittee, and the woodcut in Dr. Mouat’s book, both taken from a photograph, I

should be inclined to look upon it as a case of encroachment by erosion of the sea

shore and not by subsidence. The evidence of the trees is, however, almost con- .

elusive, for the only explanation possible, apart from an outward set of the soil to-

wards the sea, such as is known to take place under certain circumstances., is that

the land is sinking, and I can myself produce an observation which supports this

conclusion. The large bay on the north-east coast of Havelock Island is for the

most part fringed with low lying land, next to the beach this rises some 4 pr

5 feet above high-water mark, but in many places behind this it sinks to form

a hollow, and then rises again to the same level as the outer ridge, or rather

higher. The whole of this low land is covered with forest, but wherever there is

one of the hollows just mentioned, there the forest trees are all dead, and the soil

is often moist with salt-water ;
the soil of these low. lying patches must have once

> i^r. ceY., p. 117 .
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been dry, like that where the forest is still growing, and the uniformity in size of

the dead^ind the living trees shows that in all probability several generations have

lived and died on rise and in hollow alike, until, as the land gradually subsided, the

sea-water rose in the soil of the hollows and the trees succumbed to its fatal influence.

Wo may therefore take it as proved that the Andamans are a£ the present day

gradually sinking, but there is ample evidence in the raised
^South

]x)aches that fringe the shores of the Andamans, that in

the immediate past elevation has exceeded subsidencr.

These raised beaches have not, so far as ?know, been mentioned by any previous

observer, but arc conspicuous enough, especially on the islands of the Archipelago-

At Port Blair itself there* is a small terrace at the north-eastern comer of Chatham

Island
;
it has boon enh«*gcd artificially to form a site for the bungalow of tho

officer in charge of the island, but appears to be in part a raised terrnee of marine

erosion. A similar terrace may be seen north of tho harbour where the road from

North Point to North Corbyn’s Cove runs in places on a terrace separating tho steep

hill side from^the sea shore. In a small cove east of Porij, on the southern side

of Shoal Bay, there is a narrow teiTacc, clothed with forest, from whoso inner limit

tlie hill rises in a bare, almost vertical, face of rock which could not have been

formed, in this position at least, by any other means than marine denudation.

Along tho east coast of tho South Andaman this raisejl beach can be seen forming

a terrace, from a few yards to over half a mile in width in almost every bay. Apart

from the theory that it is raised sea beach, the only one supposition on which this

terrace could be accounted for is, that it is due to a gradual encroachment of tho

land on the sea, either through the action of vegetation in catching the wind-blown

sand, and so raising the surface above extreme sea-level, or by the ^.ction of the waves

which during storms might throw up sand and shingle far above the level which tho

sea would otherwise reach
;
the first supposition is inconsistent with the fact that

shells and fragments of coral of considerable size may be found lying about on the

forest-clad surface .of tho terraces in positions where tl^y cannot be accounted for by

either human or crustacean agency, while the facts that the forest trees are as largo

and old on the extreme edge of the terrace as further inland, and that the seaward

margin often cuts into a miniature cliff of 3 or 4 feet high, is everywlieio fringed with

fallen and falling trees and tangles of roots from which the soil has been washed

away, conclusively prove that so far from there l)eing any extension of the land

surface, it is being encroached upon by the destructive action of the waves.

The terrace is well developed in the Andaman Archipelago, especially on the

west coast of Havelock Island, where tho hills rise with a precipitous face out of

the forest, being now sopr?rated from the sea by a stretch

H^avclodc^tlaiid
placo, where the sea has cut away

this terrace and formed a low cliff, a hank of coral and

sMngle, evidently of littoral origin, was seen resting on soft calcareous sandstone,

well above the reach of even the highest tides.

The beach 1 have described is everjy?here low, and not more than 6 to 8 feet

above mean sea-level, but there are indications of a terrace

lilailS*'”

Lftwrenoo
erosion, corresponding to that seen on the Oar-

Nicobar and elsewhere at about 30—40 feet ajwve thesaa

;
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both Outram and Lawrence Islands, and a large part of the other islands of the

Archipelago, are low and flat-topped in outline, so that it would seem that they

were plateauz-^ld plains of marine denudation.

Then) is not wanting evidence that the depression of the island, which is going

Coinmeiicement of. dc-
present time, has but recently commenced, for the

prcBsiou being ik recent kitchen-middons of the Andamanese are in positions where

a very slight subsidence would submerga them, and the

lime that they represent may be understood by the section of one which 1 examined

near Port Mouat
;

it was 12 feet in thickness in the centre, and in this there

was a bed 1 foot 6 inches thick of vegetable mould, with shells scattered through

it, marking a period when generations of shrubs and plants must have lived and

died while the midden was abandoned, or only occasionally visited. This was

doubtless started on a rock rising among the mangroves and gradually oxtendeda

on to the mud
;
and it is a noteworthy fact that the surface of the mud under the

shells doea not appreciably differ from the general level of the mud outside. It

shows that at a time when probably not one-sixteenth of the pi-esent bulk of the

midden had accumulated, the level of the mangrove swamps was very nearly what

is now. Had the soil suiTOunding the rock on which the midden was started been

well clear of the influence of the tides, it would certainly not have supported a

growth of mangrove, and so far as my experience has shown me, would conse-

quently have been of a very different character to what is actually found, while,

liad the surface of the mangi'ove swamp stood much lower than what it now Is, the

mud would certainly liavo risen above what was the base of the kitchon-midden

in its earlier stages; in other words the surface of the mangrove swamp was

then very nearly at the highest level it could reach, and as this is limited by the

height ti) which the tides rise, it shows that during the time represented by

ilie formation of this midden—a period which must be measured by centuries, if

not by tens of centuries—the land has nbt appreciably altered its level relatively

to the sea. , •

Note.— On tlie ninp, I have incorporated Mr. Knrz’s observations in part, but have not follow-

ed his maps in extending the Port Blair sandstones to the western shore of the Islands, as i feel

sure that the i*ockR there must be largely of later date; 1 have coloured the islands off the two

entrances to lloinfray’s Straits from informatioii derived from Dr. Heifer's Diaries. Interview

Island, I was iiiforincd by Mr. H. Qodwiii-Aastcn, is composed of the same rocks os are seen at

Nnncuwry,iuid tiio two Sentinel islands have been described to mo ns being composed of coral; this,

ns ] found from experience in the Nicobnr Islands, almost cortniiily refers to the fantastical

weathering of the limestones of the Archipelago series.

Note on a tjiird species 0/ Morycopotamus, hy H. Lydekkeb, B.A., P.G.S., F.Z.S.

Among the collection presented to the British Museum by Mr. Charles Falconer

on the death of Dr. Falconer, the writer has recently identified the tooth from
Kushalgarh near Attock noticed in ^ Falconer's Palmontological Memoirs,' Vol. I,

p. 416, under the name of Merycopotamm nanus, and also the two smaller teeth

noticed on the preceding page under the name of Tapirii?pentapotamice. As
these speciirons are undoubtedly the property of the Geological Survey of India,
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the Director of the British Museum has consented to their transference to the

Indian Museum.
With regard to the Meryeopotamus tooth, which is the third right upper true

molar, there can be no doubt of its specific distinctness from if. dissimilts and if.

nanus, Lydekker, ^ both on account of its inferior size, and marked difference in

structure. Its length is 0*75, and its width 0*8 inch; and the 'external surface

of the outer columns is less inwardly inclined, thus causing the tooth to assume a

character more approaching that of Ghceromeryx, which the writer • is now inclmed

to regard as allied to Dicliodon

:

the present specimen thus indicating an affinity

between the latter and Merycopotamus, It is intended to figure the Kush&lgarh

Merycopotamm tooth in the Introduction to the 3rd volume of the 10th series of

ihe * Palasontologia Indica and the specific name M, pusillus is proposed for it.

The two small teeth noticed by Falconer as Tqpirus pentapotamioe ai'c the

fourth upper premolars of both sides belonging to the same individual as the

upper true molar noticed by Falconer in the same passage and figured by the

present writer in the ‘ Palmontologia Indica,* ser. 10, Vol. Ill, pi. VIII, fig. 17,

under the name of Listriodon pentapotamioe (Falc.).

Some observations on Percolation as affected by Current, iy H. B. Medlicott, M. A.,

Geological Survey of India,

In a previous paper {supra, XIV*, p. 228), in discussing the possible water-head

available for artesian sources in the Gangeiic plains, I quoted an observation by

Lieutenant W. E. Baker (ono of the early collectors of Siwalik fossils, afterwards

Sir W. B. Baker), showing a striking apparent defect of peAoljtion in very

coarse deposits close to a gi*eat stream. The passage is as follows :—“ An account

is given by Lieutenant W. E. Baker (Engineers) r>f the sinking of a well at

B&yanw&la, near the base of the Siwaliks. It is 3 miles below H&tnikund, where

the deposits terminate within the open gorge of the river, but the elevation is

still 1,052 feet. The surface is less than 10 feet over the water in the river, and

only 60 yards from the edge, but the well was sunk through boulders gravel and

sand for 60 feet without finding water. Lieutenant Baker mentions the fact as

an anomalous instance of the impermeability of the coarse river deposits at this

spot, contrasting it with what takes place in similar deposits of the bhdbar east

of the Ganges, as already noticed. This is of course an erroneous impression:

there is a deep and rapid current in the Jumna at Bdyanw&la, and the traction of

the stream does not give any particle of tho water time to change its course and

sink into the ground. The case is very different for small streams spreading out

over the surface!**

> * Qeol. Mag.’ dec. 8, Vol. I. p. 546 (1884). The name M, nanus had been applied by

Falconer in M.S. (vide Pal, Mem., Yol. 11, p. 407) to this speciee, before be applied it to the

Kuebdlgarh specimen, which he evidently regarded as dbtinct. Wlien the collection of Koshdlgarh

specimens' were returned to India, a label bcaridg the name M, nanus was attached to a troth

referred to LorcaShmum (oide ’ Pulsrontologla Indies,’ ser. 10, Vol. I, p. 62 [44],) and the

present writer naturally luought that Falconer had made a wrong generic idoutiiication.

* Vide ‘Oeol. Mag.’ dec. 3, Vol. II, pp. 72—73 (1885). 6
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Several friends vrho ought to know> expressed doubts that the reason her egiven

by me was in any degree valid
; so not being able to find an authority on the sul^'ecti

1 have attempted an appeal to expenmenti with Mr. Mallet’s assistance. In the

bottom of a small wooden conduit, about 5 feet long, a rectangular hole was cut,

3 inches long by 1 inch broad. This was lined with sheet-tin, projecting below

into a much larger tin box attached to the board, with openings along its upper

margin for the escape of water. The hole was then packed witl^sliot, flush with

the bottom of the conduit, and up to the level of the openings in the box beneath.

Arrangements Wei's made to give a succession of fixed slopes to the conduit, and to

measure the discharge from percolation in equal periods under the different condi-

tions. From still water with a depth of about 1 inch the percolation was 1,045

grammes in 30 seconds. The comparative results are given in the following

table

Statement showing percolation as affected by current.

Percolation. Conditions.

1,000 Still water : end of eondnit closed.

900 Conduit horizon tfll, cud open.

806 „ sloping 25 feet !n a mile.

, 783 ij >j >* 60 „ „ ,,

770 i> II If 75 ,, ,1 1,

747 II gri II 100 ,, „ „

729 II II If 1?5 »»

The dxperimeiits were no doubt rough, but it can hai'dly be questioned that

they give a true indication of what occurs, showing very decided reduction of

percolation with increase of current. The loss is nearly 20 per cent, with a slope

of 25 feet to the mile, which is about that of the stream at Bdyanwdla. Although,

however, the interpretation 1 gave of the supposed anomaly is thus shown to have

but partial application, the main cause must bo rather the reverse of that suggested

by Lieutenant Baker. We must assimilate, rather than contrast, the conditions at

E6yanw&la with those of the hhdbar streams. The percolation downw^*ds is so

free and rapid that laterally it does not extend to a distance of 170 feet at a depth

of 50 feet below the level of the stream ;
and the slope of percolation must be more

than 1 in 3'4. «

In support of this view I may refer to the instance given in the same paragraph

of the paper under reference, of a well at the liead of the hhdbar^ near Mohan.

Although within a short distance of the Kotri ran (torrent), all the dry*weather

drainage of which sinks into the gravel, water was only found in the well at a

depth of 200 feet.
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Notice of the Pirthalla and Ghandpur Meteoritos, hij H. Be Medlicott, M.A.,.

Geological Survey of India,

In 18G3 a requisition from the Britisli Museum, respecting the collection of

aerolites which may be procurable in the British dominions abi'oad, was for-

warded by the Secretary of State for India to the Government of India, and was

issued by it to tlie Provincial Governments for disposal. On the representation

of Dr. Oldham in 1866, that this order wag liable to be misunderstood, to the

detriment of the very fine collection of meteorites in Calcutta, the Governor

General in Council was pleased to approve, for general adoption, the recommenda-

tion that all meteorites should be sent to the Calcutta Museum, and suitable

samples be forwarded thence to the British Museum. During the twelve years

following this order, up to the end of 1878, specimens more or less complete of

11 falls were received, and samples of all were duly sent to London. For years

after none were seen or heard of till 1884, when official notice came of the

Pirthalla fall, but without any hint of compliance with the order regarding

the disposal of such objects, although it was of course still in force. It was plain

that the rule had passed out of recollection, as is so generally the case in India

with matters that are not of almost routine occurrence, owing to the so frequent

changes in the personnel of every office. A renewal of the order was therefore

sought for and obtained, of which these two meteorites arc the first-fruits.

Firthalla : No^ 189 of the Indian Museum collection.—This is a village in the

Barwala tahsil of the Hissar District in the Punjab, in about 29® East Loivgitudc

and 29® 35^ North Latitude. The fall occurred at 2 p.m. on the 9th of Febniary

1884. The stone was received in three pieces, and otherwise dtfmaged, having

lost perhaps an eighth of its original bulk. The^picces weighed severally SlO’fi^

4257, and 224*2 grammes, or a total of 11^60*5 grammes. The specific gravity is

3*40. The shape was roughly cuboidal with rounded judges and indented sides.

The stone is of the most usual type, granular fracture, of light-grey colour,

mottled pale brown. The numerous metallic grains of various size and shape

only appear on a cut surface, being otherwise covered by a coating of the stony

substance. This stone is rather friable. There is of course the usual film of

fusion, of a dull •black colour. The account of the fall received with the speci-

men is as follows ;

—

The history of the meteorite briefly is, that it was seen to fall at 2 p.m., on

the 9th Februaiy 1884, about 150 paces from the village of Pirthalla, P.S.

Tohana, Hissar Division, by a sepoy on the Skinner estate and a boy of 12 years of

age. It seems to have been red-hot when falling, and tin explosion w.’ s heard while

it was still in thd air, which was followed by a report like that of a gun when it

struck th^ earth, in which it was buried to the depth of 2} inches. The ground

was hard. It was dug up immediately, and is said to have been quite cold and
broken in two.”

Qhand^ur : No. 190 of the Indian Museum collection.—This is a village in

the North-West Provinces, about* 5 miles north -by-west of Mainpuri, in 79® 3'

East Longitude and 27® 17' North Latitude. The fall occurred on thf evening
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of the 6th April 1885. The stone was received unbroken, though about one-

fourth of the cinist, and perhaps a twelfth of the original bulk, had been chipped

ofF. The shape was roughly cuboidal with rounded edges and angles. Before

cutting, the weight was 1201*3 grammes; the pieces weigh 625*5 and 491*0

grammes. The specific gravity is 3*25. It is exactly of the same type as the

Pirthalla stone, but not so brittle. The following is a translation of the report

of the fall by the Native Sub-Inspector of Polit e :— •

“ On 10th April, Girdhari Chaukidar, of mouzali Chandpur, which is 8 miles

south of the police station, came and i^eported that four days ago, on the night

of Monday, there was thunder and lightning which lit up the whole sky, and

after this a stone came down, which was found next morning and weighed 1

seer and 4 chittacks. I deputed Mahomed Hussan Khan, clerk, to fetch the

stone and make full enqui^ into the matter. The clerk accordingly brought

the stone to the thana. Its surface is black. It is white inside, containing shin-

ing particles like those of sand. It is broken on two sides, which is due to the

fact that the villagers broke it to see what was inside before the clerk reached

the spot. Tlic pieces broken off could not be found. Enquiiy made by the clerk

showed that on Monday, about one-and-half hour after night-fall, heavy clouds

came over raouzah Chandpur; that Telok Singh Thakur and Bhagga and

Manga Chamars were busy in stacking arhar stalks in a field about 100 paces

south-east of the village, and that they first saw lightning in the clouds and then

heard a roaring thrice
;
that afterwards it tbnndered slowly and then of a sud-

den the whole sky was lit up ana a sound of something coming down (sam

same) was heard, and subsequently the sound of a thud in the arhar field of

Madariwala, which is one field beyond their own; that they then ran away to their

respective houses fearing that hail was falling. As the whole affair was one of a

surprising kind, they, on Tudfeday morning, wanted to find out what it was, and

on search, found the stone produced in Madari’s field
;
that it was still warm,

and the earth below it was blackened, and a plant of arhar, on which it had fall-

en, was, scorched and broken down, but that no mischief Was caused to other

plants in the field. Other villagers also testified to 'these facts. I beg to for-

ward the stone for your inspection,**

Report on the Oil-Wells and Coal in the Thayetrayo District, British Burma^

ly R. Romanis, D. Sc.

Oil-Wells .—The oil-wells are at Padaukpin,* about 8 miles from Thayetmyo,

on the Mind6n road. Of seven wells there are only three kept in repair, and of

these only one was yielding oil at the time ofmy visit. The oil flows very slowly

;

the produce is only one barrel monthly. It occurs in fissures in a hard blue shale

(dipping 35® W.), which contains fossil marine shells, which are generally much
d^omposed by the action of water ;

often there is only the cast of the shell in the

clay remaining.

At Tenanchaung, in Upper Burma, the oil-bearing stratum is a similar blue

shale with bands of sand, into which the oil diffuses from the shale and through

* Noticed by Mr. Theobald, dfem.^ O. S. Vol. X, p. 347(1873).
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winch it porcolatos into the wells. The shale at Padaukpin seems almost import

viouB. T observed a place where the shale cropped up to the surface. It was con-

verted superficially into clay by the action of water. The oil was found lining

small cracks and cavities. When a piece of the shale was powdered and diffused

through water the oil came to the surface in a thin film.

A specimen of the shale was analysed and found to contain O’ 16 per cent,

of oil.
•

The rocks overlying the oil-bearing stratum appear much harder than those at

Yenanchaung. It appears to be a different geological formation, deposited under

different conditions. A boring was put down to a great depth some years ago in

one' of the ravines to the northward. It ended in hard rock, without finding oil.

I do not know why the place in question was selected ; the whole district is very

unpromising.

Goal .—The coal is found in a ravine of the south-western spur of the second or

middle hill of the group of lime-hills south of Thayetmyo.^

When I visited the place, an escarpment had been made along the oast side

of the gorge
;
at the north end a drift had been driven into the hill side through

a hard blue shale to a depth of about 20 feet
;
at the end of the drift there was a

thin seam of coal and carbonaceous shale dipping at an angle of about 30®. Below

this another drift had been made, but had fallen in. The seam of coal is said to

be 4 feet thick. Further south, again, a pit had been sunk to a depth of .SO feet,

following the course of the two sihall seams of coal here dipping at an an^le of

75® to 80®. They are 4 feet apart at the top, but gradually approach and will

unite plrpbably 3 or 4 feet lower. Five or six yards fuiiher south there are seen

two more vertical beds of carbonaceous shale. One of these is said to be the seam

worked about 30 years ago. The traces of thorold workings are now concealed

under the rubbish thrown down from the escarpment above. The old drift is said

4o be vertically below the lime kiln on the hill side.

The blue shale below the coal is full of vegetable remains, apparently grasses

or reeds. Above the coal the shales appear to bo unfossiliferous. Over the shales

are sandstones. Above these, again, there is a greyish-pink limestone
;
then over

all, forming the crest of the hill, is a white limestone composed of fossil num-
mulites and marine mollusca.

It seems to me that the coal deposits of the Arakan Yoma have been formed

in the swamps and lagoons of a river delta. We find similar deposits of very

recent date in the neighbourhood of Rangoon. Thus, at Inscin, a boring showed
a thin bed of lignite. Beneath the alluvial soil (^n which part of the town of

Rangoon stands, there is a stratum of decomposed vegetablo matter about 2

feet thick, thinning out and disappearing where it meets the sandstones, on

which the cantonment stands. Above this stratum there is a fine blue clay;

above the clay is the sandy clay of the rice-fields. We liave the same orders at

each of the coal outcrops in Burma,—argillaceous sandstones, blue shade, coal.

At Thayetmyo the deposits have evidently been formed while the land was

^ Described by Dr. Oldham, Selections from the Kccords of the Government of India, Home
Department, No. X, 1866 ; also by Mr. Theobald, 3£em., G. 8. /, Vol. X, p. 295 (187^).
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slowly sinking beneath the sea, the limestones overlaying the shales and sand-

stones having been deposited on a sea bottom, when the head of the Qulf of Mar-

taban was at Yenanchaiing or Sagaing The sudden change in the angle of dip

shows that there has been a great disturbance of the stiata.

It seems to me that the coal worked 30 years ago was a portion of the present

4 feet seam, and that a fault runs between the main hill and the southern spurs

;

but Mr Lewis, who is carrying on the work, sotnis to think that ttio old dnft was

diiven in the wrong direction, and that he will find the seam at the bottom of

the pit he is sinking. On this thooiy there should be two scams 4 feet thick,

separated by CO or 70 feet of shale The question should be settled m a few

days.*

It is noteworthy that a similar nummnlitic coal-field by the banka of the

Indus has
3
ust been carefully tested by boring and found to bo so irregular as to

be worthless ®

A seiics of specimens illustrating the rocks at the Padaukpm and Yenan-

chaung oil-wells and the coal-minc it the limo hill has been placed in the Phayre

Museum.

January 1885

Note on some Antimony Deposits ni the Miulmiin Disfiict, W R Crippr,

A R IS M ,
¥CS

From Maulmam a range of hills, cxllml the Toungwayn, Toungrayo, or

Amherst range, runs m a south-easterly direction thioiigh the province of Tenis-

seiim The following rem irks ajiply to that pai t of the i snge bt tween Maulm iiu

and Amherst, a diatnice of aboutV)U miles The lange is densely coveied with

jungle, and is inhabited by a few Kuens, a good load luns along its base

These hills are miinly composed of a hud silutous slile, the stiati of which

are moio gi less distuibcd, but with a geiierdl dneetion of north west south-

east and a neaily veitical dip
,
mica schists also oeeur Ovei lying both aie soft

sandstones moio oi loss hoiizontal, acconpaiucd by quait/ose loeks
,
while along

the fimks and in the plains below, bupcificial deposits of latoiitc aie oeeasiotmlly

met with

Limestone docs not appeal to exist in this range, but isolated hills or

rather peaks are found near, which are lapidly disippeaiing through atmospheiio

denudation The existing hills show the powei of this influence in their woiu
sides and shaip angulxr peaks

The minciais oecurnng in the range of hills under consideration aie iron oies

and antimony The non ores might be of use should coal, good enough to smelt

them, ever be found within a reasonable distance, and English competition

cease

* From recent information dated 22nd June, it would seem that the expected coil hns not

been found The Agent of the Murriy Coal Company is, howevvi, peihevtiing with the explore*

tion—n B M.
,

* Siipta, V 1 XVII. Pt 2

C
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• As long ago as 1800, attempts wore made at Toiingwayn, near Maulmain, to

work the antimony found there, in a hill called Tte-lcfi-toung (antimony hill),

but without snccesB, the reason given being that the market value of the ore in

Calcutta was too low. Other trials have been made since then, invariably with

a like result.

Tilt* antimony is in the form of stibnite and occasionally cervantite. This

lattf-r mineral, which always occurs above the stibnite and is probably due to its

oxidation, was not known to the Burmese until pointed out to some of them

recently by me, it having too great a resemblance to yellow earth to bo noticed

by them. They arc lunvevcr well acquainted with stibnite, under the name of

T«3-lco-chouk (autimoii}'' stone) or Tie-lao-byn (white antimony). The cervantite

has obtained the name of Tie-lro-wa (yellow antimony).

The stibnite occurs in pockets, or isolated masses in a whitish quartzose sand-

stone, the rock in the immediate neighbourhood being often stained of a bluish

colour by the antimony itself. The deposits are generally found in or by the side

of dykes or rather fissures traversing the sandstone, filled with a whitish quart-

zose rock, and usually having well-defined walls. ^

The Tffi-loo-dwin, or so-called antimony mine, worked some time ago by

Mr. O’Riley, then Deputy Commissioner of Maulmain, is situated on a hill called

Lekka Toung, at the 23rd mile from Maulmain on the Amherst road. It is

merely an open quarry, some 50 feet in length (north-west—south-east), roughly

roctangulni*, with a breadth of 12 feet, and about the same in depth. The de-

posit is divided by well-defined walls from the ordinary yellow sandstone sur-

rounding it.

The ore in these deposits dies out entirely, and no lode or even siring is loft to

show in what direction more may be found. Sjpdstone suiTOunds it on all sides,

and the only chance of any indication lies in the occurrence of an outcrop along

or near the line of the dyke or fissure. ‘ From a single deposit a few tons only of

ore is obtained. The richest ore is in the centre, and may contain as much as

70 per cent, of antimony (metal), and from tliis it graduates off into a blue

slaty stone containing 2 or 3 per cent, only of the metal.

Practically the chances arc small in favour of the idea that small unconnected

deposits like this can ever bo profitably worked. Should lodes bo found however,

the case would be different.

Through the energy and enterprise of a well-known advocate of Rangoon,

mining operations on a small scale have lately been prosecutedT to prove this

range of hills, as to the existence or not of true lodes in them. A hill seemingly

favourable for mining purposes was selected, a/ul a level is being driven through

at a short distance from its base. This work on completion will, in all probability,

settle the question of lodes or no lodes for the Maulnuiin end of the range, the

hill being a typical one as far as can be judged. A great expenditure of dyna-

mite is found nocessai*y in catting through the siliceous slaty rock mentioned

' It U to be regretted tbnt Mr. Griper cannot give a more precise description of these rocks.

There seems even some doubt whether the ' sandstone ’ in which the stibnite occurs may not bo a

partially disintegrated metamorphic rock. Th^ quantitative diagnosis of the deposit is however

the important point of the paper.—H. B. M.

/
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above. Iron pyrites is occasionally met with in this slate, and on the wboto
appearances are not entirely unfavourable for the occurrence of mineral in veins,

I may here remark that copper (“ copper scoria *’) was said to be found at a

place called Kyiok Myraw, on the Ahtaran side of this range, by Mr. O'Riley,

—

vide Selections from Records, Bengal Government, VI, 1852. On inspection I

found three large mounds, each containing many thousand tons of rich iron slag.

Enquiries on the spot from ;tho old inhabitanib and phungies (priests) failed to

elicit any knowledge or oven tradition of a furnace having been in operation there.

No iron lode could be found and no ojctavations were known of in the neighbour-

hood. Pi’obably a very rich form of latcritc^ occurring there—almost an iron ore

in fact—was used in the production of this slag. 1 have since learnt that more

of such slag exists at a place called Wagardo, near Amherst.

Among the drawbacks ta the carr^dng out of mining and prospcctiang opera-

tions in Bntish Burma, the want of roads, badness of the ctonvoyances, [thickness

of the jungle, and cost of labour, arc the chief. An ordinary cooly’s wages

amount to Rs. 12 per month in Maiilmaiii, and in the district 8 annas per day,

except during the paddy season, when 12 annas per day is usually demanded.

The coolies arc chiefly Madrasis, with a few from Calcutta, the Burmese being

too lazy and iiulopondcnt for hard work. Domestic seiwants are also Madmsis, a
‘ boy ' requiring Us. lb and a cook Rs. 18 to Rs. 20 per month. In the district tho

ii8\(ial means of convoyanoe on land is tho Burmese cart dmwn by two bullocks.

As the. body of the cart inclines from front to. back at an angle of about 45,® a

long journey in one does not afford the acme of comfort.

Tho best time for prosjiocting is fniin December to April, May and June being

too hot, and fron» July to November every thing is under water, the rainfall being

170 to 220 inches in Maulmain, and nearly that amolint in the other parts of

Tonasscrim.

Government dak-bungalows are few and far between, but along tho high roads

at frequent intciwals zayuta or rest-houses aye found, built by pious Burmese, it

being considered a good work to build a zayai and as helping towai'ds tho attain-

ment of Nigban.

Tho chief shock.

Notes on the Kashmir Earthquake o/30th May 1685, by E. J. Jones, A.R.S.M.,

Geological Survey of India,

On tho 30th May, within a few minutes of 2-45 A.M., at which time a pendulum

clock, set to local time, at the Residency in Srinagar,

stopped, a severe shock of earthquake was felt in tho

Kashmir valley, where much loss of life and damage to property gcourred. Tho

shock was also felt lo a less extent in all the surrounding country, and at Simla,

Lahore, Peshawar, &c.

This shock, which seems from its cffecta to have been of a severe character, has

boon followed by slighter shocks up to the present time.
Subsequent s oc s.

after the chief slionk, as many as thirty-

three distinct shocks were counted at Baramula. The frequency of tho shocks

has, however, now considerably diminished, some days being quite free, and on
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Damage done by the
shock.

other days as many as four or five being felt in the day. As an example, on

Juno 15th there was a shock about 4 a.m., which was tnorc severe than those

which have occurred recently
; two hours after another shock was felt, but of a

much less severe character.

Tho chief shock of May 30th seems to have been preceded on the evening 'of

Shock preceding the ^ slight shock, which was noticed by several

chief one,
^ persons.

Tho loss of life and damage to property, though much less than was at first

reported, has been' very considerable. The number of

persons killed by falling buildings according to the present

ofiicial^reports was something over 3,000, while the num-

ber of cattle, horses, Ac., killed was very great.

The area over which tho shock was sufficiently severe to do serious damage to

buildings is also much less than was at first supposed ;
it

Bhwk^ wnTscvcroly extends from the neighbourhood of Srinagar on the south-

east, round a little north of Sopur, and by Baramula down
tlie Jhelum valley as far as the fort of Ghikar near Garhi ; tho country south of

Sqpur has also suiTei-ed as far as Magam (or Margaon) on the road from Srinagar

to Qulmarg. About 25 miles north-30®-wcst of Uri is a solitary case where a

fort near Titwal on tho Kishengunga river has been slightly damaged. Down
the valley of tho Jhelum between Uri and Ghikar the damage has not been

general, the forts being the only buildings that have sufEered. Tho area over .which

the shock was severe enough to cause a large amount of damage may bo roughly

estimated as between 300—400 square miles, though the actual area including all

tho damaged buildings is something over this.

Most of tho buildings Consist of stones and wood in which mud takes the place

of mortar, and they are covered by a heavy roof, frequent-

ly composed of dried mud sapported by rafters, resting

partly on the walls and partly, on a few wooden pillars inside the building.

These buildings do not throw much light upon tho direction in whiclrthe wave

Difficulty of drawing
travelled, as they api}ear, when shaken by the shock, to have

conclusions from the btJen unablo to support the weight of the roof, which
effects on the buildings. accordingly fell down inside tho building and in most cases

crushed any living thing of any size to death, while the walls having nothing to

hold the mass of stones and (in many cas^s rotten) wood together fell to pieces
;

in some cases however parts of the walls fell down and the roof remained. Very

little, if any, assistance can be obtained from these structures in obtaining data as

to direction in which the wave travelled
;
tho diffiAilty is also enhanced by the fact

that tho ruins were immediately disturbed and dug into in order to rescue the

wounded and get out the bodies of the dead, and to obtain tho wood for the purpose

of erecting temporary huts. ,

There are, however, some circumstances that point to the conclusion that tho

wave path ran nearly north and south at Srinagar, as a
Possible path of the hanging-lamp at tho Residency was found after tho shock

to be swinging approximately north and south, though no

exact observation of the direction was taken. The cracks in the walls of tho Rcsi-

/

Style of buildings.
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dency also tend towards this conclusion : those walls which run north and south

exhibit cracks, while the long walls running east-west have not been cracked^

though they have become separated from the north-south walls by cracks. At
Baramula, of those buildings which are at all favourable for observation, the walls

running cast-west have fallen more generally than those running north-south, as

for instance the dak bungalow, a long building containing six sets of rooms,

where the north wall facing the river and the roof covering the tjhief rooms, fell,

while the back of the bungalow to the south suffered but little damage. In the

fort at Baramula, which is partly built*with mortar instead of mud, the tower at

the north-west comer fell into the river, and the west wall running north and south

has been cracked, and the top of both tho cast and west walls has fallen down.
The forts and huts which have been damaged along the valley of the Jhelum

to tho west of Baramula affcprd no trustworthy evidence.

At Baramula aud higher up tho river a number of earth-fissures have been

Earth fissures
formed along tho banks of the river, and occasionally at

some distance from tho river. The fissures I have seen

were parallel to the course of the river, but owing to tho water in the river stand-

ing at a very high level at the time I passed up, the surrounding country was
flooded, and I was unable to see many of the fissures that are said to exist.

At Patan, which is some distance south of the Wular lake, there arc some fissures

running south-east—north-west and panillel to a lino of low hills. I also noticed

at thiL. place one fissure running at right angles to and crossing all tho rest. Tho
size of those fissures varies from an inch to a yard in width. 1 saw no single ones

of more than 100 yards in length, though they run into one another. Tho depth

cannot well be seen, as the fissures are now blocked up.

.1 am informed that there a,j*e some much larger fissures at a short distance

from Baramula, some of them being 30 yards in width
Larger earth-fissures.

^ quarter of*a mile or so in length. I hope to see them
before my observations are concluded. •

In the neighbourhood of tho fissures there arc numerous patches of fine sand

which have been forced up from some distance below the

surface
;
they vary from 2 to 5 feet in diameter. The vil-

lagers state that at first this sand gave off a sulphureous smell. Tho sand resembles

fine river sand, but differs slightly in character in the different localities where it

is found.

The shocks were accompanied by a sound which, in the case of the chief one,

was described to me as like a hundred cannon going off

tho shocks
at once. Tho noise appears to have preceded the shock

by a short interval of time and to have como from a

northerly direction.

Sand craters.

Camp Srinagar,

Tho \Sth July 1885.
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PreUmimry notice of the Bengal Earthquake of 14th July 1885, by H. B.

Medlicott, M.A., Geological Survey of Lidia,

Some mention of this earthquake may be expected in the current number of

the Records, but it can only be to announce that observations are being made by

officers of the Geological Survey where the shock was most severely felt. Mr. C. S«

Middlemiss is taking notes at Sorajganj, Sherpur (in fhe Bogra district), Mai-

mansing, and Dhaka (Dacca)
;
and Mr. N. Bose is visiting Nattore, whence

some peculiar effects have been reported. The time of the occurrence was rigorously

fixed for Calcutta by the stopping of the three regulator clocks at the Meteorological

Observatory, from which the time-signals to the port aro made, as checked by daily

astronomical observations
;
the hour was 6h. 24m. 12s., on the forenoon of tho 14th.

The clocks stand due north-south, facing cast. It is very doubtful that any com-

parable observation can be obtained elsewhere ; but the time element is not the

most important. As to the direction at Calcutta, the most reliable observation I

have hoard of was that by Mr. E. C. Cotes, of the recently filled cistern of a gas-

holder on the premises of the Indian Museum
;
the water was seen to spill to a little

east of north. This is, too, the direction suggested by the general report of damage

done, which is very markedly concentrated in the upper deltaic area traversed

by the Brahmaputra. In parts of this area slight shocks and troinours have

continued since the main shock until now. No notice of the shock has been

reported from Cachar or Upper Assam, which is the region most frequented by

such visitations in this part of India. As to the angle of cmergonce, I know of

no safe data
;
cracks in the walls of houses arc numerous enough, but it is very

difficult to make sure that they are not old ones that had been plastered over.

The most distinct case of overthrow that has come to notice was that of a heavy

plaster cast leaning against the north wall in a recess some 12 feet above the floor

in the palooontological gallery of the museum, but it must have been in a dangerous

state of unstable equilibrium
;
for several others similarly i>laced, and by no moans

so stable as they ought to be, did not fall. For the comfort of visitors I may add

that these are now being made fast.

The area indicated is, so far as I know, a hitherto unsuspected position for a

seismic focus, at least from recorded earthquake observations
;
but it is noteworthy

that within that area, north of Dhaka and west of Maimansing, lies the ground

known as the Madhopur jungle, which was described by Mr. James Fergusson in his

admirable paper on the delta of the Ganges^ as due to an upheaval, “ which there is

every reason to suppose took place in very recent^imes.” It is described as pre-

senting a more or leas scarped face of deltaic deposits along its we. tern side, raised

about 100 feet above the actual alluvial area, and sloping eastwards under the old

bed of the Brahmaputra, and losing itself in the Sylhet jhocls (.swamps). This

form is certainly very suggestive* of an actual upheaval along the western edge,

and this lino, running past the end of the Garo hills on towards Sikkim (where the

recent earthquake was very sensibly feltj, would approximately suit for the axis

of the seismic area as now indicated. But this view of the Madhopur jungle

’ Qwa'". Journ. Oeol. Soc., London, vol. xix, p. 329, 1863.
•
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needs verification, for there are grounds for supposing that it may bo only

an insulated remnant of a former more extensive deltaic surface, other remains of

which are found in the terraces of old alluvium at many places on the borders of

the present deltaic alluvium.

There is another feature described by Mr. Fergusson (l.c. 333) that must be

taken into consideration in the present discussion, namely, the change that occurred

early in this century in the course of the Brahmaputra. When Major Bonnell

surveyed these rivers in 1785, the whole Brahmaputra, which is perhaps a greater

silt carrier than the Ganges, flowed b/ Maimansing, east of the Madhopur jungle,

and did much work in filling up the depressed area of the Sylhot jheels. It

was thon driven back from this ground by the comparatively insignificant eastern

streams, as is so well explained by Mr. Fergusson, and fell over into the area

west of the elevated tract, where it now flows some 60 miles to the west of its

former course, in the very ground where the recent earthquake has done such mis-

chief. It is not impossible that the accumulation of 70 years* deposits from the great

river may have had some influence in producing the catastrophe.

There has been in the daily papers so much loose writing upon earthquakes

on the occasion of the recent events in Kashmir and Bengal, that it may not bo

amiss to make a few general remarks on the subject. It is only partially true,

and in respect of details, that the subject is ‘shrouded in mystery.' It is not

disputed that every smallest cause must have some effect : when a musquito alights

on a mountain the state of equilibrium is somewhat different from before, when
the monster’s weight was distributed by air vibrations. It is well known that the

volcano Stromboli is looked upon as a barometer by the sailors of tho surrounding

seas
;
still to spcvik independently of variation in atmospheric pressure as tho cause

of volcanic eruptions, and still ipore so as a cause of earthquakes, is to lose sight of

all sense of proportion. In tho same connection, there is no doubt that high-pressure

steam plays a conspicuous part in volcrfnic phenomena and their attendant earth-

quakes
;
and that even in other earthquakes steam is ever ready to flash into any

temporary fissure that may be formed
; but to speak of steam scouring through sub-

terranean caverns, bursting from one to another, and so causing earthquakes, is to

indulge in geological romance a la Jules Vernes, for which there is little excuse

when wo have so much solid ground to judge from. No one who has ever been in

a region of true mountains, such as tho Himalaya, with his eyes open, should have

any misgivings as to the cause of earthquakes, on seeing around great thicknesses

of bedded rocks that must onco have been flat, now twisted into knots and snapped

asunder like twigs. Of course the hiatus in thought lies in tho familiar assump-

tion that tho rocks wore made so, or that all this performance came off in pre-

Adamite times. The truth is that that sort of thing is going on«now
;
the Hima-

layas themselves have not done growing. The crust of the earth is continually

in a state of strain, owing probably in some degree at least to relative changes of

the internal and external volumes due to secular*refrigeration, and to other disturb-

ances of equilibrium, such as the wholesale removal of matter from one part of tho

surface to another (of which the case suggested is an instance), amounting in time

to enormous quantities. Thus there are re-adjustmonts of equilibrium always

going on.* They for the most part take place so slowly qs to be imperceptible,
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but sudden cjolhipso must often occur, producing the sliocks wo know aa earth-

quakes. It has been ascertained with much certainty that the greater earthquakes

have tlicir origin at considerable depths, as much as 30 miles, below the

surface
;
though no doubt very destructive local shocks may arise from a much

nearer focus.

The suggestion for warnings of approaching earthquakes is not promising,

and it is only oven plausible whore seismic activity is more or less chronic. Of

the greater disturbances that extend far from the focus there would probably bo

no symptom whatever, unless, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of the focus. Even

at the seat of activity the attempt would probably be futile, for the many potty

disturbances that pass off without serious sequel could hardly be distinguished

from those that precede violent shocks, and the warnings would soon come to

illustrate the “ wolf, wolf alarm of the nursery tale ; so that such warnings

might on the whole create a greater aggregate of anxiety and suffering than it

was intended to relieve.

ADDITIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Fbom 1st Apbil to 30th June 1885.

Two opccimens of alluvium—ono from River Dharla near Mogul Haut Railway Station,

Rungpove District, and the other from River Gangadhar, Assam.

* Pbbsbntbd by Mb. R. T. Mallbt.

Lignite from Sivalik Sandstone, Bhdtan, North of Barpeta, Assam.

Fboh tub Deputy Commt88Io,neb of Kambup.

Various fossils (22 in number), from Ferim Island and other places in Kathiawar.

Fbbsbntbd by Azam Yajishanebb Gaubishanebb, Asst. Dewan of Bhavnaoab.

Oervantite, and antimony smelted from the 'same, from the Toungweine Range, near

Maulmain.
Fbbsbntbd by Mb. Gbobob Dawson, Maulmain.

Specimens of phosphatic rock and phosphatic nodules, from Masuri.

Fbbsented by Rev. J. Fabsons, Masubt.

Section of a vertical pipe used for carrying the shaft water from one water ring to another in

No. 3 Fit, Warora Colliery, the interior encrusted with a deposit of carbonate of lime*

which was formed in fifteen months.

Fbbsbntbd by Mb. G. J. Bunino, Ofyo. Dy. Manaobb, Waboba Coilieby.

Specimens of egeran from the ' Rer * quarry, northern base of the Ghattarbhaj Hills, Tonk.

Fbbsented by Lieut.-Col. W. J. W. MuIb, FouticaIi,^gent in Habowtee and Tone.

Three pieces of the meteorite that fell at Pirthalla, Burwala Tahsil, Hissar District, Punjab,

on the 9th February 1884. The largest piece weighs 510 6 grammes ; the second, 425*7

grammes ; and the third, 224*2 grammes. Its specific gravity is 3*dO.

Fbom the Govbbnmbnt of the Punjab.

The greater portion of the meteorite that fell at Chandpdr, Mainpdri District, N.-W. P., on

the 6th April 1885. It has since been cut iuto two ; the larger piece weighs 625*5

grammes, and the smaller, 491 grammes, and its specific gravity is 3*26. It weighed

1201’3 grammes before cutting.

Fbom the Collectob of Mainp^bi.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

* Fbom IsT Apbil to SOth Junk 1885.

Titles af Books. Donors..

Ball, F.-“On the identification of the animals and plants of India wliich were known to-

early Greek authors. 8“ Pam., Dublin, 1885. The Authob.

Blanfobp, W. T.—The African lillement in the Fauna of India : A criticism of Mr. Wallace's

views as expressed in the * Geographical Distribution of Animals'. 8** Pam.

Calcutta, 1876. The Authob.

Bbonn's Kfasscii und Ordnungen des Thier Reichs. Band II, Porifera, Lief. 7 ; & Band VI,

Abth. I. Fische. Pisces, Lief. 4; and Band VI, Abth. Ill, Reptilicn, Lief.

43—lo. 8" Lei j)zig*, 188/5.

Conti'ibutiuns to the History of Education, lli.^torical Sketches of the Universities and Col-

leges of the U«ited Stales. 8'^ Washington, 1883. Home Defabtmbmt.

Davidson, T., and Kino. W.—On the Trimercllidm, a Palmozoic Family of the Palliobranchs

or Brachiopoda. 8° Pam. 1874. The Authobs.

Douglas, Silas 11.. and Prescott, Albert B.—Qualitative Chemical Analysis, 3id Edition

8* New York, 1881.

Phnina Mine investigation, lat Session, 44th Congress, 1875-76. 8“ Washington, 1870.

Home Department.

ICr.eyclopmdia Britannicsi. 9th Edition, Vol. XVIII. 4° Edinburgh, 1885.

Fischru. Dr. Pa«^.—Manuel do Conchyliologie et dePaldontologie Conchy liologiqne. Faac.

, I—Vlir, and Atlas. 8® ^^aris, 1886.

Fritsch, Dr. Ant.—Fauna der Gaskohle und der Kalksteinc dev Permformalion Bdhmons

Band II, heft 1 . 4^ Prag, 1886.

General Examination of the Atlantic Ocean. 8® Washington, 1870. Home Depabtmbnt.

General information, Series No. 1. Information from abroad. Observations upon the Korean

Coast, Japanesc-Korean Ports, and Siberia, made daring a journoy from

the Asiatic Station to the United States through Siberia and Europe, Juno
3rd to September 8tli, 1882. 8* Washington, 1883.

* Home Department.

Hatteb, Fr. Fitter v .—Berichte uber die Wasservcrhaltnisse in den Kcssclthiilcrn vou

Krain. 4° Pam. Wien, 1883. The Author.

Jagnaux, Baoul .—Traitd pratique d’analyses chimiqiies et d'essais industriels. 8° Paris,

1884.

LindstbOm, Cr.— Fcirteckning ofver Riksmusci Meteoritsamling, 8® Pam. Stockholm

1885. Tub Author.

L6czt, Louis (fe.—Eaquisses de I’ethnographic des Chinois. 8° Pam. Budapest, 1884.

The Author.

Martin, K.—Dio Tcrtiarschichten auf Java. Nach den Entdeckungen von Fr. Junghuhn.
Falieontologischer Theii, allgomoinor Theil, and Anhangf 4® Leiden, 1880.

Mines and Mining west of the Rocky Mountains, 2nd Session, 41st Congress, 1869-70. 8®

Washington, 1870. • Home Department.

Mojsisovics, E. V.t und Neumayb, Af.—Bcitrage zur Paliiontologie Osterrcich-Ungams und
des Orients. Band V. heftTl. 4° Wien, 1886.

Naval ProfesBional Papers No. 14. Papers and discussions on experiments- with steel,

reprinted from various sources. 8*^ Washington, 1883.

• \ Home Department.
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of Bool'S, ' Donors.

.“Nikitin, S,—Die Cephalopodenfauna der Jurabildungeu des Gouvcrnemeiitij Koetromii. 4®

St. Petersburg, 1884. The Geological Dbfabtment.

Owen, Sir Richard.—History of British Fossil Reptiles. Vols. I—IV. Text and Plates.

4® London, 1819--1884.

Paleoiitologic Fran<;aise. 1 re Sdrie, animaux invorldbrds. Terrain Jurassiquc, livr. 76—77

gr Paris, 1886.

Putnam, Charles R.—Elephant-pipes in the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences,

Davenport, Iowa. 8® Pam. ^Davenport, Iowa, 1886. The Academy.

(JuENsiTEDT, Fr, Aug,—Ifandbuch dor Petrefaetenkunde. Aullnge III. Lief 21—22 8°

Tubingen, 1885.

Renault, M. B.—Couih de Bolaniqiie Fos.sile fait au Musdnm d’Histoiro Naturelle. Vol.

IV, 8' Paris, 1885.
^

Report.s of Ex])) orations and Surveys to ascertain the ])racticability of a ship canal between

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by the way of the Isthmus of Darien, in

1872—73. 4® Washington, 1874. Home Department.

Roi)orta of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the practicability of a ship canal between

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, by the way of the Isthmus of Tehuante-

pec, in 1871—72. 4® Washington, 1872. Home Department.

RoManowski, G .—Geologischo iind palaontologische Uebersicht des nordwcstlichen Thiari-

Schau uud des sudostlichen Theiles dor Niedtu'ung von Turan. Lief 1.

4® St. Petersburg, 1880. The Geological Department.

Spun, Ernes present practice of sinking and boring wells, with geological considera-

tions and examples of wells executed. 8® London, 1885.

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876— 1878. Xll. Zoology: Pennatulidm, by

D. 0. Danielsseu and Johann Korem. XI II. Spongiadsb, by G. Arinaner

Hansen. 4® Christiania, 1884— 1886» The Committee.

Thomson, Sir C. Wyhnlle, and Murray, John.—Report on the scientific results of the

voyage of H. M. S. Challenger during the year 1873—76. Vol. XI.

Zoology. 4® London, 1884. Secretary op State for India.

Tscuebnysciiew, Th.—Der Permischc Kalkstein in Qouvernement Kostroma. 8® St. Peters-

burg, 1885. The Geological Department.

United States of America, War Department. Professional Papers of the Signal Service.

No. XI. Meteorological and Physical observations on the cast coast of

British America. 4° Washington, 1883. Home Department.

Waldib, D.—Ohsci'vaiions of the filtration of the Hugh water for the Calcutta wator-

supply. 8® Pam. Calcutta, 1874. The Author.

„ On the muddy water of the Hngli during the rainy season with reference to

its purification and to the Calcutta’ water-supply. 8® Pam. Calcutta,

tl873. The Author.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, Ac.

American Journal of Science. 3rd Series. Vdi. XXIX, Nos. 171—173. 8^ New Huven
1886.

American Naturalist. Vol. XVI IJ, No. 12, (1881), and XIX, Nos. 1—3, (1886.) 8® Phila-

delphia, 1881*1885. r
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of Books. Donors»

Aoualen der Physik und Chcmie. Noue Folge. Band XXIV, Nos. 3—1, and XXV, Nos.

1

—

% 8® Leipzig, 1885.

Aniiales dos Mines. 8'"' Sdrie. Vol. VI, livr. 5—6. 8® Paris, 1884.

AniiMlcs des Scieneos Gt^ologiques. Vols. XV and XVI, Nos. 1—2. 8® Paris, 1884.

Aninile.s des Sciences Naturolles. Botanique. 6"’® Sdrie. Tome XX, Nos. 4—0 8® Paris,

1885.

Annales dcs Sciences Naturelles. Zoologie et PaMontologio. Sdrie. Tome XVII, Nos.

6—6, (1884), and XVIlT.*Nos. 1-3 (1885). 8® Paris, 1884-85.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 6th Series. Vol. XV, Nos. 87—1)0. 8^ Lon-

don, 1885.

Archiv. fur Naturgescdiichto. Jahrg. XLIX, Heft 6. 8“ Berlin, 1883.

Athenaenui, Nos. 2993—3006. 4® London, 1885.

Peibliitter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chexnie. Baud IX, Nns. 2—5. 8® Leipzig,

1885.

Bibliothoquc TJniverselle. Archives dcs Sciences Physiques el Naturelles 3'““ Pdriode

Tome XII, No. 12,(1884), and XIII, Nos. 1-3, (1885). 8" Geu6ve,

1884-85.

Biblioth^qiio (Jniverselle et Revue Suisse. 3'“* Pdriodc. Tome XXV, No. 73, to XXVI, No.

76, 8® Lausanne, 1885.

Ilotanischcr Jahrcsbericht. Jahrg. X, Abth. I, Heft 2. 8® Berlin, 1885.

Botauisches Centnil Blatt. Band XXI, Nos. 9—13, and XXII, Nos. 1— 0. 8® Cassel,

1885.

Chemical News. Vol. LI, Nos. 1319—1332. 4° London, 1885.

Colliery Guardian. Vol. XLIX, Nos. 1261-1274. Fol. London, 1885.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LVIll, Nos. 9—22. 4® Stuttgart, 1885.

Geological Magazine. New Scries. Decade HI, Vol. 11, Nos. 3—6. 8° Loudon, 1885.

Iron. Vol. XXV, Nos. 634—647. Fol. London, 1885.

Journnl do Conchy liologie,
3"’'’

Sdrio. Tome XXIV, No. 4. 8'^ Pari.s, 188 1<.

Journal of Science. 3rd Series. Vol. VII, Nos. 133—136. 8'^ London, 188.5.

London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philo.sojdiic.al M.igsizine and Journal of Science. 5th Seiies.

• Vol, XIX, Nos. J19—121. 8® London, 1885.

Milling Journal, with Supplement. Vol. LV, Nos. 2584—2597. Fol. London, 1HS5.

Natura) Novitales. Nos. 4—11. 8® Berlin, 1885.

Nature. Vol. XXXI, No. 801, to Vol. XXXII, No. 814. 4® London, 1885.

Neues Jahrhuch fur Mineralogic, Geologic iind Palieontologie. Jal-rg. 1885. Baud I,

Heft 2—3. 8° Stuttgart, 1885.

Neues Jabrbuch fiir Minevalogie Geologic und Palacontologie. Beilage. Band III, Heft 3. 8*

Stuttgart, 1885.

Pala3ontographica. Band XXXI, Lief 3—4. 4® Cassel, 1885.

Petermann’s Geographische Miitheilungen. Band XXXI, Nos. 3—6. 4° Gotha, 1886.

„ „ Abdruck aus Band XXXI, Heft 4. pp. 148

—

160. 4® Gotha, 1886.

„ „ Supplement, No. 77. 4® Gotha, 1885.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3rd Series, Vol. HI, No. 9. Fisc. Roorkee, 1884.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. l{pw Series. Vol. XXV, No. 98. 8° London,

1885.

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschafton. Folgc 4. Band III, Heft 6, (1884,) and IV, Heft 1,

(1885.) 8'^‘Halle. 1884.1885.

Zoological Record for 1883. Vol. XX. 8® London, 1884.
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GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, Ac.

Titles of Books. Donors,

Dbnoal.—Quarterly Bengal Army List for April 1st, 1885. New Series, No. 92. 8®

Calcutta, 1885. Govebnuemt of India.

„ Report on Forest Administration in the Chota Nagpur Division of Bengal, with

map. By D. W. Schlich., Ph.D. Fisc. Calcutta, 1886.

Goveenment of India.

Bombay.—Magnotical and Meteorological Observations made at the Government Observatory,

Bombay, 1883. By Charles and F. Chambers. 4° Bombay, 1884.

Bombay Government.

„ Selections from tlie Records of the Bombay Government. New Series. Nos. 167

—169. FI.se. Bombay, 1886. ' Bombay Government,

India.—Annual statement of the trade and navigation of British India with foreign coun-

tries, and the coasting trade of the several Presidencies and Provinces, in

the year ending 31at March 1884, No. 18. 4*^ Calcutta, 1885.

Government of India.

„ List of Civil Oflicers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India

in the Home. Legislative, and Foreign Departments, as it stood on the 1st

January 1885. S'" Calcutta, 1885. Government of India.

„ Meteorological Observations recorded at six stations in India in 1884, reduced and

corrected. Novombec and December 1884. 4® Calcutta, 1884-85.1

Government of India.

„ Report on the course of Instruction given .at the Forest School, Debra Dun, during

1881. Fisc, Delira Dun, 1885. OovEfiNMBNT of India.

„ Report on the Meteorology of India in 1883., By 11. F. Blanford. 4° Calcutta,

1885. Govebnment of India.

„ Selections from the Records of Oie Government of India, Foreign Department,

No. 201. Fisc. Calcutta, 1885. Government op India.

„ Statistical Tables for BritLsh India. 4*" Calcutta, 1885.

Government of India.

Madras.—Annual Administration Reports of tbe Forest Department (Southern and North-

ern Circles), Madras Presidency, for the oflRcial year 1883*84. Fisc.

Madras, 1885. Madras Government.

PrNJAB.— District Gazetteers : Kangra, Vol. II, and Karnal. 8® Calcutta and Lahore,

1883-84. Punjab Government.

„ Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for 1883-84.

Fisc, Lahore, 1884. ^ Punjab Government.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, Ac.

Batavia.—Bookwerken ter tafel gibracht in de Vergadringen Van de directie der Kon.

Nat. Vereen. Gedurende fiet Jaar 1884. Juli—December. 8® Batavia

1885. - Tbs Society.

„ Catalogus der Bibliotbeek van de Kon. Nat. Vereen iu Nederlandsch-Iudie.

-

8® Ifitavia, 1884. The Society.
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Batavia.—Natunrkuiidig Tijdschiift voor Nederlandsh-Indic. Dcel XLIV. 8® Batavia,

1886. The Society.

„ Nederlandsh-Indisch Plakaatboek, 1602—1811, Deel I, door J. A. Van der

Cbijs. 8® Batavia, 1886. The Society.

„ Notulen van bet Bataviaasch Gonootschap van Kunstcu en Wotcnschapx)cn.

Deol XXII. Afl. 4. 8® Batavia, 1885. • The Society.

Bbblin.—Zeitscbrift dor Dcutschon Geologisclicn Ocsellschafi. Band XXXVI. heft 4, (1884),

and XXXVII. heft 1, (1^86). 8® Berlin, 1884—1886. The Society.

Boston.—Memoirs of tbe Boston Society of Natural History. Vol. III. Nos. 8—10. 4®

Boston, 1884. . The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History. Vol. XXII., parts

2—3. 8® Boston, 1883—1884. The Society.

Bristol.—Report of proceedings at the annual meeting of the Bristol Museum and

Library, held 26th February 1886, witli list of Officers and Council.
8® Bristol, 1886. The Museum.

Bbussbis.—

A

nnales de la Socidtd Royale Malacologiquo de Belgique. 3"'*. Sdrie, Tome
III. 8® Bruxelles, 1883. The Society.

„ Procos-Verbaux des Seances de la Socidtd Royale Malacologique de Belgique.

Tome XII. p.p. 109—147, (1883), and* XIII. p.p. 1—104 (1884.) 8®,

Bruxelles, 3883—1884. The Society.

Bulletin de la Socidtd Royale Belga de Gdograpbic. Anude VIII, No. 6.

and IX. No. 1. 8“ Bruxelles, 1884—85, The Society

„ Bulletin du Musde Royal d'Histoiro Naturelle de Belgique. Tome III.

^Nos. 2—4, 8® Bruxelles, 1884—1885. The Museum.

Budapest.—Erlauterungen zur geologischen Specialkai-te der Liindcr der Ungarischen

Krone. Blatt k* 15. 8® Budapest, 1884.

• Royal Hunoabian Geological Institute.

„ Naturhistorischo Hefte, berausgegeben vom Ungarischen National Museum.

, Band IX, No. 1. 8® Budapest, 1885. The Museum.
Calcutta.—Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. New Series,

Vol. VII., part 3 8° Calcutta, 1885. The Society,

„ Centenary Review of the Researches of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, from
1784 to 1883. 8® Calcutta, 1886. The Society

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New Series. Vol. LlII., part 2, No. 3
(1884), and LIV., part 1, Nos. 1—2 (1886). 8° Calcutta, 1885.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. 2—3. 8® Calcutta, 1885.

The Society.

„ Memoirs of tbe Geological Survey of India. Vol. XXf, parts 3—4. 8°,

Calcutta, 1886. Geological Survey of India.

„ Palaeontologia Indica. Series IV. Vol. \ part 4. 4® Calcutta, 1885.

Geological Survey of India.

„ Records of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XVIII, part 2. 8® Calcutta,
* 1885. • Geological Survey of India.

„ ^
Report on the Archaeological Survey of India. Vol. XIX. 8" Calcutta, 1886.

^ Homs Department.
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T!ifea of Hooks. Donors.

Calcutta.—Survoy of IiiJisi Dep:ii'tnicnt. Comparative scales of kilometres, miles ami

versts, the Russian alphabet, and tables of Russian weights, measures

• and mono}'. Prepared under the direction of Colonel G. C. DePr^e, S.C.,

Surveyor General of India. Fisc. Calcutta, 1886. Suuvky of India.

,, Survey of India Department. Notes for March and April 18^'6. Fisc. Debra

pun and Simla, 1 886. Subvey of India.

C.iitfiJEiDOE.—Nineteenth Annual Report of the Museums and Lecture Rooms Syndicate.

'll” C:iinbridgo, 1885. « The University.

„ Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosopliical Societ3^ Vol. V, parts 1—3.

8° Cambridge, 1881—85. The Society.

„ Tran.s;ujt ions of the Cambridgi! Philosophical Society. Vol. XIV, part 1.

4° Cambridge, 1885.
.

The Society,

Camijbidge, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol, VII. Nos. I—

6

(1881), Nos. 7—8 (1882), and No. 11 (1884), with title page, contents

and Index for Vol. VII. 8“ Cambridge, 1881, 1882 and 1884

Museum of Comfabative Zoology.

„ Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology'. Vol. XI, part 1. 4",

Cambridge, 1884. Museum of Comfabative Zoology.

Deli<t.—Annalcs do I’Ecolo Polytechnique de Delft. Livr. 1—2 4° Leide, 1884—86.

L’Ecolb Polytkchniqub dk D^'-LFT.

Dbesden.—Festschrift der Naturwisscoschaftlichcn Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden. 8** Dres-

den, 1885. The Society.

Dublin.—Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, New Series. Vol. IV, parts

6—6. 8"^ Dublin, 1884-85. The Society.

„ Scientific Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society. New Series. Vol. 111.

Nos. 4—6. 4° Dublin, 1884—85. * The Society.

Edinbubgh.—Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Vol. XI, part 2. 8®

Edinburgh,1884. The Society.

Geneva.—M6moires de la Socicld de Physique et fl’Histoire Naturelle de Geneve. Tome
XXVIII, part 2. 4” Geneve, 1883—84 The Society.

Halle.—Nova Acta Academi® Cresare® Leopoldino-Carolinro Germanic® Natui® Curio-

sorum zu Halle. Vols. XLV Si XLVI. 4° Halle, 1884. The Academy^

„ Leopoldina. Heft XIX. 4® Halle, 1883. The Academy.

Hobabt Town.—Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania for 1884.

8® Hobart Town, 1885. The Society.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Societd Vandoise des Sciences Naturelles. 2Dd S5ric. Vol. XX.
No. 91. 8® Lausanne, 1886. The Society.

LeVdbn.—Sammlungen des Geologischen Rcichs-Museums in Leiden. I. Beitriige zur

Geologie Ost-Asiens und Australiens. Heft. 1—10. By Dr. E. Martin

and A. Wichmann. 8® Leiden, 1881—84.

Liege.—Annales de la Socidtd G^ologique do Belgique. Tome X. 8^ Lidge, 1882-83.

The Society.

Lisbon.—Communioaf5es de Sec9ao Dos TrabalLos Geologicos de Portugal. Tome 1. fasc 1.

8® Lisboa, 1885. Geological Subvey of Fobtugal.

London.—Catalogue of the Fossil Mammalia in the British Museum, (Natural History.)

Part I.^By Richard Lydckker. 8® London, 1886. The^ Museum.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

London.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol. XIV.

No. 3. 8° London, 1885.

„ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. 2, 1884. 8® London, 1884.

The Institute.

„ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New Series.

Vol. XVII, part 1. 8° London, 18*^5.
,

The Society.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XXXllI. Nos. 1684—1697. 8° London

1885. • The Society-

„ Minoralogical Magazine and Journal of the Mincralogical Society. Vol. VI,

N(i. 28. 8" London, 1884.

,, Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Socict}'. New Series. Vol. VII. Nos.

1—4. 8° London, 1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Vol. XXXVIII. No. 233. 8^*,

London, 1884. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XLI. No. 161.

8° London, 1885. The Society.

Madrid.—Boletin de la Sociedad Gcografica de Madrid. Tome XVIII. Noe. 1—4. 8®

Madrid, 1885. The Society.

M AN on ESTKB.— Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XVIIT, parts 4—

9

8® Manchester, 1885. The Society.

Melbourne.—Reports of the Mining Registers fo^;the qinarter ending Slst December, 1884

Fisc. Melbourne, 1885.

Detartment of Mines and WATER-surriY, Victoria.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Socidtd Impdriule des Naturalistes de Moscow. Tome XXXIV
^0. 3. 8® Moscow, 1861

.

M UN icu.—A stronomisch-geodiitiscli^ Bestirnmungen, des Bayerischen Dreiecksnetzes. Sup-

plemcntband X, 8® Munch^n, 1871 The Academy,

„ Nachtrage zu den Zonenbeobachtungen der Sternwartc bci Munchen. Supple-

mentband XIV. 8® Munchen, 1884. The Academy.

Newcastle-oN'Tyne.—Transactions of the north of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. Vol. XXX IV, part 2. 8® Nowcastle-on-

Tyne, 1885. The Institute.

„ An account of the strata of Northumberland and Durham as proved

by borings and sinkings. F.-K. 8® Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1885.

The Institute.

Paris.—Bulletin do la Socidtd Gdologique de Prance. 3"*'’ Serie. Tome XIII, Nos. 1—

2

8® Paris, 1885. The Society.

„ Bulletin do la Socidtd do Gdographie. 7"'® Sdric. Tome VI, No. 1. 8® Paris

1885. • The Society.

„ Compte Rendu des Sdanccs do la Socidtd dc Gdographic. Nos. 1—11. Paris

1885. , The Society.

PiiiLADBLFHiA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. Series. Vol. LXXXIX, Nos. 3—5,

8° Philadelphia, 1885. • The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Part

III, (1884), and I (1885), 8® Philadelphia, 1884.1885.

• I The Academ:v.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

PiBA.—Aiti della Societa Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Memorie, Vol. IV, fasc. 3. 8® Pisa,

1885. The Society.

„ Atti della Societa Toscana di Scienzo Naturali. Processi Verbali. Vol. IV,

pp. 147—202. 8° Pisa, 1885. The Society.

Home.—Bollettino del R. Comitato Geologico d’ltalia. Vol. XV. 8° Roma, 1884.

The Commission.

„ Rolazione sul Servizio Minernrio nel 1882. 8® Roma, 1884,

* The Commission.

SACnAMENTO.—California State Mining Bureau. Fourth annual report of the State Miner-

alogist for the year ending 15th May 1884. 8° Sacremento, 1884.

Califounia State Minino Bubeau.

St. Petrksbuho.—

B

ulletin do L’Acaddmio Impdriale dea Sciences de St. Pdtersbourg.

Tome XXI, No. 5. (1876), and XXIX, Nos. 2—3, (1884). 4“ St. Pdtcrs.

bourg, 1876 and 1884. The Academy-

Mdinoircs de L’Acaddmie Impcrialc des Sciences de St. Pdtersbourg. 7"“

Serie. Tomo XXXII, Nos. 4—12. 4° St. Pdtersbourg, 1884.

The Academy.

„ Bulletin of tho Geological Commission. Vols, III, Nos. 8—10, and IV
Noa. 1—2. 8® St. Petersburg, 1884—1885. The Co^imission,

„ Mdmoires du Comitd Geologique. Vol. II, No. 1. 4® St. Pdtersbourg

1885. The Commission.

Salem.—A nnual Reports of tlio Trustees of tho Peabody Academy of Science, 1874 to 1884,

8® Salem, 1885. The Academy.

„ Bulletin of the Essex Institute. Vol. XV, Nos. 10—12. 8® Salem, 188.3.

The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the American Association for the advancement of Science. 32nd

Meeting. 8° Salem, 1884.
^

The Association.

San Fbancisco—Bulletin of the California Academy of Sciences, Nos. 2—3. 8® San

Francisco, 1885. The Academy.

Sydney—Australian Mn.scum, Sydney. Catjdoguc of the Australian Hydroid Zoophytes.

By W. M. Bale. 8® Sydney, 1884. The Museum.

,, Supplement to the Report of the Committee of Management of the Australian

Museum for 1884. Fisc. Sydney, 1885. The Museum.

Tobino

—

Atti della R. Acendemia delle Scionze di Torino. Vol. XX, Nos. 1—6. 8® Torino,

1885. The Academy.

„ Memorie della Realo Accademia delle Scienze di Torino. Serie II. Tomo. XXXV.
4® Torino 1885. » The Academy.

Vienna—Abhand}ungen der K. E. Gcologischen Reichsanstalt, Band XII. Lief 4. 4^ Wien,

1884.

„
* Jahrbuch der K. K. Geologischcn Reichsanstalt, Band XXXIV, heft. 4. 8® Wien,

1884. The Institute.

„ Verbandlungen der E. E. Geologirchen Reichsanstalt, Nos. 3-8. 8® Wien, 1885.

The Institute.

n Donksebriften der E. E. Akadcmie der Wisscnschafton, Band 47. 4® Wien, 1883.

n The^Academy.
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Vienna—'Sitzungaberichte'der K. X. AkadomiederWissenschaften. Baud LXXX VII Abth.

II, heft. 4-6. Baud LXXXVIII Abth. I, heft. 1—6; Abth. II, heft.

1—6 ; Abth III, heft. 1—6. Band LXXXIX, Abth. 11, heft. 1—6

;

Abth. Ill, heft. 1—2. ^ Wien, 1883ol884. The Academy.

Washington—Bulletin of the U. S. Geolog^ical Survey. No. 8. 8® Waaliington, 1884.

U\ S. Qeol. Survey.

„ Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences. Vol. II. 4° Washington, 1881.

• The Academy.

York—Annual Report of the Council of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society for 1881. 8**

York, 1885. The Society.

MAPS.

Carte Gdologique G^uerale do la Russie d’ Europe publit^e par le Comitd G^ologique. Feuille’

71, 1885. The Commission.

Geologische Karte des Ostabhinges dcs Trals. (3 sheets.) The Commission.

ijovernuKiit oi' India Central Pilnting Olfie«.-*'No. b S, G, S.—fl-S-L-C,—750.
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RECORDS
OP

THE GEOLOGICAL SHRVET OF INDIA.
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Sketch of the Progress of Geological work in the Ghhattisgarli Division of the

Centml Provinces, by William Kino, B.A., D.Sc., Superintendent^ Geological

Survey of India, (With a map.)
^

The largo area of country included under the above heading embraces, besides

Chhattisgarh proper, a small tract on the eastern edge of Balaghat and Mundla
on the one side, a^d amuch wider extent of the Sirgujah and Gangpur territories

of Chota Nagpur to the far east. At long intervals, since 18Gt>-67, traverses

across the whole region, or at several points on its borders and within it, were
made by Messrs. Medlicott, W. T. Blanford, and Ball, their observations having
been recorded in manuscript or in the publicc^ions of the Survey.^

The more connected examination of tho area has been resumed within the

last two years, and on the following already recognised provisional succession of

formations :

—

Deccan trap,

Kamihi,

Barakar, > LoWBB GopdwaVA.
Talchir, y

Limestone member, i ,

Sandstone „
Cbilpi beds. P Do.

Cbtstallikbs.

It was to be expected that closer work might possibly lead to a modification

or even an enlargement of this list : as will be s^n later on, this has been the

case in so far as 1 have been led to look on certain rocks as belonging to a tran-

sition series rather than to the LowerVindB^ ans,—a view at which 1 had arrived on

> Medlicott, MS. 1866-67. Blanford, M.S. 1868-70. Becords, G. S. I., III., pp. 64 and

71. Ball, He^ords, G. S. 1., IV., p. 101 ; Vm.,p.l02f X., pp. 167 and 18^ Manual of tho

Geology of India, Part 1, pp. 76, 128, and 199.
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independent observation of strata wbicb bad not escaped the vigilant scmtiny of

Mr. Medlicott, who was also struck with their sub-mctamorphio facies.

Tho sequence of the limestone and sandstone members of the Lower Vindhj.

ans of the Ghhattisgarh basin has already been discussed to some extent by Mr.

Ball in these Records,^
partly without due regard to tho extent and completeness

of the basin in itself and through a comparison of these with certain members in

adjacent regions. The evidence gained in the present examination is, however, so

clearly corroborative of Mr. Medlicott’s first position that all questions regarding

it may now be laid aside. At the same time, not only on this point, but on the

view of the interpolation of a transition series and tho possible absorption by it

of some at least of the rocks included under the Chilpi beds, it would long ago

have been of the greatest advantage had Mr. Medlicott’s progress report been

published. Its reproduction is now more desirAblo than over, and, with the

Director’s permission, it is embodied in the present paper.

The most striking feature of the Ghhattisgarh couii !.ry is its great plain or

basin which stretches far to the eastward and southward 'from the foot of the

steep-crested and ridged slopes fringing tho Mandla-Amarkantak plateau, or

that part of it which is called the Maikal range. This range, and a great

N.-S. spur stretching into Bjilaghat and Bhandara as the Saletckri hills, form a

sort of rectangular north-west corner of the basin. Not far from the southern

end of the Salctekris, the southward limitation of tho basin is formed by the

much lower Raipur, Bilaighar, and Sarangarh hills, the skirts of the long north-

ern slopes of whicl^ trend north-north-eastwards past Raipur and then away

along the right bank of the Mahanadi ending in the Bara Pahar range, some

30 miles west of Sambalpur. Tho latter range drops down to the great river, on

the opposite or left bank of which the rim or edge of tho basin is continued in a

series of high ridges striking north-westward past Raigarh, thus closing in the

great plain at its eastern end. Tho hilly border is thonce continued rather more

west-north-westward across the Maud and Hasdu rivers, and so by detached and

lesser ridges past Ratanpur (some 30 miles north of Bilaspur) to tho foot of tho

slopes of the Maikal range below Amarkantak.

No more perfect geographical and geological basin could be instanced ; for,

except on the west and north-west sides, the rim-like edging of hills and ridges

consists of gently or more strongly up-turned beds rising from under the flat-

ter-lying strata of the plain with which they are formationally associated. We
have thus come to distinguish what may bo called the rocks of the plain, and

those of tho rim as synonymous with the * limestone ’ and ^ sandstone ’ members

of the Ghhattisgarh Yindhyans.

The Eorba plains to the north-east of Bilaspur form a sort of supplementary

or outside stretch of low country ; but this cannot bo looked on as a part of the

proper basin, from which it is separated by the low ridges and larger hill masses

of Ratanpur, Soti, and Dulha, while its main rivers, namely the Arpa, Hasdu,

and Mand, cut across or through this p&t of the rim in their course to the Maha-
nadi. This tract is also geologically distinct, being made up of crystallines and

Gondwana rocks.

Vol.X,p.l67.
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The Pendra upland to the north, which might also he considered a portion of

the northern edge of the great basin, is remarkable as being a part of the divide

between the great southern feeders of the Ganges and the northern drainage of

the Mahanadi, as well as the connecting link between the Amarkantak end of

the Satpura range and the lofty plateau highlands of Chota Nagpur.

•

Crystalline Series.

It is scarcely necessaty, even if it \fpro possible, considering the very cursoiy

form of examination consequent on attention having been given to more im-

portant formations, to dwell at any length on the different gneisses and granitoid

rocks constituting the door of this field
;
though a general idea of their mode and

style of occurrence may here ibo given.

On the north side of the basin, that is, by Lurmi, Pendra, Mahtin, Uprora,

and Korba, good strori^-Lcdded gneisses of the more massive quai*tzose, quartzo-

felspathic, and horr.bTendic vai'ieties, are common, particularly in the slopes or

ghS.ts separating the Pendra country from the Bilaspur plains
;
though the upland

itself, as far north as Pendra at any rate, is of unfoliated and very coarsely

granitoid liinds. The ghat rocks are all more or loss foliated, or laminated

and bedded, in a general B.-W. strike, with a high dip to southwards, though

this becomes less and less inclined towards the foot of the hills. A cross traverse

from Pendra southwards by the SukuiP* and^Arpa valleys shows the granitoid

rocks to the edge of the upland, where they are succeeded by the foliated

gneisses with which are associated frequent thick beds, or sheets of coarsely crys-

tallized red felspajihic granites, or more highly altered forms of gneisses. Strong

quartzose gneisses, quartz-rocks, and some schists, still having the B.-W. strike,

come in below the ghdts and occupy tho low country (much covered up with

alluvium) nearly as far as tho Eatanpur group of hills. Other traverses in the

same direction but further and further east, oyer the Lapha hills, or from Mahtin

down to Korba, and in Uprora, show a similar succession of gneisses. The
general E.—W. strike is not only seen in the rocks themselves, but it is, as it were,

stamped on tho face of tho country in tho wonderful system of long, narrow,

and deeply-carved ridges and valleys to the south of Pendra and about Mahtin.

In the Korba valley, the crystallines are extcn8i\oly covered up by Gondwana

rocks ; but a bolt of granitoid gneisses, with subordinate hornblendic and quart-

zose schists, shows a few miles to the south and south-east of the town, and narrows

ofE in the latter direction towards the Maud river. Gondwanas and Yindhyans

then intervene as far as Raigarh, where a further thin bolt of quartzo-felspathic

granitoid rocks, with frequent ridges of quartz schists or quartz-rock (occasionally

having more the character of fault rock) and bosses of hornblendic or syenitoid

varieties, stretches in a south-east direction towards Sombalpur.

P Transition Series.

In treating of these rocks, I labour under the disadvantage of having seen

them in detached areas and then only on a traverse while marching across

country to take up a far distant coal-field near Sambalpur ;
or, later again, when

more especially following out the northern edge of the C^hattisgarh basin.
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Furthor, thoy are at these places in contact or very close to, and in some of their

characters not unlike bottom strata of the Lower Vindhyan outcrops.

On the march from Pendra south to Bilaspur, the gneissic rocks were traced

into the rugged low country of Kenda; beyond which lies a wide stietch of

superficial deposits in the Khaii'a valley, extending to the northern skirts of the

low group of Katanpur hills where are traces of quartz schists not so manifestly

gneissic as those to the north in Kenda. The higher hill block west of Batan-

pur, or to the north of the old city, is mad^ up, on its south-western slopes at leasts

of a decidedly different set of rocks—^namely, hard, massive, quartzose strata,

generally of a green colour, associated with foliaceous and rather compact green

mica schists or coarse clay slates weathering of pale-brown and reddish colours.

There are also thick bands, apparently in the strike^ of dark-green traps (groen-

stones) or trappoJds. The low hillocks to the west and south-west of the old city

consist of low-dipping quartzite sandstones and shales. There is some twisting

and rolling about of the bods ; but the general strike is if.W.-S.B., the dip being

to the north-eastward. The low, but very steep, ridge on the western side of

tho Dulha tank is of much crushed and white quartz-stringed quartzite (nearly

quartz schist) having a high dip to north-east.

Here, therefore, without taking into account the different style of the rocks,

is a series having a strike in strong contrast with the prevalent E.-W. one of the

proper crystallines; and not only js this the case, but even a stronger discordance

exists between them and tho Vindhyans, for these quartz schists of the ^Dulha

ridge are crossed at their southern end by bottom sandstones of tho latter series

which are striking W. by S.-B. by N. and dipping 20°-30® southward. These

sandstones are only some 60 or 70 feet in thickness, but they are well marked

in the long low ridge forming here a part of the lip or rim of the great basin.

The section is quite clear on the Bilaspur-Tlatanpur high road.

The next exposure of similar rocks lies some 12 miles to the east-south-east,

on the western slopes of the Soti Kill (2,646 feet) mass. On passing eastward

from the Vindhyan limestones of the plain, about Pondi and Bamini, I found

that the first ridges are of strongly-crushed quartzite and quartz schists, exactly

like those of the Dulha tank ridge, having very much the same strike and vorti-

cal or with a high inclination to the eastward. These are then succeeded, after

a narrow strip of covering alluvium, in the slopes by strong compact schists or

coarse clay-slates, and hard massive dark-green quartzose rocks, with which are

associated, to all appearance in the strike, greenstones and trappoid rocks. Like

rocks are traceable over the Nilagar valley i;$to the Dulha hill (2,447 feet)

mass to the southward and away in an east-north-east direction by Baluda, almost

08 far as Fanora on the road to Korba ; the more prominent exposures being,

however, quartz-rock or quartz-schist still having a generally N.-S. strike.^

<•

Lower Vindhyans.

Mr. MedlicotPs so long resqrved progress report will form a fitting introduc-

tion to tho consideration of these rocks.

.
’ As will be seen in the next section, Mr. Medlicott had also visited this Dulha-Soti area,

hat my observations w^ro made withont Imving previously seen bis report.
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Local rosomblanco to

Talchiro.

Vindhyans of the Mahanadi,

** When I first came upon these rocks in this section of tho Hasdu, I took

them to bo Talchirs, and even tried for a couple of day
to accept them as such. The colouring of Mr. Hislop’s

map gave a direct determination to this view
; and at this

particular spot it chances that tho rocks lend thoTnselves to that supposition:*

there are thick beds of fine calcaroous clays in abrupt contact with gneissose

rocks. But the notice from the first of a considerable departure from tho Tal-

chir type rapidly widened into a total reparation
;
although characteristic Tal-

chir rocks were observed at a short distance to tho north, I looked in vain for

them hero
; and characters were soon observed, which have never been noted in

Talchirs, but which are comipon in pro-Talchir groups.

Sandstones
* sandstones are strongly bedded, often coarse and

rusty, often pure and fine, quartzite sandstones.

** There are massive fine homogeneous clays, often afPecting a flat nodular struc-

turo (resembling somewhat the splintery clays of tho Tal-

chirs). There are also finely laminated siliceous shales

;

those are often calcareous, and pass insensibly into finely laminated siUceous lime-

stones, in the manner so common with somo of the lower-Vindhyan bands of the

Sone and of Bundelkhand. These shales seem also con-
Porcellanic vorioty.

with fine flaky giliecous and f^wcwi-felspathic beds,

very hard and compact (porcollanic) on a fresh fracture, but betraying their

flakiness by woatheiing. These beds, too, find their exact analogues in tho

lower-Vindhyans^.

** Limestone is perhaps the commonest rofck at the surface all over tho plains of

Chhattis^a rh. Tt is seddom a pure homogeneous rock, being

often flaky and earthy-siliceous, and often also the siliceous

matter is distributed in strings or in irregular concentric concretions.

** It would seem to be only in tho most general way that these several rocks

G eral ider
observe any order of position. I think all these types

may bo observed es a bottom rock, resting upon tho meta-

morphics. But there is a decided pi-oponderanco of the sandstone in this position.

It would seem that the sandstones never attain a considerable thickness save at

or near the base of the series
;
I would conjecture, too, that they are altogether

absent towards tho top. This variability in tho deposits is also a point of simi-

larity with the lowor-Vindhyans, and with the rooks described this year by

Blanford in tho Godavari area.

“ As the most frequent bottom look, the sandstones are seldom seen in force,

except near the boundary ;
but they are nowhere so much

developed as in tho south-east, resting bn the gneiss of tho

LimcBtoiio.

Distribution.

Jonk area and of Sambalpur, and forming ridges*running northwards from that

area. If one wanted an appropriate najno for tho band, “ the Chandarpur sand-

stone ** might be adopted. I have nowhere seen them so well exposed, or in so

great force, as in the ridges running south from*the Mahanadi at Chandarpur.

“ I can indicate no constant position for tho limestone. It seems thoroughly

associated with tho shdes overlying tho Chandarpur sandstone.
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** The position here distinctly assigned to the sandstone is the same as is con-

jectured by Blanford for the Pranhita sandstone, with reference to the Pern shales.

In the Sone area a quartzite sandstone is the most general bottom rock of the

lower-Vindhyans

.

In describing the boundaries of these rooks, the foregoing observations will

^
be illustrated and amplified.

“ The boundary of these Vindhyans with the crystalline rocks on the south is

Southern bo da
much more simply than on any other side. Here only is

there a distinct and unequivocal case of simple unaltered

super-position. Close to the right bank of the Mahanadi, east of 'Arang, the shaly,

flaggy, dark siliceous limestone shows with a steady inclination of 3® to 4® to west-

wards; and on the rising ground to eastwards the stjrong-bedded sandstones pass

up from beneath the limestones and shales to form a low rango of hills. These

hills present a gentle slope to the west, and are scarped along the eastern face,

in which can be admirably seen the junction of the massive sandstone resting on

coarse granitoid gneiss, and largely made un of its debris; this debris is not

coarse and water-worn, but gravelly, and still nndecomposed. The very gradual

nature of the junction is well seen in the east-west gorges, the ciystalline rocks

appearing in the valley for a mile or more to westwards of the general north

and south line of scarp, and with sloping scai*ps of sandstone on either side*

From the steadiness of this featurq, I was led to conjecture that the eastern^ exten-

sion of the sandstone would be limited with much regularity by tho north and

south line of scarp. I was therefore surprised to find the sandstones at one spot

half a mile in front of that line, and at the general level of the crystalline are

of the Jonk ; but this is little more than 100 feet below the line of junction in tne

scarp
;
I imagine however that such outliers aite exceptional on this side of tho

granitic area. In passing eastwards along tho road, the scarped hill range I

have just described is seen to tho north curving round to the east towards

Sarangarh ;
land I have no doubt the rock-features are quite similar to those on

the east, the sandstones thus encircling tho crystalline rocks on west and north.

“The Eaipur and Sambalpur road runs nearly east and west, and for 60

miles there is no rock but crystallines; the sandstone hills appearing at a

greater or less distance on tho north. In Phuljhar there is a break
; a bay (now

a region of hills) of Vindhyan rocks stretches southwards from the main area

of the Mahanadi, separating the crystallines of the Jonk from those of Sambal-

pur ; the two being probably continuous on tho south, in the Borasambar State.

For a long distance to the west along the road the^igh scarped ridge of Siswal,

in Phuljhar, betrays the presence of more regular stratified rocks. On the road,

a few score yarlls to cast of the Katli river, on meridian 83®, one comes, without

any separating surface feature, upon fine crushed and slaty silt beds, with some

associated beds of browu coarsioh sandstone. Although much compressed, the

stratification is not greatly disturbed, as,can be seen by the lie of the sandstone,

and by the position of the imperfect nodular structure of tho clays which seems

always to preserve the flatness in the plane of bedding. I at once recogpoised

these rocks as identical with what I had seen about the north boundary and

elsewhere in the Vindhyan area; and hopes were raised, that in the high
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scarped hills close by on the east I should find higher beds of the series than

any I had yet seen. On approaching Bindala hill (some 16 miles noi'th of the

road) I was surprised to come again upon crystalline rocks on the low ground and

reaching up to the foot of the scarp. Further exploration in the same north-east-

erly direction confirmed this observation ; crystallines weather out here, there»

or anywhere, from under the sandstone, with small regard to levels. Thus the

general character of the junction here is the sanu? as to west the Jonk ; the

bottom portion of the sandstone in the Phuljhar hills is disposed to be shaly

rather than coarse and massive like that of the boundary in Baipur; and the

fine argillaceous beds, the first rock noticed in these eastern sections, was not

observed in the single section I examined west of the Jonk (from the greater re-

gularity of the boundary there, I dare say they are nowhere exposed)
;
but, as

already remarked, these argillaceous rocks are exactly like beds seen elsewhere, •

and I believe them here, as elsewhere, to underlie and partly to represent the

sandstone which caps the gneiss of the higher levels. In these sections we thus

find locally well exhibited what I have stated to be the relation of the sand-

stone generally—that it cannot bo looked upon as a bottom group of the series,

although very often seen as bottom rook. There is no presumption either that it

is generally represented along any horizon. I can give no certain criterion of the

beds which overlie the sandstones as compared with those which underlie them

;

the latter appear to be loss shaly and more massive and of a darker colour, and

perhaps, free from limestone, although apparcnt.oxceptions to this will be noticed.

“From Phuljhar I marched northwards along the sandstone range to Chandar-

pur. The sandstone must be several hundred feet thick, and most of it is a

fine, white, [pure, quartzite-sandstone like much of the upper-Vindhyan rock.

The range is on a distinct anticlinal ; the pale shaly, flaggy, calcareous upper parts '

showing on both sides close to the base and inclined from it. The Kenkaradi

river occupies a basin of these upper beds to east of the Ghandarpur range; the

hills to the south-east being, I have no doubt, formed of the sandstone sloping

up in that direction and forming a scarp over the crystalline area of Sambalpur.

“Proceeding eastwards along the south boundary, there may bo noticed a
gradual change from the perfectly undisturbed condition of the normal junction

in Baipur, as already described, to the greatly disturbed and very complicated

junction that runs in a north-westerly-south-easterly direction through Sam-
balpur and Raipur and forming the eastern boundary of the Vindhyan area of the

Mahanadi. The intricate and rugged hill group of the Bara Pahar is formed at

the confluence of those two boundaries. Before attempting to sketch the features

of the eastern junction, I will notice the less complicated one on the north:
tt In going northwards from Bilaspur to Batanpur, the shales, limestones, and

North boundary.
subordinate flaggy sandstones, which spread horizontally

beneath the plains of Chhattisgarh, are concealed by soil

and alluvium to within 2 miles south of Batanpuer, where a low east-west range

of hills rises abruptly from the alluvial^flat. The ridge is formed by a band of

strong-bedded standstones, mostly coarsish and with an insufficient rusty ochreous

matrix, but some of it fine and pure. The band is not thick ; may be 50 feet and

under. It seems slightly to alternate with and to overlie streaked red and greenish

slaty shales. Very locally one may observe apparent total unconformability between
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tho sandstones and tlio shales below them, but I believe these cases to be entirely

duo to ci*ashing between yielding and unyielding materials ;
for in the best sec-

tions, as well as in the general allure^ there is full evidence of conformable associa-

tion. The nature of the disturbing action along this zone is best seen by the beha-

viour of tho sandstone ;
the elevation from the north does not seein to have been very

marked or very direct ;
for several miles in width tho sandstone may be seen form-

ing little ridges having any direction and slope, and all at about the same level.

In the little ridgo.over Batanpur this strike is north-north-east and tho dip 30® to

east-south-east
;
a mere capping of sandst6ne resting conformably on the shales.^

“On the Ratanpur section tho junction with the crystallines is concealed

benoath a longitudinal valley. The zone of special disturbance may be about

5 miles wide.

“ I crossed this boundary again at some 30 miles to west of ‘Ratanpur,

where the rocks are better seen, and one actual junction exposed. At Lurmi

tho same band of sandstone forms very low (40 feet) ridges, rolling about at

Small inclinations, and with little regard to direction, tho same type of disturb-

ance as at Ratanpur; and it soon settles down under tho pale shales and

limestones of tho plains to the south. In tho Muniari, just above Lurmi tho

rocks under tho sandstones are admirably exposed. They are massive beds of

fine ( ? siliceous) clays, some exceedingly fine, others more gritty
;
mostly of a red

colour, often streaked with grexjn, and some greyish-brown. A fine lamination

is often traceable in all
; and the bedding is easily discerned. Tho dip is vnriable,

not exceeding 10® to 12®—a southerly direction prevailing
;
but the effects of great

crushing are manifest in tho irregularly intersecting systems of planes of jointing

or pseudo-cleavage that traverse the whole mass. In these also ^an oastr-westerly

strike is tho most marked
;
tho effect ^of which is such that in mere ground -sec-

tions on paths one would note tho rocks to bo slates, with an east-west cleavage.

In the finer beds the disintegration of tho rock is further complicated by an

original, fiat, concretionary structure, which produces concentric exfoliation.

“At 3 to 4 miles north of Lurmi there is a very steady range of hills, running

about 5® north of east, south of west, the south face of the crystalline area to the

north. This straight ridge is here several miles wide, and tolerably flat-topped.

The gneiss lasts to the edgo of tho south face ; but the spurs, from the very top,

are of streaked reddish and greenish slaty rocks ; very locally even there is an

appearance of incipient foliation. The water from the higher level trickles

down over a steep surface of gneiss into gullies through tho slates. The junc-

tion is amply exposed; there is no clean-cut plane of separation; not a sign

of intervening vein rock
;
no trace of slipping between tho two ; within a few

feet or inches,the change is complete, the rocks being just as it were soldered

together.

“ By aid of the lamination, and of an occasional flaggy layer, tho bedding can

bo observed; at the spot I examined there was, for a few feet wide, a low

' It IB in these Bhalea that 'copper ore was reported to have been fonnd and formedj
worked; hut I could find no definite foundation for the report, nor any confirmation of it in the

rocks. The piece of * ore ’ sent to me by tho Deputy Commissioner (Mr. Chisholm^F’was merely a
bit of rod (copper coloured) shale.
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inclination towards tho gneiss, and then a low inclination from it
;
the whole state

being exactly like what is seen in the river at Lurmi, only slightly intensified.

** The observations I have recorded seem altogether to indicate a normal rela*

tion between these series of rocks—.an aboriginal contact. This view is strongly

corroborated by the appearance, about half-way between Lurmi and the hills, of a

band of gneiss on tho low ground. Its presence is not marked by any surface

feature or peculiar contact-rock
;

it seems simply to have weathered oht from

beneath its covering of shales. I'lie only thing to suggest a faulted boundary

here would be its straightness : the run of the junction north of Luimi 'would just

about cut its position nortli of Ratanpur, 30 miles to eastwards. But a geolo-

gist in India ought to be the hist to ignore the effects of straight scarped bound-

aries among the original conditions of rock formation.

“ For some distance, at leUst, the same lx)undary runs steadily to westwards,

but I should think that it curves southwards before reaching the trap scai^, for

there are some symptoms of the lower lieundary of the Vindhyan rocks being not

far off from tho western limits of the present area, although now concealed be-

neath the trap of the Mandla plateau.

“ One of the most striking general features of this area of Vindhyan rocks is

^ j ^ ^
the almost undisturbed condition of the strata all over

tho central area up to within a comparatively narrow belt

along i-he boundary. Except on the partial south boundary first noticed, such is

markedly the case. It is a remarkable instaufc of geograph ical extension pre-

scribed by structural features in very ancient deposits; and it is doubly interest-

ing to find symptoms of those structural features themselves being connected

with original conditions of deposition. It will readily ho understood how the

arrangement I have just indicated should introduce a difficulty to tho correi^t

appreciation of the Vindhynn series itself: the topmost strata are almost confined

to tho loAV grounds, where they show the minimum of disturbance ; while the

bottom bands rise along the boundary and art; often much modified by contortion

and compression. One has to seek far and wide for proof of the two being really

continuous. The contrast I have here described is nowhere more marked than

on the section of the Hasdu, where (unfortunately) I first came
.
upon these

Vindhyans
;
and tho degree of contrast will be illustrated wlien I say that for

two days I noted tho upper bands as Talchir (although of abnormal chai’acter),

while the lower beds passed as a new form of hypo-metamorphics.

It was along the western boundaiy that I got the best instance of the upper

group being subjected to tho full measure of disturbance. The scraggy east—west

ridge stretching past Pandaria on the north is principally formed by tlio pint and

blue cherty limestones and the shales so intimately associated with them, the same

as are found spread out at the surface all over tho low plains of Chhattisgarh
; in

this ridge all are confusedly crushed up on an B.-W. strike. In the hills to

south-west of Pandaria the -N.B.'-S.W., and N.N.E. -'S.S.W, strikes that

obtain along the western boundary come in,

* The western boundary, as far as I saw bcjirs a general analogy to that on

the north; from Ratanpur westwards, a bolt, 'some 6 miles wide, of hills com-

posed in thclnain of slaty shales separates the plains from the scarp of the Mandla
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plateau. A gradation of disturbance is observable from the base of the hills,

'wherever rock is exposed on the plains, the inclination being from the hills. In

the outer ridges a band of sandstone is traceable ;
but towards the north it is very

subordinate. The slaty shales forming the mass of the hills may well represent

the similar rocks north of Lurmi. In the Chilpi ghat section, on the Bilaspnr-

Jabalpur road, they last up to the base of the scaS*p, whei*e they are overlaid by

the basalt, at a* level corresponding to that of the general height of the fringing

hills. There must be here a much greater thickness of shales than along the

northern boundary
;
but here, too, the thfckness need be much less than would be

at first sight conjectured
;
for, although the strike is more steady than in the zone

of disturbance along the northern boundary, reverse dips are observed, and also

frequent exceptions to the N.N.E., S.S.W. strike, showing repetition of the

same beds. There are also mineralogical characters cori’esponding with the strati-

graphical differences I have noted. Well in towards the base of the main ascent

trappoid rocks appear
; but I failed to make out anything definite regarding

them, or to separate them and the rocks with them from the general mass. I am
disposed to think they may bo local metamorphic foims of the Vindhyan shales

in the line of maximum compression.

I may here notice a j)eculiar rock only observed in this and in one other

locality. For some little distance below the junction of the basalt on Chilpi ghat,

I noticed the surface strewed with large (10" to 12") well-rounded boulders of

quartz and of crystalline rocks. At first sight I took them to be debris from the

infra-trappean conglomerate
; but this notion was soon dispelled by the fact that

many of the bouldci’s were iriore or less shivered, and re-cemented, after slight

distortion, by silica—an evidence of violence never observed iik Lameta beds. I

soon found the boulders in place in the underlying scries Embedded in a crumb-

ling ^eartljy slaty matrix, in wliich I could detect a high westerly underlie. This

is hero the contact rock, overlaid by a fUw feet of white Lameta limestone, which

is succeeded by a dark grecnish-gyey earthy cry'^stalloid sub-amygdaloidal trap.

This conglomerate may, perhaps, be taken as confirmatory of the conjecture

already hazarded, that the crystalline rocks are not far off to westwards, although

the boulders are so thoroughly rounded that they may have traveled any distance

;

the whole deposit has a diluvial character that suggests the proximity of fringing

declivities. The other occurrence of this conglomerate is more obscure : it is on the

east of the Vindhyan area. The sandstone ridge of Chandarpur has been describe^l

as running north and south
; an axis of contortion (presumably in connection with

subjacent features) between two' basins of the upper strata. The range termi*

nates in the Mahanadi at Phandarpur ; but in the^ine of its continuation unusual

disturbance ^s traceable, affecting even the upper beds of the series. At about

5 miles north of Chandarpur a small north-south chain of low hills occurs
; to all

appearance they are composed of a mass of well-rounded boulders just like those

of the Chilpi ghdt section. 1 cbuld nowhere get at the matrix in which they are

buried
;
it must be some soft material like that of the Chilpi gh^t conglomerate.

“ South of Chilpi gh4t, the characters of the western boundary are similar to

what has been described. Below Sahuspur, the sandstone becomes more prominent

in the outer ridges, and the slaty and hypo-metamorphic rocks below it are also more
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Eastern boundaries.

developed ; above Madanpur, they rise to the top of the main scarp, without any

capping of Lamefca beds or of trappeans. These rocks, underlying the sandstone,

may probably be studied to advantage in the ground to south-west of Mohanpur.

‘‘It was noticed along the southern boundaiy that there is a gradual increase

of irregularity and of disturbance from west to east, coming

to a climax in the Bara Pahar, north-West of, Sambalpur, at

the confluence of the two boundaries. There is a very similar change, but much
more complicated on the north, where the Kamra hills offer a very close analogy to

the Bara Pahar. The very regular and comparatively simple junction described

to west of Katanpur is altogether changed to east of that place
;
the crystalline

rocks, which scorn throughout to underlie the belt of disturbance at no great

depth, rise to the surface ; apd the line of contact from close to Katanpur to

beyond Dulha hill, 20 miles to south-east, follows a very irregular course, which I

had not time to follow out in detail. In this area, south-east of Katanpur,

there are decidedly metamorphio rocks, altogether different from the thorough

gneissic rocks of the region to the north
;
there are also rocks whicli so exactly affect

the characters of the bottom Vindhyans, that I must, provisionally at least,

identify them as such, while at the same time I failed to detect any decided separa-

tion of these quasi-Vindbyans from those quasi-metamorphics. I can only hope

to describe the facts and state the difficulties intelligibly, without offering a very

decided opinion thereon. Let it bo rememberpd that I made no stay to work
out the case : 1 am only recording single observations.

“ In the section of the Hasdu, the ease is stated most clearly. Immediately

below Satiguri there is a contact well exposed. The fine-

grained gneissose quartzites, which form the rapids of

Chicholi, are still vertical with a liortherly strike. A strong bed of coarse rusty

pebbly sandstone seems to rest upon a. weathered surface of the metamorphio

quartzites; the section is very low; and considering, as I did at the time,

those overlying beds to be Talchirs I did not"examine the contact so closely as I

should otherwise have done, but I believe the relation to bo as I have stated it.

The sandstone slopes southwards, and is overlaid by fine pale shales, and these

again by a strong band of tough grey (non-felspathic) sandstones with pebbly

surfaces. Thick dark-grey shales succeed, and are overlaid by paler calcareous

beds, locally a banded laminated limestone. The pale rod varieties cover these and

occupy the surface south of Nowagaon. Those beds are the regular upper

members of the series, and the sandstone represents that already so often

mentioned. Its thickness here may be 30 to 40 feet in the two bands. It forms

Hasdu section.

the little ridge running for miles to west-south-west from the river. It may be

affirmed that no supposition could bring into original conformable I'elationship

the tocks here in contact, they remain now as at the first.

To one coming from the north the Kamra hills at once appear as something

new : such steep clean cliffs, with well-majked lines of stratification, are never seen

among the gneiss rocks
; and, on the other hand| the rusty colour of the cliffs,

and the sharp angularity of the outline at once distinguish them from the

corrosponding features in the hills of the secondary rocks. They are formed of a

considerable thickness, not less than 200 to 300 f^t, of quai*tzite sandstone resting
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upon a very variable thickness of reddish gritty shales. TLe condition of disturb*

ance is exactly what has been so often described in the bottom Yindhyans of

this area
;
the ridges run in every direction, and with any slope just as if the stratu

fication had been broken up by horiaontal converging pressuresi. I have one

observation to complete the analogy of these rocks with the bottom Yindhyans
of other parts of the area. In tho gap to west of the village of Labed a
thorough granitoid gneiss shows well up to the base of these covering rocks,

so as to leave scarcely a possibility of any relation but one of normal super-

position. Tho relation of these rocks to other motamorphics of this neigh-

bourhood is by no means so simple. The Kamra hills reach up to tho left bank

of the Hasdu. In tho little stream flowing northwards from the Rang ridge, there

is an excellent section of the whole group, tho sandstones showing in the cliffs

on both sides and the red shales in the gorge ; for a long way they observe a steady

dip of 5® to 10° to north, and just before they disappear in that direction there is an

appearance of pontortion. In tho lower gi*ound further north one only finds rotten

unrecognisable gneissose rocks. In the Hasdu the rocks come in all of a sudden

at Jogipali. It was here I received the impression that the little-disturbed, little-

altered rocks of tho hills become rapidly contorted, and at the same time metamor-

phosed into tho fine-grained, sharply bedded gneissose qnartzites (a most decidedly

metamorphic rock), which come in immediately below and occurmore or less con-

tinuously with a varying strike down to the junction at Satiguri/ as already

described. If such bo tbe case, tliese Kamra rocks cannot by any possibility be

grouped with the strata to the south of Satiguri. I am, however, so strongly

impressed with the view that tho Kamra beds are the bottom Yindhyans, that I

fully expect a close examination will prove them quite distinct from the sub-

gneissoso rocks of the Husdu. c

“ In tho region of the Nilagar the same puzzle is even more strongly marked

:

the limestones greatly predominate in the upper berls on the low ground, and

so occur close to schistose rocks at tho same level
;
I conjecture that they may

even bo found to lap over in contact with thorn. They are thus found not far

from the base of lJulha hill, on top of which the Kamra quartzite sandstones are

easily recognised, resting on schistose and pebbly gneissose massively-bedded rocks.

Tho Soti hill group is altogether formed (at least on tho south .side) this new

hypo-motamorphic series, a massive trappoid variety being prominent. A
northerly and southerly strike is as markedly prevalent in these metamorphic rocks,

as the E.-W. strike is in the granitic inetamorphics to the norili.

“ Between the Kamra hills and the Bara Pahar, j(ihe boundary of the Yindhyans

is marked through tho Raigarh State by a*'ingle ridge, on
North-east bovndary.

^ outer (eastern) flanks of those hills. This

ridge is formed of strong beds of qaai*tzite much crushed and altered, gneiss-

oso rocks showing everywhere along its outer base. To tho north these are

of a coarse, highly fclspathic, and granitoid type
;
but towards tbe Mahanadi

they have a very mongrel character, **which greatly obscures the distinctness

of this junction. Close sections are obtainable at the passage through tho ridge

in the stream north of Padampur ;
the quartzite shows within a few yards of

the bank at tho point of the ridge having apparently a high dip tiowards the
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crystallinea ; in the riyer the quartzite seems to be cut out, and there only appear

reddish, flaggy, slaty shales, much crushed and rolled, but also on the whole haying

an inclination towards the crystallines, which are in place some 30 yards up stream.

The} are yaiiable gneissose and trappoid schists. Here and in other similar posi^

tions (as in the stream under Laka to the north-west), 1 noticed a highly siliceous

angular rock to be prominent among the metamorphics, suggesting the possibility

of its being a transformed condition of the quartzite
;
but the geiiSral eyidance is

80 strongly against such an interpretation that I must explain this special circum-

stance as either a coincidence (may be attributable to pre-Vindhyan denudation),

or else as an effect of percolation-motamorphism along a plane of junction. The

features here reminded me very forcibly of those at the boundary of the lower-

Vindliyans, where the ridge of bottom quartzite is cut by the Sone at Bomarsan.
“ The junction is toleraUly well exposed in the Mahanadi at and below

Padampur, and the section is altogether obscure and exceptional. The curve in

the river above the town corresponds with a regular curve in the ridge of strong

quartzite sandstone on the right bank. From a steady dip of 20° to westwards

.this sandstone bends round to a similar steady dip to north and north-north-

east, apparently passing under the limestones and shales which are freely exposed

in the bed of the river, with the same inclination as the sandstones towards the

left bank. In this bank under Padampur, and lower down stream, there are those

quasi-remnants of a quartzite (as described in last paragraph) adhering to and trans-

fused into the dirty crushed gneiss. Just below the village the channel is about

30 yards wide between these rocks and an island of strong pink limestone with

shales. The boundary runs very obliquely across the river; and at its last appear-

ance on the left bank there is a remnant of the limestone and shale, quite un-

altered, in actual contact with Jhe mass of pscudo-quartzite and the crushed

gneiss rocks. The section exposed is very small, but I could detect no special

signs of faulting, such as slickensides or vein-rock, although the features de-

scribed (with upper rocks at the contact) would pW/wd facie suggest such a pheno-

menon, and I am not fully prepared to deny the possibility of it. However it

may be, it is evident tliat the passage of the Mahanadi at this spot is connected

with the peculiar arrangement of the rocks.

“ There is in the Vindhyans of this neighbourhood another exceptional

appearance awaiting solution. The ridge of sandstone that has been noticed as

bending round with the curve of the river on its right bank, encloses on the west

and north the little valley of Dongri, forming a scarp over it. On the floor of the

valley strong-bedded limestone with shales, exactly like the usual rocks of the

upper part of the series, is exposed, showing little or no disturbance, and thus

appearing to pass under the sandstone of the scaip. On the edst side of the

valley a strong band of exactly similar sandstone slopes up from beneath these

limestones and shales. 1 had not time to examine whether there was a repetition

by faulting, or whether the Lahansara sandstone is a local band in the upper

strata of the Vindhyans. The latter supposition seemed the most likely. It is

from the Dongri valley that most of the * Padampur ’ limestone is obtained.

There is evidence in this region that the boundary 1 have described was

not always*ihe limit of extension of the Vindhyans. At about 3 to 5 miles from
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that boundary on the north-east there is a broken chain of ridges running parallel

to ifc} and formed I believe of the bottom quartzite. It would seem to be the

continuation of the outer ridge of the double range to north-west of Raigarh.

From the debris noticed in the valley of Tarukpur, I conjectured that the crystal-

lines were exposed somewhere within it. Thus here, as on the south-east side,

we seem to have the actual base of the series exposed all along, the leveling

by denudation having here been much aided by the compression and disturbance

of the deposits.”
^

The route taken by Mr. Medlicott in this traverse certainly placed him in very

close rapport with the whole geology of the basin
;
for he entered it first on the

north side from Korba by the Hasdu river, and thence proceeded westward,

southward, and eastwainl all round the edges to the*crossing of the Mahanadi at

Chandarpur. Then, northwards from this up the valley of the Mand, thus cross-

ing the eastern end of the basin
;
and so down again along the north-eastern edge

by Raigarh to tlie extreme eastern boundary at Padarnpur. Little room was

therefore left for other than the corroborative evidence which might be accumulated

during the progress of connected work. This closer work so far has embraced

the greater part of the middle and north-eastern tracts, and the whole of the

western portion down to south of Raipur.

All the indications on the north-eastern tracts bear out the original recognition

that the Ohhattisgarh Vindhyans of the plain and the edging ridges consist,

broadly speaking, of a sandstone and a limestone member, the former being the

lower of the two ; and thei'e is ground for belief that such may be the conditions

for the western side. However, 1 leave the conditions of the geological structure

of this side an open question, because the evidence obtained by Mr. Bose in that

part of the field, though as yet incomplete, shows that the relations between the

rocks of the plain and those of the adjacent hill slopes of the Saletekri range are

not so easily interpreted as Mr. MedKcott’s reconnaissance would seem to imply.

It is tiTio that occasional narrow seams of slaty shales and coarse schists do

come in under, and in association with, the bottom sandstones along the northern

boundary, but those are so insignificant as not to afEoct the general sequence.

What they do seem to show, however, is that the bottom member—an essentially

sandstone formation on the north-eastern, eastern, and southern sides—either

gradually changes from a poorer and poorer sandy series to a stronger and

stronger shale or slaty one with subordinate sandstones on the north-western

edges, or that it continues on in this impoverished condition, sometimes being

overlapped by the limestones, over a difEereni and older series.

Later ohsertations on the north-east boundary,-^ There is no necessity at present

for going into detail regarding the style of the boundary from Padarnpur north-

westwards past Raigarh. For the most part, it is a generally faulted one, the

bottom quartzites, which must be here of great thickness, cropping up at high •

angles from under the much less disturbed limestones and shales of the plains, and

having—what look to bo—their lower strata, at the eastern bases of the great ridges,

in close and abrupt juxtaposition with the crystallines of the low grounds beyond.

1 am myself inclined to suspect that there has been re-duplication, if *not inrver-
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aion, with a crushing-up and fracture of long ellipsoidal dome-like undtilationls.'

Be this as it maj, the whole aspect of the boundaiy is veiy analogous to that

of much of the eastern frontier of the great area of Kadapah and Karnul rocks

in the Ejstna and Nellore districts of the Madras Presidency.

Some 6 or 6 miles to the south of the passage of the Mand river across

the sandstone rim of the basin, a most instructive example of a crushed-up and
partially faulted dome of the bottom sandstones is exhibited iif the Gida hill

mass which has been cut into and scoured out b^ denudation until the in-

ternal core of crystallines is fully exposed to view. A good deal of faulting and

crushing is disclosed here and there along tho contact edges in the interior;

but the easy lie of south-easterly dipping strata is quite plain under Bamandai

hill and on the path leading out to Basnajhar. A very thin streak of brown

rusty, reddish and greenish ‘schists, and sandy—rather shai*]) gravelly—shales

occurs at tlie very contact, just between the gneiss and tho thicker beds of quartzite

sandstone on this path. Round the southern skirts of the hill the sandstones run

easily under the red-
2
)urple calcareous shales and grey-blue limestones of the plain.

Some idea of the thickness of the sandstone series is also obtainable at this

point,—a feature which had hitherto only been guessed at in the Raigarh ridges,

where undoubted bottom beds are not recognisable in contact with tlie gneiss.

Here, however, the baso is ktiown, and a fair estimate can be formed from the

lofty scarj)ed faces and under-cliff of Bamandai hill (1,439 feet), and from a

scramble across the Gida ridge near its summit* (1,480 feet) where tho beds are

vertical, though down either sloi^o tho dip is generally to westward, the angle

decreasing towards the foot of tho western side. In this way tho conclusion is

forced on one that there must be at least 1,000 feet of more or less altered (quart-

zite) sandstones, rarely coarse and«gravelly, oftenest thick-bedded and tine-grained,

and without any conglomerates as far as I could see. Their likeness to tho.se of

the Raigarh ridges is strong in every way ;
indeed there cannot be a doubt of the

two boloiiging to ono and the same group. •

To the northward of this dome, after an interval of shales (and strong blue

limestones at Banipathar) in abnipt contact with a north-south exposure of

crystallines, the sandstone hills of the rim hade up in long gentle slopes, the beds

lying at 6®, 10®, 20°, southward, with surfaces wonderiully worn in sinuous curves

and zig-zags of contour. This easy lie only lasts for about half the width of

the hills ;
when undulation, at first slight and then quick, has allowed of more

rugged denudation, giving the broad and humpy masses overlooking the low-lying

wide expanse of the Mand valley coal-field, the rocks of which lap up against the

sandstone hills, or arc only denuded for short distances, giving exposures of

orystaUines in abrupt juxtaposition with tho Vindhyans. •

Away to the north-west, tho sandstone hills attain higher elevations as in the

Gar hill (1,948 feet), tho floor crystallines being exposed in the valleys and on

slopes below lofty scarps ;
while outlying isolated strips of Vindhyans occur in

such abrupt relation to the surrounding 'gneisses of the plains beyond that their

position can only be accounted for by tbeir having been let in by faulting.

Ho better display of faulted or squeezed folds, remnants of arches, and natural

boundaries below scarps, can be pointed out than that of the Kamra range still
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further westward. Tlie Kamra mass (2,878 feet) itself has its lower slopes of

crystallines crowned by a somewhat crushed synclinal of thick-bedded sandstones^

with a good band of overlying red shales in the hollow above, giving scarped

edges on the northern face of some hundred feet high
;
and, in the deep valley

between this mass and the proper rim, one may recognize the remains of the

great core of crystallines and its covering arch of sandstones.

A ttiagnificdnt display of dip slopes occurs in this neighbourhood, on the

southern flanks of the Pidadoi (2,836 feet) ridge. Broad bed surfaces of dark

black-brown weathering sandstones slope up from the narrow v«alley, inside the

low foot-hills edging the plains, at an angle of 30® or so, with hardly a break, to

tho very crest of the ridge, the sharp and jagged bed edges of wliich stand out

clear against the sky. There is scarcely afoot-hokl on these slopes for any but the

local jungle people
;
and it is merely where jointin'g and weathering liave faci-

lihited the scouring out and breaking up of ledges and the gathering of angular

debris in stream-like heaps tailing up the slopes, that sci*ub and low jungle have

been able to grow and vary the dark expanses of bai*e rock sheets.

Westward of tho village' of Labcd, at the foot of the Kamra hill, an open

country of crystallines extends to tho Hasdu river, its southern edge being

fringed by the low slopes leading up to the now simple and much less lofty

edging rim of sandstones in tho Sidapat (1,524 feet) and Rang, or Maruarani

(1,713 feet) hills. In this direction, too, the thickness of tho sandstones dimi-

nishes very rapidly; so much sor, that beyond the Hasdu, in the Sandadi and

Jogia (1,113 feet) undulations there can scarcely be more than 150 to 200 feel.

The natural pose of the sandstones on the gneiss is fairly well displayed
;
but it

is hero that their lowest strata become decidedly thinner and flaggy, while

associated with them are sharp gravelly sands, sandy shales, and coarse schistose

and clay-slate layers; in fact a stronger show of tho contact beds seen in tho

Gida hill.

An interesting feature about tUis Rang or Maruarani region is, that though

the hill appears at a distance to be capped with sandstones, and to have a certain

slight scarp, after the fashion of tho edging hills over the country already

described, it is really only covered or scarped with those more flaggy, shaly, and

coarse sandy gravelly strata just described. The bulk of tho massive sandstones lies

well in from the scarp or outer edge, being underlaid by about 30 feet of clayey and

sandy flags, shales, and flagstones, which crop up and form a good deal of the upper

part of Rang and Maruarani, as well as the edge of tho low scarp topping tho

slopes on the left bank of the Hasdu river and overlooking the villages of Jika

and Mohara. This western scarp is very instructive
; for it shows the bottom beds

of the sandstone series all along its crest as they rise gradually northwards to the

Bang spur, over which they roll easily and bend down almost to the plains. In

descending from the hills to Jika, tho scarp or edge of the descent is very thin, about

10 feet or often less, consisting of a bed or beds of coarse black or reddish-brown

ferruginous grits, made up of grains of wliito and glassy quartz in a ferruginous

matrix, gravelly or pebbly towards the base, or sometimes having larger scattered

pebbles of the same kind of quartz. This hard bed Hes directly on east to west

striking micaceous schists, or coarsish crystalline gianular micaceous crocks easily
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weathered
; or there is at iutervals a varying thickness of greoniah and dirty-grey

earthy micaoeous clay-slates coming in between it and the sub-metamorphic rocks.

It is necessary to state here that this undoubted bottom bed of the Vindhyans

is lying nnconformably on the micaceous schists and other rocks constituting the

slopes leading down to the Jika river flat. At the same time, it struck me that

these subjacent schists could hardly be considered as belonging to the regular

crystalline or gnaissio series, though they look more metamorpkic than -transi-

tionaL There is an E.*~W. strike in the slopes and away down in the plain, the

general strike in fact of the true gneisses to the north ; but this is apparently

only local, as they seem to trend round on the opposite bank of the river and as-

sume the N.—S. strike exhibited by the peculiar quartzite or quartz-schist bands

lower down about Satiguri, and away to the westward towards the Dulha and

8oti country already treated 6f as showing rocks having a transtional aspect;

The style of the bottom sandstones westward from this point on the Hasdu is

given in Mr. Medlicott’s paper (ante) ;
but it may be mentioned here that I

have representatives of tliem at the extreme north-west corner near Borla where

quartzite sandstones and pebble beds occur underlying the limestones.

The rocks of the great plain are essentially limestones and shales which roll

about in long, easy undulations, or are comparatively flat for many square miles at

a time. It is only here and there, however, that exposures are frequent or of any

extent, the most of the plain being covered with alluvial clays or soils of various

kinds, beneath which the limestones or the sliAlos may be found at a moderate

depth. The shales are nearly always of a red-purple color, with pinkish or greyish

shades : very rarely are they of green or dirty grey, or dark colors, though this

is their style in the immediate neighbourhood of Ilaigarh, The limestones are

generally grey or fawn-colored, gometiraes pinkish or palc-i’eddish purple, often

almost black, or dark blue-grcy; thick-bedded compact splintery, or flaggy

coarse and earthy or clayey where they shade up oi* down into shales ; they are

very often siliceous throughout, or seamed .with fine films of siliceous matter,

and chert bands. The more clayey and slialy laTuinatod bands are often remark-

ably concretionary with polygonal, sub-spheroidal, and flattened oyster-like masses

packed tegetherovor the bod surfaces, or along inter-laminar bands of more com-

pact clayey constitution. Both shales and limestones are more or less cleaved

round the edges of the field, more particularly so perhaps at the north-w'ost comer.

It is diflB.cult over such a flat and ill-exposed country to say whether there may
not bo more than two steady bands of these rocks : it appeared to me that, broadly

speaking, there is a tendency in the whole member to bo generally shaly at the

bottom, the limestones coming over in varied force
;
though there is also a tendency

in the shale band to have subordinate seams of limestones while thelimestone has

its shale intercalations.

Local . intercalations, or even apparent supcr-jacent exposures of thin sand-

stones pebble beds and sandy flags, or lydian stone bands, are exhibited at places

;

the latter occurring to the north-east of Bilaspiir about Norgoru, and the former

to a very wide extent in the Biuipur country, or an tho Malianadi near Ghandar-

pUr, or in the low Sai Dongri group of hillocks towards Padampur.

A curiotis, and as yet stratigraphically unsettled, outcrop of apparently higher
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sandstones and oxtremelj coai'se conglomerates occnrs on the right bank of the

Mand where it crosses the plain before joining the Mahanadi, as the Girgiri and
Tundri ridges. These low hills lie in a sort of broken chain, with intervening

stretches of low country, between the Gida hill on the north and the long north

to south Dadarpali range on the right or south bank of the Mahanadi. Mr.

Medlicott surmised tlmt these outcrops might be northerly prolongations of the

anticlinal roll ih the Dadarpali range
; but a closer examination of them seems to

mo to point to their being portions of a crushed synclinal which might be

expected as.a complementary hollow wave in the strata on one side of the hidden

portion of the anticlinal exhibited in Dadarpalli and the southern end of Gida hill.

In the first place, it is really only by the merest chance exposures that rock

is seen in situ in these ridges, for they are to all appearance made up entirely of

loose well-worn pebbles, shingle, and largish boulders of various kinds of quart-

zite, quartz-schist, and some crystalling rocks. The whole facies is that of great

shingle banks formed in comparatively recent times alongside the bank of the

Mand river; even the tops, of the ridges consist of loose debris. However, I

found good hard quartzite sandstone and conglomerate in a small cross valley north

of the Govindpur peak, obscurely bedded but apparently vortical and striking

north to south. Again on the extreme north end of the western Tundri ridge,

there are coarse pudding-stones, having a hard purple clay-stone matrix, which

are traceable along the crest of that part of the ridge into massive heavy con-

glomerate rock having no definite bedding. The pudding-stone is very ob-

scurely associated by super-position on the red-purple sliales forming the slopes

of tjie ridge the dip of the latter being 40° to 60° eastward. The main portion of

this western Tundri ridge shows no bedded rock, but it has its steeper side to

the west. The castera Tundri ridge, on the otlfeer hand, looks to have a westerly

dip, and this agrees with the lie of the shales and giitty beds in the plain at its

northern eiid.

The shales and limestones in the plains below these ridges have never leen

traced into actual contact with the sandstones, though they are often quite close

enough to accentuate the fact that on both sides their dip is rolling and inwards

towards the ridges ;
while at the north end of Gii’giri, by the village of Baila-

garh, the shales strike round east—west and dip southwards.

All these conditions point, I think, to the pnsservation in a couple of ellipsoi-

dal hollows or synclinal waves of a remnant of overlying sandstones
; the south-

ern or Girgiri synclinal being in an extreme state of crush. Looking at the

rapid change from heavy conglomerate to scatte^d pebble bed or pudding-stone

at the north end of the west Tundri ridge, it would appear as though their

extremely cotoe detrital constitution may after all be only a very local develop-

ment in an insignificant sandstone band, the lateral extension of which may be

indicated by the occasional outcrops of san^dy flags and pebble beds occurring in the'

limestones and shales to the westward in the valley of the Baghar stream
;
or it

may be an extension of the sandstoneE^in the Sai Doirgri hillocks near Padom-

pur. Mr. Bose has also indicated a large spread of sandstones in the Baipur

country, overlying, to all appearance, the limestone gi'oup
; and the Girgiri beds

mny be related to these. There is, of course, no certainty that these^ariouS and
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(letftohed nandfitone occaiTencas are of one and the same band, or ev&o that some
of them are not merely local intercalations with the limestonca ; so that it would
be rash to conclude that the Girgiri conglomerates or the Raipur sandstones

belonged to a further and superior member in the series ;
at the same time there

are evidences of the possibility of such a succession in the detached area of

Vindhyans, near Nawagarh, to the south of this basin, described by Mr. Ball in

his papers on the Mahanadi basin and its vicinity/*'
*

Ghitpi heds,—At the north-west corner of the basin, tho route from the Bilas-

pur plains to the Mandla plateau goes by the Chilpi ghS^t
;
and as it was on this

pass that they were first examined, the rocks now to be treated of may, for present

convenience, go by its name. Mr. Medlicott has suggested the possibility of their

being of lower Vindhyan age, and as either lower than or partially representative

of the sandstone member of the Chhattisgarh series. It was thought that Mr.

Bose’s examination of the western side of the basin, in the Raletekri range and

its slopes, in so far as it took up a southerly continuation of the Chilpi rocks,

would have cleared up all difficulties or obscurities in the way of settling their

relations to tho rocks of the plain
;
but, as already hinted, that examination was

not sufficiently exhaustive. My march into Mandla, at the end of tho season,

gave another o])portuniiy of examining the ghkt section
;
and this oxpoi'ience

taken in connection with what I had already seen en passant at Ratanpur and

about the Soti hill, enables me to ctmnect in a distant way, the rocks of both

areas and compare the relations of each with the plain series.

As far as the Chilpi ghslt and its immediate neighbourhood are concemedi

there is no contact section : the strata of tho foot-hills are separated from the

limestones and s&ales of tho plains by a belt, a mile or so in width, of alluvial

deposits, and such seems to be the condition of obscurity all the way southwards

along the western edge of tho plain. Taking the section along the road to Chilpi

from Borla village on the edge of the plain; the traveller’s d&k bungalow is

built on grey or pale flesh-colored hard quartzite sandstones in strongish bcds»

somewhat pebbly and conglomeratic which are hero exposed by denudation as a

roll up from under tho limestones and shales of tho immediate neighbourhood.

The small temple hill in tho village consists of these latter rooks
;
and to the west-

ward there is about a mile width of alluvial deposits. The road then rises gradually

from the alluvial flat over brown and buff-weathering clay-slates, internally of

dirty dark green color, constituting the main mass of the first ridges or foot-hills,

their strike being about north-east-noutb-west, with a rolling or undulating

general dip to north-west. To the southward of Borla, about the neighbourhood

of Chohata and Gungho, just within the edge of the plain this strike has a more

southerly trend ;
and here the clay slates are overlaid by thin sandstones and

gravels with a rolling easterly dip, though, as usual, there is the tantalizing blank *

of alluvium and cotton soil between them and the limestones out in the plain

of Minminia. Chahata is on dark-g^en, reddish-brown weathering, coarse clay-

slates, and these are tolerably well tracea*blo towards Gungho where they gradu-

ally become overlaid by rolling yellow and buff sandy and clayey shales, which iu

their turn are succeeded by thin sandstones and gpravels, having an easterly dip.

* Records, Q. S, I., X, p. 172.
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The difficulty is to say decidedly whether these shales come in over ^ the clay-'

slates in conformable or nnconformablo succession ; for the lie of the latter is not

well displayed, and they could easily have rolled over from their high westerly

dip at Chahata. My own opinion is that the shales and sandstones are nncon-

formable, and they cerljiinly do look very like the thin gravelly and shaly bottom

beds at Ratanpur, and on the Hasdu^

Taking up the road section again; it crosses the foot-hills by a winding

course to the open valley of the Banjari, stream, always over dark-green clay-

slates (weathering buff-brown and reddish colors) with which are associated

subordinate beds of harder compact claystonc and—less frequently—beds of hard

sandstone (quartzite) much stringed with white quartz. Similar rocks, with

perhaps coarser and more sandy cleaved shales, sometimes weathering a bright

ferruginous red, fill up this valley and constitute tho greater part of the ridges

on its western side, and beyond this occur traces of hard green quartzosc beds,

or grits, full ^of particles of white quartz and felspar or larger sub-angular

fragments of granitic and crystalline debris. Then, at tho foot of the old ghat

or pass up to Rajahdar are massive, granular, and somewhat porphyritic green-

stones, and rod and green mottled brown trappoid rocks, in somewhat banded

outcrops and apparently striking with the green quartzose grits, and slaty strata

even higher up the pass.

The strike over all this ground is about nortli-oast—south-west, and the dip

appeara to bo generally north-westward, though rolling and folding almost

amounting to reduplication are evident. Towards tho foot of the old ghat, how-

ever, the strike trends round to nearly north and south.

Following np the Banjari stream towards Palak, the change &f strike becomes

more quickly developed, until at the camping place it is south-south-east to north-

north-west, with east-south-east dips. Here, too, there is a decided and sudden

change from the clay-slates of the foot-hills to what would appear to be—^from

the dip—an underlying hand of 'hard massive green white-specklod grits,

associated with coarser and more massive cleaved shales and shaly grits, and clay

slates. The speckled grits become, as the strike is crossed against the dip,

coarser and coarser in their contained debris, until a thick and strong band of hard,

but irregularly-bedded, extremely coarse and heavy conglomerate is reached, which •

is best seen in the river north of the road. This band is a closely packed but

very obscurely bedded mass of well-worn, rounded, sub-angular and angular

fragments of various kinds of quartz, quai*tz-rock, quartzose rock, or fine quart-

zite and quartz-sebist, hard green shales and eher^, through which are scattered

small pebbles or rounded masses of white felspar. The speckled green grits

above it are fhller of bits of white quartz and felspar
;
and when they are very

fine grained and compact, they certainly have a sort of igneous look. -Below, or

to the westward of the conglomerate band, are farther dark-green massive slaty

bands, with softer slates at intervals, and there are also frequent outcrops, perhaps

repetitions, of the white speckled grits. Towards the foot of the main ascent of

the gh&t, indications of a lower easterly dip are frequent, and there is some nndula*-

tion among hai'd thick-bedded massive slaty quartzose rocks. Next comes a long

display of trappoids and dark-green massive trap or greenstone
;
giving perhaps on
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exaggemted view of their possible thickness, as the road keeps a good deal on what'

may be their strike, if they are associated in this way with the more manifestly

bedded rocks of the foot and npper part of the pass. Near the top a heavy con-

glomerate, exactly like that below at Palak, occurs with a westerly dip ; and

this rock is succeeded by the Lameta limestone and the overlying basalts of the

Deccan series.

On the plateau, the basalts, after some distance from the edge, aifd to the north of

Eajahdar, have been denuded along thp valley of the Phon river, until the thin

underlying Lametas again become exposed; while further down the valley there

are occasional outcrops of a strong conglomerate answering exactly to that at

bottom and top of the ghat. Thence westwards to Motinala, clay slates and green

quartzose and compact schistose rocks are prevalent. Schistose micaceous sand-

stone flags occur in the bed of the stream below Motinala, with a dip of 5® north-

west ; and similar sandstones and slaty shales are common in every small water-

course of this small valley, rolling about at all angles.

So far the Chilpi facies is clearly recognizable
;
but somewhat more generally

schistose, hornblendic and micaceous rf)cks come in over the Halon valley and extend

to the Bichia basalt plateau, without however any sudden change, or any more

steady strike or lie. On the other hand, in descending from the western edge of

the Bichia plateau to the Anjania valley, the more generally massive and crystal-

line gneissic rocks would indicate that the limit of the Ohilpis had been passed.

In reviewing the lithological and stratigraphical conditions exhibited on the

Chilpi gh&t, as well as over the area of what are manifestly the same set of rocks

westwards towards the Hasdu river, or again southwards in the Saletekri ridge, it

is difficult to avofd noticing certain points which seem to militate against the rela-

tion suggested by Mr. Medlicott?»as existing between thorn and the Lower Vin-

dhyans of the basin,
^

In the first place, the Chilpi rocks have a decidedly different facies to those

of the plain and its proper rim, while they Seem to pass gradually or without a

break into more and more thoroughly snb-metamorphic rocks. I do not, however,

here lose sight of the fact tliat in Mr. Medlicott’s Lurmi section, the junction

between the crystallines of the Khathar hill and the slates and shales on its southern

flanks is comparatively sharp.

2. There are rooks on the Chilpi ghat which can be very closely matched by

those of the Batanpur * old city ’ hills and the Soti hill, where as I have already

described, there seems to be a transitional facies emphasized by a strongly dis-

cordant relation with the bottom sandstones of the rim of the basin.

3. The Chilpi series occupies a broad tract of country, and though this may be

shewn to narrow down in a gradual way to the Hasdu river, the s'trange fact re-

mains—supposing they are Lower Vindhyans—^that it should come in in such a

marked and rapidly thickening manner at one side or comer of the basin

either from under, or in •association with a thinning out of an essentially sand- '

stone group which has been over the remaining two-thirds of the basin edge the

absolute basal member of the Chhatcisgarh Yindhyans.

4. Although there is no known occurrence of the thin band of bottom

aandstones (with shale intercalations) on the Chilpi gh&t itself; an apparent
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representative of them occurs to the south of Borla overlying, I think unconform-

ably, the green clay elates of the footphills. Similar sandstones have been recog.

nised still further to the south, but under the disadvantage of not as yet having

been clearly distinguished from other sandstones which are associated with the^

slates and trappoids in the Saletekri hills. Nevertheless these questionable occur^r

rences have some value in this stage of the enquiry, in so far as they lend color to

the eKpectation*that a distinct and recognizable thin sandstone representative of

the Cbandarpur bods may exist all round |^^he western side of the basin.

5. The apparent parallelism of strike in the rocks of the plains, and in those of

the foot-hills, can bo accounted for by north-westerly crush of the easy-lying

basonal beds against a scries which may have already had somewhat of the

strike exhibited in the Lurmi, Ghilpi, and Saletekri slopes.

There are other exhibitions not unconnected with the Ghilpi rocks which

might be referred to now
;
such as the occurrence at Sakoli of coarse conglo-

merates, trappoids, and green rocks in the extreme southern spurs and prolonga-

tions of the SfiJetekri hills, already known through the work of Messrs. Blanford

and Ball,' but they have not been connected up with the present work.

I may point out, however, that Mr. Bose has mapped in a tract of rocks on

the southern edge of the Eaipur part of the field, separated entirely by crystal,

lines, from those of the Saletekri hills, near Khussumkassa, which he considers

representatives of the Saletekri, or in other words the Ghilpi series. The awkward-

ness of this occurrence is that the relations of the bottom sandstones of the basin

edge to those underlying rocks are not sufficiently displayed, or closely enough

described by Mr. Bose, for the acceptation of the unconformity which might be

inferred.
*

The relations of the Ghilpi series and the proper Ghhattisgarh Tindhyans must

therefore still remain an open question^ and though 1 have tried as well as I

could to put forward some of the points which strike me as not satisfying the

requiiemonts of Mr. Medlicott’s suggestion, it will be safer to hold by it until

better evidence can be accumulated.

Lower Gondwana.

The general limits of this formation in the present field have been long known

through the work of Messrs. Medlicott, W. T. Blanford, and Ball, and papers

by the two last authors on the numerous coalfields have appeared from time to

time in these records. Thus our later work has been little else but the filling in

of unsurveyed intervals, or the ascertaining of detrils.

A remarkable physical feature in this region, paralleled in many other Lower

Gondwana areas, is the generally straight south-western boundary, extending as it

does with tolerable precision from the neighbourhood of Korba nearly down to

Sambalpur. It is not proposed hero to enter further into the general discussion

as to whether such straightness of boundary is due to faulting in great part, or

merely to deposition in a straight-sided valley or basin
;
but, as bearing upon the

local feature, the fact of the occurrence of a small and hitherto unknown area

^ Becordf, G. S. L, X, p. 180,
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Talchirs and Barakars actually within the Chhattisgarh basin is of considerablo

interest.

This outlier occurs on the eastern flanks of the Oida hill, and being in the

plainsi is at about the same level as, or very little lower than, the proper Maud
valley coal-field to the north of the river pass. It**occupies an area of ‘about

5^ square miles
;
the Barakars, which are in contact with the Yindhyan sand-

stones of the hill, taking up about half the space, while the Tdlchirs hade out

from underneath them and fill up the remaining half, the latter resting on the

red purple shales of the plain. Both groups are well displayed in the vicinity

of the village of Kunkuni, lying with an easy dip of 5°—10® west-south-west.

Actual contact of the Barakars on the Yindhyan sandstones was not found,

but the junction is so close at the southern end where the Balu streain issues

from the central valley of the hill mass, and the baying-in of the sandstones

over the easterly dipping quartzites is so clear that natural and easy contacts

cannot be doubted.

.

The Barakars resemble very closely those of the Baigarh-Hingir countiyj

but without any trace of coal that I could see, and they have near the base

the same ferruginous flaggy and clay-stonc band,' giving latoritic weathering, which,

hero too, is worked for iron by a colony of lohars. The Talchirs are the usual

greenish silts or very fine sands with occasional boulders of gneiss and quartzite,

and at the southern end of the field a local 'exhibition of fine pale-yellow or buff

sandy shales occurs in a bend of the Balu strea^m.
*

I will not go so far as to suggest that this little field was once connected with

the main area to the north ;
indeed, the character and lie of the rocks in the

river gorge is raider against such a view ; but there is no doubt that the condi-

tions of deposition and subsequicnh movement must have been much the same

in both areas, as well as in the more distant area of Talchirs and Barakars to the

eastward in the Sambalpuri-Kodibuga valley near Raigarh. The only difference

in the occurrence of the groups in the lattcr*region is that the Talchirs are not

exposed on what may be called the off-side with regard to the Yindhyan sand-

stone edge, but crop up at intervals where the Barakars have been denuded on the

inside or next the hill ridge : but this does not alter the fact that here, as on the

flanks of the Gida hill, the Barakars simply overlap natural-lying Talchirs by
thickness of deposition against a rather steep wall of more ancient rocks. My
examination of the Sambalpuri valley was very close, and it soon became evident

that tho boundary where the Talchirs are seen in close juxtaposition with the Yin-

dhyans is not straight but wavy, and delineatable (to coin a word) as such on the

1-inch map. Indeed, if general straightness were to be taken as at all conclusive

of faulting, it might be doubted whether the straight limitation (alw^ays covered up

by alluvium) between the Kamthis and Barakars on the opposite side of this

narrow valley were natural. The turning up of the Talchirs at low angles

along the sldrts of the Sambalpuri ridge of quartzites is, at the same time,

really not more than is consistent with the peculiar filling-up and banked style of

very many curious Talchir exposures, yet to be noticed, in other parts of the field.

Talchirs .—Further survey has marked out a strong development to the north-

ward of &!brba town, in the Ghhuri, Mahtin, and Uprora zemiudarios, and on
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north-eastward into Sirgujah hy Lakhanpur.
,
On the Chhuri and Mahtin side,

the formation fills up the bottoms of seycral Tong and deep valleys running be-

tween high hills of gneiss, while there are also outlying patches of the character-

istic silts and boulder-bed on the hills and uplands
;
and in this way the intervals—

«

if indeed they do exist—which separate the Mahanadi tract of Oondwanas from

that of the Son in South Rewah must be very short. In Uprora, the Talchirs

are continued eastward and north-eastward by a narrow fringe bordering the

northern edge of the Phutka mass of hills, and thence below the steep slopes

of the Lakhanpur plateaus.

The thickness over this part of the country is very unsteady : and the pre-

sence .of boulder-bed, or fine laminated shales,' or fine silfy sandstones is equally

capricious. The floor of crystallines is most rugged and uneven
;
valleys, ravines

ridges and bosses of these rocks having been filled up or covered over until

the more even surface was produced upon which the succeeding Bamkars were

deposited. To the north-eastward, or at the foot of the Dulapur (3,169 feet)

and Jaun (3,l97 feet) range, the fringe is very narrow and of little thickness;

but further south or below the Samar (2,411 feet) cliffs, the boulder-bed and fine

uneven-bedded sandstones are well spread out over the Arsena upland, with a

most yariable thickness, evidently filling up hollows which wore as numerous and

deep as the existing valley system of the head drainage of the Gandhar stream.

The Arsena display is very curious ^nd puzzling, for one could not bo always

sure that the freqdent occurrences' of very large masses of gneiss and granites

were not in situ, or that the extraordinary amount of gravel and shingle

associated with them was not merely Talchir dobris. However, one soon meets

with almost as frequent big masses of quartzite sandstone
;
while the different

lithology of the crystalline masses Inscomes apparent : and in the end similar

blocks are seen embedded in the fine silty sandstones forming the very steep

sides of some of the minor valleys.

As usual, there is no fixed horizon or level for the coarser or finer forms of

deposition : fine sandstone, shales, or boulder bed may bo mot anywhere in the

ravines or on the shoulders of the downs or rounded hills of this tract
;
and the

general facies is that of irregularly banked-up accumulations of fine silts, shales,

or boulder bed having only very local lamination or signs of bedding.

The small water-course rising on the Arsena side of the remarkable crystal-

line ridge (with a dyke core of basalt), gives a fair display of the Talchirs as it

flows down towards Lemru. The bottom rocks, plastered as it were over the crystal-

lines, are blue-green silts and shales full of pebbles a^d big boulders of all kinds of

quartzite sandstones, hardened shales or clay-stones, and crystalline*, not crowded

together but scattered at irregular intervals. Tliere is no steady lamination or

bedding, merely a sort of inconstant or wavy arrangement indicative of irregular

and interrupted sedimentation. The boulder banks are overlaid or succeeded by

yellow-green and buff sandy shales—still holding a few boulders—which in their

turn shade up into a veiy thick accumulation, sometimes bedded, of yellow and

greenish sandstones. These last are succeeded by coarser sandstones, but without

any passage being seen in any exposure that T could find, which must be taken as

Barakars. The low ridge immediately south of Arsena, for example, has its summit
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of tbm-beddad brown ferragmons Bfuidstones and grits of the lower Barakar tjpe
of the Hingir coal-field

; bat they 0<&e in quite gradually and naturally over the

Talchirs.

Between Lemra and Deopani to the west, the oat-crops of huge masses of

gneiss in the fine buff sandstones are so strong at times that some of them can
hardly be other than knobs or crests of irregular ridges, once more exposed
through denudation of the Talchirs

;
and this form of occurrence's not so strange

.

when the conditions of the very remarkable system of east-west crystalline and
basaltic ridges in Mahtin and Uprora Is considered. The crystalline ridges tin-

doubtedly stood out very much, as they do now, in Talchir times ; for silts, bouldf»r

bed, and sandstones can be seen in both regions lying flush against the base of

some ndges, even on both sides ; as is more particularly the case in the valley

to the north of Uprora, and in the two long and narrow valleys leading west-

ward £rom Mahtin to the Pendra upland : but the basaltic dykes forming some of

their cores are of later age, for in other parts of the field they cut right up
through the Gondwanas into contact or junction with the overlying Deccan trap.

The lie of the formation is generally very easy
;
but the difEerent elevations

within short distances, at which one finds bottom deposits, are apparently so great

that it has been thought necessary by previous observers to call in more than

ordinary elevatory forces to account for them. The highest show of Talclfirs in

this field is on the Her valley, near Meria, at about 2,500 feet over sea level, while

the nearest low-lying tracts of the same rocks are on the head-waters of the Hand
near Rakhob, at an elevation of about 1,000 feet, with an interval of about 19

miles horizontal ;
or in other words with a fall of 1,500 feet in 19 miles. There is

undoubtedly some faulting in the neighbourhood of Bakliob, but an average dip

of not more than 11® is all that is required to carry the Talchirs of the Hand up

to their elevation on the Her. Much sharper differences of level, though the ab-

solute height is not so great, are frequent, according to the observations recorded

by Sub-Assistant Hira Lai, in the Chhuri and Mahtin country ; but these are all,

I think, explainable on the peculiar filling-up tendencies or ballasting powers of a

ground-ice, or floating-ice formation such as the lower portion of the Talchirs

appears to have been.

The puzzle about the formation here is to say where it ceases in an up-

ward succession, or at what stage the overlying Barakars come in; all that one

can be sure of is, the being on Talchirs of the more typical form, or on Biirakars

of well-known and widely distributed iype ;
and thus the boundary between the

two is to a large extent arbitrary, though after all it cannot be far out on either

one side or the other. I was enabled to follow the succession with fair closeness at

two points : first along the bed of the Kesla tributary of the Dhongur river on the

south-west skirts of the Phutka mass of hills in Korba ;
and next, down the

Katorapass, from the Sirgujah high-lands to the lower upland of Uprora, in the

extreme north-east of our area. I was on undoubted Barakars with coal seams in

the Kesla stream, and in following its oourse downwards, I passed, without once

losing sight of rock, insensibly from great thick-bedded pot-hole-wom sand-

stones to finer and finer-grained thick bods of greenish-yellow and buff sand-

stones almost like some varieties of Talchir sandstones. Then after a blank of

D
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alluvial deposits, the next rooks seen lower down the river towards Risdnare silts

and the boulder bed. On the Katora pass, the interval between the undoubted

boulder-bed and silty flags at the bottom near Bahuo and the thick-bedded fine

yellowish or bu£E sandstones of the lowest run of cliffs is much shorter ; but it is

covered, as usual, on that side of the country by a talus of debris which has gathered

below these cliffs.

One other bfit isolated occurrence remains to be noticed of Talchirs and Bara-

kars in tolerably close contact. On the head-waters of the Rer river, that is, on

the upland to which the Katora pass leads, about the villages of Kesura and

Merua, Mr. Ball had already distinguished Talchirs, or rocks which he considered

lithologically undistinguishable from them. There can be no doubt as to their

occurrence here, but the boulder bed is in such close and abrupt juxtaposition

with thick-bedded fine sandstones of the type indicated in the last paragraph that

the junction has certainly an appearance of unconfirmity about it. Unfortunately,

I was here struck down with a sharp attack of fever which necessitated my
marching out df the valley as soon as I could bo moved, so that the clearing up of

this point remains over for a later visit.

Barakars,—^This formation is fairly distinguishable over most of the Korba,

Man^ and Ber regions, while it possesses the valuable characteristic of being coal,

bearing in several localities. Ball had already followed it out over the east side of

the Maud valley and Blanford had traversed the Korba field
; while I have closed

in the country between, carrying the coal-bearing horizon into the lower portion of

the great Phutka hill block. There is no difficulty about recognition on the south,

south-eastern, and eastern flanks of the mountains, where the slopes are long, giving

good exposures of typical rocks ;
but it is not at all so easy to do this on the steep,

cliffed north-western frontage, for in the first plac^ I failed to get a trace of coal or

carbonaceous shale, and the rocks themselves are not so clearly of the Barahar

type. It turned out, however, that the 16wer line of clLffs is made up of thick and

fine-grained beds like those of the loiyer reaches of the Kesla river, and the bottom

of the Katora pass already referred to
; and that the more usual form of Barakar

sandstones is higher up in the cliffs or rather in the short terrace between the

two tiers of cliffs, generally marking the north-west faces of the range. The
key to this interpretation is afforded by the succession of strata as exhibited in the

Mand valley below the western slopes of the Phutka range, particularly on the

Bijakharra and Labed streams. In these sections a fairly well-developed seam of

coal and carbonaceous shales is overlaid by softish fine-grained yellow or buff

sandstone, dashed hero and there with sheets of salmon and red colour. High

bluffs of this form of rock occur every now and then aiS the sharp bends of the stream,

sometimes 50 feet in height, without a single bod parting
;
or if thero be such, it

is only for short distances. Often there is just a thin bottom layer or bed, 6

to 8 inches in thickness, coming in over the blue and grey shales of the coal seam.

The features of this variety of Barakar sandstones are thickness of bedding and

fineness of texture. ‘ Up above and for some distance in from the face of these cli&

the rock is so soft and devoid of any trace of lamination that it might be taken for

a semi-hardened or cemented form of superficial deposit. In the Bijakharm river

above the Kulgao-Phulsari crossing, one may walk for a mil6 or so ovhr coal and
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isarbonacioiui flhaldB with tiie Raperincnmbent ihiok-bedded, even-textured, fine-

grained bufi and yellow red^dashed sandstones rising up in clean cliffs on either

side; and still farther up, these are gradually succeeded by massive coarse and
pot-hole*worn sandstones of the type so prevalent in Hingir and in the Wardha and
Oodavari valleys.

This soft lower member is traceable on northwards to Amaldiha at the head of

the Mand valley, and is recognizable again in the Matrmg^ valle/of the Sirgujah

upland on the head-waters of the Her. Indeed, the constitution and texture,

and fair horizontality of these rooks has contributed greatly to the peculiar

terraced contour of the bottom of the Matringa valley : the steam runs in what
looks exactly like a terraced alluvial plain at the bottom of a long and wide

mountain valley, but the terrace is of these soft Barakar rocks which give the fiO

to 50 feet to the proper nver plain. The villages of Matringa, Merua, Ac.,

the cultivated lands, and all the beautiful stretch of sal jungle are on this ter-

race and overlook as from a vantage ground the lower flat with its winding

river. Similar strata terrace the valley of the Borki tributary of the Rer

to the westward, up which the road to the Katora pass runs ; and over that pass

and down its western slopes in the Bahue valley the same beds are again found

forming a terrace step and cliff descent of nearly 200 feet to the underlying

Talchirs.

Kamthis,—The Barakars of the basal portion of the Phutka range are gra-

dually succeeded by a great thicknerrs of m:6re open-grained coarsor-textured

and often pebbly, generally white or purple-streaked folspatbic sandstones, with

frequent intercalations of white clays, in moderately thick and well-defined beds;

the only sign of fi break or passage being the occurrence of a badly-defined band

of varying thickness of browurweathering ferruginous sandstones which may
be taken to represent the more generally surface-exposed tracts of red and brown

Kamthis in the Hingir-Baigarh count'ry. The pale colour and wonderfully

pebbly constitution of the upper strata led me at first to suspect that the

higher parts of tho hill mass might turn out to be of Upper Oondwana rocks

;

but the occurrence of much crushed, though recognizable, specimens of VertehraiHa

in the white clays of the Guarduari (8,250 feet) hill effectually stopped this

expectation.

That the brown ferruginous band of sandstones marks the basal portion of

tho Kamthis in the Phutka range, is pretty evident from the fact of Mr. Ball

having been able to distinguish his Hingir or ‘ upper sandstones ’ {Kamthis)

up to and across the Mand river, as far as the little Gumar plateau
;
and from

my having carried tho same rocks into the larger Jobi plateau and thence after

an intervening plain of SarakaTSy into tho Kakaigadra (1,602 feet) group of

low hills, about Nunbira and Sendrapali, forming the extreme end of tho

southern spurs of tho Phutka range. Similar brown* sandstones make up the

lower parts of tho loftier Raka and Bitrahi group, and are there succeeded or

overlaid by paler-coloured white or pffrple-streaked open-textured and coarse

pebble-seamed beds with white clay intercalations, containing Vertehraria.

I did not come across any section showing actual contact of tlie Kamthis

on the BaS^akars, but there always appeared to be perfect conformity between
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the two. On the other hand, overlap is very clear at this southern end of the

PhuiJca spurs, there being only a very narrow strip of Barakars in the Sendrapali

and Dongama plain below the low Kamthi scarps of the Eakaigadra range,

and this is edged bn its south side by a thin fringe of Tidchirs next to therising

ground of crystallines on the flanks of the Pipra ridge.

The apparently diminished femiginoTis element in the Phutkf. Kamthis is very

marked
;
while there is little, if any, sign of the red clays so common in the Hingir

country. This may arise in groat part tljrough insufficient exposure and denu-

dation, or from the overpowering influence of the greater thickness, sometimes in

great scarps, of lighter or paler coloured rocks, and the very large amount of their

debris scattered over the lower slopes. It must also be remembered that the best

exhibitions of ferruginous strata and red clay bands must necessarily be where

denudation has laid bare extended plateau surfaces of those particular; members,

as is the case in the Hingir country. A rather prominent form of debris,

scattered about the skirts of the Phutka range, consists of huge fragments of a

pale-red clayey form of latorite which seemed to point to the existence of red

clay bands
;
but this soon turned out to have fallen from the capping of latorite,

or a latcritized form of weathered trap occurring on many of the loftier flats

of this mountain mass, at levels of from 2,000 to over 3,000 feet.

At the same time, there is an almost absolute thinning out of the lower brown

ferruginous member on the northern flanks of the Phutka range, or more especially

in that deeply eroded portion of it joining on to the Sirgujah plateaus over-

looking the Ber drainage. I always passed on that side of the country, wherever

there is a gap in the hills, from Barakars of the fine-grained type to coarse and

harsh open-textured grey or pale buff and white purple-streaked sitodstonos, having

frequent seams of gravel and large pebbles o4 white or glassy quartz, without

seeing a trace of the harder brown beds.

Boring Exploration in the Bampur OoaZ-JVeW.—TIto most important practical

feature of the great tract of Lower*Gondwanas fringing the eastern side of the

country treated of in this paper, is of course the occurrence of coal at several

points. The thick carbonaceous outcrops of Eorba are well known as giving

promise of fairly good fuel, but the place is still far out of reach of probable

railway traffic. Then, again, the Hand gives very favourable exposures at

several places, as in the bed of the Bijakharra stream already referred to, or at

Amaldiha at the northern end : only in these cases, also, the present inaccessibility

of the region is against all prospect of development.

Ai the south-eastern extremity of the area how^pver, within about 40 miles of

Sambalpur, the rather large field of Hingir, reported on so many years ago by

Mr. Ball,' licfS right in the track of the proposed Ghhattisgarh railw^,y, under

which circumstance its development becomes as it were a necessity^ I was

deputed to examine this field daring the season before last with a view to select-

ing sites for boring, the results of my survey being given in the Becords of

August 1884 (Yol. XYII, p. 123). Aif Assistant Mining Engineer, Mr. T. G.

Stewart, already favourably known through his borings in the Njarbada Yalley

' Kecords, VllI, p. 102.
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And at Umaria, in South Bewah, was then placed under my gnidance by the

Gentral Provinces Oovemment. I had divided the rather large and sommhat
unapproachable area into several sections, the most favourable, as far as contiguity

to the railway trace is concerned, being that on the valley of the Lillari, partly in

Hingir and mainly in the. Bampnr zemindari ; and it is on this that the boring

exploration was commenced in what is now officially designated the Bampur Goal-

field.

All the surface indications point to the probable occurrence of two rather

thick bands of carbonaceous deposits, the lower—some 50 to 60 feet thick—being

well displayed in the river near the village of Durlipali, while two outcrops of

coal higher up the stream, about Bonjari and Kuliabahal, point to the upper ; and

as it appeared to me that the latter outcrops are more promising than that of

Durlipali, and that it would bo possible to strike their coal by bore-holes within

a convenient distance of the proposed railway station at Hingir road, I determined

to try this band first.

The borings were selected near the vilfages of Girandola and Chowdibahal on

what I took to be—for much of the rock is covered by superficial deposits

—

either the uppermost beds of the Barakars or the lower red-clay zone of the

Kamtbis. As it turned out, all the borings, six in number, were started in the

red-clay zone, through a greater or lesser thickness of which five of them were

run down into the carbonaceous band beneath. Two of the holes were abandoned,

but four were run down to depths vrrying from 225 to 287 feet. These four

bore-holes (Nos. 1, 2a, 8, and 4) enclose a sort of triangular area of about half

a square mile in extent: No. 1 being at the southern apex, No. 3 nearly a mile

due west of it, and No. 2a being about half-way between the two
; while No. 4

lies more than half a mile northward of No. 1. The dip of the strata is low to

north-westward, perhaps just here rather more to the west-north-westward ; occa-

sionally, indeed, it must be quite fiat, or nearly so, though it is mostly at an angle

of from 5" to 10^. No. 1 boro-hole was run down 225 feet right through the

upper band of carbonaceous deposits, or, at any rate, a good part of it which it

entered about 30 feet from the surface and loft at 219 feet when the chisel began

to cut into white sandstone. Three seams of 6, 8, and 4 feet of coal, besides

others of inferior thickness, were met with in this band; but though the

samples brought up were favourable-looking enough, laboratory assay proved them

to be quite unfit for railway purposes. That taken from the 6-foot seam, at 77

feet from surface, gave the following analysis :

—

Moisture 10*00

Volatile matter, exclusive of moisture . . . ,
. ; . 24*50

Fixed carbon * 29*90

Ash 36*60

100*00

Does not cake. •

Ash, pale-yellowish brown.

Another sample from the 8-foot seam, at 142 feet frpm surface, assayed foot

by foot, gave the further depressing result.
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In the meantime, that is, while these assays were being made, the other bore-

holes were being carried out ;
altd further samples from them of what appeared

to be the same seams were discarded through showing no signs of improvement,

or sent down to Calcutta. Among them, the following scarcely better result was

obtain^ from a 6-foot seam in No. 4, at 69 feet from surface, the seam indeed

which appears to correspond to that at 77 feet i^ No. 1, 174 feet in No. 2a, and

183 feet in No. 3 ;
in all of which and in the continuations of the other seam of

No. 1, we failed to strike any better coal.

No, 4, 69 feet from surface, seam 6 feet thick
; foot by foot.
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There seems no doubt whatever but that the upper 6-foot seam is fairly con-

stant in thickness, and, unfortunately, in quality also throughout the area tried.

The still lower seam of 8 feet at 143 feet in Na 1 hole appears also to have

been struck at 221 feet in No. 2a ; 248 feet in No. 3, and 128 feet in No. 4 ;
but

it is not at all so constant in thickness or so even in constitution. The lowest

seam in No. I is apparently represented in No. 4 by a 4-foot seam : thera is no im-

provement in quality.
*

It may seem rash to judge, from so small an area as that now bored, of the

probable or possible condition of the lateral extension of the seams so proved ; but

considering, as I do, that some of them represent the upper outcrops on the Lillari

river, 1 think I am justified in arguing concerning their condition from a really

much larger area than that merely included within the three corners actually

tested
;
and so from what they and these outcrops show, and from what I have

seen of the rocks round the eastern skirts of the Hingir plateau, the conclusion is

forced upon me that there is no fair ground for hope that the seams of this upper

band of carbonaceous deposits can improve laterally or to the deep within a work-

able depth (for Indian collieries) in this Lillari section at any rate.

There still remains, however, what may be a considerable thickness of Bara-

kars between the horizon now reached and the lower band of Durlipali, in which

there may be workable seams
;
and this must now be searched. For instance, the

horizontal interval of country between the Bonjari outcrop and that of Durlipali

is a long one, fully 2 miles, which, if lie. of the strata be at all regular and

constant, would at so low an average angle as 8® give 1,450 feet of rook. At the

same time, from all that can be seen of the behaviour of the rocks in the neigh,

bourhood, the indexations seem to favor the conclusion that there cannot be such

a great thickness : and that the^ Durlipali band is carried under the Bonjari

horizon at a somewhat lesser depth by an anticlinal or arched wave of the strata.

It is possible, therefore, that an idea of the*quality of any lower seams will be as-

cci'tained by the new bore-holes at a lesser distance south-eastward of the now
proved tract than the interval and apparent dip would imply.

Deccan Tea? Series.
I

The coarse pale-colorcd upper member of the Kamthis in the Phutka hill mass

and the high plateaus on the edge of the Sirgujah upland were pared down by
denudation to a tolerably even surface on which the basalts of the Deccan trap

period were subsequently laid down. Only small remnants of this basaltic covering

now exist in the area under consideration, and these are entirely separated by a

long interval of crystallines from the great connected area of this formation, the

eastern extremity of which is at Amarkantak. Mr. Ball had already mapped

in some of the basalt cappings of the plateaus around Matringa, and I have added

to these: he also noted the occurrence of trap dykes about Amaldiha and

Kakhob at the head of the Mand valley. The trap cappihgs are not very thick,

50 or 60 feet at the most, but they consilt also to a certain extent of laterito

the true relation of which to the basalt is not clear and must be worked out

perhaps on the larger plateaus, such as the Main Pat immediately to the east-

ward of the* Matringa valley. So far as I could ascertain, the upper portions of
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the cappingg are either laterite altogether, or only partly so ; and from what I

have seen of the laterite on the edge of the MandJa and Amarkantak plateau,

it certainly seems to mo that the rock here is in both regions very often, if not

altogether, a lateritizod form of weathered or decomposed basalt or other volcanic

rocks.

The higher portions of the Phntka range were not traversed in any detail^

so that 1 am not sure whether some of them may not be capped by basalt
;
but in

the general absence of trap debris in thc^ valleys I should question whether there

be any of much importance. At the same time I know of a few cappings which
are apparently altogether lateritic.

The trap dykes cutting along and up through the Gondwanas of the valleys

and slopes are marvellous in their length and the height to which they run up
the lofty slopes into what appears to be absolute contact with the basalt cappings.

My observations of the junctions, owing to illness and lateness of the season, do

not unfortunately possess that accuracy required for the complete settlement of the

question of junction, the bearings of which on the question of the fissure eruption

mode of discharge of part at least of the great Deccan flows is of the greatest im-

portance. Nevertheless, I am inclined to be almost positive that the great dyke

striking about west-north-west—east-south-east past Lemru, in Uprora, does

actually cut right up through the Sumhaulata hill (over 3,000 feet) into junction

with its basaltic cap. Again, in the Stump hill of the same grpup, the capping

trap certainly appears to be in junction with a great buttress of similar rock stand-

ing out in clear relief from the lofty sandstone scarp on the eastern face, the

buttress being also apparently continuous with a run of trap outcrops on the spur

leading down to the Amaldiha dykes. *

Report on the Bengal Earthquake of Xvly \ith, 1885, hy C. S. Middlemiss, B.A.,

Geologiaal Survey of India.

A preliminary account of this earthquake, by Mr. H. B. Medlicott, Direc-

tor of the Geological Survey, has already appeared in the
** preceding number of the Records, briefly setting forth

what inferences could be drawn concerning it from such information as was then

at hand. Since then, from data personally gathered on the spot in the region

of greatest violence, and from all available newspaper reports, I am able to put

the following facts and deductions on record.

Taking its rise in Bengal, this earthquake of ^he 14th July was felt with vio-

lence throughout that province. It exte^ided westwards
Extent of shock.

Chota Nagpur and Behar, northwards into Sikhim

and Bhutan, and eastwards into Assam, Manipur and Burmah. The area over

which it was sensibly felt may be roughly^laid down as 230,400 square iniles.

An irregular ellipse drawn through Daltongunge (in Palamow), Durbhanga (in

Behar), Darjeeling, Sibsagar, Manipur and Chittagong will give the external

boundary of that area. Within this, again, another irregular figure may be drawn

through Calcutta, Sitarampur, Monghir, Pnmeah, Siligori, the Garo hills,

Chattack and Barisal, which will enclose an area over which the sSook was felt
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Tfith sucli Considerable violence as to shake loose objects, rattle < windows, and
produce small cracks in double-storied houses. Finally, we have anoidier figure

within this bounded by Rampur, Bogra, Sherpur (Maimensing District),

mensing, Dacca and Pubna, where destruction to buildings is greatest and Im
of life has occurred.

I shall now proceed to describe the results of an examination of the last-men-»

tioned district, where it wat^ hoped that some reliable data would be obtained^

judging by the accounts of fallen chii^uoys, and fissured houses which had ap-
peared in the newspapers.

'

It is of course unnecessary for the purposes of a scientific journal to enter iii-

Treatmcnt of subject.
leng% accounts of damage to property and demolished

towna^ however great and terrible that loss may be
;
con-

sequently it will readily be*understood that such objects as are mentioned below
are not chosen because of their size or magnificence, or because of the lakhs of

rupees represented in their ruins, but, solel;y because either from their form, posi-

tion, or from some other ac(3idental circutm3tance,''they best illustrate those points

in connection with the earthquake which are of tho greatest use to the sciontifio

investigator.

In an examination of a country devastated by an earthquake, there is sure to

be a great deal of evidence which at first sight appears to bo contradictory, partly

because of complications in the structure of the objects from which such evidence

is taken, and partly because of the reflections aiid refractions of the earth wave,

which hinder in some degree the search after tho true centre of disturbance.

And on the other hand, certain classes of objects, such as chimney-stalks, towers,

temples, and tombs, by their form and isolation, are evidently much better suited for

observation than complicated double-storied houses with verandahs and innumer-

able doorways, windows' and arches. For this reason, I shall divide the series of

examples of the effects of the earthquake into two groups
;
the first of which will

comprise all the more trustwortliy cases, and*thc second those of a more doubtful

value, together with certain exceptional phenomeila.

(f).—Exanqjles offirst iwqjortancc.

On arriving at Serajganj, I found it to be one of the towns which have suf-

Chimney-fltRlks of the ferred very severely from the earthquake.' It may not be
Scriijganj Jute Com- out of place, for the benefit of foreign readers, to briefly state

that tho native town and the European houses in Eastern

Bengal are both built on two entirely distinct plans, and with entirely different

materials. One style of house is single-storied, erected by driving roughly-shaped

tree trunks or wooden posts into tho ground, filling in the interspaoos with split-

bamboo mats, and throwing a highly-pitched thatch roof on to bamboo rafters ;

the whole of the latter being held in position by means of ropes and thongs at-

tached to tho main posts. These bamboo grass houses are well calculated to staad

the stresses due to an earthquake shock oh account of their ready pliability. The
other kind of house, though differing architecturally according as it is of native

hr European design, agrees in having brick walls, frequently raised to two, and
smnetinios three, stor covered with plaster or stucco, and usually bearing a
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lioavy solid flat roof of brick and cement surrounded by a parapet. Thes^ houses

have all been badly rent, sometimes beyond repair, or evon ruined. There is also

occasionally a kind of house which partakes of both the above described styles,

having brick walls and a thatch roof, and there are, in addition, many huts of diy

mud and thatch belonging to the poorer natives. Both these kinds have suffered

very much, 'for the fonnor, whilst possessing all the defects of unpliablo walls, has

none of the advantages of a strong flat roof to tie them together, and the latter

of course readily cracjks and crumbles on,account of its material lacking coherency.

Most of the Pluropeans at Serajganj, which is a Very small station, had left

their solid-built dwellings, and were living in bamboo houses and offices. The

former were too much split to allow of remaining in them with safety, especially

as repetitions of small shocks daily indicated that the disturbing forces at work

below were not yet in a state of complete equilibfium. I shall return to the

house cracks later on, at present dealing only with the chimneys.

The two chimneys of the jute works (see figuwj 1, which is reduced from the

original plans, kindly lent me ^ Mr. Allistcr Maodonell, the owner of the mill),

were both brf)kcn by the earthquake. The heights of the mill and factory chim-

neys were 135 feet and 95 feet respectively
;
and 40 feet from the summit of the

larger and 11 feet from the smaller were shot away.

Mr. Robertson, the manager, was foiijunately an eye-witness from a position

hotween the chimneys at the time of the earthquake, and
Mr. Robeitsons account,

jisgcrts that there seemo<l to be a sudden thrust from

below, by which the upper part of the south
,
chimney was first shattered, and

jerked qff
;
and for some time a shower of bricks and mortar continued to fall all

round the base. A moment after the large chimney had gone,\he factory chim-

ney to the north was affected in exactly the same way
;

its upper part being

jerked off into the air, and a shower of bricks subsequently descending

from the broken edges. Jf these impressions are to be relied on, two points

of importance come out, (1) that^the earthquake wave with a steep angle of

emergence shot away the upper parts of the chimneys by its first and second

semiphases combined, but was unable to overturn them as wholes, because of

•their flexibility, which would considerably relieve the strain, and because of

their breaking above, which would further ease them
;
and (2) if the south

chimney was the first to fall—and there seems no reason why a very slight

difference in the order of bnjaking should not have been appreciable by the

eye—then it is clear that the shock must have come from some point generally

speaking towards the south : it is in fact easy to <^monstrate that the difference

in time of tho arrivals of the shock at the two chimneys would have been appre-

ciable. For 'the chimneys are 338 feet apart, lying very nearly north and south

:

now Mallet gives 825 feet per second as the rate at which a wave of elastic com-

pi*essioii travels through sand, and though the soil at Serajgunj is clay and sand

combined, it would certainly not be a much higher rate than this. Hence about

•Jths of a second would have been consumed imtravelling between the chimneys, a
period of time well above what*can be detected by the eye. In reality, howevds;

some small reduction on this value must bo made on account of the probalS^

.dii'Oction of the shock being something east or west of south, a conlition whid
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would hare diminished the time occupied by the wave in travelling betw^n the

chimneys.

I now come to my own observations of the ruins. The large chimney^ the

.
only one which had been in use for some time, T found had

y own 0 gervations.
hastily repaired by knocking away the loose bricks

at the top and putting on a temporary coping. The old factory chimney had

been left untouched 'while this work was going on, and^I could examine eveiy-

thing in the state just as it was immediately after the earthquake. The broken

surface I found was exceedingly jagged and irregular, with its highest part

towards the north-west, a feature agreeing in every way with the statement

of Mr. Robertson, that the edges, during the secondary vibrations, crumbled away,

and not by any means presenting the appearance of a clean cut fraeture. From
photographs of the large chimney, I was able to see that its original state before

the repairs was vety much the same as that of the small chimney. On the other

hand, at about middle height of the chimney, there was a very distinct crack,

showing on the cast-north-east and north-north-east faces of the factory chimney

which is an octagon in section. Tho crack was such that, roughly speaking, it

might have been made by a plane of fissuring, which for convenience, and in con-

formity with geological nomenclature, we may speak of as “ dipping ** towards tho

north-west. The same was observable in the mill clumney. The angle of dij)

would be steep, perhaps GO®, but owing to the preat height of tho chimneys, a

reliable observation could not be made. An examination of the debris around tho

base of the factory chimney brought out many points of interest, and corroborat-

ed the account of Mr. Robertson. I found the ground so covered was elliptical

in shape (see fig. 2), with its long axis running north-40®-west and south-40®-east

;

but whilst in the former direotionHhe fragments extended 29 feet from tho base,

in the latter they only extended 25 feet,^ showing that the mass of the material

had gone over towards the north-west. And besides, there was a very conspicu-

ous difference in the nature of the fragments cm either side. Towards the north-

west, the broken parts of the chimney were to some extent cohei*ent in them-

selves, being made up of groups of 20, 30, or 40 bricks still showing traces of tho

shape of the walls ;
but in the opposite direction nothing but individual bricks,

and fragments of bricks could bo found. Again, towards the north-west, some

2 or 3 feet from the oiihu’most edge of the debris, wc came upon tho broken

remains of the iron coping. Thus we have very clear evidence from! the ruins,

that the mass of the broken part of the chimney, together with the iron coping,

fell in the direction north-40®-west, whilst only bricks and mortar, loose or broken,

fell towards the south.40®-east. The mill chimney, though not so adapted for

observations on account of the debris having been cleared away, • nevertheless

gave some information from the circumstance that in falling, tho broken part had

craished through the workshop roof and paiupet. As in the preceding case the

area of the 'debris, or marks of the debris, was elliptical, bufc with the Jong axis

running in case nearer north-north-west and south-south-east, though these

directions were not got so satisfactorily as in tho case of the factoiy chimney,

too, the broken roof showed that the fall had been much greater towards

north-north-west ;
for up to a distance of 32 feet fi*om the chimney the roof
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was hrokon-in in that direction, whilst in the opposite one the bricks were only

scattered on the ground'! 7 feet from the base of the chimney. The iron coping

in like manner was found towards the north-north-west, in a position pointed out to

me by the manager, where it had penetrated through the roof into the workshop.

Now putting these colligated facts together with the statement of Mr. Robert-

Deduction
from them draw the safe conclusion tliat the

shock came from the direction soutlueast or south-south-

east, and shot tlic bulk of the broken ppi*t of the chimneys over towards the

north-west or north-north-west.

The cracked condition of those form the next piece of evidence which T place'

among those of first importance. They are small Hindu

shrines to the god Siva, ot^tagonal in shape, the height

being usually two or three times the diameter; and either

entirely isolated, as the one sliovvn in fig. 3, or with sometimes a porch on one

side. In every way tliey were good subjects for observing the direction of the

cracks, for their solidity and symmoti-y prevented the fissures from being in-

fluenced by any pre-disposing lines of weakness. The diagram, fig. 3, shows the

general appearance of a couple of cracks in one of these temples. Thcjy were

exceedingly well-cut fissures, and discernible at a good distance. The dip of the

fissnring plane was 45® north-west. In two more examples of temples of the same

build and size, except that a porch was attached to one, I found fissure jdanes

respectively dipping west-north* west at 55® and 60®. AtOiching a little more

value to the evidence of the first temple, inasmuch as it was more decidedly rent

than the others, we may take as relative means nori.li-50®-wcst forthe dii’cction,

and 50* for the nngle. From these we get south -r)0®-east as the direction from

which the earthquake shock came, and 40® at the angle of emergence at that

place. Besides the temples, there were some good exnmples of house corners shot

away, genei^ally in a north-west direction, the fissure piune making an angle of 55®

with the horizon in some places
;
but as a rule among the 100 destroyed houses

at Sherpur, the collapse was so complete, owing in a great measure to the build-

ings being old, that neither directions nor ajigles could be obtained. Since

Sherpur lies to the north-west of Serajganj, wo may take it that the observa-

tions there corroborate the truth of the conclusions drawn from the jute works’

chimneys, whilst in addition we get a rough estimate of the angle of emergence

for the alluvial soil of Sherpur
;
though this, it must be remembered, will

probably bo steeper than the real angle owing -to refraction in passing from tlie

highly elastic solid rock to a clay stmium of very low elasticity.

Hearing, when at Mnimensing, that a tomb ha^ fallen in the Jaiiialpur cemo-

_ , , *
,

tery, a report considerably qualified by the fact that an

order had been issued for it to be cleared away, 1 hasten-

ed to that place, and fortunately arrived before the order had been carried

out. It was a small cemetery, containing some ordinary graves, and this one

large tomb, erected in 1837 to Anne,,thh wife of Major Cox of the 58th N.I. The
erection consisted of the tomb proper^ a rectangular raised sarcophagus, surround-

ed by eight pillars in a circle, and covered by a hemispheroidal dome, or canopy.

The whole was bnilt of brick and stucco, and represents a common form of tomb

Tomb, Jamalpur.
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in Eastern Bengal cemeteries (see fig. 5). The appearance, when I saw it^ was as

shown in fig. 6 ;
the pillars had all fallen in one direction, and split up into various

lengfths ;
whilst the great heavy canopy had fallen towards the south-10®-eaet,

and coming into violent collision with the low wall of the cemetery, had split into

several pieces, some of which fell into the road beyond, and the rest Iny, partly

on the foundation base, and partly on the ground between it and the wall. The

tomb itself was uninjured, except at the upper corners, doubtless by the canopy

just grazing
^
it as it fell. A glance at the elevation, and the overthrown

state, will at once illustrate the manner of its fall. The weight of the massive

canopy, and the slenderness of the pillars, make it clear that the inertia of the

upper part of the mass was suificient at the time of the earthquake to prevent it

moving along with the pillars, and consequently the tomb fell in the direction

from which the shock came.
^

The following are the dimensions of the parts and adjuncts of the tomb,

gathered from the ruins themselves :

—

Base, 12 feet 10 inches square
; 9 inches thick. One side faces north-3®-cast.

Tomb proper, length from cast to west 4 feet 4| inches
;
breadth 3 feet

inches
;
height from base G feet.

Pillars (8), G feet 10 inches high
;
1 foot 8 inches in diameter.

Stone capital on each pillar, 2 inches thick.

Circle of pillars, diameter of outer edge 11 feet 4 inches, equal to diameter of

canopy.

Height of heraispheroidal canopy 5 feet 8 inches
;
thickness 1 foot 7 inches.

I shall discuss the figures later on in their bearings on the velocity of the

wave particle, together with the data afforded by the chimneys at Serajganj, at

present merely drawing attentioif to the fact that the line of the shock, north-10°-

west and south-10®-east, when laid down^on the map, is seen to cut the line from

Serajganj at a point between Dhamra and Atia, on the south-west side of the

Madhapur jungle. This gives us approximately the position of the seismic vortical.

'This example is put with those of first importance, because the nature of the

construction was such as to favour overthrow by reason

ol'ils inertia; and notwithstanding tlie fact that the con-

clusions which may be drawn from it contradict, in somo

degree, those previously aJTived at. The arch is a brick and stucco arrangement,

and, as will bo seen from the diagram (fig. 7), very problematical in its uses, since

it supports nothing whatever. There is a duplicate one somo 30 or 40 yards

away, and both open into a garden belonging to a local zemindar. As both have

been affected similarly a description of one will be sufficient. The gateway faces

south-13®-east, and when I saw it the arch had been cut clean off dn a level with

the top of the gate-spikes. The fragments wore piled in a heap on one side,

but from the freshly patched indents on the cement pathway, and from the broken

spikes, it was evident that the falling arch was not displaced horizontally to any

great extent in a direction at right angles to the gate
; hut that, probably snap-

ping into two or more fragments, it dropped nearly vertically down on to the gate

spikes, but with sufficient leaning towards the south side to tuim all the fragments

in that direction. The indents however were not situated midway between tim

gate posts, but more towards the east than west, showing that the shock was not

Gateway arches, Mukti-

garchia.
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orthogonal to the plane of the arch. From the gate facing south-13^-east, and the

obliquity of projection of the fragments, we must look for the destroying force in

a south-east direction. But Mnktigarchia stands nearly north-north-east of the

seismic vertical already obtained on the best evidence
;
and the only way for the

apparent contradiction to be reconciled is either by the assumption of another

minor centre of disturbance south-east of Mnktigarchia, or of a reflected wave.

This was one of a kind similoi* to those mentioned at Sherpur, but slightly

^ . more lofty, i.e., a Hindu shrine to Siva, octagonal in form
Temple. Mnimensmg.

i --i • T a ^ i. x ? j- x- xand with a conical apex. A nne, but perfectly distinct

crack, was discovcired cleaving through the lower story. Viewed from the inside

where it was seen better, the highest point of the crack was seen to be at the

south-south-west angle. Hence the Assuring plane would dip towards the north-

north-east. The angle wasjow, about 35®. This gives a direction for the shock

south-south-west, and a very high an^le of emergence. The direction, when laid

down on the map, is seen to cut the point already obtained as the seismic vertical.

It should be mentioned, however, that %heavy brass water- vessel, threaded on an

iron rod, whicli forms an ornament for the summit of the conical roof, was bent

over towards the south-east at an angle of about 60® with the horizon. It was

prevented from falling by a heavy chain attached to it, and which hung down

from the roof in the interior of the temple. I wai^ unable to learn whether the

ornament was free to turn on its base, as on a pivot, or not, and so the value of

the direction here indicated is lcss*cned by the doubt that it might have had a

rotatory motion given to it, and eventually have settled into its present position

quite iiTCspective of the direction of the shock.

This brings to a conclusion my examples of the flrst ordef of importanco.

Those of secondary importance, and some few exoeptional phenomena, will be now
described.

(J7).—Examples of secondary impoi 'ance.

The mill being a rectangular building, with one wall facing externally

towards the soutli-68®-(?ast, it will readily be seen that

Jute Work?^*
direction of the earthquake shock, as obtained from

the chimneys, was very nearly diagonal with regard to

the four main walls of tho building. It is probably due to this circum-

stance, and to the fact that iron tie-rods are used throughout to bind the walls

together, that comparatively little damage has been done
; though it should not

be overlooked that a mill, with the jar of machinery constantly throwing every

wall into a state of tremor, would be much more likely to stand an earthquake

tremor than any other building that was, so to speak,^not so accustomed to vibra-

tions of its parts. Such damage as has been done is just in the position we should

expect. From the circumstance that the shock was diagonal to the main walls,

we may imagine it resolved into two’ equal component shocks, each at right-anglea

to one set of parallel walls, and each doing about the same amount of damage.

But whereas the east-south-east and sobth-south-west walls ^ are those which

would tend to be driven inwards by the shock, and would be supported by the

neighbouring walls iio a large extent, the north-north-east and west-north-weaV

walla being respectively driven outwards by the shock, and having no wfdls i0

> N.B.—East-Bouth-enst wall means a wall facing east-south-east.
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that direction to support them, it is more than probable that thej would be the

ones to crack. An examination of the building shows that this has been the case.

The north-north-east, wall, between the mill and the factory, but quite unconnected

with the latter, and so unsupported by it, has a line of crack near its junction with

the roof running the whole length of the building
;
whilst on the west-north west

side of the mill, the wall between it and the ‘ softening-rodm * is also cracked for

about half its length. Another parallel wall, east-south-east of the * l)aling-house,’

in connection with the mill, has similarly started a crack, which, dipping at an angle

of 50^, penetrates the line of arches running down the centre of the said room, and

this is crossed by another, parallel in strike, but dipping at right angles to it.

1 take this as another example of wall cracks, partly because it is the largest

house in the station, and has beeir the most decisively
* ^*^^*^* cracked; and partly because,^nlike the mill, it lay with

its walls fronting, or at right-angles to the direction of the

shock, and well exemplifies, both in the direction and magnitude of the cracks, how
much more severely a house thus lying is ^shattered, than.one lying diagonal to the

shock. There is no impediment in this case to the house freely rocking to the

shock, but the momentum thus accumulated becomes fraught with great danger

on account of the unpliability (pmctically speaking) of the walls in such struc-

tures. The house is a double-storied one, in tlie Calcutta style, with a lower and

upper verandah facing south-r)2®-ea^jt. As in all cases of double-storied houses,

the upper part has been the most d imaged for .such rents as go completely

through the house from top to bottom, are wider above than below, and there are

many others which only penetmte through the upper story, and then die away.

The main cracks* are best seen in plan on the flat roof for this very reason
;
and I

may here state that every honse»whioh I subsequently saw of this type, and which

lay at right-angles to the shock, or very nearly so, has four types of cracks as seen

on the roof. Thero is first of all the verandah crack, dividing the verandah from

the house, and usually the*worst, inasmuch as it takes its origin along a veiy con-

spicuous line of weakness. On the opposite side there is usually the portico crack,

in a similar way starting along a line of weakness. Thirdly, there is the main

crack, near the centre of the house (see diagram, fig. 8), usually the most reliable,

cutting like a knife through parapet, pillar and roof, and rending the house from

top to bottom. Lastly, there are some few corner cracks at right-angles to this.

Such are the cracks in Mr. Macdonell’s house. VVhen their projections are traced

on the vertical side-walls, all but the verandah crack are seen to dip about 60® north-

52®-west in their upper parts, but lower down they usually wander more irregular-

ly along windows and doorways, finally branching in various directions at a very

low level where the momentum of the moving walls would have boi^n less.

A tower, about 24 feet high, built above the stables, was also cracked in the

same direction, the angle being about 55°.

Of other houses in the station, mention may be made of the Joint Magistrate’s,

which lay even more in the direct lino of the shock than
Joint Magistrate s house.

previous one, the verandah facing Bouth-40®-east. It

was a single-storied house with brick and plaster walls, but with a thatch roof.

It had accordingly suffered very severely, the main crack and verandah crack

dipping north-40°-west with an angle of about 70.®
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lifaimensing jail.

A single-storied house with flat solid roof and solid walls showed as many as

three main cracks, and a verandah crack in plan on the
Mr. Mollison’a house. <• i

root, ana several minor ones. The house was north and

south ; and the cracks dipped slightly west of north. They were vertically inclined

near the verandah, but in the other direction gradually assumed an angle of 60

or 70.®

Several native gentlemen’s houses were also shattered, but with one exception

Other hoases
gave no fresh data^ This exception, which is rather an old

^
* house, is double-storied, and faces south-13®-west. The

shock came diagonally upon it, and shot away one comer by a plane of Assuring,

dipping north-32®-west in an irregular manner.

At Subornkholi *and Muktigarchia, though some houses were cracked, and a

small chimney stalk rent n^r the summit, there was nothing which afforded safe

evidence. In like manner an inspection of the Rajah’s palace at Muktigarchia,

which has suffered terribly by the earthquake, on account of its peculiar construc-

tion, was equally barren in results.
^

At Maimensing there were some better results. The jail has its enclosure

wall facing north-north-east cracked for a long distance

near*the bottom
;
and at ihe corner where it joins the east-

south-east wall it has parted from it outwards, leaving a gap of an inch or so

wide. The south-soiith-west wall near the entrance gates is also cracked more or

less horizontally for some dist8i.nde. But neither of tlie two walls at right-angles

to these have been cracked, save one for a short distance. This is what should

happen with the shock coming from the south-south-west, the direction of the

seismic vortical. Many of the buildings within the enclosure are nearly new, and

such clucks as they show would favour a shock trom either of the opposite direc-

tions. One older building, however, hjus a crack at its north-north-east end of very

serious size, dipping nearly vertically. I’his better agrov s with the evidence of the

enclosure walls. t

The dispensary on its south-east and north-west end walls showed a set of in-

tricate fissures, crossing one another at right-angles,. and
Dispensary.

such as could have been produced by a fissuriiig plane

dipping either north-east or south-west at 45.® Those in the former direction

were the most conspicuous, inasmuch as they stfirted originally from the summit

or sides of tlie walls, whilst the others started from some point on them.

A mosque (see fig. 9), near the dispensary, is interesting because it has had its

north-north -east corner walls shot away, evidently by a
Mosque.

shock coming from the soutli-south-west, which has also

rent the north wall in three places, and one of the domes. ‘There is also an ap-

proximately horizontal crack in the west wall at about half its height.

A house belonging to the Rajah Saruja Kantu Acharji was fortunately placed,

and received the full effects of the shock. It was rectan-
Housc.

gular, and lay with its ends facing cast-south-east and

west-north-west, very nearly. These end walls were also fortunate in not being

too much pierced by windows and doorways. They revealed cracks produced hy

planes of fissure dipping north-north-oast 50® and south-south-west* 40® wlUofc

eroiffied one another at right-angles.' If anything, the pianos dipping south-soutfi-
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west were slightly the more pronounced, of the two. This house, and the dis-

pensary already mentioned, wore both good examples of the effects of an earth-

quake wave rising upon a building exactly at right-angles to its path.

This is the only other building which loft any legible record. It is in an un-

ir 1 1 •
finished state of building, but beyond some few small cracks

no permanent injury has been done. There seems no
doubt that this leniency is mainly to be put down to the newness of the mortar, and
the consequent pliancy of the walls. The cornice running along the top of the

walls has however fallen at several poinis, because it needcjd the binding effects of a

roof to keep it in place. The fall has only taken place from such walls as faced

north-22®-west, or south-22®-cast, and slightly round corners on the east-north-east

walls. The largest piece has gone from the north-north-east comer. As the building

lies with its long axis east-north-east and west-south-west, no doubt tlioro would bo

more tendency in the walls to rock at right angles to that lino than with it
;
but, as

the shock came diagonal to the building, some small resolved part of it must be

allowed to set the end walls in a tremor, though not so violently on account of their

relative shortness. The results show that the more conspicuous shaking was

imparted to the long walls facing north-nortli-wost and south-south-east, and a

smaller shaking to the shorter ones at right angles to those
;
whilst the far larger

piece of the cornice tumbled from the north-north-cast comer sliows that that was
the point the least supported, as would be the case with tlio sliock from the assigned

south-south-west direction. It may a^so be notlTd that the small cracks in the

arches of the lower story are also at this corner of the building.

At Dacca I got very little evidence of the earthquake, though from all accounts

^
^ the shaking here was very severe. The police reported a

temple fallen at Barisur on the opposite side of the river,

but on visiting the place I found only the blacjkened ruins of one which had

collapsed from decay some yctars ago. Fig. 10 represents a house on the river

bank that has had the stucco mouldings shot a\«ray on its south side and south-east

corner. The south-west corner also showed two cracks dipping south-east roughly.

Several other houses also showed the same thing, botli cornices and plaster

falling towards the south or south-east, and never towards tho north. A careful

scrutiny in the cemetery was unrewarded by any fall greater than bits of brick and

plaster, and an earthenware vessel from tho summit of a tomb. The vessel,

originally threaded on an iron spike, had broken, and only half of it fallen to the

ground, and was, in consequence, of doubtful value as evidence. It fell towards

the south-south-east, which was also the general direction of the plaster chips.

Thus there was just sufficient evidence hero to bear out all previous conclusions with

regard to the position of the seismic vcriical, but nothing to corroborate it. On
the whole, the damage done in Dacca is disproportionately small compared with

other places equally near the centre of disturbance. The reason .for this 1 shall

consider later on.

(J/i).—Exceptional phenomena.

Earth fissures opened at Scrajganj, Subornkholi, and Jamalpur, and some few

other places. In every case that I examined they had

taken place either by the banks of a river, or clovaiod road
Earth Azures.
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waj, or tlie sloping sides of a tank. In ono case at Snbomkholi, near Mr. Webster’s

jute mills there were some irregular cracks, opened apparently on the flat, though

not many yards from some water. They were fringed all round the margins hy

fine sand, which bore testimony to the statement made by Mr. Webster that water

oozed up through these cracks carrying the sand with it, and sometimes even

spurted up into, the air some few feet. When at Jamalpur, I received from the

Deputy Magistrate some pieces of lignite which had been similarly thrown up

through fissures along with sand and wrter at Sherpnr (Maimensing district).

There is no reason to imagine that these fissures differ in origin from those so well

described and explained by Mr. R. D. Oldham, in his discussion of the Cachar

earthquake of 1869, published in Yol. XIX of the Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of India, and to which I refer the reader. It is there shown that during

the passage of an earth wave, contiguous vertical zones are moving respcctivtdy

forwards and backwards at the same moment, but that on level ground the cohe-

sion and inertia of the motionless masses of clay in front and behind aro sufiicient

to prevent rupture. On the other hand, w'hcn a bank is approached, the particles

of clay moving forward have no inert clay mass in front to stop them and take on

their motion, and consequently those particles break away from the zone of back-

ward driving particles and a fissure is formed.

In three cases wells were curiously affected by reason of the same causes. At

^
Serajgan

j
a well pipe, 13 feet 7 inches long and 1^ inches in

bore, was filled throughout with sand tightly jammed

into it. I was told that, at the time of the earthquake, water rose in the well, and

that since then the bottom of the well had broken through into the underground

vacancy made by the ejection of the sand. At Subomkholi I'saw a well which

had had its tiled casing, about 1 J feet in diameter?moved towards the north-west, so

that, looking down through the brick n?outh of the well, it was seen to be entirely

on one side instead of in the centre. I also hctird of another well in the neigh-

bourhood out of which a brass vessel had been hurled some distance.

The water of a tank close by the jute company’s works, Serajganj, was thus

affected, according to an account of the manager. The
Tank, Serajganj.

north-20®-eaBt, and the water

seemed to run cast and west from the sides, gathering up in the centre, and then

to spread out again to the sides.

Some brick stacks in a brick yard at Maimensing were partially overthrown.

They all stood 3 feet 9 inches in height : and the north-Drick sti&cks
^

north-east corners were the ones shot way. The outer-

most bricks fell at a distance 4 feet 9 inches frohi the outer edge of the stack,

a distance ol)tainod by taking the mean of eight different measurements.

(IT).—Discusswn of data.

If we take a mean of the directions of the fallen chimneys at Serajganj,

also the direction of the tomb at Jamalpur, and that drawn

depth^S'fociw^'^*'
cracks at Maimensing, we have to place the

seismic vertical as emerging on an area 3^ miles in dia-

meter with its centre 37 miles Bouth-37®-east (true) from Serajganj, V)r 90® 6' 30®

East Long., and 23® 59' 20® North Lat. But there is still another method of
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procedure open to us. If we take some three towns on the map where the des-

truction to buildings is markedly greater than elsewhere, and describe a circle

through them, the centre of that circle will be the position of the seismic vertical.

Now there is no doubt that Sherpur (Maimensing district), Bogra and Nattore*

are three such places, as reference to the telegrams and letters published in the*

Englishman between the 15th and 25th July will show. These jbhree places aro

all about equidistant from the assigned position of the seismic vertical near Atia,

and thus the position of this point is made doubly certain. In discussing the

depth of the focus we have also a doable method, the first method being to take

the angles of emergence as deduced from the fissures, and apply the formula^

DbG tan E,

where D=:dopth of focus, C=distanco from seismic vertical, and E=anglo of

emergence.

At Shei*pur (Bogra district), 0=61 miles, and E=40®,

/, D e 61 X tnn^40®,

that is, O -= 61‘18510 miles, or about 61 miles.

At Maimensing wo had 40^ and 45^ as the angles of emergence, taken from the

cracks in the Dispensary, and one of the houses belonging to the Rajah. Now, taking

42^^ as the mean angle, since Maimensing is 55 miles from the seismic ver-

tical wo have

—

D « 65xtan42i%
that is, D = 60*39815 miles, or about 50 miles.

In the second method, the depth equals the diagonal of the square described on

a radius of tlie circle passing through three or more points where the destruction

to buildings is greatest. So th^t, taking the radius of the circle described about

the towns Nattore, Bogra, and Sherpur (Maim9nsing district) as 74 miles, wo
have—

D V 2 x 74*, « 104 njiles nearly.

The second method thus gives a far greater depth for the focus than the first.

But both aro far higher values than aro usually assigned to an earthquake focus.

This may bo partly accounted for by the fact that, in its passage from the lower

solid strata into the upper alluvial soil of Bengal, tho earthquake wave must have

boon refracted ;
and so the emergence angle would appear too steep.

«

On tho whole, owing to reasons which will be given below, when treating of

the arc of violence, wo may place more reliance on the former than on the latter

method in this particular case. So, if wo take tho mean depth of tho two first

calculations, and subtract ton per cent, for refraction (an arbitrary amount), we

have about 45 miles as the depth of tho centre of disturbance. *

In considering those points on the earth’s surface where the greatest damage

The arc of violence.
has been done to buildings, which points, as before men-

tioned, can be included in a circle with the seismic vertical

for centre, wo are at once struck by tho fadt that it is not at every point alike of this

circle that great disturbance has ocouired, but only at certain of them forming an

arc of about 90® having Maimensing at one extremity and Nattore at the other.

This arc violence is indeed wonderfully contrasted with the rest of the oirole

;
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for if we take into consideration a large station like Dacca, which is not quite so

far from the seismic vertical as Serajganj, we find the destmetion caused there in

no way comparable to that at that place. At Pnbna also no very great damage

has been done, whilst from Faridpur and Kumila (Comillah) there have been

absolutely no reports nor telegrams in the newspapers. To understand the reason

for this a geological map must be consulted : it will then be scon that, whilst

places on the southern arc of the circle of greatest possible dostructibility have no

outcrop of metamorphic rock nearer than 200 or 300 miles, all those places situated

on the actual arc of violence are within 75 miles of solid rock, namely, the meta-

morphics of the Garo hills, or the Kajmahal trap
;
some places being even as

little as 37 miles from the Garo hills. In other words the great plain of Bengal,

though 325 miles broad between Chittagong and Balasore, narrows in a northerly

dir()ction between Bajmahal and the Garo hills to 135 miles. Now from the fnct

that the latter places are whore the two masses of metamorphic rocks of Chota

Nagpur and Assam respectively most nearly approach one another, wo may infer

that a lino joining them would cross that part in Bengal where the depth of alluvial

soil is less, and where the metamorphics come more nearly to the surface than at

any place further south. Wo thus see that the arc of violence is situated near

where this shallowing of the alluvial soil takes place ;
and wo at once recognise

that the latter is the cause of the former.

In support of this, and also, +ho better to enlarge on my meaning, I will tako

the liberty of quoting from Mr. Mallet’s report on “ Earthquake phenomena” in the

Report of the British Association for 1850, when speaking of the great Calabrian

earthquake. He says :

—

** Tho centre of effort in this earthquake was under the great plain, and probably about under

where once stood the village of Oppido, bat iit an unknown depth. The observations mode amount

to no more than this ; that tho shocks did less mischief to struetures on the granite or slate rocks

of the hills, than they did to those on tho plain of clay, ke . ; th;it the destructive effects of tho

shocks were very great along the line of, junction uf these, at ihe bases of the hills (from which

some philosophers of that timo concluded that tho earthquake came from the mountains), and that

along this line, shocks in close succession w'cro felt^ not only iiurizontally and vertically, but also in

opposite directions.

“ Now we may a priori account for these facts, on the principle that the velocity of the shock

or earth w'avo depending on the density and modulus of elasticity of tho formation through which

it passes, and its velocity being greatest in those whose elasticity is highest, while its range of

motion is most limited in the suine ; therefore the shock here was of less velocity in the plain thnn

in the rocky hills
; but had in the former a longer r.mgc of oscilhition, and hence did most iniscliief

in the plain. Along the lino or plane of junction of two formntions of different elasticities, &c.,

the earth wave will change its course and also its velocity (like light in passing from one medium

to another), and here the wave will bo divided, part uf it ^ill be refracted, and part reflected (or

total reflections nay take place if tho angle of incidence be suitable to the plane of junction); and

the latter portion of the wave will in such case double back ujmn itself, and give rise to a shock in

the opposite direction to the first one. lienee, along such a line of junction, the destructive effects

will be very great.”

Tho case we are considering, tliouglj not quite agreeing with tho one quoted,

differs only in degree; such difference as there is depending on tho fact that the

centre in our case was too far away from the hills for tho circle of greatest des-

triictibility to cut at any point tho lino of junction between the q}etamorphic

bills and tho plains of clay. Still, tho fact that the destruction is accentuated along
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the arc of violence, t.e., the arc nearest the hills, shows that reflected waves from

the quickly transmitting rocky basin must have started ont back from the hills

before the slowly travelling wave in the clay reached them
;
and those reflected

waves, though not strong enough of themselves to produce destiuction on the

actual line of jnnction of the plains and hills, must have had some considerable

power in augmenting the effects of the direct waves when the Uvo sets met, and

oven for some time before and after meeting, since many objects caught still vi-

brating from either shock would be mere easily overturned by the succeeding one.

And once more, the smaller depths of alluvial soil along the northern arc of

the circle of greatest destructibility would receive the full effects from the direct

shock, whilst the thicker pad of clay on the southern arc would, by being vio-

lently moved as to its particles in its lower part, have in some measure dissi-

pated the motion before it arrived at the surface.

We thus see that primarily it is owing to the shallowing of the deltaic deposit

of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, as the metamorphic hills or their sub-alluvial

representatives are approached, and alsoH«o the proximity of the two latter, that

more destruction has been caused north of the seismic vertical than south of it.

We may also expect that owing to the same causes the circle of greatest de-

structibility to buildings, as laid down on the map from the arc of violence, is of

much larger diameter than it would have been in a perfectly homogeneous coun-

try ; and therefore estimations of the depth of thq focus from the diagonal of the

square of the radius of that circle V/ill have far too great u value
;
as we were led

to expect by their non-agreement with the angle of emergence method.

This can be obtained within limits from the tomb at

parWclo^^^^
Jaraalimr and the chimneys at Serajganj, tho dimensions

of which have already been given.

In tho first case we have to treat the fallen body as one upset in the direc-

tion from which tho shock came by its inertia of rest, during tho first semiphase

;

and in the second case we have an example of oscillation of a body beyond

its limits of flexibility, due to its inertia of motion during the second semiphase.

Let us first take the simpler case of tho tomb at Janialpur.

tomb canopy.
^ weight of the canopy, then, since it

is supported by eight pillars, each of them bears a weight

equal to W, that is ^th of the whole. Now since the whole canopy is symmetrical

about any vertical plane passing through the centre, we may look on the mass of

the canopy as also divided into eight parts and individually placed vertically above

each pillar, at tho same level as tho centre of gravity of tho whole, that is, 2 feet

2 inches above tho pillars. For, if wo take any pair of pQlars opposite one another,

we see that, just as much as the one is helj)ed in its upsetting by tfio mass of the

canopy being on one side of it, the other in like manner is hindered to tho same
extent, and since they are in rigid connection by tho canoj»y tho one condition

bahinces tho other. Thus the problem ,uaiTOws itself to the overthrow of one

column supporting a mass proportional to W at a point 2^ feet above its upper
end.

It is norw necessary to ascertain the proportional weights of the column and
the supported mass. We obtain this by calculating their respective volumes, since
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the material being the same, the weights will be proportional to the volume. The
whole of the canopy contains 412,142 cubic inches, and therefore Jth contains

51,518 cubic inches. Each pillar contains 2G,389 cubic inches, and will therefore

bo about half the weight of the portion of the canopy it supports; and since the

mass of anything is proportional to its weight at the same point on the earth's

surface, we have the mass of the portion of the dome supposed concentrated

above the pillar equal to twice the mass of the pillar itself.

Wo must now get the moment of inertia of the whole in order to find the

centre and radius of gyration. For since the whole may be considered as a com-
pound pendulum swinging on one edge of the base of the pillar, we need to find

the length of the simple pendulum which gyrates in the same time, t.e., the distance

of the position of the centre of gyration (where we^may consider the whole mass
of the pillar and its burden concentrated) from the axis of gyration. By dividing

the system of pillar and its portion of the canopy into suitable portions, and taking

the sum of the products of their masses into the squares of their distances from

the axis of revolution, we obtain— «

m “the moment of inertia of the whole system,

where m = the mass of the pillar, and therefore 3m = the mass of the system,

mR7\

then r* = (nwlius of gyration)*,

that is to say, the position where we may suppose the whole mass of the pendulum

concentrated into a single heavy bob is distant feet from the axis of re-

volution.
^

In the annexed figure let CDEF the pillar of which

A is the centre of gravity, and let B =: the point where
the mass of Jtb of the canopy is supposed aggregated.

Then dividing BA into three oqual parts, of which BG is

one, gives us G the centre of gravity of the whole system,

since the masses at B and A are proportional to 2 and 1.

The point G is 2 inches above CE or 7 feet 2 inches

above the base DF. Join GF and let the angle GFB = 0 .

Then since DF = 1 foot 8 inches and EF 7 feet, we can

get the length of GF = 7^V ^®Gt.

Now in order to upset the system we must cause G
to revolve about the axis F through the angle 0, and

the measure of the velocity^of the horizontal force acting

at G competent to raise it to the height ej tailed by going

through that angle is the measure of the velocity of the

horizontal component of the earth wave that is at least

necessary to overthrow the system.

Let a denote the distance in feet of the centre of gravity of the system

from the point F, then the statical work done in upsetting the body whose weight

is Yfi is—

>

W*a (I—cos. ^

* See Mallut. Neapolitan Earthquake of 1857, p. 126, Vol. 1.
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This must equal the dynamical work acquired which is equal to the work
stored up in the centre of gyration or

W* a (1—cos. 0) =
^9 ^

whore « is the angular velocity of tlic body at starting, r the radius of gyration,

and g the velocity acquired by a falling body in one second of tin\o.

Equating these two values of the work done we find

r® = 2^a (1—cos. ^).

But the angular velocity = the statical couple applied divided by the moment
of inertia or

_ V a cos. 0.
. ^

Squaring and substituting

V® = 2</.— •
1“"CO8'0

a cos.* 0
Now putting the actual values for these letters wo have

7/^

therefore V® = 4 nearly,

or V = 2 feet per second, the velocity of the horizontal

component of the earthwave. Thou, since the angle of emergence here was 39°
wo have

*

, ^uo = 2*56 feet per second.
cos. 0*7

V* here represents the least J^aluo necessary to overthrow tho canopy, and, so
far, the actual velocity might have been anything above 2*56 feet per second.

But, from the fact that the body of the tomb itself was not overturned nor

Tomb it<elf
fractured at the-base, we know that tho velocity was

less than would have been required for that purpose; and
so we can limit the velocity in two directions, though not within very narrow limits

The following is the foimula for tho fracturing of a solid parallelopiped at its

base by a subnormal wave :

—

V = -g-gx
hH COS.0

cos. (0-f e)

where g as before = 32 feet per second

0

a

0
L

V =

= 25°

= 39° the angle of emergence
= 6 feet, the height of the tomb

3-J feet, width of tho tomb
« 4 the modulus of dynamic adhesion

• between the bricks and mortar.

2x 32 X 4x10 ^0
^33x 3 X 36

V = 23*22 feet per second,
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Projection of canopy.

or the velocity necessary to fracture the tomb from its base. Now as this has not

occurred, the velocity must, at greatest, be not so high as this value.

But again, we have in the case of the canopy, not mere-

ly a body upset., but also one projected some distance.

For the centre of gravity of the whole system had travelled horizontally 11’50

feet from the position vertically beneath where it was when the structure was
just on the verge of falling. Now, if the canopy had been gently lowered over

on its side, so that no centrifugal force generated was sufficient to overcome the

pressure due to gravity, it would have lain with its centre of gravity 3*60 feet

short of this, or the distance from the point of revolution would have been equal

to the height of the centre of gravity, plus half the diameter of a pillar, that is,

7 feet 2 inches and 10 inches. This feet extra throw must have been duo either

to one cause alone, or to two combined. It must either have been caused by the

centrifugal force of the body revolving under the influence of gravity alone, or

by the combined effects of it and the projecting force of the earthquake. If it

had been due^Jiitirely to the first of thepe causes, we should have had the system

springing away from the centre of revolution when the cosine of the angle

through which it had turned was §, and not before. Now it is easy to see by noting

the proportions of the parts shown in the elevation fig. 5, PI. IJ, and joining the

necessary angles, that if the body had not left its point of revolution at an earlier

period, the north edge of the canopy would have struck the upper part of the

tomb over half its surface, catlwlng a collision which would have left undoubt-

ed traces. But it has not done so, or rather the south edge of the tomb has only

just been grazed as represented in the figui*e. Consequently there must have

been some other force in addition to that of gravity acting on# the body, and so

helping the centrifugal force due to gravity to project the body at an earlier

moment. Also, since the upper surface of the tomb is 1 foot only below the

canopy (when the latter is on the verge' of falling), it must have been shot away

before that vertical distance had been descended, though not much before, inas-

much as the canopy did just graze the tomb. We shall not bo far wrong if wo

take it that the pressure on the ground was overcome by centrifugal force at the

moment when the canopy had descended j foot.

The centrifugal force due to gravity alone at that position would have been

y/2gxi =6*928 feet per second.

And if we now calculate the velocity of the force for projecting the body the

3J feet, and then subtract the previous rate, we shall arrive at the true velocity of the

shock that it possessed over and above what was just sufficient to overturn the body.

By the formula

^ 2 cos* 0 (b—u tail c)

where a=3i feet, the hori/ontol distance.

b= 7i „ the height of the mitre of gravity,

e* 39° the angle of emergence,

wo get V = 8*3C4 feet per second.

Now, subtracting 6*928 for the reaeon assigned above wo have—

1*436 feet per second
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as tho projectinf^ force which acted in addition to the overturning force.

The latter we found previously to be 2*5G0 feet per second, and therefore by

adding we get
3‘996 feet per second

as the velocity of the wave partieJe at Jama lpur 74 miles from tho seismic

vertical.

It may bo said that the smallness of the vciocit}*’, 1*4J6, just deduced, leaves

very little room for fractional errors in tho mcjisurements which must always

occur; but when we consider tliat it is certain tliere must have boon some projec-

tion, certain, too, that it was only small, and when tlie couclusion hero come to is

corroborated by the next example, we have good grounds for thinking it correct.

In the previous case of the tomb wo had to deni with objects which were con-

si derefl as approximately rigid, or without any elasticity

Ticcd be taken into account; but coming now to the

consideration of the chimneys, we have to boar in mind

the very imjjovtant fact that high bijck-work structures of this kind ai’e

extremely flexible, and are capable of swaying through many feet in a high wind

without breaking. What wc linve in fuel is the case of an inverted compound

elastic pendulum oscillating about a flxed point. If in such a building the

gnniio^t velocity that can be acquired by the centre of oscillation as it passes the

vertical, during a maximum vibi-ation, bo greater than the \M*locity of tlio earth-

wave shock in that direction, it is oi-sy to S(‘e ihat tho striuduro would not be

forced to the limits of its flexibility and so would not be broken. If, again, they

were about equal it would l)e a matter of nnceiininty whellier the chimney fell or

not and in which eiirectiou it fell. But if tlio velocity of the shock were greater

tlian the maximiiin velocity of the oscillation consistent with tlie elasticity of tho

cliiiniicy, tlie chimney would be broken in its weakest part during the first semi-

pliaso, and tho broken part Avould Fall in the direction from which the shock

came. In estimating, then, whether the velocity of any carthwave is suflicient to

bnjak a flexible structure siieli as a high eliimney stalk, it is first necessary to

know within wliat extremes the chimney can oscillate without breaking. For

answering this ([iiestion wit,h rigid accuracy, jnany d;ita respecting tho modulus

of elasticity of brick- work would bo necessary, which are not at the present day

determined satisfactorily. But there are other sources of information from

observed oscillations of chimneys acted on by Aviiul storms, which may be of uso.^

The Townsend cJiimney, over feet high, was struck by a gale of wind which

bfmt it beyond recovery 7 feet 9 inches out of tlio perpendicular, so that its length

of oscillation without breaking was 15 feet G inches at the top. It seems pro-

bable, however, that if n(jglectcd it would have ultimately como down, for tho

deflection was observed bi bo increasing for some f.imo whilst tho workmen wci*e

straightening it. This chimney w'as more than twice the height of tho mill

chimney at Sorajganj, but another .mo at Messrs. Mitthcws and Son’s Chemical

Works, Pitchcombe, was 18'2 feet high, or or.ly 3 feet Jess than that at Sci-ajganj,

and like it octagonal in section. It vv.as observed, when tested in 1875, to be 3 feet

10,inches out of tho perpendicular, giving a range of oscillation without breaking

’ See Supplement to Spoil’s Dictionary of Rn^rineerine:, p;ig:e 355.
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of at least 7 feet 8 inches, at the summit. If wo take 10 feet as the limit of possible

oscillation of the mill chimney at Serajganj without breaking, we shall not be

over-estimating it, since the Pitchcombe chimney was not so far gone relatively as

the Townsend, and was easily straightened.

But first, as in the case of the tomb, it is necessary to get at the radius and

centre of oscillation in order tliat we may learn what is the simple pendulum
whose time of vibration corresponds to that of the compound pendulum of the

chimney. By dividing the chimney into suitable lengths, and deducing the

varying masses of these lengths from their mean internal and external diameters

respectively, we can get their several moments of inertia about the axis of oscil-

lation, and by adding them together get the moment of inertia of the whole

mass.

This we find to be 407,414.

Having got this, it is easy to deduce the radius of gyration, and the radius of

oscillation. The latter wm find to be fiO-J-J- feet from the base or nearly 70 feet.

Thus the simple pendulum whose time# of oscillation is the same as that of the

chimney has a length of 70 feet.

Now, by the formula,

—

whore t = the time of oscillation
;

1 = length of pendulum
;
and g= the acceler-

ating influence of gravity in on^econd, wo have

t = 3141

= 4*647 seconds.

8300
='6060 X 3-141

•>

Now, taking 10 feet as the range of oscillation of the summit of our chimney, wo
have 5^ feet Jis the length of oscillation of the simj)le pendulum, 70 feet high,

which represents it.

Then the greatest velocity attained during its maximum oscillation without

breaking will be when it passes the vertical and will equal

ej

2
1*64 feet per second nearly.

Now an earth wave shock at an emergent angle of GO*^, and with the above

horizontally resolved velocity, would have a rate of 3*28 feet per second along tho

normal, since sec. 60° =2*0 and would cause just this oscillation. Therefor©

the velocity of the wave particle must have been just a little higher than this,

or about 3*3 feet per second; for if it bad been greatly higher, tho chimney

would have broken during the first semipbase, and'^its fragments would have been

precipitated ifi the direction from which the shock came, whereas their actual

position, as shown in fig. 2, PI. 1, declares that it was during the second semiphaae

that they were overthrown.

It might be thought that in that semiphaso one-half the velocity afore-men-

tioued would have been sulfieient, provided the period of oscillation of the

chimney coincided with the period of vibration of the eartli wave, but from the

slow oscillation necessary for such a high chimney, 4*647 seconds, it will be at

unco seen that such a coincidence is impossible.
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Putting together the evidence for velocity, we have the lowest and highest

limits fixed by the Jamalpur tomb, 74 miles from the seismic vertical, at 2‘56 and

23'22 feet per second respectively; and also a probable rate of nearly 4 feet per

second deduced from the same data, whilst at Serajgaiij, miles from the ceutroi

we have corroborative evidence for a probable rate between 3 and 4 feet per

second. •

Small as this rate sounds to the ear, there is abundant testimony brought

forward by Mallet in his report on th3 Neapolitan earthquake to convince every-

one that its effects on badly built or unstable dwellings may be immense.

The data for obtaining this with accuracy are unfortunately wanting
;
such as

there are being scarcely reliable as approximately correct,

•ion ollho
Meteorological Observatory, Calcutta, the time

of the shock was indeed fixed rigidly at fi hours, 24 minutes,

12‘G seconds, but from only two other 2>laces, naujoly, Dacca and Sibsagar, have

times been forwarded, b’rom Sibsagar Observatory a seismometer form was
received jmrtly filled up, stating that a v«ry slight shock of earthquake occurred

there lasting about half a second, but that no seismometer cylinders were over-

thrown, arid no damage done. The time given was G hours 48 minutes (local

time), which corresponds to G houi^ 22 minutes Calcutta time. Tliat is to say,

ilie sliock was felt 2 minutes earlier at Sibsagar than in Calcutta. Now allow-

ing that the rate o£ transmission of the shock w:i,s twice as great (and this is the

most liberal allowance possible) through the rocky strata towai*ds fcJibsagar as

through the clay to Alipuf, we still have more than double the distance for the

shock to have travelled in the former than in tlie latter case, so that at least the

shock should have arrived some little time later at Sibsagar than at Alijmr,

Thus wo must put aside the tiiTie evidence here as unsatisfactory. Prom Dacca,

a letter from the Tratiic Superiutendoqt of the Dacca and Maimonsing State

Railway, gave the time as G’22 at the “last of the vibration ” The time is tele-

graphed daily from the Govornnient Telegriq^h Office, Calcutta
;
and was marked

on the clock dial at the Dacca Railway {Station accurately the day before. As
Dacca is 35 miles, and Calcutta 158 miles from the seismic vertical they will be

57 miles and 1G4 miles respectively from the focus, reckoning the latter at 45

miles dcoj). Hence the difference in distance is 107 miles. This gives 53| miles

a minute for the velocity of transit ; a result much too largo, even if some frac-

tion of a minute be allowed for the vibration to have ceased at Dacca before the

time was noticed.

On the whole, then, we have no reliable data that can in any way advance our
knowledge concerning the velocity with which an earth wave is iwopagated
through the i*ocks.

There seems to be no doubt that the forerunner of the dcistroying earthquake
of the I4th July is to be found in the gentler, but still

earthquake
violent shock, of the 25th Juue, which convulsed a great
part of Bengal, and was felt in Calcutta and Darjiling

;

whilst it is certain that tlie later small shocks and ti*emors have proceeded from
about the ^^ame centre as that of the 14th.
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These Jatcr ones happened on the following dates
;
and, though doing no

<Ianiage, they kept the population in a constant state of expectant alarm :

—

2l8t July aboul . . 5-10 P.M

22ik1
.

4-30 A.Af.

22Md „ . . . .
3-50 r.M.

2:lra
^

„ . 3-30 A.M.

. 7-20 „
23rd • . JO-10

26tli „ .. .
. 6-30

2Gtli „ „ . • , . 0- 0 „

ar.th „ . . . J -30 P.M.

4 til „ . . . y- 0 „
6tli JSqitoiidu'r ,, . . 11-30 A.M.

On the 17tli July at Muitoo a shock was felt, hnt this is no donht rather to he

i*el(‘gatcd to the Kashmir set of (‘artliquake shocks tlian to

*'•'« bi-ings IIS to the question

whetJier there ^jiay be any connection between the two

sets of earthquakes thus widely separated, or whctlier we are to look on them as

due t(i causes working singly and unaided in tlunr own localities. Doubtless

there can be no delinite answer to such a eptestion, but it may be noticed tliat if

we answer in the negative, if we put down their contemporaneity to mere ehance,

we ta(jitly admit that tlie causes of each arc local, and l)y inference supertieiaL

Hence we might find room in this case for the possible explanation offered by Mr.

Medlicott in his preliminary n(»tice of the eartlupiako, that tiro change in the

<*ourso of the Hralimaputra and the consequent deposition of its vast sediment in

adiiTci’ent area might liav'e so disai*ranged the balance of the earth’s crast and so

brought on a bending in the strata that might lAive culminated in a violent snap

Butlicicnt to jrroduce the phenomena of the 14th.

On the other hand, if we take their near coineidenr •• in time as a sign of their

connection in reality, we must look- for no local and superficial cause, no mere

change of a drainage system to account for them, hut we must search for sonio

deeper cause underlying the very roots of the moiinlriius, and sulTicicnt, by tlirow-

ing the whole of the northern parts of India into a state of strain, to bring on

earthquake phenomena in those jrarts of the earth’s surface less able to stand the

stress or more intersected by lines of weakness.

And in the same way if this relation Iv? granted as probable, there seems no

• reason why the certainly marked increase of seismic and

volcanic activity during the last year or so both in Europe

and in some parts of Asia shJuld not, in like manner, Ijc duo

to some great underlying cause whicli, on a largo scale, has been making itself felt

here and ilierc in w'cak places
;
now in Italy# now in Spain, now in England,

Germany, Switzerland and Austria, and other jdaces in the Easteni Ilcmispliere.

Nor would it, perhaps, he too much to ^ook back fo tlie Ischian earthquake and

the eruption of Krakatoa in the summer of 1883, as perhaps the great forerunners

of this consecutive scries of siesmic and volcanic phenomena.

In conclusion, 1 should mciiLiou that such observations as arc Recorded in
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paper arc in a j^roat mcaHiirc; due to flic assistance T received from the Goveru-

nierit oflicei'S at Sherpur, IMaimensinj' and Dacca; and in an cspcM'ial decree to

the kindness and hospitality of several <^enf^enien rcsidiiif^ at ScrajL^anj, Suhoin-

klioli, and MaimuriHin^, Avillioiit wliich, in a district destitute of hotels or dak-

bungalows a cumbrous camp equipment would have been necessary.

Rrport on the Kashmir hiarthtjuakc o/ 3(lfh ^lay 1H,S5, hy K J. Jonk.s,

fieoUujical Survey of lud'm.

R.raggerafrd rtporfs .

—
^riio newspajicr and other ri'porls of fhis earthquake,

at first, as is usual in all such eases, much exagg(‘rated the importance of the

event.

Jlravy loss of life.—But, in sj)ite of the comparative mildness of the shock,

the loss of life was very great, being in round numbers jibout 15,000. ^J'ho

caii'-’c of this is to be looked for in I lye very insecure manner of building in

vogue. This, at the same time, has necessarily ])revente{l the possibility of many
aeeiirale observations being taken from the ruins.

Style of hiilldiny.—Tlic greater number of the buildings may be divided into

two classes :
—

(i) those situated in the hilly parts of the country ;

(ii) those situated on the m.)ro lev(;l country, in the wide portion of the

valley of the Jlielam.

The first (;l{\ss are low strucitures, usually isolated, and frequently covering a

large area of ground, being generally built upon a feri'iice on the side of a hill

with one side resting against the perpendicular face of the terrace above. These

huts consist of walls built of rubble loo'sely held together with mud
;
resting on

these arc a number of b(jams (roughly trimmed trunks of tiM'cs), which arc also

supported along their length by wooden posts; upon the whole of fhis with flic

interposition of some cross pieces of wood, a layer of dry mud is laid, which is

addl'd to ye:ir by year and forms a flat roof.

The second class are built either detached or several in a row
;
they consist

sometimes of as many as throe stories. The materials u.'jcd in their construction

are very various, blocks of dried mud measuring 2 to 3 feet in length, breadth,

and depth and made in moulds lu situ; sun-dried and burnt bricks held together

with mud, or rarely in the ease of the burnt bricks with mortar
;
rubble stones

held together with mud. Jtis also usual in these buildings to place at intervals

of 2 to 4 feet horizontal lengtlis of wood, and oceasionally vertical and inclined

ones; no attempt is made at bonding in these walls, and the mud between the

bricks is about one-third the thickness of the bricks. Above this is placed

a thatedied gable-ended roof, into the composition of which heavy beams of

roughly hewn timber enter very largely^ The whole roof is supported on several

square pillars of sun-dried bricks or other material carried above the walls and

measuring 2 feet to 2 feet (3 inches along the side.

It will Jbe readily understood that such structures arc not of a nature to suc-

cessfully withstand earthquake shocks, even when not of any great degree of
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intensity. In a very considerable number of the cases in which huts were damaged

,

the supports of the roof had given way and allowed it to subside, frequently

carrying the walls down with it and having only a mass of rubbish to indicate

the spot where the house had stood. %

Scattered through the country theme are, however, a few buildings of a more

substantial character, some of which were more or less injured by the shock.

Patan .—This village is situated on the road from Baramula to Srinagar, and

near it is an ancient Buddhist temple, of which a view is given in the annexed

plate. The temple is vei-y nearly cardinal (/.e., its four sides face nearly N-S.

and E-W.), and is built of large trimmed blocks of limestone laid together without

any cement. In each face there is an arched recess, and inside is a small open

space about 10 feet square. From the western face three stones have fallen from

near the top of the arch. The greatest damage was done to the S. and E. faces,

especially at the S.E. corner, the greater part of which fell. The long axis of an

ellipse drawn around the fallen stones as they lieupon the ground runs E. 22°S.—W,

22° N., which gives an approximate direfftion for the wave path at this point.

Srinagar .— In the Slier Garhi (the Maharaja’s palace) the long walls of the

large dining-room run east—west, and the one on the south side, which is an

outside wall, consists of a series of brick pillars 3 feet wide with openings

between them 4 feet G inch across. Three of the pillars are cracked
;
the two

most decided cracks make angles of 27° and 37° respectively with the vertical,

and arc inclined towards the east. If we take the mean of these two, we obtain

an angle of 32°, whii'h, on the assumption that the fractures are formed at right

angles to the line of shock, is eciual to the angle of emergence of the slnock.

A high wall outside this room and facing to the west was partially overthrown

in a westerly direction into the court-yard. These two observations jioint to a

wave path at this point in an E.--W. direction
;
and though the wall to some

extent would have vibrated at right angles to its long r.xis and have fallen even

under the influence of an oblique shock, yet the fissures in the pillars indicate pretty

exactly the line of shock.

At the Sarigin Darwazi, which is a gateway in the wall between the city and

the Hariparbat fort, several stones have been thrown down from the top of the

gateway in a more or less westerly direction, the only two whose original position

I was able to discover had fallen to W. 1° N. and 12° N.
;

if we take the mean of

these two, wc get W. 6° 30' N. as the direction from which the shock came.

This gateway is built of brick with a facing of stone-work and looks towards

W. 22° S. ;
on the eastern side of the arch a good de§bl of brick-work fell.

In the Tasfhwan division of tlje city is a bath-house, which is ardinal, and

built of brick and mortar. Both the east and west walls of this building have fallen

outwards, carrying some of the arched roof with them, and the west wall carried

a small portion of the south wall with it. This indicates an east-west direction

for the wave path.

Gondikallch—At this small village, which is situated about half a mile to the

west of Tregaon, near Shadipur, there w^as a small hut built of mud, the ends

facing S.E. and N.E.; these ends both fell outwards, indicating a N.E.-S.W.

direction for the wave path.
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Mnjigund—is on the left bank of the Jhclam, below Srinagar, nearly opposite

Bakpura. Here there was a long building forming a stable belonging to the

Maharaja ;
it was built of brick and mud pMlars at intervals of about 6 feet, the

spaces between the pillars being filled up ’v«tli unburnt bricks. The long axis of

the building ran N.—S. The whole of the walls, with the exception of the

one at the south end, fell. The fall is i*eport. I to have taken place towards the east,

but the debris had been removed in onler to allow of its being rebuilt. This

indicates a nearly E.—W. direction of khock.

Kaosa.—This village is situah^d on both sides of a small stream near Magaon.

On the left bank is a large three-storied house of bricks and mud built in 1884,

surmounted by heavy wooden beams for supporting the roof, W'hich at the time of

the earthquake had not been put on
;
these consisted of five cross beams resting on

brick pillars and running N.W.--S.E., and one longitudinal ridge-pole above,

running S.W.—N.E. The pillars on which those beams rested had been broken

down, and the beams were lying on the floor of the attic
;
the longitudinal

beam had moved 5 feet in a 8.W. direction and 1 foot 8 inches towards N.W.,

the cross beams had moved in a N.W. direction 3 feet, and about 1 foot 6 inches

to S.W. This would indicate a W.—E. direction of wave path.

Mdgam {Magaon).—Here were three houses facing, respectively, N. 3® W., N. 8®

W., and N. 18® W., the walls facing in these directions had all suffered the same

damage, viz., the mud which was used to fill up the intervals between the pillars

6i unburnt bricks had fallen outwards. If we take the mean of these three dix*ec-

tioiis, we obtain N- 9® W. as the direction from which the shock came.

Makahama ^Harda Maka Nana).—At this place the walls of the mosque,

which were built of bricks and mud, were uninjured; but the pillars of brick-work
above the walls, which were apparently intended to support the roof, though in

this case they did not i*each high enough, and the weight of the roof rested on

•wooden supports at the sides of the pillars, were damaged. The ends of tho

mosque face W. 17*^ S. and E. 17® N., tho middle pillar at the west end fell out-

wards and the three middle pillars on tho north side also fell outAvards and one

pillar on the south side was tilted inwards. This indicates a shock about diagonal

to the building or W. 28° If.—E. 28° S.

Sopur.—The fort situated on the right bank of the river at the end of tho

bridge was considerably damaged. The component materials were rubble, cement-

ed partly with mortar and partly with mud. It was a square building with a

tower at each corner, the towers being portions of octagonal pyramids built on to

the corners which point N., S,, K., and W., and in the middle of the S.W.

side was a square gateway tower. Inside, on tho ground, there were several

cracks running H.E.—S.W. On tho S.W. side the top of * the gateway

tower fell inwards
;
tho same occurred to the south and west corner towers

; on

tho S.B. wall a portion fell near tho east tower in a S.E. direction, and the east

tower fell entirely. Several poriions of the N. W. wall, and a considerable portion

of the N.E. wall fell. The roof of a small hut just outside the gate was thrown

ofE to S. 13° E., bringing down the walls at the'^iqe time. All this indicates a

•shock from a direction somewhat to the east of south.

Chikar.—This is a fort situated above tlie Jhelam some distance to the south
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in the neighbourhood of Garhi
;
it is built of rubble and mud, with horizontal

wooden beams at intervals of 2 feet and a mud plastering over the whole. Tho
building is square, with portions of^octagonal i)yramitls forming towers at the

corners and in the middle of three of -Mie sides; on the cast side there is a square

gateway tower. A portion of the east corner of tlie S.E. tower fell down
towards the cast and a i)ortion of the N.W. towxT fell to the west. This gives

an It). “W. direction for the shock at this point.

Position of the scisnu'c vertical .—Tabulating the above we get

—

Patan

—

Tt‘iii|)lo E. 22® S.—W. 22® N.

Srinaoak

—

(liivlii ...... E.— \V.

Snifiii Djirwazi . . . . W. (>® 30' N.

Tiisliwnn . . . . . . E.—W.
(iONnrKALLEL—

Small mud hut . . . . .8. \V.—N. E.

Moojigoond

—

Stable E.—W.
K\osa E.-W.
Maoam (Maoaon) N. 0" W.—S. 9® E.

Makauama—(Hauda Maka Nana) \V. 2S® N.— E. 2s® S.

CiiiiiAii Fort E.—W.
(Sorra Fort . , . . . . S., some ilocfrees E.)

Plotting these directions oil tho map, we find 17 iutoi'soctions within a cii'cle

of 4 miles radius round a jioiiit quarter a mile S.W. of Jampur, 12 mil(\s from

Srinagjir in a westerly direction from the northern end of the city; and 21 intersee-

tions within a radius of 10 miles round tho same point. Corisiriering the class

of buildings from which the observations were recessnrily taken, this gives as

accurate a determination of tho position immediately above tho seismic focus as

could bo expected. This position agrof's sufliciciitly wc :i with the j'esults obtained

at Sopur, vvhicJi Averc not plotlod owing to tho indefinitencs.s of tlie indications.

Rnsidenetj at Srinagar .—Tho walls of this building, wLich is situated on tho

right bank of the Jhelam to tlie east of tho city, were fractured in such a Avay as

to indicate a shock very nearly N.—S. This is possibly due to a reflection of tho

shock from the inlier of older rocks Avhieli lies to tho east of tho toAvn
;
but as

the fractni’os Avere mostly old ones that had been plastered up previously, they

are not of a nature to give satisfactory indicMtions.

Baramulii .—At llaramula also everything tends to show that tho shock was

there N.—S., Avails facing north and south being overthrown, and those facing east

and w'est fractured. This also is probably due to a reflected wave from the hills

to the north oPBaramnla.

Depth of the seismic focus .—We saw that at Srinagar the angle of emergence

was 32®. Now’ the depth of the focus is obtained by tho formula

—

d— r ttiii. e

whore e = angle of emergence at any point, and r = distance of that point from

the seismic vertical, we have therefore

—

a= 12Xtnn. 32®

d«7‘5 miles
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which in the absence of other data from which the depth might be calculated

may be taken as an approximation to the niean depth of the seismic focus.

Meizoseismal area.—The greatest damAc has been done over an irregularly

elliptical area, the long axis of which is lO^milcs and the short axis 6 miles long,

and the superficial area about 47 square miles, and nearly symmetrically disposed

about the seismic vertical. Within this area, marked by a broken line ( )

on the maps, the destruction was very complete, whole villages being almost

entirely destroyed and many lives lost.* This coiresponds to the meizoseismal area

of Mallet.

isoseismal.—The area outside this, correspending to Mallet’s first isoseis-

mai, includes the area within which large portions of villages and towns

were thrown down and persons killed. This is included by a line passing east

of Srinagar through Magaon south of Baramula and across the Jhelam near

Gingal, then passing north of Sopur and round again to the south of Srinagar.

It includes an area of about 500 square miles.

Second isoseismal.—Outside is again another area of about 3,000 square miles

including those places from whicli slight damage to buildings, &c., is reported

to have occuri’od, but it is probable that even within this area there was some

loss of life. It is indicated on the map by the broken Hue ijsssing north of Gurais,

from thence it passes east of Titwal on the Kishengunga river, west of Chikar,

south-west of Bagh, and south of Punch, at or near all of which some damage to

buildings, chiefly forts, is reported. From Punch to Gurais there are no reports,

and the true course of the line is uncertain.

Third isosei^al.—This is a large area : including the places where the shock

is reported to have been perceived by the unassisted senses, viz,, Peshawar,

Gilgit, Simla, Sabathu, Dalhousie, Lahore, &c.

Outside the third isoseismal area is a.larger area, the extent of wln’ch is quite

unknown. It is that in wliich the shock might have been perceived by means of

properly constructed instruments.
*

Sound accompanymg the shock and 2^relhnhiary tremors,—A sound, which is vari-

ously described as resembling distant thunder, a discharge of artilleiy, and the

noise caused by blasting operations, preceded the shock, and seems to have

been noticed by many who were not asleep at the time
;
but no preliminary

tremors seem to have attracted attention.

Transit velocity of the trare.-r-No observations of the time at which the

shock was felt were made with any instruments sufficiently accurately adjusted

as to give any reliable data for calculating the transit velocity.

Velocity of the wave particle,—I was not able to find any objects overturned

or projected in such a way as to give a measure of the velocity of the wave
particle, but considering the class of buildings which have escaped, it cannot

have been very great; for almost the whole of the buildings are either bad,

ill-laid and ill-cemented masonry, or siipply mud structures
;
and w'e know that

a horizontal velocity of 3 to 4 feet per second is sufficient to fracture such struc-

tures.'

Landslips,—Several secondary effects of the earthq^kc were noticed.

• The Neapolitan Earthquake of 1867, Mnllet, Vol^ir, p. 346.

H
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A large landslip occnrred at Larri-dnr, a place about 7 miles south of

Baramula. This village was situated upon a hill lying N.W.—S.E., composed
of slightly hardened Karewa ^ clays resting upon sandstone and dipping to N.E.
at 5® to 10®. Above tho clay is surfl ce soil of varying thickness. The upper
30 feet of clay and surface soil has slipped along to the dip, exposing a fresh

smooth surface of clay. The line of parting ran along the length of the hill,

and a fissure has been formed along this line varying in width from 30 feet at

tho S.E. end to about 600 yards at the N.W. end, and with a length of about
half a mile. To the N.B. of tho narrow end of the fissure another slip has taken

place from the side of tho hill. Tho mass of clay and surface soil that has slipped

is all piled up to N,E. of tho hill in the little valley situated there, and all tho

huts that lay in its path were of course buried.

The slip was probably due to the presence of water in the clay, which must
have accumulated along tho plane of bedding, thus producing a soft water-satu-

rated stratum over which the upper mass would readily slide. With the upper

mass thus situated, floating as it were on a layer of slime, a slight shock might

be quite sufficient to fracture it and cause it to slide by reason of its own inertia.

Fissures and sand craters .—In many places, as at Patan, Dubgaon (at the

junction of the Jhelam and Pohra rivers), along the banks of the river at and

above Baramula, numerous fissures were formed in tho alluvial soil, of no great

width (none exceeding a yard across) and all running roughly parallel to river

banks or else across the slope of hills.

In the neighbourhood of many of these fissures water and fine sand were thrown

out, and the villagers stated that there was a strong sulphureous smell given off

from the sand for several days. This smell was probably due to sulphuretted

hydrogen gas (S. H.3) produced by the slow decomposition of tho strings of

vegetable matter imbedded in tho alluvial soil. In one case at Nila, near Patan,

I saw an inflammable gas without odour being slowly evolved. This was probably

marsh gas (0. H 4) or one of its hom'ologues, produced in the same manner.

Effect on 8][>rings .—Several springs were affected by the earthquake, the flow

of water being increased for periods of time ranging from a few hours to as many
as eight days.

Tho country occupied by the moizoseismal area is entirely composed of recent

alluvium, and that within the first isoseismal line is almost entirely of the same

character, the Karewa beds (plcistoccme alluvium) coming into the N.W.
of the area in the neighbourhood of Baramula, and down the river below

Baramula the alluvial deposits are underlaid at, a short depth by the more in-

durattid rocks of the Panjal system, which also appear to the ea.^t of Srinagar.

Subsequent shocics .—Tho slight shocks subsequent to tho great one continued

at intervals up to as late as August I6th, on which date there was a shock at

about 7 A.M., since that time I have seen no reports, though the shocks probably

continued to a much later date.

JDesirability of erecting seismometers .—In a country like Kashmir, subject as

it is to earthquake shocks at 'frequently recurring intervals, it would bo highly

desirable, especially in tbj absence of buildings suitable for soismological observa-

^ Old lacustrine o* fluviatilo deposits now eroded into plateaus and terraces.
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tions, to have at one or moro stations seismometers erected, and slibnld this for

any reason be found impossible, it might still be practicable to erect at several

points masonry pillars surrounded by a rough wooden fence and placed in

charge of the headmen of the villages if necessary, which, if overthrown or

fractured by an earthquake shock, would to a great extent supply the place of

ordinary seismpmeters.

In conclusion, I would thank Colonel »Sir O. St. John, E.C.S.I., R.E., the

ofl&cer on special duty in Kashmir, a4ld all the officials of His Highness the lato

Maharaja of Kashmir and Jamu with whom I came in contact, for the assistance

rendered me during my stay in Kashmir and without which it would have been

almost impossible to carry on the investigations.

Notes on the results of Mr. H. B. Foote’s further excavations in the Billa Surgam
Caves, hy R. Bruce Foote, F.G.S., Superintendetit, Geological Survey of

India, •

The further exploration of the Billa Surgam bone caves during the season

1884-85, by Lieutenant Foote, R.A., have been rewarded with a rich collection of

fossil bones, together with many traces of the contemporaneous existence of man in

the form of rather rude bone implements and other cut bones of great interest.

Lieutenant Foote resumed work at Billa Surgam in December last, and conti-

nued 't it till the end of May. Previous to his return to military duty, he spent a

few dayo ^ith me, assisting me in unpacking the collections ho had made, and

explaining various points connected with his work. He subsequently drew up

an interesting report of the work effected, much of which will be quoted fur-

ther on. ,

With reference to the condition in which he found the caves on his return in

December (1884), he reported : I found everything just as I had left it at the

end of May pre^dous. The north-east monsoon having failed, tho spoil banks

were untouched, so I could not judge whether the stream which flows through the

caves in wet weather is of any size,’'

“ On first re-commencing operations, I determined to finish off the layer C c

in tho south corner of the Cathedral cave, and also tho

wo?k^wM pursiSl^^
remaining cave earth in the Charnel House before pro-

ceeding to excavate over the whole area of the Cathedral.”

“ When the Charnel House cave was finished, as I had as many men at work
in the Cathedral as J cared to have, 1 set the Charnel House gang to dig in the

small cave which opens into Chapter House on the side. Tho results obtained

will be given further on.
”

Mr. Heniy Foote further examined, at my special request, the little grass-grown

patch—“ the garden”—on the cliffs above the north Chapel

cave, as it seemed a very likely place to have been resorted

to by possible cave dwellers as a strong terrace* well suited for cooking and for

basking, and whence they could keep a good look-out a-gainst sudden attacks from

enemies. ^ The little terrace was completely dug over down to the rock, bub

Tho Gordon.
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yielded nothing of interest. No further excavation was attempted in the Purga-

tory cave.

The second series of excavations made in the Cathedral cave was much less

easy to effect than the first, as he had to contend with

great masses of hard stalagmite, much of which had to be

blasted, while the rest was broken up with cold chisels.

The excavation of the whole area of the Cathedral cave was effected to a

depth of 16 feet, aWd in the southern corner a wide shaft

pa^Tid chamber!" f«r*her depth of 21 feet, makiog a total of

.37 feet from the original surface. The sinking of this

shaft revealed the existence of a passage opening from the soutli. This passage,

to which the name of the “ Corridor ** was given, was followed up, and at a dis-

tance of 55 feet soalhward of its mouth was found to lead into another larger

passage running cast and west.

On the south side of this east and west passage, and opposite to the mouth

The Corridor
Corridor, another passage was found running south

apparently, but for want of time not excavated.

The east and west passage formed a domed chamber, measuring, before the

1. excavation of its floor was commenced, 25 feet by 12 feet,

with a height of 10 feet in the centre. A large fine stalactite

hung from the centre, and below it was a large mass of stalagmite, the off-flow of

calciferous water, from which had formed a stalagmite crust from ^ to 1 inch

thick over the floor of the chamber. At the eastern extremity of the chamber

the roof of the cave sloped down to about 2 feet from the floor, and here 'occurred

“ a perfect forest of most beautiful little stalactites, some forming delicate little

pillars, others branching off into trec-like forms as ramified as the most elaborate

corals.” To this chamber Lieutenant Foote gave the name of the “ Fairy Cham-

ber” after the beautiful little cave at Caldy, in Pembrokeshire, so graphically

described by Professor Boyd Dawkins in “ Cave-hunting.” The western end of

the “ Fairy Chamber ” was filled with cave earth, which proved very rich in good

specimens, as did also that in the “ Corridor.” The atmosphere in the Fairy

Chamber was extremely close and steamy, and it was impossible to be in it for

many seconds without being bathed in perspiration.

The series of beds exposed during the excavation of the Cathedral cave

is given below in tabular form. The several layers in

Cathedral
which the thicker beds were taken out, and the marks

with which their fossil contents were registered, are also

shown

The Corridor,

The Fairy Chamber.

Section of beds in the

Cathedral.

0 Surface, or bat’s dung, bed .

8. Grey sandy bed, with some bat’s dung
7. Stidagmite in irregular masses

6. lied sniidy cave earth . . .
•

r excavated in .

5. Stiff red clay . < three layers of

C 3' each.

Average thickness

4. Stiff dark marl .
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3. Dark loamy marl

2. Grey marl

1. Grey marl

f.ii'i''

L: li

Of the above formations everything down to the base of 6 (0 d) was entirely

removed, and the underlying formations wen.* exposed in a wide shaft sunk in the

south corner of the cave (to a depth of feet from the surface)
;
the average thick-

ness of the mass removed over the whole area of the cave was 16 feet. The beds

showed a general low dip north-westward.

With reference to the surface (bat’s dung) bed, Lieutenant Foote states

:

Surfa e bed
“This bed varied very much in thickness, being 4 feet thick

behind the high altar and only 1 foot thick on the north

front of the cave, but it increased again on the south front, until behind some of

the stalagmite masses in front of the high altar it attained a thickness of 6 feet.

There were many small bones in it, most of which had lost their gelatine.”

Of the upper bed of grey sandy cave earth (C,), ho remarks it “is much infil-

^
trated in places with colouring matter, and at the top a

good deal mixed with bat’s dung—in fact to the presence

of the latter I attribute the grey colour of the earth, which would otherwise

have been nearly white from calcareous infiltration. The stratification was
“ very indistinct. There were very few large bones found, but plenty of small

ones, which had all lost their gelatine but were not mineralized.”

“ Before excavating the next layer (0 a), I had to remove the barrier of stalag-

.
mite across the cave; the softer blocks I broke up with

ta agmite arr er.
chisels, but the great majority had to be blasted

;

and in all I removed some 50 tons of rock.”

“ C a, as I termed the next layer of eifirth, was a red sandy bed about one yard

^ ^
thick, but in the frqpt of the cave it was considerably

^ ’ thicker in places owing to the stream (flowing from the

back of the cave) having scooped out channels in the underlying red clay which
were filled up with the sandy bed.”

“ This bed partly underlies the high altar, and also contains a good many
blocks of limestone—in fact in front of the altar it was entirely replaced by the

basement blocks of the stalagmite barrier which here formed a regular floor.

Many of these blocks of stalagmite are in situ, and as they are of large size,

(some being 4 or 5 feet high), the underlying cave earth (C b) must be of great

age, as, owing to the very dense nature of the greater part of these blocks, they

must have been formed slowly.”

Referring to the red clay bed^C ,
Lieutenant Foote writes :—“ Another

fact which point? to the great age of this clay bed is that

Bed G c. its surface is covered with a regular pavement of fallen

blocks of limestone ;
and a*s most of them are small, they

would seem, to be rather the result of the slow breaking up of the roof owing to

weathering than of any sudden disturbance of the rock by earthquakes.

Stalagmite barrer.

Layer C a.

b.

Bed G c.

d.
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The layer 0 c of the red clay was found to be very rich in teeth in places, but

^
very poor in front of the high altar. Like the overlying

^ * layer, this becomes much more sandy as it goes back

behind the high altar ;
and as it becomes more sandy, so are the large bones and

teeth replaced by small ones. With regard to these beds being rich in some

parts in small bones, which are almost entirely absent from them in other parts,

1 would suggest that it is most likely owing to the bed being higher behind

the high altar than elsewhere, it might' therefore have been high and diy there

when the other parts were under water, and consequently it would have been

chosen as a resting-place by the owls, &c., which came to make their castings in

the cave.

The surface of the underlying dark marl bed 0 was found to have been

scooped out by stream action to a depth of some 2 to 2} feet
;
and where this bad

been the case, the overlying red clay was by so much the thicker than elsewhere.

The excavation of G d brought to light the mouth of the Corridor passage leading

southward Into the Fairy Chamber, into both of which the red clay extended and

maintained its character for richness in fossil remains.

C d yielded nearly all the important large bones found, and, excepting C b,

was richest in small bones as well. Of cut bones C d yielded nearly twice as

many as all the other beds together.

The several beds penetrated by the shaft sunk by Lieutenant Foote after

clearing out the whole of C d and all above it, were of much less interest than the

red clay above them, from the fact that they yielded but few good bones and

teeth, most of the tolerably numerous fossils being fiagmentary.

.

In this respect the lower half of the dark marl bed

(C was better than the upper, which contained little

but fragments of teeth, many being parts of molars of

The underlying dark loamy bed Ch was fairly rich

in small bones, amongst which many belonging to different

Of the remaining l)eds, C i and C j became increasingly

poor in bones, while C k and C 1 are, to all intents and

purposes, sterile, so much so that Lieutenant Foote does not

consider them worthy of further exploration.

In the front portion of the Charnel House cave, where Lieutenant Foote had in

his first exploration reached a depth of 27| feei^ he descended through 8 feet of

stiff grey m^l to the bottom of the cave at a total depth of 35^ feet from the

original surface. No bones were found in this grey marl.

At the eastern or inner extremity of the Cbamel House the passage widened out

somewhat as followed eastward, and a^ the crossing of two master-joints in the

limestone formed a star-shaped well (in plan), from which 18 feetof stiff red-clayey

earth had been removed. At a depth of 27 feet the passage widened out in the

cross joint and could have been entirely cleared ; but as this would have involved

costly timbering to shore up the sides, and the cave earth was very sterile, Lieute-

Bed G
I;

Rhinoceros.

Bed Ch.

genera of birds.
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Absence of skulls.

nant Foote judged it wiser simply to sink a pit in the centre of the cave, which was

from 5 to 6 feet wide. The sinking was effected in depths of a yard each till a depth

of 58 feet 6 inches was reached when the passage contracted suddenly from

5 feet to 6 inches and could be followed no further.

The results obtained by the excavation of the little cave on the south side of

the Chapter douse were small, the only point of real interest was that of a large

human molar in a bed of red cave earths about 4 feet below the surface, the only

human bone found anywhere in the true cave earth. The red cave earth was over-

laid by black gravel from 1 to If fo(^)t thick.

A remarkable fact, not easy of explanation, is the almost total absence of the

skulls of the animals whose bones are met with in the

caves. With the exception of two or three tolerably per-

fect skulls of ^bats which live in the cave, no entire crania or large fragments of

crania were found, though many mandibles or rami of mandibles with or without

their teeth were mot with, from those of Bhinoceros down to those of minute shrews

and rodents, Ac. Teeth of many genera,* especially ruminant and rodent, were

obtained in considerable numbers, and mostly in excellent preservation.

A fairly large number of genera not found during the first exploration have

now to be added to the preliminary list of the cave fauna, especially among
minute mammals, birds, and reptiles.

The working out of the remains obtained at Billa Surgam will furnish

materials for a very valuable chapter on the prehistoric fauna of South India,

though the anthropological results so far obtained are rather disappointing from

their nega^I %“>: «olharacter.

The following is a tentative preliminary list of the fauna of Billa Surgam, in-

cluding some additional forms not found in the first collec-

tion mado. Thesg have an asterisk prefixed to their

names.

Preliminiify list of
fauna.

MAMMALIA.

Presbytis (Semnopitliecus) priainus ?

MacacusP sp.

Chiroptera, several.

Sores sp., small.

TupaiaP sp., small.

IJrsusP sp.

Fells tigris.

Do. parduB ?

Do. sp., medium sized.

Do. sp., small.

Yiverra zibetha P

* ParadoxnrusP

Herpestos griseus P

Cauls sp.

SciurusP

MuB sp.

^ Nesokia sp.

Hysi'Hx leucurus.

Lepus sp.
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Bhinoeeroi sp. ? javanicus. A possible second (smaller) species is suggested by difference

in size and shape of posterior upper molars.

* Equus sp., large.

Do. sp. ? small.

Sus indicuB.

Busa aristotelis.

Axis macula tus.

* Cervalus aureus ?

Memimna.

Antilopo bezoartica P

* Gazella beiincttii ?

Portax pictuB.

Capra ?

Ovis?

Bos sp.

Gaveeus P

* Mauis pentadactyla.

AVES.

Genera belonging to the orders Grnllalores, * Basores^

Scausores ?, * Insessores, and Uaptores.

BEPTILIA.

Crocodilus sp.

Varanus dracttoa.

Agama ?

I^acerta ?

« Ophidia, several sp.

• • Emys sp.

* Phelone sp.

AMPHIBIA.

Kana sp., small.

Ditto sp., very large.

Bul'o ?

In their mode of occurrence, the bones, &c., collected during Lieutenant Foote's

second season presented the same features as those of the first. Most of the

bones and teeth occurred detached, and many of them had been cut or broken

before being entombed in the several caves. Of the few large bones found, the

most important belong to the genera Rhinoceros, Bos, and Equus.

Of the larger teeth collected, there are a fair series of Rhinoceros and Equus.

Of bovine ruminants, of Sus and Hystrix many teeth were collected. Very large

quantities of small bones left in the caves by bi)|^ds of prey making their castings

were found in almost all the layers of cave earth removed, as w^s the case in the

earlier excavations.

As before, no traces were found of the continued residence of man or of large

No sign, of continued CMnivora in any of the caves. No cooking-places of any

residence of man or large size were found, .though hero and there scraps of charcoal
animals. ^ Httle ashes occurred, nor was any pottery met with in

any of the lower lying beds. Only very few calcined or charred bones were found,

and they were in the superficial deposits of the Cathedral and Purgatory.

As in the Charnel House the bones found in the Cathedral were washed in
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Nondescript cut bones.

from behind through passages communicating with the surface of the plateau

above, and the main stream flowing through the body of the Cathedi'a! cahon

seems to have deposited only barren strata of sandy and stony character.

Of the streams which filled tlie Cathedral, one flowed in from the ea;^, enter-

ing the apse close to the north side of the high altar, the other entered from the

south through the Corridor. It is not improbable that another passage enter-

ed the apse of the Cathedral from the aputh-east, but is now hidden by the great

stalagmitic mass of the high altar.

Of the cut bones a considerabl.) number are so shaped as to necessitate the

^ ,
conclusion that they were fashioned for special purposes ;

Bone implements. i
others, and they are much more numerous, though often

elaborately cut, are so vaguely shaped that it is hard to conceive their having been

projiared for any definite object
;
they rather suggest the idea that tiioir fashioners

were simjjly amusing themselves as they whittled them.

Besides these trimmed bones most of the large bones found, and many of the

Nondescript cut bones
smaller ones as well, show signs of man’s agency in having

been cut and scraped, and often to a great extent.

All the largo bones bad been set aside and registered as they were exhumed
in the caves, also a largo number of smaller bones and teeth

;
but a more careful

examination of the nunierous parcels of small bones brought from Billa Surgam,

which examination could not bo undertaken on the spot, has yielded many hun-

dreds more of important bones and teeth and cut bones of medium and small sizes.

There can be no doubt, however, that yet many more will i*eward the exhaustive

examinat*^

.

1
,
to which they will have to be submitted by tlie pal-ostcologist, by

whom the whole series of
* finds ’ is to be worked out Anally.

A census of tlio selected and registered specimens shows them to number
4,700 in round numbers, of which 3,000 arc bones or teeth

sp^imeiis°^
ae^t^cted

ti'immed bones. Of these latter

some 200 may be considered to represent real implements

prepared with a definite pur])ose. Of the remainder it is hard to say with what
object they wei*e trimmed into the shapes they now show.

None of the implements with which the cuttings were effected were mot with

Cuttinirs probably caves, but from the peculiarity of the cut surfaces

effected with stone im- which arc very scrattdiy, not clean and smooth, it is difficult
plements. resist the inference that the implements used wore not

made of metal but of stone. The cuts show that the implements were used much
more with a sawing or heavy scraping action than with a chopping one. • None of

the bones, so far as I have examined them, show the splitting off of chips beyond

the cut which invariably accompanies the action of heavy metal implements.

Bones showing the marks of teeth of carnivora are not very numerous,

nor do many show the grooved markings made by the teeth of rats and other

rodents.

As stated above, no stone implements were found, though Lieutenant Foote,

wlio is quite familiar \vith such antiquities, devoted very

found
implements

special attention to the search for them and examined per-

sonally many thousands of stones turned up daring the

CtMisus of the selected

specimens.

No stoue implements

found.
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excavations, besides exhibiting typical implements both palaeolithic and neolithic

to his diggers. One possible implement may be admitted in the shape of a tiny tri-

angnlar Hake of transparent quartz found by Lieutenant Footo during his first

season at the caves. Such flakes have unquestionably been converted into di-ills

by neolithic and other peoples.

Among the worked bones shaped for specific purposes,
Character of bono im- r n • r x t *11

plemeiits.
following lonns /^.ppear to be recognizable :

—

Awls.

Arrow hoiids, unbarbed.

Ditto with one barb.

Spear or liHqioon beads, small.

Dugger.

Semper knives.

Scrapers,

Cbisels.

(^oiige.

Wedges.

Axe beads.

Sockets, double, Urge and small.

• Ditto, single.

The most remarkable of these implements is the gouge, already described in

my second paiiev on tlie cn.ves, and tlic dagger which is made of Ihe calcaneuni

of some largo (ruminant ?) animal. The calcaneum proper is the handle, and

the narrow blade of the iirqilcment is cut out of the united fibu^jj, and X)bia. It

would be a formidable Aveapon in the band of a strong man.

None of the supposed arrcAV or harpoon heads show more than one barb, which

appears always to be basal, but a number of them are rudely waA^ed as if antici-

pating tlie JVlalay Kriss. Tlie supposed whistle is a digital bone, apparently

of an antelope, of avIucIi the distal end has been cut off. It is not an efl'ectivc

whistle, and might very pos.sibly have been intended as a handle to some small

boring implement.

These cut bone.s are being sent to Europe together with the other cave trea-

sures, as no collections of prehistoric bone implements exist in India with which

to compare them.

A single cylindrical bead fairly well shaped, made of some dark brown material

(possibly bone), Avas found in ihe upper layer of cave earth C in the Cathedral

cave ;
it Avas associated with numerous bones hi^t no other articles of human work-

ship. The perforation of the Lend isAvell drilled, and the aj .'rture at each end

slightly enlarged hy the use of a larger sized drill.

It IS impossible to describe these implements more fully unless they were

figured, which 1 trust they will bo in the full memoir to be draAvn up about the

Kumool caves.

As to further explorations of the Billa Surgam caves, I think the excavations

should certainly be continued so far as to remove the rc-

exploration^'^^^^

further mainder of the red clay C d from the Corrido^ and Fairy

Chamber. Further exploration of the Billa Surgam and
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other caves should be carried out by a prehistoric ArchaBological Survey Depart-

ment, for which there is a very large field of work in the south of India.

Several other caves being known by report in other parts of the Kurnool

,
District, of which it was desirable to have some positive

information, Lieutenant Foote and I devoted the Christ-

mas week (1884) to visiting them. The following caves were seen by us :

—

1. A group of small caves lying 3«miles north of ililla Surgam, and known as

the lloganpalli caves.

2. l\vo small caves lying south ^west of Owk, in the south-western part of Koil-

kuntla Taln([.

3. A little cave in the centre of tho village of Dillam, in Banagaupalli State,

and exjiosed at the bottom of a well.

4. A large and important cave about a mile south-west of Cillam village.

5. A deep well-like chasm into which a long lliglit of steps descends to the

sacred spring of “ Nela Billam,*’ about 6 miles north-east of Tarpatri. The two

Owk caves, the little Billam cave, and tlie “ Nela Billam ** cave, are full of water

in their lower piissages as far as we could explore
;
but the great Bilhiin cave is in

wet weather a subterranean w'ater-courso travers(‘d by a furious torrent.

Two other caves west of Gorlogunta, near Billa Surgam, were visited by Lieu-

tenant Foote early in 1884. Of all these caves the Boganpalli group alone seems

to promise good results to future explorers.

In conclusion 1 would remark that Lieutenant Foote carried out his work with

great zeal and tact, and no little devotion to duty, for lie was ^vorking in a deso-

late oiit-oi’-the- way valley out of reach of civilisation and all society. For, except-

ing myself for a few days, he saw no Fiiroi)ean for months togoblier, which is no

small trial to a young man fresh from all the gaiety and life of Bombay.
Besides Hie excavation work Lieutenant Foote took a number of very success-

ful photographs of the Billla 8urgam and other cave.s wliicli ho had not been

able to do with the largo wofc-plate camera lout liim by Government during his

first season.

On the mineral hitherto known as Nepaulite, 6// F. R. MALiiET, Superintendent^

Geological Survey of India.

In 1853 a rather largo collection of rocks and minerals from Nepdl was
presented by General Jung Bahddur to tho Asiatic Society of Bengal. The
greater part of these were found by Mr, II. Piddington, Curator o? tho Society’s

Museum of Economic Geology, to be of no value, but one ore attracted bis atten-

tion as l)eing unfamiliar, and was subjected by him to examination and analysis.^

Tho mineral was said to have been found in considerable quantities not far from
Khatmandu, and, being easily fusible, to have been used for casting into cannon
balls, which, however, flew to pieces on being fired. Mr. Piddington described

the mineral as a carbonate, mainly of bismuth, copper and iron, and pronouncing
’ w

' Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. XXI If, p. 170.
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it to bo a new species, gave it the name of ‘Nepaulite,’ from tlie country whence

it had been sent.* The analysis given by him is as follows :

—

Metallic
about

Sulphur 1 00
Silex .......... 3'60

Carbonate of Protoxide of Bismuth .... 3PHO 24’6

Carbonate of Copper ....... 14*40

Per-Carbonaic of Iron . . . • . 2r>-(»3 e’2l

Ox : Cerium ........ 9*40

Lanthanum ? 2*80

100*78

Also traces of silver.

Mr. Piddington described the mineral as having a metallic histro. “ In external

appearance it resembles exceedingly some of the varieties of granular and massive

plumbago, or antiraonial ores, which, at a first glance, and where the quartz

matrix has no blue stain, it might well be mistaken for. The fresh fracture is of

course somewhat brighter and more steely than the old surface, which like that

of the plumbago ores is of a diilh'r black, though always witli a good metallic

glance.** Put he makes no allusion to the remarkable peculiarity that ‘ Nopaulite
’

differed in this respect from all previously known native carbonates, the lustre of

which is, without exception, non^mctallic. This fact was in itself sufficient to cause

some suspicion as to tlie correctness of the analysis given.

In 1806 the geological and mincralogical (jollections of the Society were

handed over to Government, and in 1876 were transferred to the Geological Mu-
seum. During the arrangement of our economic collections I submi^tted the

specimens in question to an examination, which, though very partfal, was suflieient

to prove that the ore contained a large proportion of sulphur, and also of antimony,

and that the analysis quoted above could not possibly be correct. It is, however,

only recently that I have been able to examine tlie substance more completely.

The mineral has a metallic lustTre, iron-black colour, and dark brown streak

slightly tinged with red. It is uncrystallised, and occurs irregularly through a

somewhat translucent quart-z-rock, which has a granular structure, with apparent

traces of foliation, suggestive of its being a metamorphic quartzite rather than a true

vein-stone. Azurifce, malachite, melaconite, cervantite, smithsonite, ochre, calcite,

&c., occur in association with the sulphide ore, most of them being probably results

of its alteration. The sulphide is so mixed up with the gangue that it was only by

laborious picking that enough could be separated for an analysis, which gave

—

Sulphur .....
Antimony.....
Arsenic

Copper
Silver .....
Lead
Iron......
Zinc......

,

'"Calcium carbonate

Magnesium „ ...
Insoluble gangue • .

^Oxygen, carbonic acid, water A loss

21*12

25*17
1*32

88-69

traces

•30

6*33

2*44

1*07

•13

*68

8-75

100*00
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The oxygen, carbonic acid, and water are due to malachite, azurite, and mela-

conite, from which the sulphide ore could not bo wholly freed. Cervantite was also

not improbably present in small quantity, although, like the calcium carbonate, not

visible to the eye. The number of minerals of apparently secondaiy origin in

association with the sulphide, and the somewhat large proportion in which they

occur, seem to indicate that the specimens were obtained from near the surface.

Hence it is not unnatural that the sulphide should be in a somewhat altered condi-

tion. As an indication of the exact composition of the fresh and unchanged

mineral, the analysis is therefore unsatisfactory, but it suffices t(3 show beyond all

doubt that the mineral is tetrahedrito of a common type. The above figures

correspond to the formula (Sb A8)2 Sg~ R45 (Sb As)
3|

S^, the excess of metals

over the proportion required for the formula R4 (Sb As)2 Sy being certainly in

part, and probably wholly, due to the occurrence of some of them partly in an

oxidised state, owing to the alteration of the mineral just alluded to.

Considering the wide discrepancy between the preceding two analyses, the idea

may perhaps suggest itself that they rcfqr to altogether different specimens. But
those which I examined were handed over to Government direct from the Asiatic

Society’s Museum; they agree in theirgoneml outward appearance with the descrip-

tion given by the author quoted, and when they came into our possession the

word ‘ Nepauhte ’ was found marked upon them in oil paint.

Notice of the Sabetmahet Meteorite, hy H. B. Medlicott, Geological Survey of

India.

Sabetmahet is a small village in the Gonda district of Oudh, close to Muthura-

ghat on the Rapti, about 11 miles north-west of Balrampur, approximately at

82® 7' E, Long, and 27®-35' N. Lat. The fall occurred on the evening of tho

16th of August 1885. Tho stone is an average oligo-siderolite, f.e., having but a

moderate admixture of meteoric iron, and soj under the circumstances explained

in the following extracts of correspondence, there was no occasion to press tho

claim for surronder. Tho weight of the whole stone is given as 2 lbs. 13*77

ounces (1297*04 grammes). A very small portion was sent as a samjdo

—

Larger piece ........ l'o2 grammes.

Smaller piece ........ '52 „

Miuiite fragments, aggregatiaig -80 „

Total . 2*84 grammes.

Tho record is only worth publisliing to illustrate what honour meteorites

receive among our “Aryan brothers” of the period in Hiinlustan. Tho story

moreover exemplilies a universal evil—the influence of priests and •through thorn

of women in dragging men to superstition
:
yet,

Das Ewig-Weibliche

Zieht uns hinan.

Extract of a letterfrom the Deputy Commissioner of Gonduy dated 5th September

1885.

“ The stone was brought in from Balrampur piously wrapped in a cloth and

carried by Brahmans. It was decked with flowers and it had been daily smeared
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all over with glieo [clarified butterj which made the smooth extorior look quite

the colour of iron, and it had been .subjected to frequent puja [ceremonial

worship
]
and coatings of .sandal wood powder, which latter I carefully Avashed off.

The villagers, wheie it fell, had started «a .subscription to build a shewala over

the aerolite, which Avas looked upon as a Mahadeo, and the Maharani with lier

accustomed liberality had promised money assistsince for the construction of the

shrine. * * *
c

* * *

In the present instance I can very clearly see tliat to take this ac'rolite from

the superstitions A'illngers who have obtained possession, and who have been for

days doing pn ja to it, would cause to them the most profound d i.sappointinent

and sorrow. 1 believe, too, the Maharani on wbo.se estate it fell having evin(M'd

her superstitious s^inpatliy by giving a money subscription would with tho

people feel hurt if the aerolite were ajipropriatetl by tlie Government.”

Extract from tho evidence of the man who saw the stone fall and dug it out ; attested

hg the Degutg Conniilssioner^ dated Urd Septemhor 1SS5,

“ On Sunday, at a (piarter after 5 r.M., I made over tlie stone to Giir Purshad

Goria and went home. It was of a kunkiir colour up to that time [no doubt*

from adhering ela^']. N^ext morning people assembled, and Mahesh Pandit also

came. G ur Piii'shad washed the stone
; the Pandit then said that he (Gnr Purshad

)

ought to worship it. A terrace was then made at the .same place where tlie stone

had fallen, and it Avas put on it. On Monday morning Avlien 1 saAv it, it wa.s of a

kunkur colour. Tho more it Avas worshipped the more it became black.”

ADDITIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Fkom IsT July to Ilpm SEPTEAnnui 18iS5,

Five spi-ciint-ns of Eozooii Cniiidonso, from Sir William ^)a^v•^0 !l, Ab)!itroal.

PiiESBNTEU ny II. E. THE Countess of Dukfeuin.

A .sample of fire cliiy from 3T.Miigriip, Meywar, Rajput ana.

PjiESENTED BV COLONEL C. K. M. WaLTEU, RESIDENT, MkYWAR.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Fkom Isr July to 30uii Septembeu 1885.

Titles of Books, ^ Donors

Asububneb, Qharles A .—Brief description of the AnthiTicitc Coal-fields of Pennsylvania,

8® Pam. Pidladelplda, 1881. The Author.

Beil, 1, Lowthian ,— Principles of the manufacture of Iron and Steel. 8® London, 1884.

Bronn’s Klasscii und Ordnungem des Thier-Reichs. Band II, Porifera, Lief. 8—10; and

Band VI, Ahtli. Ill, Reptilivn, Lief. 40—47. 8° Leipzig, 1885.

Chater, The Indian Coal mines : is legislation necessniy to regulate their work-

ing P 8“ Pain. Calcutta, 1885. The Author.

Fincvcloprcdia Britannica. 9th edition. Vol. XIX. 4® Edinburgh, 1885. r

FiiiTZ, //.— Die Sonne. 4® Pam, Basel, 1885. Natural History Society, Zumcn.
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Titles of Books, Donors,

(iUMBBL, Dr. C, W.—Ueber zwei jiirasaisclie vorliiufer des Foraminiferen-Gescbleclitps

Nurnmuliiia nnd Orbitulilcs. 8° Pam. The AuTHOB.

Hitchcock, JSdward.—On cerlain points in the geology of Massachusetts. 8® Pam.
Amherst, 1853. State Libbiky of Massachusetts.

flAGNAUX, Raoul.—Traito de Mindralogio appliqiK^o aiix arts, a I’industrio, au commerce et

a I’agriciilturc. 8° Par^, 1885.

Judd, John TF.—On the tertiary and older Piridotitcs of Scotland. 8® Pam. London,

1885. Titk Author.

Mercallt, Snir oruzione ithiiea del 22 Marzo, 1883. 8® Pam. Milano, 1883.

The Author.

,, Sulla natura del terreinoto ischiano del 28 luglio 1883. 8® Pam.

Milano, 1881. The Author,

„ Su alcune roecc eruttive comprese tra il Lago Maggiore o quello

d’Orta. 8® Pam. Milano, 1885. The Adthoe.

Moboans, William.—Mannsil of Mining Tools. With atlas of engravings. S° and 4®,

London, 1871. ,

Mueller, Frrdinando Index perfectns ad Caroli Liniuci species plantarnm. 8® Pam.

Melbourne, 1880. Titb Author.

Noetlino, Fritz.—Ueber Crustaceen aus dein Tertiiir Aegyptens. 8® Pam. Kimigsberg, 1S83.

The Author.

Pale'ontologie Fram^aiso. I'* sdrie Animaux Invertebrds, ToiTain Jurassique. Livr. 78.

8® Paris, 1885.

QuensTEDT, Fr, Aug.—H audbucli der Peirofalvtonkunde. AnflagcIII, Lief. 23. 8® Tubingen,

1885.

Scientific results )f tbo Second Yarkband Mi.<!.sion
; Araueidia. By tbo Revd. 0. P. Cam-

bridge. 4° Calcutta, 1885. Cioveukaiknt of India.

Sodddek, Samuel 11 .—Nomcnclator Zoologiciis. Washington, 1882—1881.

Taramklli, T, and Meucalli, G.— Htdazioue snllo ossorvazioni fallo durante un viaggio

iicllo regioni dcdlaspagiia colpite dagli ultinii terionioli. 8° Pani. Roma,
1SS,5. * The Authors.

Thomson, Sir C. Wgrllle^ and Murray, John.—Report on tbo scientific rc&iilts of the

voyage of H. M. S. Challenger during the years 1873—70. Narrative.

Vol. I, pis. 1-2 j and Botany. Vol. I. 1® London, 1885.

Secretary uf State for India.

Villa, Giovanni Battista.—Rivista geologica dei terreni della Brianza. 8° Pam. Milano,

1885. The Author.

ZiGNO, Achille de.— Flora fossilis formationis Oolitbiem. Vol. II, pts. 4—5. 4® Padova,

1885.

Zcttkl, Karl -dl.—Handbach der Pulffiontologie. Band I, Abtli. II, Lief. 4. 8® Munchen,

1885.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, <tc.

Ainericjin Journal of Science. 3rd series. J7oI. XXIX, No. 174, to Vol. XXX, No. 176.

8° New Haven, 1885. The Editors.

American Naturalist. Vol. XIX, Nos. 4—6. 8® Pljilittelpbia, 1886.

Annalcn der Pbysik und Cheinie. None Folgo. Band XXV, beft 3—4. 8° Leipzig, 1886.

Aunales des Minos. 8"** sdrie. Vol. VII, livr. 1—2. 8® Paris, 1885.

Ij’Admins. dks Mines.
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Titlee ofBoohs, Donors,

Annales dos Sciences Gdologiqnes. Vol. XVI, Nos. 3—4. 8® Paris, 1886.

Annales des Sciences Naturellos. Botanique. 7“* sdrie. Tome I, Nos. 1—6. 8® Paris,

1885.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Zoolugio et Paldoiitologie. 6“** sdrio. Tome XVIII, Nos.

4-6. 8® Paris, 1885.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 6tli series. Vol. XVI, Nos. 91—93. 8® London,

1885.

Arcliiv fiir NaturgescLichte. Jahrg. L, heft 6., and LI, heft 1. 8® Berlin, 1884 and 1885.

Athenmum. Nos. 3007—3019. 4® London, 1886.

Beiblattor zu den Annalen der Physik und Oheinie. Band IX, Nos. 6—8. 8*^ Leipzig, 1885.

Bibliothoque Universelle. Arrdiives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3““ pdriodo. Tome
XlII, Nos. 4—6. 8® Geuhve, 1885.

Bibliothoque Universelle et HeV UP Suisse. 3“® pdriode. Tome XXVI, No. 77 to XXVI
No. 80. 8° Lausanne, 1885.

Botanischer Jahresbericht. Jnhrg. X, Abtb. II, heft 1. 8® Berlin, 1885.

Botunisches Centralblatt. Band XXII, Nos. 10—13, and XXII I, Nos. 1—9. 8® Cassel, 1885.

Chciqical News. Vol. LI, No. 1333 to Vol. LIl, No. 1315. 4® London, 1885.

(.'olliery Guardian. Vol XLTX, No. 1267 to Vol. L, No. 1288. fol. London, 1885.

Das Ausland. Jalirg. LVIII, Nos. 23—34. 4® Stuttgart, 1885.

Geological Masrazine. New series, Decade III, Vol. II, Nos. 7 —9. 8® London, 1886.

Iron. Vol. XXV, No. 648 to Vol. XXVI, No. 660. fol. London, 1885.

Jahreshefte des Vereins fiir vaterlaudische Naturkunde in Wurttemberg. Jahrg. 41. 8®

Stuttgart. 1885.

Journal do Conchylhilogie. 3*"“ sdrie. Tome XXV, Nos. 1—2. 8® Paris, 1885.

Journal of Science and the Arts. Vols. 1—6. 8® London, 1816—1819. cw-i

Quarterly Journal of Literature, Science and Arts. Vols. 7—29. 8® London, 1819— 1830.

Index to the first twenty volumes of tho Quarterly Journal of Science and the Arts.

8® London, 1826.

Journal of Science. 3rd series. Vol. VII, Nos. 137—139. 8® London, 1885.

The Editoii.

Loudon, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 5tb

series. Vol. XX, No.s. 122—124. 8® London, 1886.

Mining Journal with Supplement. Vol. LV, Nos. 2598—2610. fol. Loudon, 1885.

Natune Novitates. Nos. 12—16. 8® Berlin, 1885.

Nature. Vol. XXXII, Nos. 816—827. 4® London, 1835.

Noucs Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie und Palmontologie. Jahrg. 1886. Band II, heft

1—2. 8® Stuttgart, 1885.

PalsDontographica. Band XXXI, lief. 6—6. 4® Cassel, 1885.

Petermann's Geograpbische Mittheilungen. Band XXXI, Nos. 6—8. 4® Gotha, 1885.

„ „ Suppleim^it Nos. 78—79. 4® Gotha, 1885.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3rd series. Vol. HI, No. 10. Fisc. Roorkee,

1885. Thouason College of C. Enqineeking.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. New series. Vol. XXV, No. 99, and Supple-

ment, 1885. 8® London, 1885.

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissensebafteu. Folge 4, Band IV, heft 2. 8® Halle, 1885.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c,

Bbnqal*—

Q

uarterly Bengal Army List for July Ist, 1885. New series.* No. 93. 8®

Calcutta, 1885. Govbeembet of India.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Bomjjit.—Selections from the Records of the Bombay Government. Now series. Nos. 16®

and 170—172. Fisc. Bombay, 1885. Bombay Govkbnmekt.
British Burma.—^Annual report of the lighthouses off the coast of British Burma for

1884-85. FlbC. Rangoon, 1885. Chief-Com

M

issionRB, British Burma.

India.—Descriptions of the meteorological stations nt Calcutta (Alipore), Lucknow, Lahore,

Nagpur, Bombay (Colaba), and l^ladras. ^ Calcutta, 1885.

Government of India.

„ Indian Meteorological Memoirs. Vol. II, part 4. 4° Calcutta, 1885.

Government of India.

9 , Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India in 1885, reduced and

corrected. January to April 1885. 4° Calcutta, 1885#

Government of India.

„ General report on the operations of tho Survey of India Departipent during 188:1-84.

Fisc. Calcutta, 1885. Government of India.

„ List of officers in the Survey Departments, con*ected to 1st J uly 1885. Fisc. Calcutta,

1885. Government of India.

„ Government of India. Civil budget estimate for the year 1886-86. Fisc. Calcutta,

1885. Government of India.

„ Review of the accounts of the sea-borne trade of British India for the year end-

ing Jlst March 1885. By J. E. O’Conor. Fisc. Simk, 1885.

Government of India.

„ Review of the forest administration in British India for 1883-84. By B. Ribben-

trop. Fisc. Simla, 1885. Government of India.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department.

No. 202. Fisc. Calcutta, 1885. Government of India.

Madras.—Administration report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of

Madras for 1884-85. 8° Mach’as, 1885. Madras Government.

„ Magnetical observations made at the Madr^is Observatory in the years 1851-1855.

4® Madras, 1884. Madras Government.

„ Report on the agricultural operations on Mr. C. Kristnasawmy Mudaliars

estate at Shiyali. 8^ Pam. Madras, 1885. Madras Government.

„ Telegraphic longitude determinations in India. 4^ Madra.«:, 1884.

Madras Government.

North-Western Provinces.—Civil statements of the North-Western Provinces for 1884,

with prefatory note. FoL Allahabad, 1886.

Government of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh.

„ Report on the administration of the Northern India Salt

Revenue Department for 1884-86. Fisc. Agra. 1886.

Commissioner, Northern India Salt Re , snub.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, Ac.

Batavia.—Notulen van do Algemeene en Bestuursvergaderingen van het Bataviaasoh

Genootschap van kuusten on WetenschRppcu. Deel XXIII, All. 1 .
8**

Batavia, 1886. The Society.

TijJschrift voor indische Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde. Deel XXX. All. 3—4.

8® Batavia, 1885. The Society.
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Titles of Books, Donors.

IJatavia.—

V

erhandliingeu van bet J^ataviaasch Genootschap van kunsten cn Wetcu-

sohappen. Docl XLV. Afl. 1. 8® Batavia, 1886. The Society.

Beelin.—Zeitsebrift dor Deutseben Geologischen Gesellsthaffc. Band XXXVII, beft 2.

8^ Berlin, 18S5. The Society.

Boston.—Report to the Legislature of Massachusetts made by the Commissioners appointed

under Resolve, chapter 60, 1384, upon the files, pai)ers, and documents

in the Secretary’s department. 8® Boston, 1885.

State Libbaby of Massachusetts.

Bbeslau.—Zweiundsechzigster Jahres-Bericht der Scblesischen Goscllscbaft lur vaterliind-

isebe cultur. 8® Breslau, 1885. The Society.

Bbisbane.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland. Vol. I, pts. 2-4. 8®

Brisbane, 1884-1885. The Society.

Bbistol.—Annual report of the Bristol Naturalists* Society for the year ending 30tb April

1886, with list of members, Ac. 8® Bristol, 1886.

The Society.

Proceedings of the Bristol Natur.alists’ Society. New scries. Vol. IV, part 3.

8® Bri.stol, 1885. The Society.

Bbussels.—Annuaire do TAcaddmie Royale de Belgique. 8® Bruxelles, 1884-1886.

The Acaubmy.

„ Bulletins do I'Academie Roj^alc de.s Sciences, des Lettres de Belgique. 3'”‘'serie.

Vols. VI—VIII. 8® Bruxelles 1883-1884. The Academy.

„ Mciuoircs Couronnds et autres Memoirc.s publics par I’Academie Royale de&

Sciences, des Lettres de Belgique. Tome XXXVI. 8® BruxA'll s, 1884.

The Academy.

„ Memoires Couronnes et Me'moivcs dos Savants Strangers publics par TAcademie

Royale des Sciences, des Lettres de Belgique. Tome XLVI. 4° Bruxelles,

1884. " The Academy.

,, Mcmoircs de rAcademie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres dc Belgique. Tome

XLV. 4® Bruxelles, 1884. The Academy.

„ Bulletin dc la Soeictc Ro3’ale Beige de Geographic. Annee IX, Nos. 2-3. 8®

Bruxelles, 1885. The Society.

Budapest.—Naturbistorisebo befto, berausgegeben vom IJngariscben National Museum.

Band X, No. 2. 8® Budapest, 1886. The Museum,

Buenos Aibes.— Bolotin dc la Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba (Republica

Argentina). Vol. VII, Nos. 1-2. 8® Buenos Aires, 1884.

The Academy.
Calcutta.—Calcutta University Calendar, 1884-86. 8° Calcutta. 1884.

^ H. B. Medlicott, Esq,

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New series. Vol. LIV, part II,

Noh. 1-2. 8° Calcutta, 1886. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society r'f Bengal. No.s. 4-7. 8® Calcutta, 1886.

The Society.

„ Pabeontologia Indica. Series X, vol. Ill, part 6, and XIII, vol. I, part

4 (fasc. 5.) 4® London and Calcutta, 1886.

Geological Subvey op India.

H Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XVIII, part 8® Calcutta,

1885. Geological Subvey of India.
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Titles of Boohs. DoHors,

Calcutta.—Report on the Archnoological Survey of India. Vol. XX. 8® Calcutta, 1886.

OoVEBNMBNT OF InDIA.

„ Survey of India Dopartmoiit. Notes for May, .Tune, and August 1885. Fisc.

Simla, 1886. Suevbt of India.

Cambbidob, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XI, No. 11,

and XII, No. 1. 8^ Omhi idge, 1885.

Musnuar of Comparative Zoologt.

Christiania.—Norwegische Commissjon der Eurnpaisclicn Onidmessang. Vandstandsob*

serviitioner, heft 111. Geodiitischo Arbeitcn, liefi IV. 4® Christiana,

1885. The Commission.

Cincinnati.—^Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History. Vol. VIII, No. 2, 8®

Cincinnati, 1885. The Societt.

Copenhagen.—Mdmoires de I’Academic Jloyalo de Copenhague. 6"*® serie. Vol. I,

No. 11, and II, No. 7. 4® Kjobcnhavn, 1885. The Academy.

,, Oversigt over dot Kongelig^ Danske Videnskaberncs Selskabs. No. 3.

(1884), and No. I (1885). 8" Kjobenhavn, 1885. The Academy.

Denver, Colorado.—Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific Society. Vol. I. 8® Denver,

Colorado, 1885. The Society.

Dublin.—Report of the Director of the Science and Art Museum, Dublin, for the year 1881.

8" Dublin, 1885. The Museum.

„ Report on the Museums of .'imerica and Canada. By V. Ball. 8® Dublin, 1885.

The Museum.

EuiNBurG^.—Transactions of the Euinburgh Geological Society. Vol. V, part 1. 8®

^ Edinburgh, 1885. The Society.

Glasgow.—Glasgow University Calender for 1885-80. 8"' Glasgow, 1885.

The U.viVEiisiTY.

Proc'oedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow. Vol. X\ri. 8® Glasgow,

1885, , The Society.

,, Ti ansaLtions of the Geological Society of Glat^gow. \'ol. II, part 2. 8° Glasgow,

1885. The Society.

GoTTINOKN.—Abhandlujigcii der Kbniglichcn Gcsellschaft dcr Wisscnschaftcn zu Gottingen.

Band I—XII. 4^ Gottingen, 1843-180(5.

„ Naclirichlcn von der Kunigl. Gcsell.schalt der Wissenschaften. Nos. 1—13.

8® Gottingen, 1881-. The Society.

Harkisburo.—Reports of the Second Geological Survey ol Pennsylvania. AA, A A Atla.s,

AC Atlas, D** Atlas, and G* and 8® Harrisburg, 18SB, 1882, 1883,

and 1881. The Survey.

Konigsberg.—Sebriften dcr Pbysikalisch-Okouomischen Gesollscliaft
.

,Jalirg. XXV,
Abtli. 1—3. 4® Konigsberg, 1884-85. The Society.

Lisbon.—Recueil do Monographies Stratigraphiques sur lo Systeme Crdtacique du Portugal.

1"’ Etude. By Paul Choffat. 4“ Pam. Lisbonne, 1885.

Section des Travau.x. GEoLoaiQUEs du Portugal.

London.—Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, V'ol. XIV,

No. 4. 8® London, 1885.

„ Journal of the Liniioan Society of London. Vol. XVII, Zixilogy, No. 103, and
" XVIIl, Nos. 104—107; and Vol. XXI, Botau}', Nos. 134—137. 8“

London. 1881—1885. The Society.
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Titles of Boohs, Donors^

Loi9DON.—List of Fellows of the Linnean Society of Loudon, 1884-1885. 8^ London,

1885. Thb Society.

„ Transactions of the Linnean Society. 2nd series. Vol. II, Zooloj?y, parts 11 and

13—14, and Vol. Ill, parts 2—3 ; and Vol. II, Botany, part 8. .
4° London,

1884—1885. The Society.

„ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New scries.

Vol. XVII, part 2. 8° London, 1885. The Society.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XXXIII, No. 1098—1701. 8° London,

1885. The Society.

„ Mineralogical Magazine and Journal of the Mincralogical Society. Vol. VI,

No. 29. 8° London, 1885,

„ Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Vol. 175, parts 1—2.

List of Fellows for 1884. 4® London, 1884 and 1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Vol. XXXVII, No. 234, and

XXXVIII, Nos. 235—237. 8® London, 1884-1885.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Gcogi*aphical Society. New series,

5-8. 8® London, 1885.'

„ Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

8® London, 1885.

The Society.

Vol. VII, Nos.

The Society.

Vol. Xr, part 1, No. 78.

The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Part 4 (1884), and part 1,

(1885). 8° London, 1885. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XLI, No. 162. 8®

London, 1885. The Society.

„ Report of the 64th meeting of the British Association for tl)o ad^aitc>inent of

science, held at Montreal in August and September 1884. 8° London,

1885.

Madbid.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geografica do Madrid. Tome XVI IT, Nos. 5—6, and

XIX, Nos. 1—2. 8® Madrid, 1885. The Society.

Manchesteb.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XVIII, part 10.

8® Manchester, 1885. The Society.

Melboubne.—^Annual report of the Acting Sccret.ary for Mines and Water-supply to Die

Hon’ble the Minister of Mines for the year 1884, Fisc. Melbourne, 1885.

Defabtment op Mines and WATEB-surpLY, Victobta.

„ Reports of the Mining Registrars for the quarters ending 31st March and 30th

June 1885. Fisc. Melbourne, 1886,

Defabtment op Mines and Wateb-supply, Victobia.

Milan.—Realo Istituto Lombardo di Science e Lettere. Rendiconti. Scrie II, Vol. XVT.
8® Milan, 1883. « The Institute.

Minneapolis.—Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences. Vol. II, No. 4.

8® Minneapolis, 1883. The’Academy.
Montbeal.—Catalogue of Canadian Plants. Part II, Gamopctalse. By John Macoun. 8*

Montreal, 1884.
Geological and Natubal Histoby Subvey, Canada.

r

„ Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Report of Progress for

1882-83-84. 8^ 'Montreal, 1885. The Subvey.
‘ Newcabtle-on-Ttne.—Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. Vol. XXXIV, parts 3—4. 8°* Newcastle-on-

Tyne, 1885. The Institute.
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Titles of Books. Donors,

New Haven.—Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol, VI,

part 2. 8° New Haven, 1885. The Academy.

Paeis.—Bulletin do la Societd Gdologiqne de Prance. 3'“® sdrio. Tome XIT, No. 9 and

XIII, Nos. 3—5. 8® Paris, 1884-1885. The Society.

„ Mdmoires de la Socidtd Gdologique do Fri*'ice. 3"** sdrie. Tome III, No. 3. 4®

Paris, 1886. • The Society.

„ Compte Rendu des Stances de la Socidtc de Gdographie. Nos. 12—16. 8® Paris,

1885. The Society.

„ Jours do Solitude. 8® Paris, 1883. Royal Academy op Belgium.

Penzance.—Transactions of the Ro^^al Geological Society of Cornwall. Vol X, part 7.

8® Penzance, 1886. The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. 3rd series. Vol. LXXXIX, No. 6,

and XC, Nos. 1—3. 8® Philadelphia, 1885. The Institute*

„ Proccodings of the American Philo8opbi(5al Society. Vol. XXI, No. 116

to XXII, No. 119. 8® I^iiladclphia, 1884-1885. The Society*

„ Register of papers published in the transactions and proceedings of tho

American Philosophical Society. By Henry Phillips, Jr. 8° Philadel-

phia, 1881. The Society.

Pisa.—Atti della Sociota di Scienzo Natural!. Processi Verbali. Vol. IV, pp. 203—230.
8® Pisa, 1885. The Society.

Rome.—Brevi Cenni relative alia carta gcologica della isola d'Blba alle scale di 1/26,000

e 1/50,000. 8® Pam. Roma, 1885. Geological Survey op Italy.

„ Brevi Cenni relative alia carta geologica della isola di Sicilia alia scaladi 1/100,000.

8® Pam. Roma, 1885. Geological Survey op Italy.

„ Cenni sulla publicazione della carta geologica d’ltalia per Cura do R. UlBcio

Geologico, 8® Pain. Roma, 1885. Geological Survey of Italy.

St. Petersburg.—Bulletin of the Geological Commission. Vol. IV, Nos. 3—6, 8® St.

Petersburg, 1885. The Commission.

Shanghai.—Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New series.

Vols. XVIII, XIX, part 1, and XX, parts 1—2. Shanghai, 1884-1885.

The Society.

Stockholm.—Bihang till Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar. Bandet

Vl,hafto 1—2; VII, hafte 1-2; and VIII, hiifto 1-2. 8® Stockholm,

1880—1884. The Academy.

„ Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar. Bandet XVIII, and

XIX, haftet 1—2. 4° Stockholm, 1881-1882, and 1884.

The Academy.

„ Lefnadsteckningar ofver Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens. Band

II, hafte 2. 8® Stockholm, 1883. The Academy.

„ Meteorologiska lakttagelser i Sverige utgifna af Kongl. Svenska Vetensknps

—

Akademiens. 2nd series. Vols. VI-r-VIL 4® Stockholm, 1878-79.

The Academy.

„
*' Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar. Vols.

XXXVIll-XL. 8° Stockholm, 1881—1884. The Academy.
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Titles of Books, Bmors,

Tokio.—Memoirs of the Science Department, University of Tokio, Japan. Vol. I, parts 1 and

2 (1879), Appendix to Vol. I, part. 1 (1883), Vol. Ill, part 1 (1880),

I^o.s. 4—

8

(1881) ; three Appendices to No. 6 (1883, 1884, and 1885),

and Nos. 9—10 (1883). 4’ Tokio, 1879—1885.

Goveunment op India.

Toeing

.

—Atti della R. Accademia dellc Scienzcfdi Torino. Vol. XX, No. 6 . 8® Torino,

1885. The Academy.

Toeonto.— Proceedintfs of the Canadian Institute. 3rd series. Vol. III. Nos. 1—2.

Toronto, 1885. The Institute.

Vienna.—Abhandlun^on der JC. K. Geologischen Reichsanatalt. Rand XI, lief. I. XII,

lief. 6 .
4° IVien, 1885. Geological Institute, Vienna.

„ Jahrbuch dor K. K. Geologischen Reiclisanstalt. Band XXXV, heft 1-3. 8°

AVien, 1885. The Institute.

„ Verhandlnngcn der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt. No. 9. 8° AVion, 1885.

• The Institute.

Die Metcoritonsammlung des K. K. Mineralogischen IIof-Kabinctcs in AVien. Von

Dr. Aristides Brezina. 8** AVien, 1885. The Cabinet.

AVashington.—^Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey. Nos. 3

—

6 . 8® AVashington, 1883

—1881. U. S. Geological Survey.

,, Monographs of theU. S. Geological Survey. Vol. III., with folio atlas, and
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OF

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Part 1.] 18B6.* [February.

Annual RuroKi of the GiiOLoaicAL Survey of India, and of the Geological

Museum, Calcutta, for the year 1885.’

A discovory of great interest to Indian geology waa made in tlie year under

review ;
and it affords as striking «tn instance as could be quoted of the magic

light that can be thrown upon stniiigraphical puzzles by a simple find of fossils.

We owe the discovery to Dr. H, Warlh, who was some time ago in charge of the

great Mayo salt mines at Khowra, in the midst of the most interesting geological

sections in India
;
and he then contributed not a little to our knowledge through

his intelligent zeal in collecting fossils,^as the students of Dr. Waagen’s descrip-

tion of the Salt-range fossils in the l\ali»ontologla Tndica cannot fail to notice.

Dr. Warth has again lately been deputed on other duty in the same neighbour-

hood, and his industry in the cause of geology has now met with signal

reward. In FebrffckujJ;I^Bt I received from him a small box of fossils, of which he

wrote—“ Jlcsidcs these fragments you will find in the tin box a broken pebble

wrapped in green paper. You will notice that the pebble contaitis a fossil.

The pebble was found at Choya Saidan Shah, loose amongst other pebbles which

had weathered out of the pebble bed or cretaceous (?) conglomerate to which Wynne
refers at page 104 of his Salt-range Memoir, The pebbles and boulders consist

usually of crystalline rocks, but it appears that there are also fossiliferous rock

pebbles amougst them. In case you can get this fossil determined.! would thank

you for letting me know the result.’* The fossil was very distinctlj^ a Gmiularia^

which is, according to the books, of middle or lower paloeozoic age
;
but I sent it by

next post to Dr. Waagen, whose first impression regai'ding it was given in a letter

dated 25th of March : The fossil you sent mo is really a GonuLaria and comes
p^bably from Silurian strata, being carried dow^ from the Himalayas either by

ice action or by floods, during upper cretaceous times.” Having no preconceptions

againftt theioccarrence of Silurian deposits in the Salt-range itself, 1 could not for
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a moment concur as to the derivation.»siigge8ted
;
and Dr. Warth’s farther pursuit

of this exciting clue soon determined that the so-called pebbles are in situ, their

form being concretionary and not due to water wear. A large collection of these
and a few other associated fossils were sent by him to Dr. Waagen, and form the
material of his very interesting paper in the current number of the Records. The
boulder bed hitherto placed, not without misgivings (for the similarity of the
boulder beds throughout the range has always been noticed), with the cretaceous
olive-seiJes at the east end of the Salt-range, being thus proved to be palceozoic, its

affiliation with the boulder beds beneath Dr. Waagen’s Productus-liraestono be-

came at once an obvious necessity. Dr. Waagen seems inclined still to include this

zone in his Productus-limestone series
;
but with such marked unconformity, and

the distinct facies of the small fauna now described, the proceeding would seem
somewhat to strain the practice usual ip such matters. Still more difficult will

it now appear to retain the Neobolns-bcds of the east Salt-range as a member of

the Productus-limestone series. The emendation proposed by Dr. Waagen (at

page .3 of his Salt-range fossils) of Mr. Wynne’s rough classificatipn of these

deposits will probably have to be reconsidered: In the connection presently to

be noticed, the name ‘ Productus-limestone* chosen by Dr. Waagen for the upper
palsBOzoic series of the Salt-range promises to bo confusing, for the rock elsewhere

underlying the supposed equivalents of the Talchirs is sometimes quoted as a

Productus-limestone.

The important corrections made in the stratigraphy of the Salt-range by this

find of fossils are perhaps of less interest themselves than is their bearing upon
the correlations of our Indian Gondwana rock system; and this inference is

almost as obvious as the primary one. A single great glacial boulder deposit of

palaeozoic age, and distinctively of southern derivation, being established in the

Salt-range, it was impossible not to conjecture its identification with the Talchir

glacial deposits found almost eve^ywhoI^3 at the base of the Gondwana rocks

of peninsular India. Ever since thq origin of the Survey the correlation of the

great isolated plant-bearing scries, for w'hich I proposed the name Gondwana
under which it is now known, has been an object of inquiry and contention.

The correspondence of some of these fossil plants with those associated with

oolitic marine fossils in Cutch as previously described by Captain Grant was

recognised from the first
;
and the more exact cori'elation on that side was estab-

lished by Dr. Feistmantel’s identifying the flora of the topmost (Jabalpur) group

of the Gondwana sequence with tlie Umia horizon (top jurnssic) of Cutch. The

lower Gondwana or Dnmuda flora is not represented in Cutch, and for it the

nearest known standard of comparison was in Auetralia, where some coal-beds

with a flora more or less resembling that of the Damuda series are distinctly

iiiterstratified with beds containing a marine fauna of well-marked lower-car-

boniferouB facies. This very strong evidence was accepted by Dr. Oldham as

presumptive proof of the palneozoic age of the Damuda formation and he

went a little further in endeavouring to show that the Damuda fl'ora itself might

be reconciled to the palaeozoic ttype. This view was strongly contested by the

palfBo-botanists, who on their side endeavoured to discredit the stratigraphicaJ

facts of continuous sequence and interstratification. Thus both partios, aefhated
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bj tbe same preniimption^of an asBtimed Beeessarj correspondence betereen two

distinct* lines of palssontological evidence, committed the mistake of doing violence

to fact. It need hardly be said that fact has proved the stronger : the facts on

both aides remain fast, while only the preconception has to make way for a fact

of a higher order. Dr. Feistmantel established to the satisfaction of competent

judges that the Damnda (including the Talchir) flora is distinctively mesoeoic : and

the compromise with which he supposed the controversy would be closed^ was,

the provisional identification of the Bacchns-Marsh glacflal boulder bed of Victoria

(which he had fairly identified with the Talchir boulder bed of India) with the

Haukesbury horizon of the Now South Wales sequence, thus putting out of

court the obnoxious intorstratification, which occurs well below the Haukesbury

beds. But now comes the announcement of *the identification of the Talchii*s with

a well-established carboniferous glacial boulder bed within the borders of India

itself. Of course it is so far open to deny the identification, and to assume two
widely distinct glacial periods in the Indian region, for the Salt-range is several

hundred miles distant from the nearest known appearance of Talchirs, and no fossils

common to both have bceii found. This stand would probably be made but for

the strange coincidenco tliat the b.«me view has arisen contemporaneously from a

wholly independent quarter.

During the past summer Mr. R. D. Oldham took privilege leave for a trip to

Australia and obtained two months' extension on duty, to enable him to see some-

thing of the Gondwana rock.s of that region. The result of his observations is

published in the current number of ihc Records. His i>apcr reached mo within

the spme week as Dr. Waagen’s, each writer Ix^ing wholly unaware of what the

other was about. Tlie case is stated very cle.arly, and it is a strong one, and far

more natural-like than the coniproniiso proposed by Dr. Feistmantel. Mr.

Oldham of course reatfinus the distinct interstratification of the Newcastle and

Stony Creek coal-beds of Gondwana affihities, with the marine palmozoics, a point

that no observer has questioned. But with and beneath these he calls attention

to glacial boulder deposits that represent the similar beds of Bacch ns>Marsh far

more adequately than does anything of that kind found in tho Haukesbury beds.

This is of course a point for Australian geologists to work out. Meanwhile tho

verisimilitude of tho combined evidence would seem conclusive in favour of the

original view of the palaeozoic ago of the lower Gondwana deposits, as continu-

ously contended for by Dr. Blanford, who made the original descriptions of the

lower Gondwana groups from his surveys of the Raniganj and Talchir coal-fields.

The general interest of this determination is very great : it would be, so far as T

know, the first clear and broad case to confirm the assertion made twenty-five yeaiw

ago by Professor Huxley when introducing the term ‘ homotaxis for it shows

that a full-blown mesozoic flora in one region of the earth was contemporaneous

with a full-blown palaeozoic flora in another region. It is tho point for which Dr.

Blanford made 6ut so good a case in his address to the Geological Section of the

British Asociation at Montreal in 1884 ;
but it is a great step from argument to con-

clusive proof. Had the workers on both sides duly profited by Professor Huxley’s

warning, the preconoeptions that have so distracted our understanding should not
*

* Pal. Ind., Qoiidwana Flora, vol. Ill, part 2, pp, 130-32,

• A 1
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bave arisen. There is however no occasion to discredit palceo-botanical evidence

;

it bears a full share of credit in the result that has been attained.

In developing the inferences to be drawn from the correlation* of the Talohir

with the Salt-range boulder beds, Dr. Waagen has overlooked the fact that Mr.
Oldham gave a very circumstantial discussion of what is substantially the same

problem in his paper published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

for 1884 (duly noticed in my last Annual Report) on the Talchir glacial period

as embracing Australia and South Africa. Mr. Oldham has now himself brought

the best evidence for the small correction in time that makes the two positions

identical. In connection with these speculations I would venture with diffidence

to mention a possible objection that has occurred to me regarding the great liberty

taken in raising and sinking continentd at discretion. The argument upon which

these performances depend requires in some form the doctrine of specific centres ;

has that survival of old times been duly modified in accordance with principles

now accepted P Can it with any plausibility be asserted that under similar trains

of conditions, subh as may reasonably be supposed to have occurred in distantly

separated parts of the earth, forms within the loose limits of specific identity

might not arise from wholly distinct stocks P The dogma of biogenesis is

similarly implicated as an occult influence in such questions, its operation bei^g

inscrutable
; so far its appropriate service {qua dogma) has been as a fresh quick-

sand for discomfited theologians to build castles upon.

The work in Chhattisgarh includes two distinct geological areas ;
the Vindhyan

Cbhattisoabh.

Dr, King.

basin of the upper Mahanadi, and the chain of Gondwana
rocks, with coal measures, passing along its nortii-east

border from Sambulpur into connection with the Rewah

basin. ' Cursory traverses of this ground were made some time ago by Mr,

Blanford, Mr. Ball, and myself ;
and a portion of the coal-fields was mapped by

Mr. Ball. The Vindhyans are for the most part quite flat, forming the open

plains of Chhattisgarh ;
but along the west boundary there is some obscurity

regarding their relation to the rocks forming the Salotekri hills. When I tra-

versed these rocks in 1866, it seemed to me that the Vindhyans of the plains

partook in the disturbance and were at least partly represented in the hill rocks

in the Chilpi Ghat section, and that all the rocks there were of the same family,

in the same way as occurs among the Vindhyan groups of the Kamul-Kadapah

basin. The progress made in this investigation is well elucidated in Dr. King’s

report, published (with a map) in the Records for last November.

Among the Gondwana rocks. Dr* King was chiefly engaged in directing the

practical exploration of the Rampur coal-field, whiSh is the southern* portion of

the Raigarh and Hingir basin formerly surveyed by Mr. Ball (in 1876). This

ground was selected as being nearest to the proposed line of railway. The sites

for borings selected by Dr. King were well placed, for the .coal was struck as

expected, but unfortunately its quality ha^ fTroved uniformly bad.’ Samples taken

at every foot of eadh seam were carefully assayed in the Survey laboiutoxyi but

the proportion of ash in the samples ranged from 27 to 44 percent., 23 per

cent, being the lowest amount in any partial sample. Mr. Stewart, the- Assist-

ant Mining Engineer in immediate charge of the borings, has had much experi-
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J£r. Bote.

South India.

Mr. Foqte.

enoe m the work, formerly in the Satpnra baeio and lately under Mr« in

South Bewa ;
so there is every ground for ooufidencejin the care esei^isedc ' l7iie

same disappointing results hare continued up to date
; so Dr. King is armn|^g

to move the boring operations to a new field, though unavoidably less favourably

planed with reference to the line of railway as now projected.

Dr. King reports with aatistaction of the work done by Sub-Assistant Hizn
Lai in tracing simple boundaries.

Mr. Bose made a wide traverse of the Vindhyans to"the south and south-west.

The defects brought to notice by his previous season’s

work are hot such as can bo quickly rectified
; he still

displays a very inadequate conception of the detailed study of rocks in the field.

He is now working under the immediate direction of Dr. King.

During the season 1884-85, Mr. Foote was able to take up his survey in the

Bellary District, from which ho had been called away in the

previous season to search for coal in the gneiss of Hyder^

abad. The Sandur hills, to the west of Bellary, were the

principal object of investigation ;
they are formed by one of the bands of transition

rocks that traverse the peninsula more or less continuously with a north-northab

westerly trend, and are all remnants of a once wide-spread ‘formation which Mr.

Foote now unites and distinguishes as the Dharwar series, as shown to be un-

conformable to the gneiss, with which it has been intimately associatad by com-

plete folding together. In the Sandur hills they contain masses of riolx hema-

tite.

Mi^. Foote made a careful examination of the well-known diamond field at

Wadjra Karur to which special interest has lately been

attracted on account of the mining operations started

there by Messrs. Orr & Sons of Madras. The mother-

rock of the diamond has of course been an object of special search, but hitherto

without avail in India, for in the oldest rocks in which this gem is found, the

gravel-stones at the base of the upper-Yindhyans, it is only a transported pebble

like the rest of its associates. It seemed as if at last the original matrix had been

found at Wadjra Karur in a ’ pipe ’ or^neck ’ of a peculiar tuff-like trappean

rock observed there by an explorer from South Africa, who declared this rook

to be identical with the famous diamond matrix of Kimberley. . It was upon

this very tempting inducement that the works in question were started ; but

as yet no speck of the gem has rewarded the endeavour. Mr. Foote says that

the rock is quite unique in his extensive experience in South India, and is

completely isolated in the surrounding epidotic granite gneiss. The position ia

within a. few miles to the west of the Kadapa-Karnul Yindhyan \>a8in in whjlchr

diamonds are extracted from the Banaganpilly sandstone, and Mr. Foote sought

diligently for any'outlying remnant of that rock in the neighbourhood d Wadjra

Kiarur, but there certainly is none noft^, recognisable, though of course this would

not pi^clude such an origin for the local debris. It is difficult however to

relinquish lu>po in the otherwise extraordinary coincidence of the odoulmence of ^

so peeulia^ a ^k where diamonds have certainly been found in oonaiderable

number and of unusual size.

WaSjra Karur diamond

field.
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In the Bellary dietricfc Mr. Foote was witliin visiting I'eacli of the Billa Sargani

The C ve
caves in Karnul where his son, Lieutenant Foote, R.A.,

was caiT34ng on explorations under his direction. At

the close of ihe season the spoils were taken to Madras and carefully sorted—

a

work of no small lubcnir seeing that the registei'ed specimens amounted to some

4,700. A notice of the excavations made, with an abstract of the results, was
published in the Records for November last. The exploration was extensive and
thorough, and it must bo said that the expectations, which chiefly related to pre-

historic human I'cmains, have been so far disappointed. The collections have now
been despatched to Mr. lj}dckker for examination, and for dcscri])tiou so far as

may be desimble. Further exploration may fairly be postponed till the result is

known. A reason for this partial failure may perhaps be suggested in the fact that

these caves seem to be and to have always been dripping and even water-channels

in the wet season, whereas it is only in caves suited for shelter and oven residence

that more perfect i*cmains of man or other animals may be expected to occur.

Mr. Ilackel retunied from furlough towards the end of November 1884, and

got into camp at Falampur on the dth December. He

' Mr Ilacket
covei*cd a largo area (some 3,000 square miles) of new
gi'ouud in Meywar, in continuation of his previous work

to the north. It is entirely composed of the same obscure rocks—the schists,

limestones and quartzites of the Arvali system in transitional rehiiion with gneiss

and gitinite masses. Llount Abu is a mass of coarse highly felspatliic gneiss. It

will need much time and labour to unmvel the normal sequence of these very

intricate formations.
•*

Mr. Oriesooch contributed to tho February numl)cr of the Records a small

Q • ^ ^
instalment of his observations with the Afghan Boundary

Commission. The southem route taken to Herat ciossed

the continuations of the tertiary and cretaceous formations previously described

by him at and west of Kandahar (Memoirs, XVIII, 1), the hippuntio limestone

being very prominent, with copious intrusions of basic trap and syexiitic granite.

In the axial range of the Siah Koh and Doshakh south of the Herat valley,

palfBOEoic rocks make their first appea^nco, as represented by a carboniferous

Productus-limestone, di])ping northwards towards tho Hari Rud valley. Tho

Paropamisus range, north of the valley, seems to be largely made up of a great

plant-bearing series which Mr. Gricsbach provisionally parallels with the Indian

Gondwana system, conjecturing that it overlies the carboniferous Productus-lime-

Btone. In notes of a yearns later date, in the cumnt number of the Records,

Mr. Qriesbach adheres to this general rock sequence, and describes its distribution

in the Binalat and other ranges of eastern Khorasan.

The result of Mr. Oldham’s observations in the Andamans is published with a

map in the Records for last August. It gives the classi-
'

fication and distribiition of the rocks so far as he was able

to see them, with a digest of all previous explorations. The

opportunity afforded by the Topographical Survey operations can only be said to

have been better than nothing ; when every move could only be as suited a totally

different object, there was no possibility of continuous geological observations

Thb Axdamans :

Mr, Oldham,
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NOBlU-EASr Vrovtieu:

Mr. LaTowhey

Uuritig the current season Mr. Oldham is making a tour through the geologicall/

unezploi'ed desert region of north-western Bajputana, and will resume his Hihiaf

lajan work in the spring. In a letter just received from him, dated the 28th JTaan-

ary, he makes an announcement of great interest relating to the discussions^ no*

tioed above. Beferiing to the boulder beds of Lowo mentioned by Mr. Blanford

in his paper on the Indian Desert between Sind and Rajputana (Records, voh

X, p. 16), Mr. Oldham finds them spreading ver a large area, and says—“ they

aia certainly post-Vindhyan and at the base of the series which runs up into the

jurassics, so can hai'dly but bo Talchir.

Mr. LaToiiclie was again (at my request) diverted from his appointed work in

the Garo Hills to take advantage of the topographical ex-

ploration party to the head waters of the Dehing on the

extreme east frontier of Assam. As everywhere in that

region, the conditions are very unfavourable for geological observations, on account

of the dense vegetation. It lias however been ascertained that the whole upper

valley of the Dcliing is occupied by tertiary deposits, chiefly sandstones, while

the actual crest of the ridges to north and east arc of ' crystalline rocks ; whether

any small outcrop of older strata intervened, could not bo nuule out. By an uor

fortunate error of judgment wc have been deprived of what might have more

tlian (*ompenRuted for the interruption of our regular work : a small detachment

of the party crossed the watershed, and made some days’ march to the north-west

branch of tiic Irawadi ;
the two oflioers who went on this trip were in the same

line of work, and the only man of the party whose eyes were something more than

optical instruments was l(‘ft behind. It would be mdre to the credit of the service

Rnd for the public advatitago if on such occasions petty considerations of senior-

ity were laid aside.

Mr. Jones did a good season’s work in mapping the whole area hitherto known

Tub Pbnch Coal- ^ Pencil coal-field and for some distance to the west

FiBLn . in tlio direction of the Shahpur coal-field on the same
Mr Jones, (south) side of the Satpura Oondwana basin. He has

added several new outcrops of coal to those marked many years ago by Mr. Blan-

ford and Major Ash burner. There seemed at first an intention on the part of

the Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces to take advantage of Mr. Jones’

presence to have the measures tested by trial borings, but the old difiiculty re-

garding this field has again prevailed ; it is too remote and inaccessible for a

special coal line in either direction to be remunerative, and the authorities consider

that as a through-line it would not lead to any important trafiio.

The earthquake in Kashmir occurred just at the close of the field season and

Mr. Jones was deputed to report upon it. The same

cause that made it so disastrous in respeot of loss of life—
the mode of construction of the native houses, whereby the

heavy earthen roofs simply collapsed between the crumbling walls—left little oppor-

tunity for critical observation of direction. Mr. Jones’ report, in the Records

for November, seems to make the most of what facts he could oolieot. It wo^

especially,unfortunate that Sir Oliver St. John was laid up with illness dating the

time of Mr. Jones’ visit, thus depriving him of invaluable assistance in gaining

Thb Kasrxib Eabth-
QUAKB.
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information. Sir Oliver considers that the distidbution of Tnazimum rain would

indicate for the focus a position more to the north-we^t than that assigned bj

Mr. Jones.

Daring last season Mr. Middlemiss had the north-west Himalaya all to him-

Thr Kukaun Hima- near making another distingpiished

LATA: mark in the year’s calendar by an important find of

Mr, Middlemisi. fossils. Even more than peninsular India, the Lower

Himalayan region has ever been a perplexity to us for want of fossil guidance.

The few obscure fossils found by myself in 1861 in the Tal river section, at the east

end of the Dehra Dun, have remained ever since the only known organic remains

older than nuhimulitic south of the snowy range, although 'repeated search has

been made by expert geologists and others. Some miles to the east of the

Tal, but in the same set of beds, Mr. Middlemiss collected a more numerous

and somewhat better set of fossils, and with laudable entiiusiasm he made
ail attempt to .recognise their facies and to assign a Ijorizon for them, as was

announced in the Records for May last.- When brought down to Calcutta we
were unable to confirm the opinion passed upon them, and as we are ntost

unfortunately at present without a palaeontologist, the whole were sent to

Dr. Waagen with much hope that he would give us a cine. In this we were

disappointed
;
even ibis high authority can only say of them tliat the facies seems

rather mcsozoic than palaeozoic, thus at least partially confirming Mr. Middlemiss’

diagnosis. The prospect has however been brightened by this discovery ; Mr.

Middlemiss has traced these beds over a considerable area in Kumaun and they

must era long yield something intelligible.
'

In a letter (dated 28th January) just received from Mr. Middlemiss he

annouuces an important correction in the position he had assigned for these

fossiliferous beds of the Tal. In the sections described by him in May last the

fossiliferous group seemed to underlie the massive limestone of the overhanging

ridge. He has recently found (dear sections in the gorge of the Ganges showing

that the normal position of the Tal group is above the massive limestone, and

there next below the nummulitic band.

The Bengal earthquake also happened conveniently during the recess from

The Brn'Oal Eauth- work, and Mr, Middlemiss was entrusted with the

(iUAKK. invostigntion. Ho was fortunate in securing tolerably

good observations in positions favourable for ascertaining the focus of the shock.

rtthlicationsr^'Two Memoirs were published during the year, being Mr.

Hughes* report on the southern coal-fields of the 4^ewah Gondwana basin, with

a large map of this very extensive area, and several small maps of some special

A*oal-fields, forming part 3 of volume XXI ; and part 4 of the same volume, being

Mr. Mallet’s description of the volcanoes of Barren Island and Narcondam.

The Records for the year, being volume XVIIT of the series, contain twenty-

nine articles of various interest on current work relating to the geology of|India.

Although we are still deprived of the servicGS of a palaeontologist in India

whereby much inconvenience anil delay has been caused both in our field work
and in the museum, the publication of the Paloeontologia Indica has^jmsde fair

progress during the year, thanks to the special arrangements made for this most
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important work, and to the generous co-operation of palaeontologists. Of series

Xiy, fasoiculus 5 of part 3, describing the fossil Echinoidea from the Cttj

or mioceno series of Sind, was brought out during the year by Professor Martin

Duncan and Mr. Percy Sladen. The concluding part of this volume is now in

the press.

Of Dr. Waagen’s work on tho Salt-range fossils there were issued fascioulus

5 of part 4, concluding the Brachio])oda, anH part 6 ,
containing the Bryozoa,

Annelida and Echinodcrinata of the Product us-limcstone series. Tho plates and

manuscript for the concluding part of the Productus-liraestono scries are well

advanced ;
and Dr, Waagen informs me that good work has been done in prepar-

ing the material for tlie second division of tho Sali-rango fossils series—the

Ccratite beds.

Mr. Lydekkcr has been very diligent witli his division of our work. Of scries

XV, Indian Pretertiary Vertebrata, he brought out during tho 3'ear part 4, on tho

Labyrinthodont, from the Bijoiigioup; and part 5, the Hoptilia and Amphibia

of the Malert and Denwa groups, coiiclii|Jing volume I of this scries; also part 6,

the Siwalik and Nurluda Chelonia, of series X, devoted to Indian Tertiary and

Post-tortiary Vertebrata. Ho has a troublesome job before liini in the numerou^
collections of bone fragments from the Karnul caves

;
but a very large proportion

of them are probably unfit for specific or e’ven generic identification, Mr. Foote

seems to have been so ultra-scrupulous in preserving every fragment that turned up.

Museum ,—The collections are steadily increasing in value by the return of the

typo specimens described in the PaUeontologia. Mr. Blyth has amply justified

the appointment of a museum assistant
;
witli this help it has been possible to get

all the collections into something like thorougli order. lie has also been very

useful to Mr. Mallet m tho laboratory. Contributions to the museum are notified

quarterly in the Records. Mr. Wood-Mason has recently presented some interest-

ing fossils collected by himself in the Raniganj coal-measures and described by

Dr. Feistmantel in the Journal of the Asiatia Society’' of Bengal.

Librai y .—There were 1,762 volumes or parts of volumes added to the library

dunng the year; 078 by presentation and 784 by purchase.

Personnel,—Mr. Hughes was ibronghout tlie 3 ear on detaehod duty, in charge

of the new collieiy operations at Hmai-ia. Mr. Feddon was absent on furlough

for the whole year. Sub-Assistant Kisbeii Singli also took fuiloiigh for a yeai:,

Tho failure of our permanent paljeontologist, as above mentiond, was owing to Dr.

Fiestmantel having accepted a professorship at Prague and resigned his appoint-

ment on the Indian Survey at the termination of his two years* furlough. We are

at least fortunate in tho period at which this disappointment has occurred
;
in his

three volumes on the Gondwana Flora he has cleared up many difficulties connected

with the principal rock system of India, and given ils a standard for future work

in that branch of palaeontology*

Calcutta,
fit

The 8Ut January 1886,

’ II. B. MEDLIOOTT,

Lircolor of the Oeological Survey of India,
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List of Societies and other Imtitvtions from u^ieh Publications h\ce been received

in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geological Survey of India,

during the year 1885.

Batavia.—Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

Belfast.- Natural History and Philosophical Society.

Berlin.—German Geological Society.

„ Royal Prussian Academy of Science,

Boloqna.—Academy of Sciences.

Bombay.—Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

„ Meteorological Department.

Boston.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

„ Society of Natural History.

State Library of Massachusetts.

-Silesian Society.

-Royal Society of Queensland.

-Bristol Museum and Library.

Bristol Naturalists’ Society.

-Royal Academy of Belgium.

Royal Geographical Society of Belgium.

Royal Malacological Society of Belgium.

Royal Natural History Museum of Belgium.

-Hungarian Geological Society,

Hungarian National Museum.

Royal Geological Institute, Hungary.

-National Academy of Sciences, Cordoba.

-Agricultural and Horticu]tuT*al Society.

Asiatic Society ox Bengal,

Meteorological Department, Government of India.

Presidency College.

Survey of India.

The Calcutta University.

Cambridge University.

Philosophical Society.

-Museum of Compai*ativo Zoology.

-Editorial Committee, Norwegian North Atlahtlo Expe-
dition.

Norwegische Comm, de*/ Europaischeix Gradxneseung.

-Society of Natural History.

•Royal Danish Academy.
Academy of Natural Sciences.

•Polytechnic School.

Colorado Scientific Society.

Isis Society.

•Royal Dublin Society.

Geological Society.

»>

Breslau.-

BIkisbanb.*

Bristol.-

91

Brussels.-

Bddavbst.-

Buenos Aires.'

Calcutta.-

tf

99

if

Cambridoe.-

99

Cambridge, Mass.-

Christunia.-

Cinoinnati.-

COPENHAQEN.-

DaVENPOET;-

Delft.-

Denvbr.-

Dresdbn.-

Dublin.-

Edinburqu.-
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Edinburgh .—Royal Scottish Society of Arts.

„ Scottish Geographical Society.

Gensta.—

P

hysical and Natural Histojy Society.

Glasgow -Geological Society.

Glasgow University.

Philosophical Society.

GoriiNGEN. -Royal Society.

Halle. -Leopoldioo Academy.

„ Natural History Society.

Hamilton, Canada.—The Hamilton Association.

HARtiisnuRG.—Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

Hobart.—Royal Society of Tasmania.

Konigsberg —Physikalisch'Okonomische Gesellschaft,

Lausanne, -Vaudoia Society of Natural Sciences.

Li6gb. -Geological Society of Belgium.
* Lisbon. -Geological Survey of Portugal.

Liverpool. -Geological Society.

Literary and Philo.sopliical Society.

liONDON.— British Museum.

Geological Society.

Iron and Steel fustitute,

Linnean Soef-ftty.

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Royal Geographical Society.

Royal Institute of Gi*eat Britain.

Royal Society.

Society of Arts.
^

The Editor of tho “Journal of Science.**

Zoological Society.
*

Madras,—Agricultural Department.

Madroa Observatory.

Meteorological Department.

-Geographical Society.

-Geological Society.

•Department of Mines and Water-supply, Victoria.

Royal Society of Victoria.

•Royal Institute of Science, Lombardy.

Minnesota Academy of Natural Science.

-Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada.

•Imperial Society of Naturalists.

-Royal Bavarian Academy.

•Society of Natu'^al Sciences.

•North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers.

Nl^ Haven.—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The Editors of the “ American Journal of Science.**

Madrid.

Manchester.

Melbourne.

»»

Milan.

Minneapolis.

Montreal.

Moscow.

Munich.

Neuchatel.

Newoastle-on-Ttnb.
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Paris.—Geographical Society.

„ Geological Society of France.

,, Mining Department.

Pknzance.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall.

PHiLADEFiPHrA.—Academy of Natural Sciences.

„ American Philosophical Society.

„ Franklin Institute.

Pisa.—Society of Natural Sciences, Tuscany.

Rio DE Janeiro.

—

School of Mines.

Rome.—Royal Geological Commission of Italy.

Roorkee.—Tliomrason College of Civil Engineering.

Sacramenio.

—

California State Mining Bureau.

St. Petbbsburo.—Geological Commission of the Russian Empire.

„ Imperial Academy of Sciences.

Saleh, Mass,—^Ameiioan Association for the Advancement of Science,

„ Essex Institute.

„ Peabody Academy.

San Francisco.—California Academy of Sciences.

Shanohai.—North China Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

SiNOAPOUB.—Straits Branch, Royal Asiatic Society.

Stockholm.—Geological Survey of Sweden.

„ Royal Swedish Academy.

Strasburq,—Royal University.

Sydney,—Australian Museum.

„ Department of Mines, New South Wales.

„ Royal Society of New South Wales.

•Tokio,—Seismological Society of Japan.

To KONTO,—Canadian Institute.

Turin.—Royal Academy of Sciences.

Vienna,—Imperial Academy of Sciences.

,, Imperial Geological Institute.

Washington.—Commissioner of Agriculture.

„ Department of the Interior,

„ National Academy of Sciences.

„ Smithsonian Institute.

„ United States Geological Survey.

Wellington.

—

Geological Survey of New Zealand,

New Zealand Institute.

Yokohama.—Asiatic Society of Japan.

„ German Naturalists* Society.

York.—^Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

ZOrich,—Natural History Society,

The Secretary of State for In^ia.

The Governments of Bengal, Bombay, Madras, North-Western Province! and

Oudh, and the Punjab. . t

Chief Commissioners of Assam, British Burma, and Central Provinces.
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The Gommiesioner of Northern India Salt Berenue.

The Resident at Hyderabad. «

The Superintendent of Government Printing, India.

Departments of Finance and Commerce, Foreign, Home, and Revenue and

Agriculture*

Report on the Intomational Geological Congross of Berlin hy

W. T. BiiANioud, LL.D., F.R.S.

The third Interaational Geological Congress, postponed in 1884 on account of

the prevalence of cholera m Southern Kuropc, has now been held in Berlin in the

week commencing on the 27th September last. Acting upon instructions received

from the Governmout, at the desire of the Diiector of the Geological Sur-

vey of India, I attended this congress, like that of Bologna in 1881, as the

representative of the Indian Geological Survey. The following brief account of

the proceedings and results of the Berlin Congress is similar to that which I wrote

on the previous occasion, and which was published in the Records of the Geolojgi-

cal Suivey of India for 1882, VoL XV, page 64.

The meeting at Berlin was held in the lieu hstagsgebaiide (House of the Im-

perial Parliament), in the hall in which the Gorman House of Representatives

meet. Council and committee meetings weie in adjoining rooms. A collection

of maps and geological specimens, many of which were of great interest, was

exhibrcd at the Bergakademie (Mining School).

Tho attoudanco of geologibts was consideiably larger than at Bologna,^

amounting altogether to 255, of whom 163 camo frqpi Germany, 16 from Austria-

Hungary, 18 fiom Italy, 11 from Great Britain, 10 from France, 9 from tho

United States, 6 from Russia, the same number from Belgium, and smaller

numbers from other countries. Asia was^ioprcbcnted by ono member from

Japan and one from India. Amongst those who weie present were nearly all

the principal geologists of Geimany, and the representation of other countries

was both large and important.

The arrangements as to the Bureau (council or general committee) and the

selection of vice-presidents, secietaiies, &c., were similar to those of Bologna.

The president was Professor E. Bejricli, and tho geiural secretary, Mr. W.
Hauchecome. These two geologists, it may be mentioned, ai’e tho directors of

the new geological map of Europe, by far the greater share of the work upon

which has been undertaken by them. The hdnomty president, Professor H.

von Deohen of Bonn, who attended tho meeting* througliout, Ijolongs to the

generation of geologists who were contemporaries with Lyell and Murchison.* It

would be difficult to name any one more generally, respected throughout the

eciontific world. Professor G. Capellini, the able president of the Bologna Con-

gress, also attended the meetmg
•

1 The number nctunlly present nt Bologna was 226, of whom 150 were from Italy.

* His elfl^tioi^ ft* foreign member of the Geological Society of London dated from 1827, or 24

years before the date of eleotiou of any other foreign member non living.
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In one important point the last congress differed from that which preceded

it. The whole of the time at Bologna was devoted to the discussion of questions

relating to nomenclature, geological and palmontological, or to map colouration.

At Berlin only a portion of each sitting was occupied with similar discussions, the

remainder being reserved for papers on various geological subjects and contri-

buted by writers from several different countries. These papers will, it is under-

stood, be published in the volume containing the results of the meeting. It

is a question whether several of these papers—perhaps the majority—were not

better adapted for meetings of scientific societies than for presentation to a body of

geologists drawn from various nations. Some, indeed, irrespective of the subjects

treated, •were scarcely of sufficient importance to deserve international attention.

On the other hand, the time devoted in the discussion of questions of the highest

importance was utterly insufficient, and such matters as the classification of tertiary

rocks and even the number of tertiary systems were not considered at all.

ArrangmaeniB at close of Bologna Congress ,—In order to understand the pro-

ceedings at Berlin, it is necessary to refe^ to the arrangements made at the close

of the Bologna meeting. The principal objects of that congress were to agree

*Tinon a system of geological nomenclature, to define a scale of colours for geological

maps, and to formuhito laws for the regulation of paleontological nomenclature.

All of these projects were partially carried out. The terms to be applied to the

principal kinds of divisions under which it was proposed to classify sedimentary

rocks wore noted, and designations approved for the corresponding divisions of

geological time. The coloui*8 for tertiary, cretaceous, jurossic and tnassic beds,

and for crystalline schists, were accepted, those for palseozoic systems being referred

to a committee appointed to arrange for the publication of a geological map of

Europe. Some simple rules for palmontological nomenclature were also discussed

and approved by a majonty.

In addition to the progress made in coming to an agreement upon the various

propositions laid before the congress, it was resolved to appoint a committee for

the preparation and publication of a geological map of Europe on the scale of

1 : 1,500,000 (23*67 miles to an inch), and to this committee wore referred for

farther consideration various details connected with colouration, such as the tints

to be adopted for palaeozoic rocks, as already mentioned. Another and larger

committee was appointed to cai ry on further the attempt at rendering geological

nomenclature uniform.

International committee meetings in 1882 arid 1883 ,—Meetings of both these

committees were held simultaneously at Foix f^outhern France) in September

1882, and at Zurich, in Switzerland, in August 1883. Both meetings were very

fairly attended, and I was able to be present on both occasions. The proceedings

at Foix were for the most part preliminary, and it was chiefly at Zurich that the

actual discussion on nomenclature took place.

Meantime considerable progress was joaade with the topography of the new

geological map of Europe, and ai complete scheme of geological colours was pro-

posed at Foix. It will he necessary to revert to this subject because several of the

decisions of the qongress at Berlin refer to this map, and consequen^y have not

the same scope as the decisions of the Bologna meeting.
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Tbe moat impor^t question in geologioal classifioatioHi'^—more impor^t ^than

the definition of such tenns as group, system, era, period, dbo.,—-is the formation of

a geological time scale, by which to compare the sedimentary formations of diff^«

ent countries. Up to a certain point there is a fairly general agreement. Nwrlj
all geologists consent to a sub-division of sedimentary rocks into palssosoioi

mesozoic, and cmnozoic or tertiary; and several of the systems and even the.

series into which each of these groups is divided are also generally recognized ;

.

but there are some sub-divisions, such as the so-called Quaternary, the,Permian

and Bhmtic, the rank or the affinities of which, or both, are far from being defi-

nitely fixed.

The discussion at Zurich was chiefly directed to the determination of the sys-

tems into which the greater groups should be divided. The divisions proposed

at Foix for the map of Europe by a committee of German and Austrian geolo-

gists^ assembled for the purpose were the following

1. Qiieiss Hiid Protof^ine.

* 2. Crystalline Schists. •

3. Phyllites (azoic slates, &c.).

4. Cambrian.

6.

Lower Silurian.

6. Upper Silurian.

7. Lower Devonian.

8. Middle Devonitin,

9. Upper Devonian.

10. Lower Carboniferous (.nountain limestone, &c.).

11. Upper Carboniferous (coiil-incasures, millstone-grit, &c.).

12. Lower Permian (RotblicgeiidoH).

13. Upper Permian (Zeclistein, &c.).

14. Lower Trias (Runter).

15. Middle Trias (Muschelkalk).

16. Upper Trias (Kcuper).
*

16t. Ubcetic (provUionaHy),
^

17. Lower Jurassic (Lias).

18. Middle Jurassic (Dogger, including the Callovian).

19. Upper Jurassic (Malm with Tiihoniaii and Purbeck)

.

20. Lower Cretaceous.

20k. Gault (provisionally),

21. Upper Cretaceous.

22. Eocene.

22k- PlyBch (provisionally).

23. Oligocene (with Aquitanian).

24. Miocene.

26. Pliocene.

26. Diluvium (Pleistocene).

27. Alluvium.

Bhetiq, Gftult, and Flysch were merely inserted as provisional terms.

Before the meeting ot the committees at Ziirich, a circular was sent by the

president. Professor Capellini, pointing out that there were seven questions of
'•

’ Including Professors Von Declien, Oiirabel, Von Hsuer, F. Roemer, and H. Crodner, besides

I’mfcssbr Beyrkrh and Mr. Hancliecorne.
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particular interest requinng solution, in order that the geological classiOcatian to

be employed in the map of Europe should be determined. These questions

were—

1. Do you approve for the index to the map of Europe of the 27 stratigraphi-

cal divisions mentioned on page 8 of the Record {compte rendu) of the

Foix proceedings, or do you wish for any modifications, and what are

they P

2. Are you of opinion that the Rhsetic should bo united to the Lias or to tl^e

Trias ? .
•

3. Should the Gault be joined to the lower or to the upper Cretaceous P

4. Should the Flysch be united tc the Eocene or to the Oligoceiie ?

5. The congress not having yet determined the conventional colours for

paleeozoic periods, do you approve of the following proposed by the

directors of the map ?

* Cambrian, reddish grey.

Lower Silurian, dark sage-green' (vt*rt*8oie).

Upper Silurian, pale „
Lower Devonian, dark-greenish brown.

^

Middle Devonian, uiediuui „
Upper Devonian, pale „

Lower Carboniferous, bluish grey.

Upper Carboniferous, grey, ,

Lower Permian, burnt sienna.

Upper Permian, sepia.

6. Bo so good as to propose a term as the chronological equivalent of assise,

to represent from this point of view, divisions of the fifth order.

7. Would you recommend that the terms group and series should be inter-

changed, as was proposed at Foix ;
that divisions of the finst order

should be called series, and those of the tJiird order groups ?

To these questions replies were sent by a few national committees. Questions

2, 3, and 4 aro really part of question 1, aird they were discussed at Ziirich before

the others.

On the subject of the Rheotic opinions were greatly divided. In Franco and

England the Infra-lias, Avicula contorta or Penarih beds aro so intimately con-

nected with the Lias that for a long time they were classed fls a part of it. In

the Eastern Alps on the other Land, as in the Himalayas, the Rhaatic beds are

much more developed and form the uppermost portion of the Triassic system.

Lastly, in Franconia the Rheetic beds aro actXally intercalated in the uppermost

clays of the Keuper. A compromise was finally adopted for the map of Europe,

the Rbaetic being represented by coloured cross-lines applied* either to the Triassic

or Jurassic colour, according to what wae considered correct in different loc^fdities.
»

'Mr. Blanford did not translate esrf -tots/ and 1 cannot find the term in any available

authority, living or printed. Mr. T. Wardle, an expert in the technology both of colours -and of

silk, baa given me * sage-green* as the noarestf term for the siloriau colour in the *Qammedes

couleurs * issued by the international map committee, and this is. presumably the of the

text.-H.B. M.
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Tbe union of the Gault with the upper or the lower Cretaceous was idso a
matter on which there was much diversity of opinion. The majority were in

favour of dividing the cretaceous into three series, and of making the Gault and
upper Greensand (Cenomanian) the middle division

;
but if this were found im-

practicable in the case of the map of Europe, it was agreed though not without
strong opposition to include the Gault in the lower Cretaceous.

The Flysch, it was shown by several geologists, is not a distinct and definite

sub-divi&ion, but a peculiar petrograpbical condil ion of beds that are of various

ages, some being cretaceous. It was unanimously agreed to omit the name from
the map altogether.

These preliminary questions having been settled, the remaining divisions to

be adopted for the map of Europe were discussed, commencing with the lowest^

and the following decisions were arrived at.

It was agreed unanimously that the three lowest divisions should be united

into a single system, to be termed Archosan.^ It was urged that some other term
than Phylhtes should be used for unaltered or slightly altered Pre-cambrian bedi§.

The union of Cambrian and Silurian into a single system with three sub-

divisions was supported by 8 votes out of 10 who voted,

The Devonian was recognised as a system divided into three series
;

it was
however pointed out that this system is far inferior in development to the united

Cambrian and Silurian.

On the question whether the Permian should remain a distinct system, or
be classed as the uppermost senes of the Carboniferous, the votes were
equally divided. It was however agreed that one sub-division sufliced for the

Permian, the Zechstein being represented by a special marking on the Permian
colour.

The Trias was not discussed. It should however be mentioned that the old
classification under which this system is divided into Bunter, Muscholkalk, and
Kouper, is opposed by many geologists, who ftrge that the alpine sequence, com-
posed entirely of marine beds, is more typical and affords better characters for com-
parison than that of Central Germany, whore two of the sub-divisions, Buntor and
Keuper, are nearly or entirely destitute of marine fossils, whilst the fauna of the
Muschelkalk is peculiar and local. The alpine beds show that there is no distinc-

tion between the faunas of thebeds representing Muscholkalk and Bunter respect-
ively comparable with the difference between these two lower marine sub-divi-

sions, and that representing the Keuper, and consequently that a twofold and
not a threefold division is indicated.

After considerable discussion the limit between middle and lower^Jurassic was
drawn below thebeds with Ammonites opalinus (upper Toarcian)and that between'
upper and middle Jurassic at the base of the Callovian.

This was practically the close of the session, the cretaceous sub-divisiona
having been previously discussed. No attempt was made to enter upon the
subject of tertiary systems.

* At the B^Un congreti, ei will be seen, the term group wai inbitltuted (in tbli connection)
for lyitem. '
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At a pre\rions sittisg, howenrer, the olassifioation to be adopted for igneone

rocks had been discnssed at some length. The original proposal made at Foiz by

Professor Beyrich, one of the directors of the map, was to divide igneous rocks into

fire classes,—granitic, porphyritic, melaphyritic, trachytic, and basaltic.^ (There

was a still earlier proposal by the Hnngarian committee in 1881 to adopt fire

classes, but melaphyre and its allies were omitted and a separate gronp of modem
volcanic rocks added.) At Zurich two proposals were brought forward, one by the

Swiss committee of nomenclature, the other by Professor Nenmayr, the Austrian

member of the International Committee. The fonner pointed out that, as in

Europe, 'theje were very few mesozoic eruptive rocks, * it was easy in a map of

that continent to divide igneous formations in general into two groups, ancient and

modem, and that each of these might be again divided into basic and acid. A
.
fifth sub-division might be made for recent volcanic rocks, but this appeared of

more doubtful necessity. Professor Neumayr proposed seven sub-divisions, gra-

nites and.diorites, porphyries and melaphyrs, trachytes and basalts, and serpen-

tines. The directors of the map accepted the principle of the Swiss Committee’s

report, but with the addition of a special tint for ancient porphyries (felsite, &c.),

'

'xu order to distinguish them from granite and its allies, and another as proposed

by Professor Neumayr for serpentines.

Another proposition brought forward by Professor Neumayr received general

assent. This was a scheme for the preparation and publication, under the guid-

ance of a Committee appointed by the congress, of a Noinenclator Palmoniologictis,

containing the names of all published species of fossil animals and plants with

references.

The questions 5, 6, and 7, previously mentioned, were not discnssed at the

Zurich meeting, nor brought before the congress at Berlin, but replies to some of

them were sent in by some of the national committnos. A few propositions weremade
with regard to the colours for palaeozoic rocks', but they appear hitherto to have led

to no result. The wordpAase was proposed by the Swiss committee and adopted by

some others as the equivalent of the term assise.* The employment of the word

series instead of group for the greater geological divisions (palaeozoic, Ac.), and

of group instead of series for sub-divisions of systems, was considered desirable

by several committees (French, Swiss, Spanish, Portuguese). One or two however

were opposed to it, and from many no reply was received. It may be remarked

here that the council at Berlin decided by a large majority not to reopen any

question on which a decision had been taken at Bologna.

Beflin After the Zurich meeting of the International Committees

very little was done for two years. At the Berlin meeting d the Congress two

printed reports were presented, one on the geological map of 'Europe, the other

on nomenclature.

1 This was virtually founded on the view generally held in Germany that there is a radical

petrological distinction between ancient eruptive rooks to which the three first classes belong and

later igneous formations.

. * It need scarcely be remarked that the reverse is the case in India.

* No good English equtvaleot has been suggested for this term. The propos^ to use ’beds *

in English is not likely to meet with general acceptance.
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The report on the geological map of Europe was drawn up by Professor

Renevier, Secretary to the Committee, and referred mainly to details of pablica-

tion, management, &c. The only conclusions of general importance related to

colouration and to the classitication of rocks. The following is the classification

that appears to have been adopted

Sedimentary formaticrr.

Quaternary.

f

Pliocene,

Miocci

Oligocene

Eocene.

(

Upper Cretaceous

Lower

r Upper Jurnssie.

< Middle Tiirasstc

t, Lower Jnra^cic,

^Upper Triissic,

Jviiddlo Triw*sic.

(Lou(r Tnabsic

I'eimian

(Upper Carboniferous.

ILowcr n

(Upper Devonian.

•^Middle Dcvoiiian,

< Lower Devonian.

/Upper Silurian.

<1
Lower Silurian.

( Cambrian.

/Azoic Slates.

> C'l^btallinc Schists.

(.Gneiss.

(Gault included).

Sruptiveformations,

Ornnitc, Syenite, dc.

Poiphyiy

Iraoli^Us Phonolite, &c.

Mclapli,>re, Ac.

SiM pcntiiie

Basalt, Dolerite, Ac.

Jiecent truptions.

The colours for palteozoic rocks proposed by the Committee, and adopted by

the Congress, are gr&y for Carboniferous and bioi^ufor Devonian, l^or Silurian a
*

dark green was used in the provisional scale of colours employed in some preli-

minary trials, but was found to be too nearly similar to the cretaceons colour

The question of the colour to be used for Silurian, including Cambrian, was there-

fore again referred to the map Commitie^.^

^ It may here be remarked that the adoption of violet fbr Trias after having been proposed

for Silnrian by several national oommittees, and recommended in the printed reports of the Inter-

national Committee laid before the Bologna Congress, has apparently led to great diffioulty in the

selection of a suitable colour for Silurian.

B
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For the seven sub-divisions of igneous rocks seven tints of red from bright

light-red to deep brownish-red were proposed. The brighter tints were reserved

for acid rocks and recent eruptions, browner tints for basic rocks.

Some minor questions of detail were also noticed. Thus it was proposed in

cases where tho system to which a rock belonged is known, but the sub-division is

uncertain, to use the medium tint of the colour with the initial letter of the sys-

tem by itself. When tho sub-divisions are known, but the scale of the map is

insufficient to represent them separately, the medium tint of the colour, it was

suggested, might also be employed, but to tho initial letter should be added the

smaller letters or numbers indicating the different divisions.^ Lastly, in case of

beds of which the system itself is doubtful, the colour of the most probable period

might be employed, with white spaces, and with the addition of a mark of *doubt

to the letter representing the system. These points were left to the decision of

the map Committee.

It musj) be remembered that tho conclusions accepted by tho Congress so far

relate solely to the map of Europe. For instance, no opinion whatever has been

expressed as to the best classification of igneous rocks. The seven sub-divisions

tuv'Xierely a compromise adopted for the map.^

The report of the Committee for establishing uniformity of nomenclature was

drawn up by the Secretary, Professor G. Dewalque. It commenced by recapitu-

lating the decisions of the Bologna Congress,^ then called attention to those para-

graphs of tho report^ presented to that Congress on which no vote was taken. The

remainder of the report laid before tho Berlin Congress was occupied by proposi-

tion^ for the names to bo applied to systems and to their principal sub-divisions or

series, and for the limits to be drawn in doubtful cases.

The reports of tho German, Belgium, Spanish, French, Hungarian, Portu-

guese, Roumanian, and Swiss committees, were ap])ended. The very full reports

of the English committees wei’e printed in English and distributed separately.

So very little of the report was even discussed by tho Congress, that it is un-

necessary to translate any portion of it. Thu points on which conclusions were

adopted were the following ;

—

L—After considerable discussion, it was agreed to class pre-cambrian rocks

as a group and not as a system, and ‘to use the term Archaoan for this

group. A triple division, as already noticed, was adopted for the

map, such division to be purely petrological and not to involve the

idea of chronological succession.

II,

—

The term Silurian or Siluric was adopted for the combined Cambrian and

Silurian systems. Tho consideration of the sub-aivisions to be intro-

duced in this system was postponed.

< For the literal notation, see Bee. G. S. I. xt, p. 74, Bnlo 7.

* It has been repeatedly observed tiiat it ir illogical to classify igneous formations by tlieir

petrological character, whilst in sedimentary rocks the geological age alone is regarded as a basis

for classificalioii and lithological composition ignored. The classification lulopted for eruptive rocks

U not likely to be generally accepted, and will certainly not be adopted fay English geologists.

* Rec. G. 8. 1. XV, pp. 70.-71.

* Ifaid, p. 70.
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III.—It was agreed to accept the terms Bhenan, Eifelian, and TaunneniaDi for

Jlower, middle, and upper Devonian series, respectively.

lY.—The question whether Perndan and Carboniferous should be united into

one system, produced by far the beat debate in the Congress. The re-

tention of two distinct systems was urged by some German, English,

and French geologists, but opposed by others ;
whilst geologists from

other parts of the world almost uni cerally advocated the union of the

two. The fact is that in Western Europe the Permian rocks are not

only very distinct in lithological character, but they are in many
places separated from the Carboniferous by well-marked unconformity

Indeed in parts of Western Europe, and especially in England, there

appears both lithologically and stratigraphically a closer connexion

between Permian and Trias, the two forming together the New Red
Sandstone of the earlier geologists, than between Permian and Car-

boniferous. On the other hand, it was pointed out that the true Per-

mian, the Dyas of some geologists, is peculiar to Europe
;
that the

marine fauna (Zechstein) is closely allied to Carboniferous, and has no

claim to separation, some of tho species and nearly all the genera beings

found in true Carboniferous beds ; that beds representing the Permian

in other countries are merely upper Carboniferous beds,^ and that dis-

tributions founded on lithology and unconformity are only of local value.

The discussion was the more noteworthy because, instead of terminating

by a vote, as was done in similar cases in Bologna, whore some of the

decisions were only carried by very narrow majorities, the meeting

accepted tho suggestion of Professor Neumayr and abstained from a

division.® It is however probable that had a vote been taken, a large

majority would have been in favour of tho union of the Permian with

the Carboniferous.

Y.—It was agreed to divide the Triassic system into three series, but the

limits were not defined.

VI.—The division of the Jurassic system into three scries was unanimously

adopted. The question as to the limits to be assigned to the different

series was postponed, and also the determination as to the affinities of

Rhsotic beds.

The remaining questions as to the divisions of the cretaceous system, the

classification of tertiary systems, and the whole subject of igneous rocks, were

practically left almost untouched. No attempt at any decision was made.

> 1 pointed out in reference to this question, tho singularly important evidenceafforded by tlie

strata of the Salt<range, where, as Dr. Waugen has showu, the upper i’roduc/Kr.limestoiie bedsj

although they contain far more Triassic genera than tho Permian of Europe, and although they

yield Ammonites and Ceratites, are intimately connected by identical species with tho middle and

lower Carboniferous beds underlying them. Judging by their fauna, these Salt-range upper Pro-

dsofus-limestone beds are probably newer than the European Permian (2ech&teiu), yet there is no

reason for classing them in a system distinct from the Carboiyferous.

* I pointed out, Ree. G. S. 1. xv, p. 66, the manifest objection to an attempt in a oongrew,

the majority of members attending which belong to one nation, to settle difficult and diipntad

questions by a vote.
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The committees for the map and for geological nomenclatiire were re-appoint*

ed. a very few personal alterations being madej and it was arranged that meetingv
should be held in the course of the next two jears.

It was determined that the next triennial congress be held in 1888 in lion*

don, and, so far as can be determined beforehand, between August 15th and Sep-

tember 15th. A small committee of English members was nominated to carry out

the necessaiy arrangements.

In contrasting the two congresses that I have attended the greatest difference

is that, in that of Bologna, there was an endeavour made to settle difficult ques*

tions by the vote of a majority, whereas this was no longer attempted at Berlin,

t having been recognised by all that a congress is not a body qualified to removO
international differences by voting. Irrespective too of the much smaller time

given to discussions on such subjects as nomenclature, there was a great falling

off in what may fairly be termed geological hobbies, such as the adoption of the

solar spectrum as a basis for geological colouration, and a change, for the sake of

uniformity, in thp terminations of names, applied to systems, There was also

much less talk, perhaps partly because Geiunans, though well acquainted with

French, are less fluent in speaking it than Italians. On the whole the tendency

appears to bo to substitute action for discussion, as is seen in committees for the map
of Europe and for a Nomenclator Paleeorifologictis having replaced those on map
colouration and rules of palsoontological nomenclature. The great importance of

the congress is clearly duo to the opportunity which it affords to the geologists of

different countiios to meet and become acquainted with each other.

I^ote on some Palajozoic Fossils recently collected hy Dr. H. Warth in the Olive

group of the' Salt-range, by W. Waagen, Pii.D., F.G.S. (With a plate.)
t

This title will appear rather startling to those acquainted with the geology of

the Salt-range ; but on a closer examination the fact indicated is in reality not so

.strange ap it appears at first sight.

The “ Olive group ” is more than any other formation of the Salt-range a

true Proteus in its composition and general appearance, and, what is even worsej

< an only with very great difficulty be distinguished from the beds on which it

rests, though the junction is always a discordant one. I need only recall the

doubt that existed as to the ago of the beds in which Terehr. fleniingiy Dav., was

ound. By all previous writers these had been united with the underlying

l)alfloozoic beds, whilst in reality they belonged to the “Olive group ” and were

ill time about, equivalent to tbe Deccan traps and the Cardita beatmonti beds,

as distinguished by W. T. Blanford in Sind.

Just the opposite of what befell Dr. Fleming with regard to the beds contain-

ing Ter, flemingiy seems to have happened to Mr. Wynne, with certain beds

which he united with his “ Olivo group,’’ whilst in reality they belong to the

palaeozoic series belpw. I have myself hitherto accepted this view of Mr.

Wynne’s, because there were no obvious reasons to doubt it. It must be bom in

mind that I was sent to the Salt-range, not to control Mr. Wynne’s survey,

but to study the succession of the different faun as there, and I wisely abstained
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Paleozoic l>aulder^bed8 the Salt-range. SS

from meddling <with beds which were then considered to be anfossiliferons.

There was indeed no occasion for this control, as Mr. Wynne’s survey has proved

in all ca^es perfectly correct. The mistake of having united a single nnfoseil-

iferons bed with the overlying series of rocks instead of with the underlying one,

only becomes apparent after the age of this bed can be exactly determined.

On page 69 of his Salt-range report^ Mr. Wynne oharnctorises the group as

follows : “ Olive, i*eddish, and white sandston* calcareous beds, black shales with

boulders ;
Terehrahda and bivalves, 150 to 350 feet,” This is, however, ,only

a general characteristic, and chiefly taken from the eastern parts of the Salt-range,

os in the western parts neither the Olivo sandstones nor the boulder beds have

been found within this group. It needs only a look on the sections on pages 190,

194, 206, Ac., of Mr. Wynne’s rcpoi*t to become convinced of this. In all these

western localities the group is composed of variegated sandstones, shales,

glauconitic or pisolitic beds and hssmatite, in which fossils are not at all rare.

These fossils are very characteristic, and absolutely identical with those found

in the Cardita heaumoidi beds of Sind. The beds with Terehr. Jlemingi belong

decidedly to this series. In the eastern pai-ts of the range the section is a quite

different one. A few examples taken from Mr. Wynne’s report may suffice to

illustrate this. On pages 165 and 166 the following section is drawn up«^om
the cliffs below Danddt :—

Peet.

1. Nammulitic limestone 200

2. Coal sliales, tra( en to westward.

Talus, room for 150 feet of b^Js.

8. Red shales . . 66

4. Light-coloured sandstones 20
6. Shales •.•...*.••• 20
6. Whitish sandstones 14

7. Red clay or shale 36

8. Greenish shales . . . . . . . . ,28
9. Metamorphic pebble conglomerate ...... 12

10. Red shaly and baggy zone (salt-pseudomorph band) . , • 120

The beds Nos. 3 to 9 Mr. Wynne considers as representing his Olivo group.

Here already a 12-feet bed of motaraorphic boulders appears at the base of

the group. The Olive sandstones, however, are not yet distinctly developed.

Further to the east a section has been measured by m3 self in the vicinity of

Sadowal. It is printed on page 154 of Mr. Wynne’s report. The section runs as

follows, leaving aside the details of the bods above the strata that are here of

special interest:—In this section tho bods from 13 to 15 must very probably be

taken as representative of Wynne’s Olive group
; it may, indeed, be said that tho

section is a typical one. •

Feet.

1—12. Variegated sandstones with coal scams 83

18. Dark groeiiieh-giay shale and thin-bedded sandstone . . 30 to 40

14. Thick grayish-green sandstone with irregular beds of gravelly

conglomerate and bivalves 16 to 20

16. Boulder conglomerate . • u • . 3 to 80

16. Dark purple shale with thin bands of greenish sandstone • . 60

17. Bed thin-bedded sandstones and bags with salt-psendou^orphs . 100

> Memoirs, Qeol. Sur. India, vol. XIV (1878).
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The most easterly localities where the group has up to the present beep

observed are in the country round. Bhaganwala. At page 138 of the report

there is a section of the coal locality there, which shows the folloiniiDg sub-

divisions in these beds :

—

Feet-

1. Yellow foBsiliferouB nummalitie limettone 11

2. Black shale ... 8
4. Coal shale, including 3 feet 6 inches coal 14

6. Gray lumpy sandstone 2
6. White ferruginous sandstone, coarse quartz grains and unctnous white

clay matrix, with black shnly and carbonaceous veins and strings,

and delicate purple and green earthy layers above, conglomeratic at

base • 21

All these beds are headed Nummnlitic by Wynne, but the conglomerates at

east may represent the Olivo series, as it is stated on the same page of the report

that large erratic blocks indicate the presence of the group in this neighbourhood.

In these eastern sections the Cardita heaumonti beds are nowhere conspicu-

ous, and they have not been known to ^xist until recently detectc'd at several

places of the eastern Salt-range by Dr. Warth, who sent me very numerous

fosa^, including Cardita heamaonti and Corbula harj>a, from the country round

Ghoya-Saidan-Shah, Ac.

These Cardita heaumonti beds are situated bere between the coal and the Olive

sandstones of the Olive group, but are so intimately connected with the coal that

these latter very probably will also have to be considered as belonging to the

same group. m

From these deductions it appears that whilst in the western parts of the*Salt-

range the Olivo group includes nothing but the Cardita heaummxti beds, in the

eastern parts of the range yet another group of bods is contained in it, of which

the boulder bed is the most conspicuous member
; and it is to this boulder bed that

I wish to draw the particular attention of the reader, as just at the upper limit of

it have been found the fossils which ale referred to at the beginning of this paper.

The section at a place near Dillour, where most of the fossils have been

found, is, according to a communication I have received from Dr. Warth,

as follows
Vstt.

Psendomorph salt-cryitsl zont

.
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The fossils occur in a very thin bed, just at the top of the boulder bed. Thq^

are contained in brownish sandy concretions, which are generally crowded with

individuals, in which, however, not very numerous species are to be found.

Though the bed has been searched very diligently by Dr. Warth, and a native

was occupied for weeks to collect fossils in it, yet the number of species is not

greater than ten, some of wliich have however been found in many hundreds of

specimens. Tho concretions are all of abo^it the same size and mostly of an
oval shape. All of them are not fossiliferous : Dr. Warth found only one con-

taining fossils among every twenty of them. But when fossils are present they

are often in great numbers.

The most common forms are GonularicBy of which hundreds of specimens

have been found. Next come specimens of Serpulites, which are however veiy

much rarer: all the other fossils have been found only in sporadic specimens.

The most abundant of all is a Conulariay which can be identified with all possible

certainty with Gonularia Icevigata, Morr., from carboniferous beds of Australia.

1. Gonularia ljevigata, Morris, PI. I, fig. 1.

1845. Conularia lavigatoy Morris: in Strzclecki, Phys. descr. of Now South

p. 290. pi. XVIII, fig. 9.

1877. Conularia lavigatay (Morr.) Koninck : Foss. Pal^oz. de la Nouvelle Galles du Snd,

p. 313, pi. XXIII, fig. 1.

This species attains rather considerable dimensions, but by far the greater

number of specimens found in the concretions are small young specimens
; only

exceptionally are individua-ls met with so largo as tho one figured by me, or

even larger. The species is somewhat variable, as I have tried to illustrate by
different figures.

Tho most striking characters, which always hold good, are—first, the rectangu-

lar, not quadratic, section of the cone, tho j^lways smooth condition of the ribs,

and the veiy regular distribution of these, so that always ten to twelve can be

counted within the distance of 10 mm.
The variability of the shell chiefly consists in the arrangement of the ribs,

which are generally arranged in such a manner that in the middle of the faces of

tho pyramid, where the ribs meet under an obtuse angle, they alternate with each

other ;
sometimes however in one and the same specimen they do not alternate

but unite directly with each other, and then form simply bent lines.

The species seems to be most nearly related to Gonularia omata, d'Arch.

and Vem., from the devonian, and to Gonularia quadrisulcata, Sow., from the

carboniferous period. From both it is different by its rectangular section

;

from the former also by its smaller apical angle, which is only 15^, whilst

it is 20* in Gonularia ornaia^ and from the latter by its coarser . transverse

striation.

There cannot, I think, be much doubt about the determination of this form.

The transverse section, tho number of ribs, the apksal angle, all are identical with

Gonularia ItBvigata^ and thus we can safely unite the Salt-range form with the

Australian Bpecies.
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2. COKULARIA TENOISTRIATA, M^Coj, PL I, fig. 3.

1847. Conularia tenuistriata, M'Coy : Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Yol. XX, p. 807, pi. 17,
flg:. 78.

1877. Conularia tenuistriatat (M'Coy) Koninck : Foss. Pul4oz. de la Nouv. Galles du Sud,'

p. 310, pi. XXIII, flg. 2.

This species is much rarer than the preceding
; there is only a single well-

preserved specimen o£ it among the materials at hand. The characters of the

species are however very easily traceable, and thus the specimen can be deter-

mined with perfect certainty.

The shell must have been extremely long, as the apical angle is hot more than
10®. The transverse section of the pyramid is somewhat lozenge-shaped, possess-

ing, however, two broader and two considerably narrower faces. The latter are

rather deeply impressed in the middle. The four faces are covered with a rather

fine transverse plication. The single folds are broken in the middle of each face

and there mostly alternate. The folds are smooth on the top and very fine.

There are nineteen to twenty within the ppace of 10 mm. In the grooves between

the folds a very fine oblique striation is observable. These characters will

to recognise the species.

As, has been rightly remarked by Mons. do Koninck, the species is most nearly

related to Conularia gerohteinensis, d’Arch. & Vern., from Rhenish devonian beds,

but can be distinguished from that species by the more acute apical angle and

the smooth, not granulated, ribs that cover the faces of the pyramid. Oonuhirla

tenuistriata was originally described, like Conularia Itsviyata, from carboniferous

beds of Australia. *

3. Conularia cf. irregularis, Kon., PI. I, fig. 2.

1843. Conularia irregularis Koiiinck: Descr. des anim. foss., 49(>, pi. XLV, fig. 2.

1883. Conularia irregularis, Koiitiu'k. : Faune clu Calc. Curb, de la Belgique, Ann. -da

Mus. Boy., Vol. VIII, p. 222, pi. LIV, fig. 1—
s’

There is only a single fragmentary specimen which might perhaps be assigned

to the above species : a quite safe determination of the species is however impos-

sible, on account of the very fragmentary state of the single specimen.

Though on a first glance the specimen seems to bear a rather great resem-

blance to Conularia laovigata, Morr., one soon finds on a closer inspection that it is

different from all the other Conularim occurring in the concretions by granulated

ribs ;
also the apical angle is quite different, being about 26° between two oppo-

site angles of ^he cone. By these characters it. appre^hes Gonula/ria irregularis

nearer than any other species; moreover as the transverse section of the pone is

an elongated rhombus, very much resembling fig. 4 of the drawings in the Annales
du Mus4e Royal.

The specimen is, however, rather smalj, and the ribs somewhat coarser than
as represented by*Mons. de Koninck, though they are not dissimilar to the draw-
ing^. These discrepancies, however, prevent me from dii*ectly uniting the Indian

specimen with Conularia irregularis.

The species was originally described from the mountain-limostone^of Vis4.
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4. BuGANU cf. KATTAENSIS W. .

1880. Bueania kattaewU, Waagon : Salt-iunge Foasila, I, p. 151, pi. XIV, fig. 6L

Ag^in a specimen which cannot he determined with safety. The specimen

consists of an internal cast only, but the enormously broad slitband, the impre^

sion of which can be made out, recalls strongly the same feature in BueanM

kattaensU, wherefore I have united this cast with it.

It would not be at all astonishing that a species of the lower Prodno^iis*

limestone should occur in the concretions.

5. Nucula, indet,, PI. I, fig. 6.

It is in general of an oval shape with rather inflated valves. The figured

specimen is an exceptionally small one.

It might be compared to quite a number of species, but as the determination

of this form is of no value whatever, I shall abstain from such a comparison.

There havo altogether been found three specimens of this form.
•

6. Atomodbsma (?) wARTHi, Waageu, n. sp., PI. I, fig, 7,

This species is represented by some not very well preserved specimena,^fld it

is rather doubtful to what genus it should be assigned.

There is no specimen in which the hinge could bo seen, but the general form

is not dissimilar to Atomodesma I may therefore assign the species to that

genus.

I^ is chiefly characterised by a strongly inflated apical region. The substance

of the shell is rather thin, and therefore mostly not well preserved. It shows

very fine concentric striation on its outer surface. On the internal casts a more

coarse concentric plication appears, which is crossed by a very fine and rather

indistinct radial striation.

%

7. Aviculopecten cf. lim^formis, Morris,' PI. I, fig. 8.

1846. Pecten limaeformUj Morris, in Strzelecki : Physical descr. of New Sooth Wales,

p. 277, PI. XIII, fig. 1.

1877* Avieulopecien limoBformis, (Morris) Koninck : Fobs. Pnlcoz. de la Nonvelle Galles

do Sud, p. 291, PI. XXII, fig. 4.

The only specimen that has been found up to the present is fragmentary, and

very considerably smaller than the one figured by Morris
;
it can nevertheless be

compared in general appearance to that species, as the character of the not-

divided ribs is very similar.

Av, limopformis is again an Australian carboniferous species. ^

8. Discina, 'sp, indet,y PI. I, fig, 9.

A very large Discina, of which, however, there is but one imperfect specimen.

Fragments of both valves are preserved, and the slit-like aperture of the lower

valve can be well distinguished. Both valves iilre rather flat. The upper valve

seems,to be granulated on its outer surface. Otherwise both valves are orna-

mented oniy with a fine concentric striation.
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As no other characters can be made out, it seems not advisable to 'express anj
opinion as to the specific affinity of this shell

; nevertheless it must be remarked
that we have to deal here with a true Discina and not with one of the genera that

occur in the Neobolus bed of the Salt-range.

9. Serpulites warthi, Waagen, n. sp., PI. I, figs. 4, 5.

Next to Conularia laevigata this is the most common species in the concretions.

It belongs to that group of forms which bear no marginal thickcningSi and is

very nearly related to a species from the lower Productus-limestone to which I

have given the name of Serpulites indicus W.
From this latter species the present one is distinct by its much smaller size.

This group of forms, without marginal thickenings, has till very recently not

been known to occur above the Silurian period, but the species from the Produo-

tus-limestone demonstrates that such species can occur also in much more recent

strata.

10., Serpulites tub/., Waagen, n. sp.

Together with the preceding species occurs a much smaller one^ with an en-

larged trumpet-shaped mouth
;
I introduce for it the above name. It is much

more rare than Serpulites warthi.

To sum up, after the description) of the several forms we find the fauna con-

tained in the concretions to be composed of the following species :

—

Bucania cf. hattaemis W,
Conularia Icsvigata Morris.

„ tenuislriata M'Coy.

If af. irregularis Kon.

Nueula sp. indet.

Atomodesma (?) warthi W.
Aviculopecien cf. limeeformis Morris,

Discina sp. indet.

Serpulites warthi W,

„ tuba W.

It must be confessed that this fauna is not very large
; nevertheless it can

positively be affirmed that it cannot possibly be a mesozoic fauna, but that it

must bo considered as belonging to the palasozoic series. The occurrence of

hundreds of specimens of Conularia give, it an entirely palaeozoic character.

The whole fauna is however almost entirely new to the Salt-range
; only the

Bucania cf. hattaensis W. has been formerly described by me from the lower

Productus-limestone of ICatta. The determination^of this species cannot how-

ever be made with sufficient certainty, as only a single internal cast is ayailable.

Quite difEerent is the case with the Oonularioe. One of them (Con, laevigata) at

least has been found in hundreds of specimens, and its determination is above

any doubt; the determination of the other (Con. ienuistriata) is also quite safe.

Now these two forms are identical with species that were originally described

from Australia, from beds there*'intercalated with coal-seams, and in which at

the same time numbers of Froducti^ Bpinfera and other similar fossils occur, in-

dicating a carboniferous age for those beds. To the same horizon 'point the
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Aviculopecten cf, UmcefomUa Morr. and the Oon. cf. irregularis E. though thqr

cannot be identified with certainty. The other species (Nucula sp. ind. aud

Discina sp. ind,) are new
;
but they exhibit quite a palasozoic character, as also do

the SerpuliteSf or at least they do not contradict the palteozoic age of the whole

fauna.

On the whole if we consider th safely or approximately determinable species,

which are

—

Bucania f. Kattaemh W.
^

Conularia ItBvigata Morr.

tenuiatriata M*Coy,

• irregularis Kon.

Aviculopecten cf, limcsformis Morr.

WO see that all of them point towards a carboniferous age of the beds in which

they have been found.

There is however a circumstance which imposes some caution in this respect;

this is the occurrence of the concretions en the top of coarse boulder-conglomer-

ates, into which they may have been transported from afar, having previously

been washed out from some other older formation. ^
When the first concretion containing Gonularice reached me from India, I was

convinced that it was a transported pebble and not in situ in the bod in which it

had been found. But after a time Dr. Warth sent me so many proofs in favour’

of an opposite opinion, that at last I came to belive that these concretions were in

situ, and the age of the bed in which they occurred could be judged from them.

These proofs wore the following :

—

1. The concretions occur not irregularly throughout the whole boulder-bed,

but are most distinctly restricted to a very thin layer just at the top of the bed,

where they occur rather plentifully. •

2. This thin horizon has a very regular pnd constant horizontal distribution,

and Dr Warth was able to state its existence over more than ten square miles,

everywhere exhibiting absolutely the same characters.

3. The fauna contained in the concretions is a very uniform one, and points

distinctly to a single geological horizon. If the bed in which these concretions

are contained were of cretaceous ago, and the concretions transported, a mixture

of the fauna with different foreign forms would be the necessary result, and it

is impossible that among the hundreds of fossils that have been collected not a

single triassic or jurassic species should occur or oven any silicified specimen

from the Productus-limestone.

From all these reasons it results with absolute certainty, that t&e concretions

containing the above fossil are in situ, and that the bed in which they occur is of

carboniferous age.

Thus we have in the eastern parts of the Salt-range two constituents within

the Olive group of Wynne, one equivalent in age to the Oardita heaumonti

beds, of which the Olive group is solely composed^ thewestern parts of the range,

and another below it qontaining a boulder-conglomerate which is of carboniferous

agOr and restricted entirely to the eastern of the Salt-range.
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There remains some difficulty in deciding what beds should be placed in the

upper part and what in the lower part of the divided group. The chief doubt is

with regard to the soft olive-coloured sandstones which overlie the bed with

Oonularim and contain sometimes bivalves of a Unto-like appearance. I should

be rather inclined to count those with the upper part, and to restrict the lower

part to the boulder-bed
;
but I cannot give positive data in this respect, and just

the contrary may be correct. All depends on future finds of fossils.

This is a matter of no great importance. Of the greatest importance, however,

is that we have recognised the ‘‘ Olive group” to be composed of two members,

one of approximately upper cretaceous, and another of carboniferous age.

Some words have yet to bo said upon the petrological character of the latter.

I have spoken of it as a bouldcr-conglomorate, and in fact the greater part of this

deposit is made up of boulders, often of quite enormous size, true erratic blooks,

which are imbedded in a dark-coloured shale, intermixed often with gravel or

coarse sand. The rocks of which the boulders consist are all of a very hard

nature, beautiful granites of different colours, syenites, different porphyries, green-

stones, quartz-rock, dc., but no rocks of a softer nature, like sandstone, &c. They

are xpi^ed together in the most irregular manner, and have been taken by Mr.

Wynne as indications of the vicinity of a sca-shore. When I visited the Salt-range

I observed, however, in these boulder-'conglomerates a great number of striated

pebbles, and recently Dr. Warth has also sent a number of them to Europe. He
writes at the same time that they are so common that he might get any number

of them if required. Such scratched pebbles and boulders imbedded in a soft

shale are always indications of the influence of ice action, and thus we ' must

admit for the formation of these boulder-conglomerates the collaboration of ice

on a grand scale.

We have thus now fixed two charaotera for the T)cds in which the Oonularioe

occur, first that they are of carboniferous ago, and second that they have been

formed under the influence of ice action.

There remains yet to look out for the equivalents of this boulder-conglomerate

in the western parts of the Salt-range, as carboniferous beds are well known to

exist there, and they must be in some relation to the carboniferous boulder-bed of

the eastern range.

It is a well Iniown fact, that on the whole the Olive group, or perhaps more

properly speaking, the Oardita heaumonti beds, rest unconformably on the entire

palaeozoic and mesozoic series of the Salt-range, but the unconformity is such a

slight one that in the single sections it cannot be observed at all, and can only be

made out by .observing that in nearly every section this Cardita heaumonti group

rests on different beds.

If we start from the west we find at first the Cardita heaumonti group but very

little developed, a few beds of sandstone and hmmatite is all that can be assigned

to it. These rest on Jurassic beds. Further east, for instance in the country

round Katwahi, the group is well developed, full of fossils, but rests on the

Ceratite beds. At Nursingpoh&r it rests already directly on the compact Produo-

tus-limestone, the Ceratite heda having disappeai^. In the ilawdn,the compact

limestones have also disappeared, and the Cardita heanmmti group rests now
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directily on the Fusulina beds of the lower prodootas-limestone. We see that

thus the group comes into contact with beds which are more and more low

the series as we proceed further towards the east, and going yet further eastwardi

we suddenly find the carboniferous boulder-beds with OonularicB appearing

below the Oardita beaumonti group. These boulder-beds were entirely absent up to

this point in Wynne’s Olive group, but boulder-beds were not rare to the west at

a lower horizon, in, or at the base of, the spockled-sandstone group. Now just

where the boulder-beds with Oonularim appear below the Oardita beaumonti beds at

the base of Wyimo’s Olive group, the lower part of the speckled-sandstone ought

to crop out from below the Olive group, according to the arrangement very regular*

ly observed from the western termination of the Salt-i*ange up to the Nilawan.

We thus have in the first place to look to tho speckled-sandstone for an equivsr

lent of the Gonularia beds in tho western Salt-range. * .

Mr. Wynne says of the speckled-sandstone at page 93 of his report; ‘^This

group (No. 5) is even at its commencement conglomeratic in places. It is
‘

occasionally so throughout its extension, and far to tho west where tho groups

2 and 5 lose in thickness greatly, the conglomeratic character increases, the paste

being often earthy and the enclosed fragments large boulders of crystallin^rock

;

but it is rather uncertain whether these beds may not.belong to the purple-sand-

stone.” This finally expressed doubt has been solved by tho Trans-Indus sections

which have since been examined by Mr. Wynne and in which the purple-sand-

stone is exposed below the boulder bed.

It had for long boon a puzzle to me, when I was in the Salt-range, that

there should occur there boulder-beds, which evidently were formed under the

influence of ice-action, at so diifercnt levels, as in the speckled-sandstone and in

the Olive group, then supposed to be entirely of cretaceous age ; and I could not

realise tho idea that in a country so near the tropics, at different and recurring

periods such a low temperature should have been prevalent as to cause the forma-

tion of large ice-masses.
*

That boulder-beds formed under tho influence of ice-action are not rare

in the western Salt-range is a well-known fact, and chiefly in the most western

parts as well as in the Trans-Indus continuation of the range those beds are of a

remarkable development. That ice was really greatly concerned in the forma-

tion of these beds appears beyond doubt, partly from the numerous striated and

scratched stones that are found in them, partly from the huge erratic blocks

which are off and on to be met with. We find these boulder-beds mentioned at

different places of Mr. Wynne’s report. They are assigned there partly to the

magnesian-, partly to the speckled-sandstone, but as tho former Jis barely at all

distinguishable in the western sections a mistake is very easy, and it is certainly

cot a great mistake to assign all these boulder-beds to one and the same large

group of rocks. Such boulder-beds are for instance mentioned at pages 214

and 237 of the report. As has been mentioned above they become more constant

and less often replaced by sandstones further to the west, and as we approach

the Indus the boulder-beds are the only rock that intervenes between the Pro-

ductas-lim(}Stone and the purple-sandstone or the salt-marl. A still more con.

gpicuous development of these boulder-beds is presented in the Trans-Indus
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eontinnation of the Salt-range, and a look into pages 64 and 71 of Mr, Wynne’s
Trans-Indus report^ will give a very fair idea of them.' Mr. Wynne does not how-

ever exactly place these boulder-beds on a level with any bed developed in the Salt-

range proper, but on page 26 of the report ho considers the speckled-sandstone to

be absent, and with regard to the boulder-beds ho says : Similar beds on this

horizon” (in the Salt-range proper). On the whole Mr. Wynne seems not quite

averse to the idea that all the bouldcr-beds of these mountain chains should at

least be compared to each other if they could not be reduced to one and the same

group of beds. He writes on page 68 of his report :
“ In the neighbourhood of

Kafirkot-south the red boulder group, with a thickness of 100 to 150 feet, is

occasionally exposed cl6se on the bank of the Indus, appearing from beneath

shattered and disturbed carboniferous limestone layers. Here the beds with

boulders are somewhat below the top of the group; they contain blocks up to

one and a half feet across of red granite, dark basalt, limestone, white metamor-

phic limstone, quartzose and other indurated rocks, embedded in a dark gray clay

:

the assemblage strongly recalling both tho western Salt-range infra-Carboniferous

bods and also tho much newer conglomeratic clays of Chel-hill in the eastern part

pf that, range, supposed to occupy a cretaceous horizon.”

From all that has been said in the foregoing pages it appears that there

exists a group of beds in the Salt-range, which is in the eastern parts of the range

mostly composed of sandstones, which off and on enclose a boulder-conglomerate,

while in the western parts the boulder-conglomerates predominate. This group

follows always below the Productus-limestonc group and rests either on the

magnesian-sandstone, or on tho Neoholiis-hedH, or on the purple-sandstone, or at last

on the salt-marl. From this it appears that it is in a more close connection

with the overlying than with the underlying beds.

As regards the ago of this group containing boulder-beds, it is not difficult

of determination. The Productus-limestone has been described in detail in my
large work on tho fossils it contains, and it has been shown there that throe

divisions can be distinguished, of which the upper two have to be placed on a

level with tho permian beds of Europe, whilst the lower one, containing FusulincSf

with very great probability must be considered as representing the upper,

most horizon of the coal measures. Now the Bpeckled-sandstone which fellows

below, and which contains the boulder-beds, is most intimately connected with

the lower division of tho Productus-limestone, and must bo placed with it in

one and the same group. It thus cannot be lower in the series than the coal-

measures of Europe and elsewhere, whilst the magnesian-sandstone and the

Neoholus-hedSf, which follow next below, and form together another group of

beds probably must be considered as the equivalents of the lower-carboniferous.

After this excursion on the boulder-beds of the Salt-range, we have now to

return to our Olive group, and the boulder-bed it contains. There follow three

things from the preceding considerations : 1, the boulder-beds of the Olive group

appear, geographically, just where the last remnants of the lower part of the

speokled-sandstone ought to crop out from below the Oa/rdita beavmonti beds

;

* Memoiri, Geol. Siir. India, rol. XVII, pt. 2 (1880).
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2, the boulder-beds in the speckled-sandstone, or which occupy eleewhere its

bathrological position, are in appearance extremely similar to the boulder^^bed ol

the Olive series ; 3, the boulder-beds of the western Salt-range are probably of

the age of the coal-measures
; for the boulder-beds of- the Olive series have been

proved of carboniferous age by Dr. Warth’s discovery of fossils in them.

From these three points it results with nearly absolute certainty, that the

boulder-bed of th# Olive group is the last eastern remnant of the speckled-

sandstone group, and that this boulder-bed also must be considei^ed as equivalent

in time to the coal-measures.

If thus all the boulder-beds of the Salt-range belong to one and the same
g^’oup, we have all at once a large glacial formation stretgjn'ng through the whole

Salt-range during the time of the coal-measures. In speaking of a glacial

formation, I do not mean that real glagiers wore concerned in the formation of

these beds
;

it was probably floating ice coming out cSl the mouths of rivers,

which brought the boulders with it, and deposited them along the soa-shoro.

There luive, however, still several difliculties to bo overcome, before this

grand glacial formation can bo conaiderdd as fairly established.

The sandy strata contained in the palaBozoic series of the Salt-range are most

evidently a littoral deposit, formed on a very flat, slowly-descending»»shore.

That all these sandy beds, down to iho upper limit of the purple-sandstone, are

not much different in age and form more or less one continuous series, has been

stated already in the introduction to the Salt-range Fossils, and is again afflrmed

by the discovery of carboniferous iOssils in the boulder-bods. ^

It seems that along tho shores of the ancient sea the sandy accumulations

were heaped up in du?ios, which dwindled down towards the open sea to com-

paratively thin layers of sandstone and boulders, tho latter, supplied by tho

materials falling down from floating ice, occurring off and on at different horizons.

This supposition alone can account* for tho great thickness these beds attain

towards the east, and the rapid decrease thqy are subject to towards the west.

In all tho foregioiig considerations I have not touched upqn tho question of

the ago of the “ Pseudomorphie salt-crystal zone,^’ as it has been termed by Mr.
Wynne, and which follows below the boulder-bed in which the palaeozoic fossils

have been found by Dr. Warth. That this salt-crystal zodo must be palaeozoic,

as the beds that overlie it are palaeozoic, cannot be questioned, but also in their

more special age they will not differ much from the rest.

They are composed of sandstones and blood-red clays of very variable thick-

ness, and from the surface of the sandstone flags numerous pseudomoiphs of salt

crystals stand out. 'I'his shows these rocks to have been formed under very

peculiar conditions. Daring their fonnation great quantities of salt-water must
frequently have dried up, giving rise to the formation of numerous salt crystals,

wliich wore afterwards dissolved by the influx of fresh water, whilst the hollows

left by the crystals were filled up with sandy matter. Such conditions could only

have taken place in an estuary, in a back-water behind the dunes, and these rocks

must probably be considered as a lenticular iiite^'calation on a large scale between

the ..masses of sandstone of which tho lower half of the paleeozoio rocks of the

Salt-rangoris composed.

0
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This Psendomorph salt-crystal zone **
does not, then, present insnrmonntable

difficulties to a rational interpretation; and by degrees more and more clearly

these three facts come to light : 1, that there is a group (and only one group)

of beds, which contains boulder-conglomerates throughout the whole Salt-range

;

2, that this boulder-group extends below the permian and topmost carboniferous

beds and is on a lerel with the coal-measures
; and 3, that this boulder-group has

been formed under the influence of ice-action.
^

These three facts are of the utmost importance, and a number of further

conclusions may be drawn from them.

Boulder-beds that were formed under the influence of ice action, have long

since been known to e^ist in India, in the Talchir formation, forming the base

of the Gondwana system. The ago of this Talchir formation has been much
contested

;
and the subject has been discussed in the most admirable manner in

several papers by Mr. W . T. Blanford. The most probable conclusion to which

Mr. Blanford at last ariives is to consider these beds as of permian age ; while

most of the previous writers had taken them to be either of lower triassic, or even

of Jurassic ago. All authors were, however, quite agreed upon one point, that

these beds had to be compared with certain beds occurring in Australia, in which

a number of species of plants, which had been found in the Talchirs and

Damudas of India, also occurred.

It was very unexpected, and so much the more interesting, that among tho

few fossils collect(Hl in the boulder-bcds of the Salt-range there should again be

species identical*with Australian forms though they were not plant-remains

:

Conularia Icevigata and Gon. tenuistriata.

In Australia the plant-remains occur in a scries of beds with coal seams,

in the lowest division of which they are found, together with the marine species

mentioned above as occurring in the boulder-beds of the Salt-range.

Thus we have again arrived at throe facts of great, importance : The Talchir-

Kaharbari beds contain a flora identical with, or very nearly related to, a flora

occurring in certain beds of Australia together with marine fossils, and at the

same time they contain boulder-bcds, formed under the influence of ice action

;

2, the boulder-group of the Salt-range contains some remains of marine animals

identical with species occurring in Australia, together with the above-mentioned

flora ; 3, the boulder-group of the Salt-range can be determined as of upper car-

boniferous age, from its position below the Productus- limestone, and chiefly below

the lower division of it containing Fusulinoe and Productus semireticulatus Mart.

From these facts the conclusion may bo drawn that the boulder-beds of

the Salt-range, and with them the speckled-sandstone of Wynne, are of the

same geological age as the Talchirs of the Indian Peninsula, as both are related to

the same beds in Australia, tho one by its plants, the other by its marine remains.

If this be the case, then also tho Australian beds, which contain the same fossils

as the Talchirs and the Salt-range boul;ler-group, cannot be more recent than

upper carboniferous, or of the age of the upper coal-measures.

From these two conclusions several others follow.

* If we have thus found the Talchir-Kaharbari beds to be of the age of the

coal-measures, then tho other divisions of the Gondwana system can also approzi-
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matelj be judged. The Damudas will then probably prove to be homotazionlly

equivalent to the permian of Europe
;
the Panchet and Bajmahal to the trias

(the Eota-Maleri beds must still remain somewhat doubtful); and the Jabalpur

and Cutch beds to the jurassic in general. The mesozoic affinities of the plants

contained in the lower groups can no longer be on obstacle to such an interpre-

tation, as the geological position of the equivalent beds in the Salt-range is

too clear to allow of any other view to be taken. Tims the opinion, so assi-

duously entertained and defended by Mr. W. T. Blanford, ^hat the exact age of

the beds could not bo judged wi^^h safety from the plant^^emains alone, has

been gloriously confirmed by the facts now brought forvfard from Dr, Warth’s

most important discoveiy. f
If we turn now to Australia, a number of other facA can be ascertained there

which are not of less interest. Of the Australian be^ that can be compared

to difFerent members of fche Gondwana system of India, it is chiefly the “ Lower

coal-measures with marine layers interstratified ” which must be placed homo-

taxically on the same level as the Talchiv-Kaharbari beds of the Indian Peninsula,

or the boulder-group of North-Western India. In these beds in Australia traces

of ice action havo not yet been observed. The Newcastle beds whiclvfollow

next above can perhaps not be separated from the preceding, but the Hawkes-

bury beds and Bacchus Marsh sandstones must certainly be placed on a level

with the permians of Europe. It is only on this honzon that traces of ice

action havo been observed in Aust" alia
; and from this it appears that the glacial

action took place at a later date in Australia than in India. The entire Austmlian

series rests on beds that are decidedly lower carboniferous, and this is one proof

more that the beds following above are of the age of the coal-measures.

Another country where equivalents of the Gondwana system seem to be

present is South Africa. It is now |png since the different divisions of tho

Karoo formation, as it is called in Africa, wore compared to the different

divisions of the Gondwana system and of the coal-measures of. Austiulia
; and wo

find again a very clear and impartial exposition of the facts relating to this

question in Mr. Blanford ’s presidential address to tho Geological section of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Montreal. In South Africa

the Karoo formation rests partly on carboniferous, partly on Devonian, and

at last also on gncissic rock. The lowest division of the formation is tho Ecca

group which contains a great boulder conglomerate, that has unmistakably been

formed under the influence of ice action. These Ecca beds rest conformably

on lower carboniferous beds containing coal-plants. The overlying beds are

however said to bo unconfonnablc to the Ecca beds. There is then oiridently some-

thing absent in South Africa, but it is not possible to say what extent tho missing

strata may have had. Perhaps tho permian is absent, and the Beaufort beds

triassic, or else only the upper jjart of the coal-measures may bo absent, and then

.

the Beaufort beds may be permipm. Ar our knowledge now stands, it is impossible

to say which of the two interpretations may be l;he right ono. For us at present

it is quite sufficient to state that, with all possible probability the Ecca con-

glomeratespan be considered as the equivalents of the Talchir boulder-beds and of

the Salt-range boulder-groups, and are thus of the age of the coal-measures.
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The partial identity of the fossil plants found in Australia, in India, and in

South Africa has long since led to the idea that in former geological periods

a land connection must have existed between those three countries, and thus

a by-gone Austro-Indo-A fncan continent has been constructed, stretching through

the greater part of the southern hemisphere and nearly equal in extent to the

Asiatic European continent of the present period. But it has up to the present

been impossible to indicate the exact time of existence of this continent, as the

evidence drawn from the plant-remains, was absolutely in contradiction to the

one drawn from thd marine animals.

Now after all tha\^ has been said in the foregoing pages it cannot be doubted

any longer that the time "if existence of this large southern continent dates at least

as far back as the carlymiferous period. I'he northern shores of this continent

stretched through India'iand have been partly preserved in the Salt-range, as well

as in Afghanistan, where the Talchir bouldcr-beda have been stated to extend

over large districts, resting on marine lower carboniferous beds. This continent

had evidently a well-developed river system, and at the Salt-range there was

probably the mouth of a great river. Down these rivers large masses of ice

floated while in other parts of the world the coal-measures were being formed

;

and these ice masses drifted along the shore and, as they melted away, deposited

large boulders, gravel and fine silt at different places.

Under such circumstances, apparently, marine animals could not well’ live

on tliis shore, and it must be considered as very fortunate that some such have

been found by Dr. Warth. In Australia the case was different. No ice was there

formed during these times, and thus there lived a rich marine fauna there. As it

occurs in strata intercalated between plant-beds, it is probably an estuarine fauna.

Of this whole extensive continent there exist in the present period only small

fragments. It haS been broken up by degrees during triassic and Jurassic times,

as has been shown by mo already in a former paper yjsupra^ Vol. X, p. 98), The

rocks of which this continent consisted can however bo well studied from the

erratic blocks which have been brought by the rivers to the shores, so that a

large stretch of former land which is now covered by the depths of the Indian

ocean may entirely be reconstructed.

The enormous development of boulder-beds that have been formed under the

influence of ice action on this ancient southern continent makes the supposition

of very low temperatures during those times on that continent an absolute

necessity. These low temperatures were not of a local occurrence only, but

spread over the whole continent, thus indicating^a true glacial penod,—a glacial

period, howe\ er, that was in the beginning restricted to the Southern Hemisphere

and only later on spread also to the Northern one.

In the earlier times of the carboniferous period a rather high mean temper-

ature must have prevailed on the southern continent, as luxuriant forests of car-

boniferous plants were thriving there, of i^^hieh the remains have been preserved to

us in Australia as well as in South Africa. All of a sudden a considerable lowering

of the temperature took place, ice began to be formed in South Africa and in India,

and all the carboniferous flora was destroyed in these countries well as in

Australia
li^y

this low temperature. In the meantime in Australia a new flora
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began to appear,—a flora that was suited to support moderate or low teraperatures.

Notwithstanding the ice that covered p.art of the southern continent; the flora

spread slowly westward from Australia, during upper carlioniferous and permian

times, to reach Indian and South African regions. This flora was composed

entii’ely pf what wo call “ mesozoic” types, and therefore the beds in which it

occurs were generally considered as mesozoic.

During the time when this went on in ihe Southern Jlemispherc, there were

the coal-measures deposited in the Northern one, and fwests of the greatest

luxuriance, composed of carboniferous plants, were thri’™g there under the

influences of a still warm climate.

This warm climate was also not entirely withoi^^effect on the Southern

Hemisphere. In the beginning of the coal-measures jfcriod the marine life along

the shores of the southera continent was very poor,^s has been stated above.

Later on, however, towards the close of that period, the marine animals were no

longer much affected by the cold that prevailed on the continent. There were

currents of warm water coming from ^le cast, bringing with them a number of

Amcncau carboniferous animals, wdiicli settled in Cliinoso and Indian areas.

(See Kayser : Fauna von Lo-Piiig
;
and Waagen : Salt-range Fossils.)

This state of things continued for a certain time, until in the perrniafl period

again a change took place. Now the cold had spread to the Northern Hemisphere

(there arc traces of ice action in this period in England), and the result was

the extinction of the carboniferous flora also in Europe and clsew'here in the

north. Now only was the flora of the moderate climate, which we are wont to

caP a mesozoic flora, in a position to spread also over Europe, &c,
; and this flora

prevailed during the whole mesozoic era.

In the Northern Hemisphere there were no currents of warm water to come thus

from anywhere, as the Soutliern Hemisphere was no longer so very warm, andtho

marine animals could not withstand life low temperatures to wdiich they "were ex-

posed, and the palaeozoic fauna perished almost entirely, only few genera escaping.

But also to tlie Southern Hemisphere the intense cold returned during permian

times and after. In Australia wo have seen that in the Hawkesbury beds and
Bacchus March sandstone, which are probably of permian age, glacial boulder-

beds occur. The flora could well endure these low temperatures and did not

materially change again, but the marine animals badly felt the changed condi-

tions. Currents of cold water reached the Salt-range towards tho end of the

permian period. These came from the north and brought with them types of

Siberian Ceplialopods, thus giving rise to the formation of tho Salt-range Oeratite

beds; but at the same time they extinguished tho life of ihe rich permian fauna of

tho Salt-range, the last remnant of tho once so rich and beautiful palaeozoic fauna.

In this way wo come to ascertain two facts, which were not expressed so clearly

up to the present. The palfloozoic fauna and flora was that of warm climates. The
organisms composing these wore not able to endui’O great changes in temper-

ature. As then, towards the termination of the palaeozoic times, first in the

Southern and later on in tho Northern Hemisphoi'e also the general temperature

was considerably lowered,—a circumstance which is pi'oved beyond doubt by the

frequent occurrence of ice-formod boulder-beds, the whole fauna and flowfc
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necessarily perislicd. It was afterwards replaced by a more hardy set of

organisms, which liowover only by degrees oecupied the place previously taken

up by the paleeozoic forms. This is chiefly applicable to the land organisms.

Wo have seen that the paloBozoic flora was in the Southern Hemisphere

already destroyed towards the middle of tho carboniferous period, and was
replaced there by forms, such as OonifercBy CycadeoBy FernSj and EquisetacecBf

which have been generally considered as typical of the mesozoic floras. This

occurrence of these f.o-called mesozoic types in such ancient strata shows partly

that the plants aloue, without stiutigniphical evidence and the corroborative

evidence of marine Wjmals, are not well adapted for a definite determination of

tho geological age of t^^ beds in which they occur, and this chiefly for tho

reason, that the plants ap greatly dependent upon tho climate, and tho climatic

conditions of remote periods are not sufficiently known to us. The case may bo

similar with land animals, but of these wo know still far less than of tho plants

in the more remote periods of tho earth’s history.

Anchor point that is demonstrated by^the occurrence of mesozoic plant types

in tho carboniferous beds of Australia is, that by this occurrence it is clearly

shown that the whole mesozoic land-flora is of an Australian origin, and spread to

Europe only in mesozoic times, after place had been made for it by the destruction

of the pala30zoic flora duiing the permian period, and after the climatic character

of Europe had become favourable for it.

In concluding these remarks I wish to draw the attention of the reader onco

more to the one cardinal point, that it is demonstrated beyond doubt that

towards the end of the paleozoic times a great glacial period occurred, similgr in

extent and more grave in its effects than the one that took place at the end of the

tertiary era, and that thus the earth has passed already through two severe periods

of cold.

It has been made possible to ascertain all this by the assiduous investi-

gations of my old friend Dr. H. Warth, who has thus made one of the most

important discoveries that ever could bo made in the Salt-range.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

Pig. 1.—Conularia Irevigata, Morris : la, 6. views from different sides, natural

size ;
Ic, transverse section of the shell

;
Id, e, different parts of the

surface, enlarged.

Pig, 2 .—Conularia cf. irregularis, Koninck
:
part or the surface, enlarged,

Pig, 3. Conularia tenuistriata, M‘Coy ; 3a, lateral view, natural size
; 36

,
part

of the surface, enlarged
; 3c, transverse section of tho shell.

Pigs. 4,
5 .—Serpulites warthi, Waagen, n. sp. views from above and from tho

side, both natural size.

Pig. 6.—^Nucula sp. indet. : 6a, natural size ; 66, c, enlarged.

Pig. 7.—^Atomodesma (?) warthi,‘W’aagen, n. sp.
:
partial internal cast, natural size.

Pig. 8.—Aviculopecten cf . limasformis, Morris : fragment of the shell, natural size.

Pig. 9.*-*Discma sp. indet. : fragments of both valves, natural size.
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Mev/uoranium on the Correlation of the Indian and Australian coal-bearing beds,

hy B. D. Oldham, A.B.S.M., Deputy Superintendent Oeological Survey of India,

In the spring of 1885 I was deputed, in extension of privilege leave, to visit

and examine the coal-measures of New South Wales and Victoria, with a view to

elucidating, if possible, the vexed question of their relations to our Indian coal-

measures. Accordingly I reached Melbourne on the 11th ^ugust and went on
to Sydney, whence I proceeded to Newcastle to examine what.Xniay call a classical

section in Australian geology. y'
I had intended, besides, to examine in detail the sec^n in the southern coal-

fields and in the Blue Mountains as well as the beds of B;\cchus Marsh in Victoria

;

but a relapse of malarious fever, originally contracted India, interfered consi-

derably with my movements, and I was compelled to sail from Melbourne on the

2nd September, having only boon able to examine the section west of Newcastle

and pay a flying visit to the Blue Mountains. With respect to the other localities

mentioned above, I had to be content with such information as could be obtained

from published reports, and in conversation with those who had examiued the

ground. I am consequently unable to give the connected account of the Austra-

lian coal-bearing series I should have wished to
;
but as regards the question of the

relative ago of our Indian coal-moasurcs and those of New South Wales this is of

little importance, seeing that the A'xstralian geologists have not yet been able to

connect the beds as exposed in the difierent coal-fields with each other, and with

the typical section west of Newcastle to which they must all be ultimately re-

ferred. Such observations as I was able to make will be embodied in the follow-

ing note.

Though it has practically no bearing on the question, it- may not bo out of

place to note the resemblance in lithological characters between certain members
of the Australian carbonaceous series and orthe Gondwana series in India

;
thus,

at Newcastle may be seen beds of coarse-grained soft whitish sandstone containing

a considerable proportion of decomposed felspar and very like some of the Barakar

sandstones ;
again, the boulder beds below the coal-measures aro often identical

with the similar boulder beds of the Talchirs in everything but the presence of

marine fossils ; but I attach no value to these lithological resemblances except in

the latter case, and then only in so far as they indicate a condition of deposit

which, considering the latitudes they are found in and the nature of the beds they

are intercalated \yith, must have been of an exceptional and transient nature.

The relative ages of the Indian and Australian coal-measures have long been

Introductory.
a question of great interest to geologists, and in spite of the

amount that has been written on the subject and the

ability of the writers there is probably no geological question more invoked

in doubt and difficulty.

The points in dispute are four—‘Ist, the agg of the members of the Indian

coal-bearing formation, or«Oondwana series, as compared with the coal-boaring

Series in Aj^stralia, and more especially of the coal-measures in either country

;

2nd, the ages of the members of the Gondwana series as compared with the mem-
bers of the geological sequence in Europe ;

3rd, those of the Australian beds
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compared with the same sequence; and 4tli, the relative ages of beds exposed in

different parts of Australia.^

When first the plant fossils of the coal-measures of India (Damudas) and of

Australia (Newcastle beds) became at all known, a similarity between the two

floras was noticed which naturally led to tlieir being considered as of contem-

poraneous origin. In both Olossoptcris was abundant, and the species G. hrotvniana

(as well as other species then supposed to bo identical) was found in both
;
both

contained a species qt Vcrtehraria^ another of Phyllothecn, which were believed to

bo identical, and ai^ certainly closely allied to each other, while the former genus

was till recently unkoVrn from any other formation but the two in question.

The contemporaneity >^01 the Indian and Australian coal-measures being taken

. .
granted, the second and third of the points in rlispute

on i(5to opinion.
l^ocame connected with each other. In Australia two

schools arose,—one, headed by the late Rev. W. B. Clarkii and those who had

examined the beds in the field, reasoning from tho close connection of the New-
castle coal-measures with beds containing a marine fauna closely allied to that of

tho carboniferous beds of Europe, argued that the Newcastle beds were of carbon-

iferous or at any rate late palaeozoic age
;
the other, headed by Professor McCoy

and others who had never seen tho beds in sitn^ reasoned on wliat they declared to

be the characteristically mesozoic facies of the flora, and on this ground alone, not

satisfied with declaring that tho beds must be of Jurassic age, impugned the accu-

racy of some of the Rev. W. B. Clarke’s statements. In accordance with this

divergence of opinion regaixling the Australian bods there was a corresponding

difference as to the ago of our Indian coal-measures
;
some of the most prominent

of the Europe pakeojihytologists looked upon them as of mesozoic age, while the

members of the Indian Geological Survey who had examined the same bods in the

fixild regarded them as of late paleeozoic age on the ground of tho resemblance of

their flom to that of the Australian coal-measures, accepting with regard to

tliese last the opinion of those who had examined them in the field. But as

regards the beds above the coal-measures, and so intimately associated with them

that they could not bo looked upon otherwise than as subordinate members of

one great series embracing the coal-measures also, it was acknowledged in both

countries and by both parties that they should be regarded as of mesoz(uc age.

Such was the state of opinion on these questions when Dr. Feistinantel ex-

amined the floras of the sub-divisions of tho Gondwana series and not only classed

them all as of mesozoic age, but even attempted to correlate them to particular

horizons of that period; and moreover after a dcti^lcd examination of the flora of

the Australian coal-measures declared that it was not nearly so closely related to

^ The Aastralian series as exposed in the districts between Sjdncy and Newcastle, and the

ronntry west of that place is divided by Australian geologists as follows. The noineueluture of tho

Rubdivisions, espoeially in the lower part of the senes, is not fixed, but the terms given below will

be used ill this paper. For tho series as a whole T shall use the term Carbouaceous, suggested by

I’rof. McCoy.
1. Wianamabwi shales.

2. Hawkeshury sandstones.

3. Newcastle beds,—or upper conl-measnres.

4. Upper marine beds with carboniferous fauna.

6. Stony Creek beds,—or lower coal-measures.

6. Lower marine beds with carboniferous fauna.
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Rupcrposition in Austra-

lia.

that of the Indian beds as had been supposed, and that it could consequently not

be appealed to as proving the palaeozoic ago of the Damndas in India.

But in Australia the dispute was not confined to the conclusion to be drawn
from acknowledged facts, but, strange as it may seem, the

Conflict ns to f^ts of fundamental facts of the superposition of the beds

was disputed. At the base of the sandstones and shales

containing seams of coal and known ^s the Newcastle beds

there is a great thickness of bods from which a marine fauna, closely related to

that of the carboniferous period in Kurope, has been ohtainid.^ These marine

beds are divided into an upper and a lower sub-division a band of sandstones

and fine conglomerates containing some seams of coal, i^d as these beds yielded

species of Qlossopteris and other similar forms whijjli were declared to he

characteristically mesozoic, it was assumed that the snpf^rpoaition of these beds

by others containing a palaaozoic fauna must be only apparent and in reality

duo to inversion or fauliiiig.

Such a conclusion however could iflit be allowed by any one who had seen

. , .
the ground wdiere these bods arc exposed. The section is

escnption o section,
fortunately easily accessible by the Great NoHhem Sailway

starting from Newcastle and tlie beds are well exposed in the frequent cuttings.

There are two exposures of these lower coal-measures on opposite sides of an

anticlinal, one at Stony Creek, 2 miles west of Branxton, and the other at Greta,

10 miles further west. At both places the dip is moderate and steady, to east-

south-east at Stony Creek, to wc^t north-west at Greta
;
at both planes the

section is practically continuous, and the marine beds may be traced dipping

under the coal seams and a sliort way above tlicm again reappearing. The re-

appearance of the seam on the opposite side of the anticlinal, and the absence of

any duplication of the seam »nrcconclusii"e against any theory that the appearances

are due to inversion or strike fualts, whUe if further proof were necessary it

would be found in the fact that both at Stony Creek and Greta shafts have been

sunk through the marine beds into the coal, and at the former place through it

.

into more marine beds, a - thus clearly showing that the coal measures are inter-

bedded with the marine beds.

It is unfortunate for our present purpose that none of the sub-divisions of

the Gondwaiia scries in India can be definitely and directly

No Qondwaiia horizon correlated with any*Df those of the carbonaceous series as

New South WnlCTswtion, exhibited in the Newcastle section where thar relative

position is clear and free from doubt. But in Victoria

there are some beds containing Gangamopteris, known as the Bacchus Marsh .

beds, which seem to bo the equivalents of the Talchir&u
represent- ipj these Bacchus Marsh beds is poor, consisting,

so far as is known, of only three species of Gangamopteris ;

' According to De Koninck (quoted in Rev. W. B. Clarke's “ Remarks on the sedimentary

formations of New South Wales,” 4th Edition, Sydney, ISf?8, Appendix XVI ** C,” pp. 144-148) out

of 249 specie^ known, 81 are found in the carboniferous beds of Europe.

For a filler account of the stratigrapliy of these beds, and the history of this dispute, see

Bev. W. B. Clarke’s ** Bomarks on the sedimentaiy formation of New South Wales,” 4tli Edition,

Sydney, 1878. ’

* I am Indebted to Mr* C. S. Wilkinion for this information.
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and physical
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of glacial

but, as Dr. Feistmantel has shown, of these three species one is identical with,

PaliBontological
another closely allied to, species found in the Talchir beds
of India.

But their palasontology is not the only connection between the two, for, like

the Talchirs, the Bacchus Marsh beds contain abundant
evidence of the action of floating ice. According to the

late Sir R. Daintree, there are “strata, mainly composed
of fine mud, dotted* throughout with various sized, generally rounded, pebbles,

and those pebbles np)stly unknown in the vicinity, and some not yet seen in place

BO far as the Geological Survey has extended a minute examination * furthej* on
he says that “ blocks of granite/* in some instances over a ton in weight, are found

embedded in a matrix of s^oft mud;** • and in the last progress report by the Secre-

tary for Mines in Victoria, Mr. Murray states, on the authority of the late Sir

R. Daintree, that some of these granite boulders resemble no grauite that occurs

as a rock-mass nearer than Queensland.’

It is impossible to account for the formation of such beds as these except

by the agency of floating ice in large masses, and as both

the Talchirs and the Bacchus Marsh beds show that when
they were deposited the climate was much more severe

than that now prevalent, wo may take this as indicating that during their* deposi-

tion there was a widespread glacial epoch corresponding to that which is known
to have occurred in post-tertiary times. This consideration, whatever weight

might bo attached to it if stood by itself, may certainly be said to corroborate 4;ho

fossil evidence, and we may consequently take it as certain that the Talchir and

Bacchus Marsh beds are the representatives of each other

I am not aware that any attempted correlation of these beds with a definite

horizon in New South Wales was published before Dr. Feistmantel in 1880 gave

it as his opinion that they were the 'equivalents of the Hawkesbury sand-

stones. This opinion, so far as 1 can glean from his published writings, was

based on the so-called lower mesozoic facies of the Bacchus Marsh flora, and

was supposed to be confirmed by Mr. C. S. Wilkinson*8 discovery of what he

Correlated with believed to bo evidence of glacial action in the Hawkes-

bury sandstones. Mr. Wilkinson thus describes this evi-

dence—“ In the sections exposed in the quarfies at Fort

Macquarrie, Woolloomooloo, FlagstafP hill and other

places, may be seen angular boulders of shale’ of all

sizes up to 20 feet in diameter, embedded in the sandstone

in a most confused manner, some of them standing on end as regards their strati-

fication, and others inclined at all angles. They contain the same fossil plants

that are fonnd in the beds of shale from which they have evidently been derived.

These angular boulders occur nearly always immediately above the shale-beds,

TFoistmantel

Glacial action in

Hawkesbury sandstones.

’ Geological Survey. Report on the Geology of the District of Ballan by Richard Daintree.

Melbourne, 186S, p. 10.

* Ibid., p. 10

® Geological Survey. Progress report by the Secretary for Mines, Melbourne, IdSl, p. 80. ,

’ See Feiilmantel, Rec. G. 8. 1. XIII. 267 (1880).

Which is interbedded with the sandstones.
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and are mixed with very rounded pebbles of quartz ;
they are sometimes slightly

curved as though they had been bent while in a semiplastic conditioui and Ihe

shale-beds occasionally terminate abruptly as though broken off/* *

Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to account for those appearances,

except by the action of ice in some form or other, yet it is

that^of DacchM^Mawh
^ evident that they are by no means comparable with the

proofs of glacial action exhibited by the Bacchus Marsh

beds. The angular form of the fragments of shale shows^that in some manner

or other they must have been indurated before disturbance, and it is impossible to

account for this induration of what must then have been recently deposited mud
except by the freezing of the interstitial water. This sqp/osition would accord

with the general nature of the evidence, which indicates the action of ground-ice

such as is formed during the severe winters of North America rather than the

presence of large masses of floating ico
; and hence does hot necessarily indicate

so severe a climate as that afForded by the Bacchus Marsh beds of Victoria.

But there are in New South Wales^ conglomeratic beds* which are strictly

comparable with those of Bacchus Marsh
;
these are the

Glacial action ia lower marine beds with carboniferous fauna. Nos. 4 and 6 of

beds of NewSouth Wales, scheme on page 40 (note). I am not aware of any pre-

vious published notice of the evidence of glacial action

they afEord, but as long ago as 18G1, the lithological resemblance between beds of

presumably the same age in the Wollongong district and the boulder-beds of the

Takhirs was noticed by the late Dr. T. Oldham,* and when looking up the

1 Notes on the occurrence of remarkable boulders in the Hawkeabury rocks by C. S. Wilkin-

son, F.L.S., O S., Govt. Geologist. Trans. Hoy. Soc. N. S. W., Vol. XIII, page 105 (1884).

3 Mom. G. S. I., Ill, p, 209 (1863). As the volume is out of print and difficult to procure, I

reprint the passage referred to, as it is of interest in the present juncture.

Speaking of a collection of specimens of Australiau rocks procured and sent by Sir William

Denison, he says,— ^

** And still further, many of the lower beds of the Australian group, there so abundantly rich

in marine fossils, are very similar to many of the beds in the Indian Talvhir scries. There is the

same mixture of pebbles, and large rolled masses in a matrix of fine silt; and much of this silt is of

exactly the same peculiar bluish-green tint, so characteristic of these beds in this country, and

which, once seen, can never be mistaken. ^

** I would not be misunderstood as desiring to give ary great weight to a similarity in mineral

texture or lithological aspect, in attemptiug to ascertaiu the true position of these rocks. But 1 am
satisfied that this identity has a value, and by no means a light value, when, taken in connexion

with every other point of evidence which is available, it is found in all cases tending to turn the

balance in the same direction. And, basing my views on these considerations, I ventured to hold

out a prospect in anticipation that future researches would enable a more accurate and detail«xl

parallelism to bo established between the rocks in both these countries, portion^ of which were

now known to be synchronous, and that, while in all probability it would be found that starting

from the common datum line of the coal-bearing rocks in either land, the sequence upwards would

be established from Indian researches in this country, apparently supplying links wanting in

Australia; on the other hand we should be enahkni to supplement the evidences of the succession

downwards (which is deficient in India'^ by a reference to Australian groups. As yet we have not

been able to trace the existence of any marine deposits in^this country of the same age as the

‘ Wollongong ’ sandstones of Australia, but there is nothing whatever in the few plants which

occur in our Tal^kir beds which would militate against their being of the same general age (which

1 am disposed to think they are).”
^
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literature of tLis controversy I was much^truck by the passage. That any special

stress should have been laid on the resemblance was not to be oj^pected, for when
the words were written the glacial origin of the Talchii* boulder-bed had not been

universally acknowledged ,
the very idea of a glacial epoch was still stmnge, and

no ctoe hod yet dreamed of a palaeozoic glacial epoch, still less of using such a

conception in the correlation of distant deposits. But when I found that in Mr.

W. T. Blanford’s reply to I )r. Peistmantel ^ no notice was taken of this resem-

blance, although Mr. H. P. Blanford’s suggestion, that the glacial beds of the

Permian in Englrfnd and the Talchirs in India were contemporaneous is quoted,

I concluded that private information of later date had led to a modification of

the views expressed as to the lithological resemblance of the beds.

Nevertheless I determined to pay special attention to this point, and was not

surprised on visiting the section west of Newcastle, to find that the marine beds

showed abundunt traces of glacial Jiction. Blocks of slate, quartzite and crys-

talline rocks, for ttie most part sub-angular, are found scattered Ihroiigh a

matrix of fine sand or shale, and those latter beds contain delicate Fenestelhv and

bivalve shells with the valves still united, showing that they had lived, died and

been tranquilly preserved where they are now found, and proving, as conclusively

as the matrix in which they are preserved, that they could never have been

exposed to any current of suflieiont force and rapidity to transport the blocks of

stone now found lying side by side with them. These included fragments of

rock are of all sizes, from a few inches to several feet in diameter, the largest I

saw being about 4 feet across in every direction as ex])osod in the cutting, and of

unknown size in the third dimension
;
but I Avas informed by Mr. Wilkinson.^ that

in these same beds ho has seen boulders of slate, &c., whose ditneusions may bo

measured in yards.

It is impossible to account for these features oxc^ept by the action of ice float-

ing in large mas.ses, ^ and 1 had tlie good fortujie b) discover, in the Railway

cutting near Branxton, a fragment beautifully smoothed and striated in the

manner characteristic of glacier action, besides at least two others which showed

the same feature, though obscurely. This seems to show that the ice was of the

nature of icebergs broken off from a glacier which descended to tho sea-level.

Beds of similar structure and indicating a similar mode of origin are also

found at Wollongong, south of Sydney, and in the Blue
Glacial ovidence^^at Mountains. Though these have not been traced into

Mountfdns; connection with the marine beds west of Newcastle, the-

similarity of their position, fauna, and physical aspect, all

leave little r«)om for doubt that they are of the satne age.

In Queensland beds of similar aspect have been described by Mr. R. L. Jack.

and in Queensland.
These beds—also of marine origin, and indicating the

presence of ice floating in tho sea by which they were

1 Rec. G. S. I
,
XI, page 148 (1878).

* Roughly speaking, it may be said to take 16 cubic feet of fresh-water ice floating in sea-

water to float a cubic foot of granite, or 14 cubic yards to float 1 ton. It must bo romembered

that many of these fmgmonts probably came from a distance, and that the ice ^vas molting all

the while. /Ibese Ggures must be reduced by two fifths if the rock is supposed to be immersed.
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deposited contain 22 species of fossils, so far as the fanna is known, and of

these 15 are common to the Now South Wales marine carboniferous beds, the

other 7 not having as yet been found to the southwards.

From what has been said it will be seen that over the greater part of Eastern

A " lacial epoch”
Australia beds are found which, by their included foSsils,

are shown to bo homotaxially equivalent, and which agree

in indicating that during their deposition the seas under which they were formed
bore on their surface masses of floating ice such as are now only seen in much
higher latitudes than arc occupied by any part of Australia. It would seemi
then, that towards the close of ilie palaeozoic era there w^ a widespread glacial

epoch wlmi effects were felt over the whole of what is now Eastern Australia,

and, if we allow this form of argument at all, it is to this
to winch the Biicchua period that we must refer the Bacchus Marsh beds rather
MarHii beds siiould be

,
•

Tt'tencd. than to that of the Ilawkesbury sandstones which do not

indicate so severe a climate.

The paleontology unfortunately doe% not help us to a definite conclusion.

Gangamopt' rls^ the only genus known from the BacchuB
Pftlceontological evb ^farsh beds, has not so far been found either in the^ lower

deuce.
coal-measures of New South Wales, or in the Hawkesbury

sandstones, but from tlie Newcastle bods, intermediate between them, two species

oi Oangamopteris have been obtained^ of which one is identical with, and the other

allied to, Bacchus Marsh forma.

The flora of the lower coal-measures comprises 7 species belonging to 4 genera ;*

of these, 4 belong to the genus Gios^opteris

;

this latter is therefore, so far as the

flora is at present known, the predominant genus, as is also the case in the New-
castle beds

;
further, one species, G. hrownianat is also found in the latter

;
and

besides this, the genera PhyllotJu ca and Noqgeratliioims are common to the two

floras, while Annularia is tlie only genus which has not, so far, been found in the

Newcastle beds.

The Hawkesbury beds have only yielded two species of plants
;
in both cases

the genus is represented in the Newcastle flora, and in one case, Sphenopteria

alata Bgt., the Newcastle form, is only separated as a variety by Dr. Feist-

mantel. But if we group the Hawkesbury and Wianamatta beds together, as

Dr. Feistmantel has done, wo have 8 species belonging to 7 genera, of which but

1 species and 3 genera are common to the Newcastle flora.

From the facts just detailed it will be seen that so far as there is any balance

> Eeport on the Bowen River Coalfield, by R L .lack, P. G. S., Brisbane, 1879.

* Q. angnsttfolia, McCoy, and O clnkeana, Pstin., the latter being represented by <?.

apathulata, McCoy, in the Bacchus Marsh beds.

• The flora of the lower ooal-measuies according to Dr. Feistmantel (Tr. Boy. Soo. N. S, W.,

XIV, 103) 1880, is as follows

Phyllotheca auslrMU Bgt*

Annalaria australis Fstm.

Qlosaopteris hrowniana Bgt.

„ „ V. prmcuraor Fstm.

* Q, eleyanst Fstm., O, prtmmva, Fstm., O, clarkei, Fstm.

Nds/yeraikiopata prttca, Fstm.
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at all, tbe Newcastle flora is more closely allied to that of the lower coal-measiires

than of the Hawkesbury beds. *

As regards the stratigraphical relations of the beds, the Newcastle coal-measures

are, so far as is known, perfectly conformable to the lower

marine beds. On the other hand, though no uncon-

formity has been traced between the Newcastle and
Hawkesbury beds, yet if the coal-measures in the Blue Mountains are the repre-

sentatives of the former,—and tho balance of probability is very much in favour

of this supposition,—there must bo an unconformity and overlap of the Hawkes-
bury sandstones on tho beds below them.

Turning to Victoria, we find that besides the Bacchus Marsh b|||||^the only

other rocks which can bp referred to any portion of the carbonaceou? series in

New South Wales, are what arc known as the Tceniopteris beds which are

shown by their included fossils to be homot axial with tho Wianamatta beds or

those immediately above them. Owing to the large surface covered by lava

flows in Victoria, tho exact relation of tho Ttvnioptprls and Oangainopteris beds is

not known, tho two not having been found in contact
;
but there can be no doubt

that the latter ai*e completely overlapped by the former, which aro frequently

found in immediate contact with the silnrian slates. I was further informed that

the difference in tho degree of induration of the two was such as to indicate a con-

siderable difference of age, so that it would be improbable that they could belong

to two periods so close to each other as the Hawkesbury and Wianamatta periods.

Seeing, then, that the palaeontology and stratigraphy of the beds, so far from

Contemporanoity of
contradicting the conclusion derived from the evidence of

Talchir and carbonifor- glacial conditions, are either neutral or support it, we may
0118 marine beds. conclude that the carboniferous marine beds of New South

Wales are the most probable equivalents of the Bacchus Mai'sh beds of Victoria

and hence of the Talchir beds of India.

As a corrollary from the above conclusion, it would follow that the Damudas
and Newcastle beds are far more nearly contemporaneous

dafl^iSS^Newciwtle^^'
^’cistmantel will allow, and that tho Goudwana

series as a whole ranges from towards the latter end of

the palmozoic into the secondary era, representing in part the interval between

those two eras of European geology.

This was the opinion long held by the members of the Geological Survey of

India, and was first seriously questioned by Dr. Foistmantel, who ascribed all the *

sub-divisions of the series to hoiizons in the r^csozoic rocks of Europe, and also

declared that the affinities between tho Damuda and Newc. stle floras were not

such as to justify their being regarded as homotaxial.

It will be necessary therefore to seo what these affinities are, and whether the

difference between the two floras is such as to invalidate tho conclusion I have

formulated above.

To begin with, both floras are marked by tho predominance of the genus

Palfflontological rola-
Olossopteris, which, in tho Newcastle flora, comprises 9 out

tioDs of Damuda and of 26 spepies, or 35 per cent, of the total number of species,

Newcastle beds, species out of 63, or 30 per cent, of the total number
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of species in the Damuda flora
; of those, one species, O. Srowmana, is identical

in both cascs^ an^ 3 Newcastle species, G. linearis^ G, ampla and G, pdralUldf

are represented by the allied Damuda species, G, angustifolia, G, communis and
O. damudica. The genus Phyllotheca is represented in both floras, and the Austra-

lian form is allied to, and was long considered identical with, the P. indioa of the

Damudas. Vertehraria is found iu both series, and is only known elsewhere from
the “ jurassic*' beds of Siberia. Sphenopteris alata Bgt. is a^iother species repre-

sented in allied forms in the Damuda flora, and the species Gangamopteria angu8»

tifoUay McCoy, is common to the tv o floras. Besides these the genus Nagger^

athiopais is represented in both floras, so that wo have in all 6 genera and
2 species common to the two floras, besides 5 species represented by allied forms.

On the other hand there are 3 genera out of a total of ^9 not represented in the

Damuda flora.
,

It may be that the resemblances between the two floras are not sufficient to

justify our placing them, oven approximately, on the same horizon
;
yet it cannot

be said that the difEorences are such as to preclude the beds from which they were
obtained from being regarded as, at any rate, approximately homotaxial with each

other. I aYoid tho word contemporaneous for, though I think that probably it

might be used in connection with the Talchirs and Bacchus Marsh beds, I see

no possibility of arriving at any conclusion as to whether the Damudas and New-
castle beds were or were not contemporaneous ; in all probability the two periods

overlapped ipmewhat, and the affinities between the Hawkesbury and Wiana-

matta floras and that of the Damudas, as well as the internal evidence of that

flora itself, would indicate that the latter was probably of somewhat later date

than the Newcastle period.

In tho foregoing pages I have not alli\ded, except incidentally, to the position

of either the Australian or the Indian coal-measures in the European sequence.

This question is altogether too large and com*plicated for me to take up at present

when debarred from access to any scientitic library, and has besides been already

so well thi-eshed out that I could hardly gather any grain by going over the

straw again. This same cause—want of access to books—has prevented mo from

giving as full references to previous literature as I should have wished to do ; but

1 have endeavored as far as possible to acknowledge my indebtedness to previous

writers, and in conclusion 1 can but express my obligations to all those who
assisted me in my enquiries during my visit to Australia, and in particular to

Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson, Government Geologist of New South Wales, and Mr. B. F.

Murray, Government Geologist for Victoria,, for the unreserved maimer in which

they placed all their information and experience at my disposal.
9

Gamp, Ajmere,

2nd November 1885.
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Afghan and Persian Field notes, hy 0. L. Griesbach, F.G.S., Deputy 8i4perin^

tendenty Geological Survey of India^ on duty with the Afghan Boundary
Oommiasion.

Introduction,—Since writing my last short report on the geology of the Herat

province,^ I have been moving about the Herat valley and Eastern Khorassan,

whenever I could obtain permission to do so from Her Majesty’s Commissioner.

From Bala Murghab, where our Commission remained during the extreme

cold weather of last winter, wo moved about the middle of February last,

marching vid Kila Ifaiir and Chaman-i-Bdd to Gulrdn. There General Sir

Peter Lumsden, G.C B., gave me permission to examine some of the ranges in

Eastern Khorassan, and accordingly I spent some time in studying tb.e rocks of

the Bozd and the Estoi ranges, rejoining tlie Commission at Tirpiil. From there,

I made a short trip to the Doshakh range, and afterwards went for some time

to the hills north of Herat. Later on an opportunity occuired to visit the

Dav^ndar range east of Herat, and the march of the Commission to Thagan

Kobat gave me an opportunity of revisiting the Turmust range. In August last

Colontel Sir West Ridgeway, K.C.S I., gave mo permission to go again to

Eastern Khorassan, where I remained over two months, extending my excursions

as far west as the turquoise mines of the Nishapur district.

I have already given a short sketch of the geological structure of tbo Herat

province as far as it has come under my own observation.^ I have^ little to add

to this and some to modify. In publishing these notes now, it must be clearly

understood that many of the observations contained in tliojn may hereafter havo

to be modified when the matei'ial brought together will have been worked out

and compared with collections from other parts of the world.

The following formations aro repmsented in the Herat valley and Khorassan

Recent and aerial. Alluvial deposits, fans, blown sand. Igneous rocks.

FOST-TBRTIABT “ Lof'ss” beds, with mamiimlinn bones, of Bad^^his.

Red and white clays with sandstone and gypsum
deposits.

ConKlomerate and sandstone
^Plant shales )

^

Mxocbrb .

•

Calcareous sandstone and clay^, with Ostrea multu
costata Desh. in Badghis and Kiiaf.

Conglomerate and sandstone of Firniman near
Mashhad.

Eoobnb • Grey shaly limestone with Bmehiopods.
Coral limestone with nummulites.
Grey shales and limestone with nummulites.

Rhyolites and tra-

chytes.

‘ Roc. Qeol. Surv. of Indio, Vol. XVllI, Part 1, page 67.
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Beceut aud a^iaL Alluvial deposits, fans, blown sand. Igneous rooks.

Cbbtaoeous
t Coral limestone with Hippurites.

Upper 1 Inoceramus cripsi, Mant., zone.

(. Light-coloured marls.

Lower I
".half»•

t Trigonia limestone.

Basaltic rocks.

Syenitic granite.

t

5 1 Jurassic and )

S 1 rbastio . j

a (

5
1

.S Trias imd C
S 1 'S pormiMn. v :

Ip
&l

\

9

Red grit group ; marine limestone with Brachio-

pods ; Paropamisus, Estoi range, &c.

Sandstone with marine fossils and Gondwana
plants, Gaukbarchang pass, &c., &c. •

Marine limestone,- Keliit-i-Nadri section.

Congloinerntcs, Brachionod limestone, sandstone,

preen shales, thin leafy coal and plant-remains.

Kholi Biaz section, Ac. sPalezkar beds.

Melapbyre and great

masses of felsite por-

phyry.

Mel.phyre.

•

Cabooivifrbous Massive dark limestone and sandstone with many
fossils 1 Davendar range, Ac., Ac.

OlDBB I^ALiBOZOIO Limestone and calcareous sandstone; fossils;

Dehrud pass.

-

Trap.

The bill ranges of the Herat province and Eastern Khorassan are all structural-

ly connected, and form long and generally parallel lines of anticlinal folds, which

nearly all show much the same succession of beds. The intervening wide troughs

of the valleys are filled by tertiary and later deposits. By far the largest share

in the structure of these ranges belongs to the beds of the plant-bearing (permo-

trias and Jurassic formations) and to the cretaceous systems. The cai’boniferous

and older palceozoic rocks I only met in a few sections.

PaUeozoic rocks, carboniferous and older palceozoic formations,—I found rocks

belonging to these systems in the Davendar and the Doshakh ranges in the Herat

province, and in the Bizd and Binalut ranges of Khorassan. ,

The most complete section of palaeozoic rocks I have yet met with in Khoras-

san, is the one between the villages of Dehrfid and Gulistan on each side of the

Dehrdd pass, which crosses the Binalut range south-west of Mashhad. The
structure of the range is that of an anticlinal fold, in some places showing inver-

sion and much disturbance of the strata by crushing. Igneous rocks, too, obscure

a great deal the actual succession. The carboniferous and older rocks are seen

between the village of Dehrdd (4,800') and the top of the pass (8,750').

Lomr carboniferous or devonian, Dehrud pass.—The oldest rock in situ appears
* p
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to be a calcareous sandstone of dark grey to purple colour, with an indurated

limestone which contains somo few fossils, amongst which a Froductus and Orthis

(?) seem the commonest forms. The beds dip to the north about 35° to 40°, and

are conformably overlaid by Productus-limcstone of the carboniferous system both

on the north and south side of the pass, and the latter by hardened greenish-grey

shales and interstratihed trap (melaphyre),

Binahit range ,—I crossed afterwards tho Binalut range further to the north-

west, from Madan to Chinai*an, but tho route proved more or less useless to mo,

as it winds in and out of a wide depression in the range, along which nothing

older than cretaceous rocks are exposed.

Yalddn In a line south-east of the Binalut range is a lofty chain of

hills, which on our old maps is named the Yakt4n range, a name which seems

unknown in that part of Persia. The high peak at the south-east termination of

the chain is called the Bezd hill. When I visited it in March, I crossed it twice,

but it was still thickly covered with snow, and consequently I had to keep near

the lower slopes and the passes, where Jittlo of tho rocks in situ is found. I was
however able to make out the structure of the range, which is similar to the Bina-

lut range, inasmuch as it is formed of a high anticlinal fold of carboniferous rocks,

flanked by the permo-triassic plant-bearing series. The carboniferous rocks con-

sist of solid grey (mostly very dark) limestones in beds of one to two feet thick

containing many chfiracteristio carboniferous fossils, corals and Brachiopods.

Iron pyrites and small nests of antimony are found in many places in the range
;

the latter is extracted near Rawand and used by the natives. The plant-bearing

series, consisting of green and grey shales with sandstone and conglomerate, ap-

pears to rest quite conformable on tho older rocks.

Doshahh range ,—Continuing tho strike of tho Yaktan range, one reaches tho

Doshakh peak, on whoso north flank I found again carboniferous rocks. The
Doshakh range assumes a more west-east to north-east stiike, and is in a lino

with the Davendar range east of Herat. The north flank of both ranges consist

of carboniferous rocks overlaid by the plant-bearing series, and tho whole appears

to have formed an anticlinal fold, the southern half of which has subsided along a

line of fault, which has now brought cretaceous limestones in close and abrupt

contact with the palceozoic rocks. This feature is well seen at the north foot of

the Doshakh peak itself and in the hills north of Pahri, where hippuritio lime-

stone is faulted against carboniferous limestone with Producti, Ac. It will thus

be seen that the structure of these four ranges is precisely the same, and that

they must therefore be considered as belonging to the same system. The Doshakh,

Yaktdn and Binalut ranges form part of the great Centra^ Asian watershed, and

it would have been of the highest importance to follow up the continuation of this

line to the east into the ranges which form the upper Hari Rud valley ; it is a

matter of regret to me that I was not allowed to avail myself of the opportunity

offered by the presence in this part of the world of a mission composed of British

officers, to carry out my researches to a legitimate end.

Tho minor ridges on the north side of the Doshakh range, including the

Bobat-i-Pai peak, are composed mainly of a great thickness of carboniferous beds

which have on average dip to the north-west.
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. I ascended the stream which flows from the foot of the Doshakh fenk morp

or less in a north-westerly direction and which irrigates a considerable eztenij of

land near the village of Kashmard. I found in descending order

4. Near Kashmard hard reddish-gi^oy sandstone, somewhat resembling the

Chnnar (Vindhyan) sandstones
;
regular flaggy beds, weathering dark-purple and

black, and then resembling igneous rook from a distance. Dip 40° north-west,

3. Grey splintery and hard shales with ferruginous partings and irregular beds

of hard dark limestone* No fossils. Several hundred feet thickness, weathers

gi^euish-grey with brown ferruginous spots. Jointed ;
dip SO'' north-west.

2. Impure earthy limestone of dark colour, overlaid by hard grey calcareous

sandstone in thick beds. Dip 70^* north-west. The limestone contains many
fossils, mostly Brachiopods, Athyria ovissyi, Productus sp. &c.

1. Near the Doshakh ziarat. Black or dark-grey very friable shaleSi alter-

nating with ferruginous impure limestone breaking into jointed fragments ;
the

limestone weathers a brown rusty colour. A few Brachiopod remains, badly pre-

served. Dip CO® nortli-west-by-north. .

The beds of this series are hero, near the foot of the Doshakh peak, faulted

against the upper cretaceous limestone, which composes the peak itself. ,

Along the lino of fault, which is nearly from oast to west, the Zinjatak valley

and pass has been scooped out by denudation. Some igneous rocks (melapbyres)

have protruded along tho fault, and have greatly obscured the actual contact of

the palaoozoic with tho cretaceous series.

Ghillingkhiih pass.—The pass over which the road from Pahre to Zindijan

leads, and which seems known as the Chillingkhak, exposes a similar section to

the above. A few miles north of Pahre tho cretaceous series abruptly ends,

and the fault already noticed at tho Doshakh brings tho carboniferous rocks in

close contact with the hippuritic limestone of the Pahre hills. The carboni-

ferous system consists here of a great “thickness (probably 2,000 feet) of bard
dark-grey limestones, sandstones and siiliiifory calcareous shales with many
traces of Producti, Penestella, <fcc. Tho beds dip to tho north, at 30® to 40%
below the recent fan deposits of tho Hari Rud valley.

Bobat^uPai, in the Doshakh range.—K ravine runs in a northerly direction

through the spurs which jut out from the group of high peaks known as the
llobat-i-Pai. At the head of tho ravine is the ancient and celebrated shrine

of the “Sacred feet.” I may here mention that tho depressions on the waterwoni
sides of the ravine, which (with a little artificial hel]^ perhaps) resemble somewhat
tho shape of gigantic human foot-marks, aro nothing (jlse but water-worn hollows
in the rock, of tho same nature as are the well-known pot-lioles. Some years ago
a deadly strife originated when some devotees of Mashhad nearly succeeded
in carrying off these sacred marks. Several had already been removed by care-

fully under-cutting and chipping off of tho block on which tho marks existed,

when the perpetrators of the deed were .caught in the act,—and of course mot
their reward. Tho entire mass of the Robat-i-Pjy peaks consists of thick even
beds of hard dark-bluo limestone with calcspar veins, with some hard grey sand-
stone, both of which contain many carboniferous fossils. I recognised amongst
ihQmProdxiciussemircliculatus, Athyris roissyi, Fenestella, and other carboniferous

D 1
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fossils. The beds dip 60° to 75° north, below the recent deposits of the Hari Rnd
valley.

Davendar range .—The Dav6ndar range consists of the main ridge, rising

to over 11,000 feet in height in one or two peaks, with outer parallel ridges,

the whole forming an anticlinal arch, the lowest beds of which are found not
in the main range but in the auxiliary range north of the Davendar, running
parallel with the latter, and in which the Sang-i-Ajal and Kholi Biaz are situated*

1 crossed this outer range between Jauza and Naorozabad near the Kholi
Biaz hill, and fou^d the latter to consist of carboniferous strata, represented

by hard, dark, splintery limestone, containing many Product!, Fencstellss, Crinoids,

dbc., characteristic of the carbouiferoas limestone of the Himalaya. Not much
of these beds is exposed

;
both flanks of the Kholi Biaz, with the Davendar

range to the south of it, consisting of younger strata, belonging to the plant-

bearing series (permo-trias) which I shall describe below.

Igneous rocks of the older palceozoic .—Igneous rocks are found in the neigh-

bourhood of all the carboniferous localities which I described, but they belong
most probably to tho>ppcr jarassic epoch, during which enormous outpourings
of melaphyre took place. Only in the carboniferous scries of the Dehrud pass

of the Binalut range have I found trap apparently interstratified with Productus-
limestone.

The permo-trias and Jurassic formations. ^Towards the close of the carboni-

ferous period a change of physical conditions seems to have occurred in the entire

Central Asian area. The beds which rest in all the sections of the Herat province

and Khorassan upon the upper carboniferous rocks, consist of deposits such<as are

formed near a coast line and near the estuaries of great rivers, namely conglo-

merates, sandstones and shales, which not only contain marine fossils but also

plant-remains. In several sections which I examined I found great thicknesses of

plant-bearing sandstones, probably deposited nt ar or in the estuaries of rivers,

alternating with irregular deposits of massive limestones containing many marine
fossils. I believe therefore that the present watershed of the Binalut-Yakt4n-

Doshakh ranges, south of which I have not found any beds of this plant-bearing

series, also marks more or less the old permo-trias coast line.

From’ the observations of Blanford,^ Grewingk,® H. v. Abich,® and others,

it appears certain that the same beds occupy largo areas in the Klburz range,

and in the Armenian provinces of Asia Minor. Prom Mushketoff’s researches
in Central Asia it also appears that the same group of strata are found over
a large area in Russian Turkomania, near Tashkend, Samarkand, &c,

I found beds belonging to the plant-bearing system on the flanks of the
Binalut, the Yaktdn, Doshakh and Davendar ranges, and the Paropamisus, Estoi

and Jam ranges are almost entirely made up of rocks belonging to the series.

It would be of the highest importance to trace these littoral formations

eastwards until a junction could bo effected with the Himalayan marine beds of

the same age.

* fitist Persia, Vol. II, by W. T. Blanford. London, 1876.
* Grewingk : die geogn. iind orogr. Verhaltn, d. noi-dl. Persiens, lfip8.
* Vergl. geogn. Qrundztige,dkc.
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The system is capable of being divided into the following groups

Ovorlylnir Cret&ecoua bods.

Tithoi^iak Light-coloured sandstones end grits with plants; marine beds with

fossils.

UpPEB JUBAS8IO Red grit group.

Loweb jubabsio akd C
LIAS . . . V

•

Miirinu limestone.

Green sniulstono with Goiidwana plants.

Limestone with Brachiopods.

Rhjetio tbiab and peb- (

MIAN . 1

Limestone with Brachiopods.

Sandstones, conglomerates and green plant shales.

Underlying CarbonlforouB limestone.

1. The plant~hearing system in Afghanistan^ ^

In describing the carboniferous of the Davendar I have mentioned that the

auxiliary range north of and parallel to the Dav4ndar is partly composed (near

the Kholi Biaz and Sang-i-Ajal) of carboniferous limestone. This is overlaid on

each side by younger rocks, belonging to the plant-bearing series, and by great

outbursts of igneous rocks (mostly melaphyres) belonging to the upper Jurassic

group.

The section on the north slope of the pass between the Sang-i-Ajal and Kholi

Biaz is in natural order and very clear. It is in descending order,

14. Bed grit group with igneous rocks.. From about 4 to 5 miles south of

Naorozabad, extending over the greater part of the valley of the Kurukh stream

towards the north, red grits with purple and greenish conglomerate, volcanic

breccia and tufa, and a dark trap rock are in situ, deeply eroded into ravines by

the streams draining into the Kurukh river. The dip is variable, but on the south

side of the valley is chiefly to the north and north-west.

13. Sandstone and hard flinty limestone, alternating with red grit beds,—dip

about 30®, west to north-west.

12. Red sandstone and grit with grey sandstone, entirely composed of

material derived from the older igneous rocks.

11. Limestone breccia and conglomerate, with limestone beds (traces of

fossils). The fragments of the breccia are chiefly made up of carboniferous rocks

and trap.

10. Great thickness of greenish-grey, very friable shales, with traces of

plants.

9. Soft sandstone bed, a few feet thick, of olive green colour, enclosing reed

stems ;
with irregular thin-bedded shaly sandstone, containing Yertebraria (?)

8. A thin coaUbedy—about 1 inch in thickness.

7. Gritty sandstone with pebbles, chiefly of limestone.
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6. Qreen shales interstratified with sandstone.

5. Green sandy micaceous shales, with coaly particles and some plant impres-

sions. •

4. Tlun bed of prroenish-grcy fine p^nt, or coarse sandstone, weathers brown.

3. Grit, with limestone fraj^inerits of the carboniferous group, containing

fossils.

2. Hard altered sandstone of felsitic character with shaly beds (phyllite),

of considerable tlijeknoss, alternating with gntty'bcds.

1. Hard dark-grey to black limestone in regular beds, containing in the upper

strata numerous crinoidal stems and fragments
;
also many Brachiopod remains

;

carhoniferotM (upper).

The Sang-i-Ajal and Kholi Biaz hills are entirely made up of beds belonging

to the carboniferous group, dipping about 65° north, on the north slope of the

Kholi Biaz, and nearly vertical at the southern base of the pass leading over that

range. The plant-bearing beds resting on the carboniferous group are quite con-

formable to the latter, and the dip gradually lessens towards the* centre of the

Kurukh valley.

T'he southern portion of the Davendar section differs in some respects from

the Kholi Biaz succession. Descending from Jauza Killah to the pass just de-

scribed, I observed the following beds,—in descending oi’der :

—

7. Igneous rocks (melaphyre) associated with the red grit group
;
dip about 30

to 40° south to south-west. The red grit group forms all the lower spurs which

extend from the Jauza H. T. S. towards the junction of the Kurukh and Herat

rivers, and may be observed to form also the Jauza hill with the lower slopes of

it. The dip is rather rolling, but in the main to the south-west. Thick red

sandstone with grit and conglomerates, and a few thin beds of micaceous shales

(red) are interstratified and laterally, replaced by igneous rocks (melaphyre).

Some of the most conspicuous points and nearly all the craggy hills in the ranges

are composed of the trap. The Jauza hill (over 11,000 feet) is almost entirely

made up of a dark augitic rock.

6, Near the centre of the great anticlinal, or rather dome, of the Jauza section,

I came upon an impure reddish-grey hard limestone, with brccciated bods. The
limestone is in parts oolitic in structure

;
I noticed a few traces of fossils (Brach-

lopods) north of Jauza Killah, but could not get them out of the rock. The
beds of limestone are apparently not very regular, though I always found them
near, or immediately below, the red grit bods. North of Jauza village, in the

stream which runs into the Kurukh river near tho^ village of Kurukh, the lime-

stone beds' are again seen just below the red grit series, and at that locality I

found some well preserved Brachiopods, of a rhcetic or liassic character. The bed

is evidently of very varying thickness, for on the north slope of the Zurmnst I

met it in very considerable development. Immediately below it I met

—

5. Calcareous grit and breccia with*green shales (phyllites) containing angu-

lar fragments of igneous' Tockb.

4. Reddish and green shales with leafy impure limestone, traversed by innu-

merable veins and joints filled with calcspar.
*
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8t (Greenish micaceous shales (nhjlUtes) ; considerable thickness.

2. Fclsitic rock with imbedded trap.

1. Limestone, conglomerate and grit.

The lower beds of this section, from 1 to 6, comprise the greater part of the

section seen on the north side of the Kholi Bia/ hill, beds 3 to 11. This group

of beds has probably been deposited near a shallow coast, and both the lower

(permo-trias) andthe middle section (Jurassic) of the series attain a much greater

thickness further north and north-west, and in Khorassan attain enormous
thicknesses. *

The centre of the anticlinal which forms the Davdndar range is therefore not

to be found in the main range, but north of it, and is marked by the Maldma
stream Talley, where the older (carboniferous) rocks are exposed.

The Kurukh valley, from near the point where the stream leaves the hills

before entering the Herat valley, to many miles east of the Davdndar hills is

formed chiefly by the red grit group.

The Paropamiaus range, bounding the valley on its north side, also forms an
anticlinal, considerably disturbed by minor faults, and in some places the beds are

so crushed as to leave great doubts concerning their relative position. Fortu-

nately 1 was able to go over the Zurmust section a second time and thus* satisfy

myself about the correct interpretation of the structure of the range.

The rod grit group with its igneous rocks forms a great trough, in which the

Kurukh stream has eroded a deep channel. On the left side of the valley the

beds forming the group dip nearly north, whereas in the Zurmust range the red

grit group and interbedded melaphyre dip at an angle of 65^ to 70^^ to the south-

east.

The entrance to the Zurmust is occupied by a purple and rod grit, which in

places becomes quite a conglomerate, extremely hard, and seems to have been

subjected to altemtion near the contact with the trap. From that point to the

height of the Zurmust pass there is an alternation of grits, red shales, volcanic

tufa and melaphyre, with an amygdaloid rock.

The igneous rocks assume much greater thickness towards the east, the upper

Kurukh.

Tithonian ,—North of the Zurmust pass, and in the range over which the

Kashka Kotal leads to Naratu, the red grit group is seen to underlie a group com-

posed of white sandstones and grits with plant-remains, and interstratified lime-

stones containing marine fossils.

I had no further opportunity this year of revisiting the Naratti-Kilhad section

which I have already described in my last notes. But from observations of

rocks further west it appears certain to mo that the Naratd plant sandstones,

overlying the red grit group, belong to the tithonian horizon and form a passage

from the upper Jurassic into the ncocomian limestones and marls which are seen

between Chakan and Kilanad, on the ^oad to Bala Murghab.

Marhich and Band-i-Baha ,—The Paropamisus between the Zurmust pass and

the Marbich shows nearly the same structure as I observed in the Zurmust

section, but although the general feature of the range is that of a great anticlinal

or anticlinals, it has undergone such great disturbances, and the beds composing
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it are so much shattered, that the true snccesgion of strata could hardly be made
out anywhere between these points, if the neighbouring region had not afforded

a key for its interpretation.

Fault of the Paropamisus ,—Between the Band-i-Baba and the Zurmust it

may easily be seen that a lino of fault runs east and west, south of the main
range ;

and beds of the middle of the plant series (the red grit group) are thrown
against and partly thrust over some of the white sandstones and grits of the

uppermost group (tithonian). Near the Thagan Robat, north ^of the Zurmust
pass, the fault has thrust the red g^t group partly over the younger white

sandstone {tithonian).

Near the Marbich "pass the fault crosses to the north side of the Paropamisus,

crushes beds of the red grit group against upper cretaceous, and is lost further west

below the tertiaiy deposits of Badghis. -In the Bstoi range, in Khoinissan, the

fault appears again plainly, and may be traced in a more or less north-westerly

direction along the Kat<i-Shamshir hills. The hot spring of Garm-ab (116®

north of Tiraman, rises along this fault.
^

The Pand‘i-Paha .—The main range, over which the Band-i-Baba pass leads

from Kushk is composed of the uppermost group of the jurassic series, repre-

sented *by light-coloured sandstones and grits with intercalated limestone with

marine fossils. The same beds are seen in the Kashka Kotal, north of th'e Thagan
Robat, and at Naratd, and I believe represent as nearly as possible the tithonian

stage of Europe. I found in descending order

;

1. Sandstone, dark grey, fine-grained, with numerous

Ostrea remains and calcareous beds entirely 5om-

posed of an Ostrea species.

2. Sandstone, light grey, with greyish-white sandy

Tithonian (

shales
;
the first contains some plant-remains

;
the

latter a few bivalves. The dip is rolling, but

generally to the north.

3. Sandstone and grit with zones of conglomerate.

Resembles strongly upper Gondwaona sandstone

and contains plant-remains.

The series may be seen in all the ravines which lead towards the Marbich

and Band-i-Baba from the grassy slopes of the Kushk valley, and the beds dip

under an angle of about 25° to 30° to the north.

South of the pass 1 found that beds belonging to the red grit group are

faulted against the mass of light-coloured grits cf the Band-i-Baba, and the

strata composing the upper jurassic are dipping 25° to the soutn. Near the

actual contact great disturbance and crushing is noticeable, the beds of the red

grit group being here and there raised up vertically and even inverted. Between

the top of the Band-i-Baba and the ravine south of Robat-i-Khona, leading to

Palezkar, the red grit group is as follows in descending order ;

—

3. Hard* bluish-green sandstone, forming very thick

beds with grit zones and trap pebbles* The

sandstone is composed of volcanic maferial

Bed-grit group
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Bed-grit gronp

/ 2. Breccia, same as 1, bat in thinner beds, alternating

with a clay shale or concretionary clay of dark

green or red colour ;
this group is of great thick-

ness, and can hardly be less than 1,200 to 1,600

feet.

1. Dark brownish-red and purple conglomerates and

grits the fragments made up of igneous material,

alternating with great layers of trap breccia and

voles nic tufa. The fragments are all derived

from igneous rocks, generally melaphyre, cement-

ed by a black or dark-green tufaceous matrix.

^
interstratified with red grits and sandstones.

PalezJcar beds, Talchirs ?—The low hilly ground between the hills immediate-

ly north of Herat and the foot of the Band-i-Baba range itself, is formed by a

synclinal, much disturbed and in some places completely crushed. Between

the village of Palezkar and Robat-i-Surkh, in the Herat valley, some of the lower

beds of the plant-bearing series are exposed. They consist of a group of

sandstones and green shales, associated with interstratified trap (am^^^daloid

melaphyre), which may bo seen well exposed near the high conical hill known
as the Hissar-i-Ghulaman, and in the ravines of the Palezkar and Shor&n

streams, which drain into the Kurukh river.

Nearer Robat-i-Surkh, I noticed a greenish-grey impure shale, micaceous,

with traces of plant-remains (Vertobraria ?) associated and alternating with con-

glolnerate and a trap breccia in thick beds.

Towards the south-east they are overlaid by coarse brown sandstones and grits,

with badly preserved plant impressions, and towards Muchkhandak by the red

grit group.

Altogether tho Palezkar beds resemble in some respects the Talchirs of India,

and still more so the lower (Eccaj beds of the Karoo formation of South Africa,

and recall to mo vividly the sections soon a few miles south of Pietermaritzburg

in Natal, aud the beds exposed in the ravines of Kleine Karoo and the Bokkeveld

of the Cape.

I believe they belong to the beds 2 to 7 which I described as overlying con-

formably the carboniferous limestone of the Kholi Biaz hill, in the Dav6ndar range,

and form most probably a passage from the upper carboniferous into the trias, com-
prising perhaps the upper Kuling bods of Himalayas with Otoceras woodwardi.

Hills north of Herat .—The hill rango which runs almost east to* west, and
within 2 miles of Herat, is composed of several groups of rocks, which form three

separate zones. Tho greater part of tho range, from a point half way between

Parwana and Herat to Robat-i-Surkh, is formed by the older beds of the plant-

bearing system, which dip to the north-east, and apparently rest on hard grey
splintery limestone, which forms the ri.nge between the Parwana stream and the

Sinjao valley, and which may be carboniferous. ,

1 crossed the Paropamisns between the Band-i-Baba and the Hari Bud by the
Ardewan, Ghasma Sabz and Bobat-i-Surkh passes, and partly explored the Mar-
bioh route.
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Marhich and Koh^i-Kaitu.—The latter route skirts both the Koh-i-Kaiiu and
Marbich peaks, which, in their general features, resemble the Band-i-Baba. The
southern half with the Koh-i-Kaitu is composed of the red-grit group which is

faulted against the titlionian grits and Ostrea limestones of the Marbich.

Ardetmu ,—The bods composing the Ardewan all belong to the red-grit group

with a part of the higher tithonian white sandstones and grits overlying it. The
structure presents one or more folds, with a considerable amount of local dis-

turbance. North of the pass, where the road enters the grassy slopes of the

Kushk drainage, the sandstones of the tithonian group have been faulted and

crushed against beds (white marly limestone) of the upper cretaceous formation.

I believe this to bo on the same line of fault which I could trace from point to

point through the Paropamisus and the Jam hills of Khorassan.

The rocks, which compose the red-grit group of the Ardewan, consist of thick

beds of grit, sandstone and conglomorate, mostly of a dense reddish-brown to pur-

ple colour, in general chaiucter resembling the rocks of this group at the Zur-

must pass. The conglomerate changes locally into a volcanic breccia, which is

well shown in the clifFs just north of Kush Robat, near the south entrance to the

pass. I found no trap vi situ, but thick beds of volcanic ash, with embedded

bombs ^)f malaphyre, are intercalated between the conglomerates: The general

dip of the group varies from north-west to north-east, but in one or two places

small folds repeat the series of beds.

Beyond the watershed of the Sinjao stream and the stream which drains into

the Kushk, the red-grit group is overlaid conformably by coarse sandstones (with

ferruginous nodules) and grits with calcareous beds, containing marine skolls,

which I believe to belong to the tithonian horizon, continuous with rocks of the

same age of the Marbich, Band-i-Baba, and Kashka Kotals. The sandstone is cut

ofE by the fault already noticed, and crushed against upper cretaceous limestone

with Inoceramus crijjsi, JMant.

Chasma Sahz pasis .—The section* exposed at the Chasma Sabz pass is almost

identically the same as the one seen in the Ardewan. It consists of a series of

beds of the rod-grit group, dipping 15® to 20® noi*th-east, and in descending order

I found

:

4. Densely red grits and ferruginous sandstone, forming a lower and parallel

range north of the Chasma Sabz pass.

3. Grey friable needle shales, conglomerates and partings of clay shales.

2. Grits and greyish needle shales with bluish-grey hard clay shales.

1. Bed and brown to purple sandstone with cuhrse conglomerate and volcanic

ash.beds.

2. Tile plant-hearing system in Khorassan.

The Oaiihharchang pass and the Kat-i-Shamshir range .—The great fault de-

scribed on page 56, and which runs more er less south-east to north-west through

the Paropamisus, divides also the range of hills which bears the name of the

Kat-i-Shamshir on our old maps. Here the fault iTins close along the north side

of the watershed between the Jam river valley and the drainage whigh falls lower

down into the Hari Bud. The fault is well exposed in the Gafikharchang pass
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itself, and farther to the north-west at the hot spring of Garm-ab (115® P.), it ifl

lost amidst the tremendously crushed strata.

The southern half of the Gaukharrliang pass, which leads from the Jam valley

north of Turbat-i-Sheikh-Jam to Zohrabad, is composed of fragments of sand-

stones and grits belonging to the red-grit group with great masses of igneous

rocks. The prevailing rock is a melaphyre, .vitli long strips of a syenitic granite,

which I believe to belong to a later epoch. Ash beds and volcanic conglomerates

are found between the enormous layers of bedded melaphyre, dipping gently to

the south below the late tertiary deposits of the Jam valley.
*

The northern half of the pass between the fault and the Zohrabad plateau,

past the Burj-Kalich-Khan, is formed chiefly by beds belonging to the middle and

upper groups of the jurassic system. The structure is that of one or more anti-

clinal arches, somewhat crushed hem and thci*o, but sufficiently clear to establish

the following groups in descending order :

Tithonian
3. Light-coloiiyed sandstone, grit and limestone beds;

the latter with Ostrea sp.

2. Dark-grey to black finely bedded shales, veiy friable,

with ferruginous partings. Great thickness. Frag-

ments of plant-remains.

Coarse red grit and sandstone in thick beds.

1. Grecnish-grey coarso sandstone with ferruginous part-

ings, and dark-grey, fine needle shales. The grey

shales show some badly preserved plant-impres-

sions, but the sandstone (near Burj-Kalich Khan)

yielded a great number of iJoth marine lower juras-

sic fosHjls, Brachiopods, Bivalves, Ecliinoderms,

&c., and also of rc^mains of Glossoptcris sp., and

other Gojidwana plants in a fairly good state of pre-

servation.

It is remarkable how the rod-grit group and the higher grits of the tithonian

have dwindled down in thickness in this section, compared to the great deposits

of sandstone and volcanic ash beds which form this group in the Paropamisns

sections. The stream of Paidah Jan Murad, north-east of the Burj Kalich Khan,

has formed picturesque escarpments in the red-grit group, resembling greatly

the escarpments in the Mahadeva sandstones of Sirguja and Palamow in India.

Bobat-i-Snrkh pass ,—Approaching the Robat-i-Surkh pass from the north

(Gulran), one has to pass over rolling hills of rounded outlines, composed, as far as

I could judge from the scanty exposuies seen en ronte^ of nothing else but the soft

argillaceous beds and soft sandstones which I believe belong to the upper Siwalik

horizon. Near the noith slope of th/s) pass a number of low spurs are seen to run

out from the Mash range, and I found them to consist of light-brown sandstones

and grits in thick beds, which resemble the plant-bearing sandstones of the Bond-

i-Bato. The bods dip hero gently to the north below the Gulran beds.

Tho pass itself shows a group of sandstones, generally thick-bedded, which in
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its upper portions is alternating with reddish and greenish marly beds. I found

no fossils in any of the strata, but I believe the whole to belong to the red-grit

group, which it closely resembles.

The structure seems to be that of a wide anticlinal curve
; the pass itself is

formed by simple erosion of two streams, flowing north and south, sepaiated by a
low watershed of only a few hundred feet in width.

Further to the north-west, the rod-grit group swells again in thickness, and
on the left side of the Kashaf Rud valley forms all the lower slopes underlying

the cretaceous rocks df the Takht-i-Gauzak.

The pass, which leads from Sang-i-Safed (near Firaiman) over to Kat-i-Shamshi

to Garm-ab, reveals a section very like the one traversed by the Gaiikharchung

pass. The beds of the red-grit group, which compose the entire range at this point,

are much shattered and folded. Near the south entrance to the pass, the beds dip

to the south-west and ar6 overlaid uncomformably by younger tertiaries, con-

glomerates, and sandstone. The red-grit group of this pass consists of densely red

conglomerates, grits and volcanic ash bed^ with trap interstratified, between the

layers of which irregular beds of grit often appear. There are also some earthy

black shales associated with the grit, and several irregular masses of hard splintery

grey sandstone, traversed by numerous calcspar veins. The lowgr strata of tho

red-grit group resemble tho beds seen on the north slope of the Jauza hill in the

Day6udar section
;
immediately below the grit I found a greenish-grey eonero-

tionary shaly sandstone which overlies a fine-grained, hard greenish-grey and

reddish-grey sandstone similar to the one which I met in tho Jauza section, south

of the Kholi Biaz. •

Near Garm-ab, on the north side of the pass, I found the bedding much disturb-

ed, and near the fault much shattered. Near Kummer Sard, a small settlement

of Nomads north-west of Garm-ab, I saw the red-grit group conformably overlying

tho lower Jurassic black plant shales.

Between Bareili and the Takht-i-Gauzah .—The trough between the Baroili

hill, the highest part of the Kat-i-Sharashir range, and the Takht-i-Gauzak, south-

west of Pul-i-Khatun, is formed by a succession of folds composed of lower

and upper Jurassic rocks. Tho former are developed as black or dark-grey

shales with greenish-grey sandstones, which yield lower Jurassic marine shells

and some Gondwana species of plants. They are overlaid by the red-grit group

which dips below the tithonian and lower cretaceous of the Takht-i-Gauzak.

The country between the two ranges is more or less uninhabited now, and

water is only obtainable at a few points. I had therefore to hurry over it too

quickly to make very detailed observations. ^

The ^lanUhearing system in the Yahtan range and Bizd hill ,—Tho Yaktdn

range runs in a north-west south-east direction between the Jami and Shahr-i-

Nao valleys, and forms a continuation of the Binalut range. At its south-eastern

extremity is the Bizd hill, south-west of Tuj;bat-i-Sheikh.Jami. As already de.

scribed, the range is formed by a steep anticlinal fold, the centre of which is com-

posed of carboniferous marine limestones, overlaid on each flank by beds belonging

to the plant-bearing system. When I examined the range in March of this year,

the greater part of it was still covered with thick masses of snow, and only at one
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localiiy (near Kaband) was I able to penetrate the outer hills to the inner core of

carboniferons limest'>ne. The depression between the latter and the outer hills

was then almost filled by snow, so that I have not been able to see either the

contact between the two systems of formations, nor the lower beds of the plant-

bearing series.

The Bizd hill itself is composed of igneous rocks (melaphyres) with sandstone

and conglomerates of the red-grit group of precisely the same lithological charac-

ter as noticed in the sections of the Paropamisus.

The same rocks with great deposits of volcanic ash beds and tufa are seen

all along the northern slope of the Yakt^n range. The beds of conglomerate and
sandstone with interstratified igneous rocks dip to the north-west, and apparently

are conformable to the carbomferous limestone which form the main range, but

the actual contact I have not seen.

Plant beds of KaUnderahad.—Near Kalanderabad the outer range separates

into a chain of isolated low hills, which consist of a hard, light-grey, splintery

limestone, o.verlaid by plant-bearing beds. I remember having observed a similar

bed of grey splintery limestone in the plant-beds of Palezkar, near Herat.

The Kishti PulcMa pass from Kila-i-Nao to Amun-Jitffre (and AUyek).—The

rocks composing the parallel ridges of the pass which leads over thtf Yaktiin

range, belong nearly all to the plant-bearing series with its igneous rocks.

Near the northern side of the pass (near Kalanderabad), I observed greenish-

brown sandstones, with shaly pai tings, dipping 60° west. They yielded a few

poor specimens of plants, the common reed-like fragments.

The series of beds is contorted, and forms a synclinal near the centre of the

pass. The structure is too complicated to allow a careful survey duniig a hasty

march, but I noticed the close connection of igneous rocks with the plant-bearing

sandstones and conglomerates. The igneous rocks are chiefly melaphyres with

a red felspathic rock, very common ia the red grit group. With it occurs a

volcanic breccia, containing some rolled J^oulders of large sizes, embedded in

a porous volcanic tufa, with angular fragments of igneous rocks.

The sedimentary rocks of tho group form narrow strips within the belt of

igneous rocks, and are, with few exceptions, all sandstones of reddish-brown and

greenish colour. Some high cliffs on the left side of tho valley, near the Kilah-i-Nao

entrance to tho Kishti Pukhta pass, are composed of a great thickness, of a coarse

brown sandstone, with grit partings, showing false bedding well marked. Several

• beds of a coarse conglomerate occur with it. In the lower layers I found a few

irregular deposits of reddish-brown clay. A large deposit of irregular thickness

of the boulder breccia, already described, I noticed at the base of the sandstone,

forming the right side of the valley and overlaying the igneous rocks.

Another patch of sandstone, which reminded me of the Talchirs of India, I

found near tho south side of the pass, not far from Amun-Jaffre. It is a soft,

olive-coloured sandstone, with small ferruginous concretions in some of the strata

and partings of olive-green shales. 1 found no fossils in them. Near the south-

ern side of the watershed I found an irregulaif thick bed of white limestone of a

fine crystalline texture, very hard and splintery, enclosed in tile igneous rocks of

the group, and apparently belonging to it.
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Karat range ,
—^Tho range which separates the Khaf plain from the Shahr-i-

Nau valley, and which bears the name of the Karat range on our maps, I have

unfortunately not visited, but from the distance it appears that the higher' range

with the peak Koh-i-Khaf is composed of a dark rock, presumably limestone,

dipping to the south at a low angle.

North to north-west of it, I noticed other rocks, of a lighter brownish-green

colour, dipping gently towards the Khaf range. This latter rock I believe to be

the group of igneous rocks, shales and sandstone of the plant-beds.

Binalut range,—The Binalut range is similar in structure to the Yakt^n hills,

and is in fact only a continuation of the latter. Only in the Dohrud pass section

did I cross the plant-bearing series, which north of the Dohrud pass itself,

between it and the village of Golistdn, overlies donformably the carboniferous

limestone with marine fossils.

The plnut-bcaring gi’onpis here represented by hard grey and green shales

associated with volcanic ash beds and a variety of eruptive rocks. I found no

fossils in the shales.

lled-grit group of Madcin.—North-west of Nishapur, the ancient capital of

Khomssjui, some spurs branch off the Binalut range which seem all to belong to

rocks of the red-grit group of precisely the same lithological character as those

seen in the hills east of the 13and-i-Zurmust.

The Madan hill itself is composed of volcanic ash belonging to the group, with

some contact rock, which will have to be carefully analysed hereafter. In this

contact rock the celebrated turquoises are found, and there are now about a

thousand “mines’* in and around the hill, of which about a hundred only are

worked ^ the best stones are found in pits sunk in the mountain talus, whore of

course the mineral is easily extracted from the crumbling decomposed mass.

The extraction from the surrounding matrix seems the difficulty in obtaining

good Jind large stones, which otherwise abound ingreid. quantities.

Unfortunately the hill mass of Madan is so comj)letely enshrouded on all

sides by recent tertiary deposits, that I have been unable to trace the actual con-

nection of the rock composing it with the lower plant-bearing series of the

Binalut range.

Tke rhiviic and Jurassic deposits of the KeJat-i-Nadri section^—The section

between Mashhad and Khelat-i-Nadri is one of the most interesting in Khorassan.

There the entire series from the rhoDtic to the upper cretaceous is represented

by marine beds. ,

A stream, running almost due north-south, has eroded a deep and very narrow

gorge through the hard limestones of the upper '^hrotic and jurassic series
;

in

some places so narrow that there is only room for a laden mule to pass through.

The Arka-bun-Shah pass leads into the gorge excavated by the Kelat stream,

running north, which has eroded a similar gorge through a succession of limestones

and hard shales.

The section is an extremely good onfe and presents a succession of folds

mainly composed of hard splintery limestones and dolomites with some shaly

partings, which in several horizons yielded fossils, chiefly Brachiopods, belonging

to the upper rhsstic or lower lias. The upper beds contain a few sandstone part-
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ings, and yielded, besides marine fossils, some rather badly preserved plant-

remains. These beds, which I believe to bo lower Jurassic, are overlaid by massive

limestones (with corals) and red grits, somewhat resembling the red-grit group

rocks. This marine system is conformably overlaid by the cretaceous rocks of

Kelat-i-Nadri.

The cretaceous roeJes of th> Herat province.

In the Herat valley itself, I have not met with any cretaceous rooks, but the

southern h.alf of the Doshakh range, with the peak itself, belongs to the wide-

spread hippuritic formation, which forms nearly all the hill ranges of South and

Western Afghanistan. The Zingaiak pass from Kashmarii to Pahri marks

approximately a fault which has brought the palsBO^oic rocks of the northern

half of the Doshakh range with the Robat-i-Pai peak in direct contact with hard

white and grey coral limestone, which yielded many hippiiritos, some badly

preserved ammonites and bivalves.

I have nothing to add to my description of the cretaceous rocks of the Tirband-

i-Turkestan, which I have not been ablcf to revisit.

Cretaceous roclcs north of the Faropamisiis,—North of the Ardewan pass,

crushed against the upper Jurassic or tithonian sandstones and grits, I met white

marly limestones, which contain Tnoceramns cripsi Mant. in excellent preservation,

a species common in the upper cretaceous formation of Ilungaiy and South-Eastern

Europe.

The cretaceous system occupies a largo area north of the Estoi and Paropa-

misus range, and I found the upper horizon with Tnoceramus cripsi in almost

all the sections which I have seen of the cretaceous beds of that region. Must

probably the shell limestones of Kushk, of Ohakan, and the greater part of tho

Tirband, belong to the same system

•

The cretaceous roclc% ofKhorassan,

Cretaceous beds may be traced from Khelat-i-Nadri in a south-east direction

to the range of the Takht-i-Ganzak and the cliffs of the Hari Rud between

Pul-i-Kliaiun and Zolfikar. Most of tho ground north of the Estoi liills to tho

Kasbaf Kud valley is also covered by beds belonging to the cretaceous system.

I found that the system, which cannot be less than about 3,500 to 4,000 feet

in thickness, can be divided into

—

/ 4. Earthy brownish-white limestones, with flaggy beds

V of white limestones. Forms high cliffs along tho

Upper cretaceous • < Hari Jiud, Kelat-i-Nadri, &c. Yielded many cre-

I
taceous fossils, amongst them Inoceramus cripsi

\ Mant.

(

3. White carlliy limestones and chalk with indurated

clay ;
fossils in bad state of preservation.

2. Dark shales, with ferruginous partings.

1. Yellowish-white earthy limestones, many well-pre-

served fossils,—Brachiopods, Trigonia, &o.
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Between Kelat-i-Nadri and Zoldkar this section may be seen at any point,

and the beds seem hardly disturbed at all, geneimlly slopiug gently to the north-

east, showing steep scarps towards the south and south-west.

The cliffs along the Hari Rud, between Pul-i-Khatun and Zolfikar, are

entirely formed by those rocks and offer complete and undisturbed sections.

The massif of Kelat-i-Nadri is a synclinal basin formed of cretaceous rocks,

through which the Kclat treams has eroded a transverse valley, or rather gorge.

Cretaceous rocks in ihe Binalut rawgre.—^Limestones with some fossil remains
which I found dipping below nummulitic bods near Sultan Maidan, in the Binalut

range, probably belong to the cretaceous system.

Granite and gneissose rocks of Herat creiaceows.—Immediately north of Herat,

from a point nearly north-west of the city to north-east, including the low hills

of Ghazegah, a gneissose rock with syenitic granite dykes is found, which seems

identical with similar rocks of the Upper Kurukh valley and the Davendar peak

itself. This belt of granitic and gneissose rocks may be traced along the south

slope of the Estoi hills (in the Gadkharchang pass) to Sangbast, south-east of

Mashhad, and I believe belongs to a period subsequent to the red-grit group,

possibly to the same outburst which has converted so much of the upper

cretacedus rocks of Southern Afghanistan into fine marble.

Nummulitic rocks,

Beds with nummulites, and associated with younger eruptive rocks, rhyolites

and trachytes, 1 have only come across near Madan, north-west of Nishapur,

in Khorassan. The nummulitic beds here occupy a large area, south of Madan
;

and on the Sultan Maidan, north of the turquoise mines, I found nummulites

in a calcareous dark limestone and in sandy beds, closely associated with great

masses of rhyolite, which has changed the sediment ary bods locally, and partly

converted them into semi-metamorphic masses.

At the Sultan Maidan the nummulitic gi’oup seems to rest conformably on a

grey shell limestone which I believe to be cretaceous, and which fonns the

western slope of the Binalut range, north of Madan.

On the outer slopes of the Kat-i-Sharnshir between Sang-Safed and

Sangbast, south-east of Mashhad, I found the beds with nummulites in descend-

ing order

;

/ 5. Red conglomerate and sandstones in thick beds,

Miooenooroligocene? . ) „
28“ ^ ^0" soutli-west-by-west.

^ 4. Conglomerate, consisting of nummulitic limestone

pebbles.

3. Grey shaly limestone with Brachiopods.

2. Yellowish-white limestone, corals, Ostrea, num-
mulites.

1. Dark-grey shales with intercalated concretionary

limestone, which contains many bivalves, echi-

noderms, nummulites, &c.

The beds below this are obscured by recent deposits, but a few piles south-

east of the locality cretaceous beds dip below the fan of recent accumulations of
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clay and conglomerate and most probably would be found to conformably underlie

the nummulitic group.

Miocene.—Miocene rocks seem to be widely distributed north of the ParO'-

pamim and on the Sarakhs plain, but I have not myself been able to identify

them.' Captain Yate and Dr, Owen of the Afghan Boundary Commission have

brought me well-preserved specimens of Ostrea multicostata^ Desh.; the first

from the Nimaksar, north-east of Zolfikar, and the latter from Khwaja Kallandar,

north-east of Kushk, in Badghis. I have not been able to visit either of these

localities. Apparently the fossils occur in a light-coloured clay associated with

the salt-bearing and gypsiferous group, which is largely developed in Northern

Badghis.

Yotmger tertiariea,—To the description of the younger tertiaries given in my
last “ notes” I have nothing to add of any importance. Good sections through

the upper groups of the tertiary system are seldom met with, as they are gene-

rally hidden below enormously thick masses of alluvial deposits and fans.

Camp, SnEiKh-i-WAN, Herat valley, •

13th November 1885,

Notes on the Section from Simla to Wangtu, and on the petrological character

of the Amphibolites and Qiiartz-Diorites of the Sutlej valley ;
by Colonbu

C. A. McMauon, P.G.S. (With j, plate.)

Part I : Introduction ; description of the section.

^ „ II: Notes on the microscopical character of traps, amphibolites and quarta-diorltes-

„ HI : Kemarks on the character of the rocks, and on the stratigraphy of the region.

Part L

iNTROItfJCTION.

A visit to Simla during 1884 afforded me an opportunity of taking a run up

the Sutlej valley as far as Wangtu. The time at my disposal for the trip was

however so extremely limited that I had to cover 22 marches in days, and

travel gj^ho average rate of 27 miles a day. But as I had been up and down

the Sutlej^alley on previous occasions, this rapid survey was sufl&cicnt to

enable me to review my first impressions regarding the geology and stratigraphy

of this region in the light of the experience subsequently acquired at Dalhousie

and Chamba. I shall begin this paper with a brief sketch of the geology of the

section from Simla to Wangtu by way of preface to my remarks on the petrolo-

gical structure of the hornblende rocks and quartz-diorites of the Sjatlej valley,

and on the stratigraphy of this region.

The rocks between Simla and Narkanda have already been described by

Mr. Medlicott in his Memoir ' and refen’cd to in the Manual of the Geology of

India my first paper on Simla geology^ also, contains notices of them.* A brief

resumS of the lithology of this section will be given in the last part of this paper.

1 Mem. Geol. Sur., Vol. HI, pp. 88-40.

» Vol. II, pp. 603. 604.

• Supra, Vol. X, pp. 209, 211-214.
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At Narkanda we have decided mica schists, dipping a little north of east, with

beds of gneiss on the flank and top of Hattu, a mountain 10,469 feet high, that

rises to an elevation of 1,600 feet above Narkanda.

Mica schists continue for some 3 or 4 miles on the road to K(^arh,
and are followed in ascending order by quartzites. There is a considerable

thickness of the latter, but it would be impossible to calculate their precise

thickness from roadside observations only, as the dip flattens and waves about in

a somewhat unsteady manner as far as Kotgaih. The quartzites are followed

by moi’e or less mittaceous rocks, and the dip Anally settles down into a north-

easterly direction. On leaving Kotgarh the metamorphism gradually declines,

and dark rocks, with a micaceous glaze, succeed, which belong unmistakably

to the infra-Krol carbonaceous series. The carbonaceous clement in them is

sufficiently strong to blacken the soil of cultivated fields here and there.

As the road from Kotgarh to Nimt (Nirth) nears the bottom of the valley,

the gneissose granite crops up quite suddenly.
^

Where it first appears, the dip

of its foliation is the reverse of the dip of the infra-Krol rocks, l^it it shortly

afterwards reverts to the normal north-easterly dip. The actual contact of

the two rocks is masked by vegetation.

The gneissose granite continues to Nirat, and thenco to the Muchara river

which flows from the east into the Sutlej to the north of Nirat. The Muchara

appears, at this point, to mark the division between the gneissose granite and the

carbonaceous iiifiu-Krol rocks, which re-appear on its right bank dipping in a

south-easterly dij*ection.

So far as could be seen from the road, the Nirat outcrop of the gneif^ose

granite exhibited a marked parallelism of structure that reminded me of the

“outer band** at Dalhousie; but this outcrop strikes for, and doubtless merges

into, the perfect granite of the Kof* peak noj’th of llargi. The outcrop is about

4 miles thick. The rock appeared to mo to bo join led in the direction of the

foliation rather than bedded. The lines of division are of unequal thickness, and

are irregular and variable
;
they do not appear to jjersist for any great distance in

the same direction, but merge into each other, or are stopped abruptly by other

joints at right angles to their direction.

The infra-Krol rocks continue with a south-easterly dip as far ap cae Nogli,^

a stream that flows into the Sutlej about 3 miles south of Kampur. The dip

^ In my first paper (1877) I noted (supra, Vol. X, p 214) that the gneissose granite—then

called gneiss—on its first appearance alternates with the Jkrbonacoous slates. This 1 now think

was an erroneouv. impression created by talus, or a land-slip, covering part of tho granite. The blocks

brought down, however, look like slates in situ, and it requires a good deal of consideration to

delect tho deception.

^ Kot is not market} on the map. It is the point immediately to the north of the Oarb

Station, on the ridge running down from tho Qarh Station to tho Sutlej, where another ridge joins

it from the oast.
*

* III my first paper already quoted (footnote ante) 1 staled that between Nirat and tho Nogli

the slates alternated with the gneiss. This mistake appears, as far as 1 can now make out, to have

been owing to some misreading of my notes made 18 months previous to writing my paper. 1

marched along this road again in 1878 and noted no gneiss. *
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is sometimes vei’y flat, and as the Nogli is neared, a northerly dip sets in for a

short time.

The rooks are occasionally very silicions and almost jaspery, but are sometimes

very dark, as at the village of Dantnugger. As the Nogli is neared, they are

decidedly carbonaceous, and there is no doubt about their belonging to the infrai*

Krol series.

At the Nogli a beautiful milky-white quartzite that takes a high polish, and

is sometimes mistaken for marble, appears dipping south-west. This rock, which,

I think, represents the Krol quartzite, is followed by trap.
*

The trap is a horublcndic variety
;
some of it is distinctly amygdaloidal and

it is intercalated with slaty beds having a micaceous glaze, and resembling the

trap in colour. Somewhere near the middle of the series three bands of white

quartzite occur intercalated between bods of slaty rocks.

The volcanic rocks here displayed appear to mo to •occupy very much the

same liorizon as the altered basalts of the Dalhousio region, which occur between

the Silurian aftd the carbo-triassic series.^ Their relation to the white quartzito

band at the Nogli, and to the quartzites interbeddod with them, which presumably

represent the Krol quartzite, would however seem to indicate that they aro

somewhat younger than the IJalhousio volcanic series. Tn this respect the Ram-
pur lavas agree with those of Kashmir, whuro Mr. Lydokker observed that, in

some instances, they pass up into his Kuling series,® the equivalents of the infra-

Krol seric3s of the Simla region,® and of the lower carboniferous series of Euroi^o

and Australia.^

I am disposed to regard tho quartzites intercalated ^vith the lavas, as well as

the quartzite at the Nogli, as the equivalents of tho Krol quartzito. Mr. Medli-

cott has pointed out® that these bods sometimes attain considerable thickness, as

at lloileauganj. At Simla the deposition of the sand, of which these quartzites

were origiiia'ly composed, was unbroken,*but in (ilio Rampur area it was, appjir-

ciitly, interruj)tod by lava-flows and by the deposition of mud, into tho composition

of which volcanic ojcctamenta probably largely oiitored, but the deposit of sand

was r’osumed from timo to tinio when the volcanic energy was dormant.

Thc^.|rap scries lasts with a south-easterly dip as far as Rarapur
;
hero there

is a fault lifbcig the axis of a synclinal flexure which brings down the milky

wbito Krol (juartzite and the trap series, both of which on tho north side of the

fault have a north-easterly dip. The trap series to tho north of Rampur is

evidently the same as that which occurs to tho south of tho town, and the white

quartzito which J have described as occurring about tho middle of the series,

between the Nogli and Rampur, re-appe.ars in a similar position in the series to

the north of the town. Owing to vegetation, however, 1 could not see whether

slaty beds arc intercalated with the latter or not,

•

^ I (lid not notice nny of the amygdaloidal varh ty in situ, but blocks of it are very iiumorous

on the roadside, and are witliout doubt of local origin.

® Memoirs, Geological Survey, Vol. XXII, pp. 133, 135, 141, 148, 217, 222.

» Ib. p. 201.

« Ib, p. 161.

® Mem., Qcol, Sur., Vol. Ill, pp. 24, 34.

* M 1
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The traps on the north side of Rampur have much the same general appearance

as those to the south, with the exception that they are more metamorphosed
and consequently appear more distinctly hornblendic to the unaided eye. In the

northern outcrop many of the beds are distinctly slaty in texture, and there is a

comparative absence of the amygdaloidal variety, I once found an amygdaloidal

block by the roadside, 2 or 3 miles north of Rampur
;
and as the block could

not have travelled up the river, and as the non-amygdaloidal portion of it oxactl}*^

resembled the local rock, the probability of its having been derived from a local

source is very great. The amygdules formed a band along the top of this block.

This is the only occasion on which I found amygdaloidal trap north of the town of

Rampur.

Whatever difFeronces are observable between the beds to the north and to the

south of Rampur, I attribute partly to the probability of volcanic ash having

taken a larger part in the formation of the beds to the north than in those to the

south of the town, and partly to the northern beds being more within the region

of metamorphism. 4

The actual line of the fault which I have described as occurring at Rampur
may be seen, in section, on the right bank of the Satlej, a little to the north of the

town
;
and the white quartzite with a north-easterly dip is there let down against

the dark trap series; and the line of division between the two is as sharp as if it

had been cut with a knife.

In my paper, published in 1877, 1 stated, with reference to the first appearance

of the trap at the Nogri, that the “strong quartz beds sire burst asunder and

twisted about by the trap in a wonderful manner.’’ I was young, as an observer,

then ;
and in those days the Sutlej trap was believed to be an intrusive rock.

The trap where it first crops out certainly has the appearance above described,

but this, I think, is deceptive, and is produced by contortion, which has been

very severe at this point, and by smail local faulting. The idea of intrusion

is also favoured by the fact that thCftrap is jointed at right angles to the bedding

of the quartzites.

In the middle quartzite band intercalated with the traps to the south of

Rampur, an instructive example of columnar structure is to be seen : a bed -of

white quartzite has weathered into a perfectly rounded column, 2 feet in dia-

meter and about 15 feet long. Its frayed end shows a tendency to split up

into a series of annular coats like an onion. This struck me as interesting in

connection with the bacillary structure of the Boilcauganj quartzites^ at Simla.

The columnar structure above described is probably duo to the heat produced

by beds of Java flowing over beds composed of silicious materi-^ls
;
and if so, the

bacillary structure of the Boilcauganj quartzites may be referred to a similar

cause.

The metamorphism of the Jako (Simla) beds has been conjecturally referred

by Mr. Medlicott ® to the heat producec^ by igneous masses injected as sheets, or

flowing over the Jako beds from the direction of Hattu. The rapid decline of

1 Mem. Gcol. Sur., Ill, p. 85.

* Punjab Gazetteer : Geology.
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- metamorphism on descending from the Krol schists^ on the top of JakOy to the

Silurian beds in the valleys below, almost completely shuts out the supposition

that the metamorphism of the Jako rocks can be due to tangential pressure or to

agencies operating from below, for in the Simla region contortion is rampant in

the strata of the valleys and inconsiderable on the hill-tops
;
whilst the strati-

graphy of Jako, and its neighbourhood, is such as to altogether exclude the sup-

position of inversion.

The Kot peak, a few miles to the north of Hattu, where the gneissose granite

is perfectly granitic, probably represents a centre of volcanic activity, and is pro-

bably the long-huried root of a volcano from whence sheets were injected into

the neighbouring strata, and from wliich streams of acid lava, long since re-

moved by erosion, were poured out far overhead.

The traps to the north of Rampur are followed by a very thick series of

white and grey quartzites leaving the normial north-easterly dip. These are, I

think, the equivalents of the silicious beds between R’arkanda and Kotgarh.

At the village of Pishvvara^ a broad^band of hornblende rock crops out*. No
llbvidence of its intrusive character is visible from tho road. The jointing of the

rock is at right angles to the bedding of the quartzites. A specimen of this rock

is described in part IT, of this paper, No. 20.

As Gaora is neared, the quartzites become micaceous, and a little south of

Gaora pass into white hydrous mica schists that decay into a thick white

• powder. These beds reminded me strongly of some schists in the Dalhousie area

that crumble into a white soapy powder, as, for instance, those seen under Tikri.

In '^he Dalhousie area, I have classed these rocks among the lower Silurians, and I

think the beds in the Sutlej valley occupy a similar position. In the section from

the Thera mall to Banikhct I think the Sutlej valley schists are represented by

the paragonite (?) slate No. 47 of my microscopic sections.®

Proceeding onwards to Gaora, the •mica schists, just described, dip under

foliated rocks, and these pass into gneissia beds. The latter are, I think, the

oldest rocks met with in the section under description, and are of lower silarian,

or Cambrian, age.

AJ^Gaora the dip is north-north-east, but it rounds towards the west, and at

Sarhan it west-north-west
;
the road to Sarhan works back across the strike

of the rocks, and at the Manglad stream the white hydrous mica schists are again

reached. Some beautiful specimens of these rocks, which might be mistaken

for talc schists, may bo obtained here.

On the ascent from the Manglad Nala to Sarhan, the traveller passes back

again across the strike to the gnoissic beds seen at Gaora.

In the cliffs on the roadside, some 2 or 3 miles short of Sarhan, a hornblende

rock crops out which is described under No, 23 of Part II. At this point it is

almost certainly intrusive in the mica schists; if it is not intrusive, its onward

course must be abruptly cut off by a fault of which no other trace is visible.

This rock is of distinctly foliated structui’e. It frequently recurs on the road

^ Appa.'^ntlj the village named Pasada oq the Atlaa sheet.

> Recorde, Vol. XVI, p. 140.
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up the Sutlej valleyl to Wantrtu, sometimes in the schists and sometimes in tho

gnoissose granite. It is not necessary that I should note every appearance of it.

Beyond Sarhan the dip is N. 11° E. The road lies in tho gneissic beds, and
in the schists, but tho white hydrous mica schists are not agiiin reached.

Between the 93rd and 94th milestones, a dyke of this peculiar rock appears in

the cliffs, along tho face of whicli the road has been carried by blasting. A dyke
traverses tho rocks just at tlie spot whcro the late Sir A. Lawrence was killed,

and the white stone cross erected to his memory is fixed on the dark diorite and

marks the place of tho accident. In those days the road was carried along tho

face of the cliff by a balcony
;
this gave way as Sir A. Lawrence was riding along

it, and ho was precipitated down the precipice and killed on the spot.

Tho foliated quartz-diorite here appears to bo intrusive : it certainly cuts

across tho foliation of the gneissic beds in one place.

About three quarters of a mile beyond this point bands of fine-grained gra-

nite begin to occur in the gneissic beds, which dip north-north-west, and doubtless

the granite is intrusive in tho gneiss. There are three or four such bands, and
then the gneissose granite itself appears. At first the latter is hero and ther#
gneissose, but afterwards it becomes granitic and finely porphyritic.

The gneissose granite lasts until the Kandla nala^ is reached, when mica

schists come in for awhile, tho gneissose granite reappearing a little to the south

of Chora. It seems to me not improbable that those outcrops of gneissose granite

are continuous ;
if they are, the granite cuts directly across tho strike of the *

schists. The point can only be determined by exploring tho side of the mountain

above Kamparang and Chora, which I had not time to do. »

The gneissose granite continues from Chom to about tho 102nd mile from

Simla, to about 2 miles on tho Sarhan side of Tharanda, where gneissic

rocks with granite veins in them come in. Tho di]» here is nearly perpendicular,

inclining a little to tho north of Avest. Between tin. 101st and 102ud milestones,

gneiss appears to alternate with granite, and tho impression loft on my mind by

a roadside examination of these beds, is that at the junction of the main mass of

tho gneissose granite and the sedimentary beds, the latter are abundantly pene-

trated by sheets and veins of tho granite. The gneissic portions betwo^^j^he gra-

nite sheets are much riddled by granite veins.

Near tho 102nd milestone there has been much crushing, and the gneissose

and schistose beds vary in dip from west to south, and from flat to perpendicular,

within a few yards.

On the descent to the nala under Tharanda* I observed the hornblende rock

(quartz-diorite) twice
;
and on tho ascent to I’liaranda it cro^ s out five times.

These outcrops are probably continuous and form one broad dyke
;
but owing to

the excess of vegetation I was not able to see whether this is so or not. A sample

of this rock is described in Part II, No. 26.

* The Kandla ndla is, I think, the stream flooring down from the Bhoslob Trigonometrical

Station into the Sutlej, to the west of the villnge of Shilwan. Chora, which is not marked on the

Trif^onometrical Survey Atlas, is uhout'onc and n half miles to the north of tliis stream.

* Thi^ stream is 1 think, the one flowing down from the Bhosleh Station into tho Sutlej to

the west of the village of iThuBHriiig. Tharnnda is, 1 think, about half a milQ or so to the

east of the Nanaipar Station inaiked on the map.
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After leaving Tharanda one rounds tlio spur before commencing to descend in

an easterly direction to tho stream under Pawanda.* The gneissose granite

crops out ngain here, and it is probably continuous with, tho outcrop south of

Tharanda.

The gneissose granite is at first fine-grained and non-porphyritic
;
but after-

wards all the varieties of this rock, namely, tl gneissic, the porphyritic, and the

perfectly granitic, are seen. Veins of the fino-gi*ainod non-porphyritio variety

occur both in the gneissose and in tho porphyritic varictiejs.

On tho descent to the nala•under Pawanda, near whoro Ibhe 106th milestone

from Simla used to stand,* an outcrop of tho hornblende rock (quartz-diorite)

occurs, having a width of about a quarter of a mile. It runs up tho mountain

side in a perpendicular direction. In this diorito there are seven or eight

perpendicular dykes of tho porphyritic granite and one pcrpendicuLir dyke of tho

fine-grained non-porphyritic granite. Mica has been developed in the foliated

diorito apparently by contact action^ A specimen taken from tho diorite at its

contact with the granite is described* in Part II, No. 25. One dyke* of the

lioiTiblende rock (diorito) has all the appearance of having passed straight up
tho middle of one of the perpendicular dykes of porphyritic gneissose granite. If

this is not really the case, two narrow dykes df the granite must have run a

perfectly parallel course, very close together on either side of a thin dyke of

tho foliated diorite. Tho latter has a sharp clean-cut edge, and looks superficially

like one of those perpendicular dykes of basalt one so often sees traversing bods

of lava in the crater walls of a volcano. A band spociraen taken ’from this nar-

row dyke of hornblende rock (diorito) is described under No. 27, Part II.

If the wide outcrop of the hornblende rock wliicli occurs at the lOGth mile

from Simla is continuous with that on the south sido of Tharanda, about the

103rd mile from Simla (and tho one outcrop strikes in tho direction of the other),

it is clear that tho hornblende rock ^niist strike obliquely across the gneissose

granite ;
for the outcrop on tho ascent to Tliaranda occurs on the western margin

of the granite, and indeed clear of it, whereas tho outcrop opposite Pawanda
occurs cither at, or near, the eastern margin of tho granite. Appearances in the

field«^Ww;^fore favour the supposition that the liornblendo rock is an eruptive rock

intrusive i4 the gneissose granite and that it is of the same age as the latter, fop

it is itself penetrated by dykes of the granite.

On the ascent from tho stream to Pawanda one crosses over tho strike of the

rocks, and those seen on the descent to the stream are recrossed
;
owing to vegeta-

tion, however, there are not the samo facilities for observing their details.

From Pawanda to Narchar,* owing to forests, the rocks are not often seen in

situ, but when seen they are fine-grained non-porphyritic gneissose granites.

* Derived, I should imap^inc, from paioan ‘*wind,'* a speaking commentary on what the

climate must be in winter. Tho stream alluded to is tho one shown en tho map os flowing down
from the ” Snowy Peak No. 6,” into tho Sutl-^j lo tho west of Pang. Pownuda is on its right bank.

* The majority of the milestones, mz,, painted boards lot into stone columns have been carried

off by Buddhist travellers from Tibet, under the irapressTuu that the words so many ** miles from
Simla’’ arc an English invocation of the Deity.

* Narcb.ir, one of the residences of the Sutlej valley Forest Officer, is oot marked on the map.
It is 4 miles on the Simla side of Waiigtn.
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Near Narchar veins of white oligoclase intrusive granite begin to appear, and as

Wangtu is neared, these veins become more abundant.

At Wangtu all varieties of the gneissose granite are well seen : some are per-

fectly granitic
; some are of the ordinary porphyritic type

;
some reminded me of

the unporphyritio varieties of the Dalhousio area, as seen on Dainkund, in the

Ghuari pass, and at Sihunta, Veins of the latter variety, which is not to bo

eonfounded with the white oligoclase granite, are to bo scon in tho porphyritic

kind, whilst tho white oligoclase granite traverses all the other varieties.

At page 219 of my first paper {sugra^ Vol. X) I described a foliated horn-

blende rock, which I considered to be an igneous rock in an advanced stage of

metamorphism, traversing the gneissose granite (then termed granitoid gneiss) and
behaving as an eruptive rock. A good place for observing it is at the mouth of

the Wangar stream, where it joins the Sutlej at Wangtu. I made a sketch of

this on the occasion of my first visit, and another when 1 was last there. An
attempt to give tho reader the benefit of this is made at fig. I of the plate attached

to this paper. A good picture from*an artistic point of view cannbt be made
of the subject, as it has to be viewed from above, and it is a physical impossibility

to get down to a level with it on tho opposite side of tho Wanga stream. The
rock itself can bo reached, and dh both occasions I brought away hand specimens

of the foliated diorite, but the side of the rock to which access is possible is not

a good one for a sketch.

Previous to commenting on the stratigraphy of the section now described I

think it desirable to give the results of an examination of thin slices of tho Eam-
pur traps and of the hornblende rocks of the Sutlej valley as seen under the

microscope. The rock seen at the junction of the Wangar and Sutlej rivers is

described under No. 29.

Part II.

Notes on the Microscopical Examination op the Traps, Dioritks and Horn-

blende Rocks op the Sutlej Valley.

Traps on the south side of the town of Bampur.

No. 1.—A greenish grey amygdaloidal trap. Sp. G, 2*87.

No. 2.—A fine-grained trap, Sp. G. 2*88.

No. 3.—Taken from a bed that crops out close to the town. ' Sp. G. 2*89.

No. 4.—Taken from the middle of the southeijn outcrop. Sp. G. 2’87.

No. 5.—Taken from near the southern margin of a bed that ;rops out on the

bank of the Sutlej river. Sp. G. 2*91.

These specimens are of dark-grey colour, No. 5 having a somewhat greenish

tinge. No. 3 is a speckled rock, and, with the aid of a pocket lens, it is seen to

be distinctly crystalline. The other specimens may be described as being of

compact texture, though minute blades of hornblende may be discerned in them

with a pocket lens.

M.—No. 1 consists of a mixture of hornblende, mica, and felspar ;
the two

former being abundant. Magnetite and epidote are also present. Most of the
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felspar is tolerably fresh and mnch of it is distinctly triclinio : it contains micro*

liths apparently of hornblende.

The hornblende is in long slender prisml^ or fibres ; but cross-sections exhibit

the characteristic prismatic cleavages.

The amygdules contain zeolites, epidote, mica, iron pyrites and caloite. The

presence of long strings of perfectly formed ^nica in the amygdules renders it

probable that the mica seen in the trap itself is also of secondary origin. In

transmitted light it varies from a brown-green to an olive-green colour.

The amygdules above described contain a few minute Kquid cavities with

bubbles, but none were detected elsewhere.

Nos. 2 to 5 contain hornblende, felspar, and mica in minute leaves. The
hornblende is generally dark-green in colour, and is powerfully dichroic, except

in No. 4 in which the hornblende is very pale in transmitted light
,
in the latter,

however, the dichroism is still distinct. Nos. 2 and 3 contain calcite, and 2, 4,

and 5, a few grains of free quartz. The quartz of 4 and 5 contain some minute

liquid cavitiiSs with bubbles, but high powers are required to detect them. Gas

pores are sparsely present in all the above specimens (2—5). Nos. 2 and 5

contain some haematite, and a little epidote. Sphene is abundant in No. 4, and

one of the slices of No. 4 also contains a garnet.

The felspar in Nos. 2 to 5 is visibly triclinic in the majority of crystals.

No. 5 appears to contain a few prisms of orthoclase, but this species of felspar

could not bo identified in any of tno other slices. A piece of microcline is

present in No. 4.

In all the above slices (2—6) more or less of a residuum or base can be made

out, which seems to consist in part of quartz., in part of felspar, and in part

of a crypto-crystalline admixture of both.

With the exception of a few specks in No. 4 the magnetite in all the other

thin slices appears to have been converted into ferrite. Microliths of hornblende

are abundant in all the specimens examined•under the microscope.

Trap on the north side of the town of Bampur.

No. 6.—^Amygdaloidal trap. Sp. G, 3’06. One half of the hand specimen is

compact
;
the other half is crowded with small amygdules. Some of them are

round, but others are somewhat elongated, the^longest axes being, more or less, in

the same general direction.

M.—The ground mass is composed of a gpranular crystalline material which is

greenish white in reflected light. In transmitted light it is translucent rather

than transparent, and Is of a dull whitish or yellowish green. It is not dichroic

and between crossed nicols it polarises in a dull patchy way. It is probably a
transitional form between hornblende rud epidote. In this ground-mass power-

fully dichroic ciystals of hornblende are embedded. Epidote is also abundant.

A little free quartz is present here and there, but I have not observed any felspar.

The amy^nles are composed of quartz, epidote, and calcite^

A little magnetite is sprinkled about i; the slice. The free quartz in the
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ground-mass contains a few liquid cavities with, moveable bubbles, but there are

the amygdules.

No. 7.—Sp. G. 2-93.

No. 8.—Sp. G. 2*94.

No. 9.—Sp. G. 2-93.

No. 10.—Sp. G. 3-00.

No. 11.—Sp. G. 2-89.

No. 12.—Sp. G. 3-03.

No. 13.—Sp. G. 2*93.

All these specimens (7—13) are of darlc-grey colour, with a slight inclination

to a dull green tint. Nos. 8 and 9 are somewhat fissile, and have a feeble mica-

ceous glaze on the splitting surface. All arc compact, but with the aid of a lens

micro-prisms of hornblende can be made out in most of them, and No. 12 seems

to bo almost made up of prisma of this mineral. With a lens the quartz and

felspar can be distinguished from the^ hornblende in Nos. 9, 10, and 11 ;
whilst

No. 11 is seen to liave a fine foliated striietiiro.

The specimens 7 to 13 may bo divided into two classes
;
namely, those in

which the ground mass consists wholly, or principally of quartz (9, 11 and

12) ;
and those in which it consists nearly wholly of felspar, ns in Nos. 8 and 13

in which there is no quartz. No, 7 occupies an intermediate position between

the two classes.

Epidoto is present in Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 11 : it is usually quite colourless in

transmitted light. Magnetite is present in all slices except those of Nos. 7 and 8,

in which ferrite takes its place.

The felspar in Nos. 7, 8, 10, and 13, is, for the most part, visibly triclinic and

none of it can bo recognised as orthoclase.

The quai*tz, in these slices, is in micro-grains, a-.d in No. 12 the latter exhibit

a tendency to assume crystallographic outlines.

The dichroisra of the hornblende is very brilliant and axial sections exhibit

the cross cleavage well. In No, 12 the prisms present in some cases very

regular outlines. In all these slices microliths of hornblende are abundant in the

ground-mass.
^

I have not observed any liquid cavities with bubbles in those slices, except in

some of the epidote of No. 11, in which they are rather numerous.

Narlcanda quartz-diorite.

Nos. 14 and 15.—Sp. G. 2 95. From an outcrop on the road, about 3 miles

on the Mattiana side of Narkanda, noted by Mr. Medlicott in his Memoir “ On

ihe Geological structure and relations of the southern portion of the Himalayan

range between the Rivers Ganges and Ravee,** Memoirs, Geological Survey,

Vol. Ill, p. 40.

M.—This rock is composed of hornblende, mica, triclinic felspar, and a little

quartz. Magnetite, ferrite, and a little calcite are also present. Judging from

the absence of diebroism, and from the angle of extinction, ooe of the slices appears

to contain some augito which seems to have escaped conversion into hornblende.
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I have not observed any liquid cavities -with moving bubbles, but some

portions of the hornblende are full of gas cavities and inclusions that follow two

directions of cleavage, Liquid cavities with bubbles, full of air or gas, are also

present in the hornblende, ^ftny of tho microliths pi*csent in the slice are

cracked and contain fixed bubbles. Tho appearance of tlie slice is that of an

intrusive rather than that of a contemporanc(«i;i igneous rock, and seems to be a

normal quartz-dioritc.

BeMceen Rampur and Oaora.

No. IG.—Sp. G. 2'9G. A very fine-grained speckled hornblende rock, in white

quartzite, on the ascent from Uampiir to Gaora. The hand specimen exhibits an

incipient foliation. At first sight, from ihe mode of outcrop the rock api^ears to

be intrusive in the quartzite, but on a careful examination of the outcrop on the

occasion of my last visit, f failed to obtain any actual evidence of intrusion.

M.—The 'ground-mass consists of granular (piartz. Hornblende is abundant.

The slice also contains a little epidote, colourless in transmitted light, and some

micro-garnets. No li(|iiid cavities could be discovered. The slice contains no

felspar, and magnitite is replaced by ferrite.

No. 17.—Sp. G. 2*9^5. A beautifully crystalline diorito.

No. 18.—Sp. G. 2*96. A closely similar rock. It difEers from No, 17 only

in tbo felsi)athic element not being quite so prominent.

Both specimens are highly crystalline rocks
;
tlie minute prisms of hornblende

set in a white matrix being visible ta tbo unaided eye. The hornblende radiates

in all directions, and thoi’e is not the slightest approximation to parallelism in tho

arrangement of the constituent minerals. These specimens appear to belong to

the same type of rock as No. 4 ;
there seems bean advance in crystallization—that

is all.

M.—The hornblende is in massive prisms, most of w'liich are twinned. When
seen in section they are six-sided, and exhibit the prismatic cleavages well. Tho
hornblende is also present in the form of micro-prisms and crystals.

Ti^.-i'ither constituents of the rock are felspar, quartz, magnetite, and mica.

Some of the^ felspar is visibly triclinic: the mica is not abundant, and tho quartz

is subordinate to the felspar.

The rock contains air or gas inclusions, and some liquid cavities with fixed

bubbles. Microliths with fixcl bubbles and elongated shnnkage cavities are also

present. The bubbles in the liquid cavities are large compared with the size of

tho cavities enclosing them. There are some colouijess microliths “that may bo
apatite.

The aspect of the rock under the microscope is that of an eruptive one.

It is apparently the same rock as No. 4, but of more grahitic structure, being
almost completely holocrystallino. The sphene of No. 4 is not present in very
thin slices of Nos. 17 or 18, but appears in the specimen next to be described. -

No. 19.—Sp. G. 3‘04. A dense, fine-grained hornblende rock, speckled with
minute white specks.

M.—This specimen so closely resembles No. 17 in microscopic structure that a
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Boparatc description is linnecessaiy. It contains what appears to be sphene. It

is more translucent than titanito usually is, and it ia granular in structure, pre-

senting none of the characteristic forms of sphene ; on the other hand its optical

characters agree precisely with those of splien^; its dichroism and powerful

double refraction being very characteristic. Iflvery piece of sphene in the slice

(and they are numerous) contains very many irregularly shaped fragments of

ilmenite, or magnetite, probably the former.

No. 20.—Sp. G. 2’99, This specimen is made up of hornblende, mica, and

quartz. Ilmenite, or magnetite, is also present, apparently the former. It is

associated with sphene as in No. 19. The hornblende is much corroded and eaten

into by granular matter and minute grains of quartz. Microliths, some of which

are of mica, contain fixed bubbles, and many of them enclose a plumlity of them.

The slice does not contain any liquid cavities with moving bubbles.

Between Oaora and Sarhan,

No. 21.—^Hornblende rock. Sp. G. 3*03. The hornblende is of the same

character as that of the specimens already described. The ground-mass is com-

posed of a mixture of quartz and tricliuic felspar. The .slice contains numerous

small, well-crystallized garnets, some schorl, magnetite, .haematite, and a little

mica. I have not detected any liquid cavities with moving bubbles, but some of

the microliths contain internal cavities. The hornblende encloses numerous

micro-inclusions which contain fixed bubbles. A quartz grain sliced at right

angles to the optic axis, contains an oval-shaped inclusion of glass with a large

ovfid-shaped fixed cavity at one side of it. The inclusion appears to be of glass,

for it is almost invisible in reflected light, whilst whon tested with, and without,

the quartz plate, in transmitted polarised light, it ’s quite inert.

No. 22.—Sp. G. 2*90. From a bed in mica schist close to the locality from

which No. 21 was taken.

This is a distinctly foliated, fine-grained, hornblende schist. The weathered

surface is micaceous.

M.—There is a perfect parallelism in the arrangement of the Ivmbiende,

with lines of finely granular quartz between the strings of hornblende prisms.

The latter are not in continuous straight lines, but merge with each other here

and there like the meAcs of a net. Felspar is very sparse. The hornblende is

in acicular prisms, and is rarely massive. I have observed no liquid cavities with

babbles. This is a very metamorphic-looking ^ock.

No. 23.—^Sp. G. 3*04. A# very fine-grained rock, apparently intrusive in the

schists, on the road side 2 or 3 miles south of Sarhan.

H.—Under the microscope a parallelism is observable in the arrangement of

the minerals. The slice is composed of hornblende in bladed prisms, and quartz,

the grains of which show sharp ciystallogiaphic outlines. A considerable amount

of magnetite, in strings in the hornblende, and some ferrite, are present. There

are no liquid cavities with moving bubbles, and the rock presents no special

features. I only detected one piece of felspar in the slice, and this ^ve no indi-

cation of twinning.
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between Sarhan and Taranda,

No. 24.—Hornblende rock. In this specimen the hornblende predominates

largely over the quartz. There is a present tendency to hexagonal outlines in

the grains of the latter mineral. A little triclinic felspar is present. The slice

contains microscopic garnets, but they are not numerous. Liquid cavities with

movable bubbles are present in the quartz, but they are sparse. A few microliths

contain vacuoles or shrinkage cavities. Some magnetite is also present.

No. 26.—^Hornblende rook oppo. ite Pawanda in contact with a dyke ofgnoiss-

ose granite. The specimen was taken from the contact edge.

M.—Half the hand specimen has been converted into mica
;
the mica appear-

ing along the line of contact between the hornblende rock and the gneissose

granite. Under the microscope the hornblende, along a line parallel to the mica,

has quite lost its colour
;
patches of green colouring matter, however, being left

here and there in the colourless prisms. All the hornblende at the outer side of

the slice is deeply coloured, varying from a yellow to a blue green. The coloured

portions are powerfully dichroic, and the cross cleavage is typically exhibited m
both the coloured and colourless hornblende.

There is a decided parallelism in the arrangement of the materi&ls. The
hornblende prisms are set ih felspar and quartz, the former probably predomi-

nating. Much of the felspar is visibly triclinio. The slice contains magnetite

and some garnets.

There are numerous microliths which contain cavities and inclusions. There

ar^ a few liquid cavities with fixed bubbles.

No. 26.—Hornblende rock. The hand specimen was taken from the out-

crop on the ascent to Taranda, from the stream at the 102nd mile from Simla,

Sp. G. 2*94. In one place the outcrop is distinctly fluted,

M.—The hornblende is very pei'fec^; dichroism is intense, and the prismatic

cleavage is well-marked. The felspar, much of which is visibly triclinic, pre-

ponderates, 1 think, over the quartz
;
but in this, and the other Sutlej valley

specimens, it is extremely difficult to discriminate between the quartz and fel-

spa5jyhen the twin lamelL'n of the latter are not visible
;
the felspar is very glassy,

and in extejsial outline, and in its appearance under the polariscope, it does not

sensibly differ from the quartz. The minute size of the grains adds much to

the difficulty. A close examination, however, with sufficiently high powers, will

often bring cleavage lines to light, which enables one to discriminate between the

two minerals.

Liquid cavities with bubbles are present, and gas inclusions, some of which

appear to have deposited mineral matter on cooling, are somewhat abundant,

Microliths containing vacuoles are numerous ; one, apparently of hornblende,

contains four rounded vacuum bubbles of different ^izes, whilst in some others

they are specially abyndant. There arc some micro-garnets.

No. 27.—Sp. Q. 2*98. A very fine-grained, almost compact, hornblende rock,

from a dyke in front of Pawanda, on the roail-Bide, 106 miles from Simla, that

has apparently intruded through the centre of a dyke of the gneissose* granite.

M.—Th8 slice examined is composed of hornblende and quartz, principally the
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fonner. The quartz is in minute, well-crystallized grains, and there is no parallelism

in the arrangement ot the constituent minerals. A. little triclinic felspar is mixed
up with the quartz, and the slice also contains a little mica, magnetite and ferrite.

Some liquid lacuna9, with fixed bubbles, large in proportion to the cavities, are

to be observed in the quartz. Giis bubbles and iiTegularly shaped gas inclusions

are common in both the qu.artz and hornblende. The latter also contains numer-
ous other inclusions, most of which appear to bo filled with “stony’’ material,

and contain round and fixed bubbles—often a plurality of them. These bubbles

do not hold cither air or gas, and seem to bo shrinkage cavities. One cavity

contained a large gas bubble combined with liquid or “ stony ” matter. Other

stone cavities have internal deposits of a dark mineral, which, in general, has

formed along their inner borders.

No 28.—A quartzoso mica diorite.—The hand specimen was taken from the

banks of the Sutlej Nachar, near tlie hot springs. Sp. Gr. 2‘84.

There are numerous veins of intrusive granite in this locality
; one of them

on the right bank has cut through the hornblende rock and converted it into a mica

trap. This specimen is a crystalline granular mixture of biotite, hornblende,

felspar, and quartz. No parallelism of structure is visible.

M.—Honiblendo is extremely subordinate to biotite and quartz to felspar: the

latter is very hyaline, and most of it is visibly triclinic. The biotite and horn-

blende together about equal the felspar. Micro-sphenes arc very numerous, and

the slice contains a little magiietite.

Liquid cavities with moveable and fixed bubbles are abundant
;
the bubbles

are large, and cover about half the area of the cavities.

Microliths are extremely nuinoroiis
;
some are cracked, and many of them

contain round and elongated vacuoles. Some contain a plurality of them. The

slice contains liquid cavities with gas bubbles, iho bubbles occupying above

three fourths of each cavity. The whole aspect of ino rock is that of one of the

igneous class.

No. 29.—Hornblende rock, Wangtu. Sp. G. .S 02. The rock at Wangtu is

very fine-grained, and shows distinct parallelism of structure when examined with

a lens. -

The hornblende is very green in transmitted light, and is powerfii’Iy dichroic.

Tho mineral next in abundance is quartz. There is a little triclinic felspar pre-

sent and multitudes of micro-sphenes.

The quartz is moulded on to tho hornblende
;
liquid cavities with moveable

bubbles are present, but they arc not numerous.
^
Gas cavities are also present.

The Wangtu specimens contain microliths with shrinkage cro cks and vacuoles.

No. 30.—Hornblende rock. Between Wangtu and Chigaon. Sp. G. 3*02.

This appears to be the same bed as that seen at Wangtu, but it has hero become

a fine-grained. mi xture^of biotite, hornblende, quartz, and felspar; the biotite and

hornblende being about equal in amount.
^ ,

The hornblende is so black and lustrous, and tho grain is
.
so small, that it

would require a very sharp eye ancl a good pocket lens to detect the change in

the rock. It still exhibits a fine but decided foliation. A few micro-garnets

appear to be present.
'
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Under the microscope the rock is seen to be perfectly orystalline» Mioroliths

abound, many of them being of hornblende
;
and a large number of them contain

shnnkage cracks and vacuoles. Liquid cavities with moveable bubbles are pve~

sent, but sparse.

No. 31.—Hornblende rock. This specimen was taken from the same locality

as No. 30, close to a small granite dyke that cuts across the bed. As compared

with the last specimen, quartz has dwindled into comparative insignificance
; and

felspar, nearly all of which is visibly triclinic, predominates largely over it.

The slice contains liquid cavitirs with moving bubbles, •and inclusions with

mineral deposits and fixed bubbles. Magnetite or ilmenite is present in some
abundance.

Part III.

Remarks on. rHK Charactee op the Rocks described in the precedino parts,

AND ON THE SfRATIollAPHT OP THE REGFON.

Amongst the trap south of the town of Rampur, amygdaloidal specimens are

not uncommon
;
the hornblondic trap is intercalated with slaty beds, and about

the middle of the series three bands of quartzites occur sepatated by beds of

slate.

The amygdaloidal character of some of these traps seems to point decidedly to

a volcanic origin, and 1 see no reason to class them with the platonic rocks.

They crop out very nearly on the horizon occupied by the basic volcanic series of

tlie Ualhousio area, and their position agrees well with that of the Kashmir
traps, which occasionally pjiss up into the lower carboniferous series.

The Rarnpui* traps diiTer from those south and north-west of Dalhousie,

inasmuch as the ampliibole element takes a decided place in them; but I have
pointed out in my last paper that the Hulh and Sao traps, to the north-east of

Dalhousie, show a decided tendency to become hornblondic.

It may be that the volcanic rocks, in their extension into the Rampur area,

undeii^rent a change of type. T have, in my last paper, given my reasons for

believing that the view adopted by Mr. Lydekker in his Memoir on Kashmir is

correct, and that the ancient lavas of the North-Western Himalayas were not

fissure eruptions, but were emitted by volcanoes dotted over the then surface of the

country. That being the case, there would be nothing surprising in the fact that

volcanic activity extended over a considerable period in time, or that the lavas

which issued from the different volcanic centres differed from each o^her consider-

ably in type. That the latter was really the case will, I think, be clearly seen* if

we compare the results of the microscopic study of the traps south of Dalhousie *

with those north of Bhandal, and with those at Hulh and Sao.^

I am disposed, however, to attribute tiie hornblondic character of the Rampur
traps to another cause, namely, to metamorphic qction.

* Bco. Qeol. Surv., Vol, XVI, p, 178.

* See in my last pnper.
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The amygdaloidal character of some of the Bampar traps south of the town
indicates that these traps are true lavas

; whilst it is clear to me that the rocks

at Bampur, immediately noi'th of the town, belong to the same series as the traps

on the south of the town. The high specific gravity of the hand specimens from

both the north and the south of the town, on the other hand, seem to indicate

that their affinities are with the basic lavas rather than with the hornblende-

andesites.

Augite, as is well- known to mineralogists now-a-days, is not a stable mineral \

but on the contrary it exhibits a strong tendency to set up molecular changes, in

the presence of metamorphic action, that result in its settling down into the more
stable form of hornblende.

An interesting rUumh of the evidence bearing on this point has recently been

published in the American Journal of Sciencey^ and it will be sufficient to refer to

that article, and to the authorities quoted therein, as a guide to any one who
wishes to pursue the investigation. The papers of Mr. J. A. Phillips (Q. J. G. S.,

XXXII, p. 155, and XXXIV, p. 471) in which the change of augite into horn-

blende is proved, and certain greenstones ” are shown to be altered doleritio

lavas, may also be referred to.

“ Jukes long ago,” Mr. Williams writes,® “ suggested that many areas of

hornblende rocks might be accounted for by the alteration of old lavas, and this

seems now to be fast gaining ground. ” Hornblende schists, in particular, have,

it has at different times been suggested, resulted from the alteration of basaltic

tuff.*

“ Quite recently,” to quote again from Mr. Williams* paper, the possible

widespread geological importance of the paramorphosis of pyroxene to amphi-

bole in accounting for the existence of many areas of hornblendic rocks by the

alteration of other rocks, originally augite, has attracted much attention. This

change has been carefully followed in Norway, Austria, Suxony, and several

other European localities, as well as on this continent in New Hampshire,

Wisconsin, and in the region about Baltimore.”

One remark made by Mr. Williams has an especially important bearing on the

inquiry into the origin of the Sutlej valley hornblende schists, namely, “J[n the

great gabbro area, west of Baltimore, the massive diallage and hyporsthene rocks

occur everywhere imbedded in, and passing by gradual transitions into more or

less schistose amphibolites, which differ from them mineralogically only in the

crystalline form of the bisilicate constituent. These amphibolites have, through-

out the whole area, a nearly parallel strike and dip, and many other facts, which

cannot here, be enumerated, indicate that their schistose stn^cture is like slaty

cleavage, the result of lateral pressure. That the amphibolites have resulted from

the paramorphosis of the pyroxene in the gabbros is abundantly, proven both by

microscopic study SiHd their relations in the field, and the fact is very significant

that throughout the area, as a rule [the italics are in the original paper] , t\e

1 On the Paramorphosis of Pyroxene to Hornblende in rocks ; by Qeo. H. Williams, Yol.

XXYlll, p. 269 (Oct. 1884).

* See also Geikie’s Text-Book of Geology, p. 121.

* For instauco sec Quur. Jour. Gcol. 8ur.,.Vol. XXXIX, p. 19,
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schistose structure is developed in projiortion to the completeness of the parariuir^

phosis**

I note in passing that one of my hand specimens from tho north side of the

town ofBampur exhibits a distinct parallelism of structure, whilst some beds might

be callen hornblende slates as their fissile character is well marked. The latter,

I think, are probably altered ash beds.

The view that the homblendic character of iho Rampur traps is due to meta-

morphism, is favoured, not only by the general considerations indicated above, but

by tho fact that whilst observations in tlio field showed the rock series to tho north

of the town to bo a more repetition of that seen on tho south of the town, tho

metamorphism of the northern wing of iho syncline—that nearest to tho main

axis of granitic eruption and metaniorphic action—is more advanced than that of

the southern wing
;
tho beds of which the former are composed looking moro like

hornblende rocks, and less like lavas, than those which*compose tho southern

wing.

Another fconsidcration is, if the rooks aro not altered lavas, what arc they ?

The amygdaloids of the southern wing seem to shut out tho supposition of thoir

being either metamorphosed sedimentary bods or plutonic oruptivo rocks. Tho

Rampur rocks occur, it seems to me, on tho horizon of tho volcanic series of

Kashmir and Dalhousie, and I think they must belong to that scries.

The view was adopted in tho Manual of the Geology of India^ that the traps

of the Bias and Sutloj valleys w^re inlnisive .and connected with the “extreme

crushing and disturbance tho slates and limestone have undergone in those

positions.** My microscopic study of tho Bias valley traps exposed at Darang

and Mandi,® has shown that the rocks at both those places arc altered basalts

resembling those south of Dalhousio. Tho traps at Siini in the bed of Sutlej

are very much altered by aqueous agencies—a fact pi'obably connected with the

presence of hot springs in that locality
;
*but tho appearance of these traps, in the

field and under the microscope, leads me t6 class them with the lavas of the

Dalhousie and Kashmir areas. My reasons for claiming the traps of Rampur

as altered lavas have been given in tho preceding pages.

Iir-the Dalhousie area tho lavas come in above tho upper silurian conglo-

merate and bellow the oarbo-triassic series, as is well scon in the neighbourhood of

Bliandal, Hnlh, Sao, and Aulansa, the details of wliich outcrops were given in

my last paper. Tho traps under discussion appear to occupy a similar position in

the valleys of the Bias and Sutlej, with the exception, as wo have seen, that at

Rampur they extend into the lower carboniferous series. They do not occur

either in the Simla or in tho Dalhousio area in the groat series of oarbo-triassio

limestones, but they often touch, and are never far from tboso limestones in the

Dalhousie area, and they appear to occupy a similar position at) Darang and

Mundi
;
at the Gaim mountain® on tho north of tho Sutlej

;
jftid at Suni

;
* whilst

they succeed the infra-Krol slates and tlxo Krol quartzite at Rampur.

* Manual. Geol. Sur., p. 606.
^

* Records, Geol, Sur., Vol. XV, p. 155.

,
• Memoirs, Geol. Sur., Vol. IH, p. 60.

* Memoirs, Vol, III, p. 48.
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The contortions and disturbance which the rooks have undergone in the areas

alluded to, appear to have affected the trap as well as the adjoining rocks, for we
read of the occurrence, under Gairu, of ** dark shaly slates with much trap rock

similarly disturbed
;

” ^ and moreover it is evident that in the great tangential

squeezing to which the Himalayas have been subjected, comparatively soft rocks

in contact with intensely hard ones would faro the worst, and exhibit the most

evidence of contortion. If the slates in contact with the trap therefore are in any

of those localities more disturbed than the latter, it does not follow that the trap

has welled up from below through the broken rocks.

I must not be understood, by the above remarks, to deny the existence of

plutonic eruptive rocks, basic or other, in the Sutlej and Bi^s valleys ;
indeed

the present paper goes to prove the existence of such i*ocks in a part of the Sutlej

valley; but 1 think it important that the volcanic character of the traps at

Darang, Mandi, Suni • and llampur should bo recognised
;
and 1 suggest the

probability of the traps at Gairu and Bihul belonging to this scries, because I

think, in the absence of fossils, the infra-carboniferous volcanic senies, and the

upper Silurian conglomerate, constitute geological horizons which will afford

us important aid in unravelling the geology of the unfossiliferous parts of the

Himalayas. When we find trap, cropping out side-by-side with the conglomerate,

with no actual evidence of intrusion, the probability seems to me great, that the

trap will, upon a careful investigation, prove to belong to the infi*a-carboniforou8

volcanic series.

Mr, Bridges Lee, of the Lahore Bar, who has travelled much in Kashmir,

Zanskar, and other paHs of tho North-West Himalayas, and who, I trust, will

some day give us tho benefit of his observations, informs me that in all places

visited by him, the volcanic series invaiiably come in above the upper Silurian

conglomerates, and below the carbo-triassic limestones. They afford the geologist,

therefore, a definite horizon of much value.

In connection with the subject ofi the traps it may not bo out of place to refer

again to the metamorphism of the Jako beds at Simla. This has (see ante) been

referred to the contact action of acid igneous rocks from above in the form of

laccolites ;
but may it not have been owing to tho overflow of beds of basig,,Iava

connected with tho volcanic activity which prevailed in this regionrbetween the

close of the Silurian and the middle of tho carboniferous period ? The schists of

Jako are believed by Mr. Medlicott to be the representatives of tho “ shaly slates

of Solun,—the black shales at the base of tho Krol

®

that is to say, to be the

representatives of the black infra-Krol shales at the b£|^o of tho Krol mountain.

At the £[rob they immediately follow tho upper Silurian (Blaini) rockr, and are

believed to be of lower carboniferous age.®

Lavas of tho age of those seen at llampur might well, therefore, have been

poured out over the lower carboniferous beds of Jako; and this explanation

would also account for what I have very generally observed at Simla, Dalhousie

' Memoirs, Qeol. Sur., Vol. Ill, p. 60.

* Memoirs, Geol. Sur., Vol. HI, p. 34.

> Memoirs, Qeol. Sur., Yoh XXII,*p. 201, compared with p. 161f
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and elsewhere ;
namely, that the dark infra-Krol rocks have very often a strong

micaceous glaze on them and a semi-metamorphic aspect.

The supposition that these beds were subjected to contact metamorphism from

above before they were disturbed, and before the strata were thrown into their

present folds, will help to explain difficulties in local geology which might other,

wise prove to bo stumbling-blocks. I have already explained (see ante) that

tangential pressure cannot be urged, in the case of the Jako beds, to explain their

metamorphism.

1 pass on now to consider the case of the amphibole Tocks of the Sutlej

valley. The hand specimens collected higher up the Sutlej valley than Bampur,

from the localities described in Part I of this paper, have all, superficially, very

much the same general aspect
; they are very fine-grained, dense, black-looking

rocks
;
but when examined with the aid of a pocket lens, some would bo classed

as hornblende rocks and some as homblondo schists. An examination of thin

slices under the microscope shows that some of these rocks have the composition

of quartz diorites.

All the specimens examined by mo* have much in common with each other;

they consist of combinations -of hornblende, mica, felspar, and quartz. In some

slices the mica disappears
;
in some, felspar predominates largely over tfie quai'tz

;

in others, the felspar is v(3iy sparse and quartz largely takes its place, whilst in

some the felspar wholly disappears. The felspar belongs to the triclinic system,

and it is a peculiarly glassy hyaline ir ineral.

The mere abundance of quai*tz in some specimens does not seem sufficient to

take them out of the category of diorites. Mr. Rutley, in his Study of Boohs}

remarks that “a very large number of diorites are quartziferous andZirkel, in

his account of the diorites of the Fortieth Parallel, writes that “ in the plagioclase

rocks the presence or absence of quartz is not of so much importance as in the

orthoclaso scries
;
in the former, it often happens that the same deposition is in

one place free from, in another poor, ami again rich in quartz—a phenomenon

which does not occur in the orthoclase rocks.” •

In rocks that have been subjected to metamorphic action, the presence of quartz

has still less significance, as it sometimes results from the decomposition of other

minerals sucji as augite and felspar. Contact with granite, also, has sometimes a

silicating influence.

The presence of a fine foliation, which is exhibited by many of the Sutlej

valley specimens, moreover, is no proof that these rocks are of sedimentary origin.

Foliation in amphibole rocks, as we have already seen (see ante)^ is often the

result of lateral pressure. Since the above remarks were written qnd set up in

type, an instance of the metamorphosis of dolerite into hornblende-schist has been

described by Mr. J. J. li. Teall, (Q. J. G. S., XLI, p. 133) ; and it is interesting to

note that he also (p. 138) experienced a difficulty in discriiginating between the

quartz and felspar of the conve^ited hornblende schists of Scourie, similar ' to

that which I experienced in the case of Sutlej valley amphibolites, A similar

* 2nd Edition, p. 242.

^ > MicroBCopio«Potro!ogy, p. 84.

• F I
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difficulty in difltingaishing the quartz from orthoclase in a quartz-diorite is noted

by Fouque and Michel L6vjr in their Mineralogie Microgra^hiqne, Part II, Plate

XXIV.
I have already, in Part I of this paper, mado allusion to several cases in

which the fine-grained foliated amphibole rocks of the Sutlej valley appear as

intiaidors in the schists and in the gneissose granite. The Wangtu case deserves,

I think, some further comment. A sketch of this example is given at figure 1

of the plate attached to this paper.

This dyke extends a])paroutIy for many miles. Above the junction of the

Wangar river, there is only one dyke
;
but between the bridge over the Sutlej at

Wangtu, and the Wangar riv^er, this apparently splits up into two parallel dykes. ^

The two dykes are bisected by the Wangar river, and the sketch shows their

ap])carance in titu^ on the smooth face of a rock composed of gneissose granite,

which overhangs the riv^r on the right bank of the Wangar, at its junction with

the Sutlej.

A metamorphosed sedimentary rock might conceivably be squeezed up into

a crack formed by a rupture of the granite ; but this explanation is not, I think,

applicable to the present case. The foliation of tho hornblende rock runs with

the dyke, and is parallel to tho bounding walls of gi-anite. Tho fine lines of.

hornblende rock (foliated tonalito) between tho two dykes, penetrate tho granite,

diverge from each other, unite again, and again diverge, and terminate in the

upper tongue, in a way that seems to indicate nnmistakably that the amphibolite

ate its way into the granite in a. condition of igneous fusion. A like inferenco

may also, I think, bo fairly drawn from the behaviour of the two tongues which

have eaten their way into the granite at right angles to tho course of the dyke
from which they emanated.

At figure 2 I have given a sketch of a portion of what seems to me tho same

-dyke which occurs higher up tho Sutlej, in tho strike of the Wangar dykes, a few

miles beyond Wangtu. Tho sudden way tho dyke changed its course and bulged

out at the elbow, at the turning point, can hardly bo attributed to contortion.

Tho direction of the lines of fine foliation is indicated hy the an^ows.

When examined finder tho microscope, tho quartz-diorites and amphihfuitos

described in Part II, Avitli scarcely an exception, exhibit structural ciiaracteristics

which show that they have been subjected to great heat and high pressure.

Taking Nos. 18, 21, 2G and-27 as examples, I find that they contain air or gas

inclusions, and liquid cavities with moveable bubbles, the bubbles being largo

relative to tho area of the cavities, and indicating considerable contraction of

tho liquid on' cooling and consequently a previous condition of great neat. They

enclose numerous microliths containing fixed bubbles, and elongated shrinkage

cavities, and microliths that have cracked on cooling. There are also gas inclu-

sions that have deposited mineral matter on cooling, and liquid cavities contain-

ing gas bubbles. In short, these slices exhibit structural characters consistent

* Tfio dylco crosses the rjver Sutlej obliquely, aud then strikes across the Wangar river and

up inRccessihle cliffs. It is physically impossible to follow it. Tho same dyke, or what appears

to be the same dyke, roappoars several times higher uf the Sutlej on the road to Ubg i.
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with their being platonic eruptive rocks. I see nO reason, on the whole, why
they shoald not be classed as such.

It is possible that some of the more metamorphic-looking beds, aa for instance^

that from which slice No, 22 was taken, may be highly metamorphosed ash, or

lava beds, of ancient geological date
;
and that those of more decided eruptive

type may bo old lava beds melted down and squeezed into a now place; but

speculations regarding the origin of the latter class seem to be out of place
;

it is

enough to know that, even if they had tho origin suggested, they must now bo

classed as eruptive rocks.

Assuming, then, tliat tlie dykes of amphibolite in the gneissose granito are of

eruptive origin, it would seem tliat they were erupted prior to the complete

soJidificalioji of tho gneissose granite, and consequently, if tho views regarding

the age of the latter oxpi'essed in iny previous papei’s ' are sound, it follows that

they also are probably of tertiary ago. At Narchar, at Wangtu, and between

the latter .place and Ghigaon, the amphibolite or foliated diorite dykes cut

tlirough all the varieties of the gneissOse granite, but they are themselves cut

through by dykes of the whito oligoclase granite. Sometimes tho oligoclaso

white granito dykes run a parallel course with the amphibolite » foliated

diorite
;
sometimes they cut straight across it at right angles ;• whilst at other

times they strike up to it, and after having run with it for a little way, pursue

their former course.

To sum up my oh.servations on tho traps and hornblende rocks
;
I regard

the liornhlcndic traps at Rampur as metamorphosed lavas of lower carboniferous

ago. The hornblende rocks and quartz diorites at Pichwara may bo either in-

tensijly metamorphosed lavas, or more probably eruptive rocks consolidated at no

gi’cat depth below the surface
;
but the amphibolites further to the north are of

decided plutonic character, and belong^ to the period of granitic eruption. Tho
uniformly horiiblenclic character of all these rocks I rogani as the result of the

great metamorphic action to wliich they have all been subjected, resulting in tho

conversion of tho pyroxene of basic eruptive rocks into hornblende.

It.may bo as well, in conclusion, to offer a few remarks on tho stratigraphy

of The section described in the preceding page.s.

At Jutog, and on Prospect Hill (Simla), wo have tho limestones of the earbo-

triassic* series let down by a fault against the Krol quartzites seen at Boileauganj.

On Jako we have tlie altered beds of tlio infra-Krol '(lower carboniferous) serie.s.
'

The Blaini (upper silurian) magnesian limstones and conglomerates com© in bn
the flank of Jako, at the Lakri Bazar, and may be traced a far as tho Sanjoli

Bazar. They are succeeded, on the road to Narkanda, by the Simla slates (middle

Silurians)
;
but an anticlinal flexure brings down the carbo-triassics again between

P4gu and Thiog. The limestones of this series are seen in force between their

J Records, XVI, pp. 143, 191, 19?.

2 1 use this term in n somewhat vague sense. In tho N.-W. Himalayas the carboniferons

limestones appear, at times, to run into the trinssic seriesVithout a break; but in the absence of

fossils it is often impossible to say whether, or not, in any given outcrop, the scries is complete.

On Prospect Hill, for instance, what romaius of these limestones are probably wholly of carboni-

ferous age. ^
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outcrop on the FAgu-Thiog road and the ShAli peak. The thick series of lime-

stones seen on the Shdli, I now see no reason to doubt, bedong to the carbo-
*
triassic series. Between the Shdli and Simla, there is a sudden transition from

the limestones to the Simla slates. The junction is probably a faulted one, and

the fault apparently extends to a little north of Fdgu, for though the Blaini rocks

are seen to the north and to the cast of Thiog, they do not crop out, as they

ought to do, on the road-side between Fagu and Thiog.

North of Thiog ‘the limestones and slate rocks of the Blaini and infra-Krol

scries dip under massive quartzites, which doubtless represent the Krol quartzite.

A little beyond Mattiana schistose calcareous bods come in, which I apprehend

arc highly altered numbers of the Krol series. Somewhere between these beds

and Narkaiida, I think the existence of a fault must be assumed. Some of the

beds here displayed remind mo very much of the mica schists of Jako, and it

seems open to us to suppose that their metamorphism is due to the causes which

have conduced to' the metamorphism of the Jako beds
;
but near Narkanda, we

come, on the flank of Ilattu, to beds of gneiss.

The microscopic examination of the Hattu gneiss, contrary to my then

expectations, did not favour the hypothesis that this rock had an eruptive

origin,' and'I see no reason to class it with the gneissose granites.

But oven if we discard the gneiss beds from consideration, the schists exposed

at Narkanda, on the road to Kotegarh, are mica schists of an extremely pro-

nounced type, and I do not think they can be younger than of lower silurian age.

Assuming their ago to be that here assigned to them, and assuming the

existence of a fault between Mattiana and Narkanda, the section onwards may
be described as follows. At Narkanda the oldest rocks are found at the point

of highest altitude
;
whilst at Rampur we have the younger rocks occupying the

valley of the Sutlej. The dip is north-castc'rly
;
and, ac^^ording to my view, the

older rocks dip under younger ones, .and wo have a regular sequence of rocks

between Narkanda and Rampur, beginning with the lower silurians (or Cam-

brians ?) at Narkanda, and ending, at Rampur, with the volcanic series of lower

carboniferous ago. * ^
The Simla slates in this series are probably represented in ,part, by tho

micaceous rocks near Kotgarh, and by the thick series of silicious rocks between

Kotgarh and Narkanda. The argillaceous element probably gave way in this

region to the arenaceous.

At Rampur we find a fault along the axis of a sraclinal flexure. The Krol

quartzite is p.gain brought up, and the volcanic series follow in inverted order.

The quartzites, which to the north of Rampur follow the volcanic series (I do
not allude to the quartzites intercalated with the traps) represent, in my opinion,

the quartzites seen ip the southern wing of the s^Ticline between Narkanda and the

Nogli stream
;
but the infra-Krol carbonafoous beds, so typically developed south

of the Nogli, have disappeared from the section north of Rampur. These beds

may cither have been cut ofE By the fault which, on my interpretation of the

^ See reinnrks on elices 51—53, Records, XVII, pp. 60, 61, in which 1 recorded my conviction,

based on microscopical evidence, that these specimens were ** metamorphic rocks.
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section, must be placed between the northern boundary of the volcanio series and

the quartzites ; or they may have thinned out.

The quartzites beyond Bampur are conformably sncceeded, first by while

mica schists that resemble some lower silurian bedsi n the Dalhonsie area ; then

by mica schists of a pronounced type, and finally by gneissic beds, the folic of

which are greatly crumpled, and which, I di ubt not, are altered sedimentary beds

of lower silurian or Cambrian age. •

According to the view exphjssed above, the two outer ends of a long synclinal

flexure are occupied by the older rocks, with the younger rocks in the middle.

The older rocks dip under the younger from Narkanda down to the Nirat out-

crop of the gneissoso granite
; whilst from Bampur to Gaora the rocks are in

inverted order, the younger dipping under the older. Between tho Nirat outcrop

of the gneissoso granite and Bampur, tho younger rocks have been considerably

crushed, especially at Nogli
;
and the squeeze has been so great that though the

volcanic series present, as I believe, a regular sequence from the Krol quartzite at

the Nogli up to the fault at Bampur, and from the Krol quartzite at Bampur up

to tho northern • boundary of the volcanic scries, yet the Krol quartzite has been

brought into contact with tho highest beds of the volcanic scries and a.divergent

dip imparted to the volcanic beds on either side of the Bampur fault. That the

younger beds in tho middle of tho long synclinal fold stretching from Gaora

to Narkanda should have been srbjected to such intense compression is hardly

surprising, for they must have sufEered, not only from the tangential pressure

which produced the synclinal fold, but also from the compression caused by the

intrusion of tho Nirat gneissoso granite.

There is a fault at tho end of tho southern wing of the synclino, to the south

of Narkanda, another along the axis of tho synclino at Bampur, and a thiid

between Bampur and Gaora.

Between Gaora and Wangtu no new sedimentary bods come in.

The gneissoso granite penetrates the southern wing of the synclino in the

middle of the infra-Krol (lower carboniferous) scries. In the northern wing

it intrudes much lower in tho series, appearing in tho lower Silurians and ( P )

ca&brians.

The quartz-diorite or amphibolite appears in the northern wing of the anticline

only, and it evidently belongs to the period of granitic eruption. In my papers

in Vol. XVI already referred to (see foot note ante) I adopted the view that

the gneissoso granite was erupted in tertiary times, and I have since seen no

reason to modify that conclusion.

In offering tho above remarks on tho stratigraphy of the Simla* and Wangtu

section, I am deeply sensible of the danger of framing theories based on road-sido

observations along a single line, before the neighbouring country is surveyed and

mapped by a competent geologist ;
but as there seems no ffnmediate prospect of

this being done, and as the task, whenever it is undertaken, will be a long and

laborious onoi it may not be out of place to record the impressions that have been

left on my mind by the facts at present available,

A modification of the interprotation of the Narkanda-Wangtu section pro-

posed above, that might suggest itself to some minds, is that the infsa-Erol rocks.
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the Krol quartzite, and the yolcanic series were deposited in a basin formed by the

denudation of older rocks
;
but this view is not favoured by the fact noted in Part

I of this paper ; namely, that there is a gradual decline in the metamorphism of

the rocks from Kotgarh down to the black infra-Krol beds. However, wore this

modification to be adopted, the general featui'es of the section Tvould remain the

same as that suggested abovo
;
we should still have a broad synclinal fold with the

older pocks on the outer flanks and the younger rocks in the middle
;
wo should

have the volcanic series and the Krol quartzite compressed together, and ruptured

by a fault, the older beds on one side* of the fault being brought into contact with

the younger beds on the other side, the beds on one side being in inverted order.

ADDITIONS TO THE. MUSEUM.
r

From 1st October to 31 st December 1885.

Fibrous quartz, psciidomorphous after crocidolite, from Griqualand, South Africa.

Presented by Mb. W. Theobald.

Two small pieces and some fragments of tlie meteorito that fell near Sabetmahet village, at

MutRura-ghat (N. Lat, 27° 35', E. Long. 82° 7'). 11 miles N. W. of Balrampur,

Gonda District, Oudh, on the IGtli August 1885. The weight of the two pieces and

fragments is 2*84 grammes.

From the Deputy Commissioner of Gonda, Oudh.

A specimen of galena, from the Thandiaua range, Abbottubad Tahsil, Hazara District,

Punjab. ^

Presented by the Deputy Commissioner op Hazaba.

Specimens of slate from the Kharakpur Hills, near Monghyr.

Presented by Messes. Ambler & Co.

Five cut and partly polished blocks, and a cup^and saucer of poNtone (extensively used for

idols, vessels, &c.) from Pattarkatti, 20 miles N. N. £. of Gay^.

From the Public Works Department, Calcutta.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

From 1st October to SIst December 1885.

Tales of Boohs. Donors.

Andrew, Dr. A .—Die Oligocansebiebten im Elsass. 8® Strassburg, 1884.

^ Stbasbubo University.

Becker, George JP*.—Impact friction and faulting. 8° Pam. New Haven, 1885.

The Author.

„ The geometrical form of volcanic cones and the elastic limit of lava.

# 8° Pam. New Haven, 1885. The Author.

Brezina, Aristides.-^Die Meteoritensammlung des K. K. Mineralogischen Hofkabinetes iu

Wien km 1 Mai i§85. 8° Wien, 1885. Thr Author.

Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. Band I, Protozoa, lief. 29-34; Band
II, Porifera, lief. 11 ; and Band VI, Abth; 4, lief. 11-12, and Abib.

5, lief. 28. 8® Leipzig, 1885.
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Titles ofBoohs. Donors.

Catalogue of the collection of rough Diamon^e* now on exhibition, hy Tiffany & Co. 8* Pam.
New Haven, 1885.

Daoincoitbt, Dr.—Aimuaire gf^ologique iiniversel et guide du g^ologue antour de la terre

- " duns les Musdes, les principales collections et les giscnients de fossiles ot

de miii^raux. 8** Pai is, 1885* Tns Authob.

Dana, James DtoigM.—Origin of Coral Reefs and Islands. 8° Pam., 1885. The Authob.

Emhons, S. F,t and Beckeb, George F.—Geological sketches of the precious metal

deposits of the Wesiern United States, with notes on lead smelting at

Lcadville. 4'* Washington, 1885. The Authobs.

FrscHEB, Pam/.—

M

anuel de Conchyliologio et do Pal^ontologic Conchyliologiquo histoire

naturelle des Mollusqiies vivants et fossiles. Fasc. IX. 8° Paris, 1885.

Guide dans la collection do Meteorites dii Musduin d'Histoire Naturelle. 8° Pam. Paris,

I88'J. Pbufessob Daubb^e.

Haas, lE^poIgt .—Monograpbie dor Rhynchonellen der Juraformation von Elsass-Lothringen.

With atlas. 8° Strassburg, 1881. Stbasbcbo Univebsitt.

Jeans, H. JK—Nautical Astronomy and Navigation. Part I, 3rd edition, and Part IT,

5th edition. 8“ London, f87G and 1884.

Justus Perthes in Gotha, 1785—1885. 4® Miiimhen, 1885. Justus Pebthxs.

Kunz, George F.—American gems and precious stones. 8® Pam. Washington, 4883.

The Authob.

„ A note on the finding of two fine American Beryls. 8® Pam. Salem,

1884. Thb Authob.

„ On the Tourmaline and associated minerals of Auburn, Maine. 8® Pum.,

New Haven, 1884. The Authob.

„ Andalusite from Gorham, Maine. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1884.

The Authob.

„ The white garnet from Wakefield, Canada. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1884.

The Authob.

„ Topaz and associated miperals from Stouehain, Oxford County, Maine.

8® Pam., Salem, 1884. The Authob.

„ On three masses of meteoric iron from Glorieta Mountain, near Canoncito,

Santa Fd County, New Mexico. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1886.

The Authob.

Lihostbom, List of the fossils of the upper silnrian formation of Gotland. 8® Pam.

% Stockholm, 1885. The Authob.

Mackenzie, Alexander,—Report on current-meter observations in the Mississippi river,

near Burlington, Iowa, during October 1879. 8® Washington, 1884.

Govbenment op India.

Mining and mineral statistics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, includ-

ing lists of miuee and mineral works for 1884. Fisc., London, 1885.

. GoybbniAnt op India.

Mondt, Edmund F,—Mineral, mining, and metallurgical exhibits at the Calcutta Inter-

national Exhibition, 1883-84. 8® Calcutta, 1885. The Authob.
Newlands, John A. E.—On the discovery of the Periodic Law, and on relations among the

atomic weights. 8® Lon^ion, 1884. Thb Authob.
Nobtlino, PWVs.—Die Fauna dos samlaodischen Tertiars. With atlas of plates. 8® and 4®

Berlin, 1885. * Thb Authob.

Official report of the Calcutta International Exlubition, 1883-84. Vols. I—II, B® Cal-

cutta, 1885. Qovbbnmbnt of India.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Falcontologie Fran9aiso. Ire e^rie. Aniioaux Inyert^br^Si Terrain Jurassique. Livr.

8® Parii, 1«85.

Fubtes, J. C.^Esquisse g^ologique de L* He d* Actigoa. 8** Fam. Bruxelles, 1884.

The Author.

Qubnstedt, Fr. ^tf^.*-Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde. Auilage III. Lief. 24—25.

8® Tubingen, 1885.

Reports of the Inspectors of Mines to Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for 1884. Fisc.,

London, 1885. R. A. Dkpt., GovEBNiiENT of India.

Stewart, Balfour

,

and Gee, TF. W. Haldane.—^Lessons in elementary practical Physics.

Vol. I. 8® London, 1885.

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1876—1878. Zoology. Crustacea, by G. O.

Sars. I and lb. 4^ Christiania, 1885. The Committee.

Van Hise, C. B.—Enlani'geinents of hornblende fragments. 8® Fam. New Haven, 1885.

The Author.

Villa, GHovannV Battista .—Rivista geologjca dei terreni della Brianza. 8® Pam. Milan,

1885. The Author.

Ward, Thomas H.—The Indian Coal Mines. Is legislation necessary to regulate their

* working? A review of a paper by Joseph Chater. 8® Pam. Calcutta, 1885.

The Author.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science. 3vd series. Vol. XXX, Nos. 177—179. 6° New Haven, 1^85.

The Editors.

American Naturalist. Vol. XIX, Nos. 7—9. 8° Philadelphia, 1885.

Annalen der Physik und Chemie. New Folgo. Band XXVI. heft. 1—3. 8® Leipzig,

1885.

Annales des Mines. 8®“® sdrie. Tome VII. livr, 3. 8® Paris, 1885.

Department oe Mines, Paris.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Botaniqne. 7”® s5rie. Tome II, No. 1. 8® Paris, 1885.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Zoologio et Paldontologib. 6®®® serie. Tome XIX, No. 1.

8° Paris, 1885. f

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 5th series.'Vol. XVI, Nos. 94—96. 8® London,

1886.

Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Jahrg. LI, heft 2—3. 8® Berlin, 1885.

Athenmum. Nos. 3020-^3033. 4® London, 1885.

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Ban I IX, Nos. 9—11. 8® Leipzig,

• 1885.

BibUothbque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3in® pdriode.

Tome XIV, Nos. 7—8. 8® Genbve, 1885.

BiMiothbqne TJniversene et Revue Suisse. 3>n® pdriode. Tome XXVII, No. 81, and

XXVIII, No. 82. 8® Lausdbne, 1885.

Botanischer Jahresbericht. Jahrg. X, Abth. II, heft 2, & XI, Abth. I, heft 1. 8® Berlin,

1885.

Botamsches Centralblatt. Band XXIII, No. 10, to XXIV, No. 10. .8® Caiuel, 1885 .

Chemical Ne^ys. Vol. LII, Nos. 1346-1359. 4P London, 1885.
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TUles of Boohs. Donors.

Colliery Guardian. Yol. L, Nos. 1289—1302. Pol. London^ 1886,

Das AuKland. Jabrg. LYIII, Nos. 35 —49. 4^ Stuttgart, 1885.

Geological Magazine. New series. Decade III, Yol. II, Nos« 10—12. 8" London, 1886.

Iron. Yol. XXVI, Nos. 661—674. Fol. London, 1885.

Journal of Science. 3rd series. Yol. Yll, Nos. 140—142. 8° London, 1885. The Editob.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 5th series.

Yol. XX, Nos. 125—127. 8° London. 1885.

Mining Journal, with supplement. YoL LV, Nos. 2611—2624. Fol. London, 1885.

Naturae Novitates. Nos. 17—23. 8° Berlin, 1885.

Nature. Yol. XXXIT, No. 828 to Yol. XXXIII, No. 841. 4“ London, 1885.

Neues Juhrbucli fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie. Jabrg. 1885, Band IT,

heft 3. 8® Stuttgart, 1885.

Neues Jahrhuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie. Beilagc-Band lY, heft 1.

8® Stuttgart, 1885.*

Petermann's Gcogi’^phische Mittheilungen, Band XXXI, Nos. 9—11, 4® Gotha, 1885.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. •Srd series. Yol. Ill, No. 11. Fisc., Roorkee,

1885. Thomason College of Civil Enoinbebieo.

Qaurterly Journal of Microscopical Science. New series. Yol. XXV. No. » 100. 8®

London, 1885. •

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwisseuschafton. Folgo 4. Band IV, heft 3. 8^ Halle, 1885.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, &c.

Bengal.—Quarterly Bengal Army List for let October 1885. No. 94. 8° Calcutta, 1885.

• Government of India.

Bombay.—Brief sketch of tho Meteorology of the* Bombay Presidency in 1883-84 and 1884-

85. Fisc. Bombay, 1884—1885.

Meteorological Depabtmbnt, Bombay.

•„ Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency. Vols. XVII, XVIII, parts 1-3, XIX and

% XX. 8® Bombay, 1884-85. Bombay Government.

„ Selections from tho Records of tho Bombay Government. Now series. No. 173.

Flso. Bombay, 1885. Bombay Government.

Beitish Burma.—Report on the administration of British Burma during 1884-85. Fisc*

Rangoon, 1885. Chief Commissioner, British Bubma.

Centbal Provinces.—Report on the administration of the Central Provinces for 1884-85.

4^ Nagpur, 1885.
Chief Commisbionbb, Centbal Pbovincbb.

India.—Annual statement of the trade and navigation of British In^ia with Foreign Coun-

tries, and of the coastii^g trade of the several presidencies and provinces,

in the year ending 31st March 1885. YoL I, No. 19 Foreign Trade, and

11, No. 19 Coasting Trade. 4^ CaRutU, 1885.

Govbbnmbnt of India.

„ Indiao Meteorological Memoirs, Yol. II, part 5. 4° Calcutta, 1885.

Mbtbobolooical Depabtiibnt, India.
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2Uhs ofBoohs* Donors,

India.—Meteorological dbRorvations recorded at six stations in India in 1885, reduced and

corrected. May to August. 4® Calcutta, 1885.

Meteouolooical Department, India.

„ Report on tlie administration of the Meteorological Department of the Government

of India in 1884-85. 4° Calcutta, 1885.

• Meteorological Department, India.

„ List of civiljofheers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India

in the Homo, Legislative, and Foreign Departments on Ist^July 1885.

8° Calcutta, 1885. Home Department.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c., OP SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, Ac.

Batavia.—Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap Van Kunsten en Wetenacliappen. Deel

XXI II, all. 2. 8“ Batavia, 1885. The Society.

„ Tijdsclirift voor indischc Taal-L^ind-en Volkcnkiinde. Deel XXX, all. 5. 8*

Batavia, 1885. ^ The Society.

Berlin.—Abhandiungen dor Konig. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. 1884. 4®

Berlin, 1885. The Academy.

„ Sitzungsberichto der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der Wissensebaften. Nos.

XL—LIV. 8° Berlin, 1884-1885. The Academy.

,,
Congros gdologique intcrnafional. session, Berlin, 1885, Rapports do la com-

mission pour runiformitd de la nomenclature. Par G. Dcwalque. 8®

Berlin, 1885. The Congless.

BoLOONA.-^Memorie dolla Accademia delle Sciciize dell’ Istituto di Bologna. 4 serie.

Tomo V. 4° Bologna, 1883. The Academy.

Boston.—Catalogue of the State Library of Massachusetts. 8*^ Boston, 1880.

. The Library.

„ Proceedings of the American. Academy of Arts and Sciences, New scries. Vol.

XIL 8® Boston, 1885. The Academy.

Brussels.—Annalcs do la Soci^td Malacologique dc Belgique, 2“* sdrio, Tome XV, and

S'"® sdrie, Tome IV. 8® Bruxelles, 1880 and 1884. The Society.

„ Proems-Verbaiix des Seances de la Socidtd Royalo Malacologique de Belgique.

Tomo XIV, pp. 1—80. 8® BruxellA, 1885. The Society.

,,
Annales du Musee Royal d’llistoire Naturclle de Belgique. Tome IX, pt. 4,

and XI, pt. 5. With 2 vols. of plates. 4® Bruxelles, 1885.

The Museum.

„ Bulletin de la Socidtd Royale Beige do GdogVaphie. Annde IX. No. 4. 8®

'Bruxelles, 1885, The Society.

Budapest.—General index saramtlicher puhlicationeu der Ungarischen Geologischen Gesell-

schaft, von 1852—1882. 8® Budapest, 1884. The Society.

„ Geologische Mittheilungen der Ungarischen Geologischen Gesellschaft. Band
XIV, Nos. 9—12, and XV, Nos. 1—5. 8® Budapest, 1884—1885.

• The Society.

,,
Erlautcrungen zur geologischen specialkarte dor Lander der Ungarischen

Krone. Blatt Budapest, 1885^^

« Royal Hungarian Geological Institute'
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Titles qfBooks, Donors.

liuDAPinsT.—Mittheilangen aus dem Jahrbucbe der Kon. Ungarischen Geologisclien Anstalt.

, Band Vll, heft 2—4 8° Budapest, 1885. Tns Isstitutb.

Buenos Aibbs.—Actas de la Academia Nacional de Cicncias en Cordoba. Tomo Y,

N os. 1—2. 4° Buenos Aires, 1884. The Academy#

„ Boletin de la Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba (llepublica

Argentina). Tomo VII, No. 3

—

4. 8° Buenos Aire% 1884—1885..

The Academy.

Calcutta.—Catalogue of the remains < f SiwuliR Vertebi*ata contained in the Geological

Department ol‘ the Indian Museum, Calcutta. Fart I, Mammalia. By
K. Lydekkur. 8'’ Calcutta, 1885. Geological Subvey of India.

„ Palffiuntologia liidica. Series IV, Vol. I, part 5, and Series XIII, Yol. I, part 5#

4“ London and Calcutta, 1885. Geoloqical Subvey of India.

„ Becords oC the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XYIII, part 4. S** Calcutta,

1885. Geological Survey of India.

„ General report on the operations of the Survey of India Department, adminis-

tered under the Govcrimiellt of India during 1883-84. Fisc. Calcutta,

1885. Government of India.

„ Survey of India Department. Notes for September and October 1895. Fisc.

Calcutta, 1885. Survey op India.

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New series. Vol, LIV, part II,

No. 3. 8° Calcutta, 1885, The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. No. 8. 8° Calcutta, 1885.

The Society.

Cambridge,—Proceedings of the Cambridge Pbilosopbical Society, Vol. V, pt. 4. 8® Cam-
bridge, 1885. The Socjety.

Cambridge, Mass.—Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Vol. X,*

No. 3, and XI, pt. 2, No. 1. 4® Cambridge, 187^aud 1885.

The Academy.

Denver#—Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific l?ociety. VoJ I, 8® Denver, 1885.

The Socieiy#

JflWNBUBan.—The Scottish Geographical Magjizine. Vol. I, Nos. 10—12. 8® Edinburgh,

« 1885. Scottish GEOGKArHicAL Society, Edinburgh.

Halle—Abhai%dluugeii der Naluifospchenden GesellscLaft zu Halle. Band XVI, heft 3.

4® Halle, J885. The Society.

„ Bericht ilber die Sitzungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle im Jahre

1884. 8^ Halle, 1884. The Society#

Lausanne.— Bulletin de la Societd Vaiidoise des Sciences Naturelles. 2*”* serie. Vol. XXI,
No. 92. 8® Lausanne, 1885. The Society.

Leyden.—Sammlungen des Geologischen Beichs-Museums in Leiden. Nos# 11—12. 8®

Leiden, 1885.

Liverpool.—Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Soci^y of Liverpool. Vol.

XXXVIII. 8® Liverpool. 1884. ' The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Liverpool Geological Society# Vol. V, part 1. 8® Liverpool,

1885. The Society.

London.--Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Irelaud. Vol. XV,
No. 1. 8® London, 1885.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

LonDON.-"Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. 1. S'* London, 1886.

The Institute.

„ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New series.

Vol. XYll, part 3. 8° London, 1885. The Societt.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XXXIII, No. 1712 to XXXIV, No. 1724.

8" Loudon, 1885. The Society.

„ Lists offcasts of fossils reproduced from specimens in the Department of Geology

in the British Museum. 8^ London, 1885. Bbitish Museum.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. Now series. Vol. VII, Nos. 9—10.

8® London, 1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Vol. XXXVllI, No. 238. 8*

Loudon, 1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London. Part II. 8° London, 1885.

The Society.

„ Transa^jtions of the Zoological Society of London. Vol. XI, part 10. 4® Loudon,

1885. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XLI, No. 163.

8® London, 1885. The Society.

Madbid.—Boletin do la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid. Tomo XIX, Nos. 3—4. 8®

Madrid, 1885. The Society.

Mamchestbb.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol. VIII, No. 11. 8®

Manchester, 1885.
,

The Society.

Melboubne.—Mineral Statistics of Victoria for 1884. Plsc. Melbourne, 1885.

Dept, of Mines and Wateb-supply, Victoria. •

„ The gold-fields of Victoria. Reports of the mining registrars for the quarter

ending 30th September 1885. Fisc. Melbourne, 1885.

*

^
Deft, op Mines and Wateb-supply, Victobia.

„ Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Soiu ty of Victoria. Vol. XXI.
8® Melbourne, 1885. The Society.

Minneapolis.'—Bulletin of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences. Vol. II, No.

5. 8® Minneapolis, 1885. The Academy.

Montbeal.—Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress from 1863 to 1866 and

for 1872-73. 8® Ottawa and Montreal, 1866 and 1873.

GovebniIent of India.

„ Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Report on the fossil plants

of the lower carboniferous and millstone grit formations of Canada.

By J. W. Dawson. 8® Montreal, 1873. Goyebnment of India.

„ Geological and Natural History Survey of Ganada. Palscozoic Fossils. Vol.

11, part 1, and Vol. Ill, part I. 8® Montreal, 1874 and 1884.

Goyebnment of India.

„ Geological and Natural History SurYey of Canada. The fossil plants of the

Erian (Devonian) and Upper Silurian formations of Canada. By J. W.
Dawson. Part 2. 8° Montreal, 1882. Ooybbnment of India.

„ Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Preliminary note on the

geology of the Bow and Belly river districts, N. W. territory, with special

reference to the coal deposits. By George M. Dawson. 8® Montreal, 1882.

Goyebnment of India.
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Titles rf Books, Bomro.

Montreal.—Qeolo(;ical and Natural Hiatorj Sarrey of Canada. Gontributiona to tbo

Micro-Palaeontology of the Cambro-Silurian rocks of Canada. By Arthur

H. Foord. 8° Ottawai 1883. Government of India.

„ Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Mesozoic Fossils. Yol. I,

part 3. 8** Montreal, 1884 Government of India.

Moscow.-^Bulletin de la Socidtd Impdrialo des Naturalistes. Tome LVIII, No. 4, and

LTX, Nos. 1—3. 8® Moscou, 1884—1886. The Socibtt,

„ Nouvcaux M^moires de la Sooi6td Impdriale des Naturalistes. Tomo XY, livr. 1.

4® Moscou, 1884. The Societt.

Newgastlb-on-Tyne.—Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. Yol. XXXIY, parts 6-6. 8® Newcastle-on-Tyne,

1885. The Institute.

Paris.—Bulletin dela Socidtc de Gdogruphie. 7"‘“ s^rie. Tome YI^ No. 2. 8® Paris, 1886.

The Society.

Compte Bendu des Seances de la de Geographic. Nos. 16—18. 8® Paris,

1885. The Society.

„ Bulletin do la SocMtd Gdologique de Franco. 3*®” sdrie. Tome XIII, Nos^ 6-7. 8®

Paris, 1886. The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. S'* series. Yol. XC, Nos. 4-6. 8® Phila-

delphia, 1885. The Institute.

„ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Part 2.

8* Philadelphia, 1885. The Academy.

Pisa.—Atti della SoActa Toscana di Scienze Natural!. Memorie. Yol. YI, fasc. 2. 8® Pisa,

1886. The Society.

Bio de Janeiro.—Conference faite au Musdum National en presence de L L. M M. Impd-

riales le 4 November 1884, Par Dr. Ladisldu Netto. 8® Rio de Janeiro,

1886. The Museum.
•

St. Petbrsdurg.—Bulletin de TAcaddmie Impdriale des Sciences do St. Pdtersbourg. Tome
XXIX, No. 4, and XXX, No. 1. 4® St. Pdtersbourg, 1884—1886.

The Academy.

„ Mdmoires de I’Acaddmio Impdriale des Sciences de St^ Pdtersbourg. Tome
' XXXII, No. 13. 4® St. Pdtersbourg, 1884. The Academy.

„ Bulletin duComitd Gdologique. Yol. lY, Nos. 6-7. 8® St. Pdtersbourg,

1885. The Commission.

„ Mdmoires du Comitd Geologique. Yol. I, No. 4, II, No. 2, and.lll. No. 1.

4® St. Pdtersbourg, 1885. The Commission.
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Notes on the Gcolo/jy of parts of Bellary and Aiiantnpiir Districls, J)y R. B.

Foote, F.G.S., Superintendent
,
Geological S'ltrvejf of India. (With a map.)

Tho tract of country here described has in ])lan a rough resemblance to an

hour-glass lying on its side, the length of the hour-glass

being 88 miles, its smallest width 15 miles, where tra-

ve^’sed by the Haggari river (or Vedavati, of the map)
;
and its greatest, at its

western end, 38. fiscal divisions included witli in this irregular area are,—the

greater part of Gooty talucp the southern half of Bellary talurp nearly the whole

of Hospett taluq, the whole of the Sandur State, and the north-eastern corner

of Kudlighi taluq beside the northernmost extnnnity of the Afysore territory.

Three principal grou])S of rocks occu})y tlic area above defined. The youngest,

or third, being formed by tho alluvia of tho Haggari, the
Principal rock groups.

q'^nigabhadra, and their tributaries. They cover a small

area, and are of very small importance.' To the alluvia may bo reckoned some

gravel formations of no great extent and small thickness,

which arc scattered here and there over the surface of the

older rocks.

The second group consists of a very important scries of schistose rocks

which occurs in bands overlying tlio giieissie rocks, which

latter constitute tho tii*st and oldest group and cover by

far the largest area.

The second or schistose group was formerly regarded as belonging to tho great

gneissic system of South India, and described as such {vide Memoirs, Vol. XII,

pp. 38—54) ;
but since then a fuller examination of several of tho bands has

yielded evidence amply justifying their separation into a distinct system. As
already shown in my memoir on the geology ol the South Mahratta country,

just referred to, and in my paper on a traverae across the
s^istosc

gold-fields {supra Vol. XV, 1882), a considerable

number of bands of similar character cross tlfc gneissic

Dharwar system.

Gneii)3ic s^'stem.

B
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area both north and south of the tract now under consideration and cut it up

into similar but, as a rule, considerably wider bands.

Eight such bands have been recognized so far and named after the principal

towns standing within their limits
;
but Ave are only con-

tinuer report

bands
with three in the Bellary-Anantapur country so

far as it has as yet been surveyed. These, taking them

from east to west, arc:— 1, the Peiincr-Haggari band, an unquestionable exten-

sion of the great Hunugunda band in the Baichur Doab ;* 2, the Sandur hills

band, including the Copper hills south of Bellary town
;
and 3, the Dambal-Chick-

nayakanhalli band, wliich runs through the Hadagalli and Harpanhalli taluqs

(the most westerly extremity of Bellary District), connecting the schistose rocks

of the South Mahratta country with those of Mysore. Another band of the

schistose rocks Avhich however does not touch the Bellary territory, but lies well

to the west of it, deserves mention, and this is the great Dharwar-Shimoga

band, the broadest and most important of all as far as yet known.

The schistose rocks forming this baiKi near Dharwar, and still more in the

central part, near Shimoga and Honnali (Mysore), show

tern why much less metaraorphism than elsewhere generally
;
and it

was here that I was for the first time forcibly impressed by

the necessity of trying to establish a separation between these old schists and the

great granitoid gneiss system of South India. For this reason, and from the fact

that this band shows' the greatest development of the old schists, I have proposed

to call the new system they form the Dharwar system.

At the time when I wrote my memoir on the South Mahratta country, I hhd

no positive evidence of the unconformable superposition of any of the schist bands

over the granitoid gneiss of the Southern Deccan, and Avas inclined to think that

the schists might possibly belong to more than one seri<w and in parts be inter-

calated with granitoid beds, as in several sections in the Baichur Doab they

appear to dip under the granitoid rocks. The examination, hoAvever, of the

Kolar gold-field convinced me that the schist series here forms an undoubted

synclinal basin sunk in a fold of tlie underlying gneiss. The study of the Sandur

hills since then has satisfied me that the schists, or, as they should henceforth^ be

called, the Dharwar rocks, rest on the granite gneiss with marked unconfor-

mity. Further acquaintance with the different bands of the DharAvars leads mo
to belieA’'0 that they all belong to one system, which Avas formerly very widely

developed over the peninsula. How widely has yet to be determined in many
parts, but it is certain that they were once rep^sented all over the Central

Deccan and southward as far as the Kolar gold-field, and in all probability as

far south also as the north-westeni corner of the Nilgiri massif.

Additional interest attaches to the Dharwar system from the fact that to it

belong nearly all thft gold-fields at present known in the Peninsula, notably those

of Kolar, VVynad, Honnali and Dambal, besides others less known in Mysore and

the Bellary, Dharwar and Belgaium Districts.

^ No place of any importance stands on this band within the limits of the Gboty and Bellary

taluqs, but iiferoases both the llaggari and Penn^r rivers.
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The bands o£ schist by which the Dharwars are now represented in the penin-

^ ,
sula are the remains of lyreat foldings which took place lonff

Origin of tbe schist „ x • i. ,1. , .7. 1. „ 1

bands. anterior to the deposition of the lower-Vindhyan rocks

forming the Kaladgi and Kadapa basins. A consideration

of the section across the several bands where they emerge from under the south-

ern edge of the Kaladgi basin will show at oiico that the upheaved Dharwars
had undergone immense denudation before the deposition of the Kaladgi rocks

commenced. The jaspery haamaiite beds of the Dharwar system furnished the
bright coloured jasper pebbles which are so striking a feature in the basement and
other conglomerates of the lower-Vindhyan rocks.

Tlie force which caused the great cininipling of the Dharwar rocks had of

necessity also much effect on the underlying gncissic rocks, and in various places

induced a parallelism of folds which produces great semblance of conform-
ability. The section of the gneiss rocks exposed s*outh of the southern
end of the Sandur band shows the gneiss to have been affected by an anterior

jirocess of crushing from pressure actingbin a more or less oast and west direction.

This is noteworthy as it shows that the peninsula was affected at no less than four
periods by great approximately east to west, or west to east, thrust^ the two
already noted and two later ones by which the Kadapa and Karnul rocks were
respectively crumpled up into tlie great foldings they now show. Of these the

last would seem to have been much the Icasl energetic.

A brief description of the chief petrographical characters of the gneissic and
Dharwadian rooks will suffice for the present, the full description being re-

sei ved for the (iiiyiil memoir on the geology of the Bellary-Anantapur country.
By the time that has to bo written, it is hoped that many of the more important
rocks will have been examined microscopically.

Tbe intrusive rocks iienetraiing the gneiss and tho Dharwars are of consider-

Jntrusive rocks
importance, and often form marked features in the

geological landscape. T>vo ordinary forms of intrusive
rocks were noted, granite veins and ti’ap dykes,which will be described further on.
Another intrusive rock of great interest is a tu If-agglomerate of undetermined
age, which forms a so-called “ xieck ” piercing the gneiss close to Wadjra Karur, a
famous diarncyid-yielding locality 10 miles south of the Guntakul railway junc-
tion. This will be described further ou. The external resemblance of the agglo-
merate to the matrix in which the famous Kimberly diamonds occur, has caused
it to be very elaborately prospected, but unfortunately without any satisfactory
result. .

T.

—

Tlip. Gneissic Bodes,

By far the greater part of the gneissic area is occupied by highly granitoid
rocks, which are also far more conspicuous than tho well-foHated gneisses. Ex-
cepting in the various groups of rocky hills which are scattered about the Bellary-

'

Anantapur country, the gneissics are generally very little seen owing to the groat
and continuous sjiftets of regur which form so* characteristic a covering of the
great plains in Imis part of tho Deccan. In many of the few outcrops found within
the area of the regur spreads the gneiss is in too advanced a state of decom-
position to allow of anything but the roughest determination of its naliure.

B 1
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Speaking generally, the gncissie area within the tract under review is occupied

by two ]nMncipal varieties of granite gneiss,—the one a fine

fu J' gmiX guSs‘':
mediiim-giuined reddisli or grey variety which occurs

in the eastern part of the tract, the other a coarse-grained

often strongly porphyritic variety which forma the mass of the rocks in the

central and western parts. Botli are markedly felspathic in composition.

Some of the fine-grained pink varieties occuiTing in the eastern parts are so

hon\ogeneous in structure as to be hardly distinguishable
ff, finegrained \aiietj.

fi»om felsites. The rocks here have undergone an extra

degree of metamorphism and have lost nearly all traces of thenr original lamin-

ation, so that they are often very liard to distinguish from the veins of intruded

granite. They arc greatly cut up by a system of north end south jointing, which

is often so largely developed as to simulate true bedding very strongly.

The most remarkable accessory mineral in tills part of tJic gneiss is pistacitc

which occurs -very largely in veinlcis and in films lining the sides of planes of

jointing. It is common, too, in grains in the mass of the rock. Where the rock

is much weathered, as it often is, the country is thickly strewn with fragments

showingv. brilliantly yellow-green pistacitc, contrasting in a very pleasing way

with the rod or bright-pink felspar.

This pistacitc is specially characteristic of the granite gneiss at and around

Maddikeri (Muddykerra), a few miles north-cast of the Guntakul railway junction

.

Much pistacitc in films occurs also on tho joint planes in blocks of diorito in the

great trap-dykes of this region.

This’ pistacitc would apjicar to be the vivid green mineral Newbold so ortori

notes in his paper on this part of the Deccan as “ Aetinolito.’^ I did not see a

single crystal or sjieck of true aetinolitc in the Bel lary-Anantapur country
; the

pistacitc, on the contrary, is of very common occuirein -* almost everywhere. It is

less common, but by no means nncomnion, in the very coarse porphj^ritic, variety

of granite gneiss so largely developc'd to the w^estward of the Penner-Tunga-

bhadra band of flic Dharwars, and wliicli constitutes the typical Bellary gneiss.

The porphyritic gneiss is aclmirably displayed in the Port and North hills at

Bellavy itself. The rock is largely traversed by gfl*at

joints, by which it is cut np into great masse?/. One of the

most constant of the master joints is a nearly horizontal one which often gives the

scarps an almost artificial mural appearaneo.

Tho weathering action of the alino.spheric agencies attacks the various blocks

along the joint planes, and penetrates veiy ecjuablj^ in most cases. In some parts

of the rock, however, there is a decided tendenoy to concentric sphaeroidal weather-

ing
;
and where this is the case, the rate of decay appears to he very much greater

b, porphyritic variety.

than elsewhere.

Tho foliation or lamination of tho I'ock is genci’ally obscure, but occasionally

shows well. The bedding of tho rook is rtirely recognizable on the spot, but is

ofttsn very clear wlien seen from ‘a distance.

The freshly-broken granite gneiss is generally of grey or 'greyish pink or

purplish coloni', and wealliers pink or brownish-pink. The prevalc-nt felspar is a

pink orlhoKaso.
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Tracts

gneiss.

of granitoid

Granite gneiss, very strongly resenoibling the Bellary beds, occurs east of the

Haggari river in the Karaka Mukalu (Curraka Mookaloo) and Budihal hills

near Uravakonda, and also to the N-W-by-W in the Daroji hills, and both sets

may very reasonably bo regarded as extensions of the Bellary beds.

The fino granite gneiss hills north-cast of Bellary, known as the Peacock hills,

as also the picturesque group of rather louver hi!’ around Kurgodu consist of a finer-

grained rarely porphyri tic variety of grey griuiito gneiss. In colour and the tenden-

cy to be cut up by planoKSof jointing into great masses, both varieties agree closely.

Two of the most remarkable tracts occupied by granite gneiss are the environs of

Hampi and Anagundi on the banks of the Tungabhadra,

and tho hilly coiiiitry around Gudikotta, south of the

Sjindur hills. In both tracts the peculiar features of a

very wild rocky hill region are scon to 2)crfection.

The Hampi tract is tlu^ more interesting, as it iiicludes'tho extensive ruins of

the old Hindu city of Vija^^ajiagur, destroyed in IT)!)!*, after the great defeat at

Telikota of llama Raja by the allied Sgltans of Bijapur, Golconda, Daulatabad,

and Berar. A remarkably iK'aunfiil and instrnctivc j)aiiorama of this granite

gneiss tract is to be obtained from the summit of the Martanga Parvatum, a high

temple-i;rowned rock rising close to the gorge of the Ihingabhadra. The
tremendous riiggedness of the granite gneiss hills forms a vciy remarkable con-

trast to the great fertility of the nar«'ow valleys which run between tho hills.

As already mentioned, typical schistose gneisses are veiy little developed in

the country here dealt with. The most noteworthy ex-

ample of them is a narrow band lying between tho por-

phyritio granite-gneiss band of Bellary, and tho range of hills culminating in the

Copper mountain to tho south. Tho gneisse.s are badly seen, being much obscured

by cotton soil on the north, and on tho south by an extensivo talus of haematite

and other schists of Dliarwar age washed down from the Copper mountain.

The principal variety of gneiss here seen is a*typical, well-foliated qiiartzo-horn-

blendic rock. Its relations to both the granitoid gneiss and tho overlying

Dharwar rocks have yet to bo worked out, no section having as yet been found in

wliKh they are exposed in juxtaposition. Schistose gneiss is also developed to

some extent 14 tho valley of the Penntir and to the south and east of Wadjra

Karur.
lI,^Tke Dharwar Rocks,

The rocks forming this system are very varied in kind, but schistose varieties

predominate strongly, and give a marked character to all the tracts they occupy.

The general distribution of tho Dbarwars in bands has already been amply illus-

trated ;
and it has been pointed out that, so far as at present known, three of tho

great bands traverse the Bellary-Anantapur country, of which the two eastern-

most lie within the surveyed area here described. These are (a) the Penn^r-

Haggari and (6) the Sandur and Copper hills bands.

a. The Penner^aggari band has been tracdll from tho south bank of the

r Ponn6r, a little oast of Udaripi Drug (Oodorpeo Droog of

band^
Peuner-H^ggari

59^ across the Gooty taluq north-westward into

the Bellary taluq, and on for a distance of Id miles as

^ebidtose gneiss.
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far as the south end of the Sindygerry hills which it forms. From its geo-

graphical position there cannot bo the slightest doubt that it represents the

extension of the great Hunngiinda schist band which crosses the Raichur

Doab, and runs through tho Hiinugnnda taluq of Kaladgi District (Bombay
Pi’esidency), and is lost to sight under the great conglomerates forming the

base of tho Kaladgi basin. Except in the very broken and rugged tract which

occurs on both sides of the Peuner, the rocks forming the Penner-Haggari

band are very much obscured by the great spreads of regur which cover

the plains of the Gooty and Bellary taluqs. Near the Ponner the prevalent

rocks are chloritic schists of dark-green colour, which form several minor

ridges. The schists have been highly metamorphosed, and are traversed by several

very large dykes of greenish or bluish-black dioritc. A band of hoomatitic schist

shows to the east of Pedda Paipully (4 miles east of Uravakonda), where

tho band is at its narrowest, having been very greatly denuded. Further to the

north-west hornblendic and ha3matitic schists appear, and the chloritic schists

have given place to a black trappoid hornblendic rook which looks very much
like a contemporaneous trap, partly converted by pressure into a hornblendic

schist. Still further north-west, coarse hornblendic schist forms a low bare ridge

6 miles north-west of Uravakonda. To the north of it is a band of the trappoid

rock, and to the north-north-west is a low ridge the crest of which consists of red

jaspery hsomatite rock with interbedded laminae of fine white and grey cherty

quartzite. On the south side of the ridge is a show of chloritic schist. Chloritic

schists, with a band of haamatite forming the crests of the Chelgurki (Chailgoorky)

and Joladarashi hills are the only members of the Dharwar series seen penetrauing

the regur spread as far as the right bank of the Ilaggari. There are no visible

outcrops in the bed of the Uaggari, and on tho left bank tho regur spread masks

everything for several miles. A ridge of hornblet’dic trappoid rock, probably

belonging to the Dharwars, protrudes over tho regur to the north of tho railway

4 miles east of Bellary. The northernmost part of the band yet surveyed shows

chloritic schist south of Korlagundi (Kortagoondy of Sheet 68), and hornblendic

schist north and north-west of the village, while a broad spread of black trappoid

rock caps the watershed to tho south-west and west. «ih.

Except at the south end of this baud, close to the Penner, the ^joundaries are

everywhere concealed by cotton soil or other superficial deposits. Where seen,

the basement bed, a gritty schist, rests on the very rugged surface of the granite

gneiss. The schist laps round many boss-like inequalities of the gneiss and forms

a very rugged boundary in consequence. Too little of this band is exposed in the

Gooty and‘Bcllary taluqs to enable one to explain as yet tho pobition it occupies

with reference to the underlying gneissic rocks. Near the Penner it certainly

appears to hold the position of a synclinal fold, sunk among tho gneissic rocks,

like tlie central part of tho Kolar gold-field band. This structure, however, can

hardly obtain throughout the whole length of the band, and, very probably, many

parts owe their preservation to their having been faulted (Iown by long lines of

dislocation. This band nowhere exceeds 5 miles in breadth^ but is certainly

of considerable thickness, tho beds composing it being tilted ]jp vertically in

parts, am]^ generally showing very high angles of dip.
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h. This band of the Dharwai* rocks is far the most interesting geological feature

in the Bellary country, and deserves very close study for

per'hillsTJmd
reasons ; one being that its relations to the underlying

gneiss ai’e exposed in various sections; the other, that

it shows a great thickness of rocks of very varied character thrown into

varied positions of great interest, and by 'lo means easy of explanation at first

sight. The area occupied by this band is by no means easy of definition in plan,

and I must here refer the reader to the map
;
he will there see that the band

consists of two roughly parallel ttivisions united by a short cross belt in the mid-

dle. The two divisions run nearly north-west and south-east, the western or

Sandur hills division forming a synclinal basin in shape like a very pointed

leaf, the stalk being the southern end. The eastern, or Copper hills, division,

the structure of which is much less obvious and has not been completely worked

out, also appears to foi in a narrow synclinal fold, at'least in its southern half.

The former has a length of about 35 miles the latter, so far as traced, measures

29 miles, fj'om its south-eastern ei^treraity, 7 miles S-S-E of Bellary. The

two divisions include the higlicst elevations in the district, the eastern having

for its culminating point the Sugadevjibetta or Copper mountain, which attains

the height of 3,148 feet abt)ve sea level, while the Sandur basin is surrounded by

two high ridges which unite to the south. Of the two, the western appears to

be rather the higher, and attains an elevation of 3,25C feet at Ramandrug

and is probably 100 or 150 feet higher still a couple of miles to the southward.

The height of the two ridges is very nearly equal, and continues so to near

file nortliern extremity of the synclinal, when the ground sinks rapidly to

the north. As seen from a distance from nearly all points the mountain mass

seems to form a great plateau, and no one would, in looking from a distance,

ever imagine the existence of the great central valley. The valley is naturally

accessible only by three passes, one at the north, close
Snndiir vftlloy entered Hoapett, called "the Ramanagundi, and the two gorges

by tlirec pflsses.

cut by the Narilialla nver through the cast and west

ridges respectively. These two gorges afford the best sections of the central

^art of the synclinal, and are very beautiful approaches to the town of Sandur,

which lies |Very nearly in the middle of the great central valley. Nowbold, in

his paper on the Sandur state,* gave a very graphic description of the two

passes.

The section in the western gorge, or Oblagundi, is considerably shorter than

that in the eastern one, or Bhimagundi, but is a better one as the rocks are much
more clearly exposed. Owing to the great drought prevailing in the beginning

of last year, 1885, I was unable to camp in the northern part of the Sandur valley,

and did not therefore succeed in making as complete a survey of it as necessary fully

to understand its structure. Considerable inversion of tie bods on the eastern

side of the valley has taken plac<»f and I am not quite certain how far this

^ The cxtrfjpi^orth point lies several miles nortli-west of the Tungabhadra in the Nisam’i

Territory, and wm not yet been visited.

* This a very interesting paper, and well worth perusal, for the little Mahratta State baa

a more interesting history than many larger ones in the peninsula. \ ^
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inversion has extended v^estward. What are probably the uppermost axial

beds of the synclinal appear to be dipping under what are realjy much lower

members of the system
;
the following section across the synclinal through the two

, gorges must therefore be accepted as preliminary only.
The Saiidur scclioa. ^ ^ , i. j

Entering from the west by the Oblagundi gorge, and
proceeding north-eastward, the following succession of rocks is passed over ;

the

length of the section is a trifle over 8 miles.

1. Schist, dark -g^reen, hornblendio. ?

2. Schist, gritty, brownish green.

3. Ucematite rock, very thick.

4. Schist, green.

6.

Hieinatito rock.

6. Scliist.

7. Ihematite ro-k.

8. Argillite schist, ferroous,—red, brown, and chocolate.

0. ificnnatite rock
; the fforge bed.

10. Trap, coiitcniporancons. •

11. Hujinatitc rook.

12. Trap, contemporaneous.

13 Clay schist.

14. Trap, contemporaneous. Saiidnr flow.

15. Schist. x

10. llffiiiialitc rock and schist.
[
Devadara hill beds.

17. Schist, )

18. Trap, coutcmporaucoua. Iloslialli flow.

19. Himnatitc rock.

20. Schist.

21. Hasinatite rock. Bhim Tirtli bed.

22. Schist.

23. llaewmiite ToeVy the gorjp led, ,

24. Schist, with ooutcmporancoiis trap.

25. Ha3mnlite rock,

26. Schist.

27. llicinatitc rock.

28. Schist.

29. Hflomatite rock.

30. Schist, with contemporaneous trap.

81. Heematito rock. Long cliff bed.

32. Schist, with contemporaneous trap.

33. Haematite rock. Brccciated bed.

34. Schist.

35< Haematite rock. Kitiuahatti bed.

36. Trap, contemporaneous.

As yet it is not possible to correlate the beds on the two sides of the syncli-

nal, but this may be 'possible when they shall have been followed up round the

southern extremity of the basin. ,

The great hnBmatite bods givD rise to many steep murao^carps, several

of which along the eastern side of the eastern ridge are of gm .t height and

length, and from their vivid red colour form a splendid contrast t<)>the patches

of rich green forosli^^emaining at their base.
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Another instmctiyo section of the eastern ridge was studied in the ravine

„ I I 11 .
opening out northward, about half-way between the Bhima-

tion, .

gorge and the north-western end of the ridge near
Hospett. I will call this the Papanaykanhalli ravine,

after the village nearest to it. Proceeding downwards from south to north, the
following series was crossed :

—

16. llastnatifcG rock, very jnapideoup, much crumpled and brerciated.

14.

Trap p—a greatly decomposed earthy rock of purple colour.
13. llaDUiatitc rock, very tluck, brecciated with small quartz veins.

12. Trap?— am earthy green and purple rock. 0
11. hcliists, argillites ?—chocolate, and snmetin^ lavender coloured.
10. Schists, green chloritic ? -a great thickness,

9. Haematite rock, a thin poor bed.

8. Schists, green.

7 . Trappoid rock, bliick.

6. Schists, dark, nearly vertical.

5. Slates, grconisli, badly cleaved.

*4. Scliists, green, silky texture,,

3. Schists, green, coarse.

2. Hminatite rock, poor.

Gap.

1. Schist, dark.

Tulus.

Bed 15 forms tho western scarp of tlu; ridge overhanging the central valley
opposite to Ilunshjiliuti.

. ^
The section across the western ridge at Bamandrug obtained by following the

Bumundrtig wetion.
lefuHng up the western slope shows tlio fol-

lowing series :

—

8. Schists.

7. Hsematito rock, rather slialey in parts.

6. Schists, chocolate to red in colour, very ferreous.

6. Hiumatitc rock. Prospect point heA
4. Schists, dark greenish and blackish, passing into clay slate locally.

3. Hannatitc rock.

2. Scliists, dark and light green.

1. Quartzite, much altered.

* Gneiss.

On the eastern slope the succesaiou of rocks is continued as follows in ascend-
ing order stratigraphically, but descending order topographically :

9. Haematite rock. “ Uod-clift ” scarp.

10. Argillites.

11. Trappoid rock, black, contemporaneous.

12. Hsematite rock, in first low ridgo, shaley in parts.

13. Trap, dark-grccn, contemporaneous.

14. Argillite, red, forreous.

15. Trap, pale-green. <

16. Schists, green ?—hornblondic ?

17. coutemporaiioouB.

The eastern <^tion is by no means clear, the slopes being very largely hiddm hy
hnmatite debris.

^
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North end of synclinal

hasin.

As before mentioned, it is not yet feasible to correlate the several formations

on tho opposite sides of the synclinal, the section at the

western *Mctlon8^^
northern end being very obscure and unsatisfactory, while

that at the southern end has not yet been studied in

detail. Some of the loading beds in the Ramandrug section may, however, be

identified with some in the Oblagundi gorge, the western end of the Sandur
section. For example, the lowest hnsmatite of the Ramandrug section (bed No. 3)

corresponds with bed No. 3 of the Sandur section. “ Prospect point ” Inematite

bed on Ramandrug can easily bo traced by tho eye along the flank of the ridge

into the Oblagundi gorge, #|jere it forms bed No. /. No. f>, the “ Red cliff”

hsomatite bed of Ramandrug, continues southward and forms tho gorge bed No. 9

of the Oblagundi gorge. The lioBmatito No. 12, and tho contomporaneous trap

No. 13 of the Ramandrug section correspond with Nos. 11 and 12, respectively,

of the Sandur section. Beyond these 1 am not prepared ns yet to regard any

correlations as qstablislied.

The extreme north end of the eastern ridge appears to be cut ott by a fault

on the north side of the llospett hill, but unfoi’tunately the

completely obscured by talus and thick

* soil, so the fault is hard to prove.

The north extremity of the western or Ramandrug ridge is ahso very obscure

from tho great hojmatito talus covering its sides, ^riie liuom*atito beds are inverted,

and are cut off to the north by a fault, or, what is less probable, die out abruptly.

Anyhow I could not trace them acn)ss the bed of tho Tungabhadra, where

the Dharwars are represented only by massive hornblendic rock. These lior^-*

blendic rocks form a great barrier in the river, and give rise to a formidable rapid

when the river is at half flood. It is quite impassable by fording, and no boat

was to be got, so I w^as unable to follow the rocks into the Nizam’s territory across

the river. Tho Dharwars are seen to form some low hills which stretch away
several miles to the north-west. •

Tho hBBinatitic talus, which is almost everywhere a very remarkable feature

„ , along the base of the Sandur and other hills of Dharwar
Hajmatite tiiluses. °

i . i.

age, completely conceals the junction with the gneiss far

a distance of 13 miles along the western slope.
^

The boundary then trends a little more to the south and gets away from the

hfomatite talus, and the basement beds can bo seen resting on the rugged surface

of the gneiss and lapping round the various inequalities. The basement beds

consist of very coarse, gritty, hornblendic, micaceous and chloritic schists, pass-

ing here and there into coarse, gritty quartzite sandstone, or, more rarely, into

coarse, gritty talcose schist. Owing to the hummocky character of the underlying

granite-gneiss surface, the edge of the boundary between it and the Dharwars is

extremely rugged. Tjfiis feature cannot be shown, howev'er, on a small scale map.

Much less haematite talus is seen aloi^? the southern slope of tho Sandur

basin than on the eastern and western slopes, but there

ternwe some very interesting remains of an^^der talus form-

ing a teiTace at an elevation of 160 to 200 ^ot above the

present base^of the slope. This terrace, which is very sharply cut, and a conspicu-

Hsomatite tuluses.
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ous feature in the landscape especially as seen from the north-west and

west, extends for about 3 miles along the side of tho Komaraswami (Oomar-

samy) plateau, as this part of the Sandur group is called after the famous

temple of that name which stands in a ravine on the northern side of the plateau.

Tho greatest width of the terrace is about j of a mile, and it slopes up gently but

increasingly northward. The thickness tho hasmatitic mass composing the

terrace is not gi’eat, and whore seen along tho edges nowhere exceeds 15 or 20

feet. Tho mass is much lateritized by the action of percolating water, and

shows much pisolitic structure and vermicular tubulation, but was purely haBm-

atitic as far as my examination went. It rests upon a highly decomposed

surface of granite gneiss. It is evidently of great age, as two outliers of it occur

on detached hills which have been separated from the main mass by denudation

extending to a depth of considerably over 100 feet into the underlying ginnitoid

rocks. •

The extreme south end of the Sandur synclinal shows thin beds of liorn-

blendic and micaceous schists, gritty ferruginous clay-
Soutli end of synclinal.

, . ,
, * , ... i i j x ‘j. \ x

schists, and poor haunalito rock (almost a quartzite), rest-

ing unconformably on massive banded gvvy granite giuds.s, which has, as usual, a

very rugged surface.

The Madras Government has leased the greater part of the forest tract on the

Sandur hills from tlio Ita jali, and stopped all jungle fir(?s. Thanks to this, the

hills yielded an inexhaustible supply of jungle grass whieh was the only food for

cattle procurable in that part during the terrilily dry months before the advent

of the south-west monsoon of 1885.

The Litrvsirr Ti^orls,

The intrusive rocks form no mean feature in the landscape of many parts of

our area, and cannot be overlooked even in a brief description of its geology.

They are of two classes, trappean and granitic, the latter being in all probability

the older in all cases.

Tho granitic intrusions ai’O of much loss magnitude and importance than the

tiuppean, and much less widely distributed. Tho princi-
ram^ic vtins.

centre of occurrence for the former is in tho rocky

liills lying west of Gooty; they are not w'cll marked as a rule. Here the granite

gneiss, and further south tho banded hornblendic gneiss, is greatly cut up by red

pistacite granite in very irregular veins of all sizes.

The granite is a ternary rock consisting of white quartz, red or pink, ortho-

clase and bright green jiistacite (cpidote). Besides the numerous red granite

veins, the banded hornblendic gneiss near Wadjra Karur is much seamed by

small and very irregular veins of a close-grained grey or drab, veins of which

are often anastomosing to a remarkable extent, Quertĵ—Are these not veins of

segregation ? •

In the co^se varieties of granite gneisg in the western part of our area^ in-

.
trusive granite veins are not at all common, but veins of

Pegmatite vj^s in gneisa
pegmatite derived from the gneiss ic mass by segregation

are verj' common, but too small and irregular, as a rule, to demtmd any notice.
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Trap.dj’kcs.

A fow veins of good size of intrusive granite "were noticed in the Dharwar

. ^
area at the spot whore they are exposed in the bed of them the Dharwar system.

1

1

i mi ^ ...
liingabJiadra. Ihey are rather pegmatitio in texture

and composition but well-defined. Many parts of the surface are highly polished

the action of the winter during the south-west monsoon floods.

Trap-dykes are of very common occurrence throughout our area, and, with

' - . very few and unimportant exceptions, consist of dark-

green or blackish diorite, which is generally homogeneous
in texture, but now and then markedly porphyritic. Their prevalent strike is

N-W-by-W, S-E-by-E, with slight variations to north and south. Dykes
having a N-W to S-E course are not common, and the same may be said of

those having an E. to W. course. Only a moderate number of dykes have a

north-easterly course, and only one or two have a north and south strike. A
great many more exist than have been mapped, their courses not being traceable

under the great spreads of cotton soil. It is very common to come across a block

or two of trap peeping up through the regur, but it is impossible, unless there is

a fair outcrop, to ascertain the strike and dimensions. There are four centres

where the number of dykes is great

.
(a) The hilly tract between Gooty and the eastern edge of the groat Bellaiy plain.

(h) The hilly country on the banks of the Penn^r at Ddarain (Ooderpee) Drug.

(c) The Copper hills synclinal ridge, and the gneissic tracts on both sides of it.

(d) The gneissic tract between the north side of the Sandur synclinal basin and

the Tungabhadra,

Some few dykes cut through the Dharwar rocks as well as the gneiss, but

they offer no special characters by which to infer that they belong to either

series, except in two cases where they are vxuy markodly different from the

normal type of the old dykes. In both these cases the ab normal trap is so highly

charged with blebs of a creamy white felspar in a dark green
Blotchy tiap.

matrix, that the rock at a little distance strongly resem-

bles a coarse pudding-stone. Three large dykes of this blotchy type occur close

together in the centre of the Penner-Haggari band of Dharwar rocks, 4 miles

to the south of the Virapur station of the ^Madras Railway. A tiny outcrop

of a precisely similar trap occurs at Chaganur, on the loft bank of tho*Haggari,

8] miles E.-by-N. of Bellary. Several of the larger dykes form at intervals strik-

ing black ridges which rise from the plain to a considerable height, sometimes as

much as 200 to 300 feet. No acce.ssory minerals of any interest wore observed

in any of the dykes.

Quartz Reefs.

Quartz reefs, though not so common as in the neighbourhood of Anantapur

and Gooty, are by no nmans wanting in our area
;
they mostly run N-W-by-W

to S-E-by-E. A very flue triple set [crests a^big hill immediately north of the

Pattukotta Cheruvu Railway statior betwee n Goy andthe Guii^kul junction.

Two very conspicuous reefs form the crests of the Telia Konda ahtf Ragulp&d

ridges south-east and south-west, respectively, of Wadjra Karur. Tw^mportant
and conspicuous reefs form big ridges to the south-west and west of Bellary. A

Blotchy trap.
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The '‘neck”

group of three reefs of large size rises to the east of Kamalapur in the Hospett

taluq, and forms the crest of two big hills. And, lastly, a very large and thick

reef shows in Niddagurti hill, 8 miles S-W-by-W of Sandur town, and extends

6 or 7 miles W-N-W, rising into a considerable hill in the middle of its course.

The Tuff-aijijlomerate at Wadjra Karur,

Wadjra Kamr has for so long a time been famous for its yield of good

diamonds tliat it has naturally attracted the attention of diamond merchants os

well as speculators. All have been anxious to find out whence the diamonds came ;

but the question would not and could not be answered. A remarkable formation

of agglomerated tuif appears in a “neck,'* piercing the

highly epidotic granite gneiss lying west of the town.

'J’his tuff bears a striking resemblance to some of the matrix rock at the diamond-

diggings at Kimberley in South Africa, and attracted the
Dminond diggings.

attention of somebody having a knowledge of the African

mines. A' comj)any was thereupon gpt up to prospect it thoroughly, and this was

very ably carried out by Mr. Copley, an ex])erionced diamond-digger from

Kimberley. In partnership witli Mr. R. G. On* (the very entoi*prizing senior

partner of the large Madi’as jewellers* firm of P. Orr and Sons)* and others,

Mr. Copley made deep sinkings in different parts of the neck and passed a very

large quantity of promising-looking material through the very perfect washing

machinery set up. Unfortunately the results were nlL This is much to he

regretted
;

for, had dlnmonds been found in the tuff, it would have settled the

'^question as to at least one original source for them in South India. Mr. Orr

and his partners were worthy of every success for the very spirited and thorough

way they went to work in the matter.

Mr. Copley was most courteous and obliging in allowing mo to see and
examine all his workings and to take wliatever specimens I wished. His pros-

pecting, though unfortunately so rcsultless*t.() himself and his partners, was a great

blessing to a large number of labourers who could have got no other work, because

the terrible drought had stopped all agricultural work early iu 188.>. I made a very

•careful study of the tuff “ fleck/' and its .surroundings, but could obtain no evidence

whatever to its gijologicnl age. This is much to be regretted, as it is so far the

only example of the kind known in South India. The nock is of considerable

size and covers an area of several acres, but is much obscured by gneissic debris.

The tuff being much softei* than the surrounding gneiss, its surface has been

worn ijito a hollow forming the head of the little valley across which a little

further S.-E. stands the small town of \V.adjra Karur. Here and* there the tuff

assumes the character of an agglomerate, enclosing a modomte^ number of small

and large angular masses of the epidotic granite gneiss through which the “neck *'

was protruded. Enclosures of no other rock were seen. *

Not the faintest particle of caT4)onaceous matter is to bo seen either in the

tuff or the granite gneiss, and it is impossible not to attri-

bute to this the absence of diamonds. Had tbe “ neck
”

passed through highly csTbonaceous shales as was the case

at Kimberley, diamonds would probably have been foi*mcd in abun(Jancc.

Absence

ceons matter,

of all a0hQ\
ber. A
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« That diamonds hare been and are from time to time found at and around

Wadjra Karur cannot bo doubted, unless it be assumed that “ all men (of that ilk)

are liars.” I had at least half a dozen spots in the adjoining fields pointed out to

me where fine stones had been found by men now living in the town, some by pure

accident, others by men of Bohemian tendencies, who make a point of wandering

over the country after every fall of rain in tho hope of seeing the glint of a

diamond Avashed clean by the rain.

I devoted some days to wandering over the iieiglibourhood looking after

traces of old gravels from which tlic diamonds might have

vek
° been denved, but was utterly unsuccessful whether in the

bare gneiss country east and south of the j)lace or on the

regur spread north and west of it. Even in the old diamond-diggings westoi the

town I had no better success. I only got three or four really water-worn pebbles of

dirty reddish-brown quartz \vhich might haA'o come accidentally from any neigli-

bouring stream. All else was angular or weathered gneiss debris derived from tho

immediate neigh^jourhood. I had hoped* I might g('t evidence of the former

existence of gravels formed by disintegration of old conglomerate beds which

formerly existed in the neighbourhood, for it requires no very great stretch of

imagination to conceive that the conglomerates of the Kndapaand Kaladgi forma-

ttons once covered the area noAV intervening between their respective basins and

extended even much further south. The basement conglomerate of the Karnul

series which is known to contain diamonds in various places might also have

extended over the Bellary and Auantapur plains in former geological periods and

been denuded away, leaving a few diamonds behind as their very last remains. No*^

proof of this was obtained, and tho question as to whence come the Wadjra Karur

diamonds remains unanswered. I did not accept only the mere statements as to

tjie finding of diamonds there made to me personally by tlic local natives, but was

assured both by Mr. R. S. Orr, and by Mi*. Matthew Abmham of BelLary, well

known as a diamond merchant and cutter, that they have repeatedly Avithin the

last few years bought good stones found there or close by. According to tlie

statements made in the Bollary District Manual,* the diamond industry Avas far

more important during last century than at present. Mr. 11. S. Orr has now a*

Wadjra Karur diamond for sale valued at more than £10,000. It is q, large and
remarkably fine stone.

Soil and supprjicial deposits.

There is nothing of novelty or special importance to say of these, so I will

defer their description for the final memoir, •

Economic Geolopf,

Tho economic geology of our tract is of very small interest and importance.
Nothing but building slioue appears to be ra\se(i noAv. The old iron industry is

nearly extinct. Some haematite is however still quarried at the north end of the
northern ridge and smelted at Kamalapur to be converted intoS^o large iron

‘Written ^forc the division of the old Bellary District, hy Mr. Jolm KelaalKif the Madras
Civil Service. .
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boilers used there and elsewhere in the district for boiling down sugarcane juice*

Should the forest conservancy, now energetically caiTied out, succeed in re-a-

foresting the Sandur hills, and reducing the present high price of chai^oal, it is

possible that the old indusfciy in the way of charcoal iron might revive, the supply

of splendid hoomatite ore being absolutely unlimited.

No use is made at preseni of the splendid ribind jaspers so largely developed

in the north-eastern ridge of the Sandur hills, but they would supply exquisite

material for Mosaic work in “ piotri diiri,*' as would also some of the rich green

quartzose gneiss found on the south s dc of the Ninichary hills south of Bellary.

Geology of the Upper Dcliiug hann m Hie Singpho Hills, hy ToM D. La Touche,

B.A., Geological Survnj of India. (With a map.)

The portion of the Singpho hills sui\cyed by the expedition under Colonel

Woodthorpe, li E
,
during the season 188t-85, includes the whole basin of the

Uehing river, w Inch enters the plains at the village of Bishi about 60 miles S.-B, of

Sadiya. The nearest a rea to t his v tlley tllht had been geologically examined previ-

ously w^s the Makiim (*oal-iield, about 45 miles to the west of Bishi, which was de-

scribed and mapped by Mr. !Mallofc in 1875. ‘ The rocks there wore foun(^to be of

tertiary ago, and w ore dn ided by Mr Mallet into four principal groups, called

respectively, in descending order, Dching, Tipam, Coal Measures, and Disang.

They dip, as a rule, in towaidslthc main axis of the hills, and are travers-

ed by a great fault, lunning parJlhl with the base of the hills, with an up-

throw to the south, whoieb^^ the Vlisang group has been brought into contact

with the Tipam grbup, and the cnal measures have been brought to the sur-

face. This fault apparenlly dies oim towards the oast, as though I found the

coal measures on the lower slopes m Mixobuni to the south of Bishi, I could

find no traces of the Di&ang group between the plains and the summit of the

Patkoi. The coal mensuits on Mriobuni w^re conformably overlaid by rocks

which coriespotid to Mr Mallet’s desciiption of the Tipam group, except that

they contained none of the fragments of silicificd wood which lie describes as occur-

ring in tho Tipam sandstone'^,

Whilo the expediiion us. waiting near Bishi till supplies could be collected

for an advance up tlio valley of the Dehing, I made an excursion, with Mr. Ogle

of tho Survey, to ]Maium (6,000 fiet), tho last high peak of the Patkoi range

towards the east. On first entering the lulls, in the valley of the Namgoi, I observ-

ed blue sandy shales dipping east at about 30°, and some large fragments of coal

lying on tho shinglo in the bed of the stream, but I did not find any of the coal

in situ. I imagine we must have struck tho hills within tho boundary of the prin-

cipal scams, as coal is said to occur in the Nam^uk some distance below the

junction of tho Namgoi. On the lower slopes of Maium similar sandy shales

cropped out, striking N-E and S-W, \ vertical or highly indlinod, but between

these and tho top of tho hill I could find no sections. At the summit the

rooks were quite horizontal, consisting of tnick-bedded yellowish-brown sand-

stones, in one place containing a seam of coal, 8 inches thick, resting on shale.

* Mem. Gcol. Suiv Ind., vol. xii, pt 2.
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These rocks probably represent the Tipam group in the Makum area, but their

relation to the highly inclined rocks at the foot of the hill could not be scon.

They are probably conformable, the rocks below bonding so as to underlie those

of the summit. Thus the Patkoi at this extremity is composed entirely of

tertiary rocks, like its south-westojly extension the Barail range, in the North
Cachar hills. •

From Maium the range could be traced for about 30 miles to the E-N-B,

but at a much lower elevation, still forming the principal watershed. After which
tho N-B to S-W, line of disturbance of the Patkoi apparently becomes coincident

with that parallel to the Dapha and Phungan ranges. A fine view was also

obtained of the NongyoTjg lake lying close under tho ridge to the S-E, and sur-

rounded by a large tract of level grass or reed-covered ground stretching far to

the south.

On Maiobum the rocks were on the whole similar to those on Maium, with a

general easterly dip
;
but hero tho lower portion contained two seams of coal. Of

these, the lower one lies at an elevation of about 1,300 feet above the Dehing and

about miles from it: 3 feet of coal is ‘ocen dipping to S-E, at 20°, resting on

soft clayey shale. Tho upper seam is .500 feet higher up the hill, and hciy> 6 feet

of coal pro exposed, but the scam is probably a good deal thicker, as fragments

of coal occur in the jungle for some distance above tho outcrop. The coal in both

seams is bard with a bright fracture. Close to the outcrop of the lower seam

is a small pool in which bubbles of inflamma] le gas are constantly rising, and

several or springs, much resorted to by
j
wild elephants occur between the

two seams. Further up towards the top ofJtho hill the rock, which is exposed

here and there, is a generally cotirse thick-bJlded vsandstonc, sometimes conglo-

mcritic, and occasionally false-bedded, dippiiA^ to E, at from 30 to 40 degrees.

At Bishi, on the Dehing, similar sandstone;^ occur forming cliffs about .300 feet

high, extending along tho right bank of the river for > bout half a mile. These dip

to N-E, at 54°. Between this and the Dapha river, about 20 miles further east,

no rock in situ was met with, the country being generally covered with drift.

While crossing the Nchongbdra, between the Dungan stream and the

Dapha, wo camped close to tho hot spring mentioned by Mr. S. E. Peal.^ Tho

temperature of the spring was 89° F. (air temj)erature 60° F.) and height above

sea-lovel about 2,200 feet. I found that very little water was thro /n out by tho

spring, though Mr. Peal says that about 50 gallons per minute rise, and at first

sight it appears as though a large amount were coming up, as it rises in a jet

some 8 inches high. This, as I found by tho application of a light, is caused by

the evolution of a considerable quantity of gas, which took fiin nrid burnt with a

flame some 3 or 4 feet high, giving out an odour of burnt petroleum.

At the mouth of the Dapha, and for some clistancc up tho Dehing, thick-bedded

sandstones with an E-S-E to W-N-W striker occur, dipping at about 45° to S-

S.-W., and resting on blue clays which are exposed jit the foot of .the torraco on

the oast bank of .the Dapha. About 7 miles up the Dehing cliffs of blue sandy

clay are exposed on the north banx tstriking N.-E., the strike bending round to E,

about a mile further on, and the dip varying from 50 to 30 degrees, to N. These

^ Jour. As. Soc. Bcng., vol. lii, pt. 2, p. 46.
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beds contain numerous lenticular masses of fine-grained very soft brown sand*

^nes and oocasional bands of coaly shale, in one place about 8 feet thick. This

is the coal mentioned by Wilcox in Jiis account of his expedition to the Irawadi

in 1828 it is an impure* lignite. Beyond this the general strike of the rocks is

W-N-W to E-S-E, the river flowing alorfg the strike. Sandstones, generaJl/

coarse and soft, but sometimes hard and finc-^ lined, are the prevailing rocks, con-

tainingmany strings and bands of pebbles, with many fragments of lignite and occa-

sional beds of blue and red shales. They are usually vertical or dip at high angles.

At one place, about 7 miles below Kumki,® I observed two very large masses of

gneiss extending nearly across the bod of the river, and Apparently in sifn. On
the eastern side of them the strike of the sandstones was reversed to N-E for a
short distance. If this gneiss is really in situ it is the only instance of crystalline

rock that I met with in the whole valley of the Dehing. It is a strongly foliated

hornblendic gneiss, some poi*tions of it containing garnets.* Beyond this the rocks

resume their E-S-E strike as lar as iho vilhigo of Kumki. This village is

hituatod in a level alluvial plain about 2 pules long by 1 broad, which must during

the rains be almost covered with \\citer. It has been formed apparently by the

action *of a small stream, the Takhut Kha, winch pins the Dehing from the south*

While at fCumki an oxcursion was made to Biaobum, a point about 7,000 feet

above sca-lovel, on a ridgo about 10 iiules to the south. The rocks, wherever

sections could bo obtained, wore|s,mdstonts striking E. and W. On Biaobdm

they formed scarps from 200 to i jpO £eel hi!»h, with precipitous faces towards the

south, running diagonally froiriNVw to S-E across the general direction of the

ridge. From Biaolium a view obtained down the Tburong Kong valley to

the south. The hd Is, from the scaiLod appeiraiice ot their summits, were appar-

eutly formed of similar sandstones,|and were covered with dense jungle. Due

south, on the other side of the Thurong Kong, w*is a range of snow-covered hills

with exceedingly jagged summits, probably crybtallino, running N-E to S-W.

Beyond Kumki sandstones continue for*about 4> miles up the Dehing, when

the valley opens out again into a level ‘ patar,’ about 7 or 8 miles long and from 2

to 3 broad. This is cntiiely covered by drift, but in one or two places patches of

blue clay were exposed. This rock, being softer and more easily eroded than the

sandstones, would account foi the excavation of this laigo open plain. Beyond

this the valley again closes m and sandstones continue, with a general east and

west strike, but very variable, to the foot of tho bills leading up to the pass over

the watershed between the Dehing and tlie Irawadi. On these hills unmeraus

angular fragments of schistose quart/aie ^^ere found, but I could find no sections. ^

Further on, about a mile below tho top of the pass, fine-grained fissile ‘-slates were

exposed, strikmg N-N-W, and dipping to W-S-W at 50®. This rock, with

coarser hard gritty bands, continued uji to and beyond the summit of the pass, a

section near the top giving the strike W-by-N, and another Jieyond it, east and

west, with a dip of 45® to north. The highest portions of the range above the

pass are apparently formed of gneiss, as the /orients bring down boulders and

pebbles of it from above.

* Asiatic Researches, vol. xvii, pp. 322, Ac.

* Kunk (by mistake) on map.
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It will tlms bo seen that the whole of the valley of the Dohing, and probably
a large extent of country to the south of it, are formed of rocks corresponding

exactly to the higher tertiary beds of Assam, and altogether of a Sub-Himalayan
typo. Throughout the valley (with, the exception of the doubtful outcrop of gneiss

below Kumki) no older rocks whatover occur, and tlie band of “axials* and cre-

taceous rocks, which extends in this direction fi*om Arakan, and was found by
Mr. Oldham^ in the east of Manipur, converging on the Barail and Patkoi, has
been entirely buried beneath the tertiarics. In the area described by Mr.
Oldham, he found that upper tertiary rocks cncroachod more and more on the
older rocks as they extended nortliwards, and my obseiwations show that this

feature has become completed still further nortli.

I was unable to examine any of the higher hills to the north of the Dehing,
where it is possible that ropresontatives of the Arakan rocks might be found
between the tertiarics and the gneiss of the highest peaks

;
and indeed it apperrs

likely that such would be the case, as largo numbers of blocks of serpentine

are brought down by the Dehing. This rock is intrusive in the ‘ axials* of Arakan,
and was found well developed in Manipur, forming a dyke running north. Since

I found none of it situ at the head of the Dehing, it must bo brought down
from tho higher hills to the north of tho river. As to the ago of the slates and
quartzites at tho head of the Dehing, I can form no. opinion, as no fossils were
found in them, and no sections showing their relation to the tortiaries. Nor did

I find any fossils whatever in the tertiarics.

Tho most striking feature in the valley Lf tho Dehing are tho numerous
terraces of drift, which are soon in many pla^s at various elevations above the
present level of tho river. They are entirely /oraposed of very coarse drift with
well-rounded boulders both of sandstones frAm the tortiaries, and of crystalline

rocks, principally gneiss. They arc most conspicuous on tho east bank of tho
Dapha

;
and Mr, Peal, in his account of his journey up to the Dapha, gives an

admirable sketch of the lowe.st teivace overhaiUgir.g tho river. This terrace is

250 feet high, and above it are two othons equally well defined, the second one 100
and the third 140 feet high. From tho top of tho third terriice tho ground
stretches away perfectly level for a considerable distance. On the western side

of tho Dapha terraces may bo traced, though they are not so well defined as those

on the eastern side. One occurs at about IGO feet above tlie valley, and another

at 500 feet, while tho edge of the topmost plateau is 1,000 feet above the Dapha,
and from it the ground slopes gradually up towards tho north. On both sides of

the Dungan is a well-defined terrace, about 00 feet above the river, which extends
down to and along both sides of the Dehing as ff^r as Bishi, forming perpendicular
cliffs wherever the river washes against the foot of it. Some pa.ches of drift also

occur at Bishi, resting on tho sandstone cliffs above tho village, at an elevation of

300 feet above the river. Above the mouth of the Dapha tho Dehing valley is

much narrowed, but drift at a higher level than that reached by the present ^

floods occurs at many places along the banks
; and at one spot, about 12 miles below

Kumki, is a mass of drift forming a cliff about 300 feet above the river. A large

portion of this has formerly slipped down and dammed up the river, forming a
* Mem. Qeol. Surv. Ind., vol. xix, pt. 4.
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lake about a milo long, the surface of which was about 20 feet higher than the

present leyel of the river, as is shown by the numerous trunks of dead trees,

killed by the rise of the water, wliich ai*e still to be seen standing on the banks.

The river has cut down through the barrier, sp as to havo nearly returned to its

original level ;
but there is still a long roach»of still water above the barrier, with

beds of fine gravel and sand deposited while the lake was in existence.

On the sides of the broad valley at Kumki no traces of terraces could be seen,

but the plain about 8 miles higher up the river is traversed by a very well-

marked triple one running from N-E to S-W, the lowest step being 20, the

second 50, and the third 200 feet above the river.

These terraces must, I think, bo due to subsidence in the Brahmaputra valley,

allowing the Dch;ng water to run off at lower and lower levels. The same effect

might have been caused by elevation of the upper part of the valley, but in that

case it would be difficult to account for the absence of disLn.rbauce of the terraces,

which are all as horizontal now Jis when they were deposited. Moreover, we
know that subsidence has taken place within recent times in the lower portion of

thq Brahmaputra valley. The cliarigo of level has been considerable, certainly

over 1J300 feet, as the beds of drift on the plateau west of the Daplia show.

At first sight tho triple form of some of the terraces, as to the east of the

Dapha and in the plain beyond Kumki, would appear to show that the change of

loved had not boon a continuous movement, bat had taken, place by leaps and
bounds as it were

;
but I think tUat this feature may bo accounted for in another

way, niar., tlnit during an oscillaiwn of the river from one side of its valley to tho

other, the alluvium it had dopositid on one side would be found on the return of

the river to that side to be highei* than the present level of the river. These

terraces, whose height above eacb\ other would depend partly on tho rate of

change of level, and partly on the length of time taken by an oscillation of tho

river from one side of the valley to the other and back again, would be formed on
either bank. This would also account for tho irregularity in the heights of the

terraces on opposite sides of tho river.

I havo noticed similar terraces of drift among the hills both to the north and
south of the Brahmaputra, though nowhere so well defined as on tho Dehing.

They occur in the Digu at the .foot of the Aka hills, and opposite the mouth of the

Borholi is a Ijfrge mass of drift, rising to 1,000 foot above the plain, which may be

due to the same cause. Terraces also occur in the valley of tho Diyung in the

North Cachar hills to the south of the Brahmaputra.

On tJie microscopic characters o/50w?o Eruptive Rocksfrom the mZ Himalayas,

hij Colonel C. A. McMahon, F.G.S.

Ferulotites,

No. 94-215.—From the Fugff vulIcij,—Ladak.

This specimen was collected by the late Dr. Stoliezka, who gave tho following

account of the eruptive rocks met with on the Puga river.

** At first coming to the camp on the Puga stream we met with an epidote rook,

c 1
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consisting of epidote, quartz, and alhite. The epidote, when ciystallized, occurs

in short prisms of yellowish or bright green colour. It is often replaced bj
diallage occurring in the same manner in short laminar prisms, and forming a

beautiful syenite-like rock. Somewhat further to the north the epidote disap-

pears altogether, and the dlallage is often found disseminated through a dark

green serpentine mass, and in this way forming a very peculiar rock, which by
many geologists, especially in the Apennines and Southern Alps, would be called

gahbro

;

the Himalayan agi'ees exactly with the Alpine rock. Diallage occurs

besides in large lumps, and very seldom is any bronzite to be seen here. The
serpentine rock contains also sometimes sparingly zeolitic and folspathic minerals,

and varies greatly in colour. Further to the east, it is occasionally to be found as

serpentine-schist and purer in thin veins. In the Piiga valley itself no stratifi-

cation whatever is perceptible in the whole scries of these last-mentioned rocks

;

they have a truly masjfive structure.

** What is still remarkable, and perhaps worthy of notice, are large spheroidal

masses of quartz, which, in addition to numerous quartz veins, oceur throughout

the serpentine rock.^
”

The hand specimen examined by me appears to have been taken from the out-

crop of tlio “ massive rocks on the Puga river, in which ‘‘ no stratification what-

ever is perceptible.’* The rock, judged by the sample, is a peculiarly interesting

one to me, as it is tjie first Indian specimen of the ultra-basic class of eruptive

rocks that I have scon.
j

I have examined three thin slices taken fioni two different sides of the hand

specimen at right angles to each other, an(l^»all three slices present the same

characteristics. The sample consists of aholo^crystallino mixture of olivine, augite,

enstatite, picotite, and serpentine. It is a variety of peridotite, known as Iherzo-

lite, partially changed into serpentine.

In some places tlie change is complete, patclics here and there consisting

entirely of serpentine. In other places tho progresj of conversion has been very

partial ;
for, though the enstatite aud olivine arc traversed by more or less numerous

veins of serpentine, considerable portions of these minerals have escaped serpen-

tinization and remain fresh and unaltered.

Olivine is abundant, and the major part of the rock, prior to the formation of

serpentine, was evidently composed of this mineral. As usual in this class of

rock the olivine has yielded to tho hydrating ])rocess more readily than the other

constituent minerals, and it is cut up into countless grains divided by a mesh-like

arrangement of canals filled with serpentine ; tho oxide of iron liberated by thu

decomposition of the olivine being deposited iu amorphous masses, principally

along the edges, or immediately adjoining the canals of serpentiLo.

Tho enstatite is quite colourless in thin slices, but it presents a characteristic

foliated appearance, under crossed nicols.

The augite is also quite colourless. With ordinary powers none of the minei'-

als present the appearance of ‘i.pchillerizatiou ” but on applying high powers

the first trace of this process is observable in the augite, and irregular shaped

' Mem. Gcol. Surv., Ind., v, pp. 128, 129.

‘ ^ Judil
:
Quar. Joar. Qcol. Soc. xli, 388.
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lacunce are nnmoroiis, in which opaque matter has been deposited without com-

pletely filling the cavities

The slices under description do not contain any diallage ; but, here and

there, the first stage of the alteration of augite^iuto diallage may be observed, the

characteristic cleavage of the latter minerfi having been established. These

augites, however, are m other respects quite fresh and give no indication of

schillerization

Although neither this sample, nor the nexi to be described, contain any
typical diallage, or felspar, and consequently cannot bo called gabbros

;
still

these minerals may be developed m other portions of the lock, and it may
locally pass into gabbro Piofessor Judd in his lecent papers has told us how
commonly gabbros pass into peiidotites in the Western Isles of Scotland.*

If gabbro is associated with the peiidotites of Ladak, however, it is curious

that Dr Stoliczka’s specimens from both tlie Puga and lilarkha valleys should

contain no trace of felspai Jt is to be hoped that future observers m the field

will study these mterobting rocks more j3xliaubtivoly and bring back a complete

suite of specimens

The specific gravity of the sample, above described, is lower than might have
been expected, being 2 85 ,

but this is evidently owing to the loss of iron and the

hydration of the olivinOj, consequent on its partial conversion into serpentine
;
the

specific gravity of olivme ranging ^rom 3 3d to 3 5, whilst that of berpentmo is as

low as 2 5 to 2 05.
|

No 94-213—Fic^ the MarUta Rwery Ladah,
• *

Dr. Stoliczka, who collected tliiA specimen, refers to the rocks in this locality

as follows • \
“Already when observing rocks in tho Indus valley, north of Gya, I have

been very much struck with their more recent aspect as compared with the

same rocks (which undoubtedly they are) at tho mouth of the Puga stream,

examined during my suivey ol 1864 North of Gya they consisted of soft and

partly loose conglomerate, reddish and purple slates and marls, and greenish

sandstones, very much like those on tne Dugshai hill and to tho north of that

station. I can attnbuto this comparatively recent aspect of the rocks north of

Gya solely to tfie suboidinate development of the gabbio or diallage rock, which

m the Puga valley seems to have perfectly altered and metamorphosed the slates

and sandstones.”^

Dr. Stoliczka proceeds to detail the finding of nummulitic fossils * in the sand-

stones a little to the noith of tho Markha river, between Uumbag (Bambdk) and

Skiu, and I gather from his description that the peiidotites of tho Puga and Markha
valleys are intrusive in sedimentary rocks of lo^er tertiary age. Mr. Lydekker, in

his recent memoir on Kashmir,* has also mapped the rocks ati the mouth of the

Puga river, and those a little to tlie north of the Markha liver, as belonging to the

eocene period. «
*

^ Quor. Jour Geol. Soc , xli, 858

- Mom. Gteol Suiv., Ind
,
v, 343.

»I6,p 844.

* Mom Qeol Surv , Ind , zxii, 107
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The sample of the intrusive rock from the Markha valley, when examined

with the aid of the microscope, is seen to belong to the same class as that last

described. It is almost quite unaltered, however ;
its serpentinization having

proceeded no further than the riddling of the olivine with countless minute canals

which form a complete net-work ov6r whole of it. Olivine is by far the

most abundant mineral
;
enstatite comes next, and aiigite is somewhat subordi-

nate. As in the last specimen, all these minerals are quite colourless in thin slices.

Picotite is present, but is not abundant. The specific gravity of the hand specimen

is 310.
VolcAinic Ash,

No. 94-218.—From Wangat^ Lada/c.

This specimen was collected by Mr. Lydekker, but I have not been able to

trace in his published, papers any reference to the outcrop from which it was
taken.

There is often great difficulty in discriminaf»mg between altered volcanic ash

and felsites, by their microscopic characters only
;
but, unless appearances are ex-

traordinarily deceptive, T do not think there can be any doubt as to the nature of

this specimen. Under the microscope it is seen to be made up of fragments con-

solidated by pressure. It contains rounded and sub-angular fragments/ of quartz

;

rounded grains of magnetite and ilmenito,* and rounded and sub-angular frag-

ments of more or less dccoinposed igneous rocks, which differ from each other, in

some cases, in colour and appearance. The interstices between larger grains are

filled up with finer fragments of the same mate^dals.

If further evidence of the nature of thoroch was wanting, I think it is suppli-

ed by the fact that all the larger fragments aje surrounded by a thin margin of

an opaque white product of decomposition
,
and that the grains of magnetite,

though more or less converted into the red oxide of iron, appoar to havo been al-

tered prior to their consolidation in the rock in which they are now found, for the

matrix is not streaked with the red oxide, which probably would have been the case

had the altei’ation of the magnetite been due to aqueous agencies operating in

situ.

The ilmenite exhibits veiy distinctly its characteristic rhombic cleavage lines.

These may sometimes be seen on the surface of the mineral when examined in

reflected light, and at other times they are indicated by translucent lines when

viewed with the aid of transmitted light. The ilmenite includes very numerous

crystals of apatite.

The fragmentary origin of the rock can, T think, be made out by the examina-

tion of the weathered surface of the hand specimen with a good pocket lens.

Dioriies.

Nos. 96-4, 96-6-i—Intrusive in nummulitic strata north of SirJcia ,

—

Hundbs.

• These specimens were collected by Mr. Griesbach. No account of the outcrop

from which they were taken has yet been published.

No. 96-4 is a highly altered diorite. The original constituents present in

the rock are triclinic felspar and hornblende; and the secondary products of

decomposition, calcite, magnetite, a zeolite, and chlorite.
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Sphone is present as an accessory mineral. The strnctare of the rook is

granitic.

The felspar is highly corroded, but the characteristic twining of triclinio fels-

par is still visible in nearly all of it. It is in rjbther massive pieces, which show no
external crystallographic fa(*es : lath-shaped prisms are not present. The angle of

extinction of the felspar twins indicates that the species is oligoclase. Hombleudo
is abunchint.

Calcito is present in veins, and also invades the substance of tho rock. The
calcito veins are pcculiaily interesting, as they contain not only air or gas inclu-

sions, but very numerous liquid < ivitics with active bubblos. Tho calcito is

undoubtedly a secondary jirodiicl, and tho presence in it of liquid cavities with

moving bubblos shows that these interesting objects may, in somo cases, bo duo

to the operations which gave birth to secondary minerals in a rock long after its

consolidation In previous papers ^ I have already notejj the prosonco of liquid

cavities with moving bubbles in epidote (a secondary product), and in secondary

quartz in the amygdules of altered basalts, and explained their presence by the

supposition that the rocks and amygdaloidal cavities were filled, after the con-

solidatjon of these lavas, “with the aid of highly heated water or steam under

pressure.” Mr. G F. llakor, in his memoir on the geology of tho Comstock lode

fpage 371), thought, when he wrote his miunoir, that primary and secondary fluid

cavities could be discrinimated by their shapes ,
the former being either in the

form of negative crystals, or o* vesicles, the outlines of which present “smooth

curves”; whilst secondary fluid |3a » ities “are bounded by jagged lines.” But
Piofessor Judd has sinco showii\that nt*gativo crystals ^ with liquid, or other in-

clusions, may result* from “schilloriV ition ” and may assume the most regular forms

;

and I note in passing that the ma^oiuty of the liquid cavities in tho calcite of the

rock under description aix) bounded*either by str.iight lines or “ smooth curves.”

The shape of a fluid cavity, therefore, does not seem to afford a safe criterion foi’

deciding whether it is of piimary or secondary origni. In view of this difficulty,

the presence of fluid cavities -with moving bubbles cannot, I think, bo relied on

as an aid to the diagnosis of a rock. They may lie of primary or they may be of

secondary origin, and it seems impossible to .discriminate between the two classes

by mere inspection.

No. 96-5—This specimen belongs to tho same class as tho last (No. 96-4),

only its alteration has proceeded niucli further. A zeolite has taken the place of

the calcito ;
and not only ai’e veins stopped w^ith it, but in a portion of tho slice it

has invaded tho ground-mass and has taken the pKace of the original minerals.

The whole of the slice exhibits the progress of decomposition in a high degree
;

but enough remains of the original constituents of tho rock to show that it was

originally a diorito.

Hornblende appears to have predominated over the felspar. Much of the

former mineral exhibits tbo first stages of conversion into chlorite, and some of it

has passed into that mineral. This slice does not contain any spheno.

* Snprat xv., 161 ; xvii, 179; 74.

* Quar. Jour. Gcol. Soc , xli, 384, 385.
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Prelinitnary note on the Mamnuilia of the Karnul Caves, by B. LydeekbRi B.A.|

^:.G.S., 4c.

Having received and examined the bones collected by Mr. H. B. Foote in the

Earnul caves, ^ I present a |)icliminary list of the Mammalian genera and species

which I have been able to identify. My list differs somewhat from that given by

Mr. B. B. Foote,* as I have found some forms which he had not recognized,

while, on the other hand, I am unable to confirm two or three of his provisional

determinations. The majority of the specimens sent to me consisted either of

bones of Bodentia and Chiroptei’a, or of fragments of bones of larger Mammals,

the greater number of which did not admit even of generic determination. There

were also sent a large number of bones from the surface bed, which were all of

extremely recent origin, and need no further notice. The following list comprises

the forms found in the deposits Iiolow the surface^ bed, exclusive of certain human

remains, sonic of which are briefly noticed, in the sequel :

—

PiiiMArcs—1. SomnopithoonB pi mmus, Blyth,

„ 2. CynocephaluB {cf. aiiubis F
Oarnia oba—3. Felis tigns (or ? Ico)

„ 4. „ P pardus /jinn.

ft 5. ,» chans, F, Cji\

„ 6. „ nibiginosa,|LG«o^>,

„ 7. Hysena crocuta ).

„ 8. Vivorra karnulicosis,

„ 9. Hcipestes grisers, Desm.

„ 10. „ SDiit^i, Gray,

„ 11. Ursns, Bp,

iNsrc nAOUA—lB Sorex (f. cd?rulcaceii<«, Shaw).

CinuoPif KA— 13. Taphozoiis SACcoIfcmn Temm.

„ 14 Pliylloibina diadema ((7fo^r).

lloDiNiiA—16. Sciums macrurus, Uarda,

10 Golunda ellioti, Qtay.

17. Mus mettardi. Gray,

18. „ platythriz, Sykes.

19. I^esokiakok, Gryif,

20. „ bandieoota, Rech.

21. Hystrix birautirostris, Brandt.

22. Lopoa (cf. nigi'icollis, F. Cuv.)

Ungulata

—

23. Khiiioceros karnalienais, n. sp,

ft 24. Equus (P 2 sp.).

„ 26. Dob* or Bubalus.

„ 26. Bostilaphus trngocaroelua (Pall).

„ 27. Gazella beuaetti (Sykes).

„ 28 Antilope cervicapra (JAnn).

^ „ 29. Tetraccros quadricornia (Blain),

1 Supra, vol. xvil, pp. 200-208 (1884), and xviii, pp. 227-235 (1885).

3 Supra, vol. xviii, pp. 231-232. Some omeudationi have been on the generic and

pocific terms employed by Mr. Foote.

* Including Bibos (Qavteus).
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VireiruTA—80. CnToa ariitotelis, OM.
s> 81. —— axis, ErsBl.

„ 82. Tragulas meminna (JElrs?;.)].

„ 83. Sus cristatus, Wanner,

Edentata—34. Manis gigantea,

In this list tho crania on which Nos. 16!! 17, 18 aro identified are from loose

redloam underlying the surface bed in the Ohamel House ” cave in which human
remains occur,^ but from other fragmentary bpecimens it is probable that these

species also occur in the underlying bods. The most interesting features .in the

fauna are tho two new species (Nos. 8, 23), and the occurrence of Equus and

the three Ethiopian forms Nos. 2, 7, 34.

Of the new species, Viverra harnulielists is founded on a mandibular ramus,*

showing the camassial and tho alveoli of the prcmolars
;
the former is very similar

to the corresponding tooth in V. zibetJia and F. wegasjpila, but the space occupied

by tho premolars is very much longer than in either of those species, tho speci-

men being quite unlike the mandible of F. civetta. As the mandible of the

Siwalik F. hakeri ^
is unknown, it ig almost impossible to say whether the

Kamul form is identical with this species, but as this is somewhat improbable, I

havo pVovisionally assigned a distinct name to tho former.
^

Rhinoceros karnuUensish ^ is a small bicom, and brachydont species agreeing very

closely in several respects with tho pleistocene IB. etruscus of Europe, but differ-

ing somewhat in the structure f the upper cheek-teeth, and in the deeper and

more defined channel in tho mand^brlar symphysis, and thereby approaching the

African JB. bicoruis, Tho speciosidifiCers from iB. deccanensish * by its brachydont

character and tho al)sence of the distinct cingulum in the upper prcmolars.

Of the Ethiopian forms tho Gl^ocephalus is indicated by a second lower true

molar, indistinguishable from nTa (JE G. anubis

;

but probably insufficient for

specific determination. Of Ilyatia crocuta there is a lower camassial and an upper

canine ;
while Manis gigantea is represented by a terminal phalangeal of the

manush ® agreeing almost precisely with thd coiTosponding bone in a skeleton

measuring 54 inches in length. Both Cynocephalns and Manis, as well as hyasnas

of the crocutine group, occur in tho Siwaliks
; and tho present specimens aro

of great interest as proving that the intimate generic connection existing between

the pliocene fauna of India and the recent Ethiopian fauna had in the late pleisto-

cene (to whic& period I am disposed to refer the Karnul cave deposits) of India

developed in some instances into a specific one, traces of which still remain in the

existence of species like Felis leo, F, jpardus, and Oanis aureus in the two areas at

the.present day.

The Equus I have at present been nnablo to determine speoificallj, but some

of the molars (as Mr. Foote observes) indicate a small species, which may possibly

' 8u^a, vol. xvii, p. 206.

' ProTiBionally identified by Mr. Foote {supra, vol. xviii, p. 231) wits V, zihetha,

* Pal. Ind’., Ber. 10, vol, ii, part xxxiii, fig. 1 •

Provieionnlly identified by Mr. Footo {suprq, 4roL xviii, p. 822) with £. sondtrieus

{jawmewt).

Pal. Ind., sen 10, vol. i, pts. Mii.

Identified by Mr, Foote with Jf. pentsdaetyla^
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be closely allied to the African^, fomiojgue. The occurrence of a small species of

JJt8U8 is indicated by the distal portion of a hnmorns
;
but it would be difficult to

say to what species it belonged, the most likely forms being the existing If. malay^

awas^ and tjio pleistocene U.namadiqjis of the Narbada valley. Some of the teeth

referred to Sus cristatus indicate individuals of larger size than the existing race,

but I cannot regard this as a specific 'difference. There are also some slight

differences between the upper molars referred to Gervus arisfotojis, and the corre-

sponding tooth of recent examples, but these may probably be also considered as

but racial variation.

Besides the forms I have recorded, Mr. Foote mentions (1) Maeacna (?), (2)

OaniSy (3) Paradorurvs (‘t), (4) Tiqmla (?), (5) Germihts aiirtns (?), (0) Ovis (?)

and (?) Gapra (?). Of Nos. I and 5 I can find no evidence, while I believe that

the specimen on which No. 2 was determined belongs to Fdis, Of Nos. 3 and 4

the specimens are insufficient for generic detenu iiiation Some limb-bones from

the ‘ Purgatory * cave undoubtedly belong either to Oois or Gapra, but as they are

of oxtremoly recent appearance, and agree precisely with other specimens from the

surface-bed of the ‘ Charnel House,* I am inclined to think that they cannot be

referred to tlio pleistocene fauna.

With regard to human remains, Mr. Foote records * a molar from a depth

of 4 feet in the * Chapter House’ cave, which was the lowest level at which such

remains were found
;
and ho also records ® the occuri'cnce of cut bones and

implements, tut without particularizing the horiions whence they were obtained.

As the latter bpooimens were not forwarded tu me, I can of course say nothing

about them, but I may observe thatavery consu^^'rable number of the larger bones

sent tp me have been gnawed by porcupines, and T would venture to suggest the

necessity of submitting the reputed cut bone'll (and perhaps boine of the ‘ instru-

ments *) to a stringent examination with a view of determining whether they may
not have been subject to the same action.

The more interesting of the above-mentioned specimens will be figured in a

fasciculus of the * Paleeontologia Indica’, which I hope to bring out during the

current year.

HARPtNDEN,

The 8th March 188G.

Memorandum on the prospects of finding coal in Western Rajputana, by B, D.

Oldham, A.B.S.M,, De'puty Superintendent, Geological Survey of Ir^ia.

As this subject is one of general interest and impoHanco, in view of the groat

expense incurred for fuel on all the railway lines in North-Western India, and as

the discovery of workable coal in this region would allow of the profitable con-

struction of a lino of railway much needed on other grounds, 1 have thought it ad-

visable to draw up a special memorandum, in addition to the purely technical re-

port of my last season’s exploration of the desert, showing the evidence at present

available on this subject.

^ Supra, vol. xviii, p. 231.

» Jb., p. 232.
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2. When Mr. Blanford made liis traverse from Jodhpur to Rohri in 1676, ha
noticed the occurrence near Pokran of certain bods, which bj the peculiarity of

their stinicture are shown to have been deposited through the agency of floating ico«

Mr. Blanford considered that Hieso beds wore^f Vindhyan age, for, near Pokran,

they are overlaid by red sandstones, wliich closely resemble those seen near

Jodhpur. Further west, near J('ssalmir, he described the occurrence of marine

limestones of Jurassic age underlaid by Stan*^ tones, whoso resemblance to the

Mahadeva beds (upper-Gondw«anas) of the Indian Peninsula he recognised and
commented on; but ho did not recognise either the actual or the probable pre^

sence of the lowcr-Gondwana (coal- bearing) series in this district.

3. During the cold weather of 1885-80, I was despatched to explore the groat

tract of country lying north of Mr. Blanford’s roule, of which nothing was
known oxcejit that there were extensive exposures of rock. My route lay from

Ajmere through Nagorc, Falodi, and Pokran to Jcssalmir^ whence, aCier making a
loop cast into tlie rocky oasis lying north and north-west of Jessalmir, I returned

through Lathi, Bap, and Bikanir to A jmere.

4. All the country east of Poki\*n and Bap appears to consist of rocks

of Vindhyan age overlaid for the most part by alluvium and blown sand. These

rocks are all very much older than those in which our Indian coaA is found,

and there is no possibility ot the occurrence of coal in this region. But along a

zone running about noi th-uortjji-east and south -south-west and extending from

Shokasar to Nakra (both villages near the eastern boundary of Jessalmir) there is

an exposure of a very cliaraeteri'ltie rock,

5. This is almost cci tainly of^ the same age as the peculiar glacial beds near

Pokran, referred to in sect ion 2, and consists of a mat rix ot fine-grained marl through

which fragments of felsito, syonito* limestone, gneiss, and granite of all sizes from

a few inches to in one case over 1(? feet across, aro scattered
;
and many of these

are smoothed and striated in the peculiar manner characteristic of glacier work,

6. As I have said, there can be no doubj^ that these are of the same age as the

Pokran boulder beds, but fortunately there can be no question her© as to their

not being of Vindhyan age, for they contain fragments of Vindhyan limestone

which must have been indurated and motamorphobod when they were deposited

in their present position. It is consequently clear that those beds are of very

much neweiporigin than the Vindhyans, and consequently cannot but bo represcut-

ative of the Talchir boulder beds, the beds which everywhere in India 'underlie the

coal-measures,

7. To the westwards of these bods and lying between them and the marine

Jurassic limestones of Jessalmir comes a series of sandstones, very ill-exposed, but

all having a slight dip to west-north-west.

8. Wo have then recognised, firbty beds older than the coal-measures
; second^

beds newer than the coal-measures; and thiidf a series of sandstones lying

between them : the question arises whether it is probable that coal will be found

in these intermediate beds.

9. Before proceeding I must remark thfft the country under consideration

is extremely unfavourable for geological investigation. Undoubtedly actual

outcrops of rock are as frequent as is usual in the Indian coal-fields, but on the
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other hand the latter are usually intersected by streams in which the rooks are

fairly well seen, and it has nearlyalways beempossible by fossil evidence to declare

the actual existence or absence of the Damudas,” the group of beds which has

yielded all our Indian coal. But ii^ Jessalmir, if we except the western district

in which the beds are demonstrably newer than the coal-measures, there is not a

single stream bed or oven a satisfactory exposure of rock. For the most part the

country is a gently undulating plain covered with a sandy alluvium in which

there are scattered frequent outcrops of very decomposed sandstone which do not

rise appreciably above the general surface and are always so decomposed that it

would 1^ hopeless work to attempt a search for fossils, or still more so, for an

actual outcrop of coal. Under these circumstances I find it impossible to give a

definite opinion as to the presence or absence of this mineral, and can do no more

than explain the conditions and possibilities of the case

10. The facts that the beds both above and below the coal-measures are pre-

sent, and that there is a great thickness of sandstones (certainly not much less

than 2,000 ieet and probably nearer 6,000 or more) lying between them, indicate

the probable presence of beds of the same ago as the Indian coal-measures, and,

to judge from the fact that we have never yet found beds of the right age with-

out also finding coal, the probable existence of this mineral.

11. There are, however, two possibilities which must be borne in mind, first,

that there may be no representative of the Damudas at all
;
and second, that though

beds of Damuda age may bo present, but, owing to the conditions under which

they were deposited, may not contain coal. »

12. As regards the first of these, I have already pointed out that the ground

is very unpropitious for geological investigation, and I can consequently give no
direct opinion on the subject. On the road fro (a Pokran to Jessalmir there is a

stretch of Malani volcanic beds much older than the Talchir boulder bed, and
evidently an old land surface in the sea or lake in which the latter were deposit-

ed. At the western margin of this old land surface tho boulder beds are again

seeni and on this section there is not room between them and the exposure of

what seem to be upper-Gondwana sandstones at Lathi for the intercalation of

any considerable thickness of beds. But to the north of this section, there is a
much greater development of tho sandstones which at their lower limit appear

to pass gradually into the boulder beds, so that it is not improbable that there is

here as in the Peninsula a slight unconformity between the lower- and upper-

Gondwanas which has allowed of an overlap of the latter on to the Talchir

boulder bed.

*13. It may of course be that this unconforuiity in tho scries«i»which I may
remark in passing is by no means proved but merely indicated by the imperfect

observations that alone are possible on a rapid traverse—is universal in this

region, but there is so great apparent regularity in the succession of the beds,

which lie very flat ^.ud with a very regular dip, that I cannot regard this as

altogether probable, and consider it more than possible that somewhere in this

region, the beds intervening between the Talchirs and the upper-Gondwanas will

be found;

14. As regards the possibility of the presence of beds of Damuda age without
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coal, iihis is a more serions consideration. The beds near the top of the sClrMl^

vie,f the Jessalmir limestones, are of indisputably marine origin, and near Bap there

are some bods of impure limestone associated with the boulder beds which may
be, but by no means necessarily are, of maj^ne origin. Besides this I notieod

that at one place some sandstones which appear to underlie the boulder beds hsiA

a saline taste ;
this is not, however, proof of marine origin, as the impragnaticn

with salt may have occurred subsequenily to leposition. These facts might hC

supposed to indicate the probability that the whole series was composed of mari&a

deposits, and if this were the case all hope of finding coal would have to 1)0

abandoned.

15. There is, however, some direct evidence pointing to a different conclusion*

Between Lathi and Shawal on the road to Jessahnir and again south-east of

Jessalmir towards Kita, there are repeated exposures of the sandstones immediately

underlying the Jessalmir limestones, whose resemblance fi) the Mahadovas of the

Indian Peninsula has already been noticed (section 2). Now the Mahadevas are

acknowledged to be freshwater (river) deposits, and moreover in these sandstones

of Jessalmir there arc frequent pebbly b^ds in which the pebbles are not sufficiently

numerous to deserve the name of a conglomerate
;
such beds are common, and

easily accounted for in strata of fiesliwater (riverine) origin, but are mot usually

found in purely marine sandstones. The beds just referred to overlie a series of

sandstones and shales lying between them and the boulder bods which are most

probably similarly of freshwater origin.

16. The probability may bo thciefore considered to be in favour of the fresh-

water (rivermo) origin of any beds of Damuda ago which may exist in this region^

It does not follow «as a necessity from this that they will contain coal, still look-

ing to our invariable success in fin bng coal wherever we have found beds of the

proper age, 1 cannot regard it as probable that this region will prove an exception

to the general rule.

17. 1 have in the foregoing passages treated tho question as impartially as

possible, any bias being against a favourable conclusion, but I cannot help regard-

ing tho prospects of success as'sufficient to justify tho expenditure of money on a

systematic exploration, especially when wo bear in mind the immense value of a
workable coal-field in this neighbourhood.

18. My description of the nature of the countiy contained in section 9 of this

memorandum will show that it is impossible m this case to follow the usual

course of making certain of the actual existence of rocks of coal-bearing age before

recommending the expenditure of money in a search for coal. Here it will only

be possible to determine this fact by laying bara tho rocks in quarries or sinkings

made specially for that purpose, and money devoted to this purpose would be a
purely speculative investment in which the prospects of success and failure are

about equal, but while it would be impossible to exaggerate the value of sucoess,

the cost of failure would be small and limited. •

19. As regards the locality most favourably situated for exploration, I would

recommend that this be commenced in the cofintry west of the village of Bap.

I chose this as, though the boulder beds can be traced both north and south

of this, 1 find that to the north the sandhills lie only a few miles to the west,
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while a little north of the village of Bap their eastern boundary bends suddenly

round to the west and leaves a much broader area, and consequently greater

thickness of rock open for experiment. To the south of Bap the boulder beds die

out against the old land surface me^itioned in section 12, and it is consequently more

probable that a sinking would strike the Vindhyans than further to the north.

Moreover, there appears to bo west of Hap much more room for the development

of a thick series of sandstones, and it is. very possible that the Damudas are

present here, though cut out on the section between Pokran and Jessalmir by the

overlap of the upper-Goodwanas on to the boulder beds.

20. I may add that this country is quite untested by native wells. I was

informed that for 20 kos west of Bap, there is no well : at Bap itself, I was

informed that a well had been sunk to a depth of 50 ptirus (IGO feet) without

finding water. A well in this position could not possibly strike coal, being started

in beds below the coal-measures. In the Gazetteer of Jessalmir, I find a reference

(page 169) to a well having been sunk in this region to a depth of nearly 500 feet

without finding water. No conclusion can be drawn from there being no men-

tion of coal, for it is not likely that villagers ignorant of the properties or \ralue of

that mineral would take any notice even were they to pass through a bed pf it in

sinking tkeir wells. Nor is the exact position of this well stated.

21. It must not be overlooked that the whole country lying south of the

direct road from Jodhpur to Jessalmir is absolutf)ly ufiknown, and it is by no means

impossible that the coal-measures may bo present in parts of that region, for the

Talchir boulder beds are highly developed at Ldwa and Pokran, and may be over-
^

laid to the southwards by newer beds as at Dap. Still in the absence of more

detailed examination and with all the i*eservation necessary orf that account, I am
inclined to regard the prospects of finding fcoal in the country west of Bap as

being as good as are likely to be met with ahywhere else in the region in which

alone we may look for it.

22. With I’Cgard to the method of the search, either a series of borings

might bo at once put down in the region I have recommended for trial, or this

might firat bo examined with the help of shallow sinkings, to see whether there

would be any possibility of the presence of the Damudas.

23. There can be no doubt that the first would be the most rapid and thorough

method, but it would also bo the most expensive. It is not impossible that the

less expensive form of exploration would show the uselessness of further search

but on the other hand if the results so obtained were not absolutely unfavourable^

it would be necessary to follow them up by the more thorough method of a series

of borings. t

24- The country might also be explored by encouraging the villagers to sink

wells ;
this would, however, be very slow, for a well of 300 feet in depth would take

quite two years to sink, and would, ,if we allow a dip of 5° (by no means an ex-

aggerated estimate),* only test a thickness of rock corresponding to one mile in

width of outcrop.

25. I have not personally seen the country I recommend for trial. In explan-

ation of this, I^may say that my instructions wore merely to execute a rapid explo.

ration of as large a tract as possible, and that when I reached Bap there was little
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or nothing to show mo in which direction I would do most good. There wet©

indeed some signs that the dip was veering round to northwards, and in that cafi^

a northerly course—the one I adopted—would have proved most profitable* Unfor",

tunately this did not turn out to bo the case, ^nd it was only after the completion

of my tour and by patting together all the observations I had made, and the

information I was able to obtain from the natives of the country, that I formed

my conclusions as to the possible existence of ‘:oal in the country west of Bap.

26. Under these circumstances I cannot recoinmend that borings be immediater

ly sunk, but would rather advise the preliminary examination of the district

referred to, for which purpose T consider that an establishment of 15 to 20 ex-

perienced quarrymen should bo sanctioned
;
these men would be employed in

making numerous shallow sinkings and quarries in which the rocks would be laid'

bare and their nature better seen than in the very bad exposures of decomposed

sandstone which are alone visible in this region. ,

27. On the other hand it is n ot improbable that the Jessalmir Durbar would bo

more willing to find money for borings, as these, even if they did not strike coal,

would very probably strike water, and it would be impossible to exaggerate the

value and importance that is attached to water in this arid region.

A Note on the OliVe Group of the Salt-range, hy R. D. Oldham, A.R.S.M.,

Deputy Superintendent
y
Geological Survey of India.

The last number of these Records contained a paper by Dr. Waagen on some

palaeozoic fossils rpcently collected from the Olive group of the Salt-range. Dr.

Waagen declared his conviction, founded on information supplied by Dr. Warth,

that these fossils wei*e derived frqm concretionary nodules and gave a true indi-

cation of the age of the beds from which they were obtained. On the strength

of this conclusion Dr. Waagen declared that it would bo necessary to divide the

Olive series into two portions, one of which’ was to be regarded as of lower car-

boniferous, the other of eocene age. 1 was consequently despatched to the Salt-

range to verify on the ground an opinion involving so great a change
;
the results

of my observations, whicli entirely confirm Mr. Wynne’s on’ginal mapping, are

embodied in the following pa.ssages.

On meeting Dr. Warth I was surprised to find that he by no means shared

Dr. Waagen’s confidence in the concretionary nature of the fragments which had

yielded these fossils, and that, though he was not unwilling to allow that this

opinion might be correct, and that the fossils tinily indicated the age of the bed

from which they were obtained, he decidedly inclined to his origihal idea that

they were transported pebbles
;
on examining the exposures I was able to convince

myself that in this he was perfectly correct.

In the first place the bed in which they occur is a thin^ band of gravel, the

last rock in which one would d prion expect concretionary nodules to be formed.

Then on examining the so-called concretions 1 found that in many cases the fossils

extended right to the surface, and were there abruptly, often obliquely, truncated,

not ilifrequently they could be seen exposed in section on the abraded surface of

the pebble and occasionally fragments could be found showing on j;heir surface
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tlio abraded and more or less obscured impressions of Gonularia or of one ok

the associated bivalves.

This would in itself be sufficient proof, but confirmatory evidence is not want-

ing. There aro associated with this bod some shaly bands lithologically very

similar to the matrix of the Oonularia pebbles, but these bands have so far yielded

no trace of a fossil : further, near Ghoah Saidan Shah, where the band is less

markedly gravelly and where the pebbles have more the appearance of concre-

tionary nodules than near Tobar, there are frequent lenticular masses of an inch

or more in thickness and 6 to 12 inches in length which are undoubtedly of con-

cretionary origin and formed in silu^ but those, though they have been most care-

fully searched by Dr, Warth, have yielded no trace of a fossil. Yet another piece

of evidence is the occurrence, though very raredy, of pieces of pale micaceous

sandstone in this band, and one of these fragments showed obscure impressions of

Oonularia ; now this fragment was angular in on i line, and is moreover very differ-

ent in aspect from any concretionary nodule that has ever been seen by me—or,

I may safely sayj any other geologLst.

After this it might be thought superfluous to add anytiling further, but it will

at any rate be advisable to notice the arguments on which Dr. Waagen based his

final conclusion. Of these, the last, that founded on the homogeneity of the fauna,

IS without doubt the most important, and when taken in conjunction with the fact

that four out of ten species aro either identical i/ith or closely allied to species

which in Australia aro found in beds that also exhibit proofs of glacial action,'

would seem to make this argument conclusive. Nevertheless, in the face of direct

evidence pointing to a different conclusion, this becomes worthless. The peculia-

rity, however, requires some explanation, and I offer the following hypothesis as ono

that is at least possible
;
n careful examination of the fossiliferous pebbles has induced

me to believe that for the most part thoy were originally concretionary nodules,

though occurring in their present position as transporl^il pebbles. I base this

conclusion on the fact that thoy are frequently of somewhat in’cgular shape, and

that then it is usual to find the fossils completely imbedded, while those pebbles

which show distinct traces of transportation and in which the fossils are trunca-

ted at the surface aro usually fairly well rounded and 'vater-worn. It will be seen

that if this contention is correct, and if shaly beds with concretionary nodules, for

the most part formed round fossils, had bcon exposed in the neignbourhood, it

would not be difficult to account for the abundance of pebbles formed from theso

same nodules.

With regard to Dr. Waagen’s first reason, the restriction of the “ concretions **

to the top o^ the bed in which thoy are found, I canuo^rallow this to pass as a correct

description of their mode of occurrence, though, if correct, I do not consider that

it would prove anything. Undoubtedly the fossiliferous pebbles do occur more

abundantly near the top of the bed than in the lower portions ; but this is easily

explained by tho fact that most of the pebbles in this* band of gravel are of quarts

or hard crystalline rock, and are of greater specific gravity than the fossiliferous

pebbles. In consequence of this, the latter would be swept away by a current only

sufficient to transport the former
;
but as the current died away, it would no Icmger

I - * Sufra^ p. 44.
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bring down the heavier pebbles and a layer of the lighter fossiliferous pebbles

w^ould be deposited before the current ceased to be able to transport ev-en them.

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, while the crystalline pebble gravel

is very distinct near Tobarand Pid, it is ahnosP absent in the exposures near Choah

Saidan Shah, and the bed, here very much thinner, contains very few pebbles

besides the fossiliferous ones and some of slate and impure limestone.

This thinning'^out of the bed to the northwards is in contradiction to Dr.

Waagen's original supposition, that the fossils came from the Himalayas—an

opinion which must have been founded on pure hypothesis, and is not supported

by any known fact for, not only have no Himalayan beds yielded fossils similar

to those of the pebbles, but all the fragments of rock in the associated boulder beds

are of most conspicuously peninsular origin, not a few are of the very peculiar

and easily recognizable Malani porphyry. It is consequently to tho southwards

that we must look for the original source of these fossils
;
the only locality where

any rock is exposed in that direction is the Koraiia hills, and unless the mother rock

of these pebbles is found there or in Uic Salt-range itself, it must be buried

beneath the alluvium of the Punjab.

Ilavfng shewn that tho fossils are of derivative origin and can, consequently,

not bo appealed to in determining tho ago of tho beds in which they occur, it re-

mains to see whet lier there is any stmtigraphical evidence in favour of the associa-

tion of tho boulder beds of the Olfve group with those of tho ;jpeckled-sandstone

which has been advocated by Dr. Wa'igen, and to detenuiue whether it will be

necessary to draw any line of division in what luis so far been regarded as a

single group. I may at once remark that I can find no evidence whatever in

favour of these hyp()tlies(3s, but have every reason to agree with Mr. Wynne in

associating these bf ds with the iiumnyulitics rather than with the older beds, and

in regarding them as forming a single homogeneous series.

Not the least forcible of these is the fact that Mr. Wynne, a most careful ob-

server, the accuracy of whose mapping it would be impossible to overpraise, and

who had most ample opportunities for examining the rocks in detail, was distinctly

of opinion that the beds of the Olive group beloiig to a'single conformable scries

of beds, and that this is more closely i-elated to the overlying nummulitic beds than

to tho underlying salt-pseudomerph group which he regarded as of triassic age.

That this coiicluaioii is correct, is proved by tho marked unconformity which

can bo traced between the salt-pseudomorph group and the Olivo group, and tho

equally marked gradual transition from the latter into the soft white sandstones

which underlie the nummulitic coal.

This unconformity is well seen on the main road from Find Dadan* Khan to

Rawalpindi just beyond the 8th milestone, whfire tho road runs in u sidelong

cutting in the steeply sloping hill side. Here there may be seen a small lenticular

patch of boulder conglomerate apparently iutorbedded in the red beds of the salt-

pseudomorph zone, but this is so excepti'unal and so much at variance with what

is seen elsewhere that I cannot doubt that tho interbedding is only apparent and

that the appearance is duo to slippage, of which thei^ is ample indication just here.

But everywhere, as long as the junction is exposed on the road section, the boulder

conglomerate is seen to rest on the obliquely and irregularly truncated edges of
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the beds of tlio salt-pscadomorpli group. Where the boundary runs up the hill

side this is of course not so clearl}^ seen, though the unconformity can be detected

in the ravines
j
but here, as in the road cutting, the boulder bed where in contact

with the older rocks is full of fragments evidently derived from them.

An equally cogent argument maj^ be derived from the fact that on all the

Bections I have examined the base of the Olive group is well marked by the

sudden appearance of boulders of crystalline rock of large size. At their first ap-

pearance they are always fairly abundant and below the point at which they first

appear, not even a pebble can be found in, situ. But passing upwards the very

reverse is the case, the boulders disappear gi a dually, becoming rarer and rarer,

and long after they cease to occur with any regularity isolated fragments may
occasionally be seen. Traces of glacial action are not common as high up in the

series as the Cunularla bed, but they do occasionally occur, as near Tobar, and on

the descent from the Landot plateau to the Makrach gorge (where 1 did not find

the Conularia bed), one boulder occurred in a white sandstone which appears^ to

represent the Cardita heauwonti zone. Now the section up from 1;he Goimlaria

bed, which evidently must be assoruated with the glacial boulder beds, to the

Boft white sandstone which underlies the coal shale, can be very well «een in

several places and nowhere perhaj)s better than on the western descent from

the Pid Bungalow (Pid Pole of the map) and on the hill side just mentioned above

the main road close beyond the 8th raileston3 from Pind Dadan Khan, and

wherever the section is well exposed there can be seen to be a continuous sequence

and gradual ti’ansit ion from the Conularia bed to the soft sandstones which, as far

as I can understand the case, represcjit the Ganlita huanmonti y.oixo Dr. Waagen.

The section above these cannot be so well seen, but there is no reason whatever

for supposing that there is anything like an unconformity between them and the

nuinmulitic coal shales.

Dr. Waagen has suggested that the boulder be Is of the Olive group and

those of the speckled-sandstone are the same. 1 find it impossible to accept this

view, for not only did Mr. Wynne regard them as absolutely and entirely distinct,

but the colouration, from* which their name was derived, is so marked and so

distinct that it is possible to recognize the occurrence and even to trace the

boundary of this group from a distance—in fact from as far as it is possible to

see the distinction between hill and valley. It is hardly conceivable that this

strongly marked feature should be a merely local phenomenon and not indicate a

difference of age.

The stratigraphical relations of the beds are thus seen to show that the Olive

group is homogeneous group and must be associated with the overlying num-

mulitic beds rather than with the underlying palsBOzoic or early secondary beds.

If it should bo objected that it is improbable that there should be such a

development of gl^ial boulder beds at more than one geological horizon, I would

point out that Mr. Lydekker found bods^ of evidently glacial origin, in Ladak,

which, like those of the Salt-rarge, conformably underlie the nummulitio series.^

> This must be taken merely as a suggestion. I do not bind myself to anything except that

the fossils occur in derivative pebbles, and that the Olive group of Mr. Wynne is of later origin

than the rofk from which they arc derived.
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As regards the speculations Di\ Waagen has based on these fossils, they are very

similar to some which I put forward in 1884,' except that the latter were perhaps

more in accordance with the knoAvn principles of physical geography, which hard-

ly warrant us in picturing a glacial epoch wandering about the earth like a lion seek-

ing whom or what it may devour. All suoli speculations, though useful in indicat-

ing possibilities, should be used with great caution, and should not under any
circumstances be fegarded as serious geology.

To sum up : 1st, the fossils discovered by Dr. W.irfch being of derivative ongin,

simply prove that the Olive group is post-carboniferous
;
2nd, the stratigi*aphical

relations of the beds prove that it is a homogeneous group which is closely associated

withliDods of acknowledged nummulitic age
;
3rd, it is in all probability of contem-

poraneous origin with the infra-nummulitic glacial bods of Ladak; 4tli, there is at

present neither need nor reason for a revision of Mr. Wynne’;^ survey ; and /)tli, the

(piestion as to tlie age of the Talchir group of the Oondwana series is left precisely

as it would bo had these fossils ncv'or been discovered.

Memorandum on the discussion regarding boulder-beds of the Salt-ijange,

by IJ. 13. M KDLFCOTT, Director of the (JeoJogicnl Surrey of India.

The promnlgjilors of an important announcement are bound to give immediate

publicity lo any doubt that may arise regarding it, and I accept AFr. Oldham’s

note as throwing much doubt upon tb.i new \ lew of the Salt-range sections ex-

pounded by Dr. Waagon in'tlie last nnmb(*r of the Records; but as the note is

not completely domoiist rative and oxliauat.ivo, it is desirable to anticipate further

discussion by an appraisement of the present evidence on both sides.

Having no ])crsonal knowledge o&tlie ground, 1 accepted the new view on its

merits as reproscntcMl by Dr. Waagen, wdio next to Mr. Wynne was most familiar

with the .sections in qiu'stion, and lio was moreover in direct communication with

the observer who furnished the immediate data for the change of interpretation.

In adopting the view' so forcibly preseuted I had the satisfaction of finding that

no discredit was imputed to Mr. Wynne’s work. Besides tliat Dr. Waagen was

himself almost as much concerned as IMr. Wynne in any over.sight that had boon

made, it seeraed^that the ovcrsigTit in question was of a most venial nature—the

not having detcjcted fossils in a partkmlar thin bed of gravel
;
and T know well how

deceptive may be an appear.ance of Tiatuial continuous sequence of strata. On the

whole, as repi’oscnted by Dr. Waagen, the proposed view seemed to me to recon-

cile some apparent ahoinalies in the stratigraphy of the Salt-range as roprejented in

Mr. Wynne’s memoir, notably the similarity noticed by him in the several boulder-

beds placed in very different horizons, although apparently in more or less con-

tinuous connexion. I even thought tliat the new reading would be especially

pleasing to Mr. Wynne, as tending to re- vindicate his original vtew of the occur-

rence of older palaoozoic strata in the eastern Salt-range, which had been tho

piincipal point of difforenco between him and Dr. Waagen. 1 did indeed per-

ceive a want of duo discussion of petrological and stratigraphical evidence in

* 8omo roiigli notes for the construction of a chapter in the History of the Earth, J. A. S. B.,

(1884).

•
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Dr. Waagen’s presentation of the case, but this seemed attributable to the fact

that Dr. Warth is not a practised observer, and the main arguments brought

forward appeared overwhelming
;
these were, the occurrence of a small special

fauna in a particular bed over a large area
; and, that the reputed boulder-bed

of the Olive group comes to an end jjist where the speckled-sandstone boulder

gi’oup comes in. Coincidences such as these would be little short of miraculous

if fortuitous; and the two together seemed, as I say, overwhelming. Neverthe-

less I determined to have the case looked into at an early date. My only reluc-

tance in deputing Mr. Oldham for this duty was that he might be unconsciously

inclined to favour a view that seemed to tally so well with his own recent observ-

ations. llis decision has, however, been decidedly adverse.

It would have been impossible for Mr. Oldham in a short visit at the end of

the working season, when the Salt-range is like a fiery furnace, to have made
anything like an exhaustive study of this question. He confirms the leading

facts of the occurrdticc of these peculiar fossils, though not absolutely restricted

to the one layer. This of course so far jjtrengthens Dr. WaagcnV position, upon

the exclusive presence of palnsozoic fossils in what were taken to be cretaceous

deposits.. Mr. Oldham brings the petrological evidence to what he (x^nsiders

demonstration point : that those fos.sils are all transported and cannot therefore

be taken as indicating the ago of the bed in which they occur
;
he admits that

the ‘pebbles’ wtM’c originally concretiojiary, but that in their present position

they are, true pebbles. Tt is at least possible to demur to some of bis arguments

involving ‘rt priori' views of wbat may or may not be possible in this mode of

solidification. The symmetry of form usually conveyed by the word ‘ nodular
’

is more. or less implied in this argument as necessary, which may be questioned :

most of us have seen cunglo!ucraU)s and gravels eomented by (jarbonate of lime in

more or less irregular form and degree; kankar and flints commonly assume tlic

most fantastic shajics, and I certainly have seen flmts with fossils not mei*ely

appearing at the surface but projecting beyond it. Again, these Coitulariw,

like most fossils, were at first virtually pcjbbles, and subject to abrasion from

water movements; can it be said to boa priori impossible that in becoming

included in lumps formed in the matrix tlie abraded end of a Gunularia might

remain at the surface of the lump so formed Y Mr. Oldham’s ruling on this

petrological point might be made almost absolute if he could'assort that the

ground-mass of the gravel bed is quite different from that of the fossiliferous

pebldcB in the bed.

But even granting the literal correctness of Mr. Oldham’s opinion, that these

fossiliferous pebbles were not formed in the ver;? bed w'here they occur and are

not therefore rigorously contemporaneous, the puzzle would not do solved
;
nor

is it much affected by Mr. Oldham’s explanation of how those pebbles might

have been sorted,.as we find them. This only shows how the disputed fact

must have come about if it is a fact, but to avoid which Dr. Waagen felt com-

pelled to adopt the view he has ‘brought fonvard. Is it conceivable that in upper

cretaceous time, when the abundantly fossiliferous permian and secondary deposits

wore in force in the neighbourhood and presumably exposed to denudation if older

deposits were so, a special collection of fossils from those older deposits can have
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been raked together, transported together, and deposited together at a distance

by the promisenona process of detrital agency ? Is it not more plausible to

suppose that they were washed into the gravel bod from some contemporaneous

(palceozoic) pool deposit close by ? So long as special palffiozoic fossils only are

found in these beds, their upper cretaceous figo will bo open to doubt,

Mr. Oldham next takes up the stratigraphical question of the relation of the

Oonularia bods to those above and below them. As to the upward succession he

Strongly re-affirms the view of a continuous so((U> nee up to the nummiilitic coal-

measures. This opinion must carry ranch weight; but it would be difficult to

say that the possibility of deception is inadmissible. Even if a stray Connlaria

pebble were found in the true Cardita heavmouti beds there would be no wonder,

considering their abundance in the zone below. The strong unconformity of the

boulder-bed to the underlying salt-pscudomorph group would only be pertinent to

the question at issue through the relation of the latter to*the speckled-sandstone

group, regarding which point no fresh infoiination is given.

Tlie lilies "of evidence so far considered are only susceptible of cumulative

proof. In the sections west of Makrach it ought to be possible to get absolute

ovidenoo in favour of the old interpretation if it be tenable. This is the second

crucial point in Dr. Waagen’s jiosition, the relation of the eastern bonhlcr-bed to

those of the speckled-sandstone. Mr. Oldham’s investigation did not reach so

far. I

Even if the eastern end of the bonldor bods should remain as originally

jilaced, in the crotacoo-eocene zone, lliose of the western and trans-Indus sections

which arc undoubtedly palteozoic, will still hold the position assigned to them by

Dr. Waagon, as presumably representing the Talcbirs.

Note on the Gondwana Homotaxis, by R. Lydekkek, F/t.S.

It is extremely inksresting to notice how very closely the ago assigned to

the different groups of the Goiulwanas from the discoveries recorded by

Dr. Waagen* and Mr. Oldham ^ tallies with that imlieated by the vertelnnies. lu

dealing with the vertebrates of certain Gondwana groups, I have shown that

their evidence taken alone would indicate the following homotaxy, r/s.:

—

Low. Trias.:— Paiichet.

Permian : — IVgori, and Mimgli (Up. Damuda). •

This would indicate that the Barakars fLow. Damuda) correspond either with

the lower permiau or the upper carbonifei'ous, and the Talcbirs either with the

upper or lower carboniferous.^ In the face of the apparently contradictory

> • Kec. Geol. Surv. Iiid.,’ vol. xix, pp. 22—38 (1880).
^

® Ibid, pp. 39—47. •

* * Pala^oiitologia Indica/ Ser. 4, vol. i, pt. 4. p. 2, and pt. 5, p. 2.

* Or. Wangen classes the Salt-range buulder-bed (the equivalent of the Talcbirs) with the

upper carboniferous, as he adiliatcs it to the luwtT Productus-limestono which is provisionally

referred to the same period. The marked unconformity between the two suggests, however, us

Mr. Medlieott ohtierves, a somewhat lower horizon (? luw'cr carboniferous) fur the two boulder^beds.
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plani-eAndoncp, 1 did not venture to assort that such homotaxy was the true one,

but its almost precise agreement with that given by Dr. Waagen ^ can scarcely bo

an accidental coincidence, and therefore indicates that it may be approximately

accepted, and also shows that in future greater value may be attached in such

cases to vertebrate evidence than ha« hitherto been considered prudent.

The second point I have to notice i& the probable occurrence in the North-

West Himalaya of a repi*esentative of the Salt-range ('ralchii*) boulder-bed. In

the Kashmir area the Kuling series apparently corresponds to the lower Pro-

ductus-limestone, Avhicli Dr. Waagen" regards as probably equivalent to tho

upper carboniferous. 3 Llcueath this series tliere occurs a considerable thickness of

trap, underlain by a C(mglometato, which has been correlated with tJie Blaini

group of Simla, and has been compared both by Colonel McMahon and myself*

to a glacial boulder-bed. Disiegardiiig the traj)s, the presence of which is so-to-

speak accidental, it wiU be appai’ent that tbe boulder-bod holds much the same

relative position to the Kuling seiics as the Salt-i*ange boulder-bed does to

the Productus-limestoiio, and the presumption thiTofore is that, the two are

approximately of|uiviilent. Oilier bonldcr-beds lower down in the Himalayan

series point to the prevalence of glacial coiulitioiis at an earlier epoch.

ADDITIONS TO THK MUSKCM.

Fhom 1st Januauy to 31st Makcji lS8i).

Specimens of saiulslone, white marble, huTugiiions limcslono, nnd liine^tone, some cut and

polished, and gypsmn in tho raw state and prepared fur use, 21 speiimuns in all, from

diiferent localities in Jodhpur and Jesalinir.

l^UESKNTED UY TFIT' PoLlTICVL AgENT, JeYPOBE.

Six spcciiucn.s of hkedito from the Wareha mine, Maj'o salt-rn -es, Punjab.

Pkesented uy 1)«. H. Wabth.

Some gem sand (mostly spinel) from Mogoui, Upper Ihirineh, and a specimen of jadeite from

the palace, Mandalay.

J’resented b\ Dr. R. Romanis, Rangoon.

A spechneii of ceru.‘<site, with quartz and ochre, from Tlardi district, South Rewah.

Presented uy AIajou D. W. K. Parr, Political Agent, Bhaoel-
KJiAND, AND Superintendent of Rewah State.

* 'Op, cit.t pp. 34-35.

* Op. cif., p. 32. ^

* Hasing iny judgment on tho luinduT of species coinnion to tho Kulin.; and Productus.

limestone and the Mountnjii-liniOHtone, 1 have previously (Mem. Qcol. Surv. Iiid., vol. xxii, p. 161

[18*^3]) refeiTod both the former gioiips lo the low'cr caihoniferous, having overlooked a previously

puiilished note of Dr. WaaL^cn*s to the fiTect that tlu* Produclus-limestone w'as not newer than the

upper carboniferous (see Miiiiual of Geology of Indii}, Pt. 2, pp. 492-3 [1879]). The reference of the

Kuling to the upper instead of the lower eurboiiifcrous accords much better with the fauna of tho

succeeding strata, which (as in the Salt-range) has a trinssic facies. Tho age of the Moth series

( provisionally referred by Stoliezka to the upper siluriau) which underlies the Kuling of Spiti, and

has bceu correlated with the Blaini, requires re-coiisideration.

* Mem. Geol. Surv. lud., vol. .xxii, p, 247.
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A large piece of nummulitic coal from Chitteedand, 10 milea west of Kbewrab, Salt-raiige»

, Punjab.

Pbesented by Db. H. Waeth.
Four specimens of fossil plants from the Raniganj colliery.

PKEtfiBNTEI) BY Mb. G. BaBTON, RaXIGANJ.
Pebbles with Conularia, etc., from the Olive^rodp of the Salt-range.

Pbesebted by Db. H. Wabth.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Fbom 1st January to SIst March 1886.

Titles of Books, Donors,

Anderson, J, W.—The Prospector’s Handbook. A guide for the prospector and traveller in

search of metal-hearing or other valuable minerals. 8° London, 1886.

Ball, Valentine,—On the collection of the fossil mammalia of Ireland in the Science and Art

Museum, Dublin. 4® Pam. Dublin, 1885. The Author.

Becker, 6?to/’ye jF.—A theorem of maximum dissipalivity. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1886.
• * The Author.

. „ A new law of Thermo-Chemistry. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1886.

The Author.

BonneY, T, G,—On the Arcluean rocjks of Great Britain. 8® Pam- London, 1885.

^
R. Lydbkkeb.

„ Address delivered at the anniversary meeting of the Geological Society of

London on the 2()th February 1885, 8® Pam. Loudon, 1885.

R. Lydekksr.

Bronn's Klassen iind Ordnungcii des Thier-Relchs. Band VI, Abth. 3, lief. 48-49. 8®

Leipzig, 1885.

Buckler, William ,—The larvae of tly British Butterflies and Moths, Edited by H. T,

Stainton. Vol. I. (Ray Soc.), 8° London, 1880.

Cameron, Peter ,—A monograph of (lie British Phytophagous Hymen optera. (Tentliredo,

Sirex and Cynips, Liniid). Vol. II. (Ray Soc.). 8® London, 1886.

Cope, E. D.—-Synopsis of the species of Oreodoniidop. 8® Pam. Philadelphia, 1884.

H, Lydekkeb.

„ On the structure of the skull in the Elasmobranch genus Didyniodus. 8®

Pam. Phihi^^elphia, 1884. R. Lydekkeb.

Doyle, Pa<.-^Coal-mining by blasting in the Bengsil coal-fields. Fisc, Pam. Roorkee, 1885.

The Author.

Dupont, tldouard.—Note sur le terrain Devonien Moyen de la Belgique. 8° Pam.

Bruxelles, 1885, The AtJTHOB.

„ Sur les calcaiies frasniens d'originne corallienne et sur lear distribution

dans le massif pal5ozoique de la Belgique. 8® Pam. Bruxelles, 1885.

The Author.

,, Note sur le Dovonicn Inf5rieur de la Belgique. 8® Pam. Bruxelles,

1886, •
*

The Author.

Fritsch, Dr, Fauna der Gaskohle uiid dor KRlksteino der Permformation Bohmons.

Band II, heft 2, 4® Prag, 1885.

Gbewingk, C.-—Die gcognostischon und orographisethen yerhaeltnisse des Noerdlichen Per-

siens. 8® St. Petersburg, 1853.
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TWes »)/* BfjoJi'x. Donors*

Jackson, ./awp.?. —Tableau dc diverses vitesses exprimtfes en metres par seconde. 8® Pam.
Paris, 1886. Thb Author.

Kunz, George F,—Precious stoucs. 8"^ Pam. Washington, 1885. The Authob.

Lemoine, M* litiide sur le Neoplagiaulax do la faune 6oceiie inferieure des environs de

Heims. 8° Pam. Paris, 188.3. R. Lydekeeb.

Lbmoine, F«V/o?\—

L

a vigne on champagne pendant les temps gdologiques. 8° Pam.
Clialons, 1884. R. Lydekeeb.

Lydekeeb, Bichard*—A revision of the antelopes of the Siwaliks. 8° Pam. London, 1886.

R. Lydekeeb.

„ Nofe on an apparently new species of Hyopotamus (TI. Picteti,

nobis). 8® Pam. London, 1886. R. Lydekeeb-

„ Note on the generic identity of the genus Esihonyx, Cope, with*

PlatyclKerops, Charlesworlh (=Miolophus, Owen). 8® Pam. London,

1885. R. Lydekeeb.

„ • Note on some Siwalik bones erroneously referred ' to a Struthioid

(DroiJfliPus (?) Sivalensi.s, Lyd!) 8® Pam. London, 1885. R. Lydekeeb.

„ Note on three genera of fossil Artiodactyla, with description of a

new species. 8° Pam. London, 1885. R. Lydekeeb.

Meyeb, The genealogy and the age of the species in the southern Old-Tertiary. Parts

1-2. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1885. ^
R. Lydekeeb.

Murray, James A. new English Dictionary on historical principles
; founded mainly

on the matei4hls collected by the Philological Society. Part 2, 4®.

Oxford, 1885.

Notes on products of the Makura coal-measures exhibited by the Assam Rnilways and •

Trading Co., Ld., at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition* London, 1886.

2ud edition. 8® Pam. Dibrug<arb, 1886.

Revenue and Aobicultubal Department.

Paldontologie Fran^aise. P* sdrie. Animaux InvertdbrAs. Terrains Tertiaircs. Tome I, livr.

1-2 : and 2'“’' sdrie, Vdgdtaux, Tome IV, livr. 34. 8® Paris, 1885-1886.

Peestwich, Joseph.—“ Regional Metamorphism." 8® Pam. London, 1886.

R. Lydekeeb.

Schmidt, Carl Wilhelm.—Die Liparite Islands in geclogisch'er und petrographischer

Beziehung, 8® Pam, Berlin, 1885. The Author.

Thomson, Sir C. Wpville, and Murray, John.—Report on the scientific results of the

voyage of H. M. S. “Challenger" during the years 1873—76. Zoology.

Vols. XII-XJ I L 4® London, 1885.

The^ecretaby of State for India.

Waltenhofen, a. vow.—

U

eher die Therra^n von Gastcin. 8® Pam. Wien, 1885.

The Author,

Waud, Thomas. H. The Indian Coal-mines. Is legislation necessary to regulate their work-

ing? Some remarks on “ The Critic criticised,” by Joseph Chater. 8®

Pam. Calcutta, 1836. The Author.

Zittbl, Karl uI.^-H^ndbueh der Palaeontologie. Band II, Abth. I, lief 6, and Band II,

Abtb. II, lief 4. 8® Muneben, 1885.
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Titles of Books, . Donors*

American Journal of Science. 3rd series. Vol. XXX, No. 180, and XXXI, Nos. 181—182.
8® New Haven, 1886—1886. • Thk Editobs.

American Naturalist. Vol. XIX, Nos. 10—12, and XX, No. 1. 8® Pliiladelphia, 1886—
1886.

Annalen der Physik un^ Cliemio. None Folge. Band XXVI, heft 4, and XXVII, Nos. 1—2.
8®Leipzi«r, 188.6—1886.

Annales des Mines. 8'"® sdrie. Tome VIII, livr. 4—6. 8® Paris, 1886.

L’ADMINS. DBS MlNES

Annales des Sciences Gdologiques. Tome XVII—XVIII. 8® Paris, 1886.

Anndles des Sciences Naturellcs. Botaniqne. 7'"® eerie. Tome II, Nos. 2—6. 8® Paris,

1886.

Annales des Sciences Naturclle.s, Zoologie und Paldontobgic. 6"’^8(5ric. Vol. XIX, Nos. 2

—

3. S'" Paris, 1885.

Annals and IVIagaziiie of Natural History. 6th series. Vol. XVII, Nos. 97—99. 8®

London, 1886. •

Archiv fiir Natnrgescliiclite. Jahrg. LI, heft 4. 8® Berlin, 1886.

Athenajum. Nos. 3034—3045. 4® London, 1885—1886. •

Beiblattcr zu den Annalen dor Physik und Chemie. Band IX, No. 12, and X, Nos. 1—2.

8^ Leipzig, 1885—1886.

Bibliothequo Universello et Revue Sjliisse. 3“* pdriode. Tome XXVIII, Nos. 83—84, and

XXIX, No. 85. 8® La'isannc, 1885—1886.

Bibliotheque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturolles. S'"* pdriode.^

Tome XIV, Nos, 9—12, 8" Geneve, 1885.

Botanischer Jahresbei^icht. Jahrg. XI, Abth. 1, heft 2. 8° Berlin, 1885.

Botanischos Centralbhitt. Band XXIV, Nos. 11—13, and XXV, Nos. 1—9. 8® Cassel*

1885—1886. •

Chemical News. Vol. LII, No, 1360 to LIU, No. 1371. 4® London, 1885—1886.

Colliery Guardian. Vol. L, No, 130.3 to LI, No. 1314. Fol. London, 1886—1886.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LVIll, Nos. 50—52, and LIX, Nos. 1—9. 4^ Stuttgart, 1885—1886*

Geological Magazine. New scries. Decade III, Vol. III. Nos. 1—3, 8® Loudon, 1886.

Iron. Vol. XXVI, No. 675 to XX VII, No. 686. Fol. London, 1885—1886.

Journal de Conchyliologie. 3"^ serie. Tome XXV, No, 3. 8® Paris, 1885.

Journal of Science. 3rd series. V^^l, VII, Nos. 143—144, 8® London, 1885.

• The Editob.

Loadon, Edinburgh and Duhlin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 6th series.

Vol. XXI, Nos. 128—130. 8° London, 1886.

Mining Journal, with Supplement, Vol. LV, No. 2625 to LVI, No. 2636. Fol. London,

1885—1886. •
‘

NiituriB Novitates. Nos. 24—25 (1885), and Nos. 1—4 (1886). 8® Berlin, 1886—1886.

Nature. Vol. XXXIII, Nos. 842-853. 4® London, 1885—1886.

Neues Jahrbuch fiii Mineralogic. Geologic und Palaeontologie. Jahrg. 1886, Band I, heft

1. 8° Stuttgart, 1886. ,
•

Repertorium zum Nencn Jahrbuch fur Miners !ogie,Gcologie und Palaeontologie fiir die Jahr-

gange, 1880—1884, und dio Beilagc-Bjindc I—II. Von Dr. Leopold van

• Werveke. 8® Stuttgart, 1886.

Palaeontographica. B.ind XXXII, lief. I. 4® Stuttgart, 1885.
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Titles of Books. Donors,

Petermann’s Gcographiscbo Mittheilungen. Band XXXI, No. 12, and KXXII, Nos. 1—2*

4® Gotha, 1885—188G.

Pelermann's Geograph ische Mittheilungen. Supplement No, 80- 4® Gotha, 1885,

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3rd series. Vol. III., No. 12. Fisc. Roorkeo,

1885. * ^HOMASON College of Civil ENGiHEEBiNa.

Quarterly Journal of Micro.scopical Science. New scries. Vol. XXVI, No. 101. 8® London,

1835.

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaften. Folge 4. Band IV, heft 4—5. 8® Halle, 1885.

Zoological Record. Vol. XXI. 8® London, 1885.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS. &c.

Titles of Books.
, Donors.

Assam.—Report on the administration of the province of Assam for 1884-85. Fl.se.

,
Shillong, 1886. Chief Commis^ioneb, Assam.

•Bengal.— Quarterly Bengal Army List for £sf January 1886. New series. No. 95. 8®

Calcutta, 1885. Qovebnment of India

„ .Report on the administration of Bengal, 1884-85. Fisc. Calcutta, 1886.

Govebnment of Bengal.

Bombay.—Magnetical and meteorological observations made at the Government Observatory,

Bombay, 1884. 4® Bombay, 1885. i Bombay Obsebvatoby.

„ Report on the administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1884-85. Fisc.

Bombay, 1885. Bombay Govebnment.
IIydebabad.—Report on ibe administration of the ITydeiabad Assigned Districts for

1884*85. Fisc. Hyderabad, 1885. The Resident, Hydeuabad.

India.—Administration report on ibe Indian State Railways from the commencement to the

end of 1879-80, and adminislrjvtion report on Railways in India for

1880-81 to 1884-85. Fisc. Calcutta, Simla, and Roorkee, 1881 to 1885.

Govebnment of India.

„ List of olficers in the Survey Departments corrected to 1st January 1886. Fisc.

Calcutta, 1886. Revenue and Agbicultural Depabtment.

„ Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India in 1885, reduced

and corrected. September and October. 4° Calcutta, 1885-1886.

Meteorological Reporter to Government of India.

„ Selections from the records of the Government of India, Foreign Department. Nos

207, 208 and 210. Fisc. Calcutta, 1885, Foreign Department.

Madras.—Manual of the administration of the Madras Presidency, in illastration of the

records of Government and the yearly administration reports. Vol. II.

Fisc. Madras, 1885. Madras Government.

„ —Report on the administration of the MadrUs Presidenc3
’ durng 1884-86. Fisc,

Madras, 1885. Madras Government.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, Ap., OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, Ac.

Baltimore.—Amerfcan Journal of Mjithematics. Vol. VII, No. 4. 4° Baltimore, 1885.

Johns Hopkins University.

Basel.—Vcrhundlungen der Niiturforschenden Gescllscliaft in Basel. Theil Yll, heft .3..

8® Basel, 1885. TffB Society.
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Belfast.—Koport and Proceodinffs of the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society

for 1881-85. 8° Belfast, 1885. The Society

Beelin.—Sitzungsberichfoder Konig. Prenssischei^Ahadcmie der Wissenscbafteii zu Berlin

Nos. I—XXXIX. 8® Berlin, IfclSo. The Academy.

„ Zcitschrift der Deutschoii Geologis^licri^Qcsellachaft. Band XXXVIT, heft 3. 8°

Beilin, 1885. The Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. XVI, No. 43.

8® Bombay, 1885. The Society.

Boston.—Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History. Vol. III., No. 11. 4® Boston.

1886. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History. Vol. XXII., part 4,

and XX III, part 1. 8° Boston, 1884-1885. The Society.

Brussels.—Bulletin de la Socidtd Uoyale Beige de Gdographie* Anndc IX, Nos. 5-— G. 8®

Bruxelles, 1885. The Society.

„ Bulletin du Musde IJoyal d’ llistoire Naturellc do Belgique. Tome IV, No. 1.

8° Brux(*llo.s 1885. • The Mcseum.

Bucharest.—Anuamlu Biuroului Gcol>»gii;u. No. 1, 1882-83, No 2, 1883-81, and No. 1,

1881. 8® Bucharest, 1881-85. Geolooicil Bureau, Bucharest*

Budapest.—Tevuieszetraj/d Fiizetek. Vol. IX, Nos. 3--1. 8° Budapest, 1885.

Tub lIuNQABiAN National Museum.

Buenos Atues.—Boletin do la Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba. Tomo VllI,

No. 1. 8^ Buenos Aiiv.s 1885. The Academy*
Calcutta.—Calcutta University Calendar, 1880. 8® Calcutta, 1885.

II. B. Medlicott,

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. New .scries. Vol. LIV, part I, Nos.

3—4. 8° Calcutta, 1885. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. IX—X. 8° Calcutta,

1SS5-86. The Society*

„ Records of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. XIX, part I. 8® Calcutta,

1880. Geological Survey of India*

„ Survey of India Department. Notes for November and December 1885, and

January 18S0. Fisc., C.ilcutta, 1885-1 vS80. Survey op India.

Cambridge, Mass.—Annual repprt of the Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology

• for 1884-85. 8® Cambridge, Mass., 1885. The Museum.

„ Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XII, No. 2. 8®

Cambridge, Mass., 1885. The Museum.

„ Memoirs of the Mi^eum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. X, Nos. 2 and

4, and XIV, No. 1, iiart 1. 4® Cambridge, Mass., 1885. •
-

The Museum.

Copenhagen,—Mdmoires do I’Acndemie Royale do Copeuliague. O"*^ sdrie. Vol. Ill, Nos.

1 and 3. 4® Copeiihaguc, 1885. The Academy.

„ Oversigt over det Koug. dunske Videnskabernes Seljkabs. No. 2. 8® Co-

penhagen, 1885. The Academy.

Dbesden.—Sitzungsberichte uud Abhandliingen dcT Naturwissenscbaftlichcn Gesellschaft

Isis in Dresden. Jahrg. 1885. 8® Dresden, 1886. The Society.

Dublin.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland. New series. Vol. VI, part

3. 8® Dublin, 1880. The Society.
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Dublin.—ProcN'odinj^s of the Royal Irish Academy. Series II, Vol. IT, Polite literature and

antiquities, Nos. 6—6. Series II, Vol. IV, Science, Nos. 1—4.
8**

Dublin, 1884-85. • The Academy-
o

„ Royal Irish Academy, Todd Lecture Series. Vol. II, part 1. Irish Lexicograph}'

:

an introductory lectui^by Robert Atkinson. 8° Dublin, 1885.

The Academy.

,, Traiihaclions of the Hoyal Irish Academ3\ Science. Vol. XXVIIT, Nos. 14—^20,

4° Dublin, 1883—1885. The Academy.

Edinburgh.—Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vol. II, Nos. 1—2. 8° Edinburgh, 188(>.

The Scottish Geographical Society.

Geneva.—Mdmoirea de la Societo do Physique et d’Histoire Naturelle. Tome XXIX, part

1. 4° Geneve, 1884-85. The Society-

Habrisbubg.—Reports of ])rogresa of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. A A
Atlas, Fo, K„ P. Vol. Ill, P.„ R„ R,, Atlas, T,, X Atlas, and Z. 8“

. Harrisburg, 1884-1885. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

Leidk.—Annales de L’Eoole Ptily technique de Pelft. Livr. 3—4. 4° Loide, 1885.

iScoLE Polytechniqde, Delft.

London.—Catalogue of the Fossil Mammalia in the British Museum, (Natural history).

Part II. By R. Lydekker. 8° London, 1885. The Museum,

„ Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol.

XV. Nos. 2—3. 8® London, 1885-1886.

„ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New series-

Vol. XVIII, part 1. 8® London, 1886. The Society.

,, Journal of the Society of Arts. Vol. XXXI V, Nos. 1725*—1737. 8“ London,

1885-1880. The Society.

„ Mineralogical Magazine and .Tournal of the Minoralogical Society. Vol. VI,

No. 30. 8^* London, 1885.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Sradoty. New series. Vol. VIT, Nos.

11—12, and VIII, Nos. 1—2. 8® London, 1885-1886. The Society.

„ , Proceedings of the Royal Society. Vol. XXXIX, No. 239. 8” London, 1886.

• The Society.

„ Prooeeding.s of the Zoological Society of Loudon for 1885. Part III. 8® Loudon^

1885. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. XLI, No, 164. With list of

Members for 1885. 8® London, 1885. The Society.

Madrid.—Boletin de la SociedaJ Geografica de MadrieJ^ Tomo XIX, Nos. 5—6. 8® Madrid.

1885. f The Society*

Manchester.—Memoirs of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. 3rd series.

Vol. VIII. 8® Loudon, 1884. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. Vols.

XXKI and XXIV. 8® Manchester, 1884-1886. The Society.

„ Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society. Vol, XVIII, parts

12—13. 8® Manchester, 1885* The Society.

Milano.—Atti della Societa Italiaim di Scieiize Natumli. Vol. XXVII, fasc. 1—3. 8®

Milano, 1884-1885. The Society.
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Montreal.—Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Contributions to Canadian
Palffiontology, Vol. I, part 1. By J. F. Whitoaves. 8® Montreal. 1886,

• The Suevey.
NbwcastlE'ON-Tynb.—Transactions of the Norih of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. V(d. XXXV, part 1. 8® Newcastle, 1886.

The Institute.

Paris.—Bulletin do la Socidtd do Gdographie. 7™'“ sdrie. Tome VI, Nos. 3—4. 8® Paris.

1885. Thb Society.

„ Comptc Rendu des Seances de la Soci^td de Gdographie. Nos. 19—20 (1886), and

Nos. 1—5 (18S6). 8® Paris, 1885-1886. Thk Society,

„ Bulletin de la Socidte Gdoh^gique de France. 3“'*^ serie. Tome XIV, No. 1. 8®

Paris, 1886. The Society.

Paris.—Mdmoires de la Society Gcologiquo de France. 3"“^ sdrie. Tome IV, No. 1. 4*

Pari.s, 1885. . The Society,

Philadelphia.—»Tournal of the Franklin Institute. 3rd scries. Vol. XC, No. 6, and

, XCl, Nos. 1-2. 8® Philadelphia, 1885—1886. The Institute.

„ Proceedings of tlie Ameritan Philosophical Society. Vol. XXII, No. 120,

8® Philsulolphia, 1885. The Society.

Pisa.—Atti della Sooieta Toscana di Scienze Naturali. Processi Verhali. Vol. Y, pp. 1—40.

8® Pisa, 1885. The Society.

Shanghai.—Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New series. Vol. XX,
No, 4. 8° Shangfiai, 1885. The Society.

Singapore.—Journal of the Straits Brai ^‘h of the Royal Asiatic Society. No. 15. 8® Singa-

pore, 1885. The Society.

„ Straits| Bninclv of theRo^al Asiatic Society. Notes and queries. No, 2.

8® Singapore, 1885. The Society.

Tokio.—Memoirs of the Science Department, University of Tokio. No. 6. 8° Tokio, 1881.

Revenue and Agricultural Department.

,, Transactions of the Seismological Society of Japan. Vols, III and VIII. 8® Tokio,

1881 and 1885. R. D. Oldham.

Venice.—Atti del Reale I.stiUito Venetodi Scienze. Lettcre cd Arti. Serio 5, Tomo VIII,

No. 7, and Serie 6, Tomo I, No. 4. 8° Venezia, 1881— 1883.

• The Institute.

„ Memorie del Real Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettoro ed Arti. Vol. XXI, part. 3.

• 4° Venezia, 1882. The Institute.

Vienna.—Annalen des K. K. Nuturhistorischon Hofinuseums. Band I, No 1, 8® Wien,

1886. The Museum.

„ Jahrbuchder K. K. Geologiscben Reichsanstalt. Band XXXV, heft 4. 8® Wien,

1885. Tire Institute.

„ Verhandlungen der K. K. Gcologischen Reichsanstalt. Nos. 14—1 8 (1886) and

No. 1 (1886.) 8® Wien, 1885—1886. The Institute.

Washington.—Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution for

1883. 8® Washington, 1886.
* * The Institution.

„ Fourth annual report of the U, S, Geological Survey, 1882-83. 8® Wash-,

ington, 1884. U. S. Geological Survey.

„ Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences. Vol. Ill, part. 1. 4® Wash-

ington, 1885. The Academy.
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Washington.—Proceeding's of the National Academy of Sciences. Vol. T, part. 2. 8®

Washinf'ton, 1884. Thb Academy.

„ Report of the National Acadamy of Sciences for 1883 and 1884. 8® Wash-

ington, 1884—1885. The Academy.

Yokohama.—Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan. Vol. XITI, part. 2. 8® Yoko-

hama, 1885. The Society.

MAPS.

Hartn geologica generala a Romaniei lucrata de memhni Biuroiilin Geologic suh directinnea

domiiului Gr. Stofanescu. Bucharest. Geol. Bukeau, Buchakkst.

Dated April 16th, 1886,

Gorernmeut of Indio Central Priiitinir Offiee.—No, 38 S. G. S.—29-4-86.—720.







RECORDS
OP

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Part 8.] 1886. [August.

Oeologioal SJcelch of the Vizagapatam District, Madras; hy William King,

D.Sc., Sujjerintendant^ Geological Survey of India*

Jntboductory.

Tho regular operations of the Surrey Tiavo not yet been carried further north

along tho east coast than the southern limits of tho Vizagapatam district; but,

while on deputation last September with a view to ascertaining the possibility of

artesian boring in Vilkianagrum, I had an opportunity, through tho facilities

BO graciously afforded me by His Highness the Maharajah of Vizianagrum and by

the Rajah of Bobbili, of examining & good deal of the central and northern por-

tions of the country, the results of which are now given as a preliminary and

tentative sketch.^

Artesian exploration,—Tho endeavour to obtain water by an artesian well had

indeed been already made, in 1884, to the extent of boring into the crystalline rocks

to a depth of 350 feet ; the visible result being a well of exceedingly small dia-

meter (6 inches at the moat), holding water at some 30 feet below the sur-

face of the grq|ind. The story is simple and suggestive. The papers relating to

artesian wells, already contributed to these Records by the Director of the Geo.

logical Survey, show the conditions under which subterranean waters having a

tendency to rise over the ground surface may be expected to exist
;
the most pro-

mising in India being those of porous strata occurring in extensive allu;nal tracts

having an increasing landward rise and supposable reception of water at the

higher level. A notablis exemplification is that of the alluvial deposits of Pondi-

cherry which were tapped successfully some seven years ago : and as a conse-

quenoe, ever since that time, hopeful looks have been cast at coastal and even

inland alluvial plains. There is, however, no alluvial tract worthy of the

name at Vizianagrum. Hard gneiss occurs in the immediate neighbourhpod

* My examination of Vizagapatam itself wae also moat obligingly facilitated by RajHli Q. N.
]

Gajapati Row, whose kiuilncsses 1 had olready experienced many years before in Madrasi

* A
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of the town which is also environed by stretches of rising rocky ground or

hillocks and even hills of considerable height of the same class of rock
;
so that,

on the face of it, no rising water conld be expected. A mistaken idea has

also arisen that the mere presencebf hilly ground near or at a distance holds out

a prospect of subteiranean waters having a head, on which account the Elephant

Hill or Chota Himalaya close at hand, or the lofty Oalikonda range 30 miles to

the west, used to be brought into the argument without any consideration of the

fissured or jointed condition, or discontinuous stratification of the crystalline

rocks forming them. However, the exigencies of the town as regards water-supply

are such, that an artesian well was thought of as the possibly most convenient and

even economical way of meeting them. In due time, two Canadian oil-well pros-

pectors turned up, who, after a little concession to the Brahmin augurs, fixed

upon a site on the fort glacis, and in time pierced several kinds of highly quartzose

gneiss with the result mentioned above. A convenient force pump, called an

American Artesian Pump, for raising water at any rate, was also judiciously pro-

vided
;
and as water did not rise, this was brought into play. Concerning its

action the following extract from the Canadian Engineer’s report is significant :

—

** Based on a long experience of these pumps, I should say that the stream

pumped would yield about 4,000 to 5,000 gallons per diem. The yield would

have been increased by running the pumps faster.” Mr. T. D. Harris, the

Executive Engineer of Vizagapatam, was subsequently deputed to examine the

works and from his report it is only necessary here to quote as follows :
—“ All then

being in order, the pump was started at \ past 4 o’clock and worked to a J

past 6 o’clock, exactly an hour
;
during this period there was no hitch or stoppage

whatever, but the quantity of water pumped was at the rate of only ^ a cubic foot

per minute, or 30 cubic feet per hour, when the well was pumped perfectly dry.

The water was sweet and wonderfully discoloured, and particularly the last stuff

brought up being a dark bluish mud. The pump 1 may state was put down to a

depth of 344 feet or nearly the bottom of the boring ;
thus it will be seen that

pumping by steam oxen or coolie labour is absolutely out of the question, there

being no water to pump.”

At first sight, the general question of the artesian capabilities of the district

does not appear so absolutely hopeless as this particular one of Vizianagram
; for

an examination of the Atlas Sheet No. 108, which displays most of the country,

gives the impression that the extensive tract to the north of the Vizianagrum

hills is more or less of a great plain largely made up of alluvial tracts belonging

to the Ohicacole river system, and to a smaller extent of the Eonadah river

drainage.
.
Even on the ground itself, and to a^ experienced man well acquainted

with the district, the appearance is as of a wide sea of alluvium, out of which the

ridges and hill masses rise like so many islands. In reality, however, the low

country is rather rugged and rocky, somewhat smoothed down by a thin covering

of debris; while there are only very narrow belts of alluvium bordering the

rivers. These fatter tracts too are not only very narrow they are also shallow

and crossed at intervals in the bends of the rivers by barriers of rook ; and thus,

although they have considerable inland length and rise, any porous and water-

holding strata occurring in them must frequently be broken in continuity. It is
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indeed a peculiarity of the Vizagapatam low country, as compared with the
east coast plains of the Madras Presidency to the southward, that it should

so singularly devoid of wide and extensive landward-tailing alluvial stretches.
•

Geologioaz.

Physical features.—The district is an essentially picturesque one, and in phy.

sical aspect it differs a good deal from nearly all the southern portion of the east

coast. Up to this parallel, the Coromandel is distinguishable as a broad belt of

low land or plain edging the sea, having distant hills and, in the more northern

portion, a decided mountain barrier broken only once by the broad valley of the

Kistna, as the western back-ground. The hilly barrier bearing the general name
of the Eastern Gh&ts is, towards Vizagapatam, supplemented by a series of paral-

lel N.E.-S.W. ridges which approach nearer and nearer to the coast
;
or by outly-

ing ridges and hill groups which at last in tho neighbourhood of the town itself

assume a more eastward trend running straight at the sea by the group ending

in the Dolphin’s Nose on the south side or by the much larger whale-back mass

of Kailassa to the north.^ The latter raifge is continued by its strata in yet more

northerly lines along the coast by Bimlipatam, and finally, about the parallel of

Konadah, turns inland again into connection with the Elephant Hill*or Chota.

Himalaya group between which and the Vizagapatam hills lies tho proper plain

of V^izianagrum largely broken up by further systems of ridges, isolated hills, or

low reefy hillocks, all running or lying in straight or curved lines having a more

or less N.E.-S.W. direction. Northward of the Vizianagrum hills again lies the

much more extensive and open country drained by the Chicacole river, still

streaked however by^scattered hills. At the same time, the distinctive feature

of the western main barrier still remains, some 40 miles inland, speciallized by

tho Galikonda range with its blunt cusps rising up to heights of from 4,000 to

over 5,000 feet; the whole forming the highest portion of the step or ghat

loading to the wide uplands of the Jeyporo and Bastar territories.

The western hill tract is however as yet little known or appreciated either for

its scenery or its climate. The structure and beauty of the district are, in fact,

best known in tho neighbourhood of the three principal towns, or more specially

on the coast where indeed it is not to be wondered at that admiration has always

been excited. JL suppose no mdfe cheering and, to a certain extent, somewhat Euro-

pean prospect could bless the eyes of men wearied with the monotonous and ap-

parently endless streak of low sandy tract with fringing palmyra palms, or pan-

danns clumps, or the later introduced casuarina plantations, of all the eastern shore

from Point Galamere to the Northern Circars, than that of Vizagapatam with its

headland and the other hilly surroundings. It is here too that, for the first time,

European residents can have their bungalows planted, as at Waltair (Ulteru), on

a partially tree-grown rocky ridge whence they can look out over the sea, or watch

it tumbling in at the foot of the great headland, from a vantage ground run-

ning up to 239 feet over sea-level ; or can point to such a pretty indentation as

Lawson’s Bay and its picturesque environment of hills. In dull and stormy

* The name Kailassa was 1 believe given to this hill by Mr. E. C. G. Thomas, late M. C. S.

;

it is a part of the Sri Simbaslinlum temple range.

• a2
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weatheT the Vizagapatam coast might be a bit of English sca-bord: at other times

'with all the glorious colouring of the evening or the morning it might Yie 'with part

of the Riviera; the once Dutch town of Bimlipatam with its bright and vari-coloured

fort and houses nestling among garden trees at the foot and up the lower slopes

of a big flat-topped hill whose deep-'red face is scored with brown purple streaks

of rocky outcrop, even Icnjding colour to such a passing dream of the Italian coast.

Formations ,—W Jieri the rocks of a district are so agreeably brought before the

eye as is the case liere, it is only natural that interest in and some knowledge of

them should have been aroused and attained long ago
;
and as it happens more

easily so from the fact that the formations are few and well-marked. The only

original work however referring to the geology of the distnet is that of Dr. Benza,

who in 1835 accompanied the then Governor of Madras on a tour through the

Northern Circars, and wliose diary was subsequently published in the Madi'as

Journal of Literature and Science.^ Extracts from this diary, and some later

information, are also to be found in Mr. Carmichaers admirable Manual of

the Vizagapatam district.

I’he almost universtil prevalence of ci^stalline rocks was indeed to be infen*ed

from Dr. Benza’s interesting notes and from what had been learned afterwards in

the survej^ of the Godaveiy district ^ where the garnetiferous gneisses of Bezvada

constitute nearly the wliolc of the hill ranges there as they are striking duo

north-eastward into the Nortliern Circars. lu was hardly to be expected on.

the other hand that the Gondwdna rocks of Ellorc, <fec., or the overlying crotaceo-

cocono traps and associated fossiliferous beds, with the succeeding sandstone and

laterite of the llajahmundry neighbourhood, Trending as they do gradually to-

w'ards the sea-coast, where one at least of them ends in tho low ridge of Inna-

parazpulliam, could occur again to the northward beyond the seaward headlands

of gneiss in Vizagapatam. Such in fact is the case, and, save these crystalline

rocks, there are only such other deposits as are of recent or post-pliocene age,

and even of these only very iew. Dr. Benza considered indeed that the coastal

laterite occurs as a capping to the Bimlipatam hill ; but such a particular

development is not borne out by the facts of the case, the lateritoid character

of poi*tionB of the summits of that hill being in reality a result of change oralteiu.-

tion of the weathered or decomposed parts of the garnetiferous gneiss followed

by ferruginous infiltration, or, what may be called for want of better term,

lateritization. Dr. Benza was no doubt misled by appearances; for the hill

is on certain views flat-topped, as by a capping of some other rock than that of

the body of the hill, though not with the scarped edges implied in his descriptions
;

and then there was all the tendency to seize on such^n exposure of lateritoid rock as

being only a further occurrence of a formation which is so stronglj developed along

the greater part of the eastern coast. The facts of the case are that there is no

capping on the hill, neither is it flat-topped for any breadth or length
;
on the

contrary, it is raihijr rugged with the outcropping edges of nearly vertical strata of

quartzose and garnetifei'ous gneiss striking nearly enst and west; while certain more

easily weathered beds have on their exposed faces put on the semblance of laterite.

» Vol. V., 1S37. * Seo Mt-moira G. S. of I. XVI., Part 8.
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It may be that isolated occurrences of the Madras coastal laterite exist, or that

oven a verj different form of deposit, shortly to be described, may be representative

of it
; but such other lateritoid rock as 1 did see is similar to what has been

described, or is the result of another very cdlnmon agent, namely, ferruginous

wash by which all sorts of debris may be (^t^mented into a mol's or less hard con-

glomerate or breccia.

Recent and Post^Pliocene Deposits, —Under tiiis head come blown sands, newer

alluvium, lateritic wash, surface soils or other surface accumulations of rock

debris, and some peculiar red sands, most of which, with the exception of the

alluvium, in so far as it boro on the particular object of my visit, came but

slightly under my notice. The blown sands arc only very local in their accu-

mulation occurring for the most part as a very narrow thin belt, or as occasional

strong drifts blown inland for some distance up the valleys between the coastal

ranges of hills, or even up the slopes of some of these itogos themselves. A
very noticeable and big drift occurs between Vizsgapatam and Waltair, which
commencing as a slight shore edging of dunes at the outflow of the Hanavan-

tumaka stream at tlie northern end of*the Waltair ridge, keeps gradually but

slowly increasing in width down to Scandal Point when it suddenly spreads

westward up the little ravine of the Club-house nala and so well up along

the southern flank of Rock Hill, completely filling up the wide hollow between

this and the next hill to the s(>ath at Vizagapatam and ultimately plunging

down the western slopes to the edge of the back-water. At the same time,

the shore line of sand heaps is cjintinuod on to the end of the rocky spit on

which tlie native town and fort are built. Local opinion is divided as to where

this great drift came from, a strong idea holding ground that it must in some

inconceivable way have drifted from tho lagoon side; there can be no doubt

however of its having been blown in4and from the sea-shore by the strong north-

east winds, tho effect of which was deadened by tho heavier rains, while a good

deal of the sand is drifted back by the drier winds from tho west and south-west.

The seemingly overwhelming aspect of this great tumbling sheet comipg in over

tho saddle between the two hills, is very striking from the low lagoon level. It

is curious too to reflect how this apparently fortuitously stayed sand drift is

after all perhaps the very saving of the town in one respect, namely, as regards

much of its sj^pply of fresh-water ;
for all the shore wells, of which there are

many, and some of those on the back-water side, are dependant on the moisture

absorbed by it.

Waltair Bed Sands .—Considerable local interest has been long centered in

a remarkable and puzzling bright-red sandy deposit occurring over nqpst of the

northern half of the Waltair rocky ridge. The deposit itself is an even-textured,

rather fine-grained, tolerably well compacted or coherent but still soft, slightly

clayey sand ; or rather a thick accumulation of fine white quartz sand, having

a very slight admixture of black iron i^rains, held toocther by a thin matrix or

medium of dark-red ferruginous clay, 1 1 shows no lamination ; so that at 'first

sight it struck me as possibly an old blown-santf compacted by ferruginous infil-

tration, a view which was however effectually dispelled by my finding a thin skin

of pebbly debris forming its base in the few places whei-e its junction with the
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rooky floor is seen. It haa been likened, and not Tntbont reason, to the material

of tbe ant-bills so common over all red sand tracts. Tbe physical aspect of the

deposit is also noticeable
;
for it spreads out from the northern flanks of the

rugged Bock Hill as a broad high!"down the seaward slope of which is abruptly

denuded and deeply scored by a set of short and steep-sided gullies giving passage

to the many strong water-courses of the upland prior to their short run across^

or absorption by, the shore belt of blown-sand. This high-lying red-sand tract

is also separated entirely from the Kailassa hills to the north by the valleys of

the Hanavantumaka stream, and the backwater drainage on the western side.

The base and slopes for a considerable height, 100 feet or so, of the Bimlipa-

tam hill are also plastered over as it were by a similar deposit, the inner shore for

some distance to the south of the hill being strongly covered and marked by it.

Other patches shew at intervals, but not so prominently, further northward

towards the Chicacole river.

I suppose the features which strike most people are the brilliant red colour as

contrasted with the dark rock forming the core of the ridge and the great pale

coloured sheet of blown-sand
; the suddenly developed and deeply cut little gullies •

and above all the isolation from any apparent source for the deposit by. denuda-

tion of loftier ground, for by no conception could the material have been derived

from the wearing down of Bock Hill for instance.

It is just this isolation and prominence of display which have, I think, had

considerable influence in distracting attention from the very common and prevalent

occurrence of a similar deposit not only elsewhere in the district, but over the

greater part of the eastern low-country of Soufti India : it is only necessary to go

some 4 miles along the road to Yizianagmm to find red sands with similar features

of denudation very well displayed beyond the village of Nellur, a short distance off

the road on the left-hand side
;
and many ether tracts of a like kind may be mot

with further inland, even right up to the base of the Oalikonda lange t30

miles west of Vizianagrum. Indeed, were the Vizagapatam district lowered a

hundred feet or so, one might picture the sea baying in among all the beauti-

ful hills and ridges and lapping alongside of many a red-sand tract at their

feet similar nearly in every way to that of Waltair. Only, the proviso must

be here made, that it was not necessarily lowering of the land, but rather eleva-

tion which helped to give its isolated character to the Waltair tract.

In other words, I would say that this tract and the others on the same coast

are but remnants of the red-sand and gravelly deposits formation so prevalent all

over the coastal plains of Southern India, particularly round the hilly regions

in the Trichinopoly, Salem, and South Arcot Districts
;
or in the neighbourhood

of the quartzite hills to the north-west of Madras Uself ; or in the Cuddapah and

Kumool districts ;
or, again, over much of the Godavari district and up the Goda-

vari river valley, and which, in so far as they have yielded numerous palaaolithio

stone implements^ belong presumably to the older or post-pliocene alluviums.

.Here, in Waltair, it is merely a sandy deposit, at least none of the underly-

ing or associated gravels, so common in other tracts, are visible
; but there can be

little doubt that it is of the same kind and age as the deposits indicated whether

it was laid down as a great sand bank partly in fresh water, or in the sea
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which once stretched over a considerable portion of what is now the Visagapa-

tam low-country. The colour is more intense certainly than I have ever seen

among the inland tracts, but that may be due in part to contrast with the asso-

ciated colours of sea, sky, rock, sand, and vegeitation which themselves are usually

intense. Proximity to marine atmospheric nnflucnces may also have had some
effect. The curions denudation is on the other hand quite a common feature in

the inland tracts where there is nearly always a broad plain, or gently sloping and
broad terrace across which shallow nalas pursue a devious course much like those

on the smaller scale at Waltair ; the outer edge being nearly always abruptly

denuded into sharp steps and Ifttlo cliffs broken by the numerous gullies and
rifts leading off the gathered streams of the upper levels.

The Waltair tract is however unique in its isolation, and in the feet of the

sands being piled up or spread out over so high a part of the ridge
; the two rocky

hills already described having no very decided elevation over it. I can only ven-

ture to suggest that this isolation is either th^ result of considerable denudation

of a great hajik which formerly extended northwards across the Hanavantumaka
stream and on to the Bimlipatam hiH

; or preferably that localized sand banks
were piled or collected around the then sunken hills, in postpliocene times.

The subsequent elevation of land involved in this view is considerable, at least 200
feet; but that is only in accordance Tvith the evidence afforded at many other

places in the Madras low countrj : notably by the groat shingle banks far inland

on the light bank of the Penner river in the Nellore district, or the much
huger and thicker ones gathered rjund the foot of the Nagaloparam hills north-

west of Madras.^ ^
Orystalline or Aerch(Ban Bochs.—During the survey of the Kistna and Godavari

districts in former years, 1 had found that a presumably newer and more
decidedly bedded form of gneiss td that usually met with in the Madras Presi-
dency began to show in the neighbourhood of Bezvada, forming the group of
hills there narrowing the passage of the Kistna to its proper delta. These
J3ezvada gneisses,^ as I then called the subdivision embracing tlie many varieties
of essentially garnetiferous and schistose rooks, are continued all along th6
eastern faces of the hilly portions of the Godavari district into that of
Vizagapatam in a generally north-eastward direction; gradually widening out

«

* While ott the flubjoct of change of land level, it may be as well to notice a prevalent idea
that depreiBion is now going on, or at least has taken place within the memory of man. It is
generally believed, for instance, that a cave at the base of the l)olphin»g Nose headland was
once approachable by a path now covered at all tides by the sea; and the Revd. Dr. Hay of the
liondon Mission was said to have actually made the journey to the cave in his younger days.
On writing to my very esteemed friend, he replied ; « When I came here 45 years ago, old
men told me that when they wore boys they could walk round the Dolphin's Nose. I ha^ no
other evidence of the fact; but at the time I refer fo, the sea was rapidly encroaching on
the land and had reached the European lines on the south side of the battery. It was then that
Captain, now Sir, Arthur Cotton threw down those groynes, some six or eight of them. Between them
the sand was raised again in a very short time and now there is a good gravelled road all along
the beach which the tide never touches. An immense Kheumntation of sand Was also floated seiu
ward from the entrance towards the Custom Houses exposing old wells, Ac.'*

^Memoirs Oeol. Sur. of India. Vol. XVI, Part 8, p, 12.
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on either side, but always nearing the coast, until not far beyond the northern

limit of the former district they form some picturesque hills on the sea-shore and
henceforward become the prevalent rock of the countiy from the coast to well

beyond the edge of the western hilla- or mountains of the Goluconda (or Golkonda),
and Galikonda ranges bordering on the State of Jeypore. Perhaps, under this

greater, or rather universal prodominande of such rocks in this district, the term
Yizagapatam gneisses might be more appropriate than the one I had originally

adopted; but, at best, the selection of terms as yet is a mere matter of con-

venience, while gneiss is about as descriptive,a designation as can

be applied. At the same time, the occasion has not yet arrived, nor indeed

have the rocks been closely enough examined or studied, for the placing them
with any definiteness as a group or subdivision in the crystalline series

;
though

it may be said that they lie in such a manner with regard to the other gneisses

to the north and westward, and present such features of constitution and lesser

amount of alteiution or metamorphism that they may well be considered as

one of its newer subdivisions.

The presence of common brown or purple-brown iron garnets (mostly weather-

ed or more or loss decomposed into rusty brown masses) in greater or less abun-

dance—rarely absent altogether—is the striking accidental characteristic of the

many varieties of gneiss. A further characteristic is that the felspar is very often

that variety or species called Murcldsonite, a peciiliar brilliantly glistening (when

in good sized-masscs) bronze red, flesh-coloured, or even white mineral most easily

cleaved in two directions sometimes with curved faces ;
bub whether in large masses

or distributed in a coarsely crystalline granulaAray through the rock, helping

greatly towards its reddish or purple brown colour. The diHe^ent kinds of gneiss

which mcLy be picked up sometimes within a small area are numerous, but the

more prominent of these may bo reduced to so,pie three or four which it will bo

convenient to designate temporarily; while any attempt which is here made
regarding their relation to one another must bo considered as very tentative

indeed and liable to re-adjustment or even entire reversal in the detailed sur-

veys to be made hereafter.

Kailassa gneiss,—The commonest and most prominently exposed form is a

generally dark purple-coloured (weathering brown or red) massive but strongly

foliated or rather laminated rock of white or grey quartz and I'cddish or pale

coloured felspar with some mica, largely charged or scattered through with iron

garnets of all sizes, either singly or in masses or in amorphous laminas which are

often well sustained. The garnets, are sometimes fairly crystalline in form.

The more quartzose varieties often weather into what looks like a coarsely

laminated lerrugpnous sandstone spotted and blotched with loisted garnets, or

with strong laminae of those decomposed stones. Such gneisses mainly consti-

tute all the larger ridges and groups of hills ; such as the great Kailassa mas-

sif north of Yizagapatam, or the Dolphin’s Nose range to the south, or the

huge and lofty (neaHy 2,000 feet) range ofi the Chota Himalaya or Elephant Hill

to the north of Yizianagi'um. ^

Vidanagmm gneiss .—A second well-marked but not nearly so common or

well-exposed form is that on which the town and cantonment of Yizianagrum
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are built. It occurs as a broad east and west band coining in from the westward
plains, and immediately east of the town curves round northwards past the PhuU
bagh reassuming a western course under the southern flanks of the Elephant hilL
It thus underlies the Kailassa gneiss of theaippcr part of that hill the beds of
which are dipping to the northward at 30^ to 60®; though a narrow band of
the next variety to be described comes in*between the two. It is a generally very
massive grey or bufl'-grey (weathering nearly black or dark^brown) quartzo-

felspathic gneiss, only very slightly ^ foliated
; not at all unlike some of the hard

massive gneisses of Southern India, and presenting much the same smooths
haunched hills the rounded contours of which are occasionally broken by groups
of loose disjointed subcuboidal and tabular blocks, or by occasional tor-like masses.

Several small but conspicuous hills of this kind lie to the westward and north-

westward of the cantonment. A tract of lower and more rugged knolled out-

crops of a coarser and rather granitoid variety of the same rock lies to the east

and north of Vizianagrum itself. Tho strike is, as already stated, about B.—
W . for the cantonment and town range, the dip being high to southward or even
vertical : and it was in such high dipping and hard rocks that the attempt at an
artesian well was made. Occasional bands of more felspathic constitution or even
seams of almost pure white murchisonite are associated with this variety of gneiss.

Quarhose Gneiss.—It is unfortunate, as far as uniformity of nomenclature ia

concerned, that I cannot give
f, local name to this variety

; but this is hardly
worth consideration where the rock is so easily recognizable by its constitution and
by tho manner in which it streaks the surface of the country with its conspicuoua
white reefs and ridges, particularly in the open country between the Kailassa and
Elephant ranges, or again in tho wide tracts to the north-west in the direction
of the Bobbin territory. Tho most conspicuous outcrop is a long low mound-
like hill a couple of miles to the nouth-west of Vizianagrum. The white colour of

this variety is remarkable, and this with the manifest ridgy outcrops has of
course lent considerable w^eight to the idea that the rock is really a vein
rock, and that the presumed quartz-reefs of Vizianagpmm must of necessity
be auriferous. That tho development is not one of quartz-veins, though there
has no doubt been considerable local infilti'ation of silica at certain points along-
side and through the beds of quartz-rock themselves, is a fact beyond all

question. The rock, however* white coloured and amorphous it may be at places^

is when followed for any distance soon found to be distinctly bedded, laminated,
and sometimes granular even to the extent of being manifestly a highly
altered sandstone. One only has to examine the outcrop of the upper l«nd
along the southern base of the Chota Himalaya, eastwards from the point where
the ghat crosses it. Here there has been tremendous crush ; and the rock in its

conditions of amorphousness jointing and cleavage is scarcely distinguishable
from a vein quartz, while it is rather twisted out of strike and is nearly vertical.

To the eastward, however, the normal noithward dip is sooq resumed, and the
change to a well bedded and laminar dSspoaition ia quite plain within a range
of half a mile, even with two or three further intervals of violent crush.

As a rule, however, the rock is more a quartz-schist than a quartzite, that is, it

* See also Dr. Benza’s account; previous reference, p. 69.
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is seldom finely granular or compact, more generally coarsely crystalline granular

and somewhat open textured consisting almost entirely of ruggedly CTystalline

particles or masses of white or generally yellow and ferruginously stained quartz

confusedly massed together
;
hut in well defined beds of all thicknesses. There is a

certain admixture of white or pink felspar fillingup the interstices whichon weather-

ed surfaces are hollow and give the rock' the rough open textuie it often presents.

In some of the very coai'se varieties, the irregular masses of quartz are half an inch

across ; and, on joint surfaces, these show in certain lights a sort of adamantine

lustre, rather unumual in this mineral. Some of the bods are micaceous and

schistose, as in the outcrops 5 or 6 miles N.N.W. of Bimlipatam : while there

are also associated beds and scams of more or less felspathic constitution.

Such are the principal and most marked varieties of the Vizagapatara

gneisses : at least these are they which would force themselves by their occur-

rence in prominent outcrops on the notice of the observer in a series of rapid

traverses like those on which this sketch is constructed. At the same time, there

must be many other varieties hidden beneath the superficial covering of the

plains which can only be ascertained by close work. One of them, appearing

perhaps more frequently than others, especially between Bobbili and Parvati-

pur, is an extremely coarse and sometimes ropy-looking rock consisting of

thick (Y to 1'') but exceedingly irregular and broken twisted laminas of quartz

(with garnets), felspar, and mica (crowded n^th garnets). Mica occurs with

the other laminae too : so that generally the rock might bo called an extremely

coarse micaceous gneiss, I he laminae are seldom steady in the direction of the

dip, that is, they are broken by corrugations, though more so on the strike. As a

consequence, on ci'oss fractures the aspect is given of a v,ery coarse granite^

porphyritic with big masses of quartz or felspar. Most of the milestones along

the Parvatipur high road, beyond Bobbili, are of this stone, and look very like

blocks of coarse porphyry.

Gneisses of the Galikonda hill tract ,—An opportunity, under the guidance of

Mr. H. G. Turner, C.S., the Collector and Agent of the district, was afforded me
of visiting this region and of thus making a traverse as far as the verge of tho

Jeypore territory, over a considerable thickness of gneisses which by their lie

appear to be subjacent to or older than any of the bands or subdivisions already

described. They are, at any rate, all dipping to* the east- south-eastward : at

first on the skirts of tho hills about Bodara and thence westwards to the first

ascent (1,000 feet) below Raiavalsa, at high angles
;
and then at lower and

lower inclinations until, in Dovadimanda (over 5,000 feet) the highest station of

the Galikonda ridge, they are lying so low as 30°. The rocks are still garnetiferous

but not nearly to such an extent as is the case with those already described •

while they are more decidedly qnartzo-felspathic in their constitution and not so

schistose though still well-bedded and laminated, and their colours are of cor-

respondingly lightep shades. They must, for the present, be considered as be-

longing to the Vizagapatam series being still on the whole markedly different from

the more massive and less foliated and older-looking gneisses of Southern India,

The main ridge beds, however, run up at the low angle of dip given above, and

give a steep and high craggy face looking out over the lower upland of Jeypore
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to the west) thus exhibiting a break in the surface contour which maj arise from

Ur change in the character and even the relative age of the crystallines to the

westward. Galikonda is the proposed hill resort of Vizianagrum, but as yet it

has only received very slight attention in sthat way, partly from its distance,

some 46 miles westwai*d, and from want 6f convenient accessibility. The old

Raiavalsa track in the direction of Jcypore passes over a lofty (over 4,200 feet)

saddle a short distance north of the highest p »*nt of the Galikonda ridge, after

which it descends again rather rapidly to a lower upland : this is now being made
by slow degrees fit for cart traffic. Long ago, some enterprising official built a
bungalow and planted a garden of various fruit-trees high up on the eastern

slopes, but the garden only now remains the living and luxuriant result of that

experiment. At a much lower elevation, about 8,000 feet and about half-way up

the ghat, an experimental plantation for coffee, tea, cinchona, and other products

has been started under the local Government, with I think fair prospects of

success.

Crystalline Limestone Bands ,—A very interesting occurrence in the gneisses

of the hill tract is a series of apparent^ isolated outcrops of crystalline limestone

which, irrespective of the indnstaal value they may come to possess, are pierced

by swallow holes or caverns one of which is of considerable extent^d magni-

ficence. The southernmost qptcrop within the lange of our traverse is on the low

saddle aliove the village of Ni|ga1gunta, C miles south-east of Devadimanda hill.

There is a small cave here, lined with travertine but without any stalactites or

stalagmites : other recesses are said to exist which are now blocked up. Tho

limestone is of grey and dark-green or nearly black colours, the latter arising

from a strong adn)ixture of homblondic minerals, generally coarsely saccharine,

in thick beds having a high dip to hJ.S.E., with an exposed aggregate thickness

of about 30 yards. Some 6 mile^ to tho N.N.E., a short distance beyond the

village of Borra, a much more important outcrop forms a low hill through which

the village stream passes by a series of swallow holes to the Peddagunda river.

Formerly the subtenunoan channel was free, hat within tho last few years it

became choked up
;
and, as a consequence, a small lake or tarn has been formed

behind tho southern end or headland of the limestone hill, tho flooded waters

of which have in time cut*a teirporary off-flow on its western side. Half way

over the hill, going northwards, there is an opening to a cavernous shaft

down whicH one can look into dim depths and from which issues the murmur

of running water. A short distance further on, the path reaches the edge of

the northern face of the hill where it overhangs a deep ravine in which the

village stream again comes to light about 300 feet below. The hill thus

traversed by a series of swallow holes is made up, as far as outcrop shows,

of about 500 feet in thickness of generally massive and pale-coloured granular

ciystalline limestone, some beds of which in their fineness of texture and pure

colour compare favourably with Carara marble ; though, as a rule, the rock is

more coarsely crystallized and of grey or dirty white colourS, weathering dark or

nearly black. The dip is high 50^ or 6(P, or even more, to the eastward with a

N.N.E.—S.S.W. strike. As far as I could see, the band is lenticular, thinning

out rather suddenly to the southward.
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Borra Oave.—About 50 feet below tbe northern brow, a large but low
entrance leads into a deep and lofty cayem having a rude dome-like roof

opening to the sky above by the orifice already mentioned. Here, in fact, is

a huge natural cave temple, bearing a rugged resemblance to the Pantheon

at Rome, though, as yet, it contains only one god, Priapus,^ represented by a frag*

ment of stalactite. The roof is crossed or irregularly ribbed with thick short

curtain-like masses of stalactitic deposit, only one or two of which, towards the

sides of the cavern, are connected with the thickly grouped and large mammilated
mounds of stalagmite forming the fioor. The latter slopes rapidly down on the

eastern side to a narrow cleft or rift along which the waters from the stream

above pursue their still hidden course ; this rift being generally in a plane of

bedding. Further cavernous recesses are seen to occur upwards towards the

dammed-up tarn, while on the other side, the existence of yet lower caverns is

evidenced by gleams of light pouring in from the deep ravine in front to the depths

of the side rift. We were only able to note the features of this great cave in a

very rapid way. The single stalactite (6 feet long, and 4 to 8 inches in diameter)’

has been appropriated for the devotional service noted above, the cave being the

resort at certain seasons of many pilgrims. There is one other pillar in the shape

of a small stalagmite, 3 feet high and 8 inches in diameter, which is slowly

rising from the floor by deposition from the dropsfalling at long intervals from

the roof. The interior of the cavern is coated ovJr with travertine, a dull cream-

white compact semi-crystalline rock, tho surface sparkling a littlo owing to

minute sparry facets. The stalactitic festoons are beautifully fluted and wrinkled,

while the huge fungoid and coralloid mounds of stalagmite are wrinkled in littlo

waves of terracing, the mounds themselves being made up of successive shells

with irregular cavities between.

A good deal of rubbish, the sweepings from the numerous pilgrim gatherings,

lies collected among the stalagmitic mounds forming en uneven earth floor, but

with no thickness ;
and this appears to be the only material in which any remains

could occur otherwise than in the substance of tho mounds themselves.

On a subsequent visit, as I am informed by him, Mr, Turner ascertained,

notwithstanding that we were told to the contrary by the villagers, that this

band of limestones is continued to the northward, and that it even bars the

passage of the Peddagunda river itself by a wall some 20 or 30 yards wide which

is pierced by a cavernous channel having two apportures on the up-side, each

40 feet high, one above tho other, but mit in a straight line. Further in, the

hollow is only about 3 or 4 feet above the level of the water ; and through it, Mr.

Turner cou^(l«by creeping in as far as possible and l^ending down just see the light

coming in at the orifice on tho down side. There is no particulai show of tra-

vertine in this swallow hole.

From all Mr. Turner could gather by enquiry,—and curiously enough the

villagers appear very reserved on the subject—there appear to bo other caves or

outcrops of limestone both in this neighbourhood of Borra, and yet further east-

ward at the foot of the hills. This'Borra band and that reported to the eastward

1 Presumably so at least, for the pillar of travertiuo is to all appearance a sort of * and

there was no authoritative priest or devotee at hand to settle the question.
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would be, if continued northwards in the line of strike held by the gneisses,

somewhat in the direction of other reported outcrops of calcareous rocks in the

SaluT Zemindari: and it is not improbable that the ultimate tracing out of

them, as well as of a yet further outcrop (to Ub noticed immediately) to the north

of Vizianagrum, may bring the Galikon<}a gneisses into a closer relation with the

Kailassa band than my traverse of them has led me to suppose is the case.

Economic Minerals^ (Graphite, Manganese t »o, and Kaolin).—It has been long

known that graphite occurs in this district and indeed at intervals also to the south-

ward in this same zone or belt of gemetiferous gneisses, as far as Bezvada on the

Kistna. I was unfortunate, however, in not being able to visit any locality where
it occurs. By all accounts, it is not known to occur in any quantity or richness

;

the most favoured locality for production appearing to bo in the neighbourhood of

Salur, the chief village of a largo zemindari at the foot of the western hills.

I was more lucky however, in ascertaining the occuriljnce of manganese ore

which has hitherto, I believe, only been reported as occurring here and there among
the lateriloid •forms of decomposed gneiss and then only sparingly, more especially

so, it is said, on the Bimlipatam hill.' About 6 miles to the northward of

Vizianagrum on the road to Palkonda, after passing through the gap in the

Chota Himalaya range and a short distance beyond the ford of the Konada river,

there is a band of dark weathering somewhat siliceous crystalline limestones

cropping out along the base andlsomewhat up the slope of tho hill on the east side

of tho road, associated with which ai*e two obs(*ure exhibitions of manganese ore.

The most obvious of these last is in a poition of the talus of debris (mostly of

gneiss fragments) at tho foot of the slope, where for several square yards the

black and slaggy-l<K>king material gives the idea of tho place having been the site

of an old iron-smelting community. A good quantity of this psilomelane^ as it

really is, has been dug out for road material
;
in fact, tho road is metalled for some

distance with this ore of manganese. 1 was unable to satisfy myself that any

of the oro is in situ; the pits have exposed a covered portion of the limestonea

alone, and the largo blocks and smaller masses of oro all appeared to me to be

debris which had rolled down from above like the gneiss debris on either side.

Somewhat higher up the slope but to tho right, following the limestone outcrop,

a portion of the latter rock is crosted over by a thin and irregular coating of black,

black and pink, speckled ahd blotchy travertine largoff charged with earthy

manganese ore or ‘ wad ' which may have been caught up by tho calcareous

waters in their sub-terranean passage, through or over the manganese lode.

The ciystalline limestone itself is very hard and finely saccharoid, and crowded

with small crystals of green coccolite
;
in thick beds dipping at 45° «r^so to east-

ward, with the lamination well displayed on weathered surfaces.

Specimens of tho ore were submited to my colleague Mr. F. B. Mallet, who
reports

Ho. 1. Hon-nodular ore from i^ad-metal quarry. Psihmelane, Contains

67*7 per cent, of available peroxidej.

^ It is quite possible that closer search mnj disclose a limestone band in this bill, or at any

rate a band of manganese oro whence the oio (probably pyrolusitc) in tho laleritoid rock may have

been derived.
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No. 2. Nodular ore from same locality. Psilomelane, in part at least con-

tains 53 ‘5 per cent, available peroxide.

No. 4. Eartby ore from slope of hill above. Contains 16*7 per cent, avail-

able peroxide, also some°lime, &c.

The latter specimen, taken from the travertine encrustation described above,

is of very inferior quality : but No. 1 is remarkably good, coming up as it does

to the average of the ore of commerce^ which ranges at from 60 to 70 per cent, of

available peroxide.

Traces of a similar development of crystalline limestone and associated man-
ganese ore occur near Bamachandrapuitim in the Salur zamindari ; the high

road, when it bifurcates to Bobbili on the one side and Salur on the other, being

also metalled for some distance with debris of the ore.

Another industrial resource of possibly greater future value than either of tho

above is a more or less* decomposed white felspar (? murehisonite) occurring in

thin seams in tho Vizianagrum band of gneisses which gives promise of a Kaolin

of superior quality. It has been found hero and there in the neighbourhood of

the town in the digging of wells, and was; I believe, first brought to notice by

Dr. Thos. Quinn, the State Surgeon, who also supplied me with specimens* Like

many other so-callcd kaolins and pottery clays found in other parts of the Presi-

dency, this local product has undergone a certain amount of trial at the Madras

School of Art and even received rather favourable commendation from Mr. R. P.

Chisholm, the then officiating Superintendent of that institution. A further con-

signment was asked for and sent down to Madras wliich appears to have given

better results ;
while a specimen of porcelain is said to have been prepared from it

for the Maharajah’s acceptance. Nothing further is however known of this con-

signment, and the development of tho clay has fallen into abeyance.

Mr. Mallet was good enough to examiner the specimens given me by Dr.

2ainn, with the following result :

—

^'Decomposed felspathic rock from Vizianagrum,

Then reduced to powder and mixed with water was only very slightly plastic.

The mass was made into small bricks with sharp square edges, which, after drying,

fwere heated in an injector gas-furnace. At a yellowish white heat the bricks

began to bend, and at a full white heat were reduced to a semi-fused condition,

the colour after cooling being pure white. The material is not a China clay, but

resembles Cornish stoiil (a partially decomposed granite) which is largely used as

an ingredient of the finer kinds of pottery. The absence of colouring matter in

the Vizianagrum stone renders it suitable for use in a similar way.”

These specimens were really only very partially decomposed, much of the

felspar being^trystalline and having the beautiful t^oen or pearly lustre charactsr-

istic of murchisonite ; but I believe much more perfectly weathered or decomposed

and clayey forms are procurable which may give better results. The doubt in

my mind is as to the quantity available, for 1 did not see any indications of

thick bands of such ^ rock.
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Preliminary note on the Geology of Northern Jesalmer (with a map), hy R. D.

Oldham, A.B.S.M., Officiating SuperintetMentf Geological Survey of India*

The country lying between the Arvalis* and the Indus may be classed as one of

our terrcB incognitoe; even on the latest maps it is comprehensively styled a desert

and the great objection which map-makers have to a blank space has been got

over by scattering sandhills indiscriminately over the whole area. Sandhills are

abundant,and widespread, but there are also largo tracts of country from which
they are absent and which could oven by comparison be called fertile, at least

in those years when there is an average rainfall.

Broadly speaking this region may bo said to bo divided into three principal

tracts : there is, firstly, the alluvial plain at the font of the Arvalis dotted with

rugged rocky island hills rising abruptly some hundreds of feet from the plain.

Then comes attract of undulating country in which there are large exposures of

rook which rarely rise much above thg general level of the surface, and to the

west of this there is tho rocky oasis of Jesalmer, marked by prominent scarps

alternating with broad gently sloping plains. Geologically too the reg)pn may bo

divided into three tracts. There is first a tract where, excluding alluvium, the

rocks ara all tho highly disturbec^ ancient beds of tho Arvalis
;
then there comes a

ti'act of tho flat-bedded Yindhyan sandstones and limestones, and west of this there

are tho neozoic (secondary and tertia'^y) beds in Jesalmer. The geological and geo-

graphical divisions are nearly co-extensive and contenninous, but there aro just

sufficient exceptions to show that tlie features of the country aro in part at least

^due to other than structural causes. Some of tho prominent hills in the eastern

tract are composed of tho flat-bedded Yindhyan sandstones, and the western

boundary of the undulating rocky plain overpasses the eastern boundary of the

neozoic rocks. These divisions ai*e very distinct about tho latitude of Jesalmer,]

but to the north in Bikanir, where tho rocks sink under alluvium and sandhills,]

they naturally disappear.

Any general account of this region would bo incomplete without some refer-

ence to the sandhills which -aro found in all tho sub-divisions and are particularly

prominent and well developed^ in the desert-tract between Nagore and Phalodi.

There are memy problems of interest and difficulty in connection with these sand*,

hills, not the least of which is their apparantly capricious distribution and the

apparently equally capricious exemption of large tracts fiDm their presence.

Of the three geological sub-divisions the eastern one, that of the Arvali rocks,

has already been described;^ the Yindhyan area represents little of interest; and
of the neozoic area a portion has already been referred to.* There remains the

northem portion of the rocky oasis of Jesalmer which presents many features of

interest and of which I propose to give a brief description.

The observations on which this paper is based were made during tho loop

cast, northwards from Jesalmer, mentioned above.* Under such oircumatances

» Supra, Vol XIV, p. 270. Supra, p. 122. F!Bgcl28.
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detailed observation is as impossible as it would havo been at variance with the

object of my visit, and 1 shall in consequence confine myself very much to what

may bo regarded as more or less certain ; some of the doubtful points it will be

necessary to allude to, but most of ^hem I shall pass over in silence.

The physical geography of this tract is characteristic and striking, being

marked by numerous parallel scarps separated by broad grassy plains
;
in the north

near the village of Parihar, thcro is a remarkable group of flat-topped hills which

rise about 150 feet from the plain. These are the only isolated hills I know of in

this region, and as they rise from an elevated plain they form a most conspicuous

landmark visible even fi*om the fort of Jesalmer. Two other peculiarities may
bo mentioned, one is the number of stream beds met with, one of which—the

Karkana—has a course of about 45 miles, and is then lost in a salt plain which

during the rains becomes a shallow lake
;

the other is the absence of sandhills,

but few, and those small, are To be found at all.

East and south-east of Jesalmer, underlying tho limestone, there is a group of

sandstones characterised by the occurrence of silicifled wood. These have been

described by Dr. Blanford, but no special name given to them. 1 would suggest

the “ Lathi group,** Lathi being a large village or town on the road from Pokran

to Jesalmer, where tho silicifled wood is very abundantly developed.

From Jesalmer the route lay over the elevated rocky plateau of tho Jesalmer

limestones, and then descended into tho valley^ bf the Karkana; to the west of

Lodowa is a broad alluvial plain with occasional outcrops of tho limestones and

sandstones of the Jesalmer group ;
this plain is bounded on the north-north-west

by a very prominent scarp of tho Bedesir group, rising to a height of over

100 feet ; it is composed of pale piu’plish and reddish sandstone with which are some

bands of hard calcareous sandstone, dark red ferruginous rock, and numerous
thin bands of a hard black ferruginous saadstone that breaks with a glassy

conchoidal fracture and rings under the hammer. In the sections I have seen,

this rock occurs as thin bands, seldom more than | inch in thickness, as partings

in the softer non-ferniginous sandstone, and never forming more than of the

whole thickness of the beds ;
but as the rock is practically indestructible its frag,

ments, wherever it occurs, thickly strew the grotind and give the country a desolate

aspect not unlike that of a cinder heap or a recent lava flow on which vegetation

has not had time to establish itself. Tho occurrence of these beds enables the

group to withstand the effects of weather in a manner that makes its boundaiy
with the Jesalmer group always take tho form of a prominent scarp.

At one place, about 3 miles west-north-west of Lodowa, I was fortunate enough
to find sonie fossils; they occur in a dark-red ferruginous matrix and consist of

one or two species of AmwaniteB and Belemnites and a few Ter^OratuloB and some
small fre.e corals. It is impossible to say, without more detailed examination than
is at present practicable, whether any of these are identical with Kachh species

or no, but they do resemble some of the Katrol species, and curiously enough
there is also a remarkable similarity in the 'matrix.

The boundary between the Bedesir group aud tho next above it is difficult to

draw, as it is not marked by a scarp, and 1 have been compelled to take the

limit of the black ferruginous sandstone as the limit of tho two. This group I
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have called the Parihar gi*oup as a provisional name, but in lithological characterB

it closely resembles the Umia group of Kachh, and seeing that the Bedesir group

contains fossils resembling those of the Katrol group, and that the Jesalmer

limestones are the equivalents of the Chari groifp, it seems probable that we might

apply the Eachh names to the rock groups of Jesalmer, yet in the absence of more
detailed examination such a course would hardly be justifiable.

The Parihar group consists principally of soft white fclspathic sandstones,

occasionally calcareous or slightly ferruginous. They decompose so easily that

the country they occupy consists for the most part of level or nearly level sandy

plains covered with a sugary sand, the sugary look being duo to the angular

shape and transparency of most of the quartz grains. Besides the soft sandstones

there are some beds of a hard glassy rock, which breaks with a conohoidal fracture

and should perhaps be called a quartzite ; similar beds are known to occur in

Eachh. In Jesalmer they always form hills, the most conspicuous of these being

the Parihar hills, already referred to, which are capped by beds of the hard

glassy sandstone, all the rest of the hill being formed of soft sandstone of the

usual typo of the Parihar group. •

To the south of the Parihar liills is a group of hillocks, about 50 feet high,

composed of this samo rock. The southernmost of these appears to belSng to the

Bedesir group of rocks, and owing to its induration and a peculiar structure which

gives it the appearance in one plwe of being composed of vertical beds, it seemed

when first seen to bo an inlier of the Atrvali quartzites, an opinion which examin-

ation soon showed to bo untenable.

At the Parihar hills the glassy sandstone may be scon in places distinctly overly-

ing the nummuliticsf but as I never saw any similar bed iiiterbeddcd with the

'^nmmulitics, tliis would seem to bo due to slippage of the hard bed from a higher

to a lower level over the surface of tfio softer and more easily weathered nummu-
litic sandstones.

Above the Parihar sandstones there comes another group of sandstones, shales,

and fossiliferous limestones, the latter weathering a dark-red colour. In this

group there is a.very conspicuous fossiliferous band, the fossils being all, except

the oysters, converted into ji yellow substance, which shows out conspicuously

against the red matrix# This is Mr. Blanford’s Ammonite bed of Kuchri,^ but as

this tillage is not on the group at all, and as the rook is known throughout tho

country by the name of “ A^r stone,” it would be better to use the name of that

village for the group. The stone has a sort of semi-sacred character, blocks of it

being quarried to place in tho thresholds of the temples.

The next rocks overlying the Abur group are of nummulitic aga; where

crossed by Dr. Blanford in 1876, they form a conspicuous scarp, which extends

as far north as the Parihar hills ;
here it becomes much loss conspicuous and

bonds round to the eastward. The thinning out of the nummulitics is very

marked, for the scarp at Abur is full 100 feet high, while Khewalsir there

are not more than 60 feet of beds exposed, and tho lowest of these is higher in

the series than any bed in the Abur scarp.

On top of tho nummulitics there comes a band of a ferruginous rook, very like

> Bcc. Gcol. Sarv. lud , X, 16 and 20.
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laterite
; whether this belongs to the series or no I cannot say. I have never seen

it overlaid by any beds of nnmmnlitio age, but, on the other hand, from Bam-
gnrh to Khewalsir the beds immediately underlying it appear to be identical >

this would point to a conformity. ^Nothing resembling it was seen in the small

outlier of nammulitics at Eotri near Eoilath in Bikanir.

In the Bikanir outlier, and again' at the village of Mandar, about 5 miles

north of Khewalsir in Jesalmer, there occurs a very fine-grained unctuous clay or

fuller’s earth which is largely exported
; it is the “ Mult^i mitti ” of up-country

bazaais.

To the north of the village of Mandar, just mentioned, the nummulitics sink

below an alluvial plain, and about 8 miles further north the sandhills arc said

to begin.

On the road to Jesalmer, at Sawal village and again at Amir, there are large

patches of pebbles derived from a conglomerate whose mode of occurrence is so

deceptive that at first sight it appears to be interbedded with the sandstones of

the Lathi group, but a careful examination showed me that they are of much
later date and quite unconformable. TJie pebbles are all of local origin, being

for the most part, rounded quartz pebbles derived from the sandstones of the

Lathi group mixed with some less perfectly rounded pieces of ferruginous sand-

stone, siliciGed wood and a few of the characteristic yellow Jesalmer limestone.

There is no direct evidence of the ago or mode^of origin of these shingle beds, but

1 would take them to be sub-rocent and very possibly marine littoral deposits.

It may be remarked that they occur on the boundary between the second and

third of the geographical tracts into which I have divided the desert, and it is by

no means impossible that the sea may have extended over the country oast of

Saggar and Sawal, while Northern Jesalmer was dry land. ’ The only evidence I
^

know of against this is the existence of a low scarp of Vindhyan sandstones at

Pokran ;
but as this appears to lio along ^*a line of fault it may be due to a

differential movement at the surface and of quite recent origin.

There is yet another rock which must be mentioned. Near the summit of the

Parihar hills, and again on the flanks of the Abur hills there occurs a peculiar

compact generally pinkish limestone, or more properly limestone conglomerate,

marked with concentric colour markings which surround the fragments of lime-

stone of which it is composed
;
some of these fragments may occasionally be seen

to consist at the centre of the yellow nummulitic limestone, while the outer part

has become converted into a structureless and much older-looking rock. This is

by no means the only locality where this rock occurs. Throughout my tour I

was constantly meeting with a similar rock which usually contained large frag-

ments of quartzite, in some localities angular, in Sthers rounded. It is one of the

puzzles of the region, for while its lithological character would lead one to con-

sider it to be very old-—at least as old as the Yindhyans—it appears to rest impart

tially on everything from the Vindhyan sandstones to the alluvium. Without

more detailed examination it is impossible to say what it is, nor even whether

ill spite of the general resemblance of different exposures, it may not be of very

different ages.
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Notes on the microscopic structure of some specimenseof the Mal&ni rocks of the

Arvali region, hy Colonel C. A. McMahon, F.G.S.
•

When reading Dr. Blanford’s interesting account of the Malani poxphyritio

folsites,^ 1 was struck at once with an ap^rent resemblance between them and
some fclsites observed by me at Tushdm.^ On mentioning this to Mr. Medlicott,

Director of the Geological Survey of India, he was good enough to send me
some samples of the Malani rocks collected by Dr. Blanford. Pressure of other

work prevented my studying these specimens in detail at the time, but I have
now done so, and o£Eor the following remarks on the result.

I shall briefly describe the petrological character of the sample specimens in

the first instance, and then conclude with a few comments thereon. The numbers
quoted are those of the Geological Survey. #

No. 41-62.— dark grey, compact, almost flinty-looking felsite with

extremely minute blebs pf quartz dotted over it. Sp. G, 2*62. From a bed 30

miles west of Balmir. •

No. ,63-62.—A very light coloured, greenish-grey felsite dotted over with

very numerous, but small, and very irregularly shaped porphyritic Crystals of

felspar. The matrix has a highly porcelanous appearance. Some extremely

minute blebs of quartz may al%) be seen. Sp. G. 2*53. From near Pokran,

90 miles W.N.W. of Jodhpur.

M.—These specimens, though very different in macroscopic aspect are so

similar under the microscope that they may be described together.

The ground maij^, in both reflected and transmitted light, exhibits a very

^autiful and decided fluxion structure. Between crossed nicols the base breaks

up into micro-felsitic matter in which countless multitudes of minute specks of

quartz shine like stars in the milky-way. These minute specks run together,

here and thero, forming nebulous clusters void of sharp or regular outlines.

Under high powers the base of No. 41 is found to be filled with countless

opaque microliths, for the most part in shapeless dots, and flocculent greenish

matter. The former is probably nfhgnetite dust and the latter imperfectly crys-

tallized amphibole. The lafter is absent in the case of No. 53. These embryo

microliths often cluster together and form wavy strings running with the lines

of fluxion. These latter are due, apparently, to the imperfect admixture of

felsitic and silicious material in the base. The lines of magnetite dust are

deflected by the porphyritic crystals and cluster round their edges.

The baso contains porphyritic crystals of orthoclase and free qusyrtz. The
felspar is very opaque. Some of the crystals present regular crystallographic

forms ;
others arc apparently in a fragmentary condition, whilst most of them are

twinned.

Some of the quartz exhibits the inmains of crystallographic shape, but, as is

usual in this class of rock, it gives evnlence of having suffered corrosion and

partial remelting, being in more er less rounded blebs. ^

‘ Beoorda Qool. Snr. Ind., X., 11-17. Manual, p. 53.

* Beoords GeoL Sur. Ind., XYll., 106.

• b2
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No. 41 contains some sphene and magnetite, or ilmenite, the latter being

much corroded* No. 53 contains a little haBmatite. The opacity and pinkish

colouring of the felspar#apnears to be due to the dissemination of oxide of iron

through their substance. In No. 53, the porphyritic crystals of felspar are much

larger than the granules of free quartz. In No. 41, one of the grains of quartz

contains a few liquid cavities with moving bubbles.

No. 45-62,—A felspar porphyry of reddish colour, from Balmir. Sp. Q-. 2'64.

M.—This rock under the microscope has, in some respects, the aspect of a

trachyte. Microliths of felspar are numerous in the ground mass which also

contains crystals of apatite and the altered remains of what appears to.Jiave been

hornblende. Much of the iron present has been altered to a reddish oxide.

The slice contains no free quartz, but porphyritic crystals of orthoclase and

plagioclase, corroded and eaten into by the solvent action of the base, are

numerous. Zonal structure is apparent and the triclinic felspar appears to be

oligoclase.

No. 46-62.—An amygdaloidal-looking rock with a purple-grey matrix. Veins

of epidote are to bo made out in it here ^nd there, Sp. G. 2*68. From Balmir.

M,—Judging from the structural characters brought to light by the micros-,

cope, thi^rock approaches the basaltic type. It is not a true basalt, for it con-

tains neither olivine nor augite
;
but its structure is that of a basic lava, for it

consists of multitudes of micro-prisma and nycroliths of felspar disseminated

through a devitrified glassy base. The latter is quite opaque when examined with

ordinary powers, but, with the aid of high powers, it is seen to be composed of

very minute translucent and opaque grains which are probably inchoate augite

and magnetite.

The whole of the felspar appears to belong to the triclinic"* system. It is much
decomposed and altered. The rock contains irregularly shaped spaces stopped

with prehnite, epidote, calcite, and some opalescent quartz.

This rock very much resembles some of the basaltic lavas collected by mo near

Clermont Feri’and in the Puy dc Ddme district of Auvergne, the habitat of the

species of trachyte called domite. Some of the basaltic lavas from this locality

contain much olivine and augite
;
others again, judging from the thin slices of

them which I have examined, like the Balmir specim\Bn, contain no traces of these

minerals.

The Auvergne rock abounds in vesicular cavities of very irreguiar shapes and
has a micro-granular base starred with microliths and micro-prisms of iriclinic

felspar like the Malani specimen. The latter rock was, I appi*ehond, likewise a
highly vesicular lava when it flowed from its ancient crater; but the vesicles have
long sinefi been stopped with secondary produetb^of decay through the agency of

infiltrated water. A comparison of the recent lavas of the Puy de Dome with
this very ancient Malani lava afEords another illustration of the truth, now gene-

rally admitted by English geologists, that the petrological characters of volcanic

products afford nef test of geological age.
‘

In connection with this rock it is interesting to note that Dr. Blanford met
with *‘a considerable outburst of basalt ** between Lowo and Pokran, though, as
he met with none of this basic rock associated with the Malani bods in the
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Pokran-Balmir area, ho did not consider the relation of the basalt to the Malani
felsitos at all clear. As the microscopical examination of one of the five Balmir
specimens sent to me for examination, displays basaltic affinities, it seems not im«
probable that a detailed survey of the Malan) rocks, at some future day, may
show that as in Auvergne, so also in the Malani area, acid lavas graduate into

those of basic type.

No. 38-62.—A syenite granite in which hornblende takes the place of mica.
Sp. G. 2‘64, From Jessai hill west of Balmir.

Viewed maeroscopically, this is a pinkish-white, fine-grained rock, abundantly
sprinkled with very minute prisms of hornblende.

M.—Under the microscope the quartz and felspar are seen to bo in about
equal proportions. The felspar is much clouded, and its pink colour appears to

be due to the dissemination of a brownish-red oxide of iron.

In the quartz, gtui^nclusions and liquid cavities with*moving bubbles are

extremely numerous and vary much in size. Some ai*e very minute; others

again b,vo visible with a magnifying power of one hundred diameters. I have never

seen a rock in which liquid cavities wore more abundant.

Blade-like microliihs of hornblende, blue in transmitted light, are rather

plentiful in the rock and are to be found in both the felspar and the quartz. The

larger prisms of amphibole vary,^in transmitted light, from a vandyke-brown to

a clear blue, in a way that is highly suggestiA e of tourmaline, but its optical

properties are not those of the latter mmeral. The blue hornblende is probably

glancophano or an allied variety. Much of the hornblende is very opaque even

in very thin slices. Sections of rather iiregular six-sided prisms are visible, but

the cross cleaA'age isl^bscure and all the prisms seem to bo made up of bundles of

microliths which give it, here and there, frayed ends and a somewhat fibrous

structure. It is powerfully dichTOiCj^but it does not polarize in brilliant colours.

In reflected light the hornblende is black, or blue-black, and its hardness is such

as to prevent the possibility of iis being mistaken for biotito.

The microscope shows that this rock is of plutonic origin
;
that is to say, it

must have consolidated at some disjjance fix)in the surface. In structure it is

quite granitic. •

General BemarJes,

I have already mentioned at the commencement of this paper that I was

struck, on reading Dr. Blanford’s account of the Malani beds at Balmir and

Pokran, with points of resemblance between them and the felsites at Tushim on

the northern borders of Bikanir. This impression has been confirmed by the

comparison of specimens from both localities.

There is nothing in their geographical position to render the correlation of

the Malani and Tushdm beds improbable, but rather the contrary, for it will be

observed on a reference to the geologicaUmap that accompanies 4he Manual of the

Geology of India, that Tush&m and the Malani o]^tcrops are both to the west of

the Arvdli series and at nearly the same distance from it. The strike of the

Arv&li series is north-easterly. A prolongation of the Balmir-Balotra outcrop of

the Malani beds in a north-easterly direction takes us to the Jodhpur-Pokran
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outcrop of these bed&; and a further prolongation in a north-easterly direction

would take us to Tnsh&m. Whether or not the Malani beds show between Jodh-

pur and Tushdm cannot be said, as this line has not, as yet, been explored.

The geographical position of Tushdm, therefore, taken in connection with the

north-easterly trend (N.B.-by-N.) of the Arvdli range, and the north-easterly

outcrop of the Arvdli series, rather favours, than otherwise, the supposition that

the Malani and Tushdm beds belong to the same series.

The strike of the Tushdm rocks varies from N. 11® E. to N.N.E., whilst

that of the Balmir beds' is N.W. At Balmir, the dip is only 20® to 26®; whilst

at Tushdm it is vertical. I do not «think, however, these facts are fatal to the

hypothesis of correlation, for they might indicate, not that the Malani beds are

unconformable to those of Tushdm and are of difForent geological age ;
but that

the beds at Tushdm were more disturbed than those from 250 to 360 miles

further south. ^
The points of resemblance between the Tushdm felsites and those of the Mal-

ani series are not inconsiderable. It is true that most of the Malani beds are por-

phyritic, or at any rate the prcscnco of ‘ porphyritic crystals of felspar is very

characteristic of them as a whole
;
whilst, on the other hand, if we e:i^cept tho

quartz-poiphyry which is intrusive in tho others, the Tushdm rocks are not

porphyritic to the naked eye
;
but as there is no great thickness of tho felsites

exposed at Tushdm, this objection is not a fatal^ono, for it is open to us to sup-

pose, either that the felsites are meagrely represented at Tushdm, or that th(‘y

lost in this locality one of the characteristics impressed on them further south.

However this may be, it seems worthy of note that out of five specimens of the

Malani scries sent to me, one, namely, No. 41—62 (sco ante), is macroscopically

almost indistinguishable from No. 22 of my Arvali paper.^ They differ only ic

slight shades of colour—a perfectly immateral point. They are both dark grey,

fiinty-looking, compact, felsitos with minute blobs of quartz dotted over them and

visible to the naked eye. In specific gravity, also, there is no material difference

between them, the Tushdm rock being 2*63, and the Malani specimen 2*62.

Under the microscope, the resemblance between the two rocks is also consi-

derable. The base in both is similar, and contains flocculent green material and

porphyritic crystals of quartz and felspar. No liquid cavities were detected in

the quartz of tho Tushdm specimen, but one of tho quartz crystals of Malani, No,

41—62, contains a few.
'

Felsites appear to occur associated in intimate connection with plutonic rocks

and also as true lava flows.' There is no doubt about the character of the Mal-

ani rocks, for beds of ** unmistakable volcanic ^.sh ” were found associated with

them but the question arises whether the felsite beds of Tush 'm are also vol-

canic. They occur on the west side of tho hill of Tushdm and they appear to

be conformable in the direction of their strike to the sedimentary beds on ihe east

side of the hill. Both tho Malani felsites described in the preceding pages and
those of Tushdm exhibit fluxion structu^ (see my description of the Tushdm
felsites, Records ZVI, pp. 108—110, Nos. 16, 18, and 22), and this structure i

’ flee Qeol. Surv., X. 11. > fioc. Geol. Sur?., XVII, 108.
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characteristic of lavas, and affords, in a rock of this class, a primA^faoii^ indica-

tion that the rock displaying it flowed forth from the earth’s crust as a lava.

The syenite-granite of Balmir (No. 38—62) has a much more plutonic aspect.

This rock is probably alluded to at page 17, Vel. X of the Records G. S., and the

rock there described is said to occur ‘‘ intercalated in large masses ” [the italics

are mine] ** with the porphyritic felsites.” At Tushfim and in its neighbour-

hood granitoid rocks also occur which are not tnv\ granites, but are granite por-

pliyries. The association of granitoid rocks in both locaJitics, namely, with the

Tush^m as well as with the Malani felsiies, is noticeable, and forms one of the

connecting links between the two. In both cases, possibly, the granitoid rocks

may bo directly connected with the lava flows and represent the roots, or deep

seated portions, of those ancient volcanoes.

Without asserting positively the correlation of the Tushdm felsites and the

Malani beds, I think it worth while to suggest that futuix) observations in the

field may possibly estal^lish the connection between them.

Dr. Blanfoid remarked that the Malani rocks must be very ancient, but no

idea can be formed of their geological position, as they are no where associated

with rocks of known age except hen underlying beds of comparatively recent

date,” This remark applies also to the Tushdm rocks. They occur in an isolated

hill piercing the sandy soil, the granite-porphyiy also appearing as isolated hills,

the whole group being many milA distant from beds of known Arvali age. A
connecting link between the Malani and Tusb4m rocks may hereafter bo obtained

when the ago of the sedimentary beds on the east flank of Tush^m is ascertained.

I have seen nothing similar to these beds in the limited area of the Arvali rocks

which I have had an^opiiortunity of studying in the field.

Jfcmorandiwi on the Malanjkhandi copper ore, in the Balaghat District, Central

Provinces, hy William Kino, 13,A., D.Sc., 8u;perintendetit, Oeological Survey

of India,

Malanjkhandi appears tp be the* nrme of the low hill ridge, in the southern

part of the middle saddle of which 3 or 4 quarries and a pit (about 30 feet deep,

with two sha^s close together and in communication near the bottom) have been

excavated for ore. The quarries are now filled in with debris of the excavated

rock in which faint traces of green carbonate of copper nro recognizable. The

pit is clean fx) the bottom where there is a little debris. Those old diggings were

brought to our notice in 1882 by Colonel Bloomfield, Deputy Commissioner of

Balaghat.

I conld not find any indications of a lode in the pit, only faint and rare traces

of green carbonate as small strings and coatings in or on the rooky sides. A
lode may have been worked out in thesp excavations : for it is hard to conceive

how such deep working could have been pursuedjn the intractable rock without the

« Goikio’s Text Book of Geology, p 186.

« Rcc. Geol Surv., X, p 17. Mnnunl of the Geology of Indio, p, 63.
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inccntivo of thicker strings, or a lode ; except on the view of forced labour under

a tyrannical demand for copper ore at any cost. (I have formed a strong notion

that the old and very extensive workings for load in Eumool and for gold in

Wainad were to some extent the result of such demands.)

The quarries are tolerably large excavations; and they and the pit .were

worked along and down what might bo oonsidored the strike and dip of the rock.

Other parts of the ridge, towards its northern end, have also been quarried though

not to any extent,

I could not see any other ore than that of the green carbonate.

The vein stuff or matrix is part and parcel of the rocks composing the entire

ridge; namely, a varying form of granular crystalline, or compact massive,

generally white, though often brown or red-tinged from ferruginous staining,

quartz-rock, having an indistinct bed-like arrangement (striking N.N.B.

—

S.S.W,, and vertical or with a high westerly dip where the excavations havo

been made). The ridge indeed goes with this apparent bcd<«trike which however

trends round mearly N.W.—S.E, at its northern end, and it is as far as I

could see, completely isolated by covering superficial deposit from tlie massive

granitoid and horablendic (? greenstones) crystallines of the adjacent low countiy.

The country around, particularly to eastward, is seamed with less marked out-

crops of like quartz-rock, some of which are however associated with clay-slato

and altered sandstones. f

There is no reliable history of the workings or the period of their desertion.
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Some iiiipiiro giapliitc from Bettali villuge, Pnlamow.

^ Preskntkd by Mr. F. B. Mabsow.

Fossil Wood (P) (mainly carbonate of iron, carbonate of lime, and carbonaceous matter), from

the Sanctoria mine, IMniganj coal-field. Presented by Mb. 1. J. Whittt.

Galenn, from Misronl, Tendwa, Haznribagh. Presented by Mr. Campbell.

Beauxite(P), occurs “in veins underneath the coal strata," from Chitteedand, Salt Range,

Punjab. '' Presented by Dr. H. Wahth.

Specimens of plsgiorite with quartz, from Wolfsberg, Harz
;
plasma mixed with * sardoiiie

eacholong from decomposed serpentine, from Baldissero near Jvrea, Piedmont
; micro-

cllno broadly interbanded with albite (h larges bandes d*albite), from Department de I'Ain,

France; microcline (amazon-stone), from Miask, Ijmen mouutaiiis, Orenburg, Russia;
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Presented ry tbe Museum d'Histoire Naturxile, Paris.

A sample of petiDleuin from the Khatan oil-wells, 8ibi, Balucliistan.

Pbesbntsd by Mr. W. A. Fbabed.

Some copperas from ja drift near Pid Bungalow. Pbesbnted by Dr. H. Wabte.

A log of fossil wood from the Sanctoria colliery, Raniganj field, in the 16' seam, 270** from

tbe surface. Presented by Mb. 1. J. Whitty.
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A block of porphyrj from the * Olive ' boulder bed of the Salt Range, having seven glaciated

surfaces. Fbbsbntbd by Db. H. Wabth.

A collection of fossils, rocks, Ac., from the nummulitio strata about the petroleum wells at

Kbatan, 40 miles east of Sibi, Baluchistan. .Pbbsbktbd by Mb. R. A. TowbsbnD.
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A key to Professor H. H. Wilsoirs system of transliteration. 8° Para. Calcutta. No date*

H. B. Mbdlicott.

An Act to make better provision for the regulation of Coal Mines and Collieries, 11th May
1876. 8® Para. Sydney, 1884.

Anstbd, David T.—Elementary course of Geology, Mineralogy, and Physical Geography.
2nd edition. 8® London, 1856. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Ashbubneb, Charles J.—The geology of natural gas in Pennsylvania and New York.
8® Pam, Philadelphia, 1885. Thb Acthob.

» The products and exhaustion of the oil regions of Pennsyl-

vania and New York. 8® Pam. Philadelphia, 1885*

Thb Authob.

Balfoub, Cyclopradia of Eidia and of Eastern and Southern Asia, commercial,

industrial, and scientific
;
products of the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdoms, useful aHs an»l manufa^^turos. Srd edition. 3 "Vols. 8® Lon-
don, 1885.

Babbabde, tTbac^m,—Ddfenao des Colonies. Y* 8® Prague, 1881.

• H. B. Mbdlicott.

*^ABU8, Car/, and Btbouhal, Vincent—The electrical and magnetic properties of the

Iroii-Carhurets. 8® lYashington, 1885. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Becebb, George J’.—The relations of the mineral belts of the Pacific Slope to the great

upheavals. 8® Pam. New Haven, 1884. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Notes on the stratigraphy of California. 8® Pam. Washington,

1885. , H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Cretaceous metamorphic rocks of California. 8® Pam. New Haven,

1886.
^

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Binney, WtlUym G.—The terrestrial air-breathing Mollusks of the United States and the

adjacent territories of North America. 8® Cambridge, 1878.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Blanvobd, Ilenrg The Indian Monsoon Rmos. 8^ Pam, Allahabad. No date.

H. B. Mbdlioott.

„ Instructions for meteorological observers in Bengal, for the use of

observers reporting to the Meteorological Office, Calcutta. 8°

Calcutta, 1868. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On the origin of a Cyclone. 8® Pam. Loudon, 1869.

H. B. Mbdlicott,

„ On certain protracted irregularities of atmospheric pressure in

Bengal in relation to the monsoon rainfall of 1868 and 1869.

8® Pam. Calcutta, 1870. H. B. Mbdlicott.
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Dlanfosp, Henry F.—The winds of Northern India in relation to the temperatnre and

vapour-oonsiitnent of the atmosphere. 4** London, 1874.

^
H. B. Medlicott.

On some recent eridence of the variation of the sun’s heat. 8" Pam.
Calcutta, 1875. • H. B. Medlicott.

9 , On the diurnal variation of rainfall frequency at Calcutta. 8? Pam.
Calcutta, 1879. H. B. Medlicott.

„ On the high atmospherio pressure of 1876-78 in Asia and Australia,

in relation to the sun-spot cycle. 8° Pam. Calcuthi, 1880.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ On the connexion of the Himalaya snowfall with dry winds and

seasons of drought in India. 8^ Pam. London, 1884.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ Tlie theory of the winter rains of Northern India. 8® Pam. Cal-

*cutta, 1884. H. B. Medlicott.

Blanfobd, William Tkomas.-^On the nature and probable origin of the superficial deposits

in the valleys and deserts of Central Poi'sia. 8® Pam.

London, 18f3. H. B. Medlicott.

,,
Account of some specimens of fiintcoros and flakes from

'
' Sakhar and Rohri on the Indus, Sind. 8® Pam. Calcutta,

1876. H. B. Medlicott.

„ A monograph of the g^nus Paradoxurus, P. Cuv. 8® Pam.

London, 1886.
^
The Authob,

„ Remarks on a skull of Paradoxurus. 8® Pam. London,

. 1886. The Authob.

Bbonn’s .Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs. Band V, Ahth. II, lief. 16—17, and

Band VI, Ahth. II, lief. 13—16. 8® Leipzig, 1886.'

Bubton, Bichard F,—The land of Midian (revisited). 2 vols. 8® London, 1879.

• R. D. Oldham.

Call, B. MlUmrth—On the quaternary and recent moPusca of the Great Basin, with

descriptions of new forms. Introduced by a sketch of the quaternary lakes

of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. 8® Washington, 1884.

H. B. Medlicott.

Campbell, J, jF.—About Polar GLiciation, 8® Pam. London, 1874.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ Glacial Periods. 8® Pam. London, 1879. H. B. Medlicott.

Cbambbblik, Thomas 'Freliisinary paper on the Terminal Moraine of the

second glacial epoch. 8® Washington, 1883. H. B. Medlicott.

Choffat, Pat^Z.—Do rimpossibilitd de comprendre le Callovieu dans le Jurassique Supdrieur.

8® Pam. Lisboa, 1884. II. B. Medlicott.

'Clabke, F. W., and Chatabd, T, M.-^k report of work done in the Washington labora-

tory during the fiscal year 1883-84. 8® Pam. Washington, 1884.

H. B. Medlicott.

Clabeb, William Praww^tVe.—EfEects of forest vegetation on climate. 8® Pam. Sydney,
' 1876. ' H. B. Medlicott.

,,
Remarlv’s on the sedimentary formations of New South

Wales, illustrated by references to other provinces of

Australasia. 4th edition. 8® Sydney, 1878.

H. B. Medlicott.
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Olbvb, P. T.—*Oatline8 of the geology of the north-eastern West India Islands* 8® Pam.
New York, 1881. H. B. Mbdlxcott,

CocEBUBK, Notes on stone implements frona the Khasi Hills and the Banda and

Vellore dintricts. 8® Fam. Calcutta, 1879. H. B. MedlicoTt.

Cope, Edward P.—The vertebrate of the cretaceous formations of the West. 4® Wash-

ington, 1875. H. B. Medlicott.

Gbooers, William ,—Select methods in chemical analysis (chiefly inorganic). 2nd edition.

8® London, 1886.

Cross, Whitman ,—On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Angitic rocks.

With a geological sketch of Bufialo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
8® Pam. Washington, 1883. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Ball, William JT.—General conclusions from a preliminary examination of the Mollusca

dredged in the Gulf of Mexico in 1877-78 hj the IT. S. Coast Survey

steamer ** Blake** 8® Pam. Cambridge, 1880. H. B. Mbdlioott.

BASky Edward ^Ikhury,—Third appendix to the 6th edition of Dana's Mineralogy. 8®

Now York,
1J83.

„ A crystallographic study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan.

8® pHm. Washington, 1884. H. B. ]||jpDLicoTT.

Davidson, Thomas

y

and Dalton, W, P’.—Monograph of the British Fossil Brachiopods.

Vol. VI, concIusioiR (Pal. Soc.), 4® London, 1886.

Dawson, John William ,—On the cretaceous and tertiaiy floras of Bntisb Columbia and the

north-west territory. 4® Pam. Montreal, 1882. The Authob.

„ On the mesozoic floras of the Rocky Mountain Region of Canada.

4® Pam. Montreal, 1885. The Authob.

Db la Beche, Sir Hedry Thomas, geological manual. 8® London, 1831.
**

H. B. Mbdlicott.

,, The geological observer. 2nd edition. 8® London,

1853. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Delaunay, Charles Eughie,^On the hypothesis of the internal fluidity of the terrestrial

globe. 8° Pam. London, 1868. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Delesse, -Observations sur 1^ presence d'eau do combinaison dans los roches

feldspaibiquos. 8® Pam. Paris, 1849. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Mdmoire sur Ja Minette. 8° Fam. Paris, 1865. II. B» Mbdlicott.

„ ^ Sur les gisements de chauz phosphatdo de TEstramadure. 8° Pam.
Paris, 1877. H. B, Mbdlicott.

„ Carte agronomique du ddpartement do Seine-et-Mame. 8® Pam. Paris,

^ 1880. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Delesse, Achille, and Lapfabbnt, Albert de.—Revue de Gdologie pour les aflndes 1876

et 1877. 8® Paris, 1879. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Desob, Der Gebirgsbau der Alpen. 8® Wiesbaden, 1865.

Dupont, Les lies coralliennes de Roly et de Pbilippeville. 8® Bruxelles, 1882.

^ H. B. Mbdlicott.

Edwabds, Eenri Aft/ac.—Zoologie. 8° Paris, 1860. , H. B. Mbdlicott.

Elson, 8, B,—The currents and tides of the Hooghly aud its littoral, and how they are

influenced. 8® Pam. Calcutta, 1885. H. B. Medxicott.

Enoyclopmdia Britannica. 9th edition. Vol. XX. 4® Edinburgh, 1886.
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Etbbbidge, Boheri,—On the analysis and distribution .of the Bntish Falssozoio Fossils. 8*^

London, 1881. H. B. Medlicott.

„ On the analysis end distribution of the British Jurassic Fossils.
8*’

London, 1882. H. B. Medlicott.

Fbietmaetbl, Ottokar,—On some fossil plants from the Damuda series in the Rtfniganj coal-

field, collected by Mr. J. Wood-Mason. 8° Calcutta, 1876.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ Notes on the fossil flora of Eastern Australia and Tasmania. 8-^ Pam.

Sydney, 1880. H. B. Medlicott.

Fished, Osmond.^On the formation of mountains, with a critique onCapt. Hutton's lecture.

S'* Patn. London, 1873. H. B. Medlicott.

„ Ou the possibility of changes in the latitudes of places on the earth's

surface ; being an appeal to physicists. Pam. London, 1878.

H. B. Medlicott.

Fontaine, William Contributions to the knowledge of the older Mesozoic Flora

of Virginia. 4® Washington^ 1883. H. B. Medlicott.

Foote, Bohert Bruce,—On the distribution of stone implements in Southern India. 8®

. Pam. London, 1868. H. B. Medlicott.

Foebes, The structure of rock masses (stratification, joints, cleavage). 8® Pam.

London, 1870. t H. B. Medlicoit.

„ On the nature of the Earth's interior. 8® Pam. London, 1871.

H. B. Medlicott.

Oalbbaith, Joseph A,, and Hauohton, -Manual of Plane Trigonometry. 12^

Dublin, 1862. H. B. Medlicott.

Gannett; JZcwry.—Lists of elevations principally in that portion of fho United States weslj^

of the Mississippi river. 3rd edition. 8® Pam. Washington, 1875.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ A dictionary of altitudes in the United Slates. 8° Washington, 1884.

H. B. Medlicott.

Gabdned, John Monograph of the British Eocene Flora. Vol. II, part 3. (Pol.

Soc.) 4® London, 1885.

Gbieie, Class-book of Geology. (2 copies.) 3°, London, 1886.

Gilbbbt, O. at.—

T

he Colorado Plateau region considered as a field for geological study.

8® Pam. New Haven, 1876. " H. B. Medlicott.

Godwin-Austen, AT, JH’.—Notes on geological features of the country near* foot of hills

in the western Bhootan Dooars. 8 Pam. Calcutta, 1868.

H. B. Medlicott.

M The evidence of past glacial action in the Naga Hills, Assam.

8® Pam. Calcutta, 1875. H. B. Medlicott.

Hatton, jPraitA.—North Borneo. Explorations and adventures on the equator. With
biographical sketch and notes by Joseph Hatton, and preface by Sir

Walter Medhurst. 8® London, 1885.

Haughton, rEzperimental researches on the granites of Ireland. Pai-t III : On
the granites of Donegal. 8® Pam. London, 1862.

H. B. Medlicott.

„ On the joint-systems of Ireland and Cornwall, and their mechanical

origin. 4® Pam. London, 1864. H. B. Medlicott.
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Hatjghtoh, Samuel, the constituent minerals of the granites of Scotland, as compared

with those of Donegal. 8** Pam. London, 1870.

^
H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Notes on physical geology. 8^ Pam. London, 1877.

• H. B. Mbdlioott*

Hislop, Stephen,—On the teitiaiy deposits associated with trap-rock in the East Indies,

with descriptions of the fossil shells : and of the fossil insects, by
Andrew Muriay ; and a note on the fossil Qypridm, by T. Rupert Jones.

8^ Pam. London, 1860. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Hull, Edward,—Falmo-geologioal and geographical maps of the British Islands and the

adjoining parts of the continent of Europe. 4’’ Duhliii, 1882.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Husbak, Eugen,—The determination of rock-forming minerals. Tianslated fiura the first

german edition by Erastus G. Smith. 8° New.York, 1886.

Indian and Colonial Exhibition, London, 1886. New Zealand Court. Detailed catalogue

and guide to the geological exhibits. By James Hector. 8° Wellington,

* 1886. Gbological Subybt of Nbw Zealand,

Ibvino, Boland D,—Preliminary paper on an investigation of the Archman formations of

• the north-western states. 8° Washington, 1885. Tqx Authob.

Ibvino, Boland Z)., and Van Hisb, C, B,—On secondary enlargements of mineral frag-

ments in ceitain focks. 8** Washington, 1884.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Jenkins, K, some tcitiary mollusra from Mount Sela, in the island of Java With

a dcsciiption of a new coral from the same locality, and a note on the

Sciudian fossil coials, by P. Martin Duncan. 8” Pam. London, 1864.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

JonNSTONB, J.—'Cap&in Welsh’s expedition to Assam in 1792, 1793, and 1794. 8’’ Pam.«<^

Calcutta, 1877. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Judd, John Weil€g,^On the methods which have been devised for the lapid determination

of the specific gravity of minerals and rocks. 8^ Pam. London.

No date. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On the relations of the Eocene and Oligocene strata in the Hamp-
bhire Basin. Pam. London, 1882. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On thedrelation of the leptiliferous sandstone of Elgin to the Upper

Old Red Sandstone. 8° Pam. London, 1885. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ ^
On the tertiary and older Peridotites of Scotland. 8^ London, 1885.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On the Gabbros, Dolerites, and Basalts of tertiary age in Scotland

and Iieland. 8** Pam. London, 1886. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Report on a series of specimens of the deposits of the^^^ilo Delta,

obtained by the recent boring opeiations. 8° Pam. London, 1886.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Judd, John Wesley, and Colb, Grenville A* j;—On the Basalt-glass (Tachylyte) of the

Western Isles of Scotian^ 8* Pam. London, 1888.

H. B. Mbdlicott.
•

JuKBS, Joseph Beets, and IIauohton, SamueL-^On the lower palmozoic rocks of the

south-east of Ireland, and their associatevl igneous locks. 4* Dublin,

1959, H. B Mbdlicott.
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J ULiBN, Alexis On the fissure-inclusions in the fibrolitic gneiss of New Rochelle, N#

8® Pam. New York, 1879. H. B, Msdlioott.

$9 On spodumene and^jts alterations from the granite veins of Hampshire
Co., Mass. 8* Pam. New York, 1879. H. 13. Mbdlicott.

'KinomiLLt Thomas W.—The flagstones anti conglomerates of Ning-kong Jow in northern

Chehkiang. 8® Pam. , 1886. Thb Authob.

Kobben, a, Dio Crinoiden des norddeutschen Ober-Dovons. 8^ Pam. Stuttgart, 1886.

The Authob.

„ Ucber clymcnienkalk und Mittoldovon reap. Hercynkalk P bei Mont-

pellier. 8” Pam. Stuttgart, 1886. The Authob.

„ Ueber das verbalton von dislokationen ,im nordwestlichen Deutschland.

8" Pam. Berlin, 1886. The Authob.

„ Ueber die storungen, welche don Gebirgsbau im nordwestlichen und west-

lichen Deutschland bedingeu. 8® Pam. Gottingen, 1886.

The Authob.

KubZj Qeorge JF*.—On remarkable copper minerals from Arizona. 8^ Pam. New Haven, 1885*

The Authob.

„ ,

Meteoric iron from Jenny’s Creek, Wayne County, West Virginia. 8°

Pam. New Haven, 1886. The Authob,

Lacboix, 8. JP'.^lfildmens de Algdbre, a I’usage de UJcole centrale des quatre nations. 6”®

Edition. 8° Paris, 1836. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Lamab, W. JY., and Ellis, Franh W,—^Physical observations during the Lady Franklin

Bay Expedition of 1883. 8“ Washington, 1884. Home Deft.

Lbhuanb, Untersuchungen iiber die Entstolning der Altkrystallinischen

Schiefergesteine mit besonderer bezugnahmc auf das SiicliHische Granulifcge-

” birge Erzgebirge, Fiohtelgebirge und Bairisch-Bohmisclie GrenzgobirgeT

With atlas of plates. 4^ Bonn, 1084.

Lesquebeux, Leo.—Contributions to the Fossil Flora of th^ western territories. Part II.

The Tertiary Flora. 4® Washington, 1878. H. B. Mbdlicott.

,y Report on the fossil plants of the auriferous gravel deposits of the

Sierra Nevada. 4® Cambridge, 1 878. II. B. Mbdlicott,

Liedbtbom, Gwtaf,—Siluiischo koiallen aus Nord-Uus^land und Sibirien. 8® Pam.

Stockholm, 1882. " H. B. Mbdlicott.

Loczy, Xttdiaiy.—Ueber die eruption des Krakatau im Jahre 1883. 8® Pam. Budapest,

1884. H. £. Medlicott.

Ltdeeebb, Richard.—Note on the generic identity of the genus Esthonyx, Cope, with

Platychocrops, Charlesworth (-Miolophus, Owen). 8® Pam.

London, 1885.
^

The Authob.

,, Notes on the zoological position of the genua M'crochserus, Wood,

and its apparent identity with Hyopsodus, Leidy. 8® Pam. Lon-

don, 1885. The Authob.

„ On the occurrence of the crocodilian genus Tomistoma in the

^ Miocene of the Maltdi»e Islands. 8® Pam. London, 1886.

The Authob.

Ltell, Manual of elementary geology : or the ancient changes of the earth and

inhabitants as illustrated by geological monuments. 4th edition.
**

London, 1852. H. B. Medlicott.
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Lyman, Ophiuridm and Astropliytids of the exploring voyage of H. M* 6*

Challenger:^ Pai-tsl.2. 8® Cambridge, 1878 and 1879.

H. B. Mbdltoott.

Lyons, T. A.—The magnetism of iron and steel slnps : an explanation of the yariooB ways

in which it afEects the compass. 8® Washington, 1884.

UOMB Dbfabtmbnt,

Maclaoan, The rivers of the Punjab. 8® Pam. London, 1888.

U. E Mbdiioott.

Macleay, Jfilliam.—Descriptive catalogue of Australian fishes. 2 Vola. and supplement.

8® Sydney, 1881-1884. Linnjean Society of N. S. Wales.

McMahon, A. B.—^The Karens of tne Golden Chersonese. 8® London, 1876.

B. D. Oldham.

Mallet, Bohert.—Notice of some of tho secondary effects of the earthquake of 10th

January 1869, in Cachar, communicated by Dr. Oldham, Calcutta.

8® Pam. London, 1872. H. B. Medlicott.

„ ^
On the probable temperature of the Primordial Ocean of our globe. 8®

Pam. London, 1880.
^

H. B. Medlicott.

Mabcou, Jules, and Maecou, John Catalogue of geological maps of America

(north and south), 1752^1881, in geographic and chronologic order. 8®

Washington, 1884. H. B. Medlicott.

Maesh, Olhniel Cha rZe«.-—Iutrodlotion and succession of vertebrate life in America. 8®

New Haven, 1877. H. B. Meducott.

Maseelyne, Nevil Notices of Ac.olites. 8® Pam. London, 1863.

H. B. Medlicott.

Medlicott, Renry Artesian borings in India. 8® Pam. Calcutta, 1881.

» The Authob.
*

„ Further considerations upon artesian sources in the plains

of UI>pcr India. 8^ Pam. Caloutia, 1885.

The Authob.

Meek, F. I?.—A report on the Invertebrate Cretaceous and Tertiary Fossils of the Upper

Missouri country. 4® Washington, 1876, H. B. Medlicott.

Meee, F. B., Hall, James, and \yHiTFiELD, B. P.—American Paltoontology, 4®

Washington, 1877. H. B. Medlicott.

Meldola, Baphael, and White, Tf7Www.—Report on the East Anglian earthquake of April

22nd, 1884. ^ London, 188S.

Milne, Earthquakes and other earth movements. 8" London, 1886.

Mojsisovics, Edmund »o».—Arktisohe Triaafaunen. 8" Pam. Wien, 1886.

The Anthob.

Mojsisovics, Edmund von, and Neuhatb, AfrfcAior.—Beitrogo zur Palaontologie Oater-

reich-Uugoma und dea Orienta. Band IV, heft 3—4, and V, heft 2.

4* Wien, 1886.

Mojsisovics, Edmund wm, Tibtzb, Emil, and Bittnbb, .<4.—Qrnndlinien der Geologie

von Boanien^Hercegovina. 8* Wien, 1880. ' H. B. Mbolioott.

Mvbllbb, Ferdmand von.—Oheervationa sn new vegetable foaaila of the Auriferona Drifta.

8” Pam. Melbourne, 1883. U.'B. Mbdlicoxt.

Nbsbit, I>. if.—Tide marahea of the United States. 8” Wash^gion, 1886.

Bomb Dbbabthbht.
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NicHOLsoir, Menry Monofrraph of the British Stromatoporoids. Part 1. (Pal.

Soc.) 4** London, 1886.

Nobtlinq, FrH%.—^Einige fossile Hai6pchzahne. 8° Pam. —, 1886. The Author.

Oldham, C. F.—Notes on the lost river of the Indian Desert. 8° Pam. Calcutta, 1874.

« H. B. Mbdlicott.

Oldham, Bickard Dixon.—Memorandum on the probability of obtaining water by means

of Artesian Wells in the plains of Upper India. 8” Paxu. Calcutta, 1885.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Oldham, Thomas.—^Notes upon the geology of the Rajmahal Hills ;
being the result of exa-

minations made during the cold season of 1852-63. S'* Pam. Calcutta,

1854. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Olivbb, E. Note on coal and iron in the Punjab. 8^ Lahore, 1883.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Paldontologie Fran^aiae. Ire adrie. Animanz Invcrtdbrda, Terrain Jurassique. Crinoides,

Liv. 8(); and Bocbne, £chinides, Liv. 3. 8‘ Paris, 1886.

Pbdlbb, Ahxflnder.^-On the past and present water supplies of Calcutta. 8** Pam. Calcutta,

1880. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Phillifs, John.—Manual of Geology, theoretical and practical. Edited by Robert Etheridge

and Harry Govier Seeley. 2 vols. 8® London, 1885.

Pobtbb, Thomas C., and Coulteb, John M.—Synopsis of the flora ofColorado. 8® Washing-

ton, 1874. H. B. Mbdlicott.

PouLAiN, CA.—Commission des puits artdsiens k Poudichdry. 8® Pam. Pondichdry, 1877*

H. B. Mbdlicott.

PoUBTAL&s, X. PI—Report on the corals and antipatharia dredged in the Caribbean Sea

in 1878-79 by the United States Coast Survey steamer “ Blake** 8°

Pam. Cambridge, 1880. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Pbbstwich, Joseph.-^On the structure of the crag-beds of Norfolk^and Suflblk, with some

observations on their organic remains. Parts 1-3 8® Loudon,

1871. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Geology
;
chemical, physical, and stratigraphical. Vol. I. 8® Oxford,.

1886.

RIjbndbalIla Mitba.—a scheme for the rendering of European scientific terms into the

vernaculars of India. 8^ Pam. Calcutta, 1877. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Ray, P. ITenry.—Report of the international polar expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska.

4P Washington, 1885. Chief Signal Officeb, U. S. Abmv.

Ricketts, Charles.—On accumulation and denudation, and their influence in causing oscil-

lation of the Earth’s crust. 8® Pam. London, 1883. H. P. Mbdlicott.

Rilbt, Charles F.—The Periodical Cicada. An account of Cicada Septenderim and its

tredecim race, with a chronology of all broods known. 8® Pam. Washing-

ton, 1885. ^
Homb Dbpabtmbnt.

Ross, David.—The land of the five rivers and Sindh. 8® London, 1883. R. D. Oldham.

Rutlbt, jPra^fjE;.—Notes on some peculiarities in the microscopic structure of Felspars. 8®

Pam. London, 1875. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On some Aructures in Obsidian, Perlite, and Leucite. 8^ Pam. London,

1876. « H. B. Mbdlicott.

Scbubabt, Description et noticer sur I'installation et I'entretien des Mdtdorographes

grAveurs de Van Rysselberghe et Schubai*t, oonstruits pour compte da

Ministi&re des Indes Britanniques. 8® Pam. Gaud, 1880.

H. B. Mbdlicott
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Scott, Robert JET.—On the granitic rocks of Donegal, and the minerals therewith associated*

8^ Pam. Dublin, ISHS. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Simms, Frederick TF.—A treatise on the principal mathematical instruments employed in

surveying, levelling, and astronofliy : explaining their construction, a^jast-

ments, and use. 6th editiqp. 8** London, 1884. H. B. Mbdlicott.
Simpson, Stbbbb, Henry

^ Hbndbbson, Alexander^ Howell, J. A ., Babbbb, F. Mn
and Febnald, F. Z.—Te<its oi auti-coirosive and anti-fouling paints.
8'’ Pam. Washington, 1885. Home Department.

SoBBT, Henry Clfton.—On the microacopical structure of Meteorites. 8® Pam. London,

1864. ‘ H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ On the structuie and origin of noo-calcarcous stiatificd rocks. S®

Pam. London, 1880 H. B. Medligott.

Spencer, J, ?F.—Elevations in the Dominion of Canada. 8® Pam. Washington, 1884.

H. B. Mbdlicott.

Standaob, H €•—Tlie Artists’ Manual of Pigments, showing theii composition, conditions

of peimanency, non-poimanency, and adulterations ; efibets in combina-

tion with each other and with \ chicles; and tho most reliable tests of

puiity, together with the Science and Art Department’s examination ques-

* lions on painting. 8* London, 1886.

Statistical Atlas of India, piepnied for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886. Fol. Cal-

cutta, 1886
^

Govebnmbnt of India.

Stevfnson, Zo/zw Z—Some notes lespecting melamoiphism. 8® Pam, Philadelphia, 1884.

H. B. Medlicott.

Stoliczka, Ftrdmand,~-On the cliaiactei of the Cephalopoda of tho South Indian Creta-

ceous Rocks 8® Pam London, 1865. H. B. Mbdlicott.

Stbachby, Richank—Piopo«>als lelating to tho intieduction of now standards of weight

and measure m Uiitish India FIs. Pam. Simla, 1867.

• H B. Mbdlicott.

SuFSS, Eduard.--Da^ Antlitz der Eido. Abth I. 8® Piag, 1883. H. B. Medlicott.

Tennant, Janies Z’rawc/? —Repoit on obseivations of tho totil eclipse of tho sun on

Docemhei llth-12th 1871, inado by ordei of the Guvoinment of India

at Dodahetta, near Ootacamand. 4® Pam. Loudon, 1875.

• H. B. Mbdlicott.

Tibtzb, Einigp bemekungen uber die bildung von Qucrtlialern. Folge2. 8® Para.

AVien, 1883. • H. B. Mbdlicott.

TscHEBMA^ Gustav.-—Die bildung der Meteoriten und der Vulcauismus. 8® Pam. Wien,

1876. H. B. Mbdlicott.

WaPBWOBTH, M. E —Notes on the geology of the ii on and coppei distiicts of Lake Superior.

8® Cambiidge, 1880. H. B^ I^Iedlicott.

On the oiigin of the iron ores of the Maiquctte district, Lake Superior.

8® Pam. Boston, 1880. II. B. Mbdlicott.

Walcott Charles Boohttle.—Oa the Camhiian Faunas of North America. 8® Washing-

ton, 1884. H. B. Mbdlicott.

„ Paleontology of the Euieka distiict.® 4® Washington, 1884.
’*

* H. B. Mbdlicott.

White, Charles A.—On Mesozoic Fossils. 8® Pam. Washington, 1884,

H« B. MBDUGOIt.

0
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Whitx, Charles A.—On the Mesozoic and Oenozoio Faleontology of California. 8” Bav.

WashiogtOD, 1886. H. B. Mxsxicot*.

Whitb, Charles A., and Nicaoisojir, Henry Bibliography of North Amerusan

Invertebrate Paleontology. 8” Washington, 1878.

h. B. Mbsuooh.
a

Whitkby, Je D.—The auriferous gravels of the Sierra Nevada of California. Parts 1-2.

4® Cambridge, 1879-1880. H. B. Mbdiicott.

WiLLiAMSp Albert—Gold and silver conversion tables giving the coining values of troy

ounces of fine metal, and the yreights of fine metal represented by

given sums of United States money. S° Pam. Washington, 1883.

H. B. Mbdiicott.

Williams, Eeniy iS'.—On the fossil faunas of the Upper Devonien along the meridian of 76®

bCf from Tompkins County, N. Y., to Bradford County, Pa. 8® Pam.

Washington, 1884. H. B. Mbdiicott.

Williams, J, Butler,—Practical geodesy : comprising chain surveying, and the use of sur-

• veying instruments
; levelling, and tracing of contours ; . together with

trigonometrical, colonial, miving and maritime surveying. 2nd edition.

8® London, 1846. H. B. Mbdiicott.

WoiTBBSTO^FF, W.

—

Ucber fossile Frosche insbcsondere das genus Palacobatrachus. Theil

I. 8® Magdeburg, 1886. Thb Authob.

Wood, Jamee,—Elements of Algebra designed for the use of students in the university.

11th edition. 8® Cambridge, 1841. H. B. Mbdiicott.

Wbioht, Thomas ,—Monograph of the Lias Ammonites of the British Islands. Part VIII.

(Pal. Soc.) 4® London, 1886.

PERIODICALS, SERIALS, &c.

American Journal of Science. 3rd series, Yol. XXXI, Nos. 183-185. 8® New Gaven, 1886.

Thb Editobs.

American Naturalist. Vol. XX, Nos. 2«4. 8® Philadelphia, 1886.

Annalen der Pbysik und Chemie. Neue folge, Band XXVIl, Nos. 3-4, and XXYllI, No. 1.

8® Leipzig, 1886.

Annales des Mines. 8"*® sdrie, Tome VIII., livr. 6. 8® Paris, 1885.

L'Admiks. DBS Minbs.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. 6*"* sdrie, Zoologie et Paldontologie, Tome XDf , Nos. 4-6,

and XX, Nos. 1-2 ; and 7"® sdrie, Botenique, Tome III, Nos. 1-3. 8®

Paris, 1885-1886.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 6th series, Yol. XYII, Nos. 1^-102. 8^

London, 1886. »

Athenseum. Nos. 3046-3058. 4® London, 1886.

Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band X, Nos. 3-4. 8® Leipzig,

1886.

Bibliothhque Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3"* pdriode.

Tome XY, l^los. 1-3. 8® GenbVe, 1886.

Bibliothhque Univemelle et Revue Surese. 8"*® pdriode. Tome XXIX, Nos. 86-87, and

XXX, No. 88. 8® Lausanne, 1886.

Botauischer Jahresbericht. Jahrg. XT, Abth. If, balfte 1. 8® Berlin, 1886.
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Botanisches OentralUatt Band XXV, Nos. 10-13, and XXVI, Nos* 1-8, 8® Cassel,

1886.

Chemical News. Vol. LIII, Noa. 1372-1384. 4® I^rndon, 1886.

Colliery Guardian, Vol. LI, Nos. 1316-1327. Fol. London, 1886.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LIX, Nos, 10-22. 4® Stuttgart:, 1886.

Geological Magazine. New series, Decade III, Vol. TIT, Nos. 4-6. 8® London, 1886.

Indian Engineer. Vol. I, Nos. 1-7. 4° Calcntta, 1886. Tns Editob.

Iron. Vol. XXVII, Nos. 687-699. Fol. London, 1886.

Journal de Conchyliologie. 3”* sdne, Toi.ie XXV, No. 4. 8® Paris, 1886.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 5th series,

Vol. XXI, Nos. 131-133. 8® London, 1886.

Mining Journal. Vol. LVI, Nos. 2637-2G49. Fol. London, 1836.

Naturso Novitates. Nos. 6-10. 8® Berlin, 1886.

Nature. Vol. XXXIII, No. 864 to Vol. XXXIV, N%. 866. 4® London, 1886.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palaeontologie. Jahrg. 1886, Band I, heft

2-3. 8® Stuttgart, 1886.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie, ujid Palaeontologie. Beilage-Band IV, heft 2. 8®

Stuttgart, 1886.

Palacontographica. Band XXXTI, heft 2-3. 4® Stuttgnit, 1886.

PaJaeontographioa. Supplement II, Abth 1-5. With 4® plates. 8® and 4® Cassel, 1870-

1884. •

Petermann*8 Geogiaphische Mitiheilungon. Baud XXXll, Nos. 3-5. 4^ Gotha, 1886.

Petermann's Geogiaphische Mittheiluiigcn Supplement Nos 81-82. 4® Gotha, 1886.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering. 3id series, Vol. IV, No. 13. Fisc. Koorkee,

1886. Thomason Colleob of Citil Enoznbebino.

Quarterly Journal of Micioscopical Scicuce. New seiies, Vol. XXVI, Nos, 102-103.

^ 8^ London, 1886.

Zeitsohrift fiir Naturwibseoschaften. Folge 4, Band IV, heft 6. 8® llalle, 1886.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, Ac.

Titles qfBooks. Donors.

Bengal.—Quarterly Bengal Army List* New series, No. 90. 8® Calcutta, 1886.

• Govebnmbnt of India.

Bombat.— Selections from the Records of the PomLay Goyeniment. New series, Nos.

176-177, & 179*. Fisc. Bombay, 1886. Bombay Govebnmbnt.

BuBMA.’-^Annual report on the Light-houseb off the coast of Burma for 1886-86. Flso.

Rangoon, 1886. Chibf Commisbionbb, Bubma.

India.—Administration repoi4 on the Railways in India for 1885-86. Part I. Fisc. Simla,

* 1886. Govebnmbnt of India.

„ Annual statement of the trade and navigation of British India with Foreign

Countries, and of the coasting trade of the several Presidencies and

Provinces, in the year ending Slst March 1885. No. 19. 4® Calcutta,

1886. Govbbnment of India.

„ Indian Meteorologioal Memoirs. Vok ni, parti, and IV,* part 1. 4® Calcutta,

1886. Mbibobological Rbfobtbr to Govbbnment of India.

Memorandum to accompany charts of temperature and rainfall of India. By
*’

H. F. Blaofoid. 8” Calcutia, 1886.
*

Meteobological Repobteb to Govbbnment of India.
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Ix^U.-^Mcteorologica] obscrvatioiiB recorded at six stations in India in 1885^ reduced and

corrected. November. 4® Calcnttai 1886.

JVl£TEO^OI.OQICAI RbPOBTEB TO GoVEBNMENT OF INDIA.

if Beport on the Meteorology of India in 1884. 4® Calcutta. 1886.

MeteoboiogIical Kefobteb to Gotbbnment of India.

a List of Civil Officers bolding gazetted appointments under the Government of

India in the Home, Legislative, and Foreign Departments, as it stood on

the Ist January 1886. 8® Calcutta, 1886. Home Depabtment.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Home Department. No.

205. Fisc. Calcutta, 1866. Govebnment of India.

„ Statistical tables for British India. 10th issue. 4° Calcutta, 1886.

Govebnment of India.

Madbas.—

M

anual of t^j^e admInistratiDn of the Madras Presidency. Vol. 1. Fisc. Madras,

1885. Madbas Govebnment.

N.'W. Pbo\ince8.—Gazetteer of the North-Western Provinces. Vol. XII. 8® Allahabad,

1886.
^
Govebnment op the N.-W. Pbovinces.

Punjab.—Report on the administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for 1884-85.

« Fisc. Lahore, 1886. Punjab Govebnment.

TRANSACTIONS, PROCEEDINGS, &c.. OF SOCIETIES, SURVEYS, &c.

BaliaabAT.—Annual report of the School of Mines, Ballaarat, 1885. 8° Ballaarat, 1886.

School of Mines, Ballaarat.

Batavia.—Natunrknndig Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indi 6. Serie VIII, Deel VI. 8®

Batavia, 1886. The Socieik’.

„ Nedorlandsch-Indisch Plakaatboek, 1602-1811. Dcel II. By J. A. Van der

Chijs. 8® Batavia, 1886, The Society.

„ Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van kunsten en Wetcnschappen. Deel

XXIII Afl. 4, and XXIV Afl. 1. 8® Batavia, 1886. The Society.

„ Tijdschrift voor indischo Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde. Deel XXXI, Afl. 1-2.

8® Batavia, 1886. The Society.

Bbbiin.—Sitzungsherichte der Eonig. Preuss. Akadeniie der Wissenschaften. Nos. 40-52,

1885. 8® Berlin, 1885-1886. Tab Academy.

„ Zeitschrift der Dcutschen Geologischcn Gesellschaft. Band XJXVII, heft 4.

8® Berlin, 1885. The Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society. Vol. I, Nos. 1-2. 8® Bombay,

1886. SThb Society.

Boston.-' Proceedings of the American Academy bf Arts and Sciences. New series, Vol,

XIII, port 1. 8® Boston,’ 1885. The Academy.

Bbussbls-—Bulletin de la Socidtd Beige de Gdographie. Annde I, Nos. 1-3; HI, No. 3;

and V, No. S. 8® Bruxelles, 1877, 1879, and 1881.

„ Bulletin de la Socidtd Royale Beige de Gdographie. Annde X, No. 1, 8®

Bruxelles, 1886.
"

. The Society.

„ Musde royal d'histoirc naturelle de Belgique# Explication de la fenille de Meix-

Devant-Virton. Par J. C, Purves. (No maps published.) 8® Bruxelles,

1885. The Museum.
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Bbusssls.

—

Mns^e roynl d'histoire natuielle de Belgique. Explication de la feuille de

BoulorH, Wacken, et Thourout. Par M. A. Rutot. (No mape publislied.)

8® Bruxellofl, 1885.
^

Thb ATusbuh.

„ Procbs-verbal de la Socidtd Royale Malacologique de Belgique, p.p. 81-144. 8®

Bruxellee, 1885. • The Sooibtt.

Bucabest.—Annuaire du Bureau Gdologiquc. Ann<^'' 1882-83| Nos. 1-2. 8® Bucarost, 1886.

Geological Bebeau, Bucabest.

Budapest.

—

Termdbzoti ajzi Fiizelek. Vol. X, No. 1. Budapest, 1886.

The Hungarian National Museum.
Buenos Aires.—Boletiu de la Academia Nacional de Ciencias en Cordoba. Tomo Vllly

Nos. 2-3 8® Buenos Aiies, 1885. The Academt.

Buffalo.—Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natuial Sciences. Vol. V, No. 1. 8° Buffalo,

1886. The Society.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Agiiculiuial and Hoiticuttural Society of India. New series, Vol.

VII, pt. 4. 8® CaUutta, 1886. The Society.

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Btmgal. New series, Vol. LV, pt. I, No. I,

and pt. II, No. 1. 8^ Cijcutta, 1886 The Sooiriy.

„• Pioceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. I-III, 8® Calcutta, 1886.

The Society.

„ Palaeontologia Indica.^ Series X, Vol. Ill, pts. 7-8 ;
and Seiies XIV, Vol. I,

pt 3, tasc. 5. 4® Calcutta, 1885-1886.

Geological Survey of India.

„ Records of the Geological Suivey of India. Vol. XIX, pt. 2. 8° Calcutta, 1886.

Geological Survey of India.

„ Repot ts of the Aichroological Survey of India. Vols. XXI—XXII. 8® Calcutta,

• 188*5. Home Department.

„ Sui\cy of India Depaitmcnt. Notes for Februaiy to April 1886. Use. Calcutta,

1886. Survey of India.

Cambridge.—Pioceedings ot the Cambridge Philosoiihical Society. Vol. V, pt. 5. b®

Cambiidge, 1886 The Society.

Cambridge, Mass.— Bulletin ot the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Vol. XII, Nos. 3-4.

8® Cumbiidge, 1886. The Museum.

^ Momoii8*of the Ameiican Academy of Aits and Sciouces. Vol. XI, pt. 3,

Nos. 2-3« 4® Cambiidge, Mass., 1885. The Academt,

Dehra Duif.—Synopsis of the results of the operations of the Gieat Trigonometiical Survey

of India. Vol. XHI A. 4® Dehia Dun, 1885.

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Dijon.—Mdmoiies de I’Ac ddmie des Sciences Aits, et Bcllcs-Letties de Dijon. 3“* sdrie^

Tome VIII. 8® Dijon, 1886. TBfR Academy.

Dublin.—Scientific Pioceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, New seiies, Vol. IV,pta. 7-9;

and V, pts. 1-2. 8® Dublin, 1886-1886. * The Society.

„ Scientific Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society. Series II, Vol. Ill, Nos. 7-10.

4® Dublin, 1886. • • The Society.

EpiSDUBGfl.—Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vel. II, Nos. 8-6. 8® Edinbuigh, 1886.

The Scottish Geogbapbical Society.

,,
Tiansactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Vol, XI, pt. 3. 8*

Edinburgh, 1885. The Society.
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HiBBiSBUna.—Progress Reports of the 2Dd Geological Survey of Penusylvania. AA. 2n4
report, pt. 1 ; A.A. pt. I, Atlas ; ; and T,. 8^ Harrisburg, 1885.

^Segokd Geoiooioil Subyey of Pbeksylyaxia.

„ Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. Grand Atlas.

Division I, pt. 1. J886.

„ II, pts. 1-2. 1884 and^l885.

„ III,pt. 1. 1885.

„ IV, pt. 1. 1386.

„ Y, pt.l. 1685. Fol. Harrisburg, 1884-] 686.

Second Qbolooical Subyey of Pennsylyania.

IToBABT.—Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania for 1886. 8** Hobart^

1886. The Society.

IntbbnaTIONAL.—Bibliograpbie gdologique et paldontologique de ITtalie par les soins da

comitd d'organisation du 2*°” Congrbs Gdologique International a Bologno.

S’* Boiogne, 1881. H. B. Medlicott.

Lausanne.—Bulletin de la Soci^td Yaudoise des Sciences Nntnrelles. sdrie, Yol XXI,
No. 93. 8^ Lausanne, 1886. The Society.

Li]£oe.—Annales de la Socidtd Gdologique de Belgique. Tome XII. S'* Lidge, 1884-1886.

The Society.

Lisbon.—Section des Travaui Gdologiques de Portugal, ij^tiido sur les Bilobites et autres

fossiles des quartzites dela base du^systbme silurique du Portugal. Par

j! F. N. Delgado. 4* Lisbonne, 1886.

Geobooical Subyey, Pobtuoal.

London.—British Museum (Natural History). Mineral Department. An introduction to

the study of meteorites, with a list of the meteorites represented in the

collection. 8” London, 1886.
^ ^

The Bbitish Museum.
„

‘ Catalogue of the fossil mammalia in the British Muso6m, (Natural History).

Part 111. By R. Lydekker. 8° London, 1886. The Bbitish Museum?

„ Journal of the Anthropological InstiiSte of Great Britain and Ireland. Yol.

XV, No. 4. 8® London, 1886.

„ Journal of the Chemical Society. Nos. 266-281. 8** London, 1886-1886.

F. R. Mallet.

„ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. No. II. 8° London, 1885.

The* Institute.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts. Yol. XXXIV, Nos. 1738-1760. S'* London,

1886. , The Society.

„ Mineralogical Magazine and Journal of the Mineralogical Sociq^. Yol. YI,

No. 31. 8* London, 1886.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New senes, Yol. YIII, Nos.

3-6. 8" London, 1886. Tqup Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Griat Britain. Yol. XL No. 79. With
list of Members for 1886. S'* London, 1886. The Institution.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Yol. XXXIX, Nos. 240-24!, and

XL, No. 242. tf* London, 1886-1886. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of Loudon. Part lY, 1886. 8^ London,

1886. * The Society.

„ Transactions of the Zoological Somety of London. Yol. XI, pt. 11, and XU, pts*

1-2. 4** London, 1886-1886. , The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Yol. XLII, No. 166. 8” London,

1886. The Society.
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SXtlee of Boohe. Bonm*
Hadbid.—Boletin de la Sooiedad Geografiea de Madrid. Tome ZX, Vos. 1-3. 8^ Hadfidi

1886. Tkb Sooibtt.

Manchestibb.—

T

iansactioDB of the Manchester Qeo]pgical Society. Vol. XVlll, pts. li«19.

8® Manchester, ]886. The Sogxett.

Melbovbke.—

E

eport of the Mining Begiatrarirfor the quarter ending 31st December l885«

Flso. Melbourne, 1886. Dbfe. of Mikes akd Watbb-suppbt.
Moktbeai.—Proceedings and Transactions of the Boyal Society of Canada. Yol. II. 4i*

Montreal, 1885. Tee Sogiety#

Naples.—'Bendiconto dell' Accademia dol'd Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche. Anno XXII to

XXV, Nos. 1-3. 4® Napoli, 1883-1886. The Acadbey.
Newoastlb-ok-Tyne—Tiansactians of the North of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers. Yol. XXXY, pt. 2. 8° Newoastle-on-Tyne, 1886.

The Institute.

Ottawa.—

S

ummary repoit of the operations of the Geological and Natural Histoiy Survey

to Slst December 1885. 8° Ottawa, 1886. The Subyey.

Pabis.—

B

ulletin de la Socidtd de Gdographie.

r sdiie. Vol. Ill (1825)-XX (1833).

2"“ s^rie, Vol. I 0834)—XX (1845).

’ 3” s4rie, Vol. I (1844)-XIV (1860).

6”B6rio,Vol. VII-VIII (1864), X (1866), XIII (1867), IVIII

(1869), XIX|(Jan8 No. only), and XX (1870).

6“ sdiie, Vol. I (1871)-VI (1873), and VIII (1874)—XX (1880).

7" sdrio, VoL I (1881)-V (1884). 8® Pari*, 1826-1884.

Thb Socixxt.

„ Compte Benda de* Stances de la Socldtd de Gdographie. 1882-1884, and No*. 7*

10 (1886) 8° Paris, 1882-1884 and 1886. Thb Sooibiy.

• „ Beoaeil de Toyage* et de Mdmoiree publid par la Sooidtd de G6ographie. Tome II,

IV, VI, VII, and VIII. 4* Pari*, 1825-1866. Thb Sooibiy.

„ Programme d’inBtiuotione sax navigatear* pour I’dtnde de la gdographie physique

de la Mer. 8* Parle, 1874. Thb Sooibiy.

„ gdndralee aax Toyageur* pnblide* par la Socidtd de Gdographie. 8*

Pari*, 1876. Thb ^oibiy.

Sooidtd de Gdographie. Congrhs International de* Science* Gdographiqaes tenu a
” Pamdu 1” ap 11 Aout*18!r6. Compte Benda de* Sdance*. 2 Vol*. 8°

Paris, 1878-1880. • Thb Sooibiy.

Socidtd de G6ographie. IKste provisoire de bibliographie* gdograpbiqoes epdoiales.

\ -Par Jame* Jaebaon. 8’ Paris, 1881. Thb Sooibiy.

„ Flenves de I’Am^riqae da Sad, 1677*1879. Par Jole* Creraox. 4” Paris, 1888.

Thb Sooibiy.

„ Notke BUT la Sooidtd de Gdogiapbie, fondde en 1821, reoonnue d’atilitd pijbliqae at

1827. 8* Paris, 1886. Thb Sooibiy.

„ Bnlleiin do la Sooidtd Gdologiquo de Prance. 8"* sdrie. Tome XIV, No*. 2-4.

8* Pari*, 1886. ^Phb Sooibiy.

PHliiPBiPHiA.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. 8rd series, Vol. XCI, Nos. 8-6. 8^

Philadelphia, 1886. . • Thb Ihshtutb.

,
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Smences. Part III, 1886. 81*

"
Philadelphia, 1886. Thb Aoadbkt.

„ Frooeedingsof the Amerioan Philoaophioal Soddty. VoL XXIII, No. 121.

8* Philadelphia, 1886. Thb dooiBZT.
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Pj8A.—Atti della Societa Toscana di Scieuze Naturali. Processi Verbali. Vol. V, pp. 43*68

•

8® Pisa, 1886. The Sooibtt.

Pome.—Memorie descrittive della Car^ geologica dTtalia. Yol. II. 8® Roma, 1886.

The Commission.

St. Petebsbubg.—Beitrage zur keontnisa des Rnssischen Reicbes und dcr angreozenden

Lander Asieus. Band Ylll. 8® St. Petersbonrg, 1885.

lMFEBii.L Academy, St. Petebsbubg.

„ Bulletin de I’Acaddmie Itnpdriale dcs Sciences de St. Pdtersbourg. Tome

XXX, No. 2. 4® St. Petersburg, 1886. The Academy.

„ Memoires de I’Acaddmie Imperiale dos Sciences. Tome XXXII, Nos. 14-

18, <& XXXIII, Nos. 1-5. 4® St. Pdtersboiirg, 1885. The Academy.

„ Bulletin du Comitd Gdologique. Tome IV, Nos 8-10. 8® St. Peters-

bourg, 1885-1886. The Commission.

Shanghai.—Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New series, Vol.

XX, Nos. 6-6. 8® Shanghai. 1886. The Society.

Stbasbubg.—Abhandlungen zur geologischeii specialkarte von Elsass-Lothringen. Band II,

lleft 3 with 4® Atlas ; Band III, heft 1 ; & IV, heft 1-2. '8®
«fc

4® Strass-

burg, 1884. Stbasbubg Univebsity.

Stuttg*abt.—Jahreshcfte des Vereins fiir vatcrlaudische Naturkunde in Wiirttemberg.

Jahrg. 42. 8® Stuttgart, 1886.

Sydney.—Catalogue of the Echinoderraata in the Australian Museum. By E. P. Ramsay,

Part I. 8® Sydney, 1886. The Museum.

,, Descriptive Catalogue (with notes) of the general collection of minerals in the

Australian Museum. By A. Felix Ratte. 8® Sydney, 1885.

The Museum.

„ Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales. Vols. I-X; and

2nd series, Vol. I
,
pt. 1. 8® Sydney, 1877-1886.” The Society.

„ Transactions of the Entomological Society of New South Wales. Vol. II. 8°

Sydney, 1873. Linnean Society op New South Wales.

Toeing.—^Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino. Vol. XXI, disp. 1-2. 8® Torino,

1885-1886. The Academy.

ToHONio.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute, 3rd series, Vol. Ill, fasc. 3. 8®

Toronto, 1886. The Institute.

Vienna.—Annalen des K. K. Naturhistorischen HofmusqnmB. Band I, No. 2. 8® Wien,

1886. • The Museum.

„ Jahrbuch der Kais. Konig. Geologischen Reichsanstalt. Band XXXVI, heft 1.

8® Wien, 1886. ^The Institute.

„ Verhandlnngen dcr K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt. Nos. 2-6. 8® Wien,

1886. The Institute.

„ Denkschriften der Kais. Akademie der Wisseup^haften. Ban4 ^-40. 4® Wien
188drl886. The Academy.

„ Sitzungsbericbte der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften.

—

Band LXXXIX, Abth. HI, heft 8-5.

„ XC, Abth. I, heft 1-6 ; Abth. II, heft 1-6 ; Abth. Ill, heft 1-6.

„ XCI, Abth. I, heft 1-4; Abth. II, heft 1*3; Abth. Ill, heft 1-2.

Register zn den* Banden 86-90. 8® Wien, 1884-1885. The Academy.

Washington.—AniAaUTcport of the Comptroller of the Currency to the first session of the

49th Congress of the U. S. 8® Washin ton, 1885. The Comptbollbb,
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Washihoton.—

B

ulletio of the Philosophioftl Society of Waehington. Vol. VIII. 8*

Waehiogton, 1886. Ta* Sooibtt^

Bulletin of the United State* Geological Survey. Noe. 7 and 9-23. 8*

Washington. 1884.1886. U. S. Gboiooical Suetbt.

„ U. 8. Geological Survey. Atlas to accompany the monograph on the geology

”
of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe district. By George P. Becker.

4’ Washington, 1882. Homb Dbpabtment.

„ U. S. Geological Survey. Mineral resources of the United States, 1883*1884.

By Albert Williams. 8° Washington, 1886.

U. S. GSOLOatCAL SVBVET.

Bulletin of the U. S. National Museum. No. 27. 8° Washington, 1884.
” Houb Dbpabtmbnt.

Circular instructions relative to deposits by individuals for the survey of

public lands. 8° Washington, 1886. • Kbit* Depaetmbnt.

Thir4 annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, 1881-82. By J. W. Powell. 4' Washington,
** Smithsonian Institution.

‘ U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries. Report of the Commissioner for

”
1881 and 1882. 8^ Washington, 1884. Home DEPARfMENT.

WELtiNQTON.—Colonial Museum and Gtological Survey Department Hand-book of New

Zealand. 4th edition. By James Hector. 8® Wellington, 1886.

Qpolooical Subvbt op New Zealand.

Yokohama.—Mittheilungen der Dentschen Gescllschaft fiir Natur-und V61kerkunde Osta-

siens. Heft XXXIV. Fisc. Yokohama, 1886. The Society.

Yobh,—

A

nnual report of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society for 1885. 8” York, 1886.

July 14th 1886.

Qovenunent o! India Central Printing Office.-
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THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDR

Part 4.] 1886. QFoveinbar.

Note on the oeourrenee of petroleam in, India, hy H. B. MedXiIOOIT, Oeohgioal

Survey of India. (With two plates.) •

Inthoddctoet.
«

There is yery little indeed to be added to what has been already published

upon this subject, but occasion demands that it should be noticed m connected

form and under the light that has within the last few years been generated by

experience in other regions. Frpm the nature of the case this note will be chiefly

made up with illustrations from abroad, as a clue to what may be looked for in

India* The extension of railways on all sides has brought up a vote of urgency

on the question of fuel, and our masters (through the press) are asking, * What is

the Geological Survey about P ’ The answer to this question has been within easy

reach of those who chose to seek for it in the publications of the Survey. Tears

ago the little that can be learned from surface examination regarding the habitat

of petroleum in Indiflr—in Upper Burma, Pegu, Arakan, Assam, and die Punjab*—

had been set forth, and until the fulness of time there would have been no use in

repeating it. It is the practice of Bntish Government at home to leave everything

as tar as possible to private enterprise, and it is not nghtly understood that a

total change of environment requires a change of system. The Survey is not

equipped for or expected to carry out experiments, and without these on a more or

less extended scale there was nothing further to be said upon the local conditions

of petroleum* Now, however, fhanks to our Russian friends, things have improved

:

the great extension of railways in North-western India and the scarcity of fuel

therOf have led to officiid investigatiems as to the hidden resources of that all-

important material.

2. Already some success has been achieved in that direction, thAmgh the

determination of Sir Theodore Hope, the Public Works Member of Council, to

test the often-condemned coal of the Salt-range. Those nummulitio coal-measures

had been repeatedly described and reported on, and provisionally pronounced to

be unprofitable* They are well exposed throughout an immense 8treto|i of

countiy from north of Jamu in the Sub-Himalayas, through the Salt-range

and the SuUman range into Sind. The strongest outcrop^^n observed in the

^amu hills, Uf inside the fringing Siwaliks, but in that ground the mealnues are

terribly iMken and crushed. In the Salt-range they are of average development
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and aomewhat favourably placed for working. . To the sodtb they atiH luxiher

deteriorate, as seen at the well-kpown outcrops of Maob, in the Bolanpass, and of

Lynyan in Sind. Other outcrops occur well to the north of the Salt-range,

south of Attock in the ChitaPahai^ hills, where some money was lately wasted on
exploration. In all these exposures, on very different strikes, the seam exhibits

the same feeble development, which is Certainly strange considering the very wide
range of the coal-forming conditions here at that time ; but irom the abundant

observations it was evident that no hope could be given of its improvement in

any direction. The recent exploration in the Salt-range has not affected that

judgment. As was to be expected, it has been proved by borings that the coal,

such as it is, occurs under a considerable area in the Dandot plateau, easily

accessible by drifts, so as to be economically workable under present conditions.

A large consumption of imported coal at 3£ a ton would bring any sort of local

supply into requisition. The best prospect, though not a very hopeful one, of a
permanent supply of coal in this region lies in Mr. Oldham’s recent announce-

ment of the possibility of a field of Qondwana measures in Eastern, Bajputana.

Sr The same need has brought the petroleum question to the front, and the

Government have begun explomtions whore the demand is most urgent, i^d with

fair preliminary success. It is right to mention that this matter has not been

neglected in the past : it was taken up seriously nearly twenty years ago, and an
‘expert’ was imported from America to examine the oil-bearing rocks of the

Punjab. His reports were published in 1869-70 ; they were not encouraging, so

the enquiry dropped. That mishap was to some extent due to the popular con-

fusion on the genus ^ expert ’
;
and under present arrangements our rulers are of

course only magnified representatives of popular notions, pperative ("practical)

functions are almost invariably connoted by the word ‘expert’; and it would

be well if the term could be confined to that,sense, for though there is no essen-

tial reason why the scientific specialist should not be called an expert, there are

marked distinctions between the two species, and the confusion of them is often

fatal. When a man has to be hanged it is important that an expert should

operate
;
but it would be a mistake to consult the hangman upon a puzzle in

criminal law. Yet in matters mineral this error is continually committed by

business men as well as by those who ought, at least through faith, to know better.

The illustration from the course of law does not even sufilciently mark this

blunder in mineral concerns ; for here the defect is not only negative ,hat positive—

the man whose skill has been acquired in dealing with, one group of conditions. is

actually led astray thereby in giving an opinion upon other conditions, his

knowledge being solely empirical. Mr. Lymai;^*s judgments seeded unduly

cautious, or even partly erroneous, as I had occasion to point out^tbi^ years ago

when consulted in the matter.^ There is, however, much excuse fbr anytlung

that may have been said or not said even sixteen years ago on this subject, for

although the petroleum business was the^ in full swing, the informatiou derivable

from such hasty ex|>erience had not been brought together. Even now.t^e guid^

ance to be obtained^is most precarious; but the reason of it lies in .^e pvotew

^ See Supplement to the QateiU of India, October 20, 1883, p. 1717. There ie a

the tenth line : for KqUm reud hod*.
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ohaiMter of petatdiem itB^ A liiile oonsidenittQii of ftbmiliar {wrfa #01 aatb^
the iDtoredxdotui that this esrotuse is not a ptofss8iO!K»Bl Snbtesfage.

^

4* In these days of fpraphic papers, erery onO is familiar with the wonderful

performanoes ^f the -spouting wells of Baku and. Pennsylvania* They form the

popular standard of what a petroleum weirought to be. This is unfortutuiite $

but a vexy little reflection on the fact thus^ plainly displayed ought to famish the

needful antidote to that hasty inference, and lead to a rational conOeptiQn of

what must be the variable and inscrutable distribution of petrpleum. It needs

no argument to show that a light and slippery fluid, which gashes out at the

surface under a pressure of 300—tOO pounds to the square inch as soon as tapped

by a bore hole, would certainly not have stayed where it was if it could possibly

have escaped, and that it would infallibly distribute itself under ground according

to the access afforded by the permeability of the surrounding rocks. That

pressure is not hydrostatic, as in artesian springs, communicated from a higher

level within the same closed basin : it is elastic pressure, due to the expansive force

of the gases that are always generated with the oil, so it is self-acting, independ-

ently of any structural arrangement of the enclosing rocks, although it is, as we
shall sea, controlled in many important ways by that structure.

5. Any useful knowledge we can have of mineral deposits depends ^on what
we can discover as to the conditioni^of their origin and history, and* for all minerals

more or less of such knowledge can be attained ; for petroleum, however, this

knowledge is of little avail, because owing to its mobility it does not abide in

its birth-place, but slips about in the most insinuating way wherever it gets a

qhance. It is something to know that there is a dominating effort to ascend

;

thongh of course, wh^n the upward passage is barred, the oil would penetrate

sideways or downwards under the elastic pressure of the gases which dlw^S
accompany it. It would be easy to follow out these a •priori considerations in connec-

tion with the familiar facts of stratigraphy, but the application will be better

exhibited in actual examples.

Nature ard Obiqin or Petroleum.
B

6. A real acquaintance .with petroleum would require initiation into the

mysteries of organic chemistry, for it is as protean in its composition as in

its modes of manifestation ; but’ it is desirable to have some notion of the substance

under disoussAn. Homogeneous as it seems, petroleum is made up of an indefi-

nite number of distinct compounds ^of carbon and hydrogen, or hydrocarbons;

they are gaseous, liquid, or solid, and seem to co-exist in the crude material, for

they are separablefrom it, without what is understood as decomposition, by careful,

fractional distillation and by treatment with appropriate solvents. The most im-

portant of these series of compounds are the saturated hydrocarbons known under
thefamflynameof the paraffuis, represented l^the general formula C« H’jk+i*' It

b^ns with marsh-gas, G in which » descending, by the gradual increase

of the oarben, with a corresponding increase o£ density, to the solid forms»*lhe"

pataflbis proper. Moleoular scienoe' has scarcely yet maijjbered (or at least sim-

plified) the intricacies of these compounds ; within the several series tfaerd amna-
merousisoxnerio forms, {.s., distinct substances whose empirical formulas are identi-
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etif abo polymeric bodiee whose fonmdm tme integer multiples of fhe^eame jad^

mitire group. The tolatile (inflammable) i»?6pert!es naturally ini^rCasc^^ftt

the proportion of hydrogen r but it is evident that speoifio gravity wohld bt

safe guide on this point in a mixed^il, for its inflammability might fie detemihed

by the presence of a veiy small proportion of a lighter oil. Bitumen is the name
in most general use for this whole class of substances. The solid forms are dia-

tinguishable from coal or other like matter by being fusible, and by their complete

solubility in bi-aulphide of carbon. As occurring in nature the solid forms art

called asphalt, while the more fluid forms of petrolenm are distinguished as naphtha,

and the more viscid, tarry kinds as maltha The manufactured products have a like

clasufioation ; there are the naphthas, principally used as solvents
;
the less volatile

distillates are the burning oils ; the thicker kinds are much used as lubricatiiig

oils; theresidual solids are paraffin, naphthalene, anthracene, Ac. Petroleudos differ

much in the^ proportrons they yield of those different products
;

e.g the California

bitumen contains no paraffin, it also bolds a small proportion of nitrogen ;
both

facts have suggested the probable derivation of that petroleum from*animal matter.

7. It is also desirable to know something of the supposed origin of the bita«
^

mens
;
an^ the questions are, whether or to what extent they are connate, oif innate,

or introdneed, in the situations where they are found. They would seetn prirnd

fcLoie to be allied to coal
:
yet the essential dissiifiilarity of the two is what opens

the door of speculation regarding petroleum. We commonly speak of * bituminous

coal’
;
but it is incoirect, as coals contain little or no bitumen, although bitumen

can be obtained from them by destructive distillation, leaving a large residue of

coke. The production of these oils in this way from sbaly coal (unfit for furnace

use) and from coaly shales, or * oil-shales,’ formed a very extensive industiy before

the petrolenm discoveries set in, and it is still flourishing : the production last year

in Scotland alone amounted to 62,712,000 gallons of crude oil. The origin of

coal may be said to be completely known : by the slow transformation in aitu of

vegetable matter through the slow combustion of its less stable elements, producing

aconstant concentration of fixed carbon, with less and less of hydrogen and oxygen.

It is found in every stage of transition from turf and carbonized wood down to

anthracite, in which only the carbon remains. This process is completely natural

and intelligible, and the puzzle is how in the case of, petrolenm, if it badan analo-

gous origin from organic matter, the exactly opposite result—>a Cqpoentiration of

the hydrogen element-^can have been brought about, for the two are omutuonly

quite similarly located and not seldom associated in the same. seHes strati

The contrast is exhibited by a comparison of their composition *with that of

cellulose, which is the basis of vegetable tissue— ^ ^

Qe^lion.

f « f

Cellulose 14*4

Ordiaatyccal . . • S4fl HjEH
Petioleum . . . • • 860

V V
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of 1jl» bydnMarboiu by variotia prooeM«ii» eoohw I17 brtngiol^ if^fi*i|^.

ei^boijii<y ftoid inta contact with highly Jbieated mctalc haying; « atr^Mi^

lov oxygen. Oonditlons of this sort being reasoMbly assumabte as oeoifrciio^^
great d^ths underground the possibilities of the theory yrere famished^,

was strenuously sustained in the field by an able geologist, JC. Coquaad, itxm

hie study of the petroleum deposits in Boumania and Albania.^ As sgntost ag
QtgBxda origin he considers it final that no residual carboy is found with or neat

the petroleum; but while attributing the oil to a wholly independent source ha
insisted upon its contemporaneity with the deposits in which it is now found} Ka
asserted that in all times, as now, petroleum found its way to the surfaoe ahd
there necessarily mingled with whatever deposits were being fonned in the neigh*

bourhood of its discharge. Under this view the oil would be in a half sense

connate with *the beds containing it, although provided ready made from
^
a

remote source. This is more or less plafi&ible, aud in the famous bitu^n depo*

sits iifpliocene gravels at Selemtza m Albania, where the ynineral htt been eu-

traoted for many centuries, he seems to prove a deposit of this nature,, such as
might now be formed at the Pitdh Lake of Trinidad, or elsewhere ; hut he intists

on the same process for the petroleum of Boumania, where the oil occurs in two
aones of stiff blue clay of eocene aul mioceuo ages. The contemporaneity of the

oil (or its elements) with the deposits seems undeniable, for although the rookaare

much disturbed the oil keeps constaut to the same beds, and it is hardly possible

that it could have been injected into stiff clays after their consolidation
; but it does

nStocour to him to explain^'how, under this theory, a comparatively light fluid was
not floated away by the depositing wfiters. This objection however reours, though

in a less degree, for any theory of contemporaneous deposition. M. Coquand had
a block of the fresh clay brought up from the pit for examination, and he found

that the oil was not diffused through the mass, but distributed in little patches with

thread-like connections. • ,

9. The difficulty of petroleum being innate (by meiamoxphJsm}i lilm ooalt

from organic remains in the beds where it is found, is equally admitted by those

whs deigr iti^ purely mineral origin ; the apparently necessary residuum Of eagew

bon cannot be spirited away by theoyy. A considerable step in the coal-fomiY^

process is made in the decaying vegetation as it aooumulates under more or less Arse

aoosss of aih» a farther great step is accomplished under a oompav%tiigely lighjt

covering <rf later deposits, and there is no stretch of imagination in sup||0Sh^g

that gr^ual increase of pressure and temperature can aocompliilh the tiie

esoaTO of tolatito elements being all that is needed; but no plausible coujcotoro

has been 'Ottads for the removal of the surplus carbon or for its oonversiou by tike

access of Ibm hydrogen, to form petroleirm out of the some elements as coal ; it

hlis itiere|direlMU tuogeSi that this substance u^eonmtet not innate. An
conjecture on this side is, that potroleumgs derived from maiine

* Beil, ikw, 0401. ds Vfaeee, (8) Vol. XSCIY. (180^67). pp. 605 669, and Yol. Xtr
»
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yegetation, as coal is ezclnsiyely from land plants ; and that the slow madetation

it is subjected to during deposition under water may produce the required result.

'This view was well put forward by Mr. Leo Lesquereuz in 1866.' He remarks

that Algffi thrown upon peat do not leave any trace of organism, but the result-

ing compound is softer and of deeper colour; that Algat heaped upon the shore

promptly decompose into a soft black paste and then into a glutinous fluid which
sinks into the sand ; he even appeals to the green fat of turtles as derived from

a diet of Algee. He also refers to the frequent occurrence of petroleum in strata

with fucoidal impressions. He regrets that Liebig was unable to supply him
with any hints upon the chemistry of the process. Dr. Sterry Hunt, who is espe-

cially an authority on the chemical side, adopts this view in a general way.* He
admits that the origin of petroleum may be referred to a particular transformation

of organic matter effected in deep water where calcareous deposition is in progress,

while similar matter in shallow waters loses a larger proportion of its hydrogen

and forms coaly deposits (pyroschists). He alludes to the great bank of Bargae*

eum in the Mill-Atlantic as a probable seat of such production.

10. It is true that Mr. O. P. Wall,” from his examination of the bitumen

deposits of Trinidad, of which the famous Pitch Lake is but a wasw-pool,

satisfied himself that the asphalt is innate, being formed from the remains of

terrestrial vegetation in the shaly sand where it occurs. He attributes its accumu-

lation as irregular masses in the bedding, and the consequent loose texture of the

shales, to the segregation that took place after the conversion of the diffused

matter into bitumen. To account for his opinion he accepts as actual Bishoff’s

formulas^ showing how by giving off carbonic acid instead of carburetted hydro-

gen fossil wood might turn into bitum^ instead of into coaf; but there is some-

thing to be desired in his demonstration that such was tlie case. The evidence that

has been principally quoted is Mr. Cniger’s admirable study of some specimens of

wood more or less changed into bitumen, but Mr. W all does not show hoW far

these were representative of the deposit, or that all the specimens may not have

been what Mr. Cniger (7. c
,
p. 175) says some of them were, simply ** rotten

wood impregnated with pitch.” There are lignites associated in the same upper

tertiary deposits with this asphalt.
** ^

11. There remains the question whether petroleum may not be an^ interloper

in its present locations. That it is so in some cases is beyond question, for it is

found in force filling fissures in eruptive ^and crystalline rocks; and it goes

without saying that since it reaches the surface it may (or must) take possession

of any convenient receptacle it comes across in its ascent.
^
This theory has thus

a certainty to start with ; and we shall seethat it is as good ak pr^en that the

greatest known sources of petroleum were formed in this way—^tfiht the oil was

not indigenous but introduced where now found. The question of oi3gin remains

open : whether by direct synthesis from mineral elements, or by distilhi^on from

fossil organisms ;
conditions of distribution would be to some extent the eamo

i TroDsactlont of the American Philotophfost Society, Vol. XIII, (N. 8.), pp. ^

• Bull. Soc. G^ol. de France, (2) Vol XXIV, p. 672 (ISST). * ^ ^ Vsl

” Report on the Geology of Trinidad : Memoirs of the Geological 8arvey (Ooloiiidf)>^)tt0.

” Chemical and Physical Geology, Vol. I, pp. 281-88, (1864).
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in diAer oaae. Tbe distiltete theory hee been mther mifiurljr bati4kN^ii

chief bone of contention being again the inepreBsible carbon tesidnnou> ]0famiSB$

coal and pyroaohiata are found in their normal atate in oloae proidinplty

petroleaoit becanae the residual carbon is not found with or oloae by the oUf tike

posaibility of derivation by distUIatiou is ^enied. Or again, beoauae all the nqctEa

beloif a petroleum bed are not smudged with oib the possibility of its batfn|p

come from below is rejected. This latter difficulty is the least reasonable^ as

assumes that the distillate would take the most difficult route to reach its destina-

tion, namely the direct oue, across the bedding of the intervening rocks. Under-

ground water does not percolate in this fashion, and why should petroleanit

whether as liquid or as vapour P In the latter case too it seems clear that it

would not be precipitated until it found its appropriate condenser, and th^
seems no limit to the circuit or the distance it might have to travel before reach-

ing that resting-place. Then as regards the great crux, it should be reznembexed

that there are immense stores of residual carbon in the older stratified formationsi

whether in thC state of anthracite or of graphite, both massive and diffused. It

can hardly be demanded that it should ajlpear in the form of coke : it seems presum-

able thbit after all the oxygen of coaly or other organic matter had been eliminatedt

the final step in the production of anthracite or graphite, under the influence of

gentle heat, would be the evolution of hydrocarbons. It has moreover been sug-

gested that for marine animals and plants, which together supply no doubt the

chief bulk of fossil remains, the proportion of carbon to be aooonnted for is much

less than in the land vegetation.forming the basis of coal. It is to some such

action as this that Kr. Oarll appeals as the origin of the greet oil deposits of

Pennsylvania which he well nigh demonstrates not to be indigenous (either innate

or connate) in the deposits where it accumulated. As an objection to making this

process universal, if so foolish an attempt were made, one might urge the imper-

meability of some rocks in which petroleum is found, such as the stiff clays of

Boumania already referred to, or the occurrence of oil in the cavities of fossils in

the midst of a dense limestone. Both these instances have reasonably been

taken as evidenoe of indigenous origip ;
but indeed, when we find geodes filled with

successive Hiyers of minerals in the midst of compact basalt it is difficult to place

limits upon the possibilities of permeation.

12. The foregoing notice olE the current speculations regarding the origin of

petroleum sliould be of some service, if only to explain the uncertainty that most

exist as to its distribution in any particular locality. With so ample a store of

raw materi^ill as is provided by fossil/emains in the prodigious aooumnlations of

stratified rooks ;
also, with the agency of conversion, by slow increase of pressure

and temperature, provided in the changes to whioh those rocks are in every degree

subjected, there is no excuse for appealing to the more or less occult resources

of the earth’s inner laboratory, so this view of the origin of petroleum as a ^ mineral

oil ’ has been generally abandoned, thiiugh it might be rash to assert that no

such jdLetknneaon ever took place, Tho fact that in its most prolific deposits the

eil is iudigenoua" is the most salient result of past experience; bnt it is

fully accepted that in some deposits it is so, and snoh is evidently a corollary of

the apprifved mode of origin : the compnlsioD to leave its birth-place would be an
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extra MeveiM of flie fionditioBS tiiat tnrataglit lAeot its ftomation

;

it vonld only be tiie snrplus prodaot that voald* hare to find aeooBMMlIiiiitt^

ebewhere. * “i

ThI PBKKSTliTAiru OIL BIOIOK.
' "

* » J t

13. The most extensive and most pno&notiye petroleum region as yet wor)M)4

id that stretching as a long belt from Canada into Tennessee west of the Appela*
ohian mountains in eastern North America. The total area of this region is estam*

ated at 200,000 square miles. The great ^series of palssozoic formations, which have
been crumpled up to form the mountain range, are practically undisturbed in the

oil region, having only a gently undulating inclination, averaging 25 feet in the

mile, in a south-westerly direction. In 1885 the yield of oil from this region w'as

21,600,000 barrels (of 42 gallons each), from 20,000 more or less productive WqUs.

The richest fields occu^ in Western Pennsylvania, and a fall description pf theniji

by Mr. J. F. Oarll, was issued by the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania in. 1880,

The section injGigare 1 of the annexed plate I is reduced from one given in that

work. It represents a distance of 225 mi^es. The vertical scale is 20 times that

of the horizontal scale, so that the apparent dip of the strata is much exaggerated*

The acoumtllated thickness of the formations amounts to 6,400 feeti extendingfrom

the upper coal-measures in the south-west down to the corniferoua-limestone (bottom

devonian), which forms the Black Bock outcropping in the Niagara river just below

Lake Erie. In Canada this rock passes again underground and is the prinoipnl

sonroe of the Canadian petroleum
;
but oil is found at a much lower horizon, in

the Trenton-limestone (lower silurian), where there is no underlying fossiliferons

look—a f^t insisted on by Dr. Sterry Hunt as proving that the oil must be indi-

genous in this limestone. In the same contention this authority also shows that

the Niagara-limestone (upper silurian) of Chicago at its outcrop stiU holds 4*25

per cent, of oil diffused in its substance*

14. Four principal oil groups are represented in the section, within a thickneee

of about 4,500 feet of strata, from Bradford-sand in the north-east to the

Mahoning-sand in the south-west. There are^several other productive bands of

less importanoe. The groups of strata in which these oil beds oc(mrarai||M>re or less

oontinuous ovmr very large areas, the productive oil beds in each beingmtmh more

restricted* In all cases these beds are sands and gravels, the output of the held

being proportional to the porosity, thickness, and extent of the *oil-sS&d/ > 'Thase

are very variflJ>le and irregular elements, as is always the case with depOt^

sits. The thickness of an oil-sand has been found to range up to-120f^# «0wiiig

to the iuffumerable borings that have been made^tperhaps most pf thMi Without

success,^ the horizontal distribution of the several oil-sands has fbeemwit^ closely

fixed ; they mostly have an elongated shape, as is the habit with^sand hanks*

The Bradford field covers about 133 square miles. In every caea thP o0»s^4am
overlaid by fine impervious shales. Throughout the greator part of Ihq oil rogioh

there was little 9nrface indication of the ocourrencu^ of oil in
.

though, of course, such^did appear at c^r near the outcrop of the

* Amongst these was the deepest wen yet snisk in that legion—Watam^i Wdh^
a,653 feet deep, of which 3,368 were below ooeau level.
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in luni' rmj Ktiile to say to geoiogfo^ Boiefascnui {& tbeir |Wl^wS^
"

(ohiff^b^gi^ sense ; Imt Hr, Garll noiyoes an ajisparezitly importsiit iMtaUgl0
juts Vetoes} dibtribatioQ. He remarks tliai aU the productive meaattiei£

within a Ichrel tone of 1»500 feet ; that although a large number of deep holeal^l^

been put down none have produced oil at a depth of more than 500 feet IbdM^
ooeun levhl| and very rarely at more than 2,000 feet from the snrfaoe.^ Cmf
the oonttaiy appears here to be a universal product^ confined to no partioulied}

horiaon or locality (i. c
, p 111) These facts pnmd fade suggest that thit pos}^

tion of the oil was determined by a zone of condensation and of catchment ^
rolatile products distilled from underlying rocks. The particular oouditiottS^

would agree with this interpretation * coarse sand banks are the least propUidttS

ground for the accumulation of organic matter, while such matter is known to ha

present abnndUntly in the shaly and calcareous strata underlying these oihmeasures

to a great depth. The notion that thefoil occurs in crevices and cavities has sob

been cbnfirmed by observation in this field
, the porosity of the sands themselvto

is sufficient Mr Carll is careful not to propound these observations *as of ttni<»

versa! application, and it is olWious to the geologist how oertafat conditioiis

might alter the figures of the problem, but it is certain that the results aiw the

most important contribution as yet made to the question in hand. It is stow

generally accepted as proven that for the most part the petroleum wit!i whidh ths

'pools ' of the eastern North American basin were so copiously charged, was not

indigenous in those oil-sands.’

* <^16. It is of greater importance for ns to notice how esseniaally the wealth ef

these oil measures depends as much upon their actual as upon their original strati-

graphical conditions—on the fact that the strata are still practically nndistorhed.

The formation of these pools depended upon the prior formation of tiie more or

leas isohited lenticular banks of sand and pebbles, and upon these being moto or

less hermetically covered by finer« deposits; but the preservation of them de»

pended nd^less upon that«favonrable arrangement being undisturbed. The per*

meebiltiy of strata is incomparably more easy along than across the bedding ; an

almost imperoeptible film of finer deposit might exercise a very important eon*

teoiapon tlm drbulatioii of fluids underground It is evidmit that whim afeato

bbecsildMftM and broken, the conditions of circulation are wholly adtei^
;
peroM

beds that before Were lying flat, and safely covered over, become turned up and
brdughi within eaeim* reach of denudation, whereby they expose outerpps the

enrlatoi hr oraokB are more or less abundantly formed, offering egre^ Whara ha*

fCKtoibtoitWsh none. A fluid under elastic pressure must avail itself ^Wueh
meant df*tooape from its original prison-house. These oonditicns have been

rtot^gfeia^ in practices in a paper react before the Amerioau Institution of Ifilnilv

^ ff^her emptotiBei the hxSt that too ofl gtoaps ere

me WetrsB gnmpbaeiiever beea Itond daedfy hfpeiilh toe VelMljb
dtUaed direct beemth tbs Warren group U h net qulteoleer irhebhw the

>b (swimllM,walm too eiuid bfdi < Ai onlf the fermw eatsimfdd to 'reimrkabte^b tim
kJL.

rtf
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Engineers in September 1885| Mr. 0. A. Ashbnmer, Geologist in charge of the

Pennsylvania Survey, remarks-— That the absence of both petroleum and
natural gas in our plicafced strata east of the oibregions is to be explained by the

cracking of the rocks virouldseem to be evident, since the survey of the outcrop-

ping rocks and a study of the records of dry wells show that the oil- and gas-sands

extend far beyond the limits of the area of the region in which any traces of oil

or gas have ever been found. Even within the area where oil and gas-wells

have been found the cracking or jointing of the rocks must have a potent in-

fluence upon the amount of oil or gas obtained in certain localities.”

17. Very partial disturbance, such as these measures have undergone, may
even help the ooncentration of the oil, which would naturally rise to the highest

part of a bed that had undergone slight tilting or cnrvation. Hence the craze

that so long prevailed regarding a connection of oil with anticlinal axes. To a

certain point it is tru» enough ;
but on the other hand an anticlinal axis is the

most likely position for fractures, and even wore the rocks not broken this position

is obviously the one to be soonest exhausted. *

18. Although the immense energy d]S|)layed in developing the industry of the

oil fields under notice has given us data for a fair understanding of their structure

and extend it is lamentable that some check was not put upon the prodigious waste

of those great natural and national resources through the reckless competition of

greedy adventurers- Forests ai*e protected, although renewable ; but in mineral re-

sources, which are limited quantities, it is among men and nations a race of *
devil

take the hindmost* in squandering all that can be laid hold of, heedless of the waste

caused by the scramble. The most prolific of gushing wells ere long settle into

pumping wells; the average life of wells in Pennsylvania is- five years. Already

there is notice of coming exhaustion in this great region ; last year on the ocoasiejh

already quoted, Mr. Ashbumer remarked^—** That the general boundaries of the oil

r^ons of Pennsylvania are now well established, thi re is but little doubt
; and

that all the sand in which oil will ever be found in paying quantities are known
and have been drilled through at different localities in the oil-regions seems quite

certain, so that we can have no reasonable expectation that any new and exten-

sive field will be found which could compare in area or in the amount of oil to be

obtained from it with the Butler, Clarion, and Armstrong pool, the Oil City and
Pleasantville pool, the great Bradford pool or the Allegany pool. * * * It is

estimated that in July 1883 there were in the region 17,00Q prodnoij^ wells, the

average daily product of which was 3 8 barrels. In July 1884, there were 21,844
producing wells, and the average daily product was 3 barrels ; ancU in July of

this year'* [1885] it is estimated that -there wej^ 22,524 prtduciflg wells, the

average daily product being 2 5 barrels. A defined territoily, a* product in-

adequate to meet the demand of the market for the past eighteen mopths, a
growing market and rapidly diminishing stocks, an increasing number of drilling

and producing wells, and a rapidly falling* daily average product from njrells, are
all significant signb of a certain decline in a great indus^.*’

c Baku.

19. The only known petroleum region at all comparable as to prodnettveneas
with the great American basin is that of Baku, where the range of the Cfaneasiis
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Mi4ft tb^ Ott^ix m io the peiiimla erf ApiheMt It «ill he

to see i& what other featares these nuptmlleled oil meutireB air# idlbSjr

gebtogioal iafortaiaticm regarding the Baku grouud is Ooioparalii^

beoause, notwithstendmg the prodigious oiftput of oil, the worUuge aie SW
limited within an area of five sqnai^ miles. The wella too ere offtrdlQr

moderate depth, the deepest as yet being only 840 feet.^ This would ntfkn Ho

warrant the judgment that this spot can only be the natural focus of a vecjfr ao^

tensive oil region. In geological age the two measure^ are about as difterentM

they could be, the American rocks being lower palesozoio, while those of Bito 4re

middle tertiary ;
but we have already seen that the geological horizon has little

to say in the matter. The rocks too are quite dissimilar, beyond the common
characters that clays, sands, and limestones of ever^ age must exhibit. The oil at

Baku is held,in irregular banks of sand between strong beds of clay, with

some limestone. The critical feature of resemblance iS that at Baku also

the measures are nearly horizontal, and there can be no doubt that the profuee

abundance o£*the supply is immediately due to this condition, and that the oil in

these sands is accumulated from underl/ing or adjacent rocks. The strata, so far as

visiblS at the surface, are remarkably wanting in organic remains. In figure 2 1 have

reproduced Abioh’s section of the Apsheron peninsula at the oil wells, from

which it is plain that these ai% situated at the crest of a very flat anticlinal.

The section is copied from the M4moires de TAcadSmie des Sciences do Saint-

P4terabourg, Ser. vii, Yol. vi, of 1863, but it is quoted up to date as the

authority, for which Abich’s name is sufiicieut guarantee. The present (1885)

annual output at Baku is given os 1,000,000 tons
;
the 100 wells now active

vielding an averagef of about 32 tons per day A single well has g^ven as much as

i40 tons a day for ten years, the oil standing at 51 feet from the surface
; it

ultimately failed altogether. Ifere too incipient local exhaustiou has been

noticed; in a paper in the Mining Journal of St Petersburg for September 1885

Hr. F. YasiHelE mentions a marked increase in the proportion of water admix-

ture,* indicating exhaustion of the oil ; but in this regpon it would seem jiksly

that there is ample room for extenfion.

•

COMFABISOXS.
•

20. In ^very other description I can find of petroleum diggings all over the

world, 80 far as intelligible, they differ from the two leading cases already given,

in the oironmstanoe that the strata are much disturbed.

21. The further exploration of the Punjab oil measures has reqpntly been

vigorously urged upon the Government by a distinguished officer, wi^o has been

ten tunes at Baku and made a special study of the petroleum worldngs fhem^

and who has also examined the Punjab oil measures. His recommendations ase

^bused upon the striking sihiilarity of the two fields. He observes that ** unless

a gedogisii or expert had actually vAIted the petroleum wdls at Baku, I idiould

not Wuo bis opinion for the reasons that *1 perceive a striking im^hlenoo

’ Yssflieft: Sspilenihar IflBO.
*

’ AiVfis water is pfobsbly flooding water (from abow), the eympbrni h not to M as it

jiigiit Mberwiie be. •
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between the country and soil near Ounda and that which forma the

peninaula.’* To illUBtiate this remarkable obeemtion^t have reprodujbed 'in

figure S Mr, Wynne’s section of the Punjab area, from VoL X ^1871?jP of

Records of the Geological Survey. "It crosses the very place mentioned (dunda)
at a short distance north of FatehjanfiTS the oil occurs in the nummuHtm
strata, numbered 5 and 6. A comparison of this section with those of figijcrea 1
and 2 will scarcely bear out the ‘striking resemblance’ asserted in the quotation

just given: the oil measures of the Punjab are about as much disturbed aS kmks
can be, which fully accounts for the state in which we find the oil

; for ages it

has had free vent at the surface, the only check being the porosity of the oon<«

taining strata. If the example quoted from Mr. Ashbumer of the American oil

measures as represented in the flanks of the Appalachians, were to be hastily

taken as a precedent, there would be little hope for the Punjab oil ; but the cases

are not quite parallel, ’’and with petroleum no precedent would be safe. Besides

we have here the crucial fact that there is still oil in the ground, notwithstanding

the exhausting conditions of the Punjab climate. But any prospect of even a

distant approach to the Baku standard hiust, I think, bo given up. All the

Indian oil measures are in about the same geological honzou (eocene) and inmuch
the same condition as to disturbance, the Irawadi region least so

; but they vary

greatly in apparent fruitfulness, the Punjab re^on being deoidMly the^east

promising.

Califobnian reoion.

22. I have searched all the accounts I could find of the occurrence of petro-

leum in disturbed measures, for any hints that might be of service in exploring

our Indian rocks, but with very little success. This is not surprising when uqr

certainty in every condition is the rule. Sucl^ works are moreover inoomj^bly
less extensive in every way—in area, in the number and depth of the workings—

aijid have consequently received less attention. In America the next most im-

portant measures, but far inferior, to those of the Appalachian basin are found in

the tertiary rocks of the coast ranges on the Pacific, chiefly in GalifomSa. In^

formation on this ground is very scanty. Bven in the elaborate report on petro-

leum, drawn up by order of Congress for the tenth census of the United States

in 1882, Mr. S. F. Peckham mentions the extensive operations of the Paciflo

Coast Oil Compafly, but regrets that he was unable to obtain any psHapulars in

reference to the production of their wells. He has tp refer to ^ that

region generally as confirming the opinion he had expressed after bis efimOratiqu

there in 1866, that “ the expectation of extraor^naty results, thalbWffl. admitthere in 1866, that “ the expectation of extraordinary results tha^JvriS^ admit

of comparison with those produced in Pennsylvania, must be The
expectation of a &ir return and a permanently profitable investmeni my be

reasonably wntertained; and the application of capital on Ihie baaie^to thia

interest wiU make it of great importance teethe State.” The n)Leasurea|Mm.teB^

chiefly in monntai^us ground, in very disturbed imka* There ^ ^l^ueijl|

deposits of asphalt" and of maltha at the surface from the evapomtiiEyriakd|M
petroleum. Even pndeniground this effectis observed, and to to 13m#

"

tion to the ease with which rain-water could percolate the strata*

marily occurs in strata of shale, interstratified withsandstonet of
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oondittott of the 8tra^» Ipl^ea ni f

eluded etuah n poeeibilitj^** He conaidera the oU to he tndi^seisotti

^ 4diii^||Mt* In hilly ground, and in sudS rpcka, the oil ia often got aj^ 1^ \

or for which practice a synclinal structure of the strata in the i

phylonidy the moBt propitious. The exploitation of this oil^regiori
„

evidently held in abeyance by the profuse output of the eastern r^^ioof^i

Mr. Peokham estiiuates the yield for the census year at about 1,000,00Q gallo^^

Ecbopb.

23. The moat productive oil-ground in Europe seems to be along the flaiilES iq|

the Carpathians—^in Galicia, Boumama (Moldavia and Wellaohia), and Trao^lj^

vania (Siebenburgen)—^wbere of course it has received due doctbrial att^ntio]^.

Mr. Bedwood^ notes the production of crudp petroleum in Galicia for 1883 au

iollowB

,

• < Cwt.
^

West Galicia~
1, Sandez and Qorlice • • • • • 91.6Q0

*

2 Jaslo and Sanokl •..••• 44^200
M.

East Qalicia

—

8. Sambor and Drohoby^z . • • . • 78,600

4. Koloinea 800,000

410,000
•

There Were then 3,500 producing wells. The third district produced in addition

105,200 cwt* of ozokent (crude aparaffiu wax). The most productive ground

of the Eolomea district was not opened until 1881, and at the end of 1883 it Was
reported to be yielding 550 barrels of oil per day within an area of 1,500 znei^reB

in length and 350 to 500 metres in breadth. The number and depth of the welhi

are not given. The oil-measures of Galicia occur at several different horizokul

in cretaceous ^and^tertiaiy rocks: some of the latter correspond with those Of

lUdia, and all are, like these, in highly distuibed strata.

24r In 1850 M. F. Foett5rle* mentions that in West Galicia many weBs, over

60 iept dli)4», produqe at first the ** not inconsiderable quantity ISS gyOb^ |n

tlie other half beingApparently allowed for accumillathM l thd^ hi

ekittiiied the surface of the water with which it percolates to &e weAI." The
03 ooihps front the crevices in a much shattered black bitnmincms ’fdiale

bedded sandstones (eocene). Ho attributes the gradual decline

aliew process of production, which he assigns (Without ht

decomposing pyrites sparingly disseminated through, tbs

under tbu iuduenoe of atmos|dierio agencies. H{. Foetlerle dMi^dlee

and Trufkawioe in BeatjGalioia he in SonmWh4him«N^^

^ kJr. Vol Xt p, iBX
^
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[Vpli. XIX.

25. Dr. von Hochstei^^ desoribes the principal oil tract in West GhJicia as

about 14 miles long (E.—W.) by 1 mile broad, near New-Sandec; the others

being some 40 miles farther east, on the same strike. They appear to correspond

more or less with the menilite zone ['middle eocene), so called from the frequent

nodules of menilite (a semi-opal). It is an undulating hill country, tfome 2,000

to 3,000 feet in elevation, forming a bro&d belt between the Carpathian axis and
the alluvial land on the north-east. The rocks are massive sandstones with

altematiog sandy shales and marly clays, all steeply folded. The wells are from
four to eleven fathoms deep, the 'sinking being continued as the oil gets exhausted

and until the water becomes too troublesome, when it is found cheaper to open

other shallow wells. In this way the wells are only from two to three fathoms

apart. The Mikowka shaft is twenty-one fathoms deep ; at six to seven fathoms

it yielded about 4 cwt. of oil daily, but the quantity diminished as the shaft went

deeper. There is no stratigraphical observation to account for this, but it may
be presumed that the shaft passed into less oily beds. The Folinovka pit close

by is also twenty-one fathoms deep, but yielded little oil, and further work
was stopped by the indux of inflamma^ble gases. The Ferdinand shaft at

two fathoms got into grey shaly clay full of oil, but no flow took place till the

water was .’•cached, when the oil flowed freely. This occurred in several shafts,

the oil increasing with the flow of water. Tn sonj^e places, for a square mile in

extent, the whole ground seems saturated with oil
;
elsewhere gas and earth-wax

(ozokerit) are the only signs of the oil, which probably exists at greater depths.

Wells close to each other yield quite different quantities of oil, and that only for

a certain time, when they have to be deepened. It is asked then, What would be

the prospect of deep borings on the American system ? Upon the supposition

suggested by M. Foetterle, that the oil is produced near the surface, there would

be none. But Dr. Hochstetter remarks that he found neither bituminous shales

n6r pyrites in any abundance ; the beds in which tht^ oil appears are sandy and

earthy shales poor in bituminous matter,” occurring in a definite narrow zone

with a constant strike ; and he agrees with M. Foetterle as to the horizon of that

zone
;
yet he goes on to say that he considers these rooks to have nothing to do

with the oil otherwise than as vehicles
; that the oil is not indigenous in these

beds through which it reaches the surface, but is the product of tho destructive

distillation of organic matter at great depths, in coal-measures or other rooks

that may be supposed to underlie the Carpathian sandstones. Ht ^indicates

vaguely the* difference of stratigraphical conditions here and ifl Pennsylvania

where the oil-beds are struck at definite horizons, whereas in Galicia it is declared

that the only chance of abundant oil is by tapping fue of the more or less vertical

deep-seated fissures through which it rises to be diffused in the crashed strata

near the surface where it is now slowly extracted. Here, as in other fields, it is

found that the lighter oil comes from the greater depth. Dr. Hochstetteris view

seems like a hasty recoil from the superfic^l origin suggested by M. Foetterle^

and a too ready extension of that assigned by M. Posepny (to whom he refers) for

oil found in certain newer beds in East Galicia, connected with the great fold-

ing and fissuring to whtoh all the strata have been subjected. Be regrets'tfaai

’ Jahrbuch d. k.k. Geol, Rdchanstalt, Vol. XI (1565),^. 109.
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no facts are available to test his views, tdr as yet (1865) no boring in East or

West Galicia has exceeded 600 feet, while it would require nnmerons deo|^

borings to arrive at any conclusion. ^

26. The oil-measures are much more py)ductive in East Galicia^ and eat

excellent sketch of them was given in 1865 by M. F. Prosepny.^ He distinctly

considers the oil to be indigenous in the Bituminous shales with remains of fishcc

and the bituminous muds with fucoid remains occurring in the menilite groups

In the later official geological map (1871) this group is distinguished as the

Arn^hysilen zone, from the abundant remains of the small fish of that name;

these rocki are also sometimes referred to as the fucoidal beds of the Carpathian

series M. Posepny considers that the evolution of the petroleum in these beds

was encouraged by the great dislocations and crushing they have undergone giving

access to decomposing agents (not mentioned) : and the same fracturing has per-

mitted the oil subsequently to find its way into contiguous o}der and newer rooks.

The very abundant sources in the soft miocene sandstone at Borislaw are taken to

be supplied in this way. The workings are described as of the most primitive

and wasteful kind shallow pits (scldopri over 20 fathoms) at a few feet apart^

to themumber||| 5,000, new and old, within a small area. While in work a*Aaft
yields from 5 to 80 cubic feet daily.

27. A much more exact stu<}y of the petroleum rocks of Galicia has more
recently been given by Mr 0 M Paul, of the Austrian Geological Survey.*

His arrangement of the Carpathian rock-seiies would seem to involve consider-

able changes in the official map of 1871. Tlio following groups are indicated ;-<•

6 The neogcne salt tnarl (lower miocene).

^ The Mngurii and Kliwa saudatoue.

• 4. The Meiiilitschiefer.

8. The eocene Cart)|ithian sandstone.

2. The middle Caipathian laudstone.

1. 1 ho Ropiaiikabchiefor or lower Carpathian sandstone (neocomian),

^Of these, Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 6 are oil-producing
;
bnt of course only in certain bands,

which locally may be some metres in thickness. The oil mostly occurs in soft

sandstone although no doubt onginfllly derived from the associated shales abound-
ing in organic remains. j3[r. Paul has no doubt whatever that the oil was indi«

genous in these latter bods, any connection of oil-rock with faulting and fissuring

of the strata^ being only incidental. Thus, in these rocks too the oil is not original

in the beds in which it actually occurs most abundantly. Here again it has beeli

observed that oil appears most frequently along anticlinal axes, but Mr. Paul veiy
sensibly oonziects this with the better exposure of the beds in this position, and
does not at all infer the absence of oil in the synclinal folds whenever they can be
got at. Actually vertical strata ofEer the least favourable condition. His remark
that in the few places where the oil-boaring rooks are little disturbed they have not
proved productive, would perhaps need further elucidation

; 4or if a general rule^

it would certainly imply that the squeezing, with evolution pf heat^ elsewheia

t Aahrbuch d. k.k. O^ol. Reichanitalt, Vol. XV, p. 351.

* M« Poiq^my's figured aectioo is as primitive as the native tnini&g he deieribss.

* Jahrlmoh d. k. k. Cieol.|Bieiohsa]i8talt| Yol. XXXI (1881), pp. 181-168.
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experienced had been an effective canae in the aocnmnlationf ii net in thaprcdao*
tion of the oil

; the latter would be an instance of pressure metamorphisniy **
as

compared with the regional znetamorphism of the same kind appealed to by Mr.
Carll. Under the foregoing conditions it iS mentioned as obviously imMiei nn«
less for purely experimental purposes, to put down a boring or well on the actual
spot of a natural oil spring; the trial shouFd be made at some distance^ accord*
ing to the amount and direction of the dip of the oil rock. I have reproduced in
Plato II a number of figures from Mr. Paurs paper, they will servo to illustrate

the structural conditions in such ground
; they are diagrammatic (not to scale)

and few particulars are given as to depths and yield. Of Mrasnica 4) it is

stated that pits 100 metres in depth had for ten years been yielding about 1,400
kilograms each weekly

;
while some had given ten times as much. Both figs. 4

and 6 represent isoclines,^flexures in which all the beds dip in the same direction;

fig. 4 is on the up*curve side of the fiexure, a folded anticlinal, in which the oldest

beds appear in the axis of the denuded fiexure
;

fig. 6 is on the down-curve side

of the flexure, a folded synclinal, in which the newest beds are found at the p-xity

of the denuded flexure. This latter is then an instance of productive measures

in a sTOclinal
;
the Polana pits proved very productive. The Schttdnica workings

(fig. 9) sue among the most prolific; the pits are about 1* metres 'deep.^

For a time the Magdalen pit gave 80 cwts. per day, and became steady at 40 cwts.

The Boryslaw mines (fig. 10) are in the newer ^ rocks. They are the principal

source of ozokerit. The area worked is about 1,950 metres long and 700 metres

broad, in which some 12,000 pits have been sunk. Some 2,500 are now
producing oil, and 935 are for earth-wax. The principal shafts are about 160

metres in depth. The production of earth-wax now is about 250,000 cwts. yearly.

The output of oil used to bo 200,000 cwts., but has fallen vo 35,000 cwts. ; the

winning of the wax is so much more profitable.

India.

The Puvjdbo

28. All the petroleum of India occurs in middle or lower tertiary rocks, as

in Galicia and at Baku. Within or near the Rawalpindi district of the Punjab
there are some 16 spots at which symptoms of petroleum occur. Sooie of thrae

are veiy insignificant, the product being quoted in teaspoonsful; ,|«he best (at

Gunda) yielded for six mouths an average 9f about 11 gallons a cbly from a
boring only 75 feet deep. They ore all described in Mr. Lyman’s report. Wm
attempt at a geological correlation of the rock^ at these different loofiditiea is

simply ridiculous ;
'but that is of little practioal importance for im neliate purposes.

His views upon petroleum itself are move serious : he seems to have practically

held to the view that pretroleum is for ever confined to the bed in which its mate-

rials were deposited; a notion that is demonstrably erroneous for thegreatest
known oil source^;' and to a very impo^nt extent so in other regioue, as iu

Galicia. Upon an extra arbitrary exercise of this opinion he actually ^ormti
|
ated

’ From tlie term Qrube*’—1 Infer tlwt the eztmctios it by pits, not Mh
pecktb lu boring! are tometitnet mentioned; bat ao psrtioalan are given.
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a rato<2;4».,|k 8)» ihat the limit ol depth (in thelbed) to be Expected airiay

woald be h^lf the lexigth of the oixterop aloog which anj trace of

be found. It is likely that the indioations given by MnLymaafor the ^^oirafllpi

of these localities are affected by these pecy;iliar views t that a rock^in whh^nAi
acoideutal exhibition of oil occurred may have been indicated in both ditebt&NdS

as an oil bed. Still, the descriptions and the detailed plana in his report sa|^|)^|)r

an excellent basis for further explorations^ for he seems to have been a good
surveyor. At first at least, exploration should be limited to the neighbourhood of

these natural springs
;
if it should be proven that these are but a faint in<SGatkm>

of-oiUbearing rocks underground, it may be permissijblc to attempt places wfaerO'itO

snch indications occur. The fact that all these localities occur in about the same
geological horizon strongly confirms the opinion that the oil Hes in and abont its

original birth<^|^ace; see section fig. 3, pi. I; the oil occurs in the bands numbered
5 and 6.

^

Khd(an.

29. The best local description of the oil-measures of this North-West region

is that by Mr B A. Tov^nseud m his'account of the Khdtau field in the Mari

hills <3f Baluc^stan, where he has recently carried out some sucoessful borings

in spite of most trying obstacles, both underground and above it. His report is

printed herewith. The idontificHtions of fossils and of geological horizons may
not be quite correct, but we have seen that this is almost irrelevant to the

question. Not so however the theoretical considerations regarding the origin of

the oil, for the process of search must be largely infiuenced thereby. The notion

of any essential connection between petroleum and the salts and sulphurous pro*

ducts that so often* accompany it, is now very generally abandoned, the assooia-

tibn being only incidental, or at most concomitant. There may be deep-seated

coal beneath all this ground—Mr! Oldham’s suggestion of Gondwana coal-mea-

sures in Bajputana, at the eastern edge of this geological region, would be a

direct bint at such a possibility—bat there is really no excuse for looking afar fpr

what seems to be in our hand : Mr. Townsend’s own description is the most satis-

fying yet on record that the oil is ;Lndigenous in those eocene rocks, probably in

the shales that are described as so densely charged with organic remains, al«

though the associated fractured limestones have afforded in their crevices con-

venient receptacles for the oil I certainly think that this view should be

adopted forImmediate operations. Upon it, the Kh£tan boring would seem tO be

at the base of the measures, and may be already below them. A more likely^aite

would be on outcrop No. 25 of the sectiou, though not necessarily on ^is actual

line, better at a lower level and where the dip is lowest so as to oat as many beds

as possible. ^ These shales are described as themselves oil-bearing. The
conglomerate/ the chief oil rook of Mr. Townsend’s report is, I am pretty finre,.

the ^limestone breccia^ described by Mr. Blanford in his sketch report on that

region^ as ocoutring so widely at or mear the base of the lower eooqne series*

Speoimeps of it sent by Mr. Townsend certainly contained nuxpmulites
; and

S^tan is coloured as eocene on Mr. Blanford’s sketch joap, though he was not

* Memoin, Gsol. Surv. Ind , Vol. XX, Pt 2.
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able to visit that particular ground. 1 have found, in descriptions of works in

similar measures elsewhere, notice of the great praotioal difficulty mentioned by

Mr. Townsend of keeping a straight hole in rocks that are much broken or dis-

turbed ; the cutter must be reflected^ laterally on striking a hard surface obliquely,

and so be diverted from the plumb line. I imagine that this difficulty has had

much to say to the practice in Galicia 6f sinking deep pits instead of borings,

notwithstanding the special advantages of the latter in the extraction of petro-

leum. But for the remark quoted above from Mr. Paul, that the measures in

Ckilicia are not so productive where little disturbed, and for the independent un-

certainty of their occurring anywhere on the same horizon, one might recommend
a splendid place for a speculative triaj boring at the base of the Kirthar lime-

stone near Bohri on the Indus. It will be tried some day.

Assam.

30. A brief notice of the petroleum springs in connection with the coal-

fields in Upper Assam was published in 1865, in the Memoirs of the Survey,

Vol. IV, Pt. 3, p. 23, with a recommendation that trial borings should be made. In

1866 a Calcutta firm obtained a license to explore the ground and commenced
operationsMn Novoipber of that year. A short account of this enterprise was pub-

lished in the Survey Records for 1874, Vol. VU, pt. 2, quoting also a distillation

assay of the oil, as compared with that of Pennsylvania and Rangoon oils. The
results of the Makum borings were all that could be desired : none of the holes

were of considerable depth, apparently less than 200 feet, yet in some the oil

spouted intermittently with a pressure of 30 lbs. to the inch, yielding as much as

3,500 gallons in 35 hours from a single pipe
;
the dimonsipns were not given.

Notwithstanding this superabundant supply the enterprise broke down, owing *

1,0

the difficulties of transport from so remote a site. A further notice of the Assam
petroleum is given in ^Ir. Mallet's report on the Nega Hills coal-fields (Memoirs,

Vol. XII, Pt. 2), with an enumeration of places where the oil appears naturally at

the surface. An apparent connection of this petroleum with the coal occurring in

its immediate vicinity is more marked than usual. Mr. Mallet mentions having in

one instance seen oil oozing out of the coal itself. Th^re is nothing, however, to

confirm the idea of any real connection : this coal is still the most highly * bitu-

minous ’ coal in India. Thick soft sandstone is thd prevailing rock, but blue clay

is mentioned as occurring in the borings ; all are much disturbed. The exact age

of these rocks is uncertain ; they are more 'likely middle than lower tertiaiy.

There can scarcely be a doubt that the oil resources of this region are veiy great.

At presefut most of the best ground is within t'to immense concession granted to

the Assam Railways and trading Company ; but apparently the oil H neglected.^

Arakan,

31. The coast ( of Arakan, from Cheduba island northwards, exhibits an

immense thicknels of tertiaiy rocks, chiefly sandstones and shales, crushed to-

* I recently bod occaeidn to apply to the Manager at Dibmgarh for a barrel of oil, but wai
informed that the Company icarcely got enough for their own ufec.
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gather in more or leee vertical folds. The same rooks and features oontinne

northwards through Chittagong and the Tipperah and Lushai hills into Gaohar.

They are separated from a like accumulation of deposits in the basin Of the Ira-

wadi by the Arakan Yoma (range), contin]|ed northwards into Manipur, com-
posed entirely of sedimentary rocks, the oldest of which seems to be of triasaio age,

with some considerable masses of serpentiJinous eruptive rocks. South of Ghedufaa

the coast line is weathered back to the a^cial rooks, ending at Gape ISTegraiS.

The region of the islands and the adjoining coast has long been remarkable for its

numerous mud volcanoes, caused as elsewhere by the eruption of hydrocarbon

gases, and also as usual petroleum occurs freely in the neighbourhood and has for

long been extracted by the natives, supplying an export of as much as 40,000

gallons a year from Kyoukpyu. The oil is very light and pure, and can be burned

in lamps without refining. An excellent description of this ground by Mr. Mallet,

was published in the Records for 1878, Vol. XI, Pi. 2, giving particulars of the

mode of occurrence of the petroleum. In 1877 European enterprise was attracted

to this industry and very promising results were at once obtained : one of the first

wells, only 30 feet deep with a boring continued 36 feet deeper, gave a flow into

the well, yielding at first about 250 gaflons a day. In 1879 more extensive works

were undertaken by the Borongo Oil Gompany. They started work most energe-

tically, with a largo stafE of skilled workers of all kinds
;
they set up fwo stills

of 4,500-gallon and 9,000-gallon capacity
;
in 1883 they had 24 wells in work

ranging from 500 to over 1,200 feet in depth ;
for a few weeks one well yielded

1,000 gallons daily, but the total amount of crude oil pumped from 10 wells

during the whole year did not exceed 234,300 gallons, of which they refined 65,450

gallons and sold the rest in a crude state. In 1884 the Gompany had to suspend

payment. In the Official report ^ from which these facts are taken there is a naive

remark that goes far to explain the whole calamity,—- ** As yet no one in the

Kyoukpyu field has discovered oil-I>earing strata of the type of the g^od American

or of the Gaspian field, and so far the business of oil-winning on a large scale

has not been a success.” No doubt the promoters of the enterprise, like the

enthusiast alluded to in para. 21, reckoned on that sort of thing; it is the un-

fortunate mistake jalluded to in pane 4, yet an intelligent diagnosis of the ground

should have warned agaiifist such an expectation. There are no doubt very large

supplies of high class petrolc^um to be got from this region, but it must be won
by suitabl^methods. In Mr. Garll's work on the Pennsylvania oil-fields he bitterly

laments the irretrievable loss of information through the want of intelligent record

of such costly experiments : of the many thousand borings put down in that region,

not one record in fifty, if obtainable at all, was trustworthy. We may echo the

same regret here ;
no doubt useful hints for future ^piidance might have been

obtained by intelligent observation of the numerous borings in Arakan.

Burma.
• »

32. * Rangoon oil,’ under some other name, was probkbly an object of

industry in pre-historio times. For many years it has been a steady article

* Administmtioii of BriUtli BariOs during 1888-84, p. 81.
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of trade at Bangoon. It almost all comes from Upper Burma and from neigh*

bourfaood of ^Yenanchaung on the east side of the Irawadi about 60 miles aboye

Thajetmyo. The greater part of the produce probably goes to Rangoon. In 1883-

84 this part amounted to nearly 1,00P|000 gallons, mostly taken by the Rangoon
refineiy, yrhich produced 640,000 gallons of refined oil during the year. The oil is

extracted in yezy primitive fashion, by wells ranging from 100 to 300 feet in

depth according to position. Some wells yield as much as 200 gallons daily.

Dr. Oldham when with the mission to Ava in 1855 observed that ^e measures

copsist of soft sandstones and shales of middle or lower tertiary age, considerably

disturbed.^ They are apparently less so than the oil-measures of Arakan. Oils

of lighter quality are said to occur to the west of the river opposite Pagan and

in the Chindwin valley. A notice of the small oil workings in Lower Burma was

published in the Records of the Survey for 1870 (Yol. Ill, p. 72), and again in

1873, in Mr. Theobald’s report on the geology of Pegu.^ It is unquestionable that

the oil resources of Burma admit of an indefinite extension of enterprise
;
yet the

country still imports yearly about 2,000,000 gallons of kerosine oil frqm America.

It is 1 think a safe prophecy that the o^-measures of Eastern India may be

supplying half the world with light within a measurable time when the Ame^can
oil-pools run diy.

Report on the Petroleum Exploration at Kli^ian, hy B.A. Townsekd, Su^erin*

tendent of Petroleum Explorations in Baluchistan (Plate I, fig. 4).^

The Road from Sibi to Ehdtan viA Bioraji Hill passes nearly the whole dis-

tance over the fluviatile deposit which characterizes tho^

plains of the Indus and no change is observable until the

low sand hills are reached at Gazi, 24 miles east-by-south from Sibi.

These low hills continue with a gradual rise until the south side of Bioraji is

reached; their composition is a coarse semi-compact sand, unfossiliferous, except an

occasional vegetable marking, with a few ferruginous concretions. They contain

thin plates of fibrous gypsum, which increase ici number and thickness as Bioraj

is approached, and all have a low dip, chiefly westward.
'

At Bioraji a sudden change to eocene nummulific rocks is noticeable, and

Eocene rocks
there are not visible any signs of a gradual passsm through

miocene and pliocene, to fluviatile rocks, al^ough no

doubt the space between Gazi and' Bioraji is occupied by miocene and pliocene

formations. The strata on the south side of Bioraji are very much broken and

faulted a^d dip at all angled between the horizonml and vertical * indeed some

are thrown beyond the vertical, and their original lower has become their present

upper surface.

> Appendix A of Cokrael TnVs ‘‘Narratiye of the Mission to the Cdnrt of Avs in 1685’’

reprinted, with other papers relating to the geology and miuersls of Bnrsm, by order of the Chisf

CommissionerJn 1882.

e Mem. gV>1. Surv. Znd. Ydi. X, Ft, 8.

’ See pars* 28 of the preceding paper.
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Approaohuig Ehdtan hy way of Thali and tiie Ohalcar river valley fbe mae
conditions prevail until a halting-place, Chakar Tung, is reached, and here a
series of low ferruginous coarse-grained send hills with strongsred colourilig;

these are also unfossiliferous except slij^ht traces of vegetable markings and con-
cretions

;
they are, I think, upper miocene. At Turkhand, a little beyond this,

towards Ehdtan, eocene rocks are again abruptly encountered, coming in with
long straight ranges from the north-west bordering the valley leading to Handi,
and here a disturbance has taken place, producing probably a rift, which joi||gr 8
miles further on with a deep synclinal which continues to and beyond the intersect'*

ing Sart valley, the latter passing through Elhdtan. At and near Turkhand the

Synclinal.
disturbance has been great and the contortions and foldings

of the strata are surprising. The synclinal and rift form
the water-course of tho Chukar river. The fossils found thus far, differ in no
way from those found at Kh^tan and need not here be considered.

Entering the Sort valley the outer range on the right begins with a low

Sart valley
out-cropping of nummulitic liipestone dipping to the north

* at an angle of 60**. Bands of earthy shale containing

Cardita are inter-stratified with the limestones, and the latter are composed chief-

ly of sub-angular fragments varying in size from an inch to two feet in diameter;

several of these strata show a thickness of from 3' to 20'
; a few hundred yards

behind these is the range proper, the top of which is composed of nummulitic
limestone, rising from the synclinal in broken curves, it continues on to tbe

soutb-west, gradually increasing in height until the highest point is reached at the

Maurani peak, 4,8C|P' above sea-level. The axis of tho range traced thus far, a dis-

Isance of about 6 miles, is that of a gentle curve to tbe south-west with the con-

cave side facing the Ehfitan rivei^ the dip decreasing uniformly from 60^ to 25®,

and from north to nearly west at Maurani. A little to the south of the peak what
appears to be a distinct and separate range intersects the Maurani ndge very obli-

quely
;
but on examination it is found to be a continuation of the original range

produced by a faultmg of the latter
;

it continues to bend to the south and east

in irregular heights to bpyond the Bioraji pass, and finally sinks down to the

Axis of range
syncUnal already named. It will thus be seen that the axis

of the whole range describes an elliptical, or a rather horse-

shoe form^enclosing the Kh&tan valley.

From the fault on to Bioraji, the rocks are thrown into a great variety of posi-

tions, vertical, and at every conceivable angle. Beyond Bioraji tbe again
becomes fairly regular and is always at right angles to the axis, outwafd.

On the Jower reaches of the river, the rocks are cdltnposed of angular olniiohy

limestone in alternating layers, each about 15' thick, and between which ore beds
of earthy shales varying horn 3' to 12' in thiokness

;
all these strata are Standing

at a dip qf 60^ towajxls the north, but>to the south-westward they gradually &11
to about 25®

; none of them«reaoh tbe crest of t)ie ridge, having been xpmoV^ by
denudation.

Lying conformably on the outer stratum of these clxSiohy limestones (see sec-

tion, plate I, fig, 4) is a seam of brown coal op lignite

about 20"' thick, above and below which are afew inches
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of what appears to be voloanic ash of sub-aerial deposit, within this seam are

occasional concretions of ironstone, very hard and containing iron pyrites, and
Turritella, <Ssc. . The coal or lignite ds of no value as a fuel, as it contains so

largo a percentage of sulphur and its compounds as to make it unsuited for con-

tact with iron furnaces or boilers. The deposit is small and erratic, appearing

occasionally further south-west in the outer range in thin ashy plates with dark

carbonised markings.

little further up the river bed on the left appears for the first time what I

^ have considered to be a conglomerate of marine oriein
Marine conglomerate. _ . , , . » ^on the surface of which am patches, the remains of a fine-

grained dark blue shale.like limestone, which where exposed becomes prominent

because of its double jointed structure producing angular blocks, the whole

resembling a ruined fortification. This and the conglomerate are the only rocks

exposed over the surface of the inner mountain, all original saperincumbent rocks

having disappeared by weathering and denudation.

The longest di&meter o{ the inner mountain corresponds to a line passing

through its centre nearly east and west, and such a line
^ * also divides the mountain into two equal parts, one with

its strata dipping pretty constantly to the north, and those of the other to the

south—^in fact, it is a gently folded cone, around the base of which the river takes

its course from the eastward, the valley embracing the space between this and
the inner base of the outer range.

From an elevated position the whole presents the appearance of a voloanic

Crater a earanoe
crater with a cone in its centre, but only in appearance, as

ra r appearance.
^ trace of true volcanic origin is discoverable. «

A transverse section of the range, valley, and a portion of the cone is shown

g section
This section is made to bisect the maidan (plain

or terrace) on which are located two borings for petroleum,

and is fairly representative of the character of the whole range.

Beginning at the top of the range shown in section, we find a prominent and

heavy stratum of nummulitic limestone, about 300' tl^ick at this point, marked
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. No. 1 is massive of slightly yellow colour and is rather porous

although very firm
;

it is uncrystallized and abounds in nummulites, nautili and

other molluscs and radiates. Strata 2, 3 and 4, also nummulitic, differ from No.

Inner cqpe.

TransTcrse section.

1 only in colour and texture, 2 being masRlvd*, of a pale yellow colour, and hard

and clunchy in structure. No. 3 is identical with No. 1. No. 4 is very white,

rather sof{ and chalky ;
all contain nummulites ar^ break with a fracture verti-

cal to their line of bedding in planes, not unlike basalt. Nos. 6, /, 9^ 11, 13 and

15 are all strong beds of light brown earthy limestone, and between them are

numerous bands of thin limestone from 1 inch to 1 foot thick, with thin clay and

shale bands ;
all thege are covered with debris and can only be examined in one or

two places, but judging from theii; broken fragments .they are all sub-divisions of

the nummulitic series. No. 6 is a curious combination of angular blocks of white

limes'tone. No. 8 is a hfeavy seam of very pure white gypsum in many places 15'

in thickness, extending throughout the whole length of the range. In many places

very beautiful markings of pink colour are found, caused no doubt by iron oxide
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In a state of solution. No. 10 is another heavy band of grey gypsum, in sjl respects

like No, 8, except in colour and co-extensire with it. No. 12 is also gypsum, but is

a thinner deposit, being only about 3' in thig|kness and less pure than the others

;

all are unfossiliferous and are beautifully exposed in many places. No. 8, being

massive, it is quite possible that blocks sufficiently large for artistic purposes

could be obtained from it. Between Nos. 1{> and 16 there is a trace of lignite with

volcanic ash which’ appears in an erratic manner on the, top of No. 16. Im-
mediately above the lignite is a deposit of very friable coarse inhale, weathering

into mud if wet, teeming with echmoderms and small Cardita. Nos. 16, 18, 20,

22, 24 are all continuations of the clunchy limestones mentioned as appearing pn

the lower reaches of the river; and Nos. 17, 19, 21, 23 correspond to the earthy

shales between them, but here they have lost their earthy character and are very

beautifully coloured soft shales, with, in places, enormops quantities of fragile

carbonized nummuliles which crumble at a touch. No. 25 is a thick deposit of

silky olive shales with numerous concretions of vegetable origin
; the majority

of them are soft and contain often piqces of carbonized wood in good prese rvation

No. *26 is a band of dark brown flint which here appears for the first time; it is

not uniform in deposition, many breaks occurring, but it can be traced for miles

always in the same relative pofition, that is, between Nos. 25 and 27. The latter

is also a soft olive shale diflering only from 25 in having singular and large

masses which have become indui'ated, and which have a slaty cleavage and are

highly carbonaceous. It is in these two deposits of shale that the first traces of

petroleum arc discovered and in several places where vertical faces are exposed to

the direct sun’s ri^s, bituminous drops and threads mark them with a jet black-

ness. Beyond the concretions named I have not discovered any fossils in these

shales. No. 28 is another band o^ flint of very dark colour of about 1 foot thick-

ness, and is I think throughout composed of sponge spicules ; in many places the

onginal sponge form is retained, but so cracked arc they that it is difficult to

remove one in a perfect condition.

Wherever this band appears among the low shale hills on the terraces at Siah

Kuch or elsewheso in the valley splendid specimens of fossil sponges abound, all

rather large for transpoit. Besides flints thin plates of fibrous gypsum from
J'' to

1 in thickness occur ;
they are very hard and of dark brown colour, and are

scattered through the shales last mentioned and appear to have been formed from

waters holding in solution sulphate of lime in their passage through openings

caused, no doubt, by slipping ; these plates give a metallic sound when struck to-

gether. "Sob. 29—31 are similar to 27, and No. 30 is a repetition of 28.

Thus far all the rocks exposed are lying couformlbly upon each other, and aU
. . may be said to contain nummulitic fossils, except the last

Boc B con orma e.

gjjgjgg (jjq gjj a^d the flints
; a total thickness of about

4,600^ is exposed, vertical to the line of bedding.

Having crossed the river bed we enter on rocks quitedifferent from any so

far described. No. 32 is a fine-grained hard blue lime-
'

* stone in diviuonal planes of vaiyous thickness from 3^ or

4*^ to 2\ and jointed in structure by straight parallel planes of fracture vertical

to plane of bedding and crossing each other at various angles, ^ome of the
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Sulphur springs.

blocks thfLs produced are singularly uniform in their dimensions and wonderfully

straight and smooth on their surfaces ; as before stated^ these resemble a masonry
wall. Very few fossils are found in them, concretions resembling turtles in form

when extracted, some vegetable markings and one ammonite, are all I have found.

Cretaceous rocks,
ammonite is but a sorry specimen, very much flatten-

ed and outlines, destroyed by pressure, but it is plainly an

ammonite, and from it and the character of the succeeding Tocks, No, 33, 1 am
inclined to believe that all the inner mountain exposures from this point are cre-

taceous, and not, I think, of tertiary age.

At almost regular intervals the whole of this marine conglomerate covering

the inner hill is faulted to the west, the exposed face at

each fault being vertical and of considerable height (in

one instance over 100')
;

** slickensides ” are numerous, and it is probably be-

cause of faulting that the shales No. 31 appear to lie unconformably upon it
; as a

conglomerate it is peculiar, angular pieces of very hard dark limestone and flints

are embedded in a matrix which is evidently the ooze of a not very deep sea, and

which has circulated among sponges and angular pieces, embracing them in so

firm a gi'ip after hardening that a good blow will fracture both matrix and its

enclosures in a straight plane without deviation. It is highly fossiliferous, orbi-

tula and other foraminifera appearing,

A little below the cross-section line are several copious spring^ of sulphurous

- , , , waters, which have a temperature of 109° F. at the point

* of overflow; considerable quantities of sulphur crystals

occur in the stalagmite surrounding them. No doubt quantities of native sulphur

exist in tke rocks below, and very probably the supply of water is obtained by the

river losing itself 'at a higher point of its course, and following a fault which

appears near the springs. Further up the hillside are many places where similar

springs have accumulated stalagmite with sulphur intermingled in past time.

Petroleum is found exuding close to the sulphur springs and for a consider.

Petroleum
distance up the valley ; along the edge of the marine

conglomerate there are beds of bituminous deposit (petro-

leum mingled with gravel and earth) often 15' in depth, while up the hillsides

for 200' the debris resting on the conglomerate is blackened by old flowingE( when

the river bed corresponded to their levels. The hard compact nature of this con-

glomerate prevents the river from denuding it, hence the shales next above

receive the^ wasting contact of the river torrent, and thus a continuoris lower

level is beii^ annually made along the edge of the conglomerate, and the sulphur

waters and petroleum naturally seek the lowest and easiest point or exit ; this, no

doubt, accounts for the old markings referred to, * *

Besides these bituminous deposits there are in many of the vertical crevices,

over a large area, included plates and particles of petroleum which from long

exposurehave lost their volatile components ^nd have become solid and much Uke

ozokerit in character and appearance.

Within these crevices j[and they are abundant) selenite crystalil often contain

^ ^

small globules of both solid and liquid petroleum. The slow

rate of denudation occurring in this almost rainless district^

Petroleum.

Crystals,
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when considered with the height at which old flowings 'are found (200^ aboTO pro-

sent natural flowings), together with the time required for the formation of natural

crystals, dimly indicates how long petroleunx has been escaping to the surface in

this tocality. Its rapid disappearance after escapes is owing to its great sp^iflo

gravity, and to the readiness with which'it is converted into a solid easily ground
and mingled with the gravels of the river b 'low.

There are three trial borings for petroleum, one of which is 524' deep, of 4}^

Borings.
diameter. In the deepest of two of these borings (the other

is but a shallow one), the following, in order of suooession

downwards, are the rocks penetrated

• Thickness. Depth.

(1) Gravel, with boulders and bitumen « 12 12

(2) Jointed blue limestone 20 82

(3) Hard marine ronglomriate with alyindance of flint .... 195 227

(4) Alternating bands of soft bluish shales and hard flinty limestone with
pyrites.

($) Bather baid shales with pyrites ;

30 257

217 474

(6) Dark grey limestone without fossils 2 476

(7) Soft grey shales • 48 524

9

Oil was obtained at 28', at 62', at 92', at 115', at 125', at 133' and at 374'.

The conglomerate is broken and fractured in all directions, and through these

Bocks creviced.
findnits way upwards, borne on the top of the warm

waters which accompany it, but while these fractures af-

ford a ready meahs to the miner of “ striking oil ” they sadly interfere with his

progress in boring, as the drilling tool in descending must inevitably enter many
of these crevices at an acute Angle to their planes, and it is almost impossible to

prevent thfl tendency of the tool to follqyr the vagaries of such crevices and thus
produce a ‘‘crooked hole,*' which Is fatal to further progress unless straightened.

It is, all rof^nd, the most difficult of rocks in which to construct borings the writer

has yet encountered.

A repost of tlie character of the petroleum obtained here has, in 1884, been

( harsotep of the oU.
Government of India, and I need only add

that owing to influitesimal particles of sulphurous and acid

waters being held in suspension witban the oil, it is most ^fficult to distil it.

These particles in the process of distillation are vapourised at a little over
212^^ F., while the oil vapourizes at over 306^ F. ; the consequence is the vapour

first' created causes the oil to foam within the stilly and tfnally carries it over with
it into the condensing pipes bodily, which operation is known to refiners by the

inelegant terin “puking." The remedy lies in a specially^ constructed still, or a
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Gas.

Theory,

mechanical appliance in ordinary stills for beating down the foam, or by a chemical

process for removing the waters before distilling is undertaken.

At present about 1,000 barrels of^cmdo oil are being sent to Sibi, for a thorough

test as to its suitability for locomotive fuel.

Both in drilling and pumping the Borings, a considerable quantity of sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas is evolved, but it is not in suf-

ficient quantities to cause a natural fiow of oil from the

tubes. In pumping the oil from the show obtained at 374' we found that it came
up with the warm water in very small globules, thoroughly mingled with and

giving the water the appearance of having had snuff thrown into it
; at rest the oil

and water soon separate and the water becomes clear.

It has occurred to me as a tenable theory that the petroleum of this locality

^
may be produced by the action of sulphurous acid waters

combined with alkalies, all at a moderately high degree of

heat acting chemically upon a deep deposit of coal, or lignite, under, confinement,

and it may be that all petroleum has a siiqilar origin. It is a fact that all pro.

ducing oil-fields are in strata containing sulphur, salts and alkalies. The Cana-

dian and American fields both retain inexhaustible supplies of saline sulphurous

waters, some of them sufilcienily strong to destroy in a few weeks the iron tubing

used in pumping.

Besides petroleum there are no products of economic value here. If works

were established for the manufacture of oil it is possible

that saltpetre, alum, and alkalies might be produced at a

profit from the manipulation of the shales. Of gypsum there are endless quanti-

ties of excellent quality, but too far from any market, I fancy, to export at a pro.

fit. The entire country round about is barren, save a few tamarisk and other

scrubby trees, and a few acres of cultivable land. Vll the waters available for

domestie use are charged with sulphate of lime and do not conduce to one’s health.

Economic rockd.

Boring Exploration in the Chhattisgarh Coal-fields, by William King, B.A.,

D.Sc., Superintendent
j
Geological Survey of India, (With map and plate.)

BaMPVB COAL-FIULD.

A. Lillari Valley.

B. Oira Valley.

* C. Baisandar >^lley.

D. Pazar Valley.

2. Wbbtbbn Fields.

A.
^
Mand Valley.

B." Korba.

1. RaMPUR OOAL.PIBLD.

The name Bam^ur Coal-field was adopted by the Central Provinces Govern-

ment for convenience ; but the borings have as a matter of fact been put down at

likely places on three si&es of*the area originally described^ by Mr. Y. Ball as

> B|c. 0. S. of I., IV, p. 101 ; and VIII, p. 102.
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1

the Raigarh and Hingir Ooal.field, or partly in the Sambalpnr District, and

partly in the Gangpur State of Chota Nagpur. My own connection with the

field began with the season 1883-84, when boring sites were selected:^ and the

mechanical work has been carried out since then by Mr. G. Stewart, the

Assistant Mining Engineer, whose boring journals are given in the appendix to

this paper.

The samples of coal so obtained have unfortunately been always more or

less poor; and as there is no fair indication of any possible improvement

in other parts of the held, 1 am reluctantly compelled to reqpmmend its abandon-

ment.

At the end of the season 1884-85, I reported* the general results of the

exploration up to date in the Lillari Valley section, and they were poor enough.

The existence of an upper though useless band of coal seams within a moderate

depth and convenient to the proposed Hingir Road railway station had been

ascertained
;
but as there still remained a considerable southward area of yet

lower coal-measures with exposures of coal lower down the same valley and

likewise not too far from the lailway *trace, it was decided to prove them by

further borings at the commencement of the ensuing season (1885-^6) before

moving the plant to new ground. , No better coals were found, although, I think,

almost the whole thickness, and all the seams of the Barakars on this the

southern side of the Hingir plateau were proved.

A, Lillari Valley ,—Six borings were put down with more or loss success over

about a square mile in the neighbotiihood of Chowdibahal during the first season

;

and four more, respectively near Kaliabahal Boujari and Ghanamal, one being

between the last two Villages, later on ; ten in all, of which however it is only

necessary hero to refer more particularly to seven, viz. Nos 1, 2a, 3, 5, 6, 7^

and 8 (see plate). The sites of these are also indicated by the same numbers on

the Sketch Map, as lying along the idght bank of the river. Nos. 1, 2a, and 3

are at the comers of a triangular area, ono side of which (I to 2a) forms a line

with Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 at right angles to the strike of the beds, or, taken in this

order of numbers, against the dip winch is generally very low to the norih-north-

westward; that is. No. 2a Is in the uppermost and No. 8 in the lowest band of

carbonaceous scales and coal seams of the coal-measures.

The difl^culty in considering this set of bo’^ sections is as to the recognition of

seams of coal or other strata in two or more of them ;
for, as a reference to the

appendix or the plate will show, there is considerable variation in the thickness

of the coal seams and in the constitution of the be^s associated with them.

Fairly well Refined strata, such as the hard band of compact rod clay-stone (x

in plate) belonging to the overlying Kamthis, are however recognizable in bore

holes 1, 2a, and 3 ;
while there can hardly be a doubt as to the continuity of

the tolerably similarly constituted band of carbonaceous shales and sandstones

below, and the coal seam (a). The dip of this coal seam if aj bo even is very

low; in fact, rather lower than the average 1 had calculated on in my first

i Rec. G. S. of I., XVn, p. 123.

* Rec. 0. S. of XVIll, p. 196.
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report. The real condition appears to be that the beds roll somewhat,

while they are often almost flat, and are only occasionally at so much as 10^

to 15^

Beckoning on this generally low dip, and knowing how necessaiy it was to

try and get at good coal as quickly as possible, I ventured on taking the next

borings at long intervals. The result tends, I think, to show that each of the

holes along the main line has passed through at least one of the seams of shale

and coal met with in the preceding bore. Thus, No. 1 has passed through coal

met with in 2a and 3, and penetrated yet lower strata with coal; No. 5 has

proved strata occurring in 1, 2a, and 3, and reached yet lower measures ; while

No. 6 encountered the lowest beds in No. 5, and touched others considerably

below them.

1 have always had my doubts as to the regular behaviour of the bedding

the interval between Nos. 6 and 8 ; having been led from indications on either

side of the country to surmise that there might be hero a roll up from the

normal low northerly dip. Thus it is difficult to be confident about the connection

or continuity of the carbonaceous shale ]£>ands with coal in Nos'. 6, 7, and .8 ; but

the presoijco of an intervening band of more decidedly sandy strata, recognizable

in each section, leads to the conclusion that the shales and coal below them

belong to the same horizon.

On this recognition, or connection, of strata in the several bore-holes, and

taking No. 6 as having reached the lowest coal-bearing beds in its position, I

calculate that these borings have pierced through an aggregate thickness of 480

feet, which is not far off my original estimate.^

The upper or Chowdibahal portion of the Lillari Vallby has been treated of

in my previous paper and there is now little use in repeating more than that

in the 220 feet or so of ascertained coal-measures, ihore are two permanent seams

of 6 to 7 feet in thickness, another which appears to merge into a more shaly

seam, and some smaller seams of a foot or so in thickness. All the coal is bad

;

the average percentage of ash in them being 30 09, except in one case where it

runs as low as 22*92 in the 4th foot of a 6-foot seam at 69 feet from surface in

bore-hole No. 4. .

An outcrop of coal, of which I had ascertained at least a thicl^ess of 4| feet,

occurs about half a mile lower down the river, to the north-east of Ealiabahal

;

"and 1 thought it might be perhaps the edge of seam (6) in the Chowdibahal

holes. Hole No. 5 was put down a short distance to the north of the exposure

and struck a 9-foot seam pf coal at 37 feet, wh>ch atefirst sight looks very much
as if it were after all an outcrop of the seam (a) in No. 1. This may really be
the condition of affairs ; but 1 am inclined to doubt it, mainly indeed on the

extremely low and almost southerly dip involved in such a relation, and the

want of correspondence in the beds below as displayed in the further progress

of the boring, but partly on account of the nearer correspondence of the assays

of this coal with that of (&) in No. 1.

s Bee, G. S.ofI., XVll,p. 129.

* Op. oit., p« 196.
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Assat. (Foot by foot.)

Bore^hole No, ff, 37feetfrom surface^ seam (ft), 9 feet tliicK

1 2 8

•

’"W— “

6 6 7 8 9

•8

Moisture . • 7-08 8*28 8-56 8*94 796 842 6*88 8*48 8*20

Volntile matter (ezclu-

sivo of moisture) 21*88 22 40 23-18 22*32 21*80 23 28

4

21*86 21*28 21*92 22*21

Fixed carbon 25 72 27 42 3008 28*42 20*84 23*44 17*88 24*02 26*16

Ash • • •
' 46 32 8818 39 88 47 02 46 28 68 96 4558 4448

100 00 100*00 100*00 100*00

Do not cako. Auh grey and reddibh grey.

Assay of 8-feet seam (6) in hore-liolt No, 1 at 142 feet from surfaoe^ for comparison

ypth the above.

•

«

'T' S •

iU
^'8’S

Moisture • • 10 58 9 40 7-44 13*88 9-98

Volatile matter

moisture) .

(exclusive of

*•
22 14 21-iifi 22 66 20*52 18*60 .28*84 21*22

Fixed 4»rbon

.

• • • 2570 28*86 26*42
1

24 04 19*48 20*82 82*90 24*62

Ash

•

• • • 39-70 4246 3698 40 60 4604 54*08 68-04 29*88 44*18

m

100*00 100*00 100*00 100*00

, ,

Do not cake. Ash gr^ and yellowish grey.

The coal is bad, eyen inferior to that in seam (a) of the Ghowdibahal gronnd.

This bore-hole was mn down to 221 feet, disclosing further seams, two of

which are oyer 15 feet in thickness. They tell the same tale of poorness of

qualify ; in fact, the lovrer thick seam consists of such worthless stuff that wo did

not consider it worth sending down to Calcutta for assay. Two of the samples
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sent down from the upper 15-feet seam got mislaid in despatch, but their quality

was on a par with the rest which are giren in the following assay

Bore^hole No, 5, 114 feetfrom surface^ IS feet thick.

6
1.

7 10
1 11

1
12

1
18 1

M
11

1«

Moisture 7'64 808 8 36 8 20 0*20 7*86 7*44 7*28

•o B

8*60 8*70^ 980 8*46 9*02

Volatile mat*
ter (exclu-

sive of

moisture)

.

Fixed carbon
26*18 26*34 24*38 23*36 26*60 21*82 23*80 23*72 23 04 23*98 24*92 26*46

29 08 29 60 2730 26*74| 20*72 2106 21 28 23 26 20 24 27*40 29 02 28 60 33 64
Ash . 8710 36 08 39*06 42 70 34*48 4870 40*72 48*66 .3 b 41*64 30 00 37*14 38*12 80 98

100*00 100 00 100*00 10*000 100*00 100*00 100*00 100*00 |100*00 100 00 100*00 100 00| 100 00

Does not cake, ash light. Beddinh grey.

The results so far certainly tended to crush any hope of our striking better

coal in this division of the field ;
and had it not been that proximity to the rail-

way line demanded the trial of every reasonable chance, 1 should have preferred

abandoning the work at this point. As it was, warning was given to prepare for a

move, pending the hazarding of three more holes on the same line. No. 6 near

Bonjari, No. 7 a mile further down the right bank of the river, and No. 8 near

Ohanamal. The only coal of the difEerent seams struck in these holes which

appeared worth sending down to Calcutta gave this assay

Bore-hole No, 6, scam 7 feet thicket 62 feet from surface.

1 2 3 4

V

5 6
Average

of
1-7

Moisture .

Volatile matter (ex-

olusive of moisture).

Fixed oarbon .

Ash • • • *

7*34

26*06
31*04
35*56

6-20

24-56
27-80
41-44

6*16

24*56

28 38 ,

40*90

5*74

23*94

27 46
42*86

5*80

24*38
27*64
42*18

6*54

26*06
30*84

1

36*56

7*28

25*62
31*40
35*70

6*44

25*03
29*22
89*31

100*00 100*00

ESEBli
100*00 i6o-oo

Does not cake. Ash, reddish grey.

The^e was clearly no use in holding out any longer at the Lillali Valley, so a
move was made for what I had already described in my report on the selection of
boring sites as the next more promising part of the field, thq Oira 'Valley section,

where two seams of coal are exposed at times—according to the scour—in the bed of
the river near Dibdorah, one of the villages in the small zemindari of Kodibuga.

In the meantimei it was intimated td me that the Minister for Public Works
had suggested that the Baisandar Valley on the north-easterly edge of the Hingir
plateau seemed, from the numerous exposures of coal, to offer better inducements for

boring with any hope of success. In the original paper by Mr. Ball, there is no
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partioalar expression of the promise of these outcrops ; in fact, he does not hold out

much prospect of good coal, I too had learned sufiScient of that side of the

country to infer that these many outcrops would most likely turn out to be repe-

titions of one or two seams through their coming to surface in the windings of the

Baisandar and its tributary the Jhajia naJa as they flow for some distance along

the strike of the strata. The look-out was therefore really no better, if indeed as

good as that at Dibdorah
; and, after all in moving the plant round by the Dibdorah

side of the field, there was not much time lost in the transit, while even in case of

disappointment, there would be the satisfaction of having proved the condition of

that side of the country. The move was therefore made ta Dibdorah.

jB. Oira Valley.—In this part of the field, I had myself in 1884 cut down
into 12 feet of the coal outcrop on the very edge of the coal-measures and

with the fuel so raised a big camp-fire was kept going every night
;
only, there were

always big lumps of partially consumed shale remaining with a great heap of ash

in the morning. The coal itself was in thin bands with more or less intervening

shale
;
but it seemed to me that about 4 feet of the seam dug out so far might be

taken as fair coal, and I hoped that improvement might bo disclosed by boring.

The objection to the place lay in its comparatively difficult approach from the line of

railway, the Dibdorahiheasaresbcingiua very narrow and enclosed valley below

and on one side of the Hingir plateau.

Two borings were put down near Dibdorah at about 800 feet apart and nearly

with the line of dip ; No. 1 was carried down 215 feet, and No. 2, close to outcrop

already mentioned, to 131 feet. The work occupied a month, and was about as

dismal an operation as could be watched from day to day with the weaiy drawing

up of the usual disappointing carbonaceous shales and sandstones ; and when the

coal was struck the most of it was hardly worthy of the name. There was really

little use in sending the samples down to Calcutta for assay, and 1 got Mr.

Stewart to make rough experiments in a small iron cup by which we used to ascer-

tain from 30 to 40 per cent, of ash, or perhaps a foot of somewhat better stuff was

brought up at mtervals which yielded from 17 to 20 per cent. We did however

send samples from hole No. 2, that is from the seam giving the outcrop whence

I bad extracted and^bumed coal : and here is the result :

—

* Oita Valley j
Dibdorah boring No, 2^ 14-feet seamy 47 feet from surface.

•
1 a 8 4 6 •6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14

Moisture • 4*54 4*06 448 8*54 U 002 «02 5*60 040 6*60 * 606 6 41
Volatile mat-

ter, exclu-
sive of mois-
ture .

«
28*68 2212 240 17*16 26 06 22*46 24 00 2212 23*34 2160 22 20 28 42 23*28

1

2528 2300
Fixed carbon 86*08 29 48 22 28 30*16 24 12 29*62 27 98 28 96 2530 29 14 RTijTli 38 80 28 82
Ash t • 48 80Hi 53 72 40*38 49 88 4198 45 40 4168 47 68 4018 4104 89 70 4271

100*00 10000 100*00 10000 10000 10000 lUOOO 10000 100*00 10000 1000(7 ipooo 10000 100 00 10000

Does not cake •
Aeh, light reddieb grey, illghtly Tarylng in shade.
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[voJi, apji.

The whole plant was not however kept at work on these two borings Iklone

;

for another boring was being tried and looked after about 8 miles to the north-

ward close to the railway line near the village of Sirapali, whore I tried to get

through the Kamthis, nearly always a troublesome matter owing to the hard,nature

of the sandstones and their frequent conglomeratic constitution. The rocks were
very hard : it took 11 days to get down through the last 20 feet

;
and as the season

was getting on, and the Baisandar field must be tried as a last resource, orders

were given to stop work on this side of the country.

0. Baisandar Valley ,—The transit across the Hingir plateau was made ^th
considerable difficulty*; but, leaving Dibdorah on the 26th February, borings were

in progress in the neighbourhood of Jhaprunga by the 8th March. There was not

much time for trial between this and the end* of the season (May 1st) ; the country

was quite new to us, and considerable local difficulties in the way of labourand sup-

plies had to be overcome, while the mining assistant was badly hampered by sickness

himself, and sickness among his followers, one of whom (the foreman blacksmith)

had died at Dibdorah. However, a groat push was made and four holes (one supple-

mentary on the breaking of a chisel in No. 2) were carried out at likely spots.

As on other sides of the plateau, except in the Lillari Valley, there is .only a

narrow belt of the Barakars or coal-measures exposed* in the immediate river

valley
;
the overlying Kamthis coming in along the southern side rather quickly

and forming all the rather high flat-topped group of the Garjan (1,947 feet) hills.

It would have taken too long to try the ground by a set of holes along the dip, as

in the 2nd and 3rd of these I should have had most likely to get through Kamthis,

which practically comes to very slow boring. The thing was to got an idea as to

whether there was any good seam to work on ; and 1 chose three sites along the

strike, that is parallel with the Jhajia nala and the Baisandar after their junc-

tion, at sufficient intervals for any chanbe of improvement in the seams on their

lateral extension. Sites for holes Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were selected respectively near

Gopalpali, Batansarai, and Bankibahal. The Rutansarai boring had to be aban-

doned owing to the breaking of a chisel short off at the shoulder, which could not

be extricated ;
but the supplementary hole 2a sunk further to the south had not

reached the coal seam by the close of the season. Indeedf the work could not

have been carried on any longer
;
for by that time Mr. Stewart had to be carried

in to Sambalpur for medical advice treatment

A reference to the plate will show the rather varied character of the seams and

associated strata : and I should have found it difficult to connect them had not

the notes made by Mr. Ball of the river sections been on record.^ ^In the bore-

section No. 1 the upper coal seaiff with its great thickness of carbonaceous shales

below and good thickness ,of similar shales and'/coal seams above, answers to the

rather thicker outcrop in the natural exposure on the Tikripara ghat. The 25-foot

seam at the bottom of the bore is on the other hand not represented in Mr. Ball’s

168-foot section on the Baisandar-Jhajiajunction (qp. cit, p. 103), though his

long list of coal sVales, paper coal, Ac., near the bottom may be taken as a repre-

sentative condition of it. Boring No. 2 struck cqal at once almost (16 feet, seam
a ), but the thick sandstones and shales below it are not so easily brought into

* Rec. G. S. of I, IV, pp. 108.5.
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connection with the shales below (a) in No. 1, until judged by the light of the

following extract from Mr. Ball’s paper :

—

In the bed of the Jhajia river westward the large seam becomes much broken

up by interpolations of sandstones and shale^ and with the dying out of the coaly

ban^ the change is so complete that it is impossible to recognize it or traoo

any portion of it through successive reaches.”

The seam referred to hero is of shales , and it is just such a change as this

which would tie in with the rather extreme variation displayed in the two bore-

holes at either end of the area. The two lower seams of coal in hole No. 2 would

answer to the thick seam (b) in No. 1. •

The strata and coal beds met with in bore-hole No. 3, with the exception of

the upper coal, do not answer satisfactorily to those in I and 2, the hole being

mostly in beds which are below, or lower than those in 1 and 2, the auger having

almost immediately penetrated a thick coal seam answering to that in the bottom

of No. 1. The sandstones at the bottom of the measures have evidently also thick-

ened out a good deal in the direction of Bankibahal.

These borings have altogether pierced an aggregate thickness of about 300 feet

of Barakars, and have proved tlie existence of four seams of coal. The coal is how-

ever no better than that found over the rest of the country
;
that fronrholes 1 and

3 was not worth assay, though no doubt there are occasional thin bands or lay-

ers of good quality separated unfortunately by thicker bands of shale. Bough
assays in the field seldom gave less than 40 per cent, of ash

; and similar trials

of coal from the outcrops near Bankibahal, the Tikripara ghat, and to the north

of the No. 1 or Gopalpali boring, confirmed these.

An exposure close to the Batansarai or No. 2 hole was the other way
;
in fact

r omewhat after the*manner of the outcrop I have already referred to at Dibdorah,

in so far as it differed materially^from the miserable stuff brought up from the

bore-hole. The outcrop occurs in a small ravine a short distance north of Batan-

sarai, and Mr. Stewart cleared away about five feet of the seam which is underlaid

by a band of shale. There are thin layers of shale in this five feet, and one of iron

pyrites ; but four feet from which he took eight samples of each layer or band of

coal, yielded the following rough a!^says —
No. 1.—Moisture 8*00

Ash (greyish white) 22 00
No. 2.—Moisture • . 800

Ash (greyish«white) 3200
No. 3.—Moisture 10*00

Ash (whitish red) . . 16 00

No 4.—Moisture *. 10*00

Ash (dark grey) 7-00

No. 5.—Moisture 1200
Ash (greyish white) 6 00

No. 6.~Moi8ture 6*00

Ash (greyish wbife) 900
No. 7«'*Moi8ture • 8 00*

Ash (whitish grey)

.

. 1800
No. 8.—Moisture .

• 8*00

Ash (whitish grey)

.

. . 16 00
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Fair specimens from the same layers wei^ sent to me, and have been tested in

the laboratory.

Goalfrom outorop near Batansarai near hore^^hole No. 2, Baiaandar Valley.

^ 4 feet ^

2 3 BBBB 8

Moisture .... ^‘08 3-72 9-48 7-36 '12-26 8-94 6*88 5*26

Volatile matter (exolaBiye*

of moisture) • 27-94 24-98 28-58 31-00 30-62 32*66 32*82 29-58

Fixed oarhoD . 42-48 29-20 88-12 43 08 50-60 46-32 41-62 37*82

^Lsli . • . . . 22-50 42-10 23-82 18 56 6 52 12 08 18-68 27-84

100 00 B
•

Sinters slightljf. Cakes, but not strongly.

Ash, light-reddish grey, slightly varying in shade.

Such a difference as this between coal at the outcrop and the samples from

the bore*hole which Mr. Stewart did not think worth sending to Galcutta for

assay is remarkable, though not much more remarkable than that between

the Dibdorah exhibitions, and it certainly seems tb throw some doubt on estimates

made on boring samples. Indeed, Mr. Stewart tries to account for the difference

by an inference that the coal from the bore-hole may often get mixed up with

a good deal of shale fallen down from the sid(>9 of the hole, and that the lighter

coal passes off .in washing. Doubtless such a mixture may take place to some
small extent, but I do not think appreciably so ;

ihe hole is always cleaned out

foot by foot before the chisel is set to work on a fresh 12 inches of descent,

while the lowering and drawing up of the sludge-pump must as a rule smooth

ojS any asperities in the hole fairly well. l%us, the only shale that can ordi-

narily fall is such as might be knocked off in the descent of the chisel and
rods for the next operation, and their withdrawal prior to sending down the

sludge-pump for the now stuff. Experience In the Chanda, Bewah, and I think

in nearly all cases where coal hc^ been wbrked on our boring, has shown

that the bore-assays give a fair estimate of the capabilities of th^cCoal, from

which eyen a slight reduction must be made to tally with the results exhibited

on actual work. ^

It must also be noted that it is only the fragments of coal and coaly shiJe

obtained from working of the material brought up which are assayed
;

it being

more by practice and a knack of sampling and fingering that a boring experi

can judge of whether the material can be considered a oooA with more or less

of shaly partings, or a sKa2e-with more or less of coaly lamina^^ or a coal aUogeiher.

I have full confidence in^r. Stewart being an expert of this stamp, and an honest

one too
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As it is, all the boring sections which we hare carried out agree &irly well

in their exhibition of the poorness of the seams of ooal such as it iS| and I can

only come to the conclusion that the outcrop near Batansarai, as well as that near

Dibdorah, is rather an evidence of local apd rare occurrences of good coal than
that the boring sections indicate local falling-oS in the quality of the seams gene-

rally.

It would have been satisfactory had the supplementary boring No. 2a been
carried down even through the scam already met with in "No. 2, if only as a sort

of cheok on its display of evident depreciation on the outcrop, but this could not

be done ;
and were it not that the whole evidence is so much against anyjimprove-

ment, I would almost like to carry on that hole before removing the boring plant

which is now stored at Jhaprunga. «

In considering the operations which have now been carried out, it is to be
noted that after aU only three sides, except in the upper poAion of the Lillari

Valley, of this large area have been tested; a considerable portion remaining

unexplored in the middle or upland of the Hingir plateau. In the first place,

the most promising portions of these edges have been tested
; while I am pretty

certain from my examination of the outcrops on the north-eastern side, that is^ in

the Dulunga, or Godadia Valley, ^at there is no hope of more promising boring

in that direction. The Lillari borings near Chowdibahal are only 4 or 5 miles

from the Godadia Valley, tho interval being covered up by Kamthis; it is ex-

tremely unlikely that there ahould b ^ any improvement in that interval other than
perhaps locally and of insufficient extent for railway requirement. There is a
farther place of coal outcrops between the Lillari and Oira Valley sections, namely,,

that of Lakanpnr or theaBagdia Valley, where denudation of the overlying Elamthis

has given a hay or broad indentation displaying a good many of the beds and
some of the seams already met with ofl the Lillari and on tho Oira. I have exam-
ined the Lakanpur outcrops, and they are just of the character now so well known
all round the country.

There remains a long strip of Barakars, showing however no coal, bn the south-

western side and in j;he neighbourhood of Hingir which might be tested; but
I Lave no ground to go on, not even tho lingering Abince that here there should

be for*once in a way a richer part of the field than anywhere else. It will be seen

presently from my account of the Pazar area of Barakars, some 8- or 10 miles

to the northf that my abandonment pf this Hingir tract is not duo merely to

opinion and despondency. Next, as for the upland itself which we have not

attemped to pinnate : it is qiade up of the covering Kapithis, which would have

to he pierced before reaching the Barakars underneath, as a rule to depths rang-

ing up to SOdHteet, the strata themselves being often very hard and intractable.

This depth at least is not overpowering; but even so, it is a question whether

higher Barakars than those we have touched would be found.

7he elation of the Eamthis ip the Barakars in this area^^as always been

looked on as one at least of overlap, if not of unconformity, Mr. Ball having had
rather a strong leonixig to the lat&r condition. I myself hi^e only one section of

what I can look on as showing unconformity, in the Jhajia Valley, and even it is

obsenred by lyhat looks like a land-slip or slide of the Kamthi sandstciie cliffs

. • D 2
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bordering the river over the coal-measures in the bed. The whole facies of the

occurrence of the one formation on the other, especially along the south-western

edge of the field, has however gradually led me to concur in Mr. Ball's view of

there being an unconformity, eveii if only a slightly discordant one, the difference

in the general lie being on the whole only slight. If the unconformity exist,

as we are more inclined to consider is the case, then the coal-measures,

lying as they do in a flat basin, were planed down to a certain level before the

deposition of the Kamthis : and 1 think I have every reason for considering that

the Chowdibahal borings were commenced in very nearly, if not quite, the high-

est coal seams left by that planing. On the other hand, if the relation is merely

that of overlap, these Chowdibahal seams are certainly the highest in the mea-

sures
;
and the Kamthis overlying them conformably, and therefore also in flat

basonal form, will run somewhat to the deep and merely offer greeter thickness

for boring than 1 have suggested above.

The whole question about the plateau practically turns on any probability of

the coal in the scams already tried improving to the deep : and on the thickness

of overFying Kamthis to be pierced. Tho first is really after all a matter of opinion

guided by experience
;
and I would put it this way : all tho area of the 'plateau

south of the lino of railway can be very fairly judged of by what we know from

the borings, and they are against any improvement to the deep thus far. The
Baisandar Valley, that of Dulunga, and tho denuded inlier of Barakars 8 miles

north-west of Hingir give very much the same prospects for the seams to the deep

on that side, for a considerable distance inwards from the edge of the plateau.

There remains then an inner tract north-west of tho railway, and west of Hin-

gir, which is practically unworkable owing to the great thickness of Kamthis,

and tho extremely uneven and broken condition of that part of the uplahd. ^

We have the levels on the railway trace, which is run along the lowest part of the

plateau, giving about 745 feet as tho height of the upper part of the coal-mea-

sures at either edge of the plateau. The Hingir Road station is at 824 feet over

sea-level : the top seam of coal in Ho. 2a of the Lillari Valley section is probably

about 252 feet below tho station : there be^ng a rise up again of the dip from the

axis of the basonal lie, whichsruns across about half-way between Chowdibahal

and the station. This axis curves round to the north-west after this and runs

up the middle of the plateau, so that the dip ot the beds from the north-east

or south-west on either side is towards that line. The coal seams will therefore

deepen, or are at their lowest in tho tract now under consideration. But the

country gains considerably in elevation in this line of axis, going i^orth-west from

the line of railway,—so considerably indeed that** at least 300 feet of Kamthis,

and these often of the most intractable kina^from their corglomeratic and ferru-

ginously banded constitution, would have to be pierced before the Barakars could
' be touched. The conditions of the ground and the thickness of the upper sand-

stone are here the known factors
;
the |trobability of the^, coal being better under-

neath is more tban ever a matter of opinion, and I am compelled to fall back on

tho simple belief tha]| the probability of such a xshange is very small.

B, Pazar Valley ,—On the northern edge of the Hingir-Raigarh plateau there

^ ^ Mott inefficiently, and indeed incorrectly, delineated on the one-inch map.
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18 the lather extensive tract of Barakars watered by the upper tributaries of the

Eelo and Eurket Bivers. It was, like all this part of the country, surveyed and

reported on in a preliminary way by Mr. Ball ;
while I also had an opportunity

of seeing its southern edge in one of my marches. Every now and then, promis-

ing-looking fragments of coal are picked*up in the lower courses of these two
streams

;
but they are always thin and are evidently derived from the 2 to 3 or

4-iDch layers of good coal occurring so freq lontly in the thick seams of carbona-

ceous and grey shales. The only somewhat promising exposure met with by Mr.

Ball is thus described by him : ^ In the Bendia (near the mouth), which joins

the Eelo at Gari, there is a considerable scam— *

Aaeend/ing—Dip irregular, eouthwards 5*^.

1. Carbonacoous shales, bedding ii regular with some slight coaly layers

towards base .
4'—6^ O'

2 Coal, portions flaky, but for the most part burnable, much wea-

thered 4' 10"

3. Partings feirugmouB sandstones 0 6"

4. Flaky coal, with carhonacooub shales excessively weathered and de-

composed

I think it possible some good coal might be extracted from this seam. In its

present decomposed condition even, it is easy to see from the manner of weathering

that good or fair coal exists. The fhickncfescs given above do not hold for all parts

of the seam.” ^

Mr. J. G. Goodridge, C.S., Deputy Commissioner of Sambalpur, while on tour

this year in that part of the country, picked up a large fragment of almost pure

jetty coal, about 4 inches in thickness, from a shale outcrop, I have not much hope

of this field, but even were the indfcations better, the field is not at all convenient

to the line of railway, except perhaps on the western and eastern sides. On the

latter there is an opening by the Baisandar Valley with a distance of about 40
miles to Bajpur, where it is proposed to have a station ; but the countzy is deci-

dedly more open tq the west by the Kurket to its junction with the Mand, in

which direction there would be about the same distance to the railway crossing

of the latter river north-north-west of Baigarh. The southern side of the field is

quite closed in by the rather lofty and scarped hilly masses of the Hingir plateau.
4

0

2.—Western Fields,

There still remains a grgat area of this Ghhattisgaijli coal-measure tract which
according to some views presents rather more promising indications, and which
will certainly have to be bored before any newer opinion can be formed on its

capabilities. So long ago as 1870, Mr. W. T. Blanford brought the Eorba Coal-

field into rather favourable notice and later still, Mr. Ball described the Mand
Coal-field in some detail^, while I ha^e myself during the last^two seasons’ work

» Bm. G.*S. of I., IV., p. 106.

a Rec. G. S. of L, III, p. 54.

• Rec. G. S. of I., XV., p. 172.
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with the help of Sub-Assistant Hira Lai almost completed the surTey of them
and the intervening country, also of coal-measures.

A. Mand FaZley.—This field is the nearer of the two to the line of railway,

though it gives hut a poor show (Of conveniently accessible coal outcrops. It is^

about 35 miles long from south to north, the southern end being about 10 miles

from the proposed railway crossing of the Mand Biver at 14 miles west-north-

west of Baigarh. Mr. Ball comes to the following conclusion, based on his

survey of the eastern side of the tract In reference to the economic prospects

of this valley, I am distinctly inclined to regard them favourably. While it must

be admitted that the majority of the seams which have been examined, as they

happen to be exposed, do not disclose coal useful in quantity and* qualify, it

should be remembered that the sections are much covered and the disturbance of

the beds (excepting in the few noted instances) has not proved sufficient to give

anywhere a complete section of the succession actually existing.”

My own observations were confined to the western side of the valley, o\er

which ground there are every now and then exposures of shales and coal in the

stream beds, particularly in tho Bijakh^rra, the upper course of which after

leaving the hills runs for a mile and more in a foot and half band of coal occarring

in a seveni-foot scam of shales. Lower down this river there are outcrops of yet

lower shales,—9 feet thick, with thin layers, ovol‘ 18 inches—of coal. Traces of, I

think, the same seams are met with in most of the watercourses and larger

streams to the north, but all the seams are poor, and it is only at the extreme

northern end about Amaldiha that any improvement is observable—as in the bed of

the Gopal nala, which for several hundred yurds is formed by a 2-foot seam

of very good-looking coal, associated with a 4 to G-toot band of shales.

Our combined observations tend to the conclusion that the northern half of

this field bears a strong resemblance to the condition of affairs in the Bampur field

:

perhaps the coal looks a little better, as at Amaldiha
;
so that Mr. Ball may be

considered to have formed about the most favournble view possible as to its capabi-

lities. The worst feature about the northern end is, however, the wild jungly and

out-of-the-way character of the country, making it so ill-suited for working the

coal if it even exist in sufficient quantity and quality, an^ the getting it out of the

On the other hand, the southern end, though it be near the line of railway,

does not show any good coal, and over a great part of it no coal at idl. At the

same time, the style of the rocks is promising; that is, tho sandstones struck me
as having a mores decided Barakar facies of tho right sort (as displayed for in-

stance over the Wardha Valley (Chanda) and in the Godavari Valley,) being mas-

sive and thick-bedded, and of more uniformly ]^alo grey or buff coloursj while there

is a fair display of underlying characteristic Talchits on either side. At this end,

there is a quadrilateral tract of some 32 square miles in extent of those sandstones

which might, I am strongly inclined to think, yield better results than those

hitherto attained. , One bore-hole ought to help judgment as to whethsfr there

will be any use in going on further in that quadrilateral
; while, in case of disap*

pointment, a few holes might be run down higher up the valley to save, any
chance of finding coal within a reasonable distance of tho railway.
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B. Eb)4s.—This town is aboot 26 miles no(rtli oi tlie railway trace, and coal

from any partof its field would bare to be earned that, or a somewbat longer—up
to 30 miles—distance. Its chief coal exposnre has the advBntage’of having been

reported on by Mr. W. T.Blanford,whowasa)ne of our moat wise and oantions ex-

perts
;
hence it hardly befits me to offer ahy qualification on his opinion as to the

merits of the field, except in so for as it may arise ont of my snbseqnent oloser sur-

vey of the ground. His report was written in camp (18th April) without having

had his specimens of coal tested in the laboratory, Wt a list of their assays (dated

May 9th) is appended to his paper; and that list goes far to show, not so much
that the coal was on the whole less promising than he had Anticipated, as'that it is

really after ill very much the style of coal we have found in the Bampur fiel^

and that a similar prevalence of thick bands of shales with, it may be, only thin

seams of coal is the characteristic feature of the Chhattisgarh area. Of his assays,

there is only one case—and that is in the lower two feet of a 4-foot band in the

great 70-foot seam—of a decent coal, giving :—^fixed carbon 60*5 per cent., volatiles

29*6 per cent., and ash 10 per cent. The average ash in his otW samples is at

the rate of 30*7 per cent. The finding of local developments of workable coal in

this rather large area by bonng, will be after all very much like looking for a

needle in a bundle of hay. Hence the exploration must dbntinue ah hitherto a

labour of trying likely places wiiihin reasonable reach of the railway. Failing that,

the finding of coal must bo left to \ho luck of private venture.

The great seam should, of course, be tried first on the selection of sites sug-

gested by Mr. Blanford, Next, a locality or two, somewhat more out of the way,

but giving a show of somewhat bettor coal, can be tried. Tho area of coal-mea-

sures stretching to the westward of the Hasdu River has been closely surveyed by
bub-Assistant Hira Lai, and he reports at least one rather good outcrop on the

Aharon River near Sumedha, giving 5 fmt 3 inches of coal, which yielded the fol-

lowing assay:

—

Moisture e • ff . 8S2
Vdlatilee (exclosiye of moisture) • • . 8003
Fixed carW « • . . ,• • • . . . 64*65

Ash . .
. « . .1 « •

. 6*80

100*00

There is no farther exposure, so nothing can be said of the extent of the coal

to the deep, or laterally. •

LasUy.^it is extremely difficult to form an estimate as to how long it may
take to complete a sufficient exploration of these areas by boring

; but a far as I

can see at,^gre8ent, if the Mand Yalley is to be abandoned early, that ground and

the immediate neighbourhood of Eorba might be examined daring fte coming

season. On the least encouragement in the Mand, it would however be advis-

able to work slowly and gradually, ijiereby perchance necessitating the keeping

of the wwk in that field for the season. * •
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APPENDIX.

BoBiva JouBNAU or tbb Assibiaiit Muans XvaiHiBB, Raufitb Coa&iibu).

1 Bore-hole, Lillari Failey.

Strata passed through.
Thioknesa
of had* In

feet.

Surface soil and clays .

Hard red clay-stone

Coarse brown sandstone

Yellow clay • . . .

White mottled clay

Red mottled clay....
Yellow mottled clay

Carbonaceous clay

„ •ahiily sandstone

Yellow ,, ,, •

Carbonaceous shale and sandstone .

White sandstone . « • .

Carbonaceous clay and shale .

Coal

Carbonaceous shale and sandstone •

Coal

Carbonaceous shale and Coal .

White shaly sandstone «

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

White sandstone ....
Yellow shaly sandstone .

'
.

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

„ shale

Coarse shaly sandstone .

Coal •••«••
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Shaly sandstone • • . ,

Caibonaceous shaly sandstone

„ shale

White sandstone ....
Yellow shaly sandstone .

Carbonaceous » • • .

j, and shaly sandstone

Coal and shale . • • .a .

Carbonaceous shale and shaly sandstone

Coal

Carbonaceous shale and shaly sandstone

Coal

Qrey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale
,

v . •

„ shaly sandstone

Carried over . 166
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JVio. I Bore-hoUt lillari <CODtd.

Thio%iiMf
Strata pBued through* of bod, tn

Ibft

^ Broaght forward • 160

Carbonaceous shale 1

M shaly sandstono 0

N sbnle 2
Grey shaly sandstone 8
Gtobonaceons shale and shaly sandstone 2

$$ shale *•*•••• 7
„ shaly sandstone 4

Grey shaly sandstone 6
Coal 1

Grey shaly sandstone 2
Yellow 2
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone .......... 2

jf shale ••••••••••• 2
Coal .... * 4
Carbonaceous shale and Coal 8
Coal • 1

Carbonaceona shale and ehnl; sandatone , . 11

„ „ and grey shaly sandstone 8
White sandstone 6

Total . 226

o

Water tapped at 12 feet from surface. Work commenced 9th December 1884!, stopped 6th

February 1886. •

No, 2 BorB4hole, Idllari Valley,

Strata paosed through.

Snfface soil and clays ,

Yellow coarse shaly sandstone

Yellow and red sandstone • • ,

Brown and^yellow sandstone . .

Yellow sandstone

Brown • • • • • • • • .

Yellow and white coarse snndstdne *•

Coarse red SQ^dstone . . .

Red clay-stone

Brick red sandstone

Bed-sandstone

Light-brown sandstone .... *

•

• Total
#

Thickness
of bed, in

test.

. 12

. 16
4
6

. 1

7

• 8
18
4
1

. 76
•• 12

. 169

Water tapped at 12 feet. Commenced 6tb, abandoned 81st January 1886.
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Wo, ga WoMioU, LaUuH VMot.

StrfttopMMd through.

Red sandstone

Brown sandstone .

Yellow „
Light-brown sandstoile

Dark-brown „
Light-brown „
Dark-brown ,,

Red
Light-brown „
Red
Red and brown „
Red olay-stoiie

Dark-brown and carbonoo^ous shale

Brown shaly sandstone .

Bine and brown sandstone

Blue and grey „
Fine blue *

„
Blue and grey „
Slightly carb6naceous fine shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

•I •» with a little coal and grey

„ shaly sandstone

n shale

Qrey shnly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

„ shaly sandstone

„ shale

M shaly sandstone

Grey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

Cooil • • •

Carbonaceous shale

Grey sandstone^ .

Cbal . . •

Carbonaceous shale

Grey sandstone

Chrbonaceous shale

Gr^ sandstone •

CarbonacMus shale

Coal and shale *

Shaly sandstone .

Qrey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

Coal ,

Carbonaceous diale

Grey shaly sandstone

shaly sandstone

Total

Thiokasis

of bed, in
fbet/

4
2

4
11

16

9
41

a
a
1

2

i
a

1

1
4
a

a

8

1

1

a

1

8

12

8c
1

11

1

8

6

6

8

1

7

6

6

0
a

10

8

6
a

1

1

7

2B0

Water tapped at 7 feet. Work commenced 16th February, stopped 1st May 1886, close of season.
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No. 3 Sore-hoU, ZiUari ToU$jf*

Strata paafifid tbroogfa.

SnvlAce loil

Tellow coarae sandetone

„ and white mottled sandeione

Brown ^ndatone

Bed clay-atone

„ aandatone

Yellow „

Red tf

„ clay-atone

Brown „
Dark brown and black abalj aandatone

CaAonaceons ahalj aandatone, with a little

Brown aandatone and carbonaceoua ahalo

Grey and brown shalj aandatone

Dark biown „

Hard light blue „ „
Carbonaceona „ „

Hard grey „ „
Fine blue and brown ahely aandatone

Carbonaceona ahaly aandatone

„ shale

ahaly sandstone

ft ft

Carbonaceous „ „

* „ shale

Coal .

Carbonaceoua shale

Grey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous ahalo

Coal .

Hard grey sandstone

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Coal .

Carbonaceous shale

Grey sandstone •

Carbonaceous shale

Coal .

Grey sandstone

coal

Total

ThldEHsaa
ofbad,tn

toll.

Z
%

1

9
9
9d
2

22
1

1

4
1

3

4
8
8
1

1

1

2

12

7
4
2

11

6
1

5

8

2

5

8
8

8
19

4
4

837

Water taliped at 6 feet.* Commenced 13th Januaxy, stopped Ist May 1885^ close of Season,

#
e

#

Surface soil •

Iron stone shaly^band

Various clays

No. 4 Nore-hole, Lillari Valley.

Strata psased through.
ThiekBssa
of bed, la

feet.

i
1

11

Carried over 17
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No, 4 Sore-hoU, Lillari contd.

Strata passed through.

Brought forward

Thlckneis
of bed* In

feet.

17

Brown shaly sandstone , • • . 8
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone s • 3
Grey and brown shaly sandstone

‘

• 1

Carbonaceous shale 2

„ shaly sandstone' 3

,1 shale • • s 3
Coal • • 2

Qrey shaly sandstone 4
Coal and shale 2
Carbonaceous shale .

‘

. • 3

„ shaly sandstone • • 2

„ shale and grey shaly sandstone • 6
White sandstone . m 14
Carbonaceous shale • • • .6

Coal . . ^
. • • s • 6

Carbonaceous shale f • • 4

„ shaly sandstone
'

• • 7
„ shole

s 2
Grey shaly sandstone . 2
Carbonaceous shale s 8

„ shaly sandstone • • 4^
Coal • • • • a a a

2^

Carbonaceous shale
e 3

' „ shaly sandstone
a 1

Coal • • t • . • 1

Carbonaceous shale r a 13

1, ,, and Coal . s s 3
Coal a 3
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

t 6
Grey sandstone a 18
White 9, • • 9
Carbonaceous shale 12
Grey sandstone 4
Carbonaceous shale s 4
Coal • • . • a • 2
Grey sandstone . • 20
Carbonaceous clay • • a 2
Grey sandstone . . . , s ,

'

6
Carbonaceous shale • .

•

• A a 2
White sandstone • . . ^ • • 2
Carbonaceous shale . • • • • 2
Coal • • • • • • • 4
Gr^ sandstone • • • • • • •

Total

• 11

227

Water tapped at 16 feet. Commenced February 7tb, closed May let, 1886, close of season.
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No, 5 Sore»hole, Lillari Vall^,

Thiokneii
Strata passed tnough. of bed, in

feet.

Surface soil
. 4

YariouB clays
. 10

Dark browu sbaly sandstone and clay 1

Carbonaceous shalo
. 6

Fine grey slialy sandstone 1
Carbonaceous shale • . 2
Slightly carbonaceous fine shaly sandstone .... 4
Grey shaly sandstone 1
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

. 2
Grey and carbonaceous shaly sandstone 6
Coal 9
Carbonaceous shale . • 4

„ shaly sandstone 1

>* shale 1

„ shaly sandstone . «• . 1

M Bbale 1

„ and grey shaly sandstone •. . 4
White shaly sandstone .a • . 6
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone ...... 6

„ shale and grey shaly sandstone .... 18
Grey shaly sandstone 1
Carbonaceous shalo 6
Coal f 1
Carbonaceous shalo . ....... 6
Coal . . . • , .

'
• 4

Carbonaceous shale ‘

.

. . la
Coal and shaly sandstone

, . . « 1

Carbonaceons slnile
. 1

Hard grey shaly sandstone
. . 1

Coal ‘

,

15
Grey shaly sandstone

• 8
Carbonaceous fine shaly sandstone

. 8

„ shale . •
X.

10
Grey shaly sandstone 20
Yellow and mottled clays

^ 8
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone 4
IVhite tt IP •^..... . 8
Grey ,, ,,

. 2
•White sandstone 15
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone . .

’
. . . • . 1

,, ^ shale and coal 2
Coal . . 16
Carbonaceous shale and coal 1
Grey shaly sandstone

•

. . 6

• Totai . 221

Water tapped at 14 feet, which flowed over surface to the end. Commenced November 20tb, 1885
stopped 30th January 1886.

*
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^Q, 6 Bore-hole, Lillari Valleg,

Strata patBcd through.

Surface soil

Soft brown sandstone .

„ yellow „

„ brown „ with clay

Brown sandy clay

Grey shaly sandstone

Brown „ „

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Grey „ „
Carbonaceous shale

,, „ and cool

Coal ....
Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandstone and coal

Grey and carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Coal and carbonaceous shale .

Carbonaceous fine shaly sandstone

Grey shaly sandstone

Grey and yellow' sandstone

Grey shaly sandstone and coal

Grey shaly sandstone

Yellow „ « .

Carbonaceous shale

„ „ and grey shaly sandstone

„ shaly sandstone

Grey shaly sandstone

Coal . .

Carbonaceous shale

Coal . . .

Carbonaceous shale and coal

Coal ....
Carbonaceous shale and coal

Coal ....
Carbonaceous shale and coal

Coal ....
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

„ shale

„ shaly sandstone

shale

shaly sAii^tono

shale

shaly sandstone

shale

shaly sandstone

Yellow sandstone

White ,>

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

„ * shale

Thieknesa
of bed) ia

feet.

. 9

8

8

6

1

4

6

9

9

7

1

4

8

8

1

1

2

2

3

6

a

1

60

1

4

4

6

1

4

6

2

9

2

1

6

2

4
4

1

1

2

8

12

8

19

Water tapped at 26 feet.

Total . 268,

Work commenced 20th iJovember 1886, stopped 29th Januaiy 1886.
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No, 7 Boro-hole, LiUari ValUjy,

Strata pasaad throngh.

Sttrfiioe aoil and various clays

Vari*ooloured shaly sandstones

Carbonaceous shale

Cdal and carbonaceous shale

Carbonaceous shale

Coal

Carbonaceous shale

Grey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

Grey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale

t, shaly sandstone

„ and grey shaly sandstone

„ shaly sandstone

„ shale

„ shaly sandstone

„ and grey shaly sandstone

jf shale • a

„ fine shaly sandstone

„ shale

,, ,, and coal .
*

Coal . •

Carbonaceous shale

ToTAn

Thlokness
of bed. in

feet*

16

16

t

1

1

8
81

6

4
1

8
8
10

2

1

4
16

4
1

8

4
4
9

141

Water tapped at 16 feet. Work commenced 4th, and stopped 20th January 1886.

No, 8 Boge^holCf Lillari Valley,

Strata passed throagh.

Surface soil and clays .

Vari-coloured sandstones and clays

Slighlly carbonaceous brown shaly sandslope

OarbonaceouB shale . ; *
.

* i» „ with a little coal

»» If • . ,

99 grey shaly sandstone .

I,
^ shale

„ fine shaly sandstone .

CarbonaeeousiSliale

99 99 sud coal •

99 ^ 99 and shaly sandstone

99 99 and coal
ir

99 99 • • •

Coal and carbonaceous shale .

Carbonaceous shale

Coal

Thickness
of bed, in

feet.

6

19

8

4
1

8

15

3

10

3

9
28

8

10
8
18

4

• TOTAi , 141

Water tapped at 20 feet. Work commeuced on the 4th, and stopped 24th January 1886.
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[tol.

No, 1 Bore-hoUt Oira ValUy,

Strata pasted throogh.

Sarface soil and various clays

VarUcoloured shaly sandstones

Carbonaceous „ ^

M shale

Cool ....
Carbonaceous shale

Coal

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Qrey shaly sandstone

White flue soft sandstone

Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

White „ „ .

White and yellow

„

,

Carbonaceous „ s,

„ and grey shaly sandstone

„ shaly sandstone

White (dialy sandstone

Brown and soft shaly sandstone

White shaly sandstone ,

Yellow and black clay .

White shaly sandstone

Yellow and white shaly sandstone

White sandstone

Carbonaceous shale . ,

II 11 and coal •

II shaly sandstone

Coal ....
Carbonaceous shalo

,1 ,1 and shaly sandston(

„ shaly sandstone

,1 shale

,1 „ and grey shaly sandstone

,i shale

I, ,1 and coal

Coal ....
Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandston
White sandstone

Thickness
of bed, in

feet.

18

11

2

4
4

12

4

3

6
11

2

4
1

2
2

1

4

1
* 2

1

4

1

40

5

2

1

2

1

2

24
2

4

1
’ 16

6
• 5

Total . 216

r

Water tapped at 25 feet. Work commenced January 28th, stopped 26th February 1886.

No, 2 Bore-hole, Oira Valley,
f

Strata passed through.

Surface soil, sands, gravel, and clays

Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandstone

„ shale . •

,, shale And coal ,

Thickness
of bed, in

feet.

22
1

6
1

9

Carried over • 89
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JVo. 2 Bore-hol^, Oita contd.

Strata poMcd through.

Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandstone •

„ shale ....
CwiX ••••...
Carbonaceous shaly sandstone

Groy „ .

Carbonaceous shale ....

Brought forward

Thioknasa
of bed, in

feet.

6

2

14

3

17

60

Total . 131

Water tapped at 9 feet. Work commenced February 7tb, stopped 26th February 1886.

Nq. 1 Boring^ Baisandat Valley,

Strata passed through.

Surface soil and clay . • . . •
Vari-colourcd sandstones and cla}s in thin beds

Carbonaceous shale . . . • .

Carbonaceous shale and grey shaly SHii^jstono

Fine grey shaly sandstone

Black shale

CiirboniiccouB shnle and a little coal!»>»•••
Fine carbonaceous shaly sandstone • .

Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandstone

M shale .....
* „ „ mdcoal .

i» »j • • • d
Coal

Carbonaceous shale ....
„ and grey shaly sandstone

Black and grey shaly sandstone

Carbonaceous shale ....
Coal . . . .

Total

Thlcknoss
of bed, in

feet.

3

37

1

4
6

1

1

9

2
2

2

7

2

6

63

7

3

9
26

190

Water tappq^ at 13 feet. Work commenced 9th March, stopped 30th April, for close of season.

Progress much delayed through hard stone and breaking and extraction of obisel.

Jfo. 2 Bore-hole, Baxzandar Valley.

,
* Strata passed through.

,

Surface soil and clay

Carbonaceous shale . . . . *.

Coal •». ,

Carbonaceous and grey shaly sandstoi^e ........
^ Carried over

Thickness
of bed, m

8
1

16

1

26

X
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No, 2 Bafe-kolt, JSmtandar Valley,—contd.

[rot. xi^.

Thicknes*
Strata passed through. ' of bed# i»

feet.

Brooght foi ward .
20*'

Qrej shaly sandstone ....
Carbonaceous shale 13

Slightly carbonaceous and gricj shalj sandstone ....... 3^

Carbonaceous shale 13

Coal 3

CarhonaceouB shale

Coal 3

Carbonaceous shale 3

Grey sbaly sandstone 3
Carbonaceous shale 4
Grey yellowish sandstone 3

White coarse 3

Total . io3

Water tapped at 22 feet. Work commenced 11th March^ and stopped 16th April, through break*

ing of chisel, which could not be extracted.

Jfo. 3 JBore-Aole, Baisandar Valley,

Strata passed through.

Surface clays ..... ....••
Grey and carbonaceous sbaly sandstone

Coal ,.••••
Carbonaceous and grey sbaly sandstone

Coal

Carbonaceous sbaly sandstone ........
Slightly „ »

Carbonaceous „
Highly carbonaceous shale

Carbonaceous sbaly sandstone .

Coal ...
Brown sandstone

Grey, mostly sbaly, sandstone ........
White shaly clay and fine sand

White coarse sandstone

Thickness
of bed, m

feet.

2

9
20

8

4
19

11

8
3

3

10

6

00

9

63

Total 189

Water tapped at 6 feet. Work«commenced 16th March, closed Ist May 1886, end of season.
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Geographical features.

Principal ranges.

Field-Notes from Afghanistan
:
(No. 5), Turkistdn, hy 0. L. Griesbaoh, F.G.S.,

Geological Surocy of Lidia (on duty toUJi the Afghan Boundary Oommission').

The geological reconnaissance which I carried out in the spring of this year

Introduction
limited to thfe confines of Afghan-Turkistiln and the

district of Bamidn, which embraces the area north of the

Tirband-i-Turkistdn with the mountainous c untry stretching north of the Koh«
i-Baba to the Oxus valley.

The broad geographical features of Afghan-Turkistdn aro very simple. There
are two distinct areas: a mountainous tract which ocoa<

pies the southern part, and wido-strotching low lands

which skirt tho hills northwards. The mountain area consists of a succession of

parallel flexures of varying widtlis which strike west to oast or nearly so ;
generally

speaking the folds increase in absolute height and decrease in width as they ap-

proach the main water-parting of Afghanistan.
^
Along a lino roughly defined as

running south of Maimana to Sar-i-Pdl, south of Balkh and Mazar-i-Sharif and
thence south of Taslikdrghan to Badakhshan, an unaymmetrical flexure ter-

minates tho hilly tract of Turkistdn.* This flexure presents a steep side towards

the north, where it disappears below the tertiary and recent deposita«which form

the great Central Asian plains. •

Tho principal ranges tlius formed are : the Koli-i-Baba, one of the links in

tho chain of the great watershed of Afghanistan. Part

of the Davendar and Doshakh ranges o£ tho Ucrat valley

may be western points in this •same chain; but which of the groat anticlinals

between the Davendar and the Koh-i-Baba is to be looked upon as the connecting

Ijjpk, I am unable to «ay.

North of this main line minor ranges run more or less parallel with tho water-

shed ; of these is the Tirband-i-Tufeistan with its eastern continuations. South

of this range is a wide synclinal basin which belongs to the Murghab drainage.

The structural prolongation of it may be found in a wide, undulating table-land,

which occupies the space between the upper Balkli-ab (Rdd-i-Band-i-Amir) and
the Kara Koh. I •have,not visited this area, but Captain the Hon’ble M. S.

Talbot, R.B., describes it as a table-land, of which the eastern portion of tho Kara
Koh forms as it wore a raised rim. The northern and north-eastern continuation

o^ the Kora Koh forms a high chain against which a number of smaller ridges

are ranged in parallel Ifines, both north and south of it. North of these auxiliary

ranges extends a wide undulating synclinal basin with several areas of depressed

table-lands
;
^e northern termination of this basin Is formed by the outeV rim of

tho Turkist^n highlands south of Mazar-i-Sharif.
,

The 'drainage of Afghan-Turkist4n belongs to tho^md Darid, or Oxus river,

,
although only one of the streams of this part of Afghanis-

^ ' tdn actually reaches that river, namely, tho Aksarai or

Kunduz river, of which only a small branch of tho upper portion belongs to Tur-

kistdn itself. All the other streams are either used up for irrigation purposes

or loi^e themselves in the loess deposits of the Ghdll, wlfich forma the lowlands

of Turkistdn.

••b 2
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Principal rivers.

Thd Oxus rises in the Pamir and enters Afghan-Turkistdn as a large river

north-cast of Tashkdrghan^ Its valley varies greatly in

width,—from about 30 miles near Tashk6rgh£n to over

80 miles near Akhcha and Kilif. forms an extensive and in some parts very

fertile alluvium, which presents some veiy interesting geological features.

The other rivers are * the Maimana river with its many tributaries, rising in

the higher levels of the Tirband range
; the Astar-ab and Sar-i-Pul system of

drainage, which, flowing from tho mountainous country of the eastern prolonga-

tion of the Tirband, loses itself in tho plains of Shibirkhan and Akhcha
;
the

Balkh-ab, known in its upper course as the Rild-i-Band-i-Amir, comes from the

Hazarajdt and after a grand sweep from east to west, turns northwards and loses

itself in the swamps west and north-west of Balkh; tho Khulm or Tashktir-

gh4n river, which rises north of the Kara Koh range and after a more or less

northerly course is lost in tho sandy wastes of the Oxus valley.

Only parts of the upper course of the Aksarai or Kunduz river are within the

Turkisbin and Cabul Hazarajat, north of the Koh-i-Baba
;
the Karmdrd, Saighdn

and Bamiin streams belong to its drainage.

One of the most notable features in thd configuration of Afghan-Turkist4n is

the eposion, by the rivers, of deep gorges. I found that tho

inhabitants applied the wprd “ dara ” (valley) invariably

only to defiles. Some of them are exceedingly narrow, like the Yakh-dara,

between Deh-i-Faoz and Fadghan, south-east of Maimana, scarcely wide enough

to admit an unladen mule being driven through without considerable difficulty.

Many of these defiles surpass in picturesque grandeur anything I have seen else-

where ;
as for instance the course of the Astar-ab below Fadghan, where the

river flows in a narrow gorge, often not more than 30 yards wide and enclosed by

vertical walls of limestone, some 1,500 feet sheer height above the stream bed.

Most of the rivers flow from south to north'and hence form transverse valleys

through the ranges of Turkistan. They have erodtd gorges where they cross an-

ticlinals, and formed wider valleys with side-streams when on a synclinal.

River gorges.

Structural features.

As already mentioned the Turki^tdn highlands consist of a succession of flex-

t m of flexures
more or loss parallel to each other. Their structure

is generally very simple and reveals the following facts :

that (1) the lowest beds exposed in any of thp sections, not only in Tuikistdn but

as far as is known in Afghanistan generally, belong to the marine carboniferous

series ; (12) that the latter a^o overlaid comformably by a long succession of strata,

partly marine, partly probably of fluviatile character, which form an unbroken

and conformable series from the upper carboniferous to upper
3 drassic or neoco-

mian age
; (3) on the upturned and denuded edges of this base of older rocks upper

cretaceous limestone of great thickness rests unconformably
; (4) tertiaiy marine

deposits and freshwater beds rest conformably on the upper cretaceous rocks ; (5)

that the general outlines of the present configuration of the country have existed

since pliocene times, aqd that the force which has brought about the wrinkling of

the older deposits is still continuing to add fold on fold in Central Asia.
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The width of the belt of flexures appears to vary considerably, though the

general lines of structure seem to remain more or less constant. So far as my
observation has extended, I found that the l^lt of hills broadens considerably in

the eastern sections.
•

Independent of minor folds between the lines along which the sedimentary

zone has contracted, I believe the following great anticlinals can be identified.

4. Kaisar. Aliiiar.

Painguzar.

Maimana. Belcheragh.

—

—

Sar-i-Ptil.

•

Albdrz. TashkdrghAn.

8 . Dob Miran.

^

Paisnah.

(Astar-ab.)

Chaliil. Boab.

2. Main range of the Tirband-i-Turkihtan.

•
1

' Kara Koh range.

1. Synclinal of the Upper Murghab.

•

•

Upper Balkb-ab

(wiiexplored.) *

Anticlinals of

:

d. iiajgab and Karinard
c. Dandan Shikau.

b. Ak KdbAt.

a. Pal 11 Kotal.

Great waternhed of Afghanistan.

North of the system of great^fdds which form the watershed of Afghanistin

^

is found a wide belt of shallow synclinals to which the

•
irb gioup.

• Upper Murghab basin belongs. The structure of the

latter is explained by tho exposure between Kushk and Bala Murghab
;
the in-

terior of tho basin has remained a terra incognita to mo. Eastwards of this re-

gion is the table-land of the Uppor Balkh-ab, which Captain Talbot has visited

;

it is bounded north and south by the anticlinal rims of tho Koh-i-Baba and the

Kara Koh. The eastern margin of this depressed table-land is puckered into

several very narrow anticlinals, across which the principal roads to Cabul lead
;

difflcult passes and deep gorges traverse rango after range between tho Kara
Kotal and Bamidn. The headwaters of tho Kunduz river rise in those folds.

Immediately nort^ of this belt, a series of wide arches and anticlinals are

ranged in long lines across Turkistan. They form the
econ group.

most important land-marks in tho physical geography of

this country. I includb arftongst them the main range of the Tirband-i-Turkist4n

and the Kn^ Koh.

^ *A fow well-dofined and narrow flexures have beci^ closely pushed up against

^
tho high anticlinals of the second group ; their general

ir group.
direction may be traced from Painguzar, south of Almor,

through Paisnah on the Astar-ab to the north side of the Kafa Koh.

To the fourth group I reckpn the clearly-defined outer rim of the Turkistdn

highlands, t.e., a more or less steep anticlinal which dips

under a high angle below the tertiaries of the plains. The

ranges immediately south of Balkh and Mazar-i-Sharif belong to it. Westwards

l^ourth group.
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tho Alburz and the long anticlinals of Sar-i-Pul, Maimana, &c., form a similar

outer rim.

Between this range and the third group of flexures is a wide synclinal de-

pression with areas of low table-lands in which streams have eroded deep ravines.

The greater part of these folds consist entirely of a thick mass of upper

cretaceous formations. The great erosion which has taken place along the north

slope of the Kara Koh and within the flexures of the third group has exposed the

older base on which the cretaceous cap rests. Similarly north of the Koh-i-Baba,

older rocks (carboniferous) have been laid bare of their covering of upper creta-

ceous limestone by denudation.

Against the last great fold which terminates tho mountain area of Turkist&n

. northwards, the tertiaries and recent deposits are ranged,

^ortli of the Maimana provmce they form low undulating

loess hills, in which most of the ptreams which drain from the Tirband are lost.

This widespreading loess area is known as the Chiill, and is foun(\ to gradually

merge into the great plains south-west and south of the Oxus river, a great part

of which is covered with modern aerial deposits.

There is ^good evidence that anticlinals are even now in course of formation

within tho recent deposil^j of tho Oxus valley. I shall

vallcy*'^*^°*
^ ^ recur to this feature when describing the recent

formations.

Stratigraphy of Turhistdn,

I found the following formations represented in Turkistan and Bami&n :

Age. Formations.

t

Localities.

Beceut . Blown sands; alluvium of livers;

fans.

Ohiill, Oxus valley, &c.

Sub-recent and post-

terbiary.

Loess with interbedded clays, sand-
stones, and conglomerates.

Chdll ;
' raised beds on tho north

slope of hills south of Balkh;
patches within synclinals.

Pliocene .

(•

Conglomerate and bright red ^nd
purple sandstones ; bright red and
green clays, with brown shales.

Planorliis sp.

Helix sp., and plant-remains.

Gypsum veins.

BamUn ai^d Mathdr valleys; north

fringe of anticlinals from Maim4na
to Tashkurghdn.

^
*

r r

f.

^Upper .

Miocene . < <

\Lower .

Light coloured shales, sandstones,

and cluys.

Sistuarino deposits with fish and
crustacean remains.

Plants,

Snndff^.ones and dark clays with
marine shells.

Centhium sp. •

Bami&n and Mathdr valleys; south

of Tashkfirgb^n.

Ditto ditto ditto.
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Formations. Localities.

Great thickness of ligli colonred Mathdr» Bamidn.
sandstone and impure earthy
limestone. Xlxogyra ?

White chalk with flints. Inoeeramug
sp.

Exogyra sp., many bivalves,

riiiek bods of white limestone with
Exogyra sp.

Janira qunhquecosiata.

Clays, shales, shell limestone, and
beds with Trigonia sp.

Densely rod grits and sandstone,

shales with plant-remains

;

Trap.

Dark bluish grey grits and sand-

stone ; plant-remains.

Ash-beds.

Tiij>and-i-Turkistdn range and anti*
clinuls north of it.

Main mass of the Kara Koh and
folds*between t^oighau and Tash*
kdrghdn.

Middle course of the Astar-ab and
of the Almar stream.

'Upper Almar stream near Pain-

guzar ; Astar-ab below Paisndh.
' Khorak-i-Bala north of the Kara
^

Koh.

Sandstone aAd black alum shales Doab north of the Kara Eotal.

with plant-impressions ; marine
fossils.

Upper Trias or Bhm- Light colourej sandstones and shales Kotal-i-Sabz (north slope of Kara
tic. with coa^ seams. Koh), bhibha Alang.

^
•

/ Upper . Groat thickness of marine sand- Chahil ; Shisha Alang.

(
stone, limestc|pc, and shales with

V coal-seams,

1 Schizoneura sp., Ac.

] Bivalves.

Upper Trias

]
Middle . Brown sandstones and shales with Chahil, north slope of Kotal-i-Sabz«

I
coal-seam,

^
Equisetites colum'^aris,

^ Lower . Marine sandstones and limestone Chahil.

bods.

Balohia lommeli.

Altered shales (mica-schist, Ac.) with Saighan; Ak BobAt Eotal north,

graphitic and anthracitic seams. * *

Clay bhulea with impure coal.

The whole traversed by horn- <

blendic granite. «

Coarse conglomerate in greonibh Paid Eotal and gorge ; Ak RobAt.

matrix, idtcrod by granite. • ^

Massive dark limestone with bra- Dittqi ditto ditto,

chiopod casts.
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Description op Formations.

Pemw~Garhon,

The only section in Tnrkist&n iif wjiioh I have met with strata older than

trias was within the greatly disturbed area between Sai-

gh&n and Bami&n. With few exceptions most of the beds

in that section have been altered by contact with intrusive rocks, amongst which

a homblendic granite is moot conspicuous.

Between Saigh^n (8050') and the north entrance to the Bami&n valley lies an

elevated and undulating*mass of hills, which consists of the Ak Robat synclinal

(9800') with the anticlinal of the northe^m Ak Bobdt pass (10750') on its

north side, and ending on its southeim flank with two smaller anticlinals, which

form the passes to Bamian, the southern Ak Robat pass, and the Kotal-i-Palii.

The main mass of* the hills which close the Bamian valloy on its north Side,

and over which the above passes load, is composed of upper cretaceous rocks, which

rest unconforMahly on the underlying older formations. *

One of the branches of the headwaters the Bamian stream run through a

defile, which loads from the Ak Robdt Kotal, south to
Expos^ in the south- the Bamian valley

;
this gorge has been eroded not only

Rob&t pass. through the upper cretaceous rocks, which form the Pah
Kotal east of it but also through the strata below, which

belong to the carboniferous system.

The prevailing rock seen on both sides of the gorge is a dark blue very hard

splintery limestone, traversed by white calospar veins ; on
Deacriptioii of ^tion weathered surfaces of it I noticed badly preserved and

distorted casts of brachiopods (Productns?), The bed4

of this limestone formation dip under a high angle (from

50® to 70°) to north-west, and are overlaid a short distance higher up the valley
,

by a semi-altered conglomerate or boulder-bed. A few irregular layers of a

similar conglomerate are seen to alternate with the limestone beds below. It re-

mains in situ a considerable distance up the south slope of the Ak Robat Kotal,

and is apparently conformable to the dark limestone T^ith brachiopods. The
rounded boulders and pebbles of the conglomerate consist of limestone, and fhe

matrix in which they are imbedded is likewise cah^areo'as, and of a greenish colour..

Near the southern entrance to this defile this section disapp/^rs below ijie upper

cretaceous and tortiaiy formations of the Bamian valloy.

Large^ masses and dykes^of trap traverse this section, and near the contact I

Intrusive tra
iound the limestone and ponglomerate greatly altered. It

has also penetrated the cretaceous limescone above and is

therefore shown to be posterior to the upper cretaceous epoch. Similar trapL

are also seen in other sections in Afghanistan ; the outburst may belong to

the same which haji broken through and altered the hippuritic limestone of

Kandahar.

The kotal (pass) which leads to the Ak Robdt' synclinal is partly formed by

upper cretaceous rocks, which rest unconformably on the older limestone and con-

glomerate series.

fiouth of

Fossili.

Ak Kobdt.
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Between Ak Bobit village and Saighdn the older series crops up again and

Section between Ak
strongly developed. The section runs from south to

Robit and Saighin. north and is formed of rocks closely resembling the lime-
stone and conglo^ieAte series south of Ak Bob&t. The

‘

succession of beds dips to north-west and is intersected by intrusive hornblendio
granite, near the contact with which the sedimentary series is highly altered.
I found in descending order : •

TInconformahly overlaid by cretaceous limestone, *

Micaceous altered shales with thin unihraintie Beama near the enttance^ o v i.
into the Saighfin valley, where the entire series is uncot^ormallJ

by the cietaccous limestone.
\ nopth-wfst!^

^
6. Mica schist and gneiss layers traversed by numerous quartz>veina. )

Here a mass of homblo^dic granite traverses the section, near which the
adjoining strata are entirely altered into a semi-jnctamorphic series.

•

The granite encloses many angular fragments of rock, derived apparently
from the neighbouring shaly group

; in some places it Incomes almost a breccia,

cen^ented together by granitic rock.
*

6. Gneissic beds with mica schist.

4. Micaceous shales with several tltin beds of anihracitio coal, partly

graphitic.

8 Gieat thickness of altered shales or schists; mic^cous.

IPermo-carbon
of Ak Rob^t.

I
north-west.

north

Dip

8. Greenish altered conglomerate.
^

1. Massive dark limestone with brachiopod casts.

Carboniferous. Gorge
south of PaldEotal,
both south and
north of Ak Bob^t.
Dip north-west.

Three distinct groups.
It will therefore be seen that the series consists of three

distinct groups of rocks, which arc in descending order:

3. Shaly group with carbonaceous seams.

2. Conglomerate.

‘ 1. Limestone (Prod ?)
• •

The whole succession of strata dips to north-west, where they disappear below

the cap of cretaceous rocks. All three groups of rocks form one structural whol%
conformable to and passing gradually from one into the other. The massive dark

limestone with brathiopods in p^ticular is closely connected with the greenish

conglomerate above, with which it alternates partly. The dark limestone I may
without ri5k identify and correlate with the carboniferous limestono.so largely

developed westwards in the Herat province and Khoraasan, and thus the greenish

conglome&te will also have to be included in the caAoniferous group.

* Near Herat ^ I observed an analogous section, although there the thickness of

the entire series of beds is very much less than that of the

of the rooks oom-

posing both sections is very similar. On the north slope

of the Davendar greenish beUs with conglomerates and a thin coal seam rest
*

* Records Vol. XIX pt. 1, page 64.
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conformably on true carboniferous marine limestones. At Bami&n the conglo-

merate and the brachiopod limestone are even more closely connected, and cannot

be separated from the carboniferous series.

I expressed my belief last year thaft) t^e greenish sandstones with conglomerate

of the Herat province may represent the Talchir horizon
Herat

India, and if that view is correct, then the latter is of

carboniferous age. I am still hoping again to traverse

these rocks near the Hindu Kush range at some point where the alteration through

contact with eruptive rocks has not quite obliterated all organic remains, and so

may finally decide the question of age of the anthracite shales.

The continuation of older rocks towards the north and below the cretaceous

-
. , , ^ , cap seems likely, as is proved by the fact that at 27 to 30

ozoic and triassic scries miles north of Saighan middle triassic rocks crop out from
hidden by cretaceous ^ndor the overlying cretaceous limestone. Below the

latter and^in the belt between Saighdn and Chahil I ex-

pect all the connecting links between the anthracite shales (3) and. the middle

trias will be found. It isbcvon possible that ^hese links may be exposed at some

point whore the denudation has worked through the covering skin of cretaceTous

rocks.

This being the case both permian and lower ‘trias are hidden, the former

perhaps only partially. At present I must look upon the

anl^recite^ludes
anthracite shales of Ak Robat and Saighan, connected as

they are with the underlying carboniferous series,—as

being passage beds between the carboniferous and ‘permian.
.

The intrusions of the hornblondic granite north of Ak Rob&t and the trap of

the PaW-kotal belong to a subsequent epoch and may pos-*

cretaceous^ age, to which the granite intru-

sions of Kandahar belong.

According to former observers^ a syenitio granite enters largely into the

composition of the Hindu Kush range near the pass of Hindu Kush. It is very

probable that the rock I observed south of Saigh&n is only a spur of the granite

masses which have penetrated the limestone of Iho Hindu Kush*.

^ From stray notes given by Drummond,* Lord,® and others who were hi

Afghanistan during our first campaigns in that country 48 years ago, it appears
^

that a formation of schists, traversed by granitic veins and enclosing fragments of

limestone, extends between the Hindu Kush passes and the Koh-i-Daman. Along

the latter even the seams of graphitic coal are not wanting, and sq^ one may
assume that at least the older Saighan beds, i,e.y tho«palteozoic*Beries, occurs

also south of the Hindu Kush. The strike of the beds in that di .triet in approxi-

mately from south-west to north-east, which is also the strike of the Paghnidii ^

range and its south-western continuations. Taking into consideration the report

that coal-seams have been found near Qhazni, the inference may bo drawn that

* Lord, P. B. ; Joarn. As. Soc. Bong. Vol. VII., 621*1888 ; and India Beview, etc., III. 816*

* Joum. As. Soc. Bong. Vol. VII, p. 621, and India Review, etc., Vol. Ill, p. 816.

* Journ. Ay. Soc. Beng. X, p. 74.
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the Ghazni coal, if such exists, belongs to the same formation as the graphite of

the Eoh-i-Daman and the anthracitic coal of the Ak Bobdt pass, and Saighin.

In that case we may fully expect to meet wjth the older coal-measures, equivalent

to our best Indian horizon (Karharbari-Talchirs) within easy reach of our Indian

frontier.

Trias an^ Uhostic.
m

Most of the streams which denude the north slope of the Kara Koh and the

j. .. anticlinnls immediately parallel with it, have at several

places entirely removed the thick cap of cretaceous lime-

stone and so uncovered a scries of strata which I found to represent horizons ex-

tending from the middle trias to upper jurassics. Most probably this is the caie

in all the deep valleys north of the Kara Koh range, but I have only been able to

examine a few of them, in which, nevertheless, I was rewarded with good sections

through the lower and middle mcsozoic groups.* I found the best sections in the

Shisha Alang and Chahil (Chil) valleys, where both tnassic and rhsstic beds

are exposed. The streams which dnsin those valleys nse on the north side of

the* Kara Koh, and run eventually into tlie Balkh-ab.
^

The area of triassic rockg exposed at Shisha Alang is quite detached from

that of Chahil, that is, the intervening high ranges crossed by the ShafibAshak

and Bala Gali passes (8,800' and 9,330'), are formed by upper cretaceous rocks

which hide the triassic section Hlow,

The Chahil area exposes the lower strata of the upper triassic group of modem
« X. ^ . .1 European geologists, or beds which closely represent hori-
feection at Chahil. \ ® ^ t tt i t i t l ^ xx.

^
zons from the zone or HaLobia lomvieh to the plant-bear-

ding Lunzer beds of the Alps. The section forms a wide arch, the beds of which

dip generally south-west and noyth-east. Part of this arch is overlaid (near its

highest point) by the upper cretaceous limestone of the Chatlli Khan. On
nearer examination I found the Chahil section greatly disturbed and in some

places crushed. But I was able to determine in general outlines the following

horizons in descending order
: ^

• 12. Qrey and bright coloured sandstoneq, with shales and a few limestone partings. They

weather nearly everj where to a bright brown Ochre colour, reminding mo in that of the

Himalayan trias. A few thin coal seams occur near the top. Lower down coal occurs

^ at regular intervals of about 80 to 100 feet ; several of these seams aro upwards of

6 feet thick. Flant-impressitins, mostly of stalks with some marine remains (bivalves),

but in a poor state of preservation. Thickness not less than 1,800 to 2,000 feet.

11. Finc-graiued grej^’ish ^rown sandstone in thick beds. * •

10. Coal-s^fm; thickness 10 feet and qualil^y apparently excellent.

9. Impure coal, with partings of bituminous shales and th!n beds of ferruginous clays.

8, Thick beds of fine-grained brownish yellow sandstone with grey shales. JEquisetites

colutnnaris, Storub.

7. Grey clay shales.

6. Coal-seam, thickness 1' 6" and very friable.
• ^

5. Brown shales with plant'^emains.

4. Coarse grey sandstone and*grit ; fragments of plant-remains and casts of marine shells.

’ • 8. Gritty white sandstone, very friable and sandy, in thick bJds containing marine fossils.

2. Same as 3, but alternating with friable light grey shales with bituminous layers, which

yield a few fragments of plants. •
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1. Hard calcareous dark brown sandstone, containing numerous marine remains, amongst

which MonoUs salinaria and Jffnlobia lommeli ate very common. The lower part of

this section, beds 1 to ^11, cannot be less than 2,000 feet in thickness, and is probably

much more. t
r

This section is only exposed where the upper cretaceous limestone has been

completely removed by denudation
;
consequently the base

denuSiti^ only
entire Chahil valley with the upper

Chah'l basin, including the steep south-west slope of the

Sabz Kotal, arc made up of folds of the triassic group, while the great mountain

masses which crown the 6ides of this valley with inaccessible cliffs belong to the

upper cretaceous limestone.

• The principal fold of the triassic series runs nearly due north and south, and

at the northern end of the Chahil valley, where it lorms a

SiTtribution^^'
steep anticlinal, is dipping 80° east and about 60° west

from its centre. The direction of the fold gradually

bends to the south-east and the arch widens as the dip lessons. Sbi east of the

second village of Chahil on the right side of the valley I found the lower beds of

the series (1 to 4) dipping about 50° north-east below the cretaceous rochs which

form the Chatlli Kh4n peak. West of this same village rises the very steep and

almost inaccessible loft side of the valley whore I found the upper beds of the

series to dip about 65° to 60° west and south-west. The same beds form the

lower slopes of the upper Chahil valley, left side, on which the third of the

Chahil settlements has been built The steep cliffs on the left side of the valley,

above the spot where the stream emerges from the°old moraine which divides the

basin, belong to the upper part of the beds 12 and contain numerous plant-remains.

The left side up the valley above the village of Chahil is not only very steep

but where accessible almost entirely covered with loose debris fiom the creta-

ceous rocks above, so that 1 was not able to obtaui a detailed section of the

uppermost beds of the series.

The lower portion of the ascent to the Sabss Kotal is hidden under a thick

deposit of glacial debris, and the triassic strata^only become visible in the strechn

valley, where they show a dip of about 60° to south-west.
"

The thick coal-seam (10) with its adjoining strata is in situ in that locality,

and may be traced for a considerable distance up the slope of the Sabz Kotal.

Near the last ascent of the Kotal the north-eastern shoulder of the anticlinal

is seen to dip 40^ to 50° norih-east-by-east. The beds

Kotof*^
exposed belong to the upper part of the group ahd rest on

the main coaZ seam (N^. 10). \ oljserved the following

succession in descending order

:

16. Orey and light coloured clays and clay shales with yellow ferruginous partings.

16. Whitish grey soft saudstoue, very friable; weathers rusty brown.

14. Same as 16.

Id. Whitish soft sardstone in thick beds.

12. Bod shaly coal V thickness.
'

11. Brown fine-grained sandstone in thick bods.

10. Coal-seam, 10' thickness (No. 10 in section).

The bods 12 to 16 represent the lowest portion of bed 12 of the entire section.
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So far as I am able to determine in the field withont closely examining the

Three horizons, com- dossil contents of this locality, it appears that at least

parable with foreign lo- three horizons can be made out, which correspond with
calities.

foreign zones.

1. The beds at the bottom of this neries represent a well-marked horizon,

which occurs not only in several distant parts of the world, as for

instance both in the eastern Alps, Transylvania and California, but
also is well represented in the Himalaya of Kumaon, Gharwdl and
Spiti, and this portion of the Chahil seGtion may therefore be iden-

tified with the lower horizons of the upper-tries.

2. The next higher horizon which contains plant-remains, amongst which
Equisetites columnaris is most frequent, may be compared to the JLiunzer

beds of the eastern Alps, which also occupy a position over strala

with Halobia lommeli and Monotis salinaria.

3. The lower beds of * (12) contain plant-remains,* amongst which a Schi^

zoneiim seems abundant. Whether these plants will be found to

agree with any of the Gondwana species is impossible to say at pre-

sent, but the group in which they occur hd^7o a strong resemblance

to upper Barakars in lithological character. •

It appears therefore that^ the section exposed in the Chahil valley must be

placed in the upper trias as now understood by Alpine geologists ; the lower

portions of it seem to belong to the Hallstadt horizon of the Alps, which has

been traced from Central Pluro^je through Asia to California and Now Zealand.

The upper portion of the Chahil beds is mostly plant-boaring, and yields

characteristic upper triassic (Lunzer) forms, of which some are common m the

eastern Alps and qthers have a strong likeness to middle Gondwana species. ^
It is clear from this section that the triassic rocks, in common with the upper

palaeozoic strata of Bamian and^Saighan, have undergone crushing and disturb-

ance long before the deposition of the upper cretaceous formations which rest

unconformably on the former
;

I believe the lower-trias will be found below the

enormous limestone cap of the Kara Koh and its southeim extensions. Perhaps

some of the deeper valleys, for Jnstanco the upper Balkh-ab gorge, may have

qut through this overlying mass of younger rocks and may thus have exposed

the most interesting of triassic strata.

The headwaters of the Chahar-Aulia stream, which unites with the Kashindeh

valley some distance lower down its course, are made up

of numerous small rivulets and springs which rise in the

high regiohs on the portjiem side of the Kara Koh. They have excavated an

area of abouj; 20 square miles in the cretaceous limestone, and exposed the under-

lying folds of older rocks.
*

Beds in this section
basin have been folded and crushed

disturbed before cretnee- before the deposition of the cretaceous rocks, which rest
ous times. unconformably on the former. • ^

The Shisha Alang triassic series forms an anticlinal whose axis has been bent

into a horse-shoe shape, the toe pf which points towards the
Strike.

south-west. Some of the higher portion of the anticlinal

Section at Shisha Alang.
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has been denuded away, and 1 found, therefore, the oldest beds of the section

exposed about half way between the southern cntranco to the Said Ddd Mirg&nd

gorge and the ascent to the Sbadbdshak pass, whereas the higher horizons of

Shisha Alang are seen near the headwaters of the stream of that name and close

under the high clifts which enclose tlie Para Shadbashak.

The general character of the section is that of a succession of sandstones

and shales with coal-seams, which contain chiefly land-

ShWba^Alaug?^ plan*ls, although a few marine remains (brachiopods) are

also found in some of the beds associated with the former.

There are also several horizons of concretionary limestone containing marine

fossils only.
*

The lithological character of the group of beds is very nearly that of the

upper portion of the Chahil section, and both seem to
'ipp®*' Chahil

contain similar plant-remains. I believe therefore that

*the Shisha Alang rocks foi^i simply a western continua-

tion of the upper Chahil group.
*'

The remarkable feature of the Shisha Alang beds is a coarse,^gritty, light

giiey sandstone, whichicontains fragments of plant-remains,

besides a few marine bivalves. This sandstone forms well-
iiictiDurcii*

marked divisions between
,
the several groups of coal-

measures, each of the latter being about 300 feet thick. I cannot say how many
of such repetitions may exist in that area, as the beds are far too much disturbed

Thickness
enable me to form an accurate estimate. But along the

low ridge, which forms the right side of the main valley of

Shisha Alang, I counted 7 separate groups of coal-measures, each of about 300

feet thickness, which, for this portion alone, would give 2,100 feet total thickness.

Inhere is a remarkable uniformity in the composition of these groups of coal-
’

measures; the only difCecence seems to be the varying

eoal-meuuTOi^^ thicknesses of individual bed» and coal-seams. The gene-

ral lithological character remains the same,—in all cases

showing a close likeness to middle Gondwana rocks. The shales are generally

dark grey with particles of mica scattered throughout.
,

One of these minor groups of coal-measures north of Shisha Alang I foun/1

^ ^ to dip 40® south-west and to be in descending order as
Details of section. i. n •

^
follows ;

—

Ft, Ins.

14. Thick beds of coarse, grittj, ;prey sandstone Vith namerous fragments of

badly preserved plant-remains and a few marine bivalves {Ostrea sp.) • ,
60 0

13. Good coal . . . •
^ ^ . ,'6 4

12. Bituminons clay ^ i 0 4
11. Coal . . . . <

'

.
^ 6 ,6

10. Coarse white calcareous sandstone in thick bods,—a few marine bivalves . 50 0
9. Dark grey, micaceous shales, plant fragments 7 0
8. Fine-grained flaggy sandstone 8 0
7. Coarse-grained sandstone, divided by grey plant-shales, and alternating with

them . . . . , 40 0
6. Coal . . . , . • . • .

* . . . .60
Carried over
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Ft. InB.

• Brought forward . 183 8

6. Bituminoas clay with ferruginous concretions . . . . • *20
4 Coa^seain, divided by a few very thin partings of clay j the latter of from |

inch to 3 inches thickness. Cool rather leafy. . . . Total . 12 0
3. Bituminous shales 25 0
2. Friable coaU with plant*impresiions, consisting of closely packed leaves {Schu

zoneurat Ac.,) alternating with seams of good black eaml, . Total . 30 0
1 . Coarse calcareous saudbtone in thick beds, muf'h joiut^* . . . . 80 0

Total thickness 823 2

Further up the stream I noticed that the dip increased rapidly to 50® south-west-

by-south. Several of the beds of shales yielded good specimens of plant-remains,

which will have to be determined hereafter.

On the opposite side of t0is valley where the beds dip to the south-east at an

Marine fossils
angle of ftom 40® to 60® I found some braohiopods in con-

• * cretionary nodules which occur near the base of No. 14,

in a shaly bed; they seem to bear a« close resemblance *to upper triassio forms

(fihynchonella semiplecta of St. Cassian P). ^

The same succession of straj^a may be traced on the right bank of the princi-

pal valley of Shiaha Alang, and there shales seem to pre-
ig tsi 6 0 V ey.

dominate over sandstones. At the same time I found

that the thicker seams of coal s^.lit up into numerous thinner ones, divided by

bituminous clays and micaceous shales. As many as 18 or 20 separate seams

may be seen within about 300 feet of thickness.

West of the first,village of Shisha Alang the coal-serios crops out again and
* shows a similar succession of dark grey Barakar-like shales

of^aha^AlaiT*
sanditones, associated with leafy coal-seams, the

, whole set of beds being enclosed between thick-bedded

massive Sandstone and g^ts.

I noticed that the sandstones yielded generally only

marine fossils (mostly bivalves), whereas the shales and
coal-seams contained numerous Gondwana plants.

If I assume the average thickness of the best coal-seam at 6 feet only, which
• could be worked over an area of 9 square miles in the

*
• immediate neighbourhood of Shisha Alang, I find that the

available quantity of coal would be no less than 50 million

tons. In tfits estimate I have left out of consideration the fact (1) th^t triassio

coal-measures with largo seams of coal are actually exposed over a large surface in

the Chiihil Galley and the north-west slope of the SabzfKotal, and (2) that permo-

dkrbon strata with anthracitic seams appear between* Saigh4n and Bami4n, and

that therefore the conclusion is evident that the whole lower trias and permian

strata, t.e., the equivalents of our lower Gondwana series, m]^st be buried below

the upper cretaceous limestones of the intervening country. ®It is consequently

almost certain that the entii'e*northem Hazarajat is one vast coal-field, which is

partiiflly hidden by superimposed cretaceous limestone.

Distribution of fossils

in tho groups. •
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Section of Khorak-i-

Baltt.

Jurassic series.

Books lithologically closely resembling the jarassic deposits of Khorassan and

Herat crop out from below the cretaceous cap in several
Localities.

localities north (gf tHe Kara Koh and north of the Tirband-

i.Turkistdn.

East of the triassio sections of Shisha Alang and Ghahil I found the jarassic

seres in great force in the valley of the Doab stream/
Valley of the Doab

pxgeg west of Khorak-i-Bala on the slopes of the

SateKotol.

The ridge which f6rms the Sabz Kotal is formed by a crushed fold of upper

Sabz Kotal
triassic rocks, overlaid on each side of the pass by upper

cretaceous limestone. The beds dip towards the south-

east and disappear finally below the cretaceous Eajo^fyra-limestone, which composes

the east slope of the pass. Below this cap of younger mesozoic deposits the

uppermost trias (with rhsDtic and lias?) is probably hidden, for I found the

head of ^he valley of the Doab stream near Khorak-i-Bala occupied by formations

which I believe to belong to the upper half of the jurassio series.

The section through these rocks near Khorak-i-Bala, as seep from the heights

of the Sabz Kotal, is very clear. Successive belts of dark

brown, bluish grey, and bright red rocks which compose

the jurassio series are seen to dip at an angle of about 40**

to 45® to the south, where they are unconformably overlaid by the white Exogyra-

limestone of upper cretaceous age, which forms the steep scarp of the Kara Koh.

These successive belts are traversed by a small stream, which joins the Doab

valley from the right near the village of Khorak-i-Bala. To ascend the Kara

Kotal I had to go up this side valley and thus traversed the upper jurassio series

nearly at right angles.

The left side of the valley near Khorak-i-B ila is formed by very friable dark

grey to black alum-shales with a few badly-preserved

plant-impressions. The shales weather on the surface

and on the upturned edges to a bright rusty brown, and

often show a bright coloured metallic lustre on their planes, derived from decom-

posed iron pyrites. The deposit seems to remain very steady in its lithologi-

cal aspect, and is generally found at the base of th& ** red-grit group **

wherever

fd have met with the latter. Along the north side of the range called tl^e Koh-i-
kat-i-Shamshir in eastern Khorassan, as far as Zorabad on
the Hari Btid, and again on the north slope of tne Tirband-
i-Turkistan, the ch^'^racter of tnis deposit is the same. I

believe the horizon will be ^ound to be middle oolite ; certam it is thao the, shales

rest conformably on deposits with recognisable lower oolitic fossils in "severdi

localities.

The shales dip about 40® south and below rocks which
I believe to belong to the widely distributed **

red-grit

group ” or upper jurassics^, the passage from the shales
into the overlying gvoap is quite gradual. * *

Dark alum-Bhales left

side of valley.

Ocoorrence elBewhere.

Dip below red-gri-

group"
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The ^first divisioQ which I could distiiigaiBh in the “ red-gnt group

rests oonformablj on the dark alam-dhales, and oonsiste

Dsrkbl^ mjmd* ohiefly of a dark bluitfh grey sandstone and grit
; the taitet

meat encloses grains^of bla^k limestone, probably derived fiom

the carboniferons Trooks south of the tCara Eoh and

Bami&n. It appears to be a local development of the red-grit group a rook

closely resembling it I found last year near the Eala Sard, about 35 miles south-

east of M^hhdd. The blue grits are not sharply separated from the ilum.shales

below. Thin irregular layers of the latter ooour^bhtween thick beds of the

blue ^rey grits, and no doubt some beds of the latter will be found within the

alum-shales
; such I found to be the case along the north slope of the Bareli hill

in the Eoh-i-kat-i-Shamshir. The total thickness of the bluish grit and lyfind-

stone may be about 1,000 to 1,200 feet near Eborak-i-Bala.

It is conoordantly overlaid by the typical red sandstone and coarse grits with

strings of conglomerates which seem io compose the nj^per

*

^
jurassics in every section which I have hitherto seen in

the Herat prdvince, Turkist&n, or Eho^san. I found both in the bluish grey

grits and the “red grit ” some poor reinaius of plants, mostly only impressions of

straight stalks and carbonized matter. »

On the left side of the Doab atreaih, near the upper boundary of the alum-

Thin coal seam
shales, I found an irregular and impure coal-seam of about

2 inches thickness.

The total thickness of the “ red gr|% “ is not seen, as it is discordantly overlaid

by the oretaceons limestone of th^ Kara Eoh
Bocks of the same character and horizon may be traced along the Doab valley

jJuimica of Doab
valley of the Tashkiirghdn river; the Kara Eotal

north of Doab presents steep scarps of upper cretaceous

limestone towards the north, resthig anconformably on the upper and middle

Jurassic groups,^ The sections south of the village Doab reveal the Jurassic

deposits dipping 35^ to 40^ west to south-west below the oretaceons limestone, and

I found them to be composed of the following groups in descending order.—

3. Bed gri! groTup with volcanic breccia and tufEaoeous beds.

* 2. Greyish blue grit and giey micaceous sandstone.

.. 1. Dark alum-shales.

The red grit group *(3) is of the usual and almost invariable character. I
""

found also here some igneous beds associated with it, which consist of hard breccia

and kji^eous beds intersti^tifiod with the grit. »

Below th^ “ red grit I found (2) grey micaceous sandstone and thick beds of

greyish blue grits, alternating with friable black shales
;
this formation seems of

very great thickness and composes all the lower slopes of the snrroundmg hills.

In lithological character this group is perfectly identical with the similar rocki|

which Isaw near Kfaorakvi-Bala, about 10 miles west of Doab. Eragments of plauta

are very oominon in aU the strato of group (2)"^ but a bed of fehuginous, rather

oonci^iionary sandstone 1 mile south of Doab, yielded, besides nu n(*cou8 plant-

fragjments, some marine fossils of distinctly Jurassic types.
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North of Doab, on the way to Bui, I found the lower group (1) of the Jurassic

series, a grey sandstone with alum-shales containing a few plant-remains ;
they

form all the lower slopes of the hills on both ^des of the te.lley. The cretaceous

limestone rests quite unconformably on the pl^t-bearing shales (1), and the grits

and sandstones of groups (2) and (3) aie wanting.

Novel feataree.

•Jn the Tirhand^uTurkistdn.

The general outlines of the geological structure of the Tirband-i-Tarkist£n

range and its eastern continuations I have already given.

The third anticlinal (see page 237) which runs almost unbroken from Pain-

guzar to Doab on the Tashkdrghan river exposes lower

alo^^third anticlinal!**^*'
middle mesozoic deposits at several points below the

^
capping cretaceous formations ; 1 have described the older

mesozoic and Jurassic beds of tl^e Hazarajat ii^ the preceding paragraphs. The

only'other Jbcalities where I have noticed rocks older than cretaceons arc situated

south-west of Maim&na and south-west of Sar-i-PdL

In some respects these localities present altogether novel features, inasmuch

as (1) any unconformity between the jurassic plant series

and the cretaceous* formations is doubtful, and (2) if such

unconformity exists, then the overlap of the cretaceous formations must have

begun during earlier neocomian times. I believe, however, that the apparent un-

conformity which 1 noticed south-west of Maimana can be explained differently,

and that therefore the change of sea level which occurred after jurassic times did

not affect the area north of the Tirband range.

The great anticlinal of Painguzar, lt> to 18 miles south of Almar, exposes soi^e

of the upper jurassic horizons
;
the overlying ^strata being

a succession of deposits/ amongst which I could determine

both lower and upper cretaceous horizons.

At first sight of the section an unconformity seems to exist between the red-

8*^* group and the plant-shales below, but there are redone
which are against the assumption of any actual break

between these two formations : (1) in sections west of this

locality, i.e., in Khorassan, the red-grit group the black shales of the plant-

group (jurassic) are always closely associated, and in fact alternate near the con-

tact, and the same feature may be observed in all the eastern seotions, as for

instance near Khorak*i-Bala (page 248) ; (2), seeming unconformities are often

observable where rigid thick-bedded formations res^ng.on softer^'and yielding

rocks have undergone lateral disturbance. In such cases, whibt ^he overlying

rigid formations have only been bent into wide curves, the softer shales below have

undergone greater ci*umpling and hence an appearance of discordance has b^n
produced.

It is different with the unconformity between the older mesozoic formatLons

and the upper cretaceous limestone in the Hazarajdt
; there the same very well-

marked feature can beiobserved in every section, and the direction of the flexures

of the underlying rocks differs entirely from that of the cretaceous limestone al)pve.

South-west of

mtoa.
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The olilEs on the left side of the valley, between Paingnzar and the Ziacat

Seotion of Pidngnnr
Diwdna, show the following section in descending

order:— ^

Loiw I
OwtaceoM group. «

Red-^t pioop with encloaures of gypgum; the passRge from tills into the

ov«rl}ixig lower oretaceous beds is gradual

puihed over the beds beloto, • •

6. Dark shales with partings of ferruginous sandstonefaiid strings of nodu. \

lar clay iron ore The general character of this rock is tompfotely

that of the dark aluiii-bhales of the Kstoi hills.

6. Dark grey mienceous sandstone, weathers rusty hrttwn
;
plant-remains.

4. Dark shales, same hs 6.

8. Sandstone snine as 6

2. Shaly sandstone

1. Thitk-beddcd grey sandstone. J

Bedding nearly hori-

zontal near top of
the anticlinal.

Beds dip abont 2(f to

26® to iior«ii-west,

the direction of the
general dip a tvW
miles further on.

Along tne same flexure and nearly due east of I^aingusar, I aga-ln met

ln«ieA.tor.al).
jtrassic rooks. The locality is near the

villages of Paisnab and Deb-i-Surkh in* tbe Astar-

ab valley, about 38 miles soutb-west of Sar-i-Pdl. The river makes a sweep

to tbe east near these villages, and turns again abruptly north and north-east

some 6 or 7 miles below* Paisnab, where it cuts through tbe entire cretaceous

and part of tbe jurassic groups aiong a hue which now coincides with the crest

of the third anticlinal (see table page 327) The flpixure of the rocks has

apparently taken place after the greatef part of the valley had been eroded

oat of the mesozoid series, and in that parbiculiir locality the bend into an

anticlinal naturally to^h place along the line of least resistance, where the thick

mass of the upper mesozoio series had previously been cut through by the river -

The strata are flow seen to dip away from the centre of the valley—north and south.

I found* the section a continuous one from the upper cretaceous {ExogyraAime^

stone) down to the black alum-shales with plant-impressions. There is not the

slightest unconformity traceable ^firoughout the series of strata either in this,

lodltlity or in the transverse portion of the Astar-ab valley between Deh-i-Surkh

^d Turghan.

In all about 1,86P feet of strata are exposed below the upper ExogyroAimo^

stone, of which about 1,0.*>0 feet belong to the red-giit group. The black allum-

shajes belot^ are only partially exposed, their base being hidden below^ the alia-

vium of the Astar-ab.
* •

^ Oretaceous series*

With the close of the jurassic period seems to have begun the most marked
change in the physical conditions of th^^ part of the world

;

Change of physical juyassic seas began to /shallow, and the greateiwpart of
c^ditions ter Juras-

Khorassan became^most probably part of
• • a continent which extended towards India* The forces

9 n 2
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wliicli are traceable to the present dajr in Tnrkistan folded and orampled the

older and moBOzoio formations until they were raised above the jurassiosea-IeveL

This shallowing and partial isolating of certain sea-basins may even be traced

in the lithological character of the np^r jnrassics ; the red grit ” which keeps

wonderfully constant over the whole of Khorassan and TurkisUn has most

probably been deposited in a shallow and confined ses^ and—as the gypsum

layers in the sections of thp south-western districts of MainUna show—possibly in

land-locked basins.

The greater part of the upper Jurassic rocks became subject therefore to sub-

aerial denudation during early cretaceous times. Only
Sub-a4rml denudation certain points along the cretaceous land deep bays

timcsf'
^ ttcoouB

g^tisted
;
certainly in two localities, namely, in the sections

west of Pdl-i-Khatun in Khorassan and south-west of

Maimina some marine deposits rest conformably between the upper jurassics and
the upper cretaceous limestones which must hayo been laid down in such arms or

firths of the lower cretaceous sea.

The rocks which I believe to belong to this horizon in Khorassan I have

described in former notes ^
;
the Maimdna province offers a

similar section through the lower eret^eous horizons,

and I met the series fairly iHrell developed in the Painguzar

(Almar) neighbourhood.

Between the outer range of the Tirband, i,e»

,

the most northern flexure, and

Painguzar section.
the synclinal of Farad Beg, extends the third groat hnticlinal

(sec page 327), which hosubeen transversely cut through

by the Almar stream, thus exposing the entire section. Both on the right side of

the Valley, oast of Painguzar, as also immediately south of th&t village, the cretat

ceous series is seen to rest conformably-on the r^d-grit group, and in spite of local

crushing a fairly complete section can be obtained. 1 found the following beds

in descending order :

—

7. Thick-heddod whitish gro) hard coral limostono with Exogyra sp.

6. Qreenifth earthy limcBtono with Exoggra ; total thukiiLsaof these t:vo t Ifppo* cr**tacioug,

• groups about 3,000 feet.
' ^

6. CouHidorablo thickness of greyish beds inaccessible, but conformable on

the beds below.

4. Shell limestone, with numerous Foraminifera.

3. l>o. do. coiitfuning Tngonia sp.

2. Bark gic} earthy shales.

1. Qfeyish green soft sandstooe in thick beds with

towards the bast*.

d. Ue I sandstone with gyprum bode.

0. Parting o£ cab areons saudstobo

h. Coarse brownish groy sandstone,

a. Bed-grit group.

Further eastwarcls and along the same flexure lower cretaceous stlratu Are seop

to rpst confor^blyvon the red-grit group and pass upwards in the upper ^n^fgyra

limo^ouos* "

^
• •

N ^ Reemds Vol XIX, pt 1, pp 50, 63
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The sitco6B8ioii cff strata between Ebamd&n and ]Deh-i-Stu*kh in the valley af

*. . X,. * ^
Astar-ab is in descending otder as follows Abont

Ah. A,500 to 2,000 feet of upper cretaceous limestone with

Exogyra sp. festiyi^confonDablj on

—

6* Greyish earthy ooloareoTis sandstone m thin flaggy beds ....
4 Light grey impore limestone with bluish green shaly oaloareQus sandstone
8x 8ame as (6) with Exogyra sp. . . . 3W . . . .

2* Rntty brown, coarse sandstone in thin beds with Tr^gonia sp and alternating

with shell limestone 26d
1. Bluish green earthy shales and clay . . 80

ht Light reddish grit with sjialy partings . . « , . 200
a. Ihm bedded shaly red gi its. . . . c » . . ^

Total . 2.810

passing gradually into and •resting confoimably on the t red-grit group, which
is here at least 1,0(»0 to 1,200 feet in thickness •

The seetjoAs at Faingurar and near Khamddn will therefore be seen to be very

similar and ^to correspond m «general characters with

ticia*with*'
succession of beds west of Pdl-i-Ehatun^ as shown in

zak. the rai^ of the Takht-i-G-adizak (see Records XIX, p. 63).

1 believe the beds 1 to 5 will be found to be of lower cretaceous age and to

be identical with the light-coloured marls of Zulfikdr,

It appears certain that none these strata reach further to the east, as I have

found every where in the Haaarajdt and Afghan-Turkistdn only upper cretaceous

formations resting dircetly on Aider groups

The greater part of the piovmce of Maimdnaandof
• Upper cretaccouB.

* Afghan-Turkistdn is covered with a wide-spread cap of

upper cr^accous rocks.

With few exceptions the beds belonging to the upper cretaceous horizons

consist of white thick-bodded limestones. Here and

er^a^UB^^
there a few layeis of sandstone occur, which in that case

• often contain a few badly-prcsci ved plant*^remains. But

•by far the greatest thickness of the upper cretaceous formation is made up

jU^ascending order of (1) hard white splintery limestones, (2) concretionary earthy

•white or brownish white hn^estones, occobionally dolomitio, (3^ chalk with flints.

The general character of the group seems the same in all coses, that is, it is

formed in massive be^, the total thickness being about I3OO to 2,000 feet. To-

war4f the ftorthem sections the thickness of this group increases, and I 4>imd that

south of Balkh the total* thickness cannot be less than 3,500 to 4,000 feet In

oommpn wffch^ts overlying tertiaries it is folded and bent in wide anticlmals with

^icoasional elevated talfle-lands between. The preseift rivers have excavated deep

ravmes and picturesque gorges through the rocks of this gioup, with steep, often

vertical, sides. The general character of the group closely i;|QS6mbleB that of the

Quader of Bohemia, with which it shares approximately the dime age. «

Thb commonest fossils found in this group are

tibarilB. sp, and Jantra quinquecostata, besides numerous others

which have not been determined yet.
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Age, probably two
horizons of upper creta-

ceous.

he fossil contents, not less than its stratigraphioal position over lower creta-

ceous beds, assign an upper* cretaceous age to the group.

X believe that a more detailed study will possibly reveal

that at least i'wfi European horizons are represented in it,

but I have not been able to distinguish any divisions

on my map.

Exogyra sp. I found in all horizons of the upper cretaceous ;
but it seems

probable that the lower porripn of it is chiefly characterised by harder limestones*

frequently a pure coral limestone, whereas the more earthy varieties seem to

contain principally Exdpyra sp.

The uppermost portion of the upper cretaceous is composed of white chalk

and shell-limestone with flints, and contains Inoceramua sp.,

Exogyra sp., <fec. ; it forms about a third of the h^tal thick-

ness of the gpx)up. The best sections were found in northern Turkist4n, between

Haiback and TashkdrghAn, and « south of fialkh, where the white chalk forms

precipitous^ cliffs. •
^

r The same horizon^is found to form the upper portion of

the cretaceous deposits between CHakau and Kalanau north

of Kushk in theHerat province
;
it also caps the cretaceous

series of Zulfikar.

White chalk with flints.

Localities of the upper

beds of the cretaceous

west of the Tirbaud.

Composition.

<1

Post-pliocene

Pliocene .

Tertiary formations.

The tertiary Series of Turkistdn is composed of the fol-

lowing groups :

—

t

Aerial and freshwater deposits. *

. . , ,Pr«»BbwBter.

Miocene • Marine and freshwater.

Eocene (?) . . . . . Maime formations. *

Of these groups only the post-pliocene deposits occupy large areas in Turkistdn

;

^ the lower groups are conflned to narrow strips exposed in
Localities. , ^ , t i.

' . » - “ . . , . i*

deep folds of the upper cretaceous formation and in a few

localities in the Ozus basin. In the highlands of Turkistan. and the HazarajAt 1

have met the older tertiaries in Bami&n and Saighan, where they are of small

thickness, and along the northern edge of the hills of Turlrist&n, i.e«, ijssting on

the chalk beds of the upper cretaceous series which dip below the plains south

of Balkh^and Mazar-i-Sharif» t* >

It is probable that during eocene times a Isfge portion of the jajpper cretaceous

sea •'began to shallow and here and there even to^recede

afterc^eSceoiwTmei!*^
coast-lines. The force which compressed the

sedimentary formations into a narrow and folded belt

north of the great Afghan watershed, dates from early tertiary times, wlmn it bad

forced a great paH of the area, now occupied by the Turkist&n hills and the

Hazarajat above soa-level. From that time dalto the extensive denudations

which these tracts have been subjected to. In succession eocene and mlidoene

formations, marine and freshwater were removed by subsequent and latbr
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eroBioBS, tiatil at the present day only a few remnants of the older marine bede

are found compressed in elevated synolinals high up on the northern slopeii of

the Koh«i-Baba and Hindu Kush,—and the remainder of the Aea only shown the

blown sands and fluviatile formations of^mach later date.

After the deposition of the lower miocene formations the sea seems to have

withdrawn finally from the area now occupied by the high anticlinals of the

Tui*kist&n hills and retreated to the regio4»s now occppied by the great Central

Asian depressions. Lacustrine and fluviatile deposit began to spread over the

gradually wrinkling surface of Turkistdn and filled *the wide synclinal basins with

vast accumulations of sands, shales, and sandstone, which continue to the present

day.

At Mathfir, south of the Kara Kotal, the cretaceous limestone with Etogyra

Section at Mathir.
sp. forms a wide synclinal trough, which encloses a fairly

Oomplste tertiary series, which I
^
found in descending

order to be

:

0. About 160 to 200 feet of conoretionarj green clays with small farragi-

•nous coucretious and rust-coloured mud beds, containing fresh water

gasteropods
,
partings of clay and ferruginous sandstone of bright

orange colour. Towards the base some purple -coloured sandstone.

The whole intersected by thin veins of gypsum.

8. 200 to 300 feet of t hocolste-hi own sandstone with shaly partings.

This group shows fine mud deposits or clays towards the base, of

yollowish-hrown colour, contaiaing fragments of vegetable matter

and leaves; thin partings pure light grey clay-shales. To-
* wards the upper part gritty ohooolate-brown clays and sandstone

predominate, which, fiom thick hanks in the centre of the group,

• changes into Ihin-btdded strata. A few thin partings of olive- JPliocene/reihwat§r

green cla^s are very conspicuous m this mostly chocolate-coloured tenei.

mass.
^

7. Great thickness of grey micaceous sandstono alternating with grey and

green clays and chocdate-brown sandstone, which contains some

gritty layers false -bedded.

6. Bnght bluish green and yellowish brown clays with some sandstone

bens. Contiia plaiit-reaiains and freeAwater shells; gypsum in layers

• and veins ; great thickuess.

6. Densely red sandstone with r few purple clay beds, towards the top

* great thickness of bright re^ sandstone and conglomerate, consistinfi

obieilj; of pebbles of^cretaceous Umpstone cemented together by aj

red calcareous matrix.

4. Greenish ^ik clays and shales with partings of hiown sandstone with

concretionary structure. «Thickness about 600 feet, with veins of

gypsum and«yellowish-brown earthy shales.

The yhales* contain some focoids and other plant-impression^, beside^

e rather badly preserved remains of fishes and crustaceans.

8« Towards base of group 4^ dark clays and soft clay shales predominate
;

'

the shales contain plant-remains and marine shelb, Cm'/Aiaoi sp.;
|

thickness about 600 feet. **

Upper Miocene
{eatuarxne).

Mweene {marine).

2, Bed of greeniah clay at the haserwith layer of g^'psum.

t. miiok biHis of sandstone and sWes with greenish eartliy stoles; C p (marine),
iShmspra sp. )

• Rests conformably on upper cretaceoos limestone.

.
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Eocene bede south of

Tashkdrghto

Marine clays.

Ceritkimm sp.

With the exception of an Exogyra sp. I have not diaooveted anf fohsil

remains in the lowest beds of the tertiary rooks. cThe
Eocene group at MathSr.

cretaceous limestone of the anti-

clinal north of Bajgah to the miooend Oyirt^^itim-clays (3) is gradual and oontinU*

ous, and 1 would naturally infer a representation of the eocene horizon in the

section, even if eocene fossils had not already been described from that locality*

I believe Captain Hay ^ doscribes eocene fossils from beds which rest on cretaceous

rocks north of the Bajgah anticlinal, but unfortunately his paper is not available

to me whilst I write this in the field.

In the Math&r vallby this group is of considerable thickness, probably not

TbwkneBB
^ 1>000 feet. The strata composing it are

highly raised up, but perfectly conformable to the upper

cretaceous ExogyraAimeRtone.
*A very similar group of sandstones and shales ties between the upper creta-

ceous and the dark mioeene clays, south of Tashkdrghdn,

where the tertiary rocks dip under a steep aligle below the

recent deposits of tl^B Oxus valley.

Of great^interest is the group of partly marine partly freshwater strata which

Miocene. rests conformably on the marine eocene beds at Math&r.

Towards the top of the group of sandstones and shales (1) beds of Svdark

clay or clay-shales with subordinate sandstone beds

appear, which finally merge into a thick group (about 500

feet) of dark friable clay-shales, whioh contain a few in-

determinable plant-remains and some marine sheKs, amongst whioh a Oerithium

sp. is the oommonest. The form is probably allied to a species also found in the

roiooone salt-bearing group of the Adarbaijan province of Persia. The olay-shaleo

are associated with gypsum layers and veins, wl^cli oocur not only in this horizon

but throughout the overlying strata.

This group passes upwards into sandy shales^ with concretiona^ brown sand-

stone and yellowish brown earthy shales. The passage from
* the Oerithium^olaiys into the group (4) is so gradual that

I must assume the latter to have been deposited under es-

tuarine conditions near a gradually shallowing sea. Of marine fossils 1 have

found none in thegroifp, but some plant-impressions, mostly fragments only,besides

badly preserved fish and crushed crustacean remains are common, yjeius and

irregular layers of gypsum are found throughout the group, whioh is well exposed

on both ^ides of tbe Matb4r valley in whioh the tertiary seties«form8 steep

cliffs. f
** '

Qtoup (4) is overlaid conformably by a series of beds, which ati pass gra*

dualiy from one into the other, and evidently forth one
Frwhwatorse ec.

structural unit. They are all freshwater deposits, probab-

ly of fluviatile orig^, and remarkable for the bright deep red, brown or green

coloure prevailing.* . ,

The lowest stratum of this series is a coarse conglomerate which is chiej^ made

up of rolled debris from the cretaceous limestones cemented iogetitcr by tt *red-

1 Journ. Ai. Soc. Beng., IX, 18iO, p. 1126.

Estonrine formation.

Fiih remains.
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iisik eajoa^na maiiriz. It it well aeen on both sides of the valley and noar boi£i

ends of it,' but perhaps may l^t be examined north^wedt of the village of ICathfe,

on the right side of the streanii where i observed it to rest seemitigly oonfarmaWe
on the underlying upper xniooene rooks»i With this conglomerate and above it

aire thick beds of densely red coarse sandstone, alternating with a few thin

earthy purple layers. The"^total thickness of this gronp is veiy great ; at Uatbo&r

not less than 800 to 1^000 feet are exposed of it, but in other sections this i^gure

is largely exceeded, and is most probably several thonsand feet. The group is of

wide-spread extent north of the central Afghan watershed, and may be seen ia all

sections below the more recent Chull^ deposits. •

The groups 6, 7, 8, and 9, which form with 5 a structural whole, are, of course,

not divided from each*other in any defined manner, but pass from one into the

other very gradually.

locafuw
It only^emaina to traqs these groups in other localities.

South

gbah
of Tashkdr-

In the Bamidn valley itself the conditions are very |imilar
;
in a synclinal of

* upper cretaceous rocks, an apparently complete series of

series.
tertiary rooks is enclosed. I was unable to* examine the

. Hamidn section closely, as I was at the time suffering from

severe fever, but fortunately Captain Hay (see footnote on preceding page) has

given a description of that locality.

The only other section where unquestionable lower

LoSer fccniJiries
tertiarysrocks crop up is that of the Oxus valley, which

presents altogether very interesting features.

• Conformably oA the northern flank of the cretaceous anticlinaJ, south of

Tashkdrgh&n and Balkh, I found the older tertiary

clays and sandHtones, more or less identical with the

groups as described from Math&r, and they pass here also

gradually into the bright red and green clays and sandstones of the lower

plhioenes.
^

The whole genes dlp^ under a gradually lessoning angle below the aerial and
* fluviatile deposits of the Oxus plains to crop up again at

^
Be-appwirs on the northern margin. The tertiary series seems strongly

^ ,
. developed on the Bokharan side of the valley, but politica^

reasons prevented my visiting the right banks of the great river. Bet^reen Eilif

and Ehant*i«ab the Oxus cuts an outcrop of the tertiaries and luckily exposes

some of the marine miofiene strata, and perhaps some portion of tKe group 1

(page 2665. •

* ^he diff above the head-land of the Eilif ferry (Afghan side) is composed of

sandstones with alternating shell-limestone, dipping at an

SeU llmsftone,
- *^8^® about 60^® below the blown sands of the great plain

. whiqh stretches south of the river.* tThe shell limestone

^contains some Orfrea, Psctsnf and Bryogoa, which all bear a stroni^ resemblance to

spbaies flgnred by von Abich from the salt^bearing Miocene of north*westom

Persia.
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This complex of fossiliferoos strata rests on irregular beds of white lime-

stone, which forms the oli£| west of the Kilif ferry
;
alter-

^Limestone with
with it and replacing the limestone laterally are

large depositjfi and irregalar masses of gypsnm of reddish

and black colour. The limestone yielded a few badly preserved fossils.

The same gypsum group crops up again some 30 miles further west in the

Kham i ab
Kham-i-ab on the Afghan-Bokhdran frontier,

wliore the formation forms a bold scarp facing north and
gently dips below the recent* deposits of the Chull south of it. In one of the

^irregular layers of soft white limestone of Dev-Kala, a
® Dev-KHia.

of Kham-i-ab, I found a few marine

remajns (bivalves) which await determination.

1 venture to identify this group of rocks on the Ozus

gyi^JwM.'foSLtion'S
miocene formation of Persia and Armenia,

PorvU. ' which seems identical with the gypsiferous series of Loftus.

I am told that at the western slopes of the 1^oh»i-Tan in Bokhdra, some 35 to

40 miles north of Khwaja Salar, some good rock-salt occurs in beds similar to the

gypsiferous group of ESlif. The rock-saltf is mined and largely used by the

inhabitants on both sides of the Oxus. It is of a fleshy pink colour.

Pliocene formations in It remains now to describe the pliocene formations
Turkistdn which occupy a very large area in Turkistan.

The Mathdr section shows an apparently perfect conformity between all the

strata composing the tertiary senes ; that, however, is not the caso everywhere.

Not only in the area between Mathdr and the Oxus Valley, but in all sections west-

wards of the Balkh-ab, I found the easily recognised bright coloured rooks of the

pliocene series resting directly upon strata of the upper cretaceous group, and iij

most cases with apparent conformity.

After the close of the miocene period the conversion of a great part of the

Oentral Asian sea into wide plaids and isolated lake basins was<Anally accom-

plished, and the wrinkled and folded surface of marine deposits was gradually

covered with a huge thickness of sandstones, clays, and sands during the pliocene

and recent epochs i
^

»

There is nowhere a marked lithological difEerence be-

difbrenoe between ^the tween the pliocene deposits and the recent accumulations

pli(^ne and recent de- of sands and gravels. The passage from the former into*

the latter is veiy gradual in most loealities. •

The lower beds of the pliocene formations are only seen near the ocgntact with

the cretaceous limestones, or ^here the beds have been
O^nrrence and com-

gufflciently raised to bx^ng them above the s^aoe, and^ they liherefore show in most cases the characteristics of^

great fans, accumulations of river gravels, and intercalated beds of sands and clays*

The whole lower portion of these deposits is nearly everywhere of a dense

briok-red colour, wi^k occasional thin clay bands of bright olive green. This

formation seems of a perfectly uniform charact^v over the greater part of

Afghanistan ahd Persia,land underlies everywhere the vast accumulatioQp. of

blown sand of the Chdll which fringes the Turkistdn low-lands. •

No marked lithological

difleronoe between the

pliocene and r^nt de-

porite.

position.
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cene deposits near Katar
ICala.

The etetaeeouB limestones formed probably an undulating table-land in plio*

cene tijnes, in the Tiide troughs of whicli^ the sandstone

popit^prior* tj^he ge- end giavels of that period were laid down. Subsequent

neial wrinkling of the wrinkling of this habjie-land into the compressed area we
Turkistdn tahle-land.

crushed the later tertiaiy beds into

narrow synclinals. This feature can be observed in every case, where the ter-

tiaries and recent formations are' exposed.

The valley of the Beloheragh-Maimena ^ stream shows this structure exceed*

ingly well. The greater poV£ion of the synclinal along

GiauhiDg of the^plio- which the stream runs must once Jiav® been filled by plio-

cene gravels, clays, and conglomerates, which in this case

were unconformable to the cretaceous limestone antiglinals

on both sides of the valley. The force which completed the folding of the Tnr-

kistin rocks after the depoBi|ion of the pliocene gravels affected the latter also,

and the- section of these rocks neaj^ Katar Kala, Ijetween Maimena and Belcheregh

shows now a high arch into which the pliocene rocks have been crushed, and

, which stretches across the synclinal trough of the valley. The present stream

has since then worked its way through the great thickness of gravels and sand-

stone beds, leaving at some points only portions of the latter on each side of the

.valley. They seem now to dip^below the cretaceous limestone at several points

owing to the partial inversion the strata of the latter have suffered in folding.

The best exposures of the pliocene group may be seen along the northern

margin of the Turkist&n high-lands, along the north

slope of, the last anticlinal. Densely red grits, ocmglo-

merates, and clays may be traced uninterruptedly from the

Yrestem comer of the Tirband, near Bala-Murgh&b, to Tashkfirghdn in Afghan-

l\irkist&n. The coarser deposits (old fans) of the group rest usually conformably

on the cretaceous limestone belo^, and with the latter they have now been highly

raised, and in aome cases been bent vertically. Northwards the dip gradually

lessens and apparently becomes nearly horizontal.

•There seems to be no great lithological difference between the pliocene aoeumu-
* •lations and the more recent deposits, and 1 believe the pass-

physical conditions of from one into the other is very gradual. The greaterpart

^nce pli<ftene times. of the recent accumulations are of aerial ongin,and consist of

unstratified loess deposits. 1 noticed similar masses of loess

within the pliocene group, and I beMeve therefore that the physical conditions of this

part of 0eujbralAsia have not changed materially since the close of the miocene times.

Some ofthe smaller and isolated areqs of pliocene deposits within* ihe great

synclinals gt Turkistdu have probably been laid down in lake basins and river

^valleyli, and so no doubt were some of the lower par^ of the pliocene gravels and
conglomerates near the northern edge of the high-lands, where the drainage from

the hills spread over the great plains. But even in pliocene times, as at the

present time, the fine dust and sand borne along by the north^ air currents used

* This name is distinctly writteA Maimesa in Mr. Griesbach’s manuscript^ hut it would seem

to denote the same as the equally distinct Maimena of other paftages. AvaOabie maps of that

ssgion do not afford means of oorreotion. The accentaation is defective thtOughout.'—E]>.
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to meet the riyer-bonie deposits coming from the hills. The sections of the Almeo!',

Maim&na, aiu^ Astar-ab streams all reyeal the sai^e f^ts: a short distance «way
from the edge of the hills, nnstratified and irregular layers of loess lie between

distinctly flnviatile formations, unt4 still farther away the former assume larger

proportions, and finally the whole asstnnos the unstratified appearance of typical

loess, which forms tho wide Chfill north of Afghan-Turkist&n.

Had I only observed the red grits and clays of the plipcene along the soutiiem

boundary of the Chfill, 1 would most probably have looked upon them as being

of more recent origin, but* the sections of Math&r and Bami&n seem to afford a

key to a different interpretation. At all events the lower portion of this huge

accumulation of conglomerates, sandstones, and loess must be of pliocene age.

Recent formations.

From the preceding section it will appear that the history of the pUocene

epoch has been repeated during later times an& is still being enacted at tht

present moment. There is practically no diffeWce in the lithological character

of the deposits of these eras. Now, as in pliocene times, huge faLs are spread

out at the points whereHhe present rivers Cliter the open plains and finer deposits*

are laid down farther away from the fans. Air currents, probably litlle changed

in direction since later pliocene times, bring yearly vast quantities of fine dust and

sand and spread them over the low-lands of Turkist&n, in the thick deposits of

which the struams lose themselves with few exceptions. The finer particles of

this dust is borne further southwards by the hot-weather winds and so find a

last resting-place on the high slopes of the northern anticlinals. North of the

provinces of Maim&na and Turkistiin immense deposits of aerial formations

extend—formations which date from pliocene times to the present day. Only the

southern margin of these deposits belongs to Afghanistan
; tho remainder covers

the greater part of Central Asia and forms tb;? lower reaches of the Ozus with

tho Aral and trans-Gaspian region. «

Here also the separation of coarser sand from finer dust is apparent and pro-

duces land of quita different nature. Tho coarser sand falls to the ground first

and composes the great Turkoman deserts. Further souj^h tiie finer dust pro-

duces the steppes of Afghan-Turkistan, known as the Chdll, which is still pantly

irrigated and under the influence of a larger amount of atmospheric moisture, and

hence generfdly covered with good grass. According *to Richthofen’s observatioxis*

who has studied the aerial formations and steppes of northern China, theee 'last

two factors—moisture and vegetation—caused the cementing together^and partial

change of the air-bome particles of sand and dust and ^o caused the formation of

unstratified loess deposits which cover immensi portions of Centfnli Ay> .

In connection with the fecent formations there are chiefly twC features *whmh^
1 will notice here

;
the first is the fact that the folding process is still active at

the present time, and the second feature is the accumulation of vegetable matter

in certain areas of tire Ohdll. ^

The first fact seems proved by two observations
| *(1), at all the pointa vehere

* tl|{e present rivers of Turldstan form^gh alluvial bawtr^
Esesnt flexures.

along their"lower reaches in the
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pl0isg^~it iB phiixil; ibat tba beds Qomporing tbese deposits hare aadergc»Q»

oonsiderable distarbaoce, Kear the north6]i:i margio Ide^.lands, saxxds

and gra^b of yoimger alluTial deposits are raked high up, Iq sonde eeaes

nesTty tertioally $ farther away frm^the o^der aatiolmSlB the dip of the receht

deposits flattens gradually and forms the prilams of Turkist&n.

{2,y He valley of the Oxns between Ahhoha and Tashkfirgh&a is formed

chiedy by "extensive and probably very think deposits of clays, gravels, and loose

sandstone* Near the river, and forming a belt of varying width, thick waves of

blown sand cover this base of flnviatile deposits*. T!i6 latter has been formed by

the Oxns with its tributaries, the present Khulm, Ba}kh-ab, Sar-i^Plil, and

Maimina streams. At the present time none of the latter reach the Oxns itselft

but lose themselves in, and are diverted by, a great swell in the ground which

extends more or less parallel with and north of the edge of tho hills, and north

of the populated districts of the plains. Though 1 have not seen any section of

this ‘ rise * or swell in the valley of the Oxus, I l^lieve that^it is the beginning of

an antiolinal which has formed in comparatively recent times* The Oxus itself

is a good iflustration of the fact known as Do Baers'^ law, inasmuch as it

steadily encroaches on its right banHh, at the same iimS depositing detritas on

its left side. The river oomes in great sweeps from Badakhshan, diverted cer-

tainly here and there by far prcijecting ranges, but on the whole steadily pressing

northwards and so removing material from its right bank* It therefore hugs the

hills of Bokhara the whole way. If no other agencies were at work, the river,

in its endeavours to transgress on its right banks, would have levelled the cHffs of

Eham-i-ab and Eilif, instead of„ as appears now, having cut off a comer of the

miocene group which forms the Bokh&ran side. The dip of those miocene strata,

^ot leas than the partially raised recent alluvial accumulations near the latter,

prove that the gradual bendiug of the tertiavies of the Oxus basin intp an anti'*

clinal is going on at tho present time. Tho river is as it woro flowing along the

crest of a mountain range now in course of formation. Here denudation keeps

pace with folding, and hence the excavation of tho nver channel between the cliffs

of ^d Eham-i-ab.

I believe the sifell mentioned above to be simply another Imo along which an

anticlinal jia forming at the present time. The gradually rising fold being parallel

with tho direction of the nver has aided the exertion of the latter to oncroaoh on

its right side and so resulted in the Oxus being gradually forced over the miocene

deposits flf Eilif, into' which the rivSr eroded a channel, whilst the left banks conti-

nue to bend^into a new flexure.

Tho lesser eroding* power of the former tributaries of tho Oxus in Turkistdn

ooald not jeoep pace with the steadily rising area of the new fold, aided by ^e
^accnnfnlations of aerial formations which collect maii^Iy along the northern curves

of this flexure, and hencO the streams have now been cut off from the Oxus and

are mostly lost in the TurkisUln plain or form irregularly shaped marshes.

The second feature wjiioh I observed in connection with Ijie modern deposits

Of riysrs seems to me of considerable importance in illustrating certain conditions

which oarbonaoeems deposits may have been formed. Afghanisttb, especi-

^ *
» Bull Acad* at. Potewburg 11, 1860
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ally the hilly portion of it, is remarkably poor in vegetation
;

its hill-sides are all

but absolutely devoid of any. Trees are very few and far between, and grass

exists only as separate tufts here and there. The Iftwer slopes are generally well

clothed with fine grass amongst which thistles and camel-thorn species flomnsh, and
in some places altogether replace tlSe /ormef. The scorching dry winds of the

summer soon diy eveiy blade of grass and every single thistle, which after a time

are reduced to more or less of a vegetable dust. The dry stalks and scrubby parts

of thistles and camel-grass become now the sport of the wind, and it is not uncom-

mon to see them accumulated into the shape of large balls or bundles careering over

the diy surface of the hill-sides. Most of the smaller rivulets in the hills become
quite dry during that season, and others are reduced to quite small runnels. In

the sjmng, however, when the snow melts and tremendous thunderstorms break in

the mountains, every little streamlet changes into a violent torrent, whilst the big

rivers become altogether impassable, often for months. At that season the channels

of all the hill streams, previously choked with vegetable dust and debris, are tho*

roughly cleaned out. So are the *bill-sides and doping plains, with the result that

all this organic matter, representing more or less the entire vegetable^ growth of

the preceding year, is Washed down into tht big rivers of Turkistdn, which then

arc in flood. «Th6y are then more or less completely covered with a thick coating,

a floating mass of vegetable debris, which consists chiefly of powdered and broken-

up grass, some fragments of scrubby plants, such as thistles, and only a few biPoken

branches or whole trees.

As I had to cross the principal mountain streams during my tour in the spring

of 1886 I was forcibly struck with the fact that in a country so bare of vegetable

growth as Afghanistan, every stream during spring-time was nothing Jbut a sewer,

in which almost eveiything that had grown the preceding yea^ was washed down
to the plains.

Had Afghanistdn a climate more moist, and were the hill -sides covered with

forests, the vegetable matter contained in the strr ams during spring-time would
probably be very slight in comparison with what it is now. Grasses and annual

plants would decay locally, more or less held together by tree-growths and the

moister surface of the soil. As it is, however, fhe scorching and almost persistent

winds which prevail in Afghanistan reduce every blade of grass on the hill-sid^

into a yellowish brown dust before the hottest days of the summer are over.

I was especially struck with this during last spring, when I crossed the*

Balkh-ab by the bridge at Akbkabrtik. A thunderstorm had broken in the hills

to the south and the river came down a seething mass of chocolate-coloured

liquid. Its surface was covered thickly with vegetable nzatter, sudh as I have

described above. It was evidently the result of an extensive >*wash’ of the

whole hill-sides. So matted and thick was the mass of vegetable matterf that

I noticed birds being able to alight on it, though it was floating all the time.

With it, the water holds in suspension a large quantity of mineral matter and

brings down large boplders. The noise of the latter as they rattle down with

the current is fionmtimes quite deafening. I obsevved the latter fact when

encamped at Haiback clq^ to the Khulm river. It happened to come down, in ^

flood after a terrific thunderstorm, and the noise of the moving stones in its be^
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was far exceeding that of the rafihm|( torrent^ and I could only liken it to flie

olaah of maohineiy.

The mineral matter held hi suspenaiou falls gradually of course as the river

proceeds, and the >water will be almost free from such matter near the end of its

course, where the river * runs to eartfi ’ qpi fbe plain of TurkisMn* Not so the

vegetable matter floating along. Only a small proportion of it will And a resting

place along the banks, as it is constantly again swept away by subsequent floods.

Almost the entire sweepings of the hill-sides of the Tirband, of the Hazarajit,

and the Turkistdn high-lands generally And their «my into the rivers and eveiu

tually get stranded m the reedy mq^rshes of the Chdll, where in time the vege«

table substance must form vast deposits m isolated areas.*

Much of the water is used up for artificial irngation, and witli it no doubt a

great deal of the vegetable matter helps to manure the lands of Turkist&n ; %nt in

times before man helped to shape the course of natural events, the accumulations

of vegetable deposits in the niarshes of the Central Asian plains must have been

very large and seems to me to elplain tho existence of coal-beds in formations

which evidently were deposited m an area and epoch poor in vegetable produce,

with a flora poor at least in species, 4f not in actual quatftity.

• Qladal formations.

There are no glaciers existent at the present time in Afghan-Turkist&n. But
'that such filled some of the high valleys in former days, probably contemporaiy

with the older alluviums, is proved by huge glacial accumulations in several loca-

lities which 1 have visited. Some of them seem so fi’osh and undisturbed that it

is difficult to beheve that behind them glaciers do not still exist.

High boulder bed terraces exist in nearly all the valleys, and some of them may
be of glacial origin. Particula^y well developed I found such in the valley of

the Almar stream near Sarakh-dora and on the north slope of the Kara Oalli pass

south-west of Maimdna.

1 have however seen unquestionable glacial formations in several localities,

aerfor instance in^the valley of the Yakh-dara, west of Fadghan, near Shisha

Alang and Ghahil, at*Karmard ao^ other places.

* In the Yakh-dara and at Ghahil the deposits may perhaps be best studied. At
• both places the old glacier has retired, leaving its moraines perfectly undisturbed.

At Ohi^il the valley is still blocked by the old end-moraine which forms a dam
of boulders about one mile long right across the valley behind which the basin of

the formef*glaoier stretches, bounded on each flank by side-moraines.^ The floor

of this glaciri basin is edvered with a fine mud, and half of it is occupied now hy

a deqp laUb. The drainage escapes through a narrow opening in the c^tre of tibe

' end-moraine. ^

Summary^

The sections which I examined this year are about ®midway between the

Hiid%layan, Indian, and the Persian areas, and naturally

with thur, r^iona. •

• It appears probable that nearly all the horizons describ-
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ed in this paper are represented in Persia also. With the exo^tioii of the forma-

tions enclosed between the carbonjferons Frodnctns^iimestone and tha ii^)er

jurassic beds, all or most of the horizons of the fiazarajit are also seen in the

Himalajan or sub-Himalayan areas

.

As might have been conjectured, tfie txkeness between th e formations of eastern

Khorassan and the Herat Province with TurkisMn is

an^^Herat striking, and would probably be found still greater, if I

had had better opportunities Of studying the former last

year. The following table will show how the different horizons of these provinces

may be correlated :— «

Tn^^stin. Herat PFOvinoo. Khorassan,

Blown sand of
Gbdll: allnvial

deposits.

sand of Alluvial deposits; blown sand of Herat Blown
allnvial vall^ and northern Badghis. Khoi

lown sand, north-eastern
Khorassan: allftvial deposits

;

salt-pans.

XJpper pliocene and Loess of Badghis with beds of sandstone Loess deposit of lo^br Jam val-
mder loess of and oon^lomerates. ( ley, Nishapnr plain, d^o.

Ghdll.

Lower pliocene of Upper sandstone and plant-beds of Herat
Math^
beds).

valley (Tirpdl beds) ; north of &>habash,
Tirpol, Ac. Bed and white clays with
freshwater shells of Sakhra in the Mur-
ghab valley.

Upper mi

(estoarihe)
Mathdr.

miooene Lower plant-beds of Tirpdl with gypsum.
|

le) of
I

Bed clays and gnts with Ostrea mulUcoe-
(Nimak-sar and Khwaja

Lower miocend of
Mathdr.

jower plant-
Hed clays a
tata of Bad]
Kollandar).

Nandstone with Oetrea mulUcoe-
tata Desh , near Khaf.

Eocene of Bajgah,]
Bamidn,

Nnmmulitic limestone with
rhyolites, between Niahapur
and Madan.

er cretaceous White chalk White lime-

blTdridstdn. with fossils, stone with
Bontb of Inoceramus
Kila Kao. e^'wai at

Keoy]/ra-lime- Zulfikdrand
stoneofDar- Ardewan
band, south pass,

of BalaMur-
ghab.

Lower oreteeeous White sand- r White marls
(Astaor-ab, upper stone and and clay-

Almar stream). grits with shales with
OstreOi sp., marine fos-

and plant- sils of Zdlfi-

/ Z^remainB of kdr.
iheKariika
Kotal. Shdl
limestone of

the Bwdi-
Baba.

Hippuritio
limestone of

the Doshokh
range and
Paira,.

Ck>ral lime-

stone of the
Doshakh

L peak.

White ohalk of Kelat-i-Nadri
and Zorabad.

Inoceramut’hodiB of Zorabad.
Keo^ro-limestone, Takht-i-
Gadzak near Pdl-irKhatnu,
Kela£-i-Nadn, &o.

^

Tfippm<4-bedB and shell lime-
stone of the Takht-i*GaUaal|:

;

white plant-sandstdne of
Kelat-i-Na^.
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TmUstte* Henrb Ptorinoofl. Khofamn.

BedgvitB • Kai-i-Sh&mshif
(S.JS. of MA)s&-
hAd); Mttdan
w«8t of Nisha>
pnrt Stnimui
B. £ of Mdflh-

* hdd Taktdn
nngOo.

Blaok Bbales Zorabadt OamH
(wiiih frag- ab (Kai-i-Sham-
ments of sbirrangeb.wert
plants) . of Takfat4-Qad«

zak. 9

liimoBtone Qaakharohan
and skaloB pass
(with Marine
fossila).

Bhratic? of sfisha Braohiopod lime- KholiBiaz east ot Herat.
Alang. stone. *

Halohia UmmeU Plant-shales and Ditto ditto.

group of Clhahil> sandstone. <

&o,
^

Green shales • Ditto ditto.

Lower trias and Green plsnl^shales Ditto ditto,

anthracite group with coal-seam.
(permian).

Green shales of ^aktdn range
and Dehrud pass.

Carboniferous
. AkBoMt.

Itobdt-i*Pai ; Doshakh -Carboniferous Froduotus-lime-.
range; KholiBiaz. stone of Yaktdn range, Dehmp

pass, &o., Ao.

It will be i|een that up to the close of the jurassio group the difEerence

between the lithological characters of the various sections is not great. The

carboniferous Productus-limestone was certainly laid down under purely marine

conditions. From the close of the carboniferous to upper jurassio times a littoral

character prevails in all the deposite from eastern Khorassan to the frontier of

Badakshan, and 1 may conclude that, during permian times, the sea gradually

became shallower, even leaving isolated basins and estuaries along the Perso*^

.Turl^tdi^ tracts. *
. ,

While the sea continued to retreat further northwards during juraono and

lower cretaceous times jn the eastern portions of Turkist^, other parts of the old

coast-line beca^ie gradually again submerged and the overlap of the sea reached

its maidBiuiA extent in upper cretaceous times, when vast tracts of soutbiieiistem

fiurope, Persia, and Afghanistan with Beluchistin, Sihd, and the north-western

margm of the Indian continent were covered byan ocean, which wa^ostprobably

continuous over these areas, *
^ ^

From that time forward eastern Khorassan and Turkistdn^, knd indeed ihe

greater, part of Persia, seems to have enjoyed much the sape physiccd conditions.

As mf work in Khorassan and the Herat province was only of the nature of a
reobnnafasanoe, some blaaks appear in the foregoing table, where probably whole
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groups could be recorded if I had had opportunity of examining certain aeotiona

more carefully.

The literature which bears on matters relating to Persian geology is .Tery

.
large, but thp only .connected accounts which we^ possess,

and thVt^burz!"
to Abich,^ Grewingk,* Loftus,* Blanford,^ and

Tietze,^ and according to these authors it appears that the

geological structure of northern and north-western Persia closely corresponds with

that of Afghanist&n.

From the upper cretacebtis to the youngest formations the resemblance is very

strong. The passage from the upper cretaceous into the nummuliiics and lower

tertiaries is very gradual, as Abich has shown for the north-western Persia.

Thera are also mioceno marine deposits, overlaid by great thicknesses of a marine

salt and gypsum formation in which densely red rocks predominate, which form-

ation (the gypsiferous group of Loftus) passes upwards into a freshwater group

containing plants and mammalism bones, which stratigraphically corresponds with

my pliocene freshwater group.

Along the entire Elburz range- there appears below the uppo^* cretaceous

(hyppuritic) group and the true carboniferous (marine) rocks a great thickness

of deposits, Vhich contain in certain localities plant-remains of Gondwana types,

and in north-western Persia some marine jursfiSsic fossils in its upper beds.

Coal-seams are found in many localities. I think it ve^ probable that this series

of deposits represents all the horizons which I found in Turkist&n between the

carboniferous and the cretaceous group. I hope to find the opportunity at some
future time of examining this plant-bearing seriep of the Elburz and so establish

its exact relations with my* Turkistdn sections.

•Several of the groups of strata wluch I observed in Turkistdn show close rela-

tionship to formations found in the Peninsula of India, the

layalf
Central Himalayas, and ivashmir. All along the northern

margin of Persia, through the Herat<^ province and

Turkistdn, runs a more or less connected line of carboniferous rocks, containing

maime remains common in the carboniferous beds of Europe. Formations of

more or loss identical lithological cliarcM^ter and containing the same carboni-

ferous fauna are found all along the Himalayan ranges from Kashmir to«the

frontier of Nepal. Several of the forms found in Kashmir and in the Perso-

Afghan areas are identical, and it appears most probable that daring carboniferous

.
* H. von Abich : Vergleichende geognostischc Grundziige der kaukasiseben, armeiiisohen and,

nordperBistohen Gebirge. Mem. Acad. Sc. St. Peterttb. Vol. VII. 3p9—f36.
^

H. von Abich, Ober das Steinsalz in rut». t^rmenirn; pages 61—160.
,

Do. Beitr. zur Rilaooutologie des asiat. Rossi.
;
pages 587«-677. *

Do. Eine BorgkaK;fauna aus der Araxeseiige in Armenion. Wien 1878 etc. etc. •

^ Dr. C. Grewingk, Die. gcogn. uiid orogr. Verb, des nOrdl. Persieus.—Verb. Eais. min. Gesell.

St. Petersb. 185^. 208.

* W. K. iJRoh, c-n the Geology of portions of the Torko-Persian frontier, etc. Quart. Jonr.

Geol. Soc. 1^56. Vot. XI. p. 247.

* W. T, BUnford, Eastern Persia. London 1876, pp. 487—606.
* Dr. E. Tietze, papers A Jahr. K. K. gcol. Ueiobsanstalt 1875, pp. 129—140; 1877 ps>.'

1—6,

p. 841—430 ; 1878 p. 169—206 ; 1879 pp. 566-668 ; 1881 pp. 67<-180.
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times these traots were conneoted by sea. That oonnection seems todiave con-

tinned, partly at least, up to ^ter permian times, for in beds belonging to that

epoch on the Araxes die fonnd idontioally similar forms as in the beds with

Otoeeras woadwardi in the Central Himalf|fa% which I included in the lower trias

at first, with which horizon they are strnctnrally conneoted.

Whilst purely marine conditions prevailed from carboniferous to tertiaiy times

in the Kashmir and Himalayan areas, the sea began to retreat gradually along

the whole Perso-Turkist&n line soon after the close of the permian epoch.

No marine beds seem hitherto to have been foun&*in the Elburz lower meso-

zoio deposits; in TurkiBt4n, however, I found several w^l-marked triassio and
later horizons intercalated between beds of distinctly freshwater or estuarine

character. Amongst them I recognized strata with Monotis salinwria and Ealobia

lommeh\ both good upper triassic (Hallstadt) types. The horizon has been recog-

nized by Stoliczka^ and Lydekjccr^ in the Spiti and Zanskar areas, t found it

well represented in the Central Himalayas of K^imaon. In addition to this the

Turkistan group contains also some G-ondwana types of plants, which probably

grew on th^triassic land south of the Hazarajdt, which may have been connected

with 41ie Indian Oondwana continent.

In the Jurassic series I have only found one group of deposits which reminded

mo very strongly of a Himalaydfu horizon, namely, the Spiti shales. Lithologi-

cally the black alum-shales of Khorak-i-Bala and Doab in Turkistdn and the

Maim&na province, no less than similar bods in Khorassan, seem undistinguishable

from the Spiti shales, from whii h, however, they differ in their fossil contents,

I found similar shales at the bas^ of the cretaceous group of the Takht-i-Sulimdn

west of Dera Ismail Khan. #

, The tremendous overlap of upper cretaceous deposits with the entire tertiary

series of Turkistan seem rather to agree in their broad
Cretaceous and tertiary.

similar formations in BeluchistAn, Sind, and

the north-west frontier than with the Himalayas, with which 1 have not been able

to jrrelate them.

The upper cretaceous rocks seem to have been laid down in a sea which

stretched from the^Adinatio to Afghanistan and round the north-western margin

of India almost uninterruptedly, for both the lithological characters and the fossil

contents of the upper cretaeequs group seem very constant over tho eutil^' area.

With eocene times sQmc changes occurred, for the tertiary deposits of the Perso-

Turkist&n and Indian seas show Some great differences. It may probably be

found that the tertiary series of Sind and Beluchist4n is perhaps structurally

connected with the Pefco-Turkistdn rocks; there seems at least a similar succes-

sion of marine to freshwater series in both these tracts^

• •

Shadian, near Balkh^ let Sejpteniber 1886.

I Memoirs Vol. Y, p. 44.
* Meinoin Vol. p. fes.
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Notice of a fiery Eruption from one of the mud volcanoes 6f Obeduba Ifiland,

Arakan.^

The following report, dated 1st of Au^st 1886, from the Deputy Oommissioner

of Kyauk Pyu has l^en communicated 1^ the Commissioner of Arakan :

—

“ I have the honour to bring to your notiee that the Myooke of Oheduba reports that on

the night of the 3rd instant at about 11 f.m. an emption took place of one of the volcanoes

in the Minbya Circle of the Island of Cheduba. The volcano, the fire burst from, is Nagabyin-

quin, called Nagapho (male). The flame rose to the height of 1,000 feet, the circumference

or girth of it was about 506 feet ; only lava and mud were thrown up, and it strongly smelt

of petroleum. There was no damage done to cattle or human life."
<-

The ' laya * means no doubt ejected fragments of the sedimentai^ rooks of

the locality : see Yol. XI, p. 202.

Notice of the Nammianthd aerolite, hy H.B. Medlioott, Geological Survey ofIndia.

Nammia^hal is a village in the South Arcot district of the Madras Presidency,

6 miles north-east of the town of Tiruvannamalai, approximately at 79^-12' E.

Longitude and lF-17' N. Latitude. On atlas sheet No. 78 these names appear

as Lamundol and Triomallee (old spelling). The lall occurred on the 27th January

1886. The stone was received in a single piece, but a portion had been broken

off and ifbout a fourth of the crust chipx>ed away by the first official (a Police

officf^) who obtained possession of it. Its weight was 4,519 grammes : specific

gravity 3*68. There was nothing remarkable in the' shaped: an irregular out>

lino, with rounded edges and angles, and pitted over the surface in the usual

manner. It is a rather coarse-grained oligosiderfto, of very firm texture.

In forwarding the specimen the Collector of the district fumislfed the follow-

ing account of the fall:
—'‘One Bamasamy Ooundan is said to have been in his

field facing west, when he heard a loud report behind him (t.e. the east), and

turning round observed the fall of the aerolite,' which is said to have been accom-

panied by steam or smoke. The sky was cloudy at the time. *

The observer is reported to have become insane since the date of this occur-,

rence. I have therefore been unable to gather any further information as to the

circumstances of the fall.”

Analysis of Gold-dust fronk the Meza Valley, Upper Burma, hy Rr Bomakis,

D.So., OhernicaU Examiner to the Government of Burma.

The Meza river is a western affluent of the Irawadi close to the town of Maya-

doung, about 1 30 miles above Mandalay. The specimens were sent by the Deputy

Commissioner of Katha, a station on the Irawadi some 35 miles higher up, and

‘ For previous notices see vol. XI, p, 188 j XII, 70 j XIII, 806, j XIY, 106 1 XT, 141 ; XVl

204; XVII, Ifffli XVIII, 124.
"
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50 miles below Bhamo. The sample A was found at the foot of a range of hilte

30 miles* west of Eatha
;
its oemposition was as follows

Gangae

Gold

Silver ^

r Copper pyritee

\ Silver

<Magnetite«

/Quartz
N Loss on ignition

87*66

6 96
1*96

,1*64

088
1*09

1*48

The specimen was in comparatively large irregntar ^grains, with adhering
quartz. The silver was partly alloyed with gold, partly in the residue insoluble

in aqua-regia. Under the microscope I picked out an octahedral crystal of

chrome iron and a grain of iridosmine.

The sample B was from the river sand ; it was in small smooth grains. It con-

tained little magnetite, but a comparatively large quantity of iridosmine. Analy-
sis gave the following result :

—

Gold 74*83

Silver » , . . ,
•

. . 286
Platinum (with trace of iridium) 2*63

Iridoemkie 704
Ziroonia 708
Silica (by difference) 6*66

The iridosmine is known to the gold-washers as shin^than (clear iron), but

they reject it as useless ; so it seems likely that with duo care a much lar^r pro-

portion might be procured.^ • ^

In connection with the analysis of the gold, the following brief notice of Ihe

gold diggings in the*Katha district may be of interest
;
it is abstracted from a re-

port by Mr. H. M. S. Mathews, as published in the Rangoon Gazette of the 18th

August 1886.

Five princii)al localities are noticed; (1) Ma-ln-Shwomu, 70 miles north-

west of Katha and 38 from Maing-Kaing on the Ghindwin, several days by boat

above Kindat; (2)^Kaba Schwemu, 15 miles west of Wuntho; (3) Mauhaing
Schwemu, 25 miles w6bt of Mantelt

; (4) Ko-nan-yua, 20 miles north-west of

M&teit; (5) Nanka Schwemu, west of the Mu river and on the same pard^llel as

Wuntho. There are old woikings in the Katha district itself, also in the inde-

pendent oountiy north of Ma-In.

There are three different methods of working

:

(1) Shallow channels are dug in the gold-bearing ground, with deeper pools

at intervals to serve as catchment basins. Water is thbn conducted into the chan-

nel from tht nearest hill stream. After a few hours the water-supply is diverted

^nd the water baled out of the basins, the silt coll6oted in these being carefull/

washed for gold dust^

(2) By washing the silt collected during the rains in deep catchment drains,

sometimes a mile and a hal^ long, and generally the comnmn property of a

village. They yield from 5 to 20 rupees weight of gold in the seasop*
«

^

* For a notice of Iridosmine from the stream gold of Upper Assain, see a paper by Mr. Mallet

in’tlM Record, tor 1882 (VoL XV, p. 68).. .
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(3) By mining the aoriferons layers in the deep allnvial deposits. The layer

is generally a span or loss in thickness of dark saifdy pebbly soil overlaid by a

red layer of similar composition,^which is again overlaid by ordinary loam, from

5 to 20 cubits in depth. In the dryV^ther drifts are^driven from the bank of a

stream on the outcrop of the gold-layer. At intervals of about 7 or 8 cubits a

shait is sunk down to the drift, apparently to secure escape in case of a fall of

earth ;
the drift is then continued in the most promising direction. The earn-

ings are very uncertain: from Re. 1-4 weight of gold to only 4 annas weight in a

month. At the diggings the gold is valued at about Rs. 20 per rupee weight ;

at Katha the price is 20 to 30 Rs.

TJie gold-seekers are principally Kado Shans, half-bred Shan Bunnans

;

they work for two or three months in the year, and for the rest as ordinary culti-

vators. The workings are said to have boon carried on for 300 years. In 1882

the Bunnoso officialsr wei’o expelled by the Wunthb Chief who holds the counti^y

still
' •

‘additions to TflB MUSEUM.
0

Fbom IST July to 30th Septxmbsb 1886.

* Dhobi’s earth,' aand with carbonate of soda, locally used in washing clothes, occurs in

patches among the low sand dunes on the shore of the Godavari delta ; and some

sulphurous earth, from the Godavari delta. Pbbsbntbi) by Mb. J. Yanstavbbk.

A piece of orpiment from Chitral, from hills north-west of Eilla Drassan.

Pbbbbntbu^ by Db. Giles, Gilghit Mission.

Cobalt ore from Babal, south of Khetri, and slag from old disused copper mines, 20 miles from

Bahai near Dhanaota, about 1 mile north of Udeypur, a village tn Jeypore. «

Pbeseeted by Db. J. P. Stbatton, Political Agent, Jeyfobe.

A collection of minerals about 42 varieties, and 3 specimens of Eozoon canadense, from

Canada. Pbesented by Sib J. William Dawson.

Specimen of gold dust from river sand, from Meza Chyaung.

Pbesented by Db. B. Bomanis, Chemical Examinee, Bujima.

A slab, 18 inches square, of red marble, cut and polished, from Jeypore, Bajputana.

Pbesented by the Jbypobb Mdsecm,

The nearly entire meteorite that fell on the 27th Janua^ 1886, at Nammianthal-villagp,

6 miles north-east of Tiruvannamalai town in South Arcot, Madras, weight 4619 gram-

mes. SBNf BY THE COLLECTOB OF SoUTH AbCOT.

Nineteen specimens of minerals from German localities. 0

' By bxch/lnge, fbom thi^ Jena Univebsitt Museum.

ad‘ditions to the library.

Fbom 1st July to 30th Seftbmbbb 1886.

Titles Boohs. / Donors.

Backhouse, cTamcs.—On a mandible of Machmrodus from the forest-bed. With an appen-

^ dix by |t. Lydekker. 8* Pam., London, 1886. B. Lydbkkeb,

BBONN’s.^Elassen und Ordnuniren des Thier-Beichs. Band VI, abth III Beptilien, lief.

,
60-63. 8^ Leipzig, 1886.
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Ti^Ua of Booha. Donors.

Bbossabd^ j?.—Essai ear la coijBtitutlon physique et g^ologique des rdgious mdridionalea

de la sub-divisioB de S^tif (Algdrie). 4** Paris, 1866. H. B. Mbdlicott*

Burma.—Papers od the Guology and Minq^aia of ^ritiih Burma, reprinted by order of C. £*

Bernard, Chief Commissioney. ^ Calcutta, 1882.

Oeolooicai Subyet of India.

Bubnbs, Jamea ,—A narrative of a visit to the Court of Sinde ; a sketch of the history

of Cutch from its first connection with thfi British Government in India

till the conclusion of the treaty of 1819 \ «nd some remarks on the medi-

cal topography of Bhooj. 8^ Edinburgh, 1831.

Castillo, Antonio del^ and Babcena, ilfareano.—Antropologia Mexicana. El Hombre
del Penon. Noticia sobre el hallazgo de uu hombre prehistorico en el

Valle de Mexico. 8^ Pam. Mdxioo, 1886. M. BARcbna*

Cautlby, Proby T,—On the structure of the Sevalik Hills and the organic remains found in

them. 4** Parm, London, 1836.
^

H. B. MedlicotT.

Clarke, John AT.—On the higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario county New York. 8'^

Washington, 1886. H. B. Medlicott.

Cope, Edward 2).-*Beport on the sirq^graphy and pliocene^ vertobi ate paleontology of

• Northern Colorado. 8® Pam., Washington, 1874.

II. ll. Medlicott.

, „ Review of the vertebrata of the cretaceous period found west of the

Mississippi river. 8® Washington, 1874. H. B. Medlicott.

Cross, Whitman^ and Hillbbbaed, TF. jP.-—

C

ontributions to the Mineralogy of the

Rocky Mountaiiib. 8® Washington, 1886. H. B. MedliooTTs

Davidson, Thomaa.—The Siluriaai Brachiopoda of the Pentland Hills. 4® Pam., Glasgow,

1868, H. B. Medlicott,

•Dawson, Sir J. Wifliam.^On the results of recent explorations of erpot trees containing

animal remains in the coal-formation of Nova Scotia. 4®

London, 1882. Tbe Author.

On some unsolved problems in Geology. 8® Pam., Salem,

1883. The Author.

On the cretaceous and tertiary floras of British Columbia and
" the Narth-West Territory. 4® Montreal, 1883.

The Author.

Qp ^he Mesozoic Floras of the Rocky Mountain Region of

'
. Canada. 4^ Montreal, 1886. The Author^

Dbload6, J. F. Sobre a exidteucia do terreno siluriano no baixo alemtejo. 4°

Lisbon, 1876. Geological Survey, Portugal.

„ • Relatorio da Commissao desempenhada em Hespanha* no anno de

^
• 1878. 4"* Pam., fdsboa, 1879.

• Geological Survey, Portugal.

Note sur les fichantillons de l^ilobites envoyds a Texposition

gdograpbique de Toulouse. 8® Pam., Toulouse, 1884.

Geologic;!! Survey, Portugal.

Fischer, Paul.—Manuel de Cdqjchyliologie. Fasc. X. 8° Paris, fb86.

Fisher, Bev. Oamond.^^n the variations of gravity at certa]^ stations o^ the Indian Arc

of the meridian in relation to their bearing upon the constitution of the
*

earth's crust. 8® Pam., London, 1886. The Author.
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Tiilee of Boohit, Jkmore,

Foxtannbs, —Note snr la d^oouverte d'an nnio plised dans le mioo^e da Portng^l.

8® Pam., Lyon, 1883. dsoLoaiCAL Subtbt, Pobt0Oai>.

„ Note fiur quelqnee giseiKients nopveanz dee terrains mioo^nes du Portugal

et description d'nn portunjen da genie aoheloni. 8^ Pam., Paris, 1884.

GsOIOaiOAL SUBYXT, POBtfeAL.

Fbanxlin, James,~-On the geology of a portion of Bandeloand, Boghelcund, and the dis-

tricts of Saugor and Jubulpore. 4® Pam , London, 1828.

' u H. B. Mbdlioott.

Fttchb Albert,—^Bnrma pa^t and present with personal reminisoenoes of the ooantYy.

2 \ol8. d® London, 1878.

Gabb, Wm, 3f.—On the topography and geology of Santo Domingo. 4^ Philadelphia,

* 1873. H. B. Mbdlioott.

Gibbbs, Robert^ W.^k memoii on Mosasanrus and the three allied new ge*>or8, Holoodos,

Conosaurus, and Amphorosteus. 4® Pau., Washington, 1850.

I H. B. MBDLioor".

Gbant, C. TF.—Memoir to illustrate a geological map of Catch. 4® London, 1837.

H. B. Mbdlioott.

HAOi7B,*^i*ao/<f, and Iddikgs, P,—On the development of crystallization in the

igneous rocks of Washoe Nevada, with notes on the geology of the die*

triot. 8^ Pam., Washington, 1885. ” H. B. MBDLiporr.

Hatnb, Benjarnttit and Bishop, B,—Memorandum with an analysis of the ores of copper

in the Nellore and Cuddapah districts, and in the zemindaries of Venca-

tagheny and Calastry, Together with a few remarks by C. A. Kerr. 8®

Madras, 1835.
^

H. B. Mbdlioott.

Hbctob, James ,—Preliminary report on the recent Voloanio Eruptions. Flso. Pam.,

Wellington, 1886, , Thb Authob.

HiTOHCOOK, Edward,—Illustrations of surface geology. 4® Washington, 1857.

* H. B, Mbdlioott.

Indo-China.—

M

iscellaneous papers relating to Indo-Cliina : reprinted for the. Straits Branch
of the Boyal Asiatic Society from D ilrymple's “ Oiiental Repertory,” and
the ** Asiatic Researches” and ''Journal” of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

2 vols. 8® London, 1886. •.

Ibvino, Boland Doer.—The copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior. 4® Washington, 1883.

Rbvbbub and Agbioultubal Oepabticbnt.

Ibvino, Roland Duer and Ohambbblin, T, C,—Observaiions on the junction between the

eastern sandstone and the Keweenaw series on Keweenaw Point, Lake
Superior. 8° Washington, 1885. H. B. Mbdlioott.

Jambs, jR—A revision of the genus Clematis of the United States. 8"' Pam., Cin-

cinnati, 1883. '* Thb Authob.

,,
Cephalopoda of the Cincinnati gtoap. 8® Pam., Cincinnati, 1886.

Thb Authob.

Jambs, U. P.—Catalogue of the Lower Silurian Fossils, Cincinnati group, found at Cincin-

nati and vicinity within a range of 40 or 50 miles. 8® Pam., Cincinnati,

,
Thb Authob-

„ Contributions to Paleontology : fossils of the Lower Silurian formation *

Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. 8® Pam., Cincinnati, 1881.

Thb Authob.



PAET 4.] AddiUoM io the library. 9 m
Tiilee cfSooke, Ihnore,

"

Jambb, U. P.—Descriptions of ten new species of Montioulipora *firom the Cinoinosti grotip»

Ohio. 8^ Paih., Cincinnati, 1882. Thb Aothob.

Judd, John YTl—On Marekanite and its ^llies. ^ Eamw London, 1886. Thb Autbob.

Ealkowsst, Ermt—^Elemente der Lithologiet 8” Heidelberg, 1886.

Eibkfatbiok, ColoneL—^An accoant of the kingdom of Nepaul, being the substanoe of ob-

servations madeidaTing a mission to that country in the year 1793. 4*

London, 1811. •

Laubb, Qnstav C.—Die Eobinoiden derOesterreiohisch-Ungarischen Oberen'Tertiaerablage-

rongeo. 4^ Wien, 1871. H. B. MbdIiICIOTT.*

Lbidt, Joeeph.^Memoh on the extinct species of American Ox. 4* Pam., Washington,

1862. H. B. Mbduoott.
9

„ The ancient fauna of Nebraska ; or, a description of remains of extinct

Mammalia and Gbelonia from the mauvaises terres of Nebraska. 4^

Washington,*1863. , H. K Mbduoott.

„ A memoir on the ex&nct Sloth tribe *of North America. 4^ Washington,

1856. H. B. Mbdlioott*

„ Cretaceous reptiles of thb United States. 4* Washington, 1866.

H.<B. Mbduoott.

Lydbeebb, PteAar Descriptiod of a tooth of Mastodon latidens, Clift, from Borneo. 8^

Pam., London, 1885. Ltdbkxbb.

„ Note on some vertebrata from the Red Crag. 8** Pam., London,

1886. B. Lydbeebb.

„ On the fowil mammalia of Maragha, in North*Western Persia. 8*

Pam., London, 1886. B. Lydbeebb.

•Mabtie, Pal^ontologie stratigraphique de I'lnfra-Lias du ddpartement de la C6te«

D'Or, Buivie d*on aper^u paldontologique sur les mdmes assises dans lo

Bhone, 1*Ardbche et I'lsbre. 4° Paris, 1859. H. B. Mbducott.

Mines.—Pinarreport of Her Majesty's Commissioners appointed to enquire into accidents

* in Mines, and the possible means of preventing their occurrence or limit*

- ing their disastrous conjiequences, together with evidence and appendices.

lilM.«London, 1886.* Goybbnxbnt of India.

Moubhebtoff, J. V,—Turkestan ; a gectogical and orographical description based upon

,
• data collected luring th^ journeys of 1874 to 1880. VoL I. (In Bussian.)

* ’ 8® St. Petersburg, 1886.

Faldontdlogie Fran9ai*8er.
1'* Serie, Aniniauz Invertdbrds, Terrain Jurassiqne, Crinoides

^ livr. 81 ; Boobne : ^chintdes, livr. 4-6. Terrain Crdtacd ; Zoophytes, livr*

' 31-32. 2“*Sdrie, Vdgdtaux, Terrain Jnra8Bique,^ph4di4os,Jivr. 36-86’.

. 8° Paris, *1886.
®

PBNTlANDf J. jP«—

D

escription of fossil remains of some nimals from the north’-east border

of Bengal. 4® Pam., Lendon, 1828. • H. B. Mbducott.

Pbteb, BeJsr#.—On the general excellence of soils of Kentucky, Ac. 8® Pam., Frankfort,

No date. Cincinnati Sooibtt of STatubal Hzbtobt.

PoHLio, H*.—On the pliocene of Maragha, Persia, and its resembTanoe to that of Fikermi

In Grem ; on 'fossil elepliaiit remains of Caucasia and P|rsia; and on the

results ofa monograph of the fossil elephAts of Germany and Italy. 8®

Pam.. London, 1886. Tag Auraou,
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Titles of^Books, Donors^

FuifPBLLT, i2ei/7^ae/.—*Geoloj?iGa1 researches in China, Jilongolia, and Japan, dhring the

years 1862 to 1865. 4!" Washington, 1866. H. B. MEPLicori.

Quatbefaoes, Armand de ,
—^Lcl ages^ prdhi^oriques de 1* Espagne et du Portugal.

Preface. 8“ Paris, 1886. The Aothob.

Ribeibo, CarZoj.—Des formations tertiaires du Portugal*,. 8® Pam., Paris, 1880.

Geolooical Subvey, Pobtuoal.

B6timeteb, X.—Untersuchung der Thierreste aas den Pfahlbauten der Schweiz. 4®

Pam., Zurich, 1860. H. B. Mediicott.

SciATEB, P. X.—On the Rhinoceroses now or lately living in the menagerie of the Zoolo-

gical Society of London. 4® Londoi^, 1876. H. B. Mediicott.

Stoliczea, Ferdinand,—Oligocane Bryozoen von Latdorf in Bernbarg. 8® Pam., Wien,

18(51, H. B, Mediicott.

Sw.AN, James G.—The^ Indians of Cape Flattery, at^ the entrance to the Strait of Fuca,

Washington Territory. 4® Washington, 1869. H. B. Mediicott.

Tebqubm, OL and Pibtte, P.—Le Lias infdrieur de 1* Est de la France compronant la Meurthe,

la Moselle, le Grand-Duchd de"^ Luxembourg, la Belgique et la Mpuse.

' 4® Paris, 1865.
' H. B. Mediicott.

Thomas, Cyrus,—Synopsis of the Acrididae of North America. 4® Washington, 1878.

H. B. Mediicott.

Thomson, Sir C, Wyville, and Mubbat, John.—Report of the scientific results of the

voyage of H. M. S. “Challenger” during 1873-76. VoL XIV, Zoology,

4® Loudon, 1886. Secy, op State.

WaLI, G. P. and Sawkies, James G.—Report on the geology of Trinidad. 8® London.

1860.

Wabdeb, Robert P.—An antiseptic .called “ Ozone.” 8® Pam., Columbus, 1882.

^ The Authob.

Wessbi, Philipp, mdVfEBj&n, 0«o.-Neoer Beitrag zur Tertiar-Flora def niederrheinis-

chen Braunkohleuformation. 4® Cassel, 1855. H. B. Mediicott.

White, Charles .A.—On marine eocene fresh-water miocene and other fossil moUusca of

western North America. 8® Pani.> Washington, 1885.

U. B. Mediicott.

„ On new cretaceous fossils from GaKfornia. 8® Pam*, Washuigtqn^^

1885, H. B. Mediicott.
* * ^ o

WAittissby, On the fresh-water glacial drift of the North-Western States. 4

Washington, 1866. H. B^ Mediicott*

WiiLiAMS.'i). XT.—A geological report on the Ky»pore Mountains, the Ramghur Coal-

fields, and on, the manufacture of iron, &o. 8® CalcutuS, 186&

H. B. Mediicott.

Wiiiis, Pa»7ey.—The lignites of the Great 5ionx Reseiwation ;
a report on the region

.^between the Grand and Moroau rivers, Dakota. 8® Pam., Washington,

188gt
' H. B. Mediicott.

YuiEf PLmry, and Bubeeii, Arthur Coie.’—Mobson-Jobson : being a glossary of Anglo-

* Indian colloquial words and' phrases, and of kindred terms ; etybiolo-

gical, historical, geographical, and discursive. 8® London, 1886. ,
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PERIODICALS, SERIALS, <&a

Tithe Boohs. * Dowm*
Amerioan JoTirnal of Science, Series, Vol. XXXI, No, 186 to XXXII, No 189. 8* Mew

Haven, 1880. . ^ Thb EditobB.^

American Naturalist. Vol. XX, No 5. 8^ PhiJ^elphia, 1886.

Annalon der Pbjsik nnd Chemie. Neue Folge. Band XXyill, heft 2-4 8^ Leipzig, 1886,

Aiinalea des Mines. 8”*” Sdrie, Tome IX, li\»r. 1. 8° Paris, 1886. L'admibis. DBS MxNBS.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. 7"*' Sdrie, B(>tanique, TomcwIII, Nos 4-6. 8^ Paris,. 1886.

Annales des Sciences Naturelles. 6*"* S6rie, Zoologie et Pal^ntologie. Tome XX, Nos 3<4i.

8* Paris, 1886.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. 6th Series, Yol.^ XVIII, Nos. 103-105.

London, 1886.

Archiv fur Naturgoschichte. Jahi^. L, heft 6. 8” Berlin, 1884. ^
Athonmum Nos. 3059-3072. 4^ London, 1886.

BeiblStter/.u den Annalen der Physik und Chemie. Band X, Nos. 6-8. 8'* Leipzig, 1886.

Bibliotht>que Universelle. Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 3'“* Pdriode,

Tome XV, Nos. 486. 8® Genhve, 1886.

Bibliothbqne Univeraelle et Revue Suisse. 3"*” Pdriode, Tome XXX, No. 89 to XXXI,
No. 91. 8® Lausangp, 1886. ,

Bdtanisches Centralblatt. Band^XVI, No. 9 to XXVII, No. 11. .8® Cassel, 1886.

Chemical News. Vol. LlII, No. 1386 to LIV, No. 1398. 4° London, 1886?

Colliery Guardian. Vol. LI, No. f^28, to LII, No. 1341. Fol. London, 1886.

Das Ausland. Jahrg. LIX, Nos. 23-36. 4^ Stuttgart, 1886.

Geological Magazine. New seri jh, Decade III, Vol. HI, Nos. 7-9. 8® London, 1886.

Indian Engineer. Vol. 1, Nos. 8-13. 4® Calcutta, 1886. Thb Editob.

Iron. Vol. XXVII, No. 700 to i^XVIII, No. 713. Pol. London, 1886.

Journal de Conchyliologie. 3"® sdrie, Tome XXVI, No. 1. 8® Paris, 1886.

London, Edinburgh ^nd Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. 5th series^

Vol. XXII, Nos. 134-136. 8® London, 1886.

Mining Journal. Vol. LVI, Nos.^650-2663. Fol. London, 1886,

NatursB Novi^ates. Jahrg. VIII, Nos. 1L17. 8® Berlin, 1886.

Nature. Vol. XXXIV, No. 867-880. 4® London, 1886.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineialogie, Geologic und Palaeontologie. Jahrg. 1886, Band If, heft

•
J.-2.

8° Stuttgart, 1886.

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, GeSlogie und Palaeontologie. Beilage-Band IV, heft 3.

* 8® Stuttgart, 1886.

Pakeontographica. Band XXXII, lief 4. 4® Stuttgart, 1886.

Tklseontographica. Supplement III. 4® Cassel, 1885.

Petennann's Geograpbische Mittheilungen. Band XXXII, Nos. 6-8. 4® Gotha, 1886. ^

Petermani^s Geographische Mittheilungen. Supplement No. 83. 4® Gotha, 1886.

Quarterly Journal of Jilicroscopical Science. New series. Vol. XXVI, pt. and XXVII

, pt. 1. B® London, 1886. *

Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaften. Folge 4^ Band V, h§£t 1-2, 8® Halle, 1886.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, REPORTS, Ac.

Bbngad.—

Q

uAtterly Bengal Army list. Ne^ series, No. 97. 8® 6lScutta, 1886.

® Govb^ubnt of Ihdu.

Combat.—

S

elections from the Records of the Bombay Government. New series. Nos. 1^8

and 181-185. Fisc. Bombay, 1886. Bombay Govbbnmbitt.
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Titles qf Boohs. Donors.

India.—

T

he Imperial Gazetteer of India. By W« W. Hunter. 2nd edition. YoIb. 1—VIII
8* London, 1886. Gotbbnmsnt of India,

„ Note on an inspection of the fo.^sts in Ondh in March and April 1886. By B*

Bibbentrop. Fisc., Simla, ^1886.

„ Beport on the course of instruction at the Forest School, Dehra Dun, during 1885.

Fisc., Simla, 1886. Govebnment of India*

„ * Beview of forest administration in British India for 1884-85. Fisc., Simla, 1886.

• Gotbbnmbnt of India.

„ Government of India. Civil Budget Estimate for 1886-87. Fisc., Calcutta, 1886.

GoVBBNMBNil OF INDIA.

„ ^
List of Officers in the Survey Departments,^corrected to 1st July 1886. Fisc.

Calcutta, 1886. Bbvenub and Aobicultubal D'^pabthent.

„ Meteorological observations recorded at six stations in India, coirected a^d reduced.

December 1885 and January to May 1886. 4^ Calcutta, 1886.

. Mrtbobolooical Bbpobtbb to Government of India.

„ Beview of the trade of India in 1885-86. By J. E. O'Conor. Fisc., Simla, 1886.

' Govebnment of India.

TBAN8ACTIONS, PBOCEBDINGS, Ac., OF* SOCIETIES, 8UBVEYS, Ac.

Baltimore.^American Journal of MathematioB. Vol. VIII, No. 3. 4** Baltimore, 1886.

c Johns Hopkins Univbbbitt.

„ Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and PoliticBl Science

4th series, VII-VIII—IX, 8° Baltimore, 1886.

The University.

Batavia.—Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootsohap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen.

Deel XXIV, Afl. 2. S'* Batavia, 1886. ^he Society.

„ Tijdsohrift voor indische Taal-land-en Volkenkunde. Deel XXXI, Afl. 2-3.

8° Batavia, 1886. The Society.

„ De vestiging van het Nederlandsche Gezag over de Banda-Eilanden (1599

—

1621). Door J. A. Van der Chijs. 8*' Batavia, 1886. The Society.

Beblin.—Zeitschrift der Deutscben geologisclien Gesellsohaft. Band XXXVIII, heft 1-C

8® Berlin, 1886. „ The Society.

Bombay.—Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society. Vol. I, No. 3. 8® Bombay,

1886.
,

Th^b Society.

Bbussels.-—Bulletin de la Socidtd Royale Beige de Gdographie, Annde Xj. No. 2. 8*

Bruxelles, 1886. The Society.

„ Bulletin du Musde Royal d' Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Tome IV, No. 2.

8^ Bruxelles, 1886. The Mdsbum.

Budapest.—Termdszetrajzi Fiizetek. Vol. X, Nos. 2-3. S'* Budapest, 1886.

c. (. The Museum.

OaIiCUTTA.—Ani^nal report, lists of accessions, and selected extracts of minutes of the
* Indian Museum. Vois. XII—XVI. 8® Calcutta, 1881-1885.

* *

Indian Museum.
*



PAKT 4.] AiditioM io iht Library. Vt%

Titles of Boohs, ** Donon^

CiLoumL—Catalo^e of the remains of Pleistocene and Pre-bist^rio Yertebrata, oontaiiied

in tbe Geolotptal Department of the Indian Museum, Calontta. Bj B.

Lydekker. 8” Calcatta,^1886.
^

GKOLoaioaL Subvbt of Ikpia.

Catalogue of the remains of Siwijik Yertebrata contaiued in the Geological

Department of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. Part II, Avea, Beptilia,

and Pisces. By B. Lydekkei 8" Calcutta, 1886.

GbPlooic4L Subtbt of IirpiA.

„ Asiatic Besearches ; or, Transactions of the Gbciety instituted in Bengal for

enquiring into the History and Antiquities, the Arts, Soiencesi and Litero-

% tnre of Asia. Vols. I to XI. Printed veibatimfrom the Calcutta edition,

4? Loudon, 1799-1812.
' Do. Do. Vols. xn—XIV, XVI, XVII, XIX and XI,

4* Calcutta, 1816-1836.

„ * Journal of the Afiatki Sodety of Bengal New eeriei^ Vol LV, Part 1, No. S,

and Part 11, No. 2s 8" Calcutta, 1886. Thb Sooibtf.

„ ^ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. 1Y-YI. 8° Calcn^ 1886.

^ ,
Thb Socibtt.

„ PalsBontologia Indicg^ Series X, YoL lY, pt. 1, and Series XIY^ Yol. I., pt. 8,

fasc. 6. 4^ Calcjitta, 1886. Geological Subybt of India.

• „ Becords of the Geological Survey of India. Yol. XIX, pt. 3. 8” Calcutta,

1886. Geocogioal Subvet of India.

„ General report on the operations of the Survey of India Department during

1884-86. Fisc Calcutta, 1886. Surybt or India.

„ Survey of India Department. Notes for May to August 1886. Flso. Calcutta,

1886. SuBYET OF India.

„ Tables of heights in Sind, the Punjab, N oW-ProYinces, and Central India,

determined by t^e Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, trigonometri-

cally and by spirit-leveling operations, to May 1862. 8^ Calcutta,

• 1863.

• „ Beport of the 9th annual meeting of the Indian Association for the Cultiytflion

.
' of Science. 8° Calcutta, 1886. The Association,

„ University of Calcutta. Minutes for the year 1885-86. 8* Calcutta, 1886.

* Calcutta Uniybbsitt.

Cav2bidgb. -Proceedings of the«Cambridge Philosophical Society. Yol.IY, pt. 6. 8^ Cam-
^ bridge, 1883. The Socibtt.

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. Yol. XIII, pt. 3* 4*

\ Cambridge, 1883. Thb Socibtt^

Cambbidge Mass.—Bullethi of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Yol.*XII, No. 5,

%
*

Cambridge, 1886. ^
The Musxuu.

Cincinnati.—Catalogue of the books and pamphlets in the library of the Cincinnati Society

of Natural History. By Joseph F, James. 8” Cincinnati, 1886.

Cincinnati So'oiett of Natubal Histobt.

Journal of the Cincinnati Society^of Natural Historya**Yo1. I, Nos. 1, 2 and

4; n,Nos. l,%aDd4; III, Nos. 1, 3 and 4; lY, Nog. 1-4; Y, Nos.

1-4; YI, Nos. 1-4; YJI, Nos. 1-4; HU, Nos, 1, 8W 4|; IX,

Nos. 1-2. 8** Cincinnati, 1878-1886. Teb SooixTt.
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Titlea qf Books. Donors.

Columbus.—

A

nnual repoH of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture for 1872-1874, 1876

and 1877. 8® Columbus, 1873-1878.
^

CiNoiNKATi Society of Natural History.
t '•

„ Final report of the Ohio States Board of Centennial Managers to the General

Assembly of the State of Ohio. 8® Columbus, 1877.

Cincinnati Society op Natural History.

% Geologische Verinessung des Staates Ohio. Theil 1-3. 8® Columbus, 1871.

Cincinnati Society of Natural History,

„ Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio. Vols, II— 111 Geology, and Vol. II

PaloBOntoiogy. 8® Columbus, 1874-1878.

" Cincinnati Society of Natural History.

CopenBaorn.—

M

dmoires d'e TAcaddmie Royalc do Copenhague. B”* sdi-ic, Vol. IL

Nob. 8-10, III, No. 2, and IV, No. 1. 4® Copenhague, 1886-1886.

0 The Academy.

Oversigt over det kong. dansko Videsiskabernes Selskabs. No. 3 (1886)

and No. 1 (1886). 8® Copenhague, 1886-1886. The Academy.

Dehra Dun.—

G

reat Trigonometrical Survey of It^dia. Spirit-levelled heights. Nos. 1-3,

Southern India. 8® Dehra Dun, i8V’*2. ^879.

„ Great Trigonometrical Survey. Spirit-levelled heights in the Bengal Presi-

dency, Series I—VII. 8® Dehra Dun, 1884.

M Great Trigonometrical Survey. Spirit-levelled heights in the Bombay Presi-

dency. Nos. 1-4. 8“ Dehra Dun, 1879-1886.
^

I, Tables of heights in the Punjab, N.-W. Provinces and Oudh, determined by

the spirit-levelling operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India

in 1866-67 to 1871-72. Sections I—IX. 8® Dehra Dun, 1869-1873.

Dresden.—Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen der Naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft

Isis in Dresden. Jahrg. 1886, Januar bis Juni. 8® Dresden, 1886.

The Society.

Dublin.—Report of the Director of the Science and Art Museum, Dublin^ for 1886. 8®

Dublin, 1886. The Museum.

EDiNLyROH.—Scottish Geographical Magazine. Vol. I, Nos, 4-9, and II, Nos. 6-9. 8®

Edinburgh, 1886-1886. The Society-

KdNiosBBRG.—Schriften der Physikalisch-Okonomischcn Gesellschaft. Jahrg. XXVI. 4?

Konigsberg, 1886. The Society^

Lausanne.-—Bulletin do laSooidtd Vaudoisc des Sciences Naturelles. 2"*®s6rie. Vol. XW,
No. 81. 8® Lausanne, 1879. The Society.

London.-Journal of the Linnean Society of London. Botany, Vol. XXI, N^s. 138-144>

and 160. Zoology, Vol. XIX, Nos. 109-113.
,

8® London, 1886-1886.

The Society.

M Transactions of the Linnean Society of London. 2nd series. Zoology, Vol. Hr
pts. 12, 16-17, and Vol. Ill, pt. 4. 4® London, 1886-1886.

The Society.

„ Journal Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New series,

Vol. XVIII, pt. 2. 8® London, 1886. ^ The Society.

„ Jourfial of the Sqciety of Arts. Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 1761-1764. 8® Londou>

1886. ^ The Society*^
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Titles of Books. Donors,

London^—

P

roceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. New t^ries, Vol. VIIT, Nos. 6-^8*

8® London, 1886. Th8 Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Sooiejiy. VoJ. XL, No. 243. 8® London, 1886.

^
The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London* Part I. 1886. 8® London*

1886. The Society.

• „ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. Vol. XLII, Ndf 166.

8® London, 1886. .• The Society.

Madbid.—Boletin de la Sociedad Geograficade Madrid. Tome XX, Nos. 4-6. 8® Madrid*

^ 1886.
*• The Society.

Manchebteb.—Transactions of tl^ Manchester Geological Society. Vol. XVlII,^pt. 20.

8® Manchester, 1886. The Society.

Moscou.—Bulletin de la Societd Impdriale des Naturaliates. Tome LXI, Nos. 3-4. 8®

* Moscou, 1886. • * The Society.

Newcastle.—Transactions of the nSrth of England* Institute of Mining and Mechanical

. Engineers. Vol. XXXV, pt. 3. 8® Newcastle, 1886.

*
^

, The Institution.
^

FaEis.—Bulletin de la Socidtd jj^^tdSgiquo de France. 3“® sdrie, Tome XJII, No. 8. 8®

Paris, 1886.
^

* The Society.

„ Mdmoires de la Socidtd Gdologique de Franco. 3™® sdrie, Tome IV, No. 2. 4°

Paris, 1886. The Society.

„ Compte rendu des Sdan(«^s do la Socidtd do Gdographie. Nos. 6 and 11-15. 8®

• Paris, 1886. The Socwty.

Penzance.—Transactions of the ’loyal Geological Society of Cornwall. Vol X, pt. 8. 8®

, Penzance, 1886. The Society.

» Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute. 3rd series, Vol. XCI, Nos. 6 and XCII.

Nos. 1-3. 8® Philadelphia, 1886. The Institute.

„ Proceedings of/Ce Academy of Natural Sciences. Part 1. 8® PhiladeU
*

pliia, 1886. The Academy.

• „ Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. XXIII, N^122.
. -

•
^8" Philadelphia, 1886. The sIciety.

Pisa.—Atti della Socieia Toscana di ^cienzo Natural!. Memorie Vol. VII. 8* Pisa, 1886.

• The Society.

,

' Atti della Societa ToscanE di Seienze Natural!. Process! verbal!. Vol. V. pp. 69-94.

8® Pisa, 1886. The SoG£Siy..
* *

Pobtuoal.—Sobre a existencia do Terreno Siluriano No Baixo Alemtejo. Por. J. F. N«
.
^ Delgado. 4® Lisboa, 1876. Geological Subtey,. Pobtugal.

„ IJection des Travaux Gdologiqueifdu Portugal. Contributions a la Flore Fossile

% du Portugal, par le Dr. Oswald Heer. 4^ Lisbonne, 1881.

Geological Survey, Portugal.

„ Relatorio e outros documentos relatives 6 CommissAo soientifica desempenhada

em differeutes cidades da Italia, Allemanha ea^Mtoca. By J. F. N.
Delgado. 49 Lisboa, 1882. • Geological Survey* Portugal.

• _
^liE.—Atti della R. Accademia del Idncei, Serle 3, Memeuie* Vols. X^Il—XIX ; and

Serie A Vol. II. 4^ Rotifa, 1884*1885. The Academy*
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TitUe qf Booh»» Donors,

Roobebb.—Tables of heists in N.-W. Provinces and Bengal, determined by the d T. S. of

L, by spiiit-leveliDg operations, to May ^866. S'" Boorkee, 1866.

St. Pbtebsbubo.—Bibliothbque Gdologiquede la Bussie. 1, 1885. 8** St. Pdtersbourg, 1886.
^ Gbolooical Commission.

„ Bulletins da Comitd Gdologique. Vol. V, Nos. 1-6. 8" St Fdtersbourg,

1886. Gbolooical Commission.

„ Mdmoires dn Comitd Gdologiqne. Vol. II, No. 3. 4** St. Pdtersbonrg,

1886. Gbolooical Commission.

Salbm.—'Bulletin of the Esi^Jbdastitute. Vol. XVII, No. 4-6. 8** Salem, 1885ir

Ebsb^Inbtitutb.

„ Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Science, '^^l. II. 8* Salem, 1886.

Thb Academy,

San FBANCi8CO.-^Bulletin of the California Academy of Sciences. No. 4. 8° Sal Francisco,

1886. Tns Acadbmt.

Sidney.—Report of the committee of management of the Technological, Industrial and

Sanitary Museum for 1885. Fisc. Sydney, 1886. » Thb Museum.

Tobino.—Atti della R. Accademiadelle Scienzedi TonU'o^ Vol. ^XI, disp. 5-6. S'* Torino,

1886. The Academy.

Tobonto.—Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. 3id series, Vol. Ill, No. 4. 8° Toronto,

1886. The Institute.

ViCTOBlA.--Report on the carboniferous strata and coal seams situated on the coast between

Western Port Bay and Anderson's Inlet, 8 miles east of Cape Patterson

in Bass's Straits. By A. B. C. Selwynf Fisc. Melbonine, 1854.

. R. D. OldllAM.

Reports relative to the Geological Survey of Victoria, 1861. Fisc, Melbourne,
'

1862.
^

B, D. Oldham.

Report on coal seams. Cape Patterson, with and section. Bv Alfred R. C.

Selwyn. Fisc. Melbourne, 1867. R. D. Oldham.

Repoit on the coal fields of Victoria. Nos. 1-2. By John Mackenzie. Fisc.

Melbourne, 1873. R. D. OltuIaM.

Annual report of the Secretary for Mines and Water-Supply. Fisc. Mdbourne,

1886. Depabtmbnt op Mines and Wateb^Jupdi^^
Mineral Statistics of Victona fo/ 1885. Fisc., Melbourne, 1886.

« Dbpabtment of Mines, VictObia.

The Gold-fields of Victoria. Reports oi the Mining Itegistrars for the quarter

ending Slst March 1886. Fisc. Melbourne, 1886.

^
,

Minin.s^ Dbpabtment, Victobia.

Vienna.—Annalen des k. k. Naturhistorischen Hofmubeums. Band I, Vo, 3. 8P Wien,

1886.
' The Museum.

Verhandlungen der k. k. geologischen Reichsanstalt. Nos. 7-9. 8'’ Wien, 1886.

« ^ The Institute

Washington.—Annu-! report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1884. 4!* Washington,

188o,

„ bulletin of the United Statea National Museum. No. 24. 8" Washingjqp,

1883. REVaiNui AND Aobicultubal Dbpabtmbnt..

« «

I
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Titles of Booht, DotMrM^

Washington.—'Fifth annual report of the United States Gt^logioal Survey, 1883-84,

Roy. 8® Wasiington, 188^. United States Geological Subvbt.

a, Transactions and Proceedings o^the New Zealand Institute. VoL XVI II.

Index to Vols. 1-17. 8® Wellington, 1886. The Institution.

Yokohama.—Transactions of the Asiatic Socie^v of Japan. Yel. XIV, pt. 1. 8® Yokohama,

1886. The Society.

„ Transactions of the Soismological Society of Jhpan. Vol. IX, pts. 1-?. 8®

Yokohama, 1886. The Society.

Roumania.—Harta geologica gene:i^la 1

MAPS.

a Romaniei lucrata de^^embrii Biuroului Qeologio

sub directiunea domnului Gr. Stefanoscu. Sheets VII—IX.

No date.

Jduoharestl

Geological Bureau*

^Turkestan.—Carte gdologique du Turkestan Russo dressde en 1881 par les ingdniotirs dea

mines G. Roman^sky et I. Moucliketow, d'apr^s leurs propres 'observa-*

tions faites do 3 S74 a 1880. St. Pdtersbourg, 1886.

• * Gkolo3ical Commission. Russia..
* October 23rdt 1886,

m

aoTernment of ludia Coutral Pricing Offloo.-Ilo. 28 JJ, Q, Sar7ey.-B-ll.8e.-710.
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